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PREFACE

^T^HE origin and final purpose of this volume, and the preceding,

I have been stated in the preface to the latter. It may be useful

to describe in outline the contents of the present volume. The first

chapter deals with the theory of correspondence, mainly of points

on one or two curves, with inclusion of the treatment by transcen-

dental methods, and the connection with the theory of defective

integrals. The second chapter attempts an exposition of Schubert's

remarkable ideas, which are as interesting logically as geometrically,

and of the extension of the theory of correspondence to aggregates

of any dimension. The third chapter is in part a reminder of

theorems which belong to plane geometry, and in part a sketch of.

general theorems for rational surfaces. In the fourth chapter the

elementary preliminary properties of surfaces in ordinary space,

and in space of four dimensions, are dealt with. Chapter V is that

which is concerned with the most interesting and the most novel

ideas of the volume. For this reason it is written in a tentative

introductory manner, and will best have served its purpose if it

leaves the reader convinced of the imj^ortance of the theory in-

volved, and with a desire to follow it further. The next chapter

develojDS in detail the theory of the intersections of manifolds in

space of four dimensions. The last chapter collects together various

particular theorems, and some easy applications of foregoing theory.

Only want of space has led to the exclusion from the volume of

many other results which are of interest.

I should like to give expression to my sense of how much this,

and preceding volumes, owe to those who have been students with

me during their composition; my experience has been of a re-

markable and unremitting keenness in the prosecution of the

matters treated. Without this encouragement and co-operation,

I might not have persevered in the formulation of the ideas,

especially in these last two volumes. But besides this personal
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reference, I would add that it is clear that the purely geometrical

and descriptive aspects of the subject are felt by many of our

students to offer a discipline which is a welcome complement to

others which are open to them.

And, I would repeat, readers of these volumes are under much

obligation to the staff of the University Press for the trouble and

attention with which the printing has been executed.

H. F. B.

5 October 1933
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CHAPTER I

ALGEBRAIC CORRESPONDENCE

Part I. Elementary methods. There is said to be an (.?, r)

correspondence between points P, Q of a single given curve when,
if P is assigned, anywhere on the curve, there is determined a set,

Qi, Q2, ..., Qr, oi r points, these being the r positions of Q corre-

sponding to P, and, when Q is assigned, there is similarly determined
a set Pj, ... , Pj, of 5 points, these being the s positions of P corre-

sponding to Q. In particular, the set of points P so determined
where Q is at any one of Q^, ..., Qj., say Qi, is a set Pj, ..., Pj of
which P is one; and, when Q is at another of Qj^, ..., Q^, say Qj,
the set so determined may be a different set, P^', ... , PJ, but, among
these, P is still one. The operation by which we pass from P to

Qi, ..., Qj.is called the forioard, or direct, operation; it may be de-

noted by a symbol, say T, so that we may write Q= TP, but it must
be borne in mind that TP has r significations. The operation by
which we pass from Q to P^ , . .

.
, P^ is called the reverse operation,

and may be denoted by T^ (and, later, by T~^), and we may write

P=T^Q. It is supposed, in what follows, unless the contrary be
stated, that the set Q^, ..., Q^is determined from P by algebraical

processes, so that any rational symmetrical function of the co-

ordinates of Qi, ... , Qj., say {zi,ti), ... ,
{z^, t^), is a rational function

(in virtue of the equation of the curve) of the coordinates {x, y) of

P. In particular there are two equations, satisfied respectively by

2i, ...,2^and by t-^, ...,t^, say

Mo^'"-t-Wi2''-i-f... + w^=0, VQt^+ V^V-^+... + Vr= 0,

in which u^, ..., u^, Vq, ... ,Vj. are rational polynomials in x and y.

These equations must be consistent with one another in virtue of

the equation of the curve, f{z, t) = 0; and, if the coordinates be
chosen with generality, it should be possible, by means of/(~,/) = 0,

to obtain from the second equation a rational expression for t in

terms of x, y, z. The relations are then expressed by two equations,

say u {x, y, z) = 0, t= R {x, y, z), where w= denotes the first equa-
tion, and R is rational in x, y, z, the equation /(s, /) = 0, or

f[z,R{x,y,z)] = 0,

being satisfied in virtue oi f{x, y) = and u = 0. Thus the corre-

spondence is given by u= 0, t = R, f {x, y) = 0, which involve

/(;:, t) = 0. And from these similar equations are determinable,

w{z,t,x) = 0, y= S {z,t,x), f{z,t) = 0.
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A particularly simple case is that for a rational curve. Then any
two points (.r), (2), of the curve, can be characterised by parameters,
say Q and ^. The expression of the correspondence is then by a
single equation, which we suppose irreducible, say R {6, <j)) = 0,

where ^ is a rational polynomial both in 6 and </>, of respective

orders s and r in these. A special example is given, for the corre-

spondence of the points {6-, 6, 1), (^^^ ^ ^^ ^f ^j^g conic x — y^= 0,

by the equation

this expresses that the two points (%, t^), (sg, ^2) of the conic, which
correspond to the point {x, y) thereon, are the intersections of the
conic with the polar of {x, y) taken in regard to another fixed conic.

More generally, if {x, y), (2, t) be points of a curve /(^r, y) = 0, or

f{z,t) = 0, connected by a relation R {x, y, z, t) = 0, where R is a
rational (non-homogeneous) polynomial in x, y, z, t, then, to a point
{x, y) of the curve, there correspond the intersections with/ (2, ^) =
of the curve R {x, y, z, t) = 0, in which (2;, t) are current coordinates,

and to a point {z, t) the intersections with /(a;, y) = of the curve
R (x, y, z,t) = 0, in which {x, y) are current coordinates. Such a
relation R{x, y, z, t) = is necessarily of the form

Wo {X, y) Vo (~, /)+...+ Mfc {x, Ij) Vk {z,t)=- 0,

where u^, Vj are rational polynomials; this equation expresses that
the points (2, t) which correspond to a given {x, y), are points of a

set belonging to the linear series, on the curve/ (2, ^) = 0, obtained
by its intersections with the curves \vQ{z,t)-\-...-'rXj^Vy.{z,t)=^0,

namely, that set for which A^ , . . . , Aj. are in the ratios of

Uf,{x,y), ...,Uk{x,y).

Similarly, the points {x, y) which correspond to a given (2, t) are

points of a set of a certain linear series. We have given a special ex-

ample, of a (2, 2) correspondence on a conic. Another very obvious
example is that between the point of contact {x, y), of a tangent
at any point of a curve /(j;, y) — 0, and the points (z, t), other than
the point of contact, in which the tangent meets the curve. The
correspondence is then expressed by an equation of the form

/i(.r, ij).z+f^{x, y).t+fs{x, y)^0, in which /,/2,/3 are the partial

derivatives of/ In this case, if/= be of order n, the (n— 2) points

(2, t) which correspond to the point {x, y), when taken with the

point {x, y) itself, counted twice, are all the points of a particular

set of the linear series determined by A2 + /xf + v= 0, where A, /u,, v

are parameters. And so in general, for the curve in (2, t) expressed

(with given x, y) by the equation,

«o (^% y) VQ{z,t)+...^- u„ (x, y) Vj, (2, t) = 0,
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it may happen that, beside fixed zeros common to all of

(Avhich Avo ignore), there is a certain number of intersections, with
the fundamental curve /(;s, i) = 0, which coincide with {x, y). In
such case, if this number be denoted by y, and the set of points

(z, t), or Q, which correspond to {x, y), or P, be denoted by (Q), the
composite set yP+iQ) forms a set of a certain linear series; and
then, if (Q') be the points Q which correspond to another point (P'),

the two sets yP-\-{Q) and yP'-\-{Q_') belong to the same linear

series, or, in the phraseology of Vol. v. Chap, iv, are equivalent,

which we write as yP+(Q) = yP' + (Q'). It is not to be assumed,
however, though the set (Q) is determined from y coincident points

P, when the correspondence is established, that the complete linear

series to which the composite set yP + {Q) belongs, is of freedom y.

We have indeed had above a simple example on a conic, in which
the sets belong to a series of freedom 2, though y is zero. And it will

appear below that there are correspondences for which y is negative,

the equivalence above written being then understood to mean
— yP' + (Q)= — yP+(Q'). The number y, in correspondences of the

kind now considered, is called the valency.

A correspondence which is entirely defined by a single equation
of the form Ufi{x, y)vQ{z, t)-\- ...-\-Uf.{x, y)v,^{z, t) = 0, has, clearly, the

same valency as its reverse. For, if the left side, regarded as a

function of (z, t), vanishes to order y when (z, t) approaches to {x, y),

regarded as a fixed point, then it is equally true that, regarded as a
function of {x, y), it vanishes to order y when the point {x, y)
approaches to the point {z, t), regarded as fixed.

Conversely, we may define a correspondence, of indices {s, r),

with (positive or zero) valency y, between the places {x), (s) of the

curve, by the properties: (1), that, when {x) is given, there is deter-

mined, algebraically, a set of r places (z^), ... ,
(s^), any rational sym-

metrical function of these latter being expressible rationally by the

coordinates x, y, of the point (x); and (2), that, when {z), one of

(Zj), ..., (Zj.), is given, there is a similar determination of the set,

(cCj), ... , (Xg), of places, which correspond to (z) in the reverse corre-

spondence; with (3), the further property, that, in the direct corre-

spondence, the composite set consisting of (z^), ..., (z^), and the

place {x) taken y times, are the points ofa set ofa linear series, which is

the same for all positions of (x). For, with these hypotheses, we
can construct a function, rational in the coordinates of both the

places {x) and (z), which, as a function of (s), vanishes at (z^), ... ,
(z^)

as well as y times at {x), and, as a function of (.r), vanishes at

(Xj), ... ,
(Xg) as well as y times at (z). This function, by its vanishing,

expresses then both the direct and the reverse correspondence.
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To prove this, we argue as follows: the meaning of the hypo-
thesis (3)—if (ci), ..., (Cr) be the positions of {z^, ..., (Zj.) corre-

sponding to a position (a) of (x)—is, that there exists a rational

function of (z), on the curve, having, for its zeros, the place (x),

taken y times, and the places (z^), ... ,
(z^), which correspond to (x),

taken each once, and having, for its poles, the place (a), taken y
times, and the places (c^), ..., (c^), which correspond to (a), each
taken once. Such a function is definite, save for a constant multi-

plier; dividing the function by its value at an arbitrary place (c) of

the curve, we may then agree that it reduces to unity at (c). So
determined, let the function be denoted by

R.
/^^xy,z„...,zA

\ ' ay, Cj, ..., cj

The actual expression of such a function is to be found, by, first,

forming the most general rational function of (z) which has
{a)y, (Cj), ..., (c^) as poles, and, then, limiting the arbitrary constants,

which enter Unearly in such a function, by the condition that

{x)y, (%), ... ,
(Zj.) are its zeros. This limitation is by linear equations;

some, relating to the zeros {x)y, being explicitly rational in (x), the
others, relating to the zeros (zj), ... , (z^), being symmetrical in these,

and, therefore, by the initial definition, also ultimately rational in

(x). The function of (z) thus formed, depending on (x), is thus
rational in (x).

Let us now consider this as a function of (x), depending on (z).

As such, it vanishes to order y when (x) approaches to (z). To the
place (z) there correspond, by hypothesis, in the reverse corre-

spondence, places {Xj), ... , (Xg). When (2) is at any one of the places

(%), ..., {Zj.), which correspond to {x) in the direct correspondence,

then (x) will be at one of the places (^3), ... , (Xg), which correspond

to this position of (z) in the reverse correspondence. Thus, con-

versely, when {x) is at one of (^Cj), ... ,
(Xg), then (z) will be at one of

(%), ..., (Zj.); and the function of (x), now under consideration, will

vanish to the first order. The function will, we assume, have no other

zeros than those mentioned. A like statement is true for the poles

:

the function of (s), considered above, has a pole of order y when (z)

is at (a), and has also a pole, of the first order, when (z) is at any
one of the places (Cj), ... , (c^), which correspond to (a) in the direct

correspondence; and this function is of the form

R
\ ay, Cj^, ..., cJ \ ay, Cj^, ..., Cj./

and is infinite to the first order when (c) is at any one of the places

{zj), ..., {z^), which correspond to (x) in the direct transformation;

this arises when, and only when, (x) is at any one of the places
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(«i), ... ,
{ag), which correspond to (c) in the reverse transformation;

the quotient is also infinite, to order y, when [x) is at (c) ; and is not
otherwise infinite; and it reduces to unity when {x) is at (a), and,

therefore, {z^), ...,(2^) are, respectively, at (c^), .,,,(c^); also, the

infinities of the numerator and denominator, of the quotient just

written do not depend on the position of {x). Thus the function,

regarded as depending on {x), may equally be represented by

Thus we have the result: For an existing [s, r) correspondence,

hetxveen the places [x), (z) of the given curve, assumed to he of valency y
{zero or positive) in the direct correspondence from (x) to (z^), ..., (Zj.),

and such that any rational symmetric function of {Zy) , . .
. ,

{z^) is

rational in {x), zvhile to (z) there correspond (x^), ... , (Xg) in the reverse

correspondence, if {a), (c) be tivo arbitrary places, toe can construct a

function
(f>

{x, z; a, c), rational in regard to both {x) and (2), and in

regard to both (a) and (c); this function, regarded as a function of{z),

is zero to order y at the place (x), and, to the first order, at each of the

places {zy), ... , (Zr) which correspond to (x) in the direct correspondence;

it is also infinite to order y at the place (a), and, to the first order, at each

of the places (c^), ..., (c,.), ivhich correspond to (a) in the direct corre-

spondence. This function of {z) expresses, by its zeros, the direct corre-

spondence. But, regarded as a function of{x), it expresses the reverse

correspondence also, being zero to order y at the place {z), and, to the

first order, at the places {x^), ..., {Xg), ivhich correspond to (z) in the

reverse correspondence, beside having a pole of order y at the place (c),

and poles, ofthefirst order, at thejjlaces (a^), ... ,
(a^), ivhich correspond

to (c) in the reverse corresjjondence. Thus the reverse correspondence is

equally of vcdency y.

A simple illustration is that remarked above, where the direct cor-

respondence leads from a place {x) to the (n— 2) places {z-^, ..., (z„_2)>

in which the curve is met by the tangent of the curve at the place

{x). The reverse correspondence then leads from a place (s), of the

curve, to the (?i' — 2) places {x-^), ..., {x^--^, which are the points of

contact of the tangents to the curve drawn from {z). The equation

of the tangent at {x), in which (2) is used as current coordinate, is

equally the equation, with {x) as current coordinate, of the first

polar of a point {z). The fact that the valency of the reverse corre-

spondence, like that of the direct correspondence, is 2, is the fact

that the first polar, of a point (2) of the curve, touches the curve at

this point.

There are two general definitions in regard to correspondence
which it is convenient to employ: (a). If we have two correspond-

ences, in which there correspond to P, in the direct correspondences,
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respectively the sets (Q) and (i?), then we shall regard the composite
set, consisting of the sets (Q), {K) together, say the set (Q) + (/?), as

being in correspondence with P, directly, in a correspondence which
we call the sum, of the two given correspondences. It can then be
seen that the reverse of this sum correspondence is likewise the sum
of the reverses of the two original correspondences. For the corre-

spondence reverse to T, which we denote by T^ , is defined by the

fact that I\ , applied to any one of the points TP, gives rise to a set

of which P is one point. Now consider {T+ U) P, which is defined

as the aggregate of the sets (Q) — TP and (R) = UP. The operation

(T+ U)i , reverse to {T+ U), is that which, applied to any one of the

set TP, or to any one of the set UP, gives a set including P. This is

satisfied only if (T'+ U)i = T^ + t/j . In symbols,

(Ti+ U,){T+ U)P=^{T^+ U,){TP+ UP)

= T^TP+ TiUP+U^TP+ C7iUP,

and P is among the latter aggregate. Beside this definition of the

sum of two correspondences, is, (b), that of the product of two corre-

spondences : If to P, in a direct correspondence T, corresponds the

set (Q), of which Q^ denotes every element in turn; and to Q^, in

another direct correspondence U (independent of i), corresponds a

set {R)i, the set (Q) consisting of q points, and each set {R)j con-

sisting of r points, then we regard the aggregate of rq points forming

all the sets (i?),, as corresponding to P in a direct correspondence,

which we call the product of T by U, and denote by UT, the

operation T being that first applied. It is easy to see that the reverse

correspondence {UT\, is T^U^.

For correspondences with valency, as considered above, the

valency oiT+U \s> the sum of the valencies of T and U. For, if, in

a notation employed already,

(Q) + yP^ (Q') + yP', (R) + 8P= {R') + SP',

then also

(q)+ {R) + {y+h)P^{Q') + {R') + {y+h)P'.

For the product of two correspondences, however, the valency of

UT is the negative product of the valencies of T and U. For, from

i:Qi+ yP= I.Q/ + yP', {R)i + 8Q,= {R')i + 8Q/, of which the latter

gives i:{R), + 8i:Q, = i:{R')i + SI.Q/, we have

2(/?),-8yP^S(P')-Sy^'.

Thus, also, the (generally different) correspondences UT and TU
have the same valency, which is also the valency of U^T, TUy,
UT„ T^U, U^T„ T,U,.

A simple correspondence is obtained by considering, on the

fundamental curve, any linear series of sets of points which has
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freedom unity. Any point P of the curve then determines the
other points (Q), of the set to whieh P belongs; and there is thus a
correspondence of valency unity, in which the points corres[)onding

to P arc these other points (Q), of tlie set of the linear scries deter-

mined by P. In this case, since a set of the series is equally deter-

mined by any one of its points, the reverse correspondence is the

same as the original. Further, by what has been said, the product
of any two such simple correspondences, determined by any two
linear series of freedom unity, is a correspondence whose valency is

negative unity. By the sum and product of such simple corre-

spondences w^e can thus set up a correspondence of any arbitrary

valency, positive, zero or negative.

The chief utility of the theory of correspondence, in geometry,

arises by the consideration of the united points, or coincidences;

these are the positions of P in which one of the points Q, correspond-

ing thereto, coincides with P.

Consider first the easy case of a rational curve: let a corre-

spondence, between two points represented by parameters 6,
(f),

be
given by an equation {d,

(f>)
= 0, of order s in 9 and order r in <(>. The

coincidences arise then corresponding to the roots of the equation

{6, 9) = 0, and are s+ r in number, provided the original relation

contains the term d^cf)'^, that is, provided the parameters are so

chosen that ^= oo is not a coincidence. Further, the set of points

forming the coincidences is equivalent with the aggregate of the

two sets (Q), {Q)i, which correspond to a point P in the direct and
reverse correspondences; indeed, on a rational curve, any two sets

of the same number of points are equivalent with one another. The
same equivalence, of the set of coincidences with the aggregate of

the sets corresponding to any point in the direct and reverse

correspondences, holds on any curve, for the coincidences in a

correspondence which is of valency zero.

The proof of this remark, as to the coincidences for a correspond-

ence, on any curve, w^hich is of valency zero, arises from the ex-

pression of the correspondence by the vanishing of a polynomial

Huiix, y)Vi{z, t), the numerator of the function (f){x, z; a, c) in-

vestigated above for any correspondence. This, as a polynomial in

(z, t), has, when the valency is zero, no zeros coinciding with {x, y).

The remark made is the same as the statement that the zeros of

YiUi {x, y) Vi (x, y) are a set equivalent to the aggregate of the set

(Q), given by 2M,(cro, ?/o)i;i(z, ^) = with /(z, i) = 0, and the set

(Q)i' given by TiUi{x, y)Vi{xQ, yo) = with /(a?, y) = 0. The theorem
is contained in what follows, but is necessary as a lemma.

In general, however, the set of coincidences (U), of a correspond-

ence of valency y, in which the direct and reverse sets correspond-

ing to a point P are (Q) and (Q)i, upon a curve on which a canonical
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set, of 2j9 — 2 points, is denoted by {K), satisfies the equivalence

(L')=(Q) + (Q)i+ y[2P+(J^)]. To prove this important result, re-

mark, first, that, if true for each of two correspondences, it is true

for the correspondence which is their sum ; for the coincidences in

the sum are evidently the aggregate of those in the separate corre-

spondences. Then, next, the formula is clearly true for the simple

correspondence, of valency unity, in which P and (Q) together, as

also P and (Q)i together, are a set of a linear series of freedom unity,

on the curve. For, in this case, it becomes the fundamental result

(J) = (L) + (il/) + (iv), in which (L) and (3/) are any two sets of the

linear series, and (J) is the Jacobian set of the series (Vol. v,

p. 84). From these facts it follows that the formula is true for any
correspondence, of positive valency y, which can be obtained as

the sum of y such simple correspondences. Being assumed to be

true, in virtue of the lemma preceding, for any correspondence of

zero valency, it is therefore true, for any general correspondence, of

negative valency — y, not necessarily assumed to be obtained by
composition of the simple correspondences referred to. Hence, also

by the lemma, it is true for any general correspondence of positive

valency y.

We may also deduce this result for the coincidences directly, by
use of the function ^(a?, z; a, c) obtained above. Suppose the

valency to be positive. Consider the function of (2) which is ex-

pressible, in the notation employed (p. 4, above), in either of the

form^s

^-^^kCX':'!^' <=-^-'-^««(-:v;:;::::::>

{x) being a general place; and therein suppose {z) to approach to

coincidence with {x). For simplicity of statement, suppose that the

curve,/ (tT, y) = 0, of order w, has n distinct places at a;= 00. Putting,

in terms of the representative parameter Q for the neighbourhood

of {x), z— x=d{dz/dx) + h6^{dh/dx^)+..., where (dz/dx), etc., are the

values at (x), a factor 6^, in Rf., will cancel a factor 9-y in {z— x)~y.

Further, as this function R^ vanishes to the first order when (z) is

at any of the places, {z•^), ..., (z^), which correspond to {x) in the

direct correspondence, the function of {x) obtained by putting (z)

at {x) will vanish when (x) is at any of the places (zj), ... ,
(z^); also,

as we see with the help of the second form of the function, this

function of (x) will have poles of order y both at (a) and (c), and
poles of the first order at each of (c^), ..., (Cj.), (a^), ..., (Og). The
function (dz/dx), regarded as a function of (x), vanishes to order

A — 1 when (x) approaches a branch place of index k (where there is

a cycle of k values); in all, then, (dz/dx) has 'Z(k—l), or, say, w
zeros, at such places—whose aggregate we may denote by (w) ; and
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it is known that w = 2n + 2p — 1; the function of cc,{dzldx), is also

infinite to the second order at each of the n places at a;= oo. We
may denote the aggregate of these n places by (oo).

On the whole, then, when (z) coincides with {x) we obtain a

function of {x) whose zeros and poles are those represented by the

symbols, in the numerator and denominator, respectively, in the

fractional scheme
ff/Uoo'l^y

{iv)y{ay){cy){c^) ...{c,){a^) ...{aX

In making this deduction, it is assumed that the function of {x)

w^hich is the factor of Qy in R^ , when (:;) approaches to {x), gives only

those zeros and poles which we have stated. From this scheme, if

V be the number of coincidences of the correspondence, equating

the numbers of zeros and poles of this rational function, we hence

deduce v+ 2Yn= {2n + 2p — 2)y+ 2y+ r+ s, or v= r+ s+ 2yp.

Further, if ti denote any everywhere finite integral of the cvirve,

the rational function of (x), given by dujdx, has zeros and poles

which are indicated by the scheme

where {K) denotes a canonical set. Dividing then the previous

function of {x) by {du[dx)y, we obtain a rational function whose
zeros and poles are those denoted by the scheme

JU)

{K)y{ay){cy){c,)...{c,){a^)...{a,y

so that we have the equivalence {U) = {Q) + {Q\+ y[2P+ (K)]

originally stated. A function of the character of (f>{x, z; a, c) can be

constructed when the valency y is negative, and then a similar

argument leads to the same equivalence for this case.

Remark. A correspondence, such as the simple correspondences

we have constructed from a linear series of freedom unity, in which

the distinction between the direct and the reverse correspondence is

lost, or say T^ = T, is called symmetrical. The number of distinct

points of coincidence of such a correspondence is J-v, namely is

r+ py.

Ex. 1. To illustrate the formation of the function <f>{x,z; a,c), and
the limit of {z — x)~y<f>{x,z; a, c) when (2) approaches to (x), we may
consider the simple example of the correspondence, on a plane cubic
curve /(a;, y) = 0, in which, to (x) corresponds the point (z), in which the
tangent at (x) meets the curve again, while, to (z) correspond the four

points (Xi), ...,(Xi), in which the tangents drawn from (z) touch the
curve. Then y= 2. Denoting the function {z — x)dfldx + {t — y)df/dy, or,

say, {z — x)fj^ + {t — y)f2, by T^^^, the function (l>{x,z; a, c) is

T T IT T
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If, further, H denote the Hessian form
|
d^F/d^^d^j \, where

we easily compute that H^^-M^^f^-f^o-^fJJ-^^+f^-f-^^), and, when (2)

approaches to {x),

{z—x) - r^
J,
= — 2J2 - (/i "/22 ~ -/1J2/12 +/2"/ii)-

Thus, putting ^3 = 1, ^x — x, l2= 2/» {z— x)~^^{x, z; a, c) becomes

[lH/{df/dijmT^JT,^,T,J.

Here, the Hessian H vanishes in the 1 + 4 + 2 . 1 . 2, or 9, inflexions of the
curve, which are the coincidences of the correspondence, while T^ ^
vanishes twice at (a), and once at its tangential (c^), and T^ ^ vanishes
twice at (c), and once at the four points of contact of tangent's from (c);

while df/dy vanishes once at each of the six points of contact, (w), of
tangents parallel to x — 0, and, being of the second order, is infinite to
the second order at the three places (00). The function which expresses
the equivalence of the inflexions Avith the aggregate {a'^){c"){Ci){aj)...{a^)

Ex. 2. Considering, upon a curve of genus p, a linear series g/^, of sets

of n points, of freedom r, and the sets of this series in which r points are
taken coincident, there is, between each such point of coincidence, P,
and the n — r remaining points (Q) of the set determined by P, a corre-

spondence of valency r ; in this, there correspond to P the n — r points (Q),
and to Q correspond, reversely, a certain number, say $, of points P.
Let the number of coincidences of a point Q with P be denoted by x„ ,.

;

this is the number of sets of the series g^.^ for which (r+ 1) points of the
set are coincident. The sets from g,.^ of which a given point Q is one point,

form a linear series ^g" ~j ; in this are a'„_i ^_i sets which contain r coin-

cident points ; this is then the number, $, required in the correspondence
(P, Q), of points P which correspond reversely to Q. Thus, using the
formula found above for the number of coincidences in a correspondence,
we see that x^^ = x^_i.r_i + n — r + 2pr; if we put

yn,r = ^n,r-{'r+i)[n + r{p-l)],

this equation is the same as ?/„,r = 2/n-i,r-i> But

ij^i = 2n + 2p-2-2[n+p-l]^0;

thus, in general, ?/„ r
= 0, and the required number «„ ^ is given by

x^^, = ir+l)[n + rip-l)].

This formula gives the total number of cases ; in any particular applica-
tion it is necessary to consider whether (when r is not a prime) the r-fold

coincidences can arise by repetitions of r^-fold coincidences, in which r^

is a factor of r. Further, it is to be remarked that it is not assumed that
the series gj.^ is complete; if, for example, we had r = n—p, then x^,.

would reduce to (r+ l)^p.

Ex. 3. If we have, upon the curse, two correspondences, (s, r, y) and
(«', r', y'), of respective valencies y and y', in which there correspond to
P the respective sets (Q) and (Q'), of r and r' points, then the number of
times it happens that, for the same P, a point Q coincides with a point
Q', is rs' + r's — 2pyy'.
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Ex. 4. Two linear series, g-^^, g^^, have a pair of points in a set of one
scries coinciding with a pair of points in a set of the other series, in

(h-\){k-\)-p ways.
Ex. 5. On a general plane qiiartic curve, a direct correspondence from

P to three points Q, is given by conies, drawn through three lixed points

A, B, C of the quartic curve, which touch the curve at P. Shew that the

reverse correspondence, from Q to (P), is of index 12, and of valency 2,

being given by quintic curves, with double points at A, B, C, which
touch the quartic curve at Q. Ii'f{x, y, z)=^0 represent the quartic curve,

referred to A, B, C as triangle of coordinates, the coordinates of P, Q
being respectively {x, y, z) and (|, j], Q, prove that the correspondence
is given by

Generalise this to the ease of an (r-p, p) correspondence, on a plane

curve of order m, with multiple points (?"), when (Q) is determined
from P by adjoint curves of order m — 2, with a number of fixed points

on the curve given by |(m — 2)(7/t + 1) — |St(i — 1) — r, which have
r-pointic contact at P with the fundamental curve. Obtain the curves,

with r-ple intersection at Q, which determine the corresponding r-p

points (P).

There is a particular theorem, sometimes of use, which it is con-

venient to explain here, while the notation is familiar.

The direct correspondence, from {x) to (%), ..., {z^), enables us to

establish a correspondence between, say, (%), and the other points

of the set (%), ... ,
{z^). For this, when {z^) is given, we should pass,

reversely, from {z^) to {x-^, ... ,
{Xg), and then, directly, from any one

of these, say (ii\), to a set consisting of (%) and (r— 1) places, say,

(s,-i), ..., (;:, r-i)- There exists, therefore, a direct correspondence

of (^i) with s{r—\) places (Sj-j). Evidently this is a symmetrical

correspondence, the reverse set consisting also of s{r—\) places.

We proceed to find the valency of this correspondence.

As {Xi)y, (2i),(2;,i), ... , (~j,r-i) ^J'e the zeros of a rational function,

so are the s{r-\-y) places

\X^y, ... ,[Xgy,(Z-yY, \^i,\)^ ••• ?(%,r-l)' j ('2s,i)' •••j ('^s.r-lJJ

but so also are {z-^^, [x-,), ... , {x^), and hence also {z^y'^, {x-i)y,..., {Xg)y.

Thus the places, obtained by taking the latter set from the former,

namely {z^Y-y\ (^i,i), . . . , {z^^r-i), {^s,i), > (^s.r-i). are the zeros

of a rational function; this shews that, in the symmetrical corre-

spondence spoken of, of indices s{r—l), s{r—l), between (Zj) and

{Zi j), the valency is s— y^. The number of distinct coincidences, of

{zj) with a (Zjj) is therefore s{r—l) + ij{s— y^).

We may call this correspondence the direct lateral correspondence

derived from the original correspondence T. If it be denoted by X,
and the correspondence on the curve which leaves any point P
\maltered, say the identical correspondence, be denoted by /, the

symbolical representation of the process we have followed (if 2\ be
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the reverse of T), is TTy = sI-\-X. The valency of X is thus obtain-

able by subtracting from the valency of TT^ (which is — y^), s times

the valency of /. This identical correspondence, expressing that the

point P, and its corresponding point Q, are identical, or P— Q = 0,

is, however, of valency —1. Thus the valency of X is —y'^—{ — s),

or s— y^, as we have found.

More generally, denoting by a^ , ^j the indices, by y^- the valency,

and by u^ the number of coincidences of a correspondence, suppose

we have several correspondences, from P to the set (Q), from P to

the set {R), and so on, which are such that there exists the equiva-

lence

as we have {Q)-\-y-JP=Q, {R)-{-y^P= 0, etc., this is merely the same
as A;= A'lyi+ Agyg+ Then we have

A'l (Ml- ai- ^^) + A'2 (W2- a2- ^2) + • • • = 2A7:>,

as was remarked by Cayley {Papers, vi, p. 12).

An application of the formula for the valency of the direct lateral

correspondence is to find the number, due to Brill, given in Ex. 3

preceding, for the number of pairs of points which correspond to

one another in tivo correspondences. For this number is the number
of coincidences in the direct lateral correspondence of the svun of

the two given correspondences, less the numbers of coincidences in

the direct lateral correspondences of both the given correspond-

ences—-the difference obtained to be halved, on account of the

symmetrical character of the resulting correspondence.

We now proceed to give applications of the theory of corre-

spondence of increasing difficulty, which for clearness we tabulate

as Exx. 1-15 (pp. 12-46).

Ex. 1. Apply the formula to obtain the general number,
2(/i' — 3)(n— 4) + 2(n' — 12)j9, of osculating planes of a curve of

order n, and class n', and genus p, in ordinary space, which touch

the curve again. (Here .y=n' — 3, r= w — 3, y = 3.)

Ex. 2. A natural application of the formula is to the bitangents

of a plane curve, of order n. Between the point of contact of a

tangent of the curve, and the remaining intersections of this line

with the curve, is a direct correspondence {s, r) for which r= n — 2;

if n' be the class of the curve, the number of proper tangents from
an arbitrary point, we may take, in the reverse correspondence,

6 = n' — 2, the points {x), reversely corresponding to {z), not being

supposed to include the cusps of the curve, if such exist; denote the

number of cusps by k. Then the formula, 2s{r—\)-\-2p{s — y'^), for

the number of coincidences in the direct lateral correspondence,

each counted twice, gives, for twice the number of bitangents of the
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curve, 2 {n' — 2) (« — 3) + 2p {n' — Q) — k{)i' — 3), the correction k {n' — 3)

being for the n' — 3 proper tangents to the curve from each of the

cusps. If however we allow the cusps, as points of contact of tan-

gents to the curve from {z), we must take 5= n' — 2 + /c; then twice

the number of bitangents is given by

2 {n' - 2 + k) (n - 3) + 2p {n' -6+k)- 2k(«' - 3) - {k'^-k),

where there is correction, (1), for tangents drawn from a cusp, (2),

for lines from a cusp to other cusps.

The second result agrees with the first, and with the number
28 + {n' — n){n' + }i — 9), where 8 is the number of double points of

the curve.

Ex. 3. For the particular case of a plane quartic curve, if (z^), (z^)

be the two further intersections of the tangent at a point (x), the
correspondence, from {x) to (z-^) and (Zg), having r= 2, s=10, y— 2,

there are s{r—l)+p{s — y-), or 10 + 3.6, or 28 coincidences, which
is the number of bitangents of the curve. If the equation of the

curve be written, in the usual symbolical way, as aj,*= 0, the corre-

spondence between (zj) and (-2) is at once found to be expressible by
9(fl,,-a.,2)2— 16a,,^fl- .a,, «,,^= 0; this is the condition that the

chord from {z-^) to {z^} touches the curve. The points of contact, (.r),

of the bitangents of the quartic curve, thus lie on a curve obtainable

by finding the limit, when (z) approaches to (x), of

[9 («/ a,2)2_ 16 a/ a, . a///] (z- x)-\

From this, or directly, it follows, that, if (^) be any point of a bi-

tangent of which one point of contact is (x), then

[2{a,afr-3aJ^a^Ka^']a-x)-'= 0.

Using {x, y) and (^, a) for the non-homogeneous coordinates of [x)

and (^), and eliminating ct by means of the equation of the tangent
of the curve at {x) (which is of the form uZ,-\-va-\-w = Q, where
M, V, ic are definite functions of {x)), the factor {t,— x)~^ will identi-

cally disappear. In other words, if the expression here multiplying

{i — x)~^ be denoted by cf>{x, y, ^, a), the function v^(f){x, y, ^, a)

divides by {^— x)^ in virtue of ut,+ va+zv = 0. The quotient will

then be of order, in x, y, equal to 6.3 + 2 — 6, or 14. This gives a
curve of order 14, containing all the points of contact of the 28
bitangents. Cf. also Salmon's Higher Plane Curves; and Dersch,
Math. Ann. vii. (Below, p. 298.)

In particular shew, for the quartic curve a?^+ t/*+ z^=0, that the

curve of order 14 may be taken to be x'^y^z'^ {x^+ y^+ z^) = 0. The
28 bitangents, in this case, consist of 16, each with an equation of

the form 6x+ (/>^/+ z= 0, where 6^=1, </>'*= 1, together with 12 others

each meeting the curve in four coincident points, these 12 bitangents

being {y*+ z*) (z"*+ x*) {x*+ i/) = 0.
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Ex. 4. It is known that there are sets of six pairs, of the bi-

tangents of a plane quartic curve, such that the eight points of con-

tact, of any two of these pairs, he upon a conic. The points of con-

tact of the 28 bitangents of the curve He on the degenerate curve of

order 14 which is composed of seven such conies, properly taken

(and in various ways).

This we may most easily see by regarding the quartic curve as

the projection of the profile of a cubic surface, as seen from any

point of this surface. It is well known that, if a, h' be two inter-

secting lines of a cubic surface, meeting another line, c, of the surface,

and a', b be two other intersecting lines, also intersecting c, the four

bitangents of the quartic curve which arise by projection of

a, h', a', b have their points of contact on a conic {Proc. Loud.

Math. Soc. IX, 1911, p. 163), Hence, if f, g, h be three coplanar

hues of the surface, and f^ , f^' be intersecting lines which meet f,

other than g or h, the other such pairs of intersecting lines which

meet / being f^ , f^' ; /g ,
/g' and f^ , f^, then we obtain one such conic

as contemplated by projection ofJ\,fi' and/2,^2', ^^^^ another such

conic by projection of/3,/3' and /4, 74'. Proceeding similarly with

the lines g and h, we thus obtain six conies in the plane, from /, g
and h. Another conic contains the points of contact of the bitan-

gents which arise by projection of/, g, h themselves; and this conic

contains the points of contact of the bitangent arising from the

neighbourhood of the point of the surface from which the pro-

jection is made. The whole 27 lines of the surface are given by

/, g, h and the couples /, //; gj,g/; K, hj,' . Thus the 56 points

of contact of the 28 bitangents lie on the seven conies de-

scribed.

The suggestion that the 56 points of contact lie on 7 conies was

made to the writer by Dr P. Du Val, who obtained another solution

than that just given. We may for instance take six conies contain-

ing the points of contact of the bitangents projecting the 6 quad-

ruples of lines (in Schlafli's notation)

(f'l. ^4; ^23' Cse), («2' ^5? ^31' ^64), («3' h'^ ^12, C45),

{a^, b^', C15, Cge), («5, O3; C14, Cgfi), {a^, b^', c^^, C35);

here, each quadruple consists of two pairs of intersecting lines,

having a common transversal line (these lines being, respectively,

Ci4, C25, C36, C24, C35, Cie). With C34, C16, C25, which, on projection, lead

to a seventh conic, these 6 quadruples exhaust the 27 Hues of the

cubic surface.

It may be interesting to remark, in this connexion, on the fact

that the 27 lines of the cubic surface are its complete intersection

with a surface of order 9 (noted in Salmon's Solid Geometry,

1882, p. 510). One particular surface of order 9, with this property.
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consists of the two quadric surfaces which contain respectively the

six Hnes a^, a^, a^, b^, b^, b^ and the six hnes a^, a^, aQ,b^,b^, b^

together with 5 planes each containing 3 of the fifteen hnes c^,-; such

a set of 5 phmes can be chosen in 6 ways. (In a phraseology due to

Sylvester, wc can arrange the 15 duads {;i,j) in 5 synthemes in 6

ways; see Vol. ii, p. 220.) But in fact (as follows from a result re-

marked by Dr H. S. M. Coxeter, Phil. Trans, ccxxix (1931),

p. 419) the 27 lines lie in 9 tritangent planes, as, for instance, those

given by the columns in the scheme

^12' ^'^1' ^6' ''Se? ''IS ' ^26' ^'45 ' ^b') ^2'

^34 ' ^13> ^4 » ^25 » ^1 » ^2 ' ^16 ' ^3 » ^24 '

^56 » ^3 ' ^46 ' ^14 ' ^5 ' ^6 ' ^23 ' ^35 > ^^4 •

Ex. 5. Suppose that a correspondence exists between one alge-

braic curve in space, C, of order n, and another curve C, of order n',

whereby, to each point P, of the curve C, there correspond a' points

P', of the curve C (so that the rational symmetric functions of the

coordinates of the points P' are expressible as rational functions of

the coordinates of P), and to each point, P', of C, there correspond

a points, P, of C (of which the rational symmetric functions are

rational in P'). It may be required to find the order of the ruled

surface generated by the line PP', joining a pair of corresponding

points of the two curves.

First, suppose the curves to be so situated that corresponding

points of the two curves never coincide. Take an arbitrary fixed

line, /, which we may suppose to be given by x— 0, y= 0. To any
point P, of the curve C, correspond a' points of C; the a' planes,

joining the line I to these points P', meet the curve C in wa' points,

(Q), which are thus determined when P is assigned. Reversely, a

point Q, of the curve C, joined to I, determines n' points of the

curve C", and hence n'a points {P) of the curve C. We thus have a

correspondence {P, Q), on the curve C, of indices (/t'a, na). And
this correspondence is of valency zero; for the product of the a'

planes joining I to the points P', of the curve C, which correspond

to P, is of the form {x— ym-^ . . . {x — ym^') = 0, and hence of the form

UqX'^' -\-u^x'^'-'^y-\- ...-{-u^.y'^' = G, where Wo'-'-'^a' ^^'^ rational

polynomials in the coordinates of P. The points (Q) arise from P by
the intersections of these planes with the curve C, and hence, for

all positions of P, are sets of the same linear series on C ; and P is

not a member of the general set of this series. Thus the valency of

the correspondence (P, Q) is zero.

Hence the number of coincidences is «'a+ mx . And such a coin-

cidence, of (^ with P, arises when, and only when, the line PP' meets

I. As this is an arbitrary line, the number n'cc+ncc' is the order of

the ruled surface generated by the line PP'.
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The problem thus illustrates the theory of correspondence of

points on a curve which is not necessarily rational. But it can be
otherwise treated, as involving a correspondence in the rational

pencil of all planes through the arbitrary fixed line /. For we may
regard two planes, (|) and (^'), of this pencil, as corresponding when
they contain, respectively, points P, P', of the two curves C, C,
which correspond to one another. Then, any plane (^) meets C in

n points, to which there correspond noi points of C, each of which
gives rise to a plane |'; similarly, to any plane |' correspond w'a

planes |. There are thus na' + n'o. coincidences of corresponding

planes; and, if no coincidence of corresponding points P, P' occurs,

such can only arise when the line PP' meets the line I. But we see

also that if there be i coincidences of corresponding points P, P', the

number ncc' + n'cc includes the i planes joining / to these; and the

order of the ruled surface is then only no.' + n'<x. — i.

A corollary from the result is that, if two curves in the same plane

are in (a, a') correspondence, and there be no coincidence of corre-

sponding points, then the lines joining corresponding points

envelop a curve of class na' + n'cc.

Ex. 6. If there be a correspondence, of indices a, a', and valency

y, between two points, P and P', of a single curve C, in space, of

order n and genus p, we may similarly seek the order of the ruled

surface formed by the lines PP' which join corresponding points.

In this case, as in the second solution in Ex. 5, we may similarly

consider a correspondence between pairs of planes, ^ and ^', drawn
through an arbitrary fixed line /—two planes corresponding when
they respectively contain corresponding points, P and P', of the

curve. Then, a plane | gives rise to n points P, and hence to wa'

points P', and hence to na planes $'; and, reversely, a plane ^'

gives na planes ^. The coincidences of corresponding planes of the

pencil arise, both when the line PP' meets the line /, and also when
P' coincides with P. The number of the latter coincidences is

a + a' + 2y/j ; the number of lines PP' which meet /, or the desired

order of the ruled surface, is thus

n(a+ a') — (a + a' + 2yj9), or {n—l)a+{n—l)c(.' — 2yp.

This result is also obtainable by the theory of correspondence on
the curve C. To any point P correspond a set (Q), of (n— l)a' points,

on this curve, obtained as the residual intersections of the a' planes

which join the line / to the a' points P' which correspond to P.

Reversely, a point Q, joined to /, gives n—1 points P', and hence

gives a set (P) of {n—l)<x points. We thus have a correspondence

(P, Q), of indices (« — l)a, {n—l)tx', derived from the original. This

derived correspondence is clearly what we have described as the

product of the two correspondences, (1), the original correspond-
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ence between P and P' ; (2), the correspondence between P' and Q,
established by means of the line /. The latter is of valency unity;

the product correspondence is thus of valency — y. We therefore

obtain the same number as before for the number of coincidences.

As a particular application, calling tarsal a chord of a curve in ordinary
space when the tangents of the curve at its extremities meet one another,
prove that the torsal chords of a cin-ve of order n and rank r, without
cusps, form a ruled surface whose order, in general, is (n — 3)r.

Ex. 7. We have used the notion of an (a', a) correspondence

between two curves (C, C). The existence of such a correspondence,

however, implies relations between the curves. Consider the

particular hypothesis of a (1, a) correspondence, each point P' of

C corresponding to a points P of C, any one of which corresponds

to the same point P' . For instance, between the circle whose
equation is x'^-\-y''^=l, and the quartic curve expressed by
ir*+ ?/^=l, there exists such a correspondence, given by x'^= x',

y^= y\ whereby, to any point of the circle correspond 4 points of

the quartic curve, or a = 4. In general, with such a (1, a) corre-

spondence between P' on the curve C, and P on the curve C, as the

point P' moves on the curve C, we obtain sets of a points (P) on C;

and any point P of such a set, through its determination of the

point P' of the curve C, determines all the other points (P) of that

set. W^e say then that there exists, on the curve C, an involution

1^°^, of sets of a points, of freedom 1 ; and we say that this involution

is of genus p', this being the genus of the curve C described by the

point P' which represents a set of the involution on C. We may also

say that there is a symmetrical correspondence, of which both in-

dices are of value a — 1, between P and the other points of the set

(P) ; but these sets (P) do not all belong to the same linear series on

C unless }/ = 0; so that this symmetrical correspondence is not one
of those of the kind hitherto considered, which have a valency.

When the sets of the involution /^^^ do belong to a linear series, it

is a familiar fact that the number of coincidences of two points of

a set (P) is 2(x + 2p--2, these coincidences forming the Jacobian set

of the linear series. We proceed now to shew that, in general, for

an involution of sets of a points, on a curve of genus p, of which the

sets correspond to the points of another curve of genus p', there are

d coincidences of two points of a set, where d=2oc.+ 2p — 2 — 2o!.p'.

The proof we give assumes the result for the simpler case of a linear

series. Consider a linear series, of sets of k points, of freedom 1, on
the (supposed plane) curve C". The points of any set of this series

will be given by the intersections of C with a curve of equation

X(f) {x', y') + i< {x', y') = 0, where the parameter A varies from set to

set. By hypothesis, there are a points on C corresponding to

{x', y'), and, if [x, y) be any one of these, then x' and y' are both
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rationally expressible in terms of x and y, by use of the equations

of the two curves ; conversely, any rational symmetric function of

the a points {x, y) is rational in {x' ,
y'). To the points of the set, on

C, given by A0 {x', ^/') + *A {^^'^ ?/') = 0, correspond therefore, on C,

the points of a set given by an equation AO {x, y)-\-^ {x, y) = 0,

namely, also a linear series, of freedom 1, of sets of A-a points. Now
let G' denote any set of the series on C, and J' the Jacobian set of

this linear series, the points of coincidence of pairs of points in sets

of this series, while K' denotes a canonical set on C, when p' > 0.

Then we have the equivalence, on the curve C, expressed by
K' = J' — 2G\ which remains conventionally true when ^' = (or

p' = l), if we omit K'. Also let tK', tJ', tG' denote the sets on the

curve C which arise by taking the a points which correspond to

every point of the sets K', J', G\ respectively. As any linear series

on C gives rise, in this way, by the argument above, to a linear

series on C, we infer that, on C, tK' = tJ' — 2tG'.

Take now the linear series on C given by AO {x, y) +^ {x, y) = 0,

of which a set consists of k subsets, each of a points, each such sub-

set arising from one point of a set of the original linear series on C.
A coincidence in a set of this series on C may arise, (1), from coin-

cidence of two of the a points of a subset; if d be the number of

coincidences of a pair of points in all the sets of the involution Z^*,

the coincidences of this kind will be d in number; their aggregate

may be denoted by D; but, (2), a coincidence, in fact a coincidences,

in the linear series on C, may arise, in which two of the subsets en-

tirely coincide, in consequence of a coincidence of two of the k

points of a set of the original series on C ; the aggregate of all such

coincidences is exactly that denoted by tJ'. The canonical series on

C is expressible by the coincidences in the linear series thereon;

namely, if G denote a set of this linear series, we have

K={D+ tJ')-2G, or K=D + tJ' -2tG'

.

Hence we have K=tK' + D; or, the canonical series on the curve C is

defined by sets equivalent to, (1), the aggregate of the sets of a. points

arising by direct transfor7natio7i of the points of a set of the canonical

series on the representative curve C, with, (2), the addition of the set

of coincidences in the involution 1^°^ which is represented by the curve

C . This leads to the numerical equation 2p — 2 = <x{2p'— 2)-\-d,

which gives the value of d originally stated. When p' = 0, the general

equivalence is K=D — 21, where I denotes a set of the involution

1^°^. For in this case all these sets belong to the same hnear series.

(This is clear because, on the rational curve C, the parameter 6 is

rational in {x', y'), and hence rational in the {x, y) of a set of the

curve C which corresponds to {x', y'); so that the involution on C
is given by an equation dU {x, y)+V {x, y) — 0.)
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The numerical equation f/=2a + 2/j — 2 — 2ap' was remarked by
Zeuthen, to whom also is due the result to which we now proceed*.

Suppose that there is an (a', a) algebraic correspondence between
the curves C, C; we shew that it is possible to define a curve F, such
that (C, F) are in (1, a) correspondence, while (F, C) are in (a', 1)

correspondence. To any point of C correspond then a points of F,

each of which corresponds to a single point of C ; and to any point

of C correspond a' points of F, each of which corresponds to a single

point ofC . Thus, a coincidence of two points of a set of a' points on
C" which correspond to the same point of C, requires a coincidence

of two points of a set of a' points on F which correspond to the same
point of C. Let d' be the number of such coincidences which exist;

they result from cV coincidences in the (a', 1) correspondence of F
and C Similarly, let d be the number of existing coincidences of

two points of a set of a points on C which corresponds to a point of

C; these result from d coincidences in the (1, a) correspondence of

C and F. If D' be the set of coincidences on F in the first case re-

ferred to, and D the set of coincidences on F in the second case, we
have tK= A — D', t'K' = A — D, where K, K' denote canonical sets

respectively on C and C, and t refers to the (1, a') correspondence

(C, F), and t' to the (1, a) correspondence (C, F), while A is a
canonical set on F. From these equivalences we infer that, on F,

/A' — Z) = t'K' — D' ; this leads to the numerical equation

a' (2jj-2)-c/= a {2iy-2)-d',

including the former result for a (1, a) correspondence.

A simple way of defining a curve F, desired for the argument, is

to suppose the curves C , C to lie in different spaces, which both
lie in another space but have no point common. (Two spaces [r],

|/'], of respective dimensions r, r', will not generally intersect when
they lie in a space [r-\-r' -\- 1].) Then form a ruled surface by joining

every point of the curve C to all the a points of the curve C, to

which it corresponds, and, also, every point of C to all the a' points

of C, to which it corresponds ; to each point of C will then corre-

spond a generators of the ruled surface, and to each point of C will

correspond a' generators. A section of this ruled surface by a prime
space of the space containing both C" and C will then give such a
curve F as desired. If the curves 6", C be plane curves in the same
plane, we may also obtain such a curve F by joining one arbitrary

point O, of the plane, to every point of C, and the corresponding

point of C to another arbitrary point 0', and taking the locus of

the intersection of the corresponding joining lines.

* See the exhaustive investigation in Zeuthen, Lehrbuch d. abzdhl. Geomelrie,

1914, pp. 104-7.
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M

Ex. 7 a. We may consider the (v, 1) correspondence of two
(plane) curves, /=0,/'= 0, in a more direct analytical way, and so

obtain additional results. Let x' —g{x, y, z), y' = h {x, y, z),

z' = k {x, y, z), be polynomials of order r in the coordinates x, y, z,

which transform the curve /' {x', y', s') = 0, of order n', into the

curve / {x, y, z) = 0, of order n ; there will then be an identity

f {x', y', z') — Mf{x, y, z), where M is a polynomial in x, y, z. If

a, ^, y be arbitrary numbers, this leads, on/=0, to the equations

( M g¥ ^\_ (^f ?^' IT 9^ §r 9A
V dx dy dz) \dx'' dx dy''dx dz''dxj

where a', ^8', y' are given by

, dx' _ dx' dx'
a =a-;^- + /5-:^4-y^^, etc.,

ox cy oz

or, say, to M (« |)= (o.' |-,).

Hence, also, if x/^dx'/dx, X2 =dx'/dy, x^' = dx'/dz, etc., we find

a,
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on/'= 0; also, it is known that, if
(f>'

{x', y', z') be an adjoint poly-

nomial of order n' — 3 for the curve /' = 0, the left side is the differ-

ential of an everywhere finite integral for the curve /'= 0, and that,

conversely, every such integral is capable of this form. And it is

obvious that an everywhere finite integral for/' = is transformed

into an everywhere finite integral. Thus, for the curve /=0, there

is an adjoint polynomial
(f>

{x, y, z), of order w — 3, such that, on

/=0, we have ^'{g,h,k).J .. .

^j
= rc(>{x,y,z).

This identity involves certain consequences. For it shews that any
zero ofM on/= 0, that is. any intersection of the curve M= with

/= 0, is a zero either of 0' {g, h, k) or of J; and we can shew that the

latter is the right alternative. Indeed, the identity holds for all the

p' adjoint polynomials (/>' {x', y', z') of /'= 0, and these are known
not to have a common zero on/' = 0; whence the p' polynomials in

.1', y, z, expressed by ^' {g, h, k), have no common zero on/=0; a

zero of M, not being a common zero of these ^' {g, h, k), must then

be a zero of J (of at least equal order of multiplicity). Other zeros

of J are obvious; for any point {x, y, z), of/=0, at which there is a

coincidence of two of the points of the set of v points on/= which
correspond to a single point {x',y',z') of/' = (in virtue of the

equations x' — g, y' = h, z' = k), is a zero, on/= 0, of the polynomial J.

Indeed, froni px' = g {x, y, z), etc., ax' = g {x+ dx, y+ dy, z+ dz), etc.,

we deduce Xj'dx+ X2 dy+ x^' dz = 0, and so on. Conversely, from

f' = Mf, if J= 0, we deduce an equation of the form

M{af, + bf,+ cf,) = 0,

and can hence infer that a zero of J, when not a zero of M, is such

a point of coincidence, of two points of a set on /= 0, in general.

Thus we have the consequence that, on/=0, the zeros of J consist

of the zeros of M together with the set of coincidences of the

correspondence.

We infer, tJierefore, that these points of coincidence onf=0 are zeros

of all the particular adjoint polynomials, of order n — S, for /=0,
which arise, as here, by direct transformation of the p' existing j)oly-

nomials cf)' off' = {and p '^p').

Now let the jj' everywhere finite integrals of/' = be denoted by
XL\, ..., Wp' ; and let the everywhere finite integrals of /= obtain-

able as here by direct transformation of these be denoted by
III, •••> Wj)-; further, let u^ {i>p') be one of the p—p' other every-

Avhere finite integrals of/=0. Also, let {x^), ... , {x^) be the places of

f=0 corresponding to a place {x') of/' = 0; and, in particular, when
(a') is a fixed place of /' = 0, let (flj), ..., {a^) be the corresponding

places of /= 0. Then, from the algebraic character of the corre-
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spondence, it is clear that the sum tA,*^i'"i+ ... + ?<,*•'"" is equal to

an everywhere finite integral of /' = (its differential being sym-
metric in (a\), ..., {x^)). This integral of/' = is thus of the form
(where c, j, ..., Cj p- are constants)

and, as we have seen, this transforms directly into the sum, on/=0,

where, for {x) and (a), respectively, we may take any one of the

points corresponding to {x') and (a'). If then we take an integral

on /= defined by

t'i^'"= w,=''"--(C/,iW/'«+...+C;,j,-w^,»''«), i=p' + \, ...,p,

we have vfi'°'i+ ... + vf^''^i'= 0; thus, the p—p' integrals v^ have
the property that the sum of the values of any one of these, at the

V places corresponding to a point of /' = 0, is independent of this

point. The p integrals of /=0 consist of these j)~P' integrals, to-

gether with the J)' integrals which arise by direct transformation of

the integrals of/' = 0. The fact that, when p)' = 0, the set {x^), ..., (x^)

belongs to a linear series on f— 0, which we have already proved,

arises again here, by the converse of Abel's Theorem (Vol. v,

pp. 146, 176).

We suppose that neither of the curves /=0,/'= is hyper-
elliptic ; then these can be represented by the canonical curves, say

7 and y', of respective orders 2j9 — 2, 2j9' — 2, lying in spaces 11, II',

of dimensions j-j — 1, ^j'— 1, of which we suppose the space 11' to be
contained in 11. For coordinates in 11' we may use z^, ...,2^,.;

and, for coordinates in 11, we may use Xj^, ..., Xp>, iTp'+i, ..., Xp, of

which Xi, ..., Xp' are proportional, on the canonical curve, to those

(/(-polynomials of/=0 which arise by direct transformation of the

^-polynomials of/' = 0. Thus we have, on the canonical curves,

X-i Xr,-

This shews that the canonical curve y', in the space 11', is obtain-

able by projection from the canonical curve y, in the space 11, the

centre of projection being the space 2, of dimension j9— j>' — 1,

which is given by x-y= 0, ..., x^^— O. By the argument given, this

space S contains the d points of the curve y which are the coin-

cidences of the correspondence between the two curves. Through
S, and an arbitrary point P of the curve y, passes a space [jo—p'],

which meets the space 11', of dimension p)' — 1, in one point (because

two spaces, of dimensions pi —p' and p' — 1, both lying in a space 11
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of dimension jo — 1, meet in a point). Tliis point is then on the curve

y , and is the point P' corresponding to F. Through S, and an arbi-

trary point V of y', again, passes a space \'p — 'p'\, which, therefore,

intersects the curve y in the v points (P) which correspond to P',

beside containing the d points of coincidence which he in E. The
space, say Q, through H and p' — 1 ])oints of y', depending in all on

J9—J9' +/?' — !, or JJ— 1 jioints, is a prime, or space [jj
— 2|, of the

space n, and contains the prime of the space IT determined by the

l^'
— 1 points of y ; this prime space Q meets y in a canonical set on

y. This set consists then of the d points of coincidence which lie on
S, together with 2_p' — 2 sets of v points, each arising from one of the

2p' — 2 points, of y' , lying in the prime space of IT through which Q
passes. We thus have geometrical interpretations of the equations

K= tK' + D, 2p — 2=v{2p' — 2) + d; and the curve y has the geo-

metrical property that every space [p—p'] through the space S,

and one point of the curve y', is a multiple secant of y, meeting it

in V points. These \p—p'], though oo^ in aggregate, are not all the

spaces of a rational pencil through S, but form an aggregate of

genus p'
; and p' is necessarily ^ 3, since/' = is supposed not to be

hyperelliptic. Further, the total aggregate of p primes, of the

space n, consists of the particvilar p' primes we have considered,

passing through the space 2, together with p—p)' others, inde-

pendent of these. The former correspond to everywhere finite in-

tegrals of the curve y which are reducible to such integrals for the

curve y'; these integrals have thus only 2p' independent columns
of periods. It will later be shewn to follow that the remaining

p—p' integrals of y have also a defective system of periods, reducing

to only 2 {p—p') columns at most (p. 62, below).

Repeating, in slightly different form, what we have proved : The
sets of V points, of an involution I^, of genus p', on a canonical

curve y, of genus p), are obtainable by projection of a canonical

curve y', of genus p' , from a space \_p)—p' — '^\ which contains the

points of coincidence, on y, of pairs of points of a set of the involu-

tion. There are canonical sets on y, each of which contains these

points of coincidence, together with the projection of a canonical

set of y'.

Ex. 7 b. A simple example may be given (not fully representative,

however, as M=l). Let the curves /'= and/=0 be given re-

spectively by x''^+ y'^= 2'^, x^+ y^= ^^, with x' = x'^, y' = y^,z' = z^, so

thatp' = 3, v=4, p=|(8-l)(8-2) = 21, and <i= 24, the points of

coincidence being such as 1^= 0, y= z{l)^. Then J= xyz. The co-

ordinates for the canonical curve of/=0 may be expressed by

x-^yz xy^z xyz^ u^
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Ui being one of the 18 terms x^y^'^z'^ for which l+m + n=5, other
than x^yz, xy^z, xyz^. The canonical curve for/' = (identical there-

with) is given by zJx^= Z2/y^= zJz^. The space S, of dimension 17,

is given by Xi= = X2= Xq, and contains the points of coincidence.

Ex. 7 c. If U, V, W be homogeneous, of order 2, in x, y, z, the
curve of genus 5 in space [4], where the coordinates are x, y, z, t, u,

which is given by U^+U = 0, tii+W = 0, hi^+V= 0, is projected

from the line x= = y= z into a plane quartic curve, to each point

of which correspond two points {x, y, z, t, u) and {x, y, z, —t, —u),
of the octavic curve in [4]. This remark was made by Mr F. P. White.

Ex. Id. The curve of contact of a Weddle quartic surface with
the enveloping cone drawn from one of the six nodes of the surface,

is a septimic curve of genus 5. This curve is projected from any one
of the other 5 nodes into an elliptic cubic curve. The septimic curve
is thus in (2, 1) correspondence with an elliptic curve in 5 ways, and
each of its everywhere finite integrals is reducible to an elliptic

integral (see the author's Multiply-periodic functions, Cambridge,

1907, pp. 322-6; and Humbert, "Sur un complexe remarquable..,,"

Journ. Ecole p)olyt. lxiv, 1894).

Ex. 8. We have obtained the number of points of coincidence

of r+ 1 points in a set of a linear series g^J^; and the number of co-

incidences of pairs of points of a set of an irrational involution I^,

determined by a (1, v) correspondence between a curve, whose
genus is that of the involution, and the given curve on which the

involution exists. A correspondence {v, v), between a curve of

genus p' , and a curve of genus p, establishes an involution of sets

of V points, of freedom 1, upon the curve of genus p, in which, how-
ever, there are v' sets of the involution which contain a given point

of the curve; this is expressed by saying that the involution is of

index v . From the consideration of the correspondence, we have
proved Zeuthen's formula, involving the number d of coincidences

of a pair of points of a set of the involution I^, namely

V {2p-2)-d=v{2p'-2)-d\

which gives d=2v+{2p — 2)v' — 2vp' + d'. This involves, however,

the number, d', of points of the curve (of genus p), for which two
of the / sets, of v points, containing a point, coincide with one
another.

We have also obtained the number of pairs of points common to

two linear series, both of freedom one, g{^ and gj^. We obtain now
the number of pairs of points common to a linear series g^^ and an
involution //, supposing here that this latter is of index unity.

If, on a ruled surface, of order A^, in space of any number of

dimensions, which has no multiple points, whose prime section is

of genus p', there be a curve of order n and genus 2^> which meets
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every generator of the surface in v points, then the generators

determine on this curve an involution I^, of genus ^j', and index 1.

The number, d, of points of simple contact of the curve with a

generator, is therefore, by what is proved above, given by

d=2v^2p-2-2vp'.

This number d can however be evaluated in terms of A'^ (cf. also

Ex. 12, p. 216 of Chap, viii. Vol. v). For consider a pencil of

primes, that is, planes passing through an arbitrary general line

when the ruled surface is in ordinary space, and primes through an
arbitrary general space [r— 2], when the ruled surface is in space

[r] ; let two primes of the pencil be regarded as corresponding when
they meet a proper generator in two points which are among the

V intersections of this generator with the curve in question. Any
prime of the pencil meets the curve in n points, and each of the

(v— 1) other points of the curve, on any one of the generators

through these n points, gives rise to a corresponding prime. The
correspondence between the primes of the pencil, which is obviously

symmetrical, is thus of indices n (v — 1), n (v— 1). Two correspond-

ing primes coincide, (1), when they both pass through a point where
the curve touches a generator, that is, in d cases; or (2), when the

generator lies in both primes; in this case there are |v (v — 1) pairs

of points of the curve lying in this generator, and there are A^

generators which meet the space which is the base of the pencil of

primes; so that A^v(v— 1) coincidences are obtained. Hence we
havec?+A^v(v-l) = »(v-l) + »(v-l), or*(Z= 27i(v-l)-A'v(v-l).
Equating this to the former value of d we have

v-|-j:> — 1 — vp' — n (v — 1) — \Nv (v— 1).

This may be regarded as determining the genus, ^, of a curve of

order n, lying on a ruled surface of order N, whose prime section is

of genus J)' , when the curve meets each generator in v points ; and
agrees with the result found on p. 216 of Vol. v. The formula
may be written however («— 1) {v—\)—p + vp' = \Nv{v—\). Here
the right side evidently is the number of pairs of points of the curve

which belong, both to one set of the involution I^, and also to one
set of the linear series g{^, which is determined on the curve by the

primes of the pencil considered. Thus, for this involution, on the

curve, determined by the generators, and this linear series, the

number of pairs belonging to a set of both, is (n — l)(v— 1)— ;:>+ vp'

,

where p' is the genus of the involution. When p' = this reduces to

the number (p. 11) of pairs common to two linear series g-^, g{K

* This value of d must liowcver be diniiiiished by 2S, if the curve liave S

double points at points of the ruled surface where there is a unique generator

(cf. Segre, Math. Ann. xxxiv, 1889, p. 3).
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That this formula remains vahd when the sets of I^ do not he
on hnes, generating a ruled surface upon which the given curve

{n, p) lies, may perhaps be regarded as evident; also, another proof

is given below, in Ex. 12. But a proof, that no limitation of the

involution 7^*' is involved in the assumption, is obtained by recur-

ring to the figure considered above (Ex. 7 a), of the case of two
canonical curves. In that figure, the sets of // were obtained by
spaces [p— jj']' passing through a fixed base space E, of dimension
p—p' — 1, and a point of the curve y', in space [p' — 1]. If, through
this last space, there be drawn a space [p'], lying in the space [p— 1]

which contains the curves y and y', this space [p'] will be met in a
hne by every one of the spaces [p—p'] determining a set of the in-

volution on y, and this line will contain the point of the curve y'

which fixes the set of the involution.

Ex. 9. We can use the principle of correspondence to determine,

for a ruled surface in ordinary space: (a), the number of pairs of

consecutive generators which intersect one another (that is, the

number of torsal generators, or of pinch points of the double curve

of the surface) ; or, (b), the genus of the double curve of the surface;

or, (c), the number of triple points of this double curve. It is

assumed that the surface has no cuspidal curve, and that the double

curve is irreducible.

For {a), we may proceed as follows: let the plane sections of the

ruled surface be of order n and genus jj. Take an arbitrary line, and,

through it, two arbitrary plane sections, a and |8. To any point, P,
of the line correspond m = 2n+ 2p — 2 points of contact, T, of tan-

gents from P to the section in one plane, a; and the generator

through T meets the plane section in the other plane, /3, in a point

U ; let the tangent line of the section ^ meet the line in a point Q.

We thus have an obviously symmetrical correspondence of points

P, Q of this line. When P is at one of the n points in which the line

meets the surface, the point T coincides with this P, and the tangent

plane at U, which is to give Q, contains PU; so that Q coincides

with this P. Similarly, when Q is at this point, so is P. If P be on
a torsal generator, the tangent plane is the same at all points of this,

and P, Q coincide ; and conversely. The number of torsal generators

is thus 2w — 2n, or 2 {n+ 2p — 2). Schubert gives two determina-

tions of this number; for one of these see his paper, Math. Ann. xvir.

The other is noticed in the following Chapter, dealing with

Schubert's methods (p. 102).

A clear deduction of the number of torsal lines, and of the

number of generators of the ruled surface which touch the double

curve, is obtained also by the representation, referred to in Vol. v,

p. 195, by which the generators correspond to points of a curve

y, of order n and genus p, lying on a quadric D. in space of five
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dimensions. To the /( — 2 generators which meet a generator h
correspond then (/i — 2) points (T^), of the curve y, lying on the

tangent prime of Q. at a point P of the curve. The Hnes PQ lie on
Q, and there is a correspondence of indices (n— 2, n— 2), and
valency 2, between P and Q. The torsal generators correspond

then to the coincidences of this correspondence, and are in number
2 {n — 2) + 4p, as before*. For the double curve to touch a generator

Ji. two of the 7i — 2 generators which meet h must coincide. The
ninnber of contacts is, therefore, the number of coincidences of the

direct lateral correspondence derived from the correspondence
{P, Q) on the curve y. For this correspondence s= r= n— 2 and
y= 2; and from the formula (above, p. 11) 2.9 (r— 1) + 2^ (5 — y^)

Ave thence derive, for the number, ^, of contacts of the double curve
with a generator, t, = 2 {n— 2){n— 3) + 2p (w — 6).

(b) Now let P be the genus of the double curve of the ruled sur-

face; and consider the {n — 2, 2) correspondence between the double
curve, and a plane section, wherein, to any point, L, of the double
curve, correspond the two points, M, of the plane section in which
this is met by the generators through L, and, to any point 31 of the

plane section, correspond the n — 2 intersections, L, of the double
curve with the generator through M. The coincidences, in this

correspondence, which lie on the double curve, are the ^ contacts

of this curve with generators ; the coincidences on the plane section

are the tj intersections of this with the torsal generators (where

7] = 2n+ 4^p — 4^). By Zeuthen's formula, obtained above, we there-

fore have 2 {2P-2)- ^={n-2){2p-2)-'q, leading to

2P-2 = {n-5){n+ 2p-2).

We may also notice that the rank {2b + 2P— 2) of the double
curve, of order b, the number of its tangents which meet an arbitrary

line, is equal to ^, the number of its tangents which are generators

of the surface. It may perhaps also be remarked (see below, p. 32)

that, for a curve of order n and genus p, for which the numbers of

cusps, inflexions, double points and double tangents are respec-

tively K, i, 8, T, the number of the tangents of the curve which meet
the curve again is 2 {n-2){n-3) + 2p {n-6)-{nK+ 2i+-i8 + 4'T).

(c) To determine the number of triple points of the double curve,

consider the correspondence of pairs of planes of a pencil, drawn

* If t; be the number of torsal generators, and b, = ^(n — l)(n — 2) — p, be
the order of the double curve, we have 8b + 2r] = 4n(n — 2), in accordance with
Salmon's remark (Solid Geometry, 1882, p. 591) that the Hessian of a ruled

surface (of order 4«(» — 2)) meets the surface in the double curve (which is 4-ple

on the Hessian), and in the torsal tjenerators (which are double on the Hessian).

Zeuthen {Lehrbuch d. abzdhl. Geometrie, 1914, p. 219) obtains the number of
torsal generators by allowing/^ of the generators of the surface to become double,
so that the plane section becomes rational.
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through an arbitrary axis, /, determined by the condition that two
of these planes correspond when they meet a generator in two points

of the double curve. Any plane through / meets the double curve in

& ( = 1 (n — l)(n— 2)—p) points, through each of which pass two
generators, each meeting the double curve in 7t— 3 other points; the

indices of the correspondence are therefore 26 (« — 3), 2h (n — 3). The
coincidences of corresponding planes arise, either when the two
points of the same generator which determine a pair of correspond-

ing planes, coincide with one another, or when a generator meets the

line /. The former arises in two ways, either because the double

curve touches a generator {t, cases), or because there are three

generators passing through a point of the double curve; then the

curve, and the surface, have a triple point; and, as each branch of

the double curve is then met by both the other branches, there are

6 coincidences of pairs of corresponding planes, so that, if t be the

number of triple points, the number of coincidences so arising is Qt.

For the latter, when a generator meets the line I, each of the

^(n— 2)(w— 3) pairs chosen from the n — 2 intersections of the

generator with the double curve, gives rise to a double coincidence

of pairs of corresponding planes. On the whole then

46 (71-3)= ^+6^+ H (n-2)(7i-3),

which leads to

^=(«-4)[l(n-2)(rt-3)-:p], =(/i-4)[^-lw(n-2)],

if h be the number of apparent double points of the double curve.

It has been assumed that the double curve is irreducible, and
that the surface has no cuspidal curve; in general, consult W. L.

Edge, Ruled Surfaces (Cambridge).

Ex. 10. We jDrove now that, for two curves, in ordinary space,

of orders %, n^, with respectively h^, h^ apparent double points,

and i mutual intersections, the number of common chords is

/ii/«2+ i«i«2(%- 1) ("2- 1) - *(%- 1) (wg- 1) + ii{i-l).

This result follows from a known result (Vol. iv, p. 51), that the

number of common lines of two algebraic congruences of lines, of

orders p^^, j)^ and classes q-^^, q^, is PiP^+ QiQ^ (^^^^ order and class of

a congruence being the numbers of its lines respectively through

an arbitrary point and in an arbitrary plane). This result was
stated by Halphen {ComjJt. rend. 1872, p. 41), and is interesting

historically as being one of the first of such linear formulae (cf.

Schubert, .4620/?/. Geo7n. pp. 62, 337).

The chords of the first curve being a congruence of order p^^= h^

,

and class q^=\n-i^{n-^^—\), the general formula for the number of

common chords is h-yh^-\-lnin^{i^—l){n^—\). This however in-

cludes the joins of every two intersections of the curves, in number
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i^-(/_l); it also includes, for each intersection, the common
generators of the two cones projecting the curves from this inter-

section, of which the number, beside those to another intersection,

is (ni-l)(w2— 1) — (i — 1). The total number of proper common
chords of the two curves, not passing through any conmion point,

is thus

/'l/'2+i''l "2 ("l-l)("2-l)- *«(«- l)-^'[(«l-l)("2-l)-(<'-l)J'

agreeing with the statement made.

But an examination of the problem by the method of the theory

of correspondence is interesting. From a point P, of the curve {n^,

draw the /ig chords of the curve (wg), and let F' be one of the 1h^

extremities of these chords; from F' draw the h^ chords of the

original curve (»i), and let Q be one of the 'Ih^ extremities of these.

Thus from F are obtained \h^h^ points Q, of the curve {n^, and we
regard these as being in correspondence. To pass back from Q to F,

we take one of the n,^{ri^—\) common generators of the cones which

project the two curves from Q, denoting by F' the extremity, lying

on {n^, of one such chord; and then take one of the n-^{n^—\)

common generators of the cones which project the two curves from

P', denoting by P the extremity, lying on {ii^, of one such chord.

There are thus n^{r\-\).i\{:n^—\) positions of P corresponding

reversely to Q. The relation between P and Q is evidently an alge-

braic correspondence. We shall prove that this is of zero valency, the

\h-Ju positions of Q, for an arbitrary P, being a set of a linear series,

taken by themselves. The number of coincidences, of P and Q, is

thus \]i^h^-\-n^n^{ii-^^—\){n^—\)\ each such coincidence involves that

FF' is a common chord of the two curves; and, conversely, a

common chord gives rise to four such coincidences. Thus, after

correction for the common points of the two curves, we reach the

same result as before.

To complete this proof, we shew that, if the li chords be drawn
from an arbitrary point 0, to a non-singular curve of order n and

genus p, then the 2/« extremities of these chords, as O varies, are

sets of the same linear series on the curve. They are in fact equiva-

lent with the sets of residual intersections, with the curve, of sur-

faces of order /i— 3, drawn through any chosen canonical set (of

2j9 — 2 points) on the curve. For, consider the projection of the

curve to a plane, from O. The canonical series on the plane curve is

obtained by the curves of order /t — 3 through its double points ; and,

for general positions of O, the canonical sets on the plane curve are

in (1, 1) correspondence with the canonical sets on the space curve.

There is thus a cone of order m— 3, with vertex at O, which contains

any particular canonical set on the space curve, and also contains

the h chords to the curve from the point O. This proves the state-
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ment made. In the application to the problem in hand, the set of

4/?i/?2 points Q is made up of 2/?2 sets each by itself belonging to a

linear series when P varies. The aggregate set of points Q is thxis

one of a linear series.

Ex. 10 a. Consider the quintic curve which is the residual inter-

section of a quadric surface with a cubic surface through one

generator; this curve is of genus 2, and meets the generator in 3

points. From any arbitrary point O, there can be drawn 4 chords

of this curve; also the plane joining O to the fixed generator has

two points A, B on the curve (beside 3 on the generator); the four

chords from 0, and the two lines OA, OB, lie on a quadric cone,

with vertex at (as is proved in Vol. v, Chapter viii). Now let

P be a point of the quintic curve, and I, m be two fixed arbitrary

lines; let the transversal from P meet these lines in P' and H',

respectively; from P' draw the four chords to the quintic curve,

meeting this in Q^, Q/; Q^, Q^ ; Qg, Qg'; 04,^4'; also, from H', draw
the four chords K^, K^ ; ...; K^, K^. By what has been proved in

Ex. 10, the sixteen points (Q), {K) are a set of a linear series, as P
varies on the curve.

Ex. 10b. For the number of chords of a curve (Wj, h-^) which

meet two arbitrary lines, the formula of Ex. 10 (putting /?2=1,

/i2=2), gives ]i^+\n-^{n-^^—\). When the lines intersect this is obvi-

ous. This is then the order of the ruled surface generated by chords

of the curve which meet an arbitrary line ; in terms of the genus of

the (non-singular) curve, it is (%— 1)^— j?!-

Ex. 10c. The chords of a curve {n) having simple intersections

with two other curves (/ij), {n^), are in number

7?i/?2 [h+hi (n- 1)]

-

{n - 1) [?iif2+ /?2*i] - /^*'i2+ hh^

where ^, i^ are the respective numbers of intersections of the

curves {n-^, {n^ with the first curve {n), and i^^ ^^e number of their

mutual intersections.

Ex. 10 d. The number of lines having simple distinct inter-

sections with each of four curves (w^), (wg), (wg), {n^, is

^n^n^n^n^—Y^n^n^irs -f- 2«j,gVs >

where the curves (n^), (nj have Vs intersections, and jp, q, r, s are

the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 in some order.

Ex. 10^. For a curve, of order w, class n', and genus ^j, with

A;-ple points, of separated tangents, the number of chords each of

which lies in the osculating planes of both extremities of the chord, is

(n - 3, 2) -f- (m' - 3, 2) - S {k, 2) - 12;?,

where (A, /x) means
A(A-l)...(A-/x+l)//x!.

For example, for a rational quartic curve, there are 3 such chords.
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References to the literature for these results are given by
Berzolari, PascaVs Repertorium, ii, 2, 1922, p, 906.

Ex. 11. We consider now the chords having three, or four, inter-

sections with a curve, the triseeants and quadrisecants. Of the

former there is in general an infinite number, determining a ruled

surface ; of the latter a definite finite number.
The trisecant lines which can be drawn, to a curve of order /?,

and genus jj, without multiple points, from any point P of itself,

each meeting the curve in two other points, are the same in number
as the double points of the curve, of order n — 1, obtained by pro-

jection of the given curve, from P, upon a plane. Assuming that

the plane curve is of genus p, this nimiber is I {n — 2) {n — i^)—p,

which is the same as h — {n — 2), if h be the number of apparent

double points of the original curve. The points Q, in number
[n — 2){n—'6) — 2p, or say v, where these triseeants from P again

meet the curve, are in a correspondence (P, Q) with P, of indices

V, V. We prove that this correspondence is of valency n— 4. Take a
particular canonical set (of 2^ — 2 points) on the plane curve ob-

tained by projection of the given curve from P; let [A) be the set

of 2p — 2 points on the space curve projecting from P into this

particular canonical set; there is then a cone, of order /i — 4, of

vertex P, containing the set {A) and the trisecant chords from P
to the space curve (as follows by the definition of canonical sets on
the plane curve) ; but, conversely, if {A^) be any canonical set of the

space curve, these project from a point P of the curve into a canonical

set of the resulting plane curve. There is thus a system of cones, of

order /i — 4, containing the set [A^), with vertices at points P of the

space curve, each containing the triseeants of the curve drawn
from the point P. The points (Q), which are the other intersections of

these triseeants with the curve, thus lie with P, taken (?z,— 4) times

over, in a set of a linear series upon the curve.

But we found (p. 16, above) that the order of the ruled surface

generated by the lines joining points P, Q of the curve, in {s, r)

correspondence, of valency y, is (/i — 1 )
(5 -j- /) — 2yp. Thus, as, in the

present case, each trisecant arises from the correspondence in six

ways, the triseeants generate a surface of order

i{(«-l)[2(n-l)(n-3)-4;j]-2(n^4)29}

which is (71— 2) [^ (w — l)(w— 3)— ^]. If the curve have a double
point, the ruled surface, as so found, will include the cone, of order

n — 2, projecting the curve from this point; and it is the same for a

cusp. The residual ruled surface of proper triseeants is then of order

{n — 2)[\{n—\){n — 2)—p — h — K\, if the curve have S double
points, and k cusps. This is the same as the number, t^, given by
t^= [n — 2)\}i — \n{ti—\)\, where h is the number of apparent
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double points of the curve. And this form includes the simpler

case.

The tangents of the curve which meet the curve again arise by
the coincidences of the correspondence (P, Q), and are thus, in

general, of number 2i^+ 2(« — 4) jj, namely

2 (n-2) (/I -3) + 2 (»-6)jj;

but, if the curve have i inflexions, k cusps, 8 actual double points,

and T actual double tangents, we must in fact subtract from this

the number 2i+ w/c+ 4S + 4t. If r denote the rank of the curve, the

resulting number, ^, may also be written

^= (n- 4) r+^h-2n (n- 3)- 2i- 4t.

Save for the term — 4t, this corrected result is given by Zeuthen,

Ann. d. Mat. iii, Milan, 1869-70; and, for historical reasons, it may
be interesting to give an indication of Zeuthen's reasoning. Of a

pencil of planes through an arbitrary axis, let two be regarded as

corresponding when they meet the curve in two points of a tri-

secant ; we thus have a correspondence, between pairs of planes of

this pencil, whose indices are 2nt, 2nt, where t is the number, found

above, of trisecants which can be drawn to the curve from a point

of itself. There are coincidences in this correspondence, (1), for a

tangent meeting the curve again (say ^ cases); (2), for each inflexion

(counting twice); (3), for every proper trisecant of the curve which
meets the axis of the pencil of planes (counting six times, giving

therefore 6/3, in the notation above); (4), for each double point of

the curve (counting 2n — 8 times); (5), for each cusp (counting

3w — 12 times); (6), for each double tangent (counting four times).

Thus we have int^i+2i+6t^+{n-4){28 + 3K) + 4^T; substituting

t = h-{n-2), t3={n-2)[li-ln{n-l)], 2S + SK= n{n-l)-2h-r,

we find for ^ the value put down.
We have above deduced the number h—{n — 2) of trisecants to

the curve, from an arbitrary point P of itself, with the assumption

that the plane curve obtained by projection of the given curve is

of genus p. Zeuthen deduces this result without this assumption:

taking two arbitrary points A, B of the space, and two points

Q, Q' of the curve, and excluding the cases when the planes APQ_,

BPQ' are coincident, the points Q, P, Q' are in line when the plane

APQ contains Q', and the plane BPQ' contains Q. By an ingenious

argument, equivalent to using the product of two correspondences,

it is shewn that the number of cases in which this happens is

{n— 2)^—p.

Ex. II a. We pass now to the problem of finding the number of

quadrisecants of a curve. Let A^ , A2 be two arbitrary fixed points,

not lying on the curve. Let P^ denote one of the n— 3 intersections,
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with the curve, of the plane joining A^ to a trisecant of the curve

(not on the trisecant), and P.^ one of the n — S intersections, with the

curve (other than on the trisecant), of the plane joining A^ to the

same trisecant. \Vhen P^ is any point of the curve, the line A^P^ is

met by a definite number of trisecants of the curve, and each of

these, joined by a plane to A^, gives (n — 3) points P.^; the number
of trisecants which meet AJ*^ , excluding those through P^, \st^— t

(where, as above, t^={n — 2)h — ln{;n—\){n— 2) and<= /i— (n— 2)).

Thus the points Py , P^ of the curve are in correspondence, with in-

dices both equal to (/? — 3) {t^— t). We shew that this correspondence

is of valency k\2 , where Ji\2=n — 4- — t. Let Pg , P^ be two of the inter-

sections, with the curve, of a trisecant (not through P^) which meets

AyPj^. There is a correspondence from P^ to Pg, say (P^, Pg); the

sum of this, and the correspondence (P^, Pg) under examination, is

a correspondence leading from P^ to all the points of the curve

which lie on the planes joining A2 to the trisecants (not through P^)

which meet A^Pj^ ; this aggregate of planes does not contain P^ , and
meets the curve in a set of a linear series. Assuming this, we infer

Jx\3+ Ii\2= 0, where A-^g is the valency of the correspondence (P^, Pg).

Again, when Pg is given, the planes joining Aj^ to the trisecants of

the curve through Pg , evidently give, as the aggregate of their in-

tersections with the curve, the points arising from Pg by the sum
correspondence (Pg, Pi) + (P3, P4); but they give a linear series on
the curve in which Pg arises t times in each set {t = h— n+ 2), that is,

a correspondence of valency t; thus, with a similar notation,

A-3i-t-A-34= /i — (/I — 2). We have already shewn (p. 31) that k^=n — A<\

hence
A-^2= -A-i3= -A-3i=«-J<-(/i-H + 2), =2 (H-3)-/i,

as stated.

Now consider the coincidences in the correspondence (P^, Pg);

these arise in two ways: (1), If a trisecant of the curve meet the line

A^A^, the planes from A^ and A^ to this trisecant coincide in one
plane, and the ?i— 3 intersections of this plane with the curve, not
on the trisecant, are coincidences; thus we have (n — 3)^3 coin-

cidences; (2), If a trisecant have a fourth intersection with the curve,

the planes joining A^ and A^ to this have intersections with the

curve, other than at the three points which define the trisecant,

which coincide at this fourth point. The quadrisecant thus gives 4

coincidences of P^ and P^- Assuming that there is no other possi-

bility, if t^ denote the total number of quadrisecants of the curve,

the whole number of coincidences is thus (/i— 3) ^3+4^4. The corre-

spondence has been seen to be of equal indices (n— 3) {t^— t), and
of valency n — 4 — ^. Thus we have

4^4=2 (/i-3)(f3-0 + 2jj(n-4-/)-(«-3)f3,
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and /4=(/« — 2/i + 6, 2) — (71 — 3, 4), where (A, ju) is the binomial
A (A — 1) ... (A— /x+ l)/ft!. This is the same as

P(/i-4« + ll)-^Vw(n-2) (u-3) (71-13)

or, the curve having no multiple points, as

{p, 2)-p {n-3, 2) + l{n-2, 2) {n-3, 2).

The above argument is very slightly modified from Zeuthen
(Lehrbuch, 1914, p. 257), who also considers the case of multiple

points in Ann. d. Mat. iii, 1869-70. The number t^ was obtained
by Salmon [Solid Geometry, 1882, p. 435), Cayley {Papers, v, p. 171),

Brill (Math. Ann. vi, 1873, p. 52), and by others (Pascal, Reper-
torium, ii, 2, 1922, p. 905). In Enriques-Chisini, Teoria Geometrica,

II, p. 303, the result is found by a functional method due to Cayley;
and, ibid, iii, p. 473, by a method indicated in the following

Ex. 11 &.

Ex. 116. Let Q be a point, other than P, of a trisecant drawn to

a curve in space from a point P of the curve ; let ^ be a point, other

than Q, of a trisecant, other than PQ, drawn to the curve from Q.

Denote the correspondences, from P to Q, and from P to R, by
(P, Q), [P, R). If / denote the identical correspondence, it may be
shewn that (P, Q)^={P, Q) + {P, R) + 2tI (where t= h-n + 2). We
have proved that the valency of (P, Q) is n — 4; the correspondence

(P, R) is symmetrical, of indices both equal to -it (t — l); by the

identity remarked its valency is 2i — (?i— 4) — (/i- 4)^, which is

2 {n — 3) — 2p. The coincidences of this correspondence {P, R) are

in number 24^4+ 2^, where ^ is the number of planes which touch

the curve at two points whose join is a trisecant. When ^ is found,

we can thence find t^. It may be shewn that

^=-U^+ 2t (7i2-14) + 18 (n-2, 3).

For this proof compare Zeuthen, Lehrbuch, 1914, p. 259.

Ex. lie. Consider three curves in space, whose orders, genera,

numbers of apparent double points, and of cusps are n^ , p^ , h^ , k^- ,

and the ruled surface generated by a line meeting simply each of

these curves. Prove that the genus, P, of the plane section of this

ruled surface is given by 2P— 2 = 47ii7i2"3+ ^":(% (2Pi — 2), where

i,j, k are 1, 2, 3 in some order.

Also that the genus, Pq, of the plane section of the ruled surface

generated by the trisecants of a curve (n, p, h, k), is given by

2Po-2=1 (6/7 - n^- n) {n -4.) + {h-2u + Q) {2p-2). The formulae

for the order, rank, etc., of a ruled surface generated by the trans-

versals of three curves, by the chords of a curve which meet another

curve, and by the trisecants of a single curve, with many references

to the literature, are given in Pascal's Repertorium, ii, 2, 1922,

pp. 907-8.
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'Ex. 12. Suppose that on a curve we have an involution of sets

of V points, of freedom unity and index 1 (so that only one set of

the involution contains a given point of the curve) ; we denote this

by /j", a single set being denoted by /. Suppose also there exists on
the curve a linear series, of sets of n points, of freedom r, say g^
which is simple (so that sets of the series which have one point in

common, of general position on the curve, do not thereby have
other points in common). Suppose further that v>r, and that any
r points of a set / of the involution form independent conditions for

a set of g/\ and so determine this set. We proceed to find how many
times it happens that the set of the linear series, so determined by
r points of a set /, has another point contained in this set /; so that

r+1 points are common to a set / and a set of g/^. We have already

considered the case when r= 1, in Ex. 8.

If the linear series g/^ be given by a system of curves

it is well known (see Vol. v, p. 26) that, by equations of the

forms Xjcf)Q= ...=Xj.l<j>^, the curve can be placed in (1, 1) birational

correspondence with a curve of order n in space of r dimensions;

the sets of the linear series are then represented by the prime sec-

tions of this curve in space [r]. And there will be an involution I^
upon this curve similar to that on the original curve. Our problem
is then to find the number of sets / of this involution which have
r+1 coprimal points (where v>r). Denote this number by Z„ ,.;

also denote by d the number of coincidences of a pair of points

belonging to the same set of the involution. For brevity, let p
denote the binomial coeflicient (v— 2, r— 1).

Take a point P, on the curve in the space [r]. This determines a
set /, of V points of the curve, belonging to I^ ; a prime can be put
through every r points of the v— 1 points of this set, other than P;
and there will be (v— 1, r) such primes. Each of these primes meets
the curve in n— r points, Q, beside those through which it is de-

scribed. The aggregate of these (v— 1, r) sets of n— r points Q is

determined by P; we consider the correspondence between P and
a point of this aggregate. This correspondence (P, Q) we denote by
T. With this we consider the correspondence between P and a point

P', other than P, of the set of v points / determined by P; this

correspondence (P, P') we denote by U. The primes which deter-

mine the aggregate of points Q will use every point P' a certain

number of times ; namely as many times as there are sets of r— 1 •

points in the set /, beside P and P' (which with P' will make up a
set of r points determining such a prime) ; thus each point P' will

be used {v— 2,r—l), or p times. Whence we see that the sum
correspondence denoted by T+ pU is of zero valency, the points

3-2
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corresponding to P in this being the complete intersection of the

curve with (v— 1, r) primes. The correspondence V between P and

one of the v— 1 points F' is obviously symmetrical. Consider the

correspondence reverse to T : the primes through a point Q of the

curve determine a linear series ^"~| thereon; to get back to a point

P it is necessary to find the sets of I^^ which contain r points of a

set of this ^"rj. If we assume that the number Z„r> when the in-

volution // is given, is a function only of w and r, the number of

sets of // which contain r points of the linear series
^"'J,

is

Zn-i,r-ii and when one such set, /, is found, P may be any one of

the v — r points of this set I, other than the r points belonging to a

set of g"~_\ The reverse index of the correspondence T is thus

(v — r)Z„_i^_i. The direct and reverse indices of the correspondence

T+ pU are thus

{n-r){v-l,r) + p{v-l), and (v-r) Z„_i.r_i+ />(i'-l);

we have remarked (p. 6) that the reverse of a sum of corre-

spondences is the sum of their reverses. Now consider the coinci-

dences in the correspondence T+ pU. These arise, (1), when a point

Q coincides with P; then there are (r+ 1) points of a set / which are

coprimal, and, therefore, (r+l)Z„,. coincidences of the corre-

spondence; (2), when a point P' coincides with P; and this gives pd

coincidences of the correspondence T+ pU. Thus we have

(r-M)Z„,,+ /)d= («-r)(v-l,r)-f-(v-r)Z„_i,,_i + 2p(v-l);

since {v—1, r) = {v—l)p/r, this may be put into the form

(r -h 1 ) Z„^ - ( V- r ) Z„_i ,._!= /)

and we easily compute that, if we put

{n+r){v—l)

Cn,T= P
"^(^-^Lirf'

, =(v-2,r-l]
"w(v-l)

d

-Id

then this is the same as

(r+l)(Z„,,-c„,^) = (v-r)(Z„_i,^_i-c„_i^^_i).

To solve this equation, we prove that Z^^^ = m{v—l) — \d, = c^,i

.

Recurring to the original plane curve, this is established by the

argument we have used in general, though the result has already

been obtained above, in Ex. 8. The number Z^ i is that of the sets

of /i" which contain two points of a set of a linear series g-^K Con-

sider a set /, of //, determined by a point P; let P^' be another

point of this set ; let Qq be one of the points, other than P^, of the

set of ^1™ determined by P^'; consider the sum correspondence

(P, Qo)+ (^' Pq)- *'o^' ^^^ correspondence reverse to (P, Qq): there
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is a set of I^ determined by every one of the m — 1 points, other

than Q„ , belonging to the set of ^j™ whicli contains Qq ; and there

are thus (/n — l){v— 1) points P corresponding reversely to Qq.
Thus, as in the case r> 1, we have the equation

2Z^^^ + d={m-\){v-\) + {v-\){in-\) + 2{v-\),=2m{v-\),

as desired.

Wherefore, supposing in = n — r, the general difference equation

leads to Z„ ,.= c„ ,., namely

Z„,, = (v-2,r-l) ^\v-l)-id

This result may be generalised. See Segre, Ann. d. Mat. xxii,

1894, p. 99, and the references given in Severi, Trattato di geoni.

algeb. I, 1, 1926, p. 253, to whom the proof here given is due.

We have supposed the involution /j" to be of index 1. If this be
of index v', the result is at once obtainable from that found by
replacing n by nv'. Or a direct proof, identical with that given, may
be followed.

A consequence of the formula

Z„^, = {v-2,r-l) ^'(.-l)_|(f

for the case of an irreducible involution I/, of freedom 1, of sets of

r points, but with index v',is remarked by Castelnuovo {Rend.Lincei,

XV. 1906, p. 337), namely:
The number of coincidences of pairs of points of a set of such an

involution, cannot exceed v'(2j^+2^ — 2); and, if d is as great as

this, all the sets of v points, of the involution, are sets of the same
linear series. We give a sketch of the proof of this.

With v—\ points of a set / of such an involution, and p arbitrary

points of the curve, define a linear series, of sets of v— 1 -\-jp points

of freedom v—\, g^^ZX^^ • ^^^^ number of sets of v points, common
to the linear series and the involution, is then Z^+j,_i ,,_i, say Z,

given by Z=v' {v+2) — l) — ld, and, as this cannot be negative, we
have the necessary upper bound for d. Suppose, however, if

possible, that d=2v'{v+p — l). Then Z=0, and there are, in a

general linear series g^Z.]^^ » rio sets which, having v—1 points taken

in a set of the involution, contain the remaining point. The argu-

ment by which we found Z„ ,., however, as in all similar cases,

assumes that this number is finite. Thus if we construct a linear

series
g^^Z-Y^^ with the property that, a set of this determined by

v—l points of a particular set of the involution contains all points

of this set, then the conclusion will be that the same is true for

every set of the involution ; namely, that all the sets of the involu-
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tion belong to the same linear series. To construct such a linear

series, first form the linear series g"^^^ of which one set consists of

a particular set / of the involution taken with p arbitrary points of

the curve, say A^, ...,Ap; then take the linear series
g^^^Y^^

formed

by all the sets of g"^^ which contain the point A^ (other than this).

As, by what has been said, every set of the involution consists of

points belonging to one set of g'',Z]^^ ' we infer that the sets of

g''+P which contain sets of the involution all contain A^; hence, by

parity of reasoning, all these sets of g'^'^-^^ contain Ai,A2, ...,Ap.

Thus the involution consists of sets of the linear series obtained by
the sets of ^""^^ which contain A^, ..., Aj,.

We may remark that, for general values of n and r, when
d=v{2i'+ 2p-2), the value of Z^^^ is

r rp
V (v—1, r) n — r— —

I.
"^-l.

which, when v= r+2, is v' [{71 — r) {r+ 1) — rp].

Castelnuovo has proved further, as a Corollary, due to Severi

{Ann. d. Mat. xii, 1906, p. 55), that, if the sets of v'v points, con-

sisting of all the sets of the involution /j" which contain a point P
of the curve (including this point itself reckoned v' times), belong
to a linear series, so do the separate sets of v points of the in-

volution.

Ex. 13. For the developable surface formed by the tangents of

a curve, beside the cuspidal curve which is constituted by the

original curve, there is a double curve, the nodal curve, of order v,

such that p=^{r—l){r— 2) — n—v— T— i (see p. 191 of Vol. v).

This double curve has triple points whose number is

l[-r3+13r2-42r+8rt'+v(3>--26)-2T].

Cf. Zeuthen, Ann. d. Mat. iii, 1869-70; Pascal, Repertorium, 11, 2,

1922, p. 899. The triple tangent planes of the curve are of number
obtainable from this by replacing n' by n, and v by the class v' of

the developable surface formed by the planes which have two con-

tacts with the curve. For example, for the sextic intersection of a
quadric and a cubic surface, we have n= 6, r= 18, / = 96, t= ; and
the number of triple tangent planes is 120. (See also, below,

Ex. lib.)

Find the genus of the double curve of the developable surface

formed by the tangent lines of the curve.

Many particular results will be found in Zeuthen's paper re-

ferred to, and in the Pascal. See also Cayley's paper. Papers, v,

p. 172.
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Ex. 14. The curves which determine the sets of a Hnear series

j^/, of freedom r, upon a oiven plane curve, contain r variable

parameters. We expect then that there is a determinate number of

such curves having /•+! coincident intersections with the given

curve, if the point of contact is not assigned—and we have found

this number (p. 10, above). The conditions to be satisfied may be

formulated algebraically, by expressing that the general curve

giving a set of the linear series, and the r further curves obtained

by differentiation of this, have a common point on the given curve.

Similarly, the conditions that, among the intersections of a variable

line with a given jilane curve, there should be two points of contact,

are two in number; we expect then a finite number of bitangents

of the curve ; though this problem, as formulated algebraically, will

have as solutions the lines joining two cusps of the curve, and the

tangents to the curve from the cusps. Somewhat similarly, if we
consider an algebraic curve in space of four dimensions, since the

conditions for a line to meet such a curve are two in number, and
there are oo^ chords of the curve, we expect to find a finite number
of chords meeting the curve in a third point, that is, of trisecants

of the curve. Many such problems have been solved by the prin-

ciple of correspondence. We give here first, with an indication of

the proof, a very general formula due to de Jonquieres. This deter-

mines, in a given linear series g^" upon a given plane curve, the

number of sets in which there are several coincidences, or contacts,

at unassigned points of the curve, of such character that the total

number of conditions required for these coincidences is r. And we
add, without proof, some formulae for problems of incidence such as

that referred to, of the number of trisecants of a curve in space [4].

We consider then, first, upon a given plane curve, a given linear

series g/^, not necessarily complete, of which the sets have no points

in common. We consider the possibility of a set, of n points, of this

linear series, consisting of clq simple points, of a^ points each of

which is a coincidence of }\+ 1 points, of ol^ points at each of which
there is a coincidence of r2+ 1 points, and so on, finally of a. points

at each of which there is a coincidence of r + 1 points ; so that

ao+ a^ (/i+ 1 ) + . . . + a (r + 1 ) = n. For a coincidence of r^+ 1 points

at an unassigned point of the curve, r^ conditions are necessary.

We suppose the total number of conditions imposed for the set to

be r; that is oi-{i\+ ...-\-^pr =r. W^e put k— n— r, and so have

ao+ ai + . . . + a = A', this being the number of distinct points in the

set. We expect that the linear series contains a finite number of sets

of the character described; our object is to fmd this number, li p
be the genus of the curve, we putp^, A:^ for the binomial coefficients,

p, = p\/i l{p — i) !, ki^kl/i ! {k— i) !, and denote by s^ the coefficient

of t'^ in the ascending expansion of (l+ri^)°'i (l + ro0*2.,.(l + r i)*p.
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so that 5„j is the sum of the products, m together, without repeti-

tions, of

r (Vt ^(2) y(a,).^(l) ^(2) ,. (tto). Y (Vi ,.(2) y (otp)

wherein

,. (l)_y(2)_ _,. (a,)_^. ^. (1)_^. (2)_ _^. (ap)_j.

Thus 5^ is zero when ?/i > a^ + • • • + a^ , or m > ^•— ag . We also use two
symbols, M and/, the former as a multiplier, the latter a series of

1 + ai+ . . . + a terms, defined by

M(0%^i«i, ...,r/p) = (^-!/ao!ai!...ap!)(l + rifi...(H-rp)°'P,

/ (O'^o, r^^., ..., r^°^f>) = 1 + ipjk^) s^+ ipjk^) 52+ . . . + {p^_Jk^_J sj,_^^ ,

and denote the product of these by i/j, so that

(O'^o, r^^i, ..., Vp'^^p) =M (0«o, ri«i, . . .
, r/p ) ./ {0\ r^^^i, ..., r^^f).

The result is that the number of sets of ^/ satisfying the prescribed

conditions is this number 0.

To explain the notation, first take simple examples: (1), For the

number of sets of ^^" which have a single coincidence of r+ 1 points,

we have ao= n— r— 1, p=l, a^^l, i\= r, k= n — r, and

M=[{n-r)\l{n-r-l)l] (l + r), ={n-r){l + r),

/= 1 + [pl{n - r)] r, =1 + rpl{n- r),

so that ilj = Mf={7-+l){n — r+rp), as was formerly found (Ex. 2,

p. 10); (2), For the number of lines meeting a plane curve of order

?i in two points of coincidence each of two points, and in n —

4

simple points, we have ao= n — 4, ai= 2, ^^=1, k= n— 2, p=l, and

M= 22 («-2)!/(/i-4)!2!, =2 (n-2)(/i-3),

so that /= 1 + 2^/('^- 2) +lhl{n -2)„

iIj = 2 {n-2){n-3) + 4^ {n-3) p + 2p {p-1).

This can be verified to be the same as

t+|k(k-1) + k [«(;z-1)-2S-3/c-3],

where S, k, t denote the number of double points, cusps, and double
tangents of the curve; so that is the number of proper double
tangents, together with the number of joins of a pair of cusps, and
the number of tangents to the curve drawn from the cusps. As a

third example, (3), consider how many sets are contained in the

canonical series g^^Si which consist of ^ — 1 coincidences of two
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points. For this case, ^(^= 0, oii=p—\, 1\=\, p=\, k=p — \ and
n = 2p — 2; thus

M=[{p-\)\l{p-\)\y2^-\

/=i + W{i^-i)i](i^-i)i+b2/(;'-i)2](;?-i)2+-"

or /=i+^j^+p2+...+^j^_^=(l + l)p_l, =2^-1;

thus the number is 2^^"^ (2''— 1), as is well known.
To prove the general formula we proceed by induction; we as-

sume that it is proved for linear series ^/, of freedom s<i\ and
thence deduce it for freedom r. This will be sufficient because the

result is known for series of freedom 1, For, then, the only possi-

bility is that for which p—\, with ai=l, 7*1= 0; and the number of

Jacobian points of a linear series g-^^ is known.
Take a definite point, P, of the fundamental curve; and consider

the sets of the series ^/' which have 1\ coincident points at P. The
variable intersections then belong to a series, of sets of n — r^ points,

with freedom r— 7\,
g^^~''\ In this series consider the sets which

have, save at P, precisely the same coincidences as those sought,

namely have (a^— 1) points of (ri+l)-fold coincidence, ag points of

(r2+l)-fold coincidence, and so on, finally a points of (rp+l)-fold

coincidence, and therefore (ao + 1) points of simple intersection;

such a simple intersection we denote by Q. By the assumption
made, the number of such sets is '/r (0°'o+i, r^^'i-i, rg'^a, ..., r °^p). The
simple points Q, of these sets, are determined when P is assigned,

and the coincidences in question are fulfilled. We can therefore

regard the points Q as arising from P by a correspondence on the

curve; and a coincidence in this correspondence, when one of the
points Q coincides with P, will give rise to a set of the original series

gjP- with the coincidences required; conversely, every such set may
be supposed to arise in this way. We desire then to obtain the index
of the reverse correspondence, from Q to P, and the valency of this

correspondence. Now, to pass from Q to P, we should consider all

sets of the original series g/^ having Q as a given point, namely a

series g^Zl 5 ^^^ therein the sets having one r^-fold coincidence, at

P, with (ai— 1) points of (ri-l-l)-fold coincidence, ag points of

(r2+l)-fold coincidence, and so on, finally a points of (r +l)-fold

coincidence, and therefore ao simple points. As the freedom of this

series is r— 1, the number of such sets, by the assumption made, is

i/<(0°'o, r^ — l, ri*i~^, rg'^i, ..., rp°^p); this is then the reverse index of

the correspondence (P, Q). As there are (ap-f- 1) points Q in each of

the contemplated sets of the series g^^^\ the direct index is

(ao-fl) i/r (0°'o+i,
ri"'!"^, r^i, ..., r^^p). But the determination of the
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valency of the correspondence (P, Q) is less easy. For this vital step

we refer the reader to Zeuthen. Lehrhuch, 1914, p, 246, and, especi-

ally, ToreUi, Rend. Palermo, xxi, 1906, p. 58 (see also, deJonquieres,

Crelle, lxvi, 1866, p. 289; Brill, Math. Ann. vi, 1873, p. 47, and
Cayley, Papers, vii, p. 41). This valency is, in fact, y, given by

y=r-i^iljp_^ (0°'o, ?i°'i-i, ?-2"2, ..., r^^p), where i/'p_i is formed in accord-

ance with the definition above given for ifj, except in one respect,

namely that p — 1 is substituted for p in the series /; another form

for y is given by

py=^0(O°'a,ri«i, ..., r/p)-(ao+l)</'(0«o+i, r^oc,-i^ ^^a,^
..., r/p).

r^+l

If Z be the number required, of sets of the series g^^, which have

the specified coincidences (a^ of (ri + l)-fold coincidence, ..., a^ of

(r +l)-fold coincidence, and ao simple points), then the number of

coincidences of the correspondence (P, Q) will be a^Z, since P may
be at any one of the ol^ points of (ri+ l)-fold coincidence. Thus, to

deduce the formula stated for Z, it is necessary to prove that the

sum of the two indices above, with 2py, is equal to

ai0 (0«o, ri"'!, ...,r/p).

If we denote the portions of these symbols which relate to (aj— 1)

points of (r^+ 1 )-fold coincidence, ag points of {r^+ 1 )-fold coincidence,

... , a. points of (rp+ l)-fold coincidence, simply by S, the necessary

equation is

ai<A(0«o,ri,5')

= (ao+l) 4s (0«o+i, 5') + <A(0«o , ri-1, S) + 2pr^ilj^_T^{Q'^o, S),

of which the algebraic verification is not difficult.

The result stated in regard to the valency is so remarkable that

it is perhaps worth a separate statement in more general terms. The
sets of a series of given grade (w) and freedom (r), are to satisfy

certain conditions of coincidence, of prescribed multiplicity at each

of a prescribed number of points ; the number of conditions imposed

is to be equal to the freedom of the series, a coincidence of multi-

plicity r, + l being counted as requiring r^ conditions for the sets

sought. There will be a certain number, ao , of simple points in each

such set, depending on the grade of the series; these impose no

condition. Consider apart, for distinctness, one of the coincidences,

of multiphcity r^+l, say at P^, speaking of the remaining coinci-

dences, with their prescribed character, as imposing conditions S.

Now, take, in the sets of the original linear series, those which

satisfy the conditions S, but have, at an assigned point P, a coin-

cidence of multiplicity r^; this imposes as many (r^) conditions as

did the ascription of a coincidence of multiplicity r^ -\-\ at an un-
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assigned point P^ ; there will then be a finite number of such sets

;

but in each of these there will be ao+1 simple points, say Q. We
consider the correspondence between P and all the sets of aQ +

1

points (^ which exist satisfying, beside the coincidence at the as-

signed point P, the conditions S at the other unassigned points. A
coincidence in this correspondence, in which a point Q coincides

with P, gives a set satisfying the original conditions, of (ri+ l)-fold

coincidence at P, beside the conditions S.

Then all these points Q arising from P, taken with P coimtcd

'^I'Pp-i times, form a set of a linear series on the original curve;

where ipp_i is the number, on a curve of genus p~l, of sets (in a

linear series S^~^^~^), whose coincidences are those of the con-

ditions S, and have beside ocq simple points ; that is, of sets character-

ised precisely by the coincidences of the original sets to be enumer-

ated, other than the {ri+ l)-fold coincidence at P^.

Ex. 14 a. If on the canonical curve of order 2p — 2 in space of

p — 1 dimensions, we consider primes touching the curve in {p — 2)

points, the two remaining intersections of such a prime with the

curve are in symmetrical correspondence, with indices both equal to

22p-4(2j9 — 2) — 2*'-2(2P-i—
1), and the valency of this correspond-

ence is equal to 2^~^ (2^~i — 1). It can be proved in fact that, if

qi = qlfi\{q-i)\, then

_2J'-ip-(2P-l)

p — 1

A direct proof, by the theor}^ of correspondence, for the number,
23'-! (2^ — 1), of primes having (p — 1) simple contacts with the

canonical curve, is given by Welchman, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc.

XXVI, 1930, p. 453.

Ex. 14 ft. The general formula for the number of planes having

3 contacts with a curve of order n and genus p, and n — 6 simple

intersections, is found to be

8 [{n-S, 3)-}-(n-4, 2)p+ {n-5) {p, 2) + {p, 3)],

where (A, fx) denotes the binomial coefficient. Identify this with the

result given in Ex, 13 (p. 38) above, explaining the discrepancy (as

in the case of the double tangents of a plane curve on p. 40). Either

formula, as in all these cases, supposes that the curve has only a

finite number of such triply touching planes ; for example, a curve,

lying on a developable surface, if it meets each generator in three

points, has every tangent plane of the developable as a triple

tangent plane.
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Ex. 15. Closely connected with the problem considered in Ex. 14
is that of determining the number of linear spaces which satisfy

conditions of incidence (or contact) with one, or more, curves ; it

is supposed, of course, that the number of conditions is equal to the
number of parameters on which such a linear space depends. We
do not enter into a complete account; but we quote the result for

one case.

Consider, in space [r], a curve of order n, and genus p, with
n'^jp-{-r. The number of conditions for a space of dimension k, say
\k\, in this space, to meet a line, is r— A; — 1 ; we assume that this is

also the number of conditions necessary for such a space to meet an
algebraic curve. The number of conditions necessary for the space
to have i intersections with the curve is then t (r— A;— 1); and a
space [A;], in space [r], depends on {k-\-\){r— k) parameters. These
two numbers will be equal if i (r— A;— 1 ) = (^+ 1 )

(r— A;). We suppose
this equality to hold. It requires *>A;+1; we denote i — k — \ byj;
we also put 7n = n—p — r, and l=m—j; and also s= r— k—l. Thus
the numbers j, m, I, s are perfectly definite.

We take all possible, zero or positive, integers X, p^, p^, ...,Ps,
whose sum is j^, supposing Xkj); we denote the product of the
squares of the differences of the numbers /Jq, Pi+ 1, ... , /)s+ 5, by A;
also we denote the number

{m+ pt+ t)l

{p,+t)l{j + t)\{l+ p,+ t)V

for / = 0, 1, .... ,9, by ?i^; and the product Wo^h-- "s by n (/Dq ... Ps)'

With these notations, the number of spaces [A;] which have i inter-

sections with the curve, is given by

i
— s)^

A= '^•

For this formula we refer to Giambelli, Mem.... Torino, lix, 1908,

p. 433, quoted by Segre, Enzykl. Math. Wiss. iii, C 7, p. 888.

To test the meaning of the formula, apply it to the case of the

trisecant lines of a curve in space of four dimensions. We thus

obtain (writing /x, v, a for p^, pi, P2)

{n—p — 4 + fji){n—p — 4!+v+l){n—p — 4! + a+ 2)
^

/m!(v+1)!(<t+ 2)! l!2!3!

for all values of A, p., v, a subject to

A+/x+v+CT=jj, O^A<jj, 0^ p.^v^a,

for which ?i — jj — 4 + /x > 0, For example, if n = 10 and p = Q, there
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are seven terms in the sum, corresponding to the values of A, /k,, v, a

given by

(3, 1, 1, 1), (2, 1, 1, 2), (1, 1, 1, 3), (1, 1, 2, 2), (0, 1, 1, -i),

(0, 1, 2, 3), (0, 2, 2, 2),

and computation leads to 20, as the number of trisecant chords of

the curve.

Sinn)ler fornuilae were given for particular cases by Castelnuovo

{Rend. Palermo, iii, 1889, p. 27; Rend. Lincei, v, 1889, p. 130):

(a). In space [rj, the number of primes having r contacts with

a curve of order n and genus p is the coefficient of ^'' in the

ascending expansion of 2'(1 + ^)''-'"-^(l +2^)^. Or, again, in space

of an even number of dimensions, with spaces [k] for which

k—\r—l, to meet the curve in the number i, = (A; + 2), of points

which follows from the formula {k+\) {r — k) = i{r— k—l), the

number of such spaces is the coefficient of ^^+- in the ascending

expansion of
(i + ^)n-A,-i|-i_^2/(i + ^)2p.

Thus the number of trisecants of a curve («, p) in space [4] is

(h — 4)[^(n— 2)(7i— 3)— p], which is i(« — 4)rf, where d is the

number of accidental double points of a ruled surface of order n
with prime section of genus p, in space [4], as will be seen in a

subsequent chapter. For 7i=10, p — Q, this gives the number
20 found from Giambelli's formula. Or again, the number of quadri-

secant planes of a curve (w, p)) in space [6] is

(,i_3, 4)-^(/i-5, 2) + (p,2),

where (A, /x) is the binomial coefficient. A similar, but slightly more
complicated formula gives, without requiring r to be even, the

number of spaces [r— 2] which have 2(r — 1) intersections with a

curve {n, p), in the form

S tl) (n-r-A, r-A-l)(/i-r-A+l, r-A-l)(iJ, A),

A=o ^"-A

which, for example, leads to the result found, in Ex. 11a (p, 32

above), for the number of quadrisecants of a curve in space [3].

{h). When the curve is in space [r], with r= n—p, the spaces

[A] with i intersections, where i {r— k—l) = {k+\){r— k), are of

number
p\ {r-k-\}{i-k-2)

{p-i)\ {r+ *-2A;-2} '

where {m) denotes 1 ! 2 ! ... m !, with {0}= 1. This again gives 20 for

r=4, n=10, j9 = 6, /t = l, i = 3.

For more general results cf. Severi, Mem. Torino, l, 1901, p. 81,

LI, 1902, p. 103, where formulae are given for the number of spaces
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[A;] which meet a curve of order n and genus p in space [r] with
vj-point intersection at one point, v2-point intersection at another

point, and so on, finally with v^-point intersection at a f-th point,

subject to (r— k) 'Lvi— t={r— k){k+l). See also Schubert, Mitt. d.

math. Ges. Hamburg, iii, 1891, p. 12.

Part II. Transcendental methods. The application of Rie-

mann's methods to the theory of algebraic correspondence leads

to new results, as was first shewn by Hurwitz, Math. Ann. xxviii,

1887. In particular it is possible to shew that, on a single curve of

general moduli, for its genus, every such correspondence is of the

kind we have considered hitherto, having a valency; but that, on
a curve of particular moduli, there may exist a correspondence in

which, instead of the single number, the valency, there arises a

matrix of numbers. We explain the matter so as to include both
possibilities.

Consider a curve C, of genus p, whose normal integrals of the

first kind are denoted by t^ , . .
.

, w^, . Denote the periods of Wj by

{\)ij, pij, where (l)jj= unless whenj= i, and (1)^^=1. Thus we
speak of these integrals as having the period scheme (1, p), where 1

denotes the unit matrix of type {p, p), and p denotes the matrix

{pij), also of type {p, p). These periods are those corresponding to

crossings of period ovals on the associated Riemann surface, these

ovals being denoted by (y, y'); thus in particular p^j is the excess of

the value of u^ on the left of y/ over its value on the right of this

oval (see Chap, vi of Vol. v,p. 141). Consider also a curve Z>, of genus

q, with normal integrals of the first kind denoted by u^ , ...,v^, whose
period scheme is (1, a), over ovals, denoted by (8, S'), on the associ-

ated Riemann surface. Let an elementary normal integral, of the

curve C, of the third kind be denoted by 11''", as in the chapter

referred to; and a similar integral of the curve D by Oj!'". For

definiteness, we suppose p^q.
Now suppose there exists an algebraic {s, r) correspondence

between these curves, whereby to the place (x), of C, correspond

the places (%), ..., (z^) of the curve D, it being the case that any
rational symmetric function of (%), ...,{z^) is expressible ration-

ally by {x); while to the place (s), of D, correspond the places

{Xy), ...,{Xs) of C, with a like property. We denote particular

positions of (x), (Xj), ..., (Xg) by (a), {Oj), ..., (a^); and particular

positions of (z), (z^), ..., (z^)by(c), (q), ..., (c^). From these assump-
tions it follows that the sum of the values of v^ at the places

(z^), ... ,
{Zj.), of D, depends uniquely on the place (x) of C, and is an

everywhere finite integral thereon. Hence there exist q equiva-

lences of the forms

Vfi'<=i+...+Vj'r.Cr=Mj^.^Ui''^+... + M,-^j,U/'<', j=l, 2, ...,q,
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where the coefficients Mj- j. are constants; and it will follow that
there are similar equivalences

here the integrations are on the respective Riemann surfaces, dis-

sected along the ovals (y, y') and (8, 8'), and the signs = denote the

omission of definite constant aggregates of periods, all the integrals

being single valued on the respective dissected Riemann surfaces.

The constants Mj,^, iV^ ;, which enter here form two matrices,

respectively of types (q, p) and (p, q). We proceed to express these

matrices in terms of the relations which arise, in virtue of the

correspondence, between the period ovals on the two Riemann
surfaces representing the curves C and D. Denote any algebraic

integral on the curve C by /; and, on the curve D, by J. When {x)

describes a closed curve on the Riemann surface C, which we may
suppose not to cross any of the 2p period ovals (y, y'), the set

(Zj), ..., {Zj) will vary on the surface D, and come back to their

original positions, with (possibly) interchange among themselves.

We can suppose these paths of (%), ... ,
{z^) also taken so as not to

cross the period ovals (8, 8'), a passage of, for example, S,,-, being
avoided by a detour along 8/. In virtue of such an identity as

we can suppose that the aggregate of the paths described by
(%), ..., (s^) is equivalent with an aggregate of closed paths. Now
any closed path, on the surface D, dissected along the 2^ period loops,

(the q—\ connecting traverses being ineffective, see Vol. v, p. 141)
is equivalent, so far as its effect in adding a period increment, to an
algebraic integral, is concerned, to a certain number of circuits of

the positive (left) rims of the 2.q period ovals.

And a circuit, in the negative direction, of

the left rim of the period oval 8/, is equivalent

to a crossing of the associated 8^; while a

circuit, in the positive direction, of the
positive rim of 8, is equivalent to a crossing (^

of the associated 8/. Hence we may express ^

the paths on D, arising by the correspondence,

corresponding to circuits on C, by saying that the crossing of an
oval yj by (a:) gives rise, for an integral sum J^i- '^i+ . . . + J"/-* '^r on
D, to a certain number of crossings of the 2q oval cuts made along

(8, 8'); and, precisely, that it is equivalent to

*1, i ' '''2, i ' • • * ' '^3, i ' "^ 1, 2 » '^ 2, i » • • • 5 '^ 0, i > ?• = 1 , ..., JD,

crossings of the respective oval cuts

Si, 82, ..., 8g; 8/, 82', ..., 8/;
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and, similarly, that the crossing of y{ by {x) is equivalent to,

respectively, o o
, R • R' R' R'

crossings of the same oval cuts. The crossing is intended to be from
the right (or negative) rim to the positive rim, in each case, corre-

sponding to the ascription of the periods; a crossing in the other

direction will be called a recrossing. Later we shall modify these

symbols, expressing crossings by circuits, of associated ovals.

We thus have four matrices, say a, a', ^, ^', each of q rows and
p columns, of which all elements, such as a.j i, etc., are integers,

positive or negative or zero ; and, in accordance with what is said

above, the crossing, by (x), on the surface C, of the loop y^, corre-

sponds to the crossings, for the integral sum on D, of the 2q period

ovals S, 8', which are given by taking the column (/) of the matrices

a, a'; while, when {x) crosses y/, the corresponding crossings on D
are similarly defined by the i-th column of the matrices /3, ^'. There
will be a similar set of matrices when we employ the reverse trans-

formation to pass from DtoC; the values of these will be expressed

in what follows.

The coefficients 31
j ^. in the equivalences

Vfi ' ^1 + . . . + Vfr. Cr= Mj 1 Uj^' «+...+ M,^
j, U/' ", j=l, ...,q,

can be evaluated at once in terms of the matrices a, a', ^, ^'. For,

first, when {x) crosses y^ , the right side in this suffers the increment

Mj i , while the left side has the increment

where (1)^ ^ is the period of Vj for crossing of S,., ( = 1 or zero), and
Uj

fc
the period for crossing S^/. Thus we have

,f
,

'
I ,

'
{i=l,...,p,

U ^' •••
' ?>

which we write, in matrix notation,

M= a+aa', {A),

M being, like a, a', of type {q, p), while a is of type {q, q). Similarly,

w^ien {x) crosses y/, the right side of the equivalence under con-

sideration obtains the increment

^'^i, 1 Pi, i+ • • • + ^^3, p Pp, i 5

and the left side has the increment

thus, with the notation of matrices.
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Eliminating M from the equations {A), (/?), we have

(a+CTa')p-^-a^' = 0,

which is equivalent to

(l,a)/- i8,a\ /1\=0,

where the three matrices involved are respectively of types {q, '2q),

{2q, 2p), {2p, p), the symbol 1 denoting, in the first and last of these,

the unit matrix respectively of types {q, q) and {p, p). Similarly

the two relations {A), [B) are both expressible by the single equation

3i(l,p) = (l, c7)/a,i3

wherein the types of the four matrices are in turn {q, p), {j), 2p),

{q, 2q), {2q, 2p).

It may happen that the sets {z-^, ..., {z^), for different points {x),

all belong to a linear series on the surface D; in this case, by Abel's

Theorem, the matrix M is zero; and also, u/k'^i, ..., u/r.^r being
single valued on the dissected Riemann surface, every matrix
a, a', ^, j8' consists of zeros. It will follow from the succeeding
theory that, in this case, also {x^), ... , {Xg) are a set of a linear series

on the surface C; and this is clear in an elementary way, the
correspondence being then representable by a single polynomial
equation ^ {x, z) — 0, as can be easily proved.

We now consider the sum 0^''*^'+ ...+0^'''^% on the surface D,

wherein (2), (c) are arbitrary positions, and {zy), ..., (2^) correspond
as before to a place {x) of the surface C, while (Cj), ..., (c^) corre-

spond to a place {a) of this surface; the function O , as before

said, is the elementary normal integral of the third kind. The sum
itself we may, for brevity, denote by [(tf"''^").

This sum, being symmetrical with respect to {z^), ..., {z^), and
also in regard to (c^), ... , (c^), may be regarded as a function of the

places {x), (a) of the surface C, as well as of the independent places

(2), (c) of D.

When one of the places {z^, ..., (2^), of D, which correspond to

{x) on C, is in the neighbourhood of (2), the function is logarithmic-

ally infinite, with multiplier -f 1. This will happen if, and only if,

{x) be in the neighbourhood of one of the places [x-^, ... , {Xg), of C,

which correspond to the place (2) of D; and, from the analytical

character of the correspondence between C and D, the function,

regarded as a function of {x) on C, will have the like logarithmic

behaviour in this case. There is similarly logarithmic infinity, with
multiplier —1, when one of {z^, ..., (2^), on D, is in the neighbour-
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hood of (c) ; and, therefore, when {x) is in the neighbourhood of one

of the places {a^), ..., (aj of C which correspond to (c). The function

depends on (x) only through {z^), .... {Zr), and hence has no other

infinities than those enumerated. Moreover, the function is single

valued (and analytical) in (x), upon the surface C, dissected along

the period ovals y, y'. Now, on this surface C, make the (p — l)

traverses, connecting the p pairs of ovals (y,, y/), so as to obtain

a single boundary of the surface C, with a direction of description

of this consistent with that employed for y^ and y/ (see Vol. v,

pp. 131, 141). This being done, and the surface thereby rendered

simply connected, consider the integral J w^^'^d (O ''
'), taken, as a

function of (x), along the single botmdary explained. The result will

be equal to the sum of the values obtained by taking the same
integral in turn round the infinities of the function ; this sum is

27ri(w,/i'«i+... + M«^^-«0.

where the paths of integration are on the dissected surface (and

supposed not to intersect one another). Con-

sider the value obtained by taking the integral

round the boundary. This is the sum of the

values obtained for the p pairs (y^, y/), the

{p — l) traverses furnishing no contribution.

For the pair y,^, y^', the whole path may be

considered by taking together opposite rims

of the cut y^, and also taking together

opposite rims of the cut y/. For clearness of description, if [x)

denote a point on the negative (right) side of y^ or y,! , the opposite

point, on the positive (left) side, may be denoted by (x). The two
sides of yjc thus give a contribution

where, in both integrals, d corresponds to an increment of [x) along

the positive direction of y^, and (2^), ..., {z,) are the points of the

surface D corresponding to (x). But we may put i/„,^'"= uj^' " + H^^-,^,

where H^^-,,, the period of m,„, is independent of the position of {x)

on the rim of y^.. Thus, from the two integrals, the expression

under the integral sign is m^^.« d^^
{^^J''")

+ H^^^d^^
(^t^)'

Herein,

however, in the sum (O^"'^'), the integration, on D, from the set

(%), ... , (s^) to the set (z^), ... , (3^), is obtainable (as in the preceding

work), with the integers from the matrices a, a-', in terms of cross-

ings of the period ovals (8, 8') on D, using the k-th. columns of these

matrices, and the periods of the function (of t,) O^'^; on D. These
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periods all vanish at the ovals (8); for the ovals (8') they are

277^01^'", ..., 1-niv^~'''\ Thus the sum is 277* (a'i^fct;i^'''+ ... + a',^fc u/-").

This is independent of (a), so that Jw,/'''c^y^.(<I>f';^') = 0. We have

then to consider U^^ J d^^ ^^''^'^") •

Now the complete circuit, by (ti), of the positive rim of the oval

y^., which is equivalent to a crossing of y^', will correspond to an
aggregate of circuits on the surface D, whose expression, in terms
of crossings of the period ovals 8, 8', is given by the /c-th columns
of the matrices ^, /3'. Wherefore the integral in question is given by
277i//,„ ,^(/S'i ;t^i~'''+ ••• + /S'g^/,.tV''^). Here, in fact, //„i,^= unless

k = m\ and then =1.
We may similarly examine the contribution to the integral

Ji/,„c/ (O""'^') which arises from the two rims of the period oval

y^'. There is the difference that the complete circuit by (<r), of the

positive rim of the oval y^' , is equivalent to a recrossing, instead of

a crossing, of the oval y,. . The result is therefore

-27^^/i:^fc(a'lfcrl^•'=+... + aVfcV''),

where K^ ^, the period of m^^'" for a crossing of y^, is /a^.A;-

Adding together the results for the ip pairs (y^, y^.'), we thus have

P Q

k=lj=l

which is expressible as

27ri S {H^'-py.')„, ,U/.^
j = l

in which // denotes the matrix unity of p rows and columns, and Jl

denotes the matrix obtained by interchange of rows and columns
of a matrix /x, the so-called transposition of /x.

Equating this to the value found above, by integration round the

infinities of the function, we have

w,/i.°i+ ... + uJ's.^s= N^^^v^''''+ ... +iV^,^gi'/.S m= 1, ... , jp,

where N, a matrix of type (p, q), is given by

N = ^'-poi', {Ay

By the transposition of an identity obtained above, however, we
have p (a+ a'a) — /3 — /3'ct=0, or, since p and a are symmetrical

{p = p, o=a), pdi.— p= (/3' — pa') a. Hence we also have

Na=-^+ pdi, {B').

Further, comparing

M= (X+aa, Mp= P+ c7^',

with N= ^' — pv.', Na— — ^+ pa.
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we see that the matrix associated with the correspondence from
CtoD,say ^^ ^^ ^

Va', ^')

is replaced, in the reverse transformation from D to C, by

V=/ ^-', -

\— a', a;

which is of type (2p, 2g), just as A is of type (2^', 2p). We also have

iV(l,a) = (l,p)V.

Further, using (0)^,, (l)j, for zero and unit matrices of type (^, ip),

etc., and putting

f2i,= /(0)^» -(i)pV ^2.= /(o)„ -(i)A,
V(i)^, (o)J V(i)„ (o)J

we have e22>V^2a= /«'> -ay23=/'-a' -a'\=-A,

and, similarly e2gAe23,= —V; and we may also write

,A=-€2.V, A€2^=-V^23'-^— ^2^ V , ^t2j)— »«=23'

We may now express the relations between circuits on the sur-

faces C, D, arising by the direct and reverse correspondences;

hitherto we have used only crossings. In the direct correspondence

we had (p. 47)

a crossing of yj. leads to

k-th column of a crossings 8 + k-ih column of cc crossings S',

a crossing of y^' leads to

k-th column of ^ crossings 8 + A;-th column of ^' crossings 8'

;

now, a crossing of y^' is obtainable by a positive circuit of (the

positive rim of) y^^. , and a crossing of yj^ by a negative circuit of (the

positive rim of) yj/; and similarly for 8 and 8'. Hence, taking the

facts written down in inverse order, and denoting positive circuits

of y,,, y/ by (yj.), (y/), etc., we may say that

(y,) leads to iS'i,, (8i) + . . . + ^',,, (8,) - ^,^^ (8/) - . . . - i8,,, (8/),

(y^') leads to -0L\^j,{8y)- ...-ct'g^„{8^) + oci^j,{8j;)+ ... + cc^,jc{B/);

these may be represented by saying that the circuits

f(yi). •••> ivv), {yi)> •', {yp)h

lead to (
^/ -A[(8.).-.(U(S/) (W

.

— Of., a/
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or, still more briefly, by sayingthat [(y), (y')] lead to V [(8), (S')|.

We have remarked that CgjjV = Atg, ; thus we also have

which merely recovers the original definition of A in terms of

crossings. By the reverse transformation we similarly have

[(8),(8')] = A[(y),(y')].

Suppose now that the second curve D coincides with the first.

Then we have an {s, r) correspondence on the curve C, with relations

in which (replacing p by the more usual notation r for the period

matrix) M= a + Ta', Mt= ^+ r^' ; and, also, relations

with A^ = ^' — TOc', Nr= — /S+ ra.

The existence of the correspondence thus requires the equation
(equivalent to p^ equations) ra'T+ar — t^'— /S= 0. This equation
may express actually existing relations, with numerical coefficients,

quadratic in the elements of the period matrix t; or, it may be
satisfied, if the numerical matrices a, a', /S, /3' be properly chosen,

without any limitation for the matrix r. We first enquire as to the

possibility of the second alternative. The
(
m, n)th of the jj^ relations is

i,j i

for these p^ relations to hold without restriction of the periods t,- j,

it is necessary and sufficient that

for all values of m, n, i,j (1, ..., p). Thus the matrices ^, a' consist

of zeros, and the matrices a, /3' are both equal to the same diagonal

matrix, of equal elements ; namely using y for a single integer, we have

^ = 0, a' = 0, a=^'=-y, A=-(^' ^)=-y, V =A= -y,

in accordance with e\j,= —1. And the two sets of p equivalences,

of which we have deduced the second from the first, become, in

this case,

i=l, ...,p;

here y may be any positive or negative integer, or zero. By the
meaning of these equivalences (in virtue of the converse of Abel's

Theorem), y is what we have called the valency; and is the same for

the reverse and direct correspondences.
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Thus we have the result, first proved by Hurwitz {Math. Ann.
XXVIII, 1887, p. 561), that, unless the periods of the matrix t be
connected by quadratic relations, of appropriate form, with

numerical coefficients, every existing {s, r) correspondence, of a

curve with itself, is a correspondence with valency. When such

quadratic relations exist for the periods r, the " valency coefficients
"

M, or N, are not arbitrary, but related to the conditions connecting

the periods.

We can prove, however, that the number of coincidences for any
{s, r) correspondence upon a single curve is given by

(of which, for a valency correspondence, the particular form is

s-'rr+ 2yp, as found before).

For this, we consider the function of {x) expressed by

x,c x,c '

where 11 denotes the elementary normal integral of the third kind,

and (zj), ... , (Zr) are the places corresponding to the place {x). Here
(cj), ..., (c^) are the places corresponding to a place (a), but (c) is

an arbitrary place.

With the notation employed above (p. 50), to distinguish two
places of the Riemann surface which are opposite to one another

on two rims of a period cut, we have

nJf= nJ-+ nj-= nj-+ n--+ nj:%

so that nj--n--=njf+nj^^;
here, the second term on the right is the period, of the function

^z^c (with t, current), arising by the crossing of the period cut on

which {x), {x) lie; its value is therefore zero, or 2TTivj^H'''i, for /i;=l,

or 2, ... , or p. Thus we see that, for a crossing by {x) of a period cut

(from the right rim to the left), the increment of the function <I) is

r . r

S n^''p'+ 2 n^'^ ; and further, by what was explained before,
i= l ' i=\ " '

if, with the usual notation, this period cut be (%.), this increment is

27ri{(x.\^^v-^^''^-\- ...-{ cff
J,
j^v/'^), while, if this period cut be {bj^), the

increment is

namely, is

We express now that the total increment of the function O, con-

sidered on the dissected Riemann surface, when taken round the
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aggregate of the contours of the p period cut pairs (%), (6,(.), is equal
to its increment taken round its infinities.

The two rims^f the (rt^.) cut, as contribution to Jrf(O), will give

the value of J rf(0 —O) taken once along the positive rim of {a,.) ; this

circuit is equivalent to a crossing of (/\.), and gives, therefore, by
what we have seen, the corresponding period of the function

namely that at (6^), which is

and this, as t,„ j.= Tfc„j, is the product of 2iTi by the {k, k)-th ele-

ment of the matrix to.', or, say, 27ri (Ta')^ j.. Taking next the two
rims of the {h^) cut, these give Jrf((I)— O), taken once along the
positive rim of {hj.); this circuit Js equivalent to a recross of (%.);

thus, by what we have seen for <1) — O, we obtain

Adding this to the former contribution, and taking all pairs {a,.),

{b^}, the whole result is

-27riS(a + ^\,.
k=l

Now consider the infinities of the function

regarded as depending on {x). There is a logarithmic infinity, with
multiplier unity, when (x) is at any one of the places (z^), ..., (s^)

which correspond to (x); say, at the C coincidences of the corre-

spondence. There is a logarithmic infinity, with negative unity as

multiplier, when (x) is at any of the places (c^), ...,(0^), which
correspond to (a); and there is such an infinity when (c) is at any
of the places {z^), ... ,

(z,.) which correspond to {x), namely, when {x)

is at any of the places (a^), ..., (cig) which correspond reversely to

the place (c). The total increment of O, round the infinities, is thus
27Ti [C— r— s). Equating this to the former result, we have the
anticipated formula

fc=i

where the last part is the sum of the diagonal elements of the

matrix A, or, equally, of the matrix V.

It is easy to prove that if we have two correspondences T, T^
upon the curve C, and form the product 2\T, whereby to {x) first

correspond (z^), ..., {z^) by T, and to {z^) then correspond, say,

(^m,i)> •••» (~7«.ri)> by Tj, then the matrices M, and A, for this
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product correspondence, are, respectively, AI^M and A^A; and thus

the number of coincidences, for this product correspondence, is

given by ?Ti+ 55i
— ^(AiA)^. fc.

Replacing A, by V^, considering the

product T^~^T, we have, for the number of pairs of places corre-

sponding both for T and for T^ , rs^^ +}\s— Ti (V^ A);^. ^ , which general-

ises the formula, due to Brill, for valency correspondences, given

above (Ex. 3, p. 10).

We may also make an extension to the case of the correspond-

ences previously considered between two curves C, D. Suppose we
have two such correspondences, T and T', whereby, respectively

to (.r), of C, correspond (~i), ..., {z^), of D, and then (s/), ..., {z'^.),

of D. We may enquire, when does it happen that one of (z^), ... ,
(z^)

coincides with one of (s/), ... , (^V)^
For this, take first the place (x/.), of C, which is one of the set

{x\), ..., {Xg) corresponding to the place (%) of D by the reverse

correspondence T-^ from D to C; then the places (z'/c i), ..., {z\.y)

of D, corresponding to the place (cr^^^), of C, by the correspondence

T' ; and then consider, on D, the correspondence by which, from (z^),

arises the aggregate of the sets (z'ii)j •••i{^\,r')> •••5 (^'s,i)' ••'>{^'s,r')-

Namely, we consider, on D, the product correspondence T'T-^, and
consider the coincidences therein. The indices of this correspondence

will be {s'r, sr'), and the associated matrix will be A' V. The number
of times it happens that both T and T' lead from the point of C
to the same point of D will thus be

rs'-^/5-i:(A'V),,fc. k=l, ...,2q.

It is easy to see that the latter term may be replaced by any of

S(V'A),,„ S(VAV, S(AV\, h^\,...,2p.

Remark. It is clear from the fundamental equations, and the

theory of the so-called inversion problem (Vol. v, p. 145, Ex. 4)

that there exists on any curve a correspondence for which the

valency coefficients M have arbitrary values, and one of the indices

(r) of the correspondences is the genus, p, of the curve. By the use

of the theta functions, Hurwitz {Math. Ann. xxviii) obtains the

value of the other index, and the number of coincidences, which, in

the notation used here, is |E [(1 — A)(l — V)]^ fc.

The theory of the correspondence between two curves has been

further developed in a very interesting way, first by Severi, and then

by Lefschetz, by means of the conception of a surface, of which
every point represents the aggregate of a point of one curve and a

point of the other curve. Such a surface may be realised geometric-

ally by supposing the two curves to be in different independent

spaces [C], [D], both lying in a space [N], then joining, by a line,

every point of one curve to every point of the other, and then taking
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the section of the resulting oo^ manifold by a pi'imc of the space [A^].

The resulting surface may be called the product of the two curves

C, T). Upon this surface, say 2, there will correspond, to every
point {x) of the curve C, a curve /if^, the prime section of the cone

of lines joining {x) to the curve T)\ and the aggregate of such curves

on S will form a system of which one curve passes through an
arbitrary point of S (we assume that the construction is so general

that, from every point of S, there passes only one line to meet both

C and Z), determining thereby a single point on each curve); an
algebraic system of curves, on a surface, of this character (that one
curve of the system passes through any point of the surface) is

called a pencil of curves. Each curve of the pencil will have the

genus, q, of the curve D; and, as these curves correspond (1, 1) to

the points of the curve C, the pencil itself is said to have the genus,

p, of the curve C. The surface H possesses, also, another pencil of

curves, K, . each of genus p, this other pencil having genus q. Every
curve of either pencil meets every curve of the other pencil in one
point; and there is a single curve of each pencil through an
arbitrary point of the surface E.

A correspondence between the curves C, D, in which, to each

point (a ) of C correspond r points of D, and to each point (s) of D
correspond s points of C, say a {s, r) correspondence, gives rise to

a ruled surface, formed by joining every (x) to the r corresponding

points of D, and every (z) to the s corresponding points of C; and
the section of this ruled surface by the prime, in which S lies, gives

rise to a curve on this surface. This curve represents the corre-

spondence, every point of the curve leading to a point of C and a

point of D, associated with one another in the correspondence;

conversely every such pair of associated points leads to a point of

this curve. With every such point [x, z), of this curve, ^, we may
take the (r— 1) other points {x, z^, ..., {x, z^), where (z), {z^}, ...,{Zj.)

are the points of D which correspond to the point {x) of C ; and we
may consider the aggregate of r curves, of the pencil K^ , which pass

through the points {x, z), {x, Zg)* •••j {x, z,.), denoting this aggregate

by ^2 , The aggregate ^-^ , regarded as one composite curve, defines

a linear system of curves on the surface S (see below, Chap. v).

Similarly, with any point {x, z) of the curve ^, we may take (s — 1)

other points {x2, z), ..., {Xg, z), wherein (x), {X2), ..., {Xg) are the

points of C which correspond to the point {z) of D, and we may
consider the aggregate, d^^, of curves of the pencil K^, which pass

through the s points (x, z), {X2, z), ..., (Xg, z). This aggregate ^^,

regarded as a single composite curve, defines another linear system
of curves on the surface S. The curve 9- itself likewise defines a

linear system on the surface.

A correspondence, T, between the curves C, D, may have the
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particular character that the sets of points (z^), ... ,

[z^) of D, which
arise from the points [x), all belong to the same linear series on D;
in that case the valency coefficients M, of the foregoing theory, and
the integers of the matrices a, /S, a', jS', are all zero ; then the points

[x-^), ..., (Xg) of C, which correspond to a point (s) of D, are also a
set of a linear series on C. Such a correspondence may be called a

correspondence of zero valency between C and D. For such a corre-

spondence it may be shewn that the linear system |S-|, on 2,
defined by the curve which represents the correspondence, is the
sum of the linear systems

|
O-^

| , 1
0^^

|
defined respectively by the

curves ^^ and ^^. Or we may say that there is the equivalence
0^ = ^3+ ^a; J

or, also, that the linear system
|
^— S-^ — ^3.

|
is null.

This result we shall assume here; such a correspondence is repre-

sented by a single equation ^ {x, z) = 0, which is a polynomial in

rational polynomials in the coordinates (x) of the curve C, and also

in rational polynomials in the coordinates (z) of the curve D. Con-
versely, any curve ^, of the surface S, represents a correspondence
between the curves C and D, in which, to (x), of C, correspond
points (z) of D, represented by the curves K^, forming 1%, which
pass through the points where the curve K^ meets the curve ^. If

0^= ^z + ^a., as Ky. does not meet any of the K^. curves of ^^, the
points {x, z-f), ... , (x, z^), where 0^ is met by K^., are on the aggregate

^2, and form a set of a linear series when (x) varies. A curve ^, for

which ^= i>2 + ^a; , thus represents a correspondence of zero valency.
This geometrical relation is thus equivalent to the analytical fact

that, for the correspondence represented by the curved, in this case,

the matrices M, N, A, V are all zero ; and conversely.

More generally, if A^, ..., A^ be integers, a correspondence repre-

sented by a curve on the surface S which is of the same linear

system as the aggregate of curves given by — S-4-Aii>'^> + ... + A<i>**',

wherein d^^^\ ... ,
^<'* are, like ^, curves on H, is of zero valency if

^^^,-f^,+Aj^'i)-&,<i)-^,<i)] + ... + A,[^<*'-V*'-^.<''];

and this is consequently the same as the statement that, for the
corresponding matrices A, we have A= AiAi-|- ... + AiAi, there
being similar equations, therefore, for the matrices M, N, V.
Now, the arithmetic theorem can be proved that, any matrix of

integers A is expressible in a form A^A^ + . . . + A< A^ , where A^ , . . . , A^
are appropriate particular matrices, and Ms a limited number
( :^ 2pq). Thus we can infer that any curve on the surface S can be
expressed as equivalent to at most 2pq curves ^1 , ^2 ' • • • ' together
with an aggregate of curves of the pencils K^, K^. This is a wide
generalisation of a theorem already illustrated in the preceding
volume (p. 216), in the case of a ruled surface (and a quadric, and
cubic surface) ; and it is itself capable of much wider development
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(associating itself indeed with the existing so-called Picard in-

tegrals of a surface which have curves of logarithmic infinity). In

the present case, the immediate application is to the expression of

any possible correspondence between the curves C, D in terms of a

finite number of such correspondences. Also, surfaces such as 2,

representing the pairs of points of two curves, have very interesting

properties, considered further below, in Chapter vii (p. 282).

The following particular remark, dealing with the number of

intersections of two curves ^, ^', on the surface S, may also be

made. Suppose that the correspondences represented by the curves

-^-|-Ai^<i' + ... + A,^<", -r + A/:^<i'+...-t-A/^«) are both of zero

valency. Then we have seen that A' = A/Ai+ ... + A/A<, and, also,

from the same equation for 9^, V = AiVi+ ... + A<V^; hence

A'V=2A/A;(A,V;),

of which, if rf(/x) be used for the sum of the diagonal elements of a

square matrix n, a particular consequence is d (A'V ) = 21 A/ A^ d (A,Vy)

;

on the other hand, denoting by i the number of intersections

{d-, ^'), of the curves ^, ^', the intersections of ^ — ^2 — S-^, and
d-' — ^/ — ^a;'» s-re given by

(^-^,-^„^'-V-V) = (^,^')-(^,^/)-(^,V)- etc.,

and, if {s, r) be the indices for the correspondence i>, while (s', r')

belong to ^', this is at once found to be i — rs' — r's. By a result

given above (p. 56), however, this is the same as — c?(A'V). Thus
we have (S--^,-^^, ^'-V" V)= -^(A'V).
The preceding remarks, slight as they are, may serve to lead the

reader to the remarkable paper of Severi, Mem.... Torino, liv,

1903, p. 32. In the present place only a still slighter indication is

possible of a most striking paper by S. Lefschetz, Annals of Maths.
XXVIII, 1927, wherein the expression, rs' + r's— d{I^'SJ), for the

number of coincidences of two correspondences, is obtained by the

methods of Analysis Situs. The comparison of this paper with the

foregoing theory is full of interest and suggestion.

Part III. Correspondence and defective integrals. We
have already seen (p. 22) that the existence of a (1, v) correspondence
between two curves involves the existence, on one of the curves,

of a batch of integrals, of the first kind, in number less than the

whole number of such integrals existing for that curve, whose
periods depend likewise upon a defective number of independent
periods. The equation we have obtained, for the general corre-

spondence between two curves, M{\, p) = {\, a) A, and the similar

equation for the correspondence between points of the same curve,

give rise to further interesting results, as to the existence of systems
of algebraic integrals, of the first kind, upon a curve, which have
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defective period systems. As such integrals are of great importance,
Ave give now an introductory account of such results.

Some preliminary remarks should be made, which are of interest

in themselves. Thinking first of the case of a single curve, of genus

p, for which the normal integrals, r^, ..., v^, have a period system
denoted as before by (1, t), we consider a space [2j9 — 1], of dimen-
sion 2p—\, which we denote by R^p', and consider, in this space, a

space ofp— 1 dimensions [jJ — 1], denoted by [t], which is based on
the p points of the space R^j, whose coordinates are, respectively,

(tii, ..., tj^; — 1, 0, ..., 0), (t2i, ..., T2J,; 0, —1, 0, ..., 0), ...,

(tj,i, ..., Tpj,; 0, ..., 0, -1).

Using {x-^ , . . . , Xj,; x^j^^ , . . • , 1^2^) for the homogeneous coordinates in

i?2p
J
the space [r] is thus the intersection of the p primes

ir5+ T5ji'i''^_,_j+ ... + Tjj,a.'2j)= 0) 5=1, ...,p.

We also consider, in R^j, , the null system, say e, in which the polar

prime of a point {y^, ..., y^^) is that given by the equation

this equation may also be expressed, in matrix notation, by

(,
Q j ('^IJ •••5 '^2J)) (^1' •••' ?/2p)

— 0'

where, in the matrix of type (2j9, 2p), which in future we shall

denote by e, and 1 denote respectively the zero and the unit

matrices of ^ rows and columns. It is then at once clear that, the

polar prime, in this Null system, of any point lying in the space [r],

wholly includes this space; and, conversely, that the pole, in the

system e, of any prime containing the space [t], is a point of this

space. This we may express by saying that the space [r] is self-polar

in regard to the null system e. In fact,* if c denote (cj, ..., c^), a
general point of [r] has, in R^^,, the coordinates

{{tc)^, ..., (tc)p,-Ci, ...,-cJ,

and the polar prime of this, in the system e, has the equation

Cicri+ ... + Cpcr^ + (Tc)i.r^+i+ ... + {tc)j,X2j,= 0,

which, if x' denote (a'p_,_i, ..., ^'2^,), is the same as

Ci [«i+ {tx'\] + . . . + Cp [^^ + {rx')^] = 0,

so that this prime is one of the so-called star of primes containing [t].

The space [r], in virtue of Riemann's results, has the curious

property of not containing any point whose coordinates {x^, ... , a'aj,)

* It X, y denote rows (Xi, ... , x^), (ifi, ... , y^), and a be a matrix of type
{m, n), then (ax)g denotes ag^a;! -(-.•. -1- aj^^w ; and axy denotes 2{ax)gyg.
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are all real. For if Ts,„ = p,„j + «crs„j , where ps,„, a^,^ are real, the

equations of the primes defining r shew that such a point would
need to satisfy the jj equations ct^,^.)'^,^! + . . . + CTspa'gi) = 0, and would
thus have a;j,+i= ... = a'2j, = 0, because the determinant

|
ct^^

|
is

known not to vanish (Vol. v, p. 14.5). From the equations of these

primes, we should then also have a\= ... = Xj,= Q.

By the polarity just remarked, or by simple direct proof, the

space [t] has also the property of not lying in any prime whose
equation has wholly real coefficients. More generally, a space

\2p — \ — n\, or, say, R^^-n^ common to any n primes containing [t],

(n^p), cannot contain more than 2p — 2n independent points, for

each of which all the coordinates are rational numbers—a point

being dependent on others when its 2p coordinates are linearly

expressible each by the like coordinates of these others, with co-

efficients the same for all the coordinates. The polar of this fact,

with respect to the system e, may also be stated. Analytically this

property has the following emmciation : let M be any matrix of p
columns and {we may suppose) ofp rows, whose rank is n (n ^^ p) ; let $

be a matrix, ivhose elements are integers, ivith 2p roivs and {zve may
suppose) of2p columns. Let the identities expressed by the matrix equa-

tion M (1, t) ^= hold. Then, the rank, r, of^, is equal to, or less than,

2p — 2n. It is thus sufficient to regard ^ as having only r independent

columns.

This result is important ; we state the proof here in the simplest

way, in a form often applied. In the first place, it is a con-

sequence of the fact that the determinant of the imaginary parts

of the periods t^^ is not zero that, there exists no integral of the

first kind of which all the 2p periods are real. Next, if cT^, ..., a^gj,

be integers, and we consider the closed curve, on the Riemann
surface representing the curve under consideration, which is

equivalent to Xg crossings of the period oval (aj, and x^^g crossings

of the conjugate oval (bg), for s=l, ..., p, then the equation

M {1, t){Xi, ..., X2p) = expresses that, for each of the n inde-

pendent integrals V^, ..., F„ contained in the formula

Vg= Mg-^i\+... + Mgj,i\j,, 5=1, ...,p,

the period, obtained by circuit of the closed curve spoken of,

vanishes. Now consider an integral V given by

F=(Ai+ t>i)Fi+... + (A„+ i>JF„,
in which A^ , . . . , /i„ are all real ; let F^+ iQ^ , . . .

, P„ -f- iQ„ denote the

periods, for V^, ..., F„ respectively, obtained by circuit of any
specified closed curve. The period of F, for this circuit, will then be
real if X^Q^ + fx^P^+ . . . + A„Q„ -|- /x^P,, = 0, so that A^ , . .

. ,
/x„ can be

chosen to make the periods of V real for any 2n — l, or fewer,

specified circuits. On the other hand, if r be the rank of the matrix
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^, there being r independent columns in this matrix, the periods of
all of Fi, ,.., Vn are zero (and hence real), for the r circuits corre-

sponding to these columns. As there are 2]) independent circuits on
the Riemann surface, there will be 2p — r other circuits independent
of these r. This number must then be greater than the number 2n — 1

of circuits mentioned above, since else the integral 2(As+ i/Xs)Fg

would have all its periods real. Wherefore 2n~l<2p — r, or

r^2p~2n; which is the theorem to be proved.

Another statement of the result is that the period scheme, for a
system of n independent integrals of the first kind, must have at least

2n independent columns, in ivhich not every period is zero. When this

number is exactly 2n, the system of integrals is called regular.

It will now be proved that, when there exists one such regular

defective system, of n independent integrals, with 2n independent
columns of not all zero periods, then there also exists another regular

defective system, consisting oi p — n integrals, independent of one
another and of the integrals of the foriuer system. This latter

system, with a period scheme of 2n columns, may be called comple-
mentary to the former, the two systems together making up a set

of p independent integrals.

If a general one of the former system of integrals, expressed in

terms of the p normal integrals, be

X,yVy-\- ... + X,pVj,, s=\,...,n,

there will exist a matrix ^, of 2p — 2n columns, each of 2p integers,

such that A (1, r) |= 0, these equations merely expressing that there

are 2p — 2n independent closed circuits for which all the integrals

{\v)g have zero periods. We prove then that there exists a matrix,

/x, of p — n rows and p columns (of rank
ij
— n), and a matrix t], of

2n columns, each of 2p integers, such that /x (1, r) -17 = 0, there being
no linear combination of the second system of integrals, that is, of

the integrals
i^^^^v^^ ... + i,,^v^, t=\, ...,p-n,

which is the same as any linear combination of the integrals of the
first system. In other words, the matrices A, jjl are such that there

exists no set, c, of p quantities Cj , ..., c^, other than all zero, for

which the p equations (A, jl) c= are satisfied.

We can, in fact, regard the 2^9 — 2n columns of the matrix ^ as

defining 2p — 2n points of the space /?2p' with rational coordinates;

the 2p — 2ti polar primes of these points, in the Null system e, then
intersect in a space [2w— 1], which can be regarded as based upon
2n rational points (that is, points of rational coordinates). In other

words, we can determine a matrix, 77, of integers, of 2p rows and
2n columns, such that ^er] = 0, a typical one, of the 2j? — 2n equations

to be satisfied by a column of rj, being
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for 5 = 1, ..., 2p — 2n, t varying from column to column of tj. The
2p elements ^i<, ...j ^pi, '^?J,+l^ <,..., '»?2p.<» ^^ ^ column of r/, are

thereby subject to 2p — 2n equations, when, for the |j,, ..,,^2j. s'

we put, in turn, all the columns of ^. There are thus 2/i independent
colunms for the matrix -q; or the polar space is based on the 2/?

points given by these columns. It will be proved presently that the

spaces [I], \y]\, thus explained, have no point in conmion.
Of the space [^J, based on the 2p — 2n points given by the columns

of ^, there will be an intersection with the space [t] ; this intersection

is a space which, as lying in [^], can be described as based upon a

certain number of points, of each of which the coordinates are given

by a column of a matrix of the form ^a, wherein a is a matrix of

2p — 2n rows, and a certain number of columns ; the number of such
(independent) columns will be the number of independent points of

the space which is the intersection in question. We prove that this

number is p—n. For, first, it is an obvious remark that, if ^ be a
matrix of type {p, q), and x a matrix of type {q, r), such that Ax= 0,

then the rank of x is q diminished by the rank of A ; because, if a
be the rank of A, the equations for the elements of a column of x
which are expressed by Ax=0 are equivalent to a independent
equations, and the q elements of a column of x are then expressible

by q— a. of them; so that x has q— a. independent columns. This
being noticed, in the equations A (1, t) |= 0, satisfied by ^, as A is

of type (/I, p), and of rank n, the rank of (1, r) | is j9 — n ; and, by the
same remark, as (1, t) | is of type {p, 2p — 2n), the rank of a matrix
a, such that (l,T)|a= 0, is p— n. The equations expressed by
(1, t) ^a= give, as the columns of ^a, the basic points of the space,

say [t|], of dimension p — n—1, in which the space [|J meets the
space [t].

'h\
Now put i=\i)i where h, k are matrices both of the type

{p, 2p — 2n). Then, from (1, t) ^a— Q, we have the consequences

(/i + TA)a=0, Jia+ rka — O, dh + dkT=0;

wherefore, from fe^j = 0, using the last of these, we have

dler) = 0, a {h, k)€rj = 0, dk (
— t, l)erj = 0,

and this is the same asdk{l,T)r] = 0; here a is of type {p — n, 2p — 2/i),

and k of type (2;^ — 2w, p), so that dk is of type {p — n,p). We put
then fi—dJc, and have consequently the equations /x (1, t) 7^ = 0; and
these express that the p — n integrals {fxv)t, or

/x^Ui+... + /x<pi^j,, t=l, ...,p-n

form a defective system; all these in fact have zero columns of
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periods for circuits given by the matrix t]. And further, as is ex-

pressed by a {h, k) €r] — 0, the space [tj], based on the points given

by the columns of the matrix t], Hes in the polar space, in regard to

the Null system e, of the space
( , ) «> or [|a], which is the meet [t|].

In the same way, for the matrix A which determines the original

system of defective integrals, we may substitute a matrix obtained
by considering the meet [r-q]. For let this meet be given by the

columns of T]b, where b is, as above, of type {2n, n), and is to be

determined from (1,t) 776 = 0. Putting 17=1 ), where l,ni are

matrices both of the type {p, 2n), we have bl+ bmT= 0, and the
equations ^e|= lead to

brj4=0, b{l,m)€i = 0, bm {-r, I) e^^O, bm{l,T)^= 0;

if, how'cver, we regard ^ as given, and the n equations expressed

by A (1, t) ^= as equations for the p elements of a row of A,

then there will be n such rows, because (1, r) | is of rank p — n.

We may therefore take bmv as the original system of defective

integrals ; and the space [|] lies in the polar, with respect to e, of

the meet [ttj].

It is important, however, to shew that the p — n integrals dkv, and
the n integrals bniv, are linearly indej^endent. Geometrically, as we
first shew, this is the statement that the spaces [r^J, [ttj], both with-

in [r], have no common point. As [t] is of dimension p — 1, and
these spaces are of respective dimensions p — n—1 and n—1, this

would be exceptional. To prove this, remark that, if there be a set

of p — n quantities x, and a set of n quantities y, which, used as

multipliers respectively for the p — n integrals dkv, and the n in-

tegrals bmv, give a zero sum, then we shall have kax+mby= 0; and
hence, as ha+ rka= 0, lb+ Tmb = 0, we shall also have hax + lby= 0;

and these lead to ^ax+ r]by= 0; when this is so, the point {ha, ka)x,

or ^ax, of the space [t^], is the same as the point {lb, tub) y, or T]by,

of the space [ttj]. To disprove the possibility contemplated, we in-

voke the theorem, found by Riemann (cf. Vol. v, Chajo. vi, p. 145),

that, if the matrix r be written as p + i(J, where p, a are matrices of

real elements, and %, ... , n^^ be p real numbers, then the quadratic

form an?' has a necessarily positive value (and is not zero). We have

(1, t) |a= 0; and hence {h+ rk) ax= 0, with an arbitrary set x. Thus
the 22} quantities ^ax, or {hax, kax), can be expressed in the form

{
— Tkax,kax), or ^ax=(

J
~,

when z denotes the p quantities kax. Also we have

= 7y€^, = '^e| {ax) {boyo) = e {^ax) {rjby)^.
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where ^0,^0 are the conjugate complexes of h, y (and tj is real). Thus,

using the matrix rule yn'.vy = vy^xy, we have from ^ax+ r}by =

which, if T= p+ /ct, is — 2/ct;c;(,. By Riemann's theorem quoted this

cannot vanish.

Thus, the integrals Cikv, bJhv are linearly independent, and form,

in all, the p independent integrals.

Having then proved that the spaces [t|], [tt;] have no common
point, their polar spaces, with regard to the Null system e, will not

lie in a prime. These polar spaces, we have shewn, include, respec-

tively, tlie spaces [tj] and [|] ; hence these do not lie in a prime. As
they are of respective dimensions 2n—l,'2p — 2n—l, they can,

therefore, have no common point. Namely, the spaces [^], [77],

defined by points whose (integer) coordinates give the period ovals

for which the tAvo systems of defective integrals have zero periods,

are independent; and the {2p — 2n) + {2n) basic points of these give

2p independent period ovals.

In regard to the space [t], we may add the further simple re-

mark: the equation, 3/ (1, t) = (1, r) A, which arises for a trans-

formation of a single curve into itself, shews that the linear trans-

formation, in the space R^p, with integer coefficients, which is ex-

pressed by .i'' = Aa', transforms any point of the space [r] into

another point of the same space. For it leads, from (1, T)cr= 0,

to (1, r) ii' = 0. Conversely, for the existence of a transformation,

x' = ax, in which the matrix a is of type {2p, 2p), which changes the

space [t] into itself, the equations {1, t) x' — must be a consequence

of (1, t) x= 0; or (1, t) ax= must be a consequence of (1, t) x=0;
thus we infer the existence of a matrixM such thatM (1, t) = (1, t) a.

We })ass now to consider the equations, which arose in consider-

ing the correspondence between two curves, 3/ (1, p) = (l, ct) A,

iV(l, ct) = (1, p) V. It is clear, from consideration of the processes,

of transposition, and interchange of rows and columns, by which V
may be obtained from A, or, more directly, from the identity

€2,Ae22,= —V, that the rank of V is the same as that of A. Denote
this rank by 8, and the ranks of M and A' respectively by jj. and v.

Then, if ^ be such a matrix of 2p rows that A|= 0, this matrix

will (by a remark made above) be of rank 2p — 8; and, by the former

of the equations put down, we shall have 3/(1, p) |= 0. Hence, by
a result proved, 2iJL + 2p — 8^2p. Again, M being of type {q, p), if
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L be such a matrix that LM=0, so that L is of rank q— [x, the
equation 3/(1, p) = (l, a) A leads to L(l,a)A= 0; and this, by
the same result, shews that 2 {q—fM) + 8^2q. By the comparison
of these two consequences we infer that 8 = 2jli. Wherefore, in an
equation M (1, p) i=0, the rank of | is 2p — 2[x. By similar con-

sideration of the equation N (1, o-) = (l, p) V we infer that S = 2v, so

that p.= v; also, in an equation iV (1, o-) tj = 0, the matrix tj is of rank
2q— 2v. We shall denote pi, or v, by n. The q integrals Mu (w^here

1^1 , . . . , Up are as above the normal integrals for the curve C) are

then linear functions of n integrals, and these form, by what has
been proved, a regular defective system on the curve C, with
2p — 2n columns of zero periods ; while the p integrals Nv are also

linear functions of n integrals, likewise forming a regular defective

system on the curve D, with 2q— 2n columns of zero periods.

Further, since a matrix L for which LM= is of a rank q— n, it

follows, from the equations

that there are q—n independent integrals for the curve D, namely
the integrals Lv, whose values, at the points {z-^, ..., (z^) which
correspond to the point (x) of C, have a sum which is independent
of {x) (namely the same as when {x) is at (a)). By parity of reason-

ing, there are p — n integrals on C whose sum values, at a set corre-

sponding to {z) of D, are independent of (z). We have reached this

conclusion in a particular case (p. 22 above).

The question, which we do not conclusively answer, naturally

arises, whether the n defective integrals Nv, on D, and the q—ii in-

tegrals Lv, on D, where L is a matrix for which LM— 0, are always
independent. The former have been shewn to form a regular system

;

the latter also form a regular system, since, from M{1, p) = (l, o-)A

and LM= 0, we have L(l, a)A = 0; and A is of rank 2n. An equa-
tion (1, p) ^= 0, in which C consists of integers, is impossible, since

this would involve the existence of circuits for which all q integrals

V have zero periods; hence an equation N (1, o-) 7j = 0, with r) in-

tegral, being the same as (1, p)V7j = 0, involves V7; = 0. Thus the

columns of zero periods for the system Nv are given by a matrix
of integers, r], such that Vt7 = 0; and the columns of zero periods for

the system Lv are given by A; here r] has 2q — 2n columns, and A
has 2n columns. To find whether these systems form q independent
integrals, we may take account of the equation A€2grj = 0, which
follows from Ae23= f2j)^' When the answer to the question raised is

affirmative, we shall have two complementary regular systems of

defective integrals on both curves C and D.
Another remark, also only suggestive, dealing with the correspond-

ence on a single curve, may be made. The equationM (1, t) = (1, r) A
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leads to M^ (1, t) = 3/ (1, r) A = (l, t) A^; and, in general, if <j> (M)
denote any integral polynomial in the matrix M, with coefficients

which are single quantities, we have </> {M) (1, t) = (1, t) ^ (A).

A very particular case, 6 being a single number, is

{M-^){\,r)={\,T){^-^),

with the corresponding equation for the reverse transformation

(.V-^)(1,t) = (1,t)(V-^).

It can be easily shewn that the roots of the algebraic equation in 9

expressed by |iY — ^| =0 are the conjugate complexes of the roots

of
I

3/- ^1=0, and that \^-^\=\ M-d\\N-e\. For we have,

if tq be the conjugate complex of r, etc.,

/I, T\ fM, Mt\^/M, Wl, T\

and this shews that \[^-6 ^\M-6\\MQ-d\; while, recalling

A=(^; ^X 3/ = a+Ta', Mt = ^+ t^',

V-a, a/

we have

1, T\ /I, -r\_/M, MrWl, -T\ /M, \^(M,
0, ij^Vo, lj~U', .B')\0, l) U', iS'-aV U', A'

and, for a single quantity 6, we have

thus \^-d\=M-d\\N-e\. The two equations

I

A-^
, = , 3i- ^

1

1 3io- ^
1
=

;

3i- ^
li
iV- ^

I

establish the facts stated (cf. the author's AheVs Theorem, Camb.

1897, pp. 632, 638, and the references there given).

We may also consider derived correspondences associated with

polj^nomials ^ (A) ; and the consequences of the fact that the matrix

A satisfies a polynomial equation.

We have already (pp. 58, 59, Part ii above) touched the question

of the number of independent correspondences existing upon a

curve, a correspondence being said to be dependent upon others

when the matrix A, belonging thereto, is linearly expressible by
the matrices A belonging to the others. It can be shewn, from the

equation ^+ Tj3' = (a + Ta') r, that certainly there are not more than

2p- independent correspondences ; for, if x, y both denote sets of p
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integers, it is impossible to solve the equations x + Ty= 0; thus, in

the equations quoted, the assumption of values for the 2p^ integers

contained in a and a' leaves no ambiguity in the values of j8 and /S'.

But, in fact, it can be shcAvn that all existing so-called symmetrical
correspondences on the curve, for which the matrices V, A are

identical, are dependent on at most jj'^ symmetrical correspond-

ences; and all skew correspondences (for which V= — A) are like-

wise dependent on p'^ skew correspondences at most. We may prove
these results in connexion with the linear transformation_of the
space [t], considered above, remarking, from eA = Ve, — — eV, that,

for a symmetrical correspondence, eA is a skew symmetric matrix
(and a symmetric matrix for a skew correspondence).

For the theory of defective integrals many references may be
given. The consideration of such integrals arises imperatively in the
study of multiply periodic functions (cf. the writer's volume, Cam-
bridge, 1907, Chap, viii); it arises also in the study of the Picard
integrals associated with an algebraic surface, these integrals giving

rise to a defective system of integrals upon a prime section of the
surface (cf. Poincare, Ann. d. VEcole norm, xxvii, 1910, and Silzber.

Berliner Math. Gesell. x, 1911; also Severi, Rend. Lincei, xxx,
1921, p. 163, etc.). And the consideration arises also, we have seen,

in the multiple correspondence of one, or of two, curves. The fore-

going summary of this connexion has been suggested by the papers
of Rosati referred to below. The theorem, that the existence of one
regular defective system of integrals on a curve involves the exist-

ence of a complementary system, was first given in general by
Poincare, Amer. J. of Math, viii, 1886, p. 289; for particular cases

of this, references are given in the writer's AheVs Theorem, p. 659;
a proof of the theorem was given in the writer's Multiply Periodic

Functions, p. 240. The proof here given, in terms of Rosati's

geometrical point of view, seems very simple.

The papers of Rosati referred to are: Atin. di Mat. xxv, 1916,

p. 1; Atti... Torino, l, 1915, p. 685 (see Scorza, Rend. Lincei, xxiii-
xxv, 1914-16); Atti... Torino, Li, 1916, p. 991; ibid, liii, 1918, p. 5;

also Ann. di Mat. xxviii, 1919, p. 35. Many references are also

given in a paper by Scorza, Rend. Palermo, xli, 1916, pp. 263-379.



CHAPTER II *

SCHUBERT'S CALCULUS. MULTIPLE
CORRESPONDENCE

Part I. Schubert's methods. Preliminary, as to notations.
Characters of a manifold. The theory of correspondence so far

developed deals with oo'^ couples of corresponding points, and the

number of coincidences of the points of a couple. Some extension

is possible to cases when we have oo'' couples of corresponding

points, or, more generally, an infinite aggregate of corresponding

linear spaces, of which we determine the number of couples of co-

inciding elements. This, and many other problems of enumeration,

can be treated with the help of a symbolic calculus elaborated by
Schubert; and some account of this calculus seems necessary, be-

cause, in intricate cases, its power has been shewn by its application

to problems for which ordinary methods have failed to give a solu-

tion. The calculus is founded on the notion of representing a

condition, to which a geometrical entity is to be subject, by an
algebraic symbol. Then the alternative imposition of one or other

of two independent conditions, is appropriately represented by the

sum of the two chosen symbols, in either order; and the simultane-

ous imposition of both conditions is represented by the product of

the two symbols, in either order. This multiplication then obeys the

distributive law; while the associative law holds both for the sum
and product of such symbols. The symbols, in the two operations,

thus obey the ordinary laws of algebra. Subtraction of symbols

may arise in equations between condition symbols, as a brief ex-

pression of additions; but division of the symbols does not arise.

Schubert, in his remarkable book [Kalkul der abzclhlenden Geometrie,

Teubner, 1879) ascribes the first traces of a calculus of conditions

to Halphen, in his work for the characteristics of conies {Compt.

rend. Lxxvi, 1873, p. 1074; and Bull. d. I. Soc. math, i, 1873. p. 130),

and to his own early work {Gott. Naclir. 1874, 1875). To Schubert

is due also, beside the notation |/| for a linear space of dimension r,

a notation for a condition to which a linear space may be subject,

which includes many familiar cases. For convenience we explain

this notation at starting. It will be understood that the account

of Schubert's methods given here is intended only to be introductory

and illustrative; it is necessarily very incomplete.

It is implied generally that every geometrical entity for which
conditions are postulated in the theory, is determined by the values

of a certain number of parameters (and that the conditions are
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algebraic). A class of entities, of the same description, of which
each depends on the values of m parameters, is often said to be of

freedom m, or the aggregate of members of the class is said to be
00'"; when i (independent) conditions are assigned for the para-

meters, the entities of the class which satisfy these conditions form
a sub-class of freedom m — i. In particular, when i=m this sub-

class consists, in general, of a finite number of entities.

These conceptions are well illustrated by classes of linear spaces,

say of dimension k, lying in space [r], of dimension r; and the results,

which are of frequent application, can be verified by detailed algebra.

(a) The spaces [k], of dimension k, in space [r], are of freedom
{r— k){k-\-\), or of aggregate oc^»-^)(fc+i). If, in [?•], we denote by
k' the dimension of a linear space [r— ^•— 1], dual to the space

[k'], the freedom in question is {k-\-\){k' -\-\). For such a space
necessarily meets (in one point) an arbitrary space [r— A;], and is

determined by (A;+l) points of the space [r]. Hence, it is deter-

mined by its points of intersection with (A;+ 1 ) spaces [r— A'] ; and
each of these spaces contains oo''"*^ points.

{h) In order that the space common to p primes of the space \r\

should be, not merely a space [r— _p], but a space [m] of greater

dimension, m, ^ r—jp, it is necessary that these primes should satisfy

{m-\-\){'tn — r-\-'p) conditions. For r—m general primes intersect in

an [w]; the condition required here is that, choosing r—m primes
from among the jp, the remaining p — r+ 7n primes should all contain

the 7n+l points which are necessary to define the space [m].

(c) If two spaces [h], [k], in space [r], do not intersect, the h+1
and k+1 points, on which they are respectively based, are inde-

pendent; and the least-dimensional space which contains both [h]

and [k] is an [h+ k+1]. If however [h] and [A'] have a common space

[?/?], which we may call their meet, then the least-dimensional space
containing both [h] and [A'], or, say, their join, is a [j], wherein
m+j = h+ k. This is proved as in the case m = 0, by considering the
numbers of independent points on which the spaces are based. In
order that the meet ofan [/i] and [A;] should be an [m] , withm^h+ k — r,

the spaces must satisfy {m+l){r—j), or {m+l){m — h— k+ r), con-

ditions. For, in order that the r— h and r— k primes, by which the

spaces [h] and [A] may be defined, should have, for their intersection,

a space [m], requires, by (b) preceding, a number of conditions equal

to {m+l){m — r+ r— h+r — k), which is {m+l){m—j).
This is also the number of conditions in order that a space [j],

which can be defined by r—j independent primes, should contain

a given space [m]. A particular case is when^' = r— 1; then the

number of conditions is m+1.
(d) The spaces [A'] which contain a given space [m], when k^ m,

are of freedom {r— k){k — m). For, any such space [k] meets an
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arbitrary [r— k] in a point, and the [^ — A-] contains 00'"""^ points;

while, a [/i] depends on (A:+ 1) points, of which m + 1 may be taken
in the [in\ through which the \]i\ passes. Such a [^J is then deter-

mined by its intersections with k — m spaces [>•— A:].

(e) If the space [/??] be not given, but He anywhere in a given \]i |,

tlie residt is different: The spaces [A-] which meet a given [//] in

spaces [;/i] are of freedom {r— k){k—m)-\-{m-{-l){h — m); for the

freedom of spaces [//i] contained in a given \Ji\ is {m + \){h — m).

The same result is obtained by remarking that the spaces [A|

which meet a given \h] in an [m\, may be found by taking the

spaces
[ j] which contain the [A], of which the freedom is (j— h) (r—j),

by (d) preceding, with j = h+ k — m; and then taking the spaces [A']

which lie in svich a [j], of which the freedom is (j — A;)(A;+ 1). We
easily verify that

l^,.-k){k-m) + {m + l){h-m) = {j-h){r-j) + {j-k){k + l),

the right side being {k — 7n){r—j) + {h — m){k+l).
We now consider a certain composite condition, which may be

required of a [A;] lying in the given space [r]. For this, we suppose

a series of spaces, [«„], [%], ... , [%], to be given, of which each lies

in the following space of this series. And the composite condition for

[A] is that it should meet [f/,,] in a point, [a^] in a line, . . . [% ] in an[h],...,

finally should lie in [O}^]. It is supposed that aj<aj+i, for i<k.
A [A-] meets an [/ — A'] in a point, but meets an [a^] for which

aQ>r— k in a line at least. For the [A;] to meet the [«o] in a point,

we must therefore have a^^r— A;; thus we put aQ=r — A; — jSq, sup-

posing ^0^ ^- Similarly, a [A;] will meet an [o^] in more than a line

if «i > r— A; + 1 ; thus w^e put a^= r— k-\-\ — ^-y, supposing jS^ ^ 0. In

general, we put a^ = r— k+ i— ^^ , with ^, ^ 0. Then « ,

<

a^^^ in-

volves i — ^i<i+l — /S,_^i , or jSj > ^j+i — 1 ; so that

with ^Q^r— k. The composite condition described may be denoted

by (Oq, «!, ..., a,.), or also by {jSq, j8j^, ..., ^k}l and when necessary

we may describe the former as the dimensions symbol, and the latter

as the condition symbol. We proceed to prove that the composite

condition is equivalent in all to ^0+ /S^-f ... -f /S,. conditions for the

space [A'].

To state the proof of this clearly, we may write

[k] = [r-a^][a,+ k] = [r-a^+l][a^+ k-l\
= [>--«2+ 2][a2+ A;-2] = ...,

meaning thereby that the [A:] may be regarded as the intersection

of a space [r— «„] with a space [a^+ k], or, in general, of a space

[r— tti + i] with a space [Oi + k — i]. Then the space [r — «<,] meets

[Oq] in a point, and, for [A] to meet the [oq] in a point, we require the
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space [f/Q+ A] to pass through this point. This requires r — ciQ— k, or

/Sq, conditions. Suppose these to be satisfied, and [A'] to meet [aj

in a point. Then, similarly, the space [r— «!+ 1] meets [«j] in a line;

and the [?*— «i+ 1] was taken to contain the [k], which now contains

a point of [oq], and [«„] lies in [cr^]. Thus, the line in which the space

[r— f/j+l] meets [rtj contains already a point of [o^]. We require

that the [a-^^+ k — 1] should contain the line; and the [0^+ k — I], like

the [r— %+l], contains already a point of [a^] lying on this line.

Thus, for the [a^+ A; — 1] to contain this line, it is sufficient that it

contains some other point of this line. This requires r — (%+ A; — 1),

or ^i, conditions, additional to the ^q already found. Suppose these

additional conditions also satisfied, and [A] to meet [a^] in a line.

Then, for the next step, the [r— «2+2] and the [flg+A- — 2] both
contain [A*], and so contain this line; and this line, as lying in [tti],

lies in [a^]. The [r— «2+ 2] meets [a^] in a plane; we require that the

[ttg + A^ — 2] should contain this plane. But this [a^+ k — 2], we have
said, contains a line of [02]; it is thus only necessary that this

[a2+ k— 2] should contain a further point of [a^]. This requires

r—{a2+ k — 2), or ^2» conditions. Thus the satisfaction of the partial

condition which we may denote by («q, r/j^, a^) requires, in all,

i^o+^i+/^2 conditions. The argument may be continued, with the

result we have enunciated for the whole composite condition.

In particular, if ^s+i= 0, 185^2= ••• = ^3^= 0; namely, if

as+i= r-A- + (5+l), «5+2 ='-/''+ (•^ + 2), ..., aj,=^r-k + k, =r,

then the number of conditions required is /3o+/3i+ ... + ^8^. In this

case wemay denote the composite condition simply by (aj , cfg ? • • • 5 Os) 5

though it is convenient to have an entry of A;+l indices, in order

to indicate that we are expressing a condition for a [k]. We may
also, in this case, denote the condition by {/Sj , . . . , ^^ , 0^^*}.

We may remark that the number of symbols {/S^, ^1, ... , jS^], in-

cluding the null symbol {0,0, ...,0}, is the binomial coefficient,

(r+l,A'+l), which is the same as the number of homogeneous
coordinates of a space [A-] in space [r]. For recalling

and putting
r-k>^,^ ^,> ... ^ ^,^0,

so that Xq, x^, ...,X]c are zero or positive integers, all values are

possible for which ^^^r— k, or Xq+ Xi+ ... + X;^^r— k; the number
of sets of values, equal to the number of terms in a homogeneous
polynomial of order r — k in 1 + (A^+ 1) variables, is thus

(r-A;+ A-+l, A-+1), or (r+1, A;+l).

For instance, for a line in [r], the number of possible conditions

which may be imposed is Jr (r+ 1).
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As examples of the notation, the condition that a line, in ordinary

space [3], should lie in a given plane, is (1, 2) or {1, 1}, requiring

two conditions; or, the condition that a line should pass through a

given point of a given plane, and lie in this plane, is (0, 2) or {2, 1},

and is three-fold; or, again, the condition for a line to pass through

a given point is (0, 3) or {2, 0}, and is two-fold. Beside the ineffective

condition (2, 3), the other two possible conditions that can be re-

quired of a line are (1, 3), or {1, 0}, the one-fold condition for the

line to meet a given line, and the four-fold condition (0, 1), or

{2, 2}, for the line to pass through a given point of a given line, and
coincide with this given line.

Ex. Among the (r -|- 1 , A- -|- 1 ) conditions which a [A'] , lying in an [r] , may
be required to satisfy, find how many of these conditions are p-fold

{p — 0, 1, ..., (A + l)(r — A)); for example, for a line in [3], there are two
two-fold conditions, but the other four are all simple. For a plane in [J-],

the conditions {1,1,0}, {2,0,0} are two-fold, the conditions {1,1,1},
{2, 1, 0} are three-fold, and the conditions {2, 2, 0}, {2, 1, 1} are four-fold

;

but the other four conditions are all simple.

The notation may be usefully combined with another notation

which will be employed below. For instance we may denote the

order of the curve of contact of the tangents drawn from a given

point to a given surface in ordinary space [3], by the symbol

€{2,0} (2), or €(0,3) (2), where the line symbol (2, 0} or" (0, 3)

refers to the condition that the line passes through a given point,

the symbol € denotes that two of the intersections of the line with

the surface are coincident, and the point symbol (2) refers to the

condition that this point of coincidence lies in an arbitrary plane.

In a similar way, the number of tangents of the surface which pass

through a given point, and lie in a given plane through this point,

may be denoted by e {2, 1} (3), or € (0, 2) (3), where the line symbol

{2, 1} or (0, 2) refers to the fact that the line passes through a given

point and lies in a given plane containing this point, the symbol €

expresses that two of the intersections of the line with the surface

are coincident, and the point symbol (3) merely expresses that the

point of contact is subject to no further condition. The use of the

symbol € to refer to a coincidence of points is customary (after

Schubert); and the symbol of a condition which is satisfied only in

a finite number of cases is often used to express this number. More
generally, for any algebraic manifold of />: dimensions, say M^., lying

in space [r], we may consider two conditions, both referring to the

composite entity consisting of the tangent A-fold of 3/,^. and its

point of contact with M,. ; these are the conditions p; , ojj respectively

expressed by

p, = e{V, 0^+1-} {r-k + i), ojj = e{j, 0^}{r-k+j).

(0

^

i ^ k ; ^J ^ A-, ^j^r- k).
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Here the symbol { } refers, in both cases, to the [A-] which is the
tangent space, and the symbol

( ) to its point of contact; and e

indicates that it is a point of contact which is under consideration.

In the first case, the symbol {1% o^+^~^} is an *-fold condition for the
oo^ tangent spaces of the manifold Mj.-, so that the points of con-
tact for which this is satisfied are an aggregate oo^-*. And, of such
an aggregate, a finite number of points satisfy the point condition

(r— k-\- i), of lying in a space \i- — k+ i\. Similarly in the second case,

with J for i. Both symbols therefore are satisfied by a finite number
of points, and can be used to denote these numbers.

In the symbol p^, the (1% 0"^+!-^} can also be written as

{r— k—\, r— k, ...,r— k+ i — 2;r— k-\-i,r— k+i-\-\, ..., r)

where, to indicate the application to a space [A;], there are written

fc+1 indices, though those beginning with r—k-\-i represent inter-

sections which are satisfied without conditions. The index
r— k+ i— 2 expresses that the tangent space, [A*], meets a given

[r— A;+ * — 2] in a space [i — 1], namely lies in a prime, [r— 1],

through this [r— A + i — 2]. This condition, which is equivalent by
itself to i conditions, if satisfied, ensures that the conditions de-

noted by the preceding indices of the symbol are all satisfied*.

Some simple examples of the symbol p,, for a surface (A= 2), in

ordinary space (r=3), will shew that it is familiar. For i= 0, the
tangent plane of the surface need satisfy no conditions, but its

point of contact lies on a line; thus p^ is the order of the surface.

For ^=l, the tangent plane must pass through a given point, and
the point of contact lie on a given plane ; thus p-^ is the order of the

curve of contact of the tangent cone drawn to the surface from an
arbitrary point, or the order of this cone ; commonly called the rank
of the surface. For i = 2, the tangent plane of the svu'face must pass

through a given line, the point of contact being anywhere in the

space [3] ; thus p^ is the number of tangent planes of the surface

which can be drawn through an arbitrary line, or the class of the

surface.

In the symbol w^ , the symbol for the tangent space {j, 0'^^} ex-

presses that this meets a given [r— A' —j^^ in a point, and the factor

(r— A; +i) that the point of contact lies on a given (r— k -\-j). For the

symbol to have meaning, j must be at most equal to the less of A and
r — A. As a simple example of the meaning of oj^ , take the case of a
surface (A-= 2), in ordinary space (r= 3); then for j = 0, the factor

{j, 0*=} implies no condition for the tangent plane, and the point

* In general, the number of conditions for a [A] to meet an [a^] in an [s], is

(s + 1) jS, , and implies the whole condition («„ , rtj , ... , o,) if every space of the
series [Oq], [Aj], ..., [Oj] is a prime of the following space, or aj = «j_i + l; in

this case jSq = ^i = . . . = i3^

.
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factor (;• — k +j) only that the point of contact Hes on a hne. Thus
ojq is the order of the surface, equal to p^; but, for J= 1, the tangent

plane is to pass through a given point, and its point of contact is

to lie on a given plane ; so that co^ is the rank of the surface, equal

to pi.

More generally, as an example of the notation, we compute p^

and ojj for the manifold Mf., in [r], which is the complete inter-

section of r— k primals, given by equations /^= 0, ...,fj._^= 0. Let

^0, ...,Xf denote the homogeneous variables, and denote df^ldx^

by /„; „ . The condition that the tangent space at the point (x) of the

manifold, which, with i/q, ... , ?/^ as current coordinates, is given by
the ?-— /v- equations r , ,

/• n i / 7\

should meet the space [r — k+i — 2\ which is given by the k—i + 2

equa ions
^o^"«,o+ ••• + 2/rC„,r= 0» n = l, ... ,

{k-i + 2),

in a space [/—I], is that this aggregate of r— i+ 2 equations for

i/q, ..., jjr should be equivalent only to r — / + 1 equations (this being

the number determining an [i — 1]). Namely the condition is that,

in the matrix of r — i+ 2 rows and r+ 1 columns

Jto,0' 'Jm, \

'ri,0'

all determinants of order / — ?' + 2 should vanish. We are required

to find the order of the manifold common to all the primals whose
equations are given by the vanishing of these determinants, in

which Xq, ... , .r,. are regarded as current variables.

For this we invoke a theorem, of frequent application, included

in those noted at the end of this chapter (^3. 108). Suppose we have

a matrix of p + 1 rows and ^+1 columns {q'^p), in which the ele-

ment in the (/, J)-th place, that is, in the i-th row and the j'-th

column, is of order r^-\-Cj in the r-fl homogeneous coordinates

Xq, ....Xy-, we can express the dimension, and the order, of the

manifold upon which all the determinants, of jj -H 1 rows and
columns, in this matrix, vanish. The dimension is r—{q-\-\—'p)f so

that there is no common intersection when this number is negative,

and the intersection is a set of points when this number is zero. The
order can be expressed as the coefficient of p+'^-p in the ascending

expansion of a certain rational function of /, and, precisely, may be

denoted by

(l-ri<)...{1-7^0
for brevity, we shall generally refer to this as [(c)/( — /•)]<7+i-jj- I"
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the case now under discussion, we have q= r, p = r—i + \; and we
suppose i'^ 1, so that q+ 1 —p, or i, is > 0; further the orders of the
elements of the matrix are the same in any row, being, for the first

r— k rows, respectively one less than the orders of/^, ...,f^_j., and
zero for all succeeding rows ; we may thus suppose all of c^ , . . . , c^+i

to be zero, and, of 1\, ..., ^Vp+j, all but y\, ..., r^.^ to be zero. The
dimension of the manifold required is thus r— i, and, with the
proper values of i\, ..., r,._^. , the order* is

[{l-r^t)-K..{l-r,_^t)--^li.

The points of the original Mj. which we seek are the intersection of

the 3/^. with the manifold thus determined. The dimension of this

intersection is then r — i — (r— A:), or k — i; further, if n^ be the order
of /„j, we have r„i=n„^ — 1 ; so far as the term in t^ we can thus put

P^{l-r4)-K..{\-r,_T,t)-^ = p^+ p^t+... + P„t^,

where p^, =nyno ... nj._^, is the order of Mj.. And this determines

Pi. •••»Pa--

The determination of oj^- for the complete intersection Mj. is

similar. In this case we are to express that the tangent space meets
a given {r— k—j] in a point; in other words, the {r— k) + {k-\-j), or

r+j, equations in
?/o, ...,?/,,

yofm,0+--- + yrfm.r=0, ??? = !, ..., (r-k),

?/oC„.o+-"+^rCn,r = 0. " = 1, ••Af^+j)^

are to be capable of solution. The determinant of the coefficients

in every r+1 of these equations must therefore vanish. This we
express by ,_

f C I

in which there are 2^ + l» =r+l rows, and q+1, =^'+.7 columns;
thus q+l—p=j, and we suppose j^l; further, the order, in

cTq, ..,, Xj., of all the elements of any column of the matrix is the

same; thus, in the notation used above, we may take ^1,^3, ... , rp_^_l

all zero, and all of c^ , . . . , c^+i zero except q , . . . , c^_7, ; of these latter,

however, c^ = n„j — l. The rule then requires us to consider

The dimension of the intersection of Mj. with the construct, of

dimension r—j, which is given by the matrix, is k—j; thus the

* We follow the usual notation of r for the dimension of the space considered

;

and we use here also r, the initial letter of the word row, for ease of memory.
Confusion is not to be feared.
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numbers a^j.^o...., so far as oj^. (supposing k^r — k), are de-

fined by

co^il + {n^-l) i\ ... [1 + {n,_^-l) t\= ajo+ ^ii+ ^2^''+ '

^

where coq, =po: =''i ... »r-A-.

In this case of a manifold Mf. which is a complete intersection,

the numbers coj are immediately expressible by the numbers p^, or

conversely. For, by what was found above,

Po[l + {>h-l)t]-K..[l + {nr_,-l)t\-' = Po-Pit + p,t^-...,

and hence, so far as the terms in f' in the two factors,

<^0pQ=ip0-pl^ + P2^'"----) {iOQ+OJit+CO^t- +...),

leading, as ajQ= pQ, to

0= ^SPO— ^2Pl+ <^lP2- <^0P3'

where coj = for j> r — k.

Ex. 1. Consider the complete intersection of two quadrics in space [4],

shewing that Po = -*' Pi = 8, /32 = 12, aji = 8, 0)3 = 4, and obtain a direct

geometrical verification.

^o;. 2. For the surface which is the complete intersection of three

quadrics in [5], obtain p^ — ^, Pi = a;i = 24, ^2 = ^8, 0^2 = 24; for the M3
which is the intersection of two quadrics in [5], obtain po==4, p^ — u)^ = ^,

Pa =12, P3 = 16, 602 = 4, and verify these results geometrically.

The calculus of conditions applied to a line. A linear space [A]

in space [r] may be required to satisfy any one of the Schubert

conditions {a^, %, ..., %). It may however be required to satisfy,

simultaneously, two such conditions, provided the total number of

elementary conditions so involved is not greater than the number,

(A'+l) {r— k), of parameters upon which a [k] depends. When this

total number of elementary conditions (say jSo+ /81+ ... + jS;^ for one

factor of the product condition, and ^0' + /S^' + . . . + ^^ for the other

factor) is equal to (A;+l) {r— k), there will be a finite number of

spaces [A] satisfying the two conditions. This total number is (it is

believed), the sum of the numbers of spaces [A-] which satisfy certain

alternative conditions which are all of the form (aq, a^, ... , %.). For
instance, in ordinary space, the lines which satisfy the two con-

ditions, of meeting two given intersecting lines, consist of those

which pass through the point in which these intersect, together

with those which lie in their common plane. In this way arises the

problem of expressing the product of two (simultaneous) conditions,

of the form (Oo» «i» ••> %)> as a sum of (alternative) conditions, all
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of this form. We deal now with this problem in the case of lines, in

space [?•].

Suppose that a line, in space [r], is to satisfy both the conditions

(aq, a^ and {h^, bj), or say, the composite condition (oq, a-j) {b^, b^).

In condition symbols this is {?•— 1 — Aq , r— %} {r—l — b^, r— bj}, and
is equivalent to a number of elementary conditions equal to

2 (2r— 1) — Oq— %— 60— &!• But a line in space [r] depends on
2r— 2 parameters; the previous number nmst therefore not exceed

2r— 2. Hence it is necessary that Oq+ % + Z^q+ ^1 ^ 2r.

We consider now the problem of expressing the product, or com-
posite, condition, as a sum of (alternative) conditions all of the form
(cq, Cj). To obtain this expression we apply a notion which, in simple

cases, is familiar: we assume that the number of solutions of an
algebraic problem, when finite and definite, remains unaltered by
such changes of the values of the constants, entering algebraically

in the algebraic relations which express the problem, as leave the

number of solutions, of the changed problem, still finite and deter-

minate. In both problems it is to be understood that multiple

solutions are to be counted an appropriate number of times. The
underlying reason for the assumption is that the change in the

values of the constants can be made in a continuous Avay, thereby
effecting only a continuous change in the number of solutions;

whereas one integer number cannot change continuously into

another integer number.
As an example of this notion, consider the problem, in space of

three dimensions, of finding the number of lines of an algebraic

congruence which meet two given arbitrary lines. lip, q denote the

order and class of a congruence (the numbers of its lines respectively

passing through an arbitrary point and lying in an arbitrary plane),

we already know (e.g. Vol. iv, p. 51) that the number of lines

common to two congruences, {jj, q) and {])', q'), is ^jp' + qq'. The lines

meeting two arbitrary lines form a particular congruence with

2y = q' — \. Thus the number of lines of {p, q), which meet two
arbitrary lines, is p + q. This is the sum of the numbers of lines of

the congruence which satisfy one or other of the two conditions, of

passing through an arbitrary point, or of lying in an arbitrary

plane. In order to obtain this result by an application of the notion

under consideration, we seek such a special position of the two lines

that either of these alternative conditions could be satisfied in the

same figure. This is obviously so if the lines intersect; the respective

numbers would then be jj and q. The assumption made is that, the

number of lines of the congruence [jj, q) which intersect two skew

lines, is also jj + q.

The argument employed in this case leads to a particular con-

clusion for the product of two conditions, for lines in ordinary space.
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As above, denote the condition for a line to pass through a given
point, by (0, 3); also the condition, for the hne to he in a given
plane, by (1, 2), where the first index in the bracket is inserted in

order that the symbol may be understood to refer to a line; and,

similarly, denote the condition for the line to meet a given line by
(1, 3). Then the argument and conclusion we have reached may be
summarised l)y the equation (1. 3) (1, 3) = (0, 3) + (l, 2); in this

equation it is to be understood, unless the contrary is stated in any
case, that the lines indicated by the first index, 1, in the two multi-

plied symbols on the left, are not assumed to be the same.

Any appearance of novelty in the argument is lessened by con-

sidering the representation of lines of the space [3j by the points of

a quadric Q. in space [5] (cf. Vol. iv, as referred to). The given con-

gruence is then represented by an algebraic surface \ying in the

quadric Q. ; and we are to find the number of points of this surface

which lie in the tangent spaces [4] at both of two arbitrary points

of Q; these lie in the solid, a space [3], in which these two tangent
spaces intersect. The number is the order of the surface which re-

presents the congruence, and is the same for any solid of general

position in the space [5]. If, in particular, we take a solid which
meets Q in two planes, respectively of the first and second kind
upon Q., which meet in a line of Q. (of which the solid is the polar

with respect to Q), then, the intersections in question, since the
surface lies wholly on Q, must be in one or other of these two planes.

The points of one of the planes represent lines through a point in

the original space [3], the points of the other represent lines in a

l)lane. The total number of points of the surface which lie in a solid

is thus obviously p + q.

By an argument which is almost the same we prove now, in

space [r], under the limitations a<r — l, b<r—l, a + b^r—1, the

symbolical equation

(a, r) {b, r) = {a+ b-r+l, r) + {a, F^) {b, 7^),

Avhere the upper bar in r — 1 is to indicate that the two spaces [?" — 1]

are the same space. In words this equation is expressed by saying

that, the condition for a line to meet both of two arbitrary spaces

[a] and [b], is of a kind which may be satisfied alternatively, either

by the line meeting a space [a + b — r+l]; or by the line lying in a

space [?•— 1], and meeting both of two-spaces [a] and [b] which lie

therein. The composite condition on the left, involves, we have
seen, a number of elementary conditions equal to r — 1 — a+ r— 1 — b,

or 2r— 2 — a— b. This is also the number of elementary conditions

for a line to meet a space [a+ b — r+l]; also, as the number of con-

ditions for a line to lie in an [r— 1] is 2, 2r—2 — a — b is also the

number of elementary conditions for a line to satisfy the composite
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condition represented by the second term on the right. The equation

is thus equivalent also to saying that, the number of lines satisfying

the condition {a, r) {b, r), which also satisfy further specified a + b

elementary conditions (thus satisfying in all the number, 2r— 2, of
elementary conditions which suffice to determine a finite number
of lines), is equal to the sum of the numbers of lines which satisfy

these a+ b conditions and, also, satisfy one of the two alternative

conditions represented by the terms on the right of the equation.

To obtain the equation, we argue as follows : In general, the two
spaces [a], [b] meet in a space [a+ b — r] (or do not meet, if

a+ b = r—l), and are not both contained in a space [s] with s<r;
suppose, however, in particular, that they intersect in a space

[a+b — r+1], and are therefore both contained in a prime space,

[r — 1], of the given space [r]. Then, the lines meeting both [a] and [b]

evidently consist of
, (1 ), the lines meeting their common [a+ b — r+1],

without, necessarily, lying in the [r— 1], together with, (2), the lines

lying in this [?• — 1], which meet both [a] and [b], without, necessarily,

meeting the [a+ b — r+1] intersection of these. There may also, (3), be
lines which satisfy both the conditions (1) and (2), in the particular

figure considered. But the number of elementary conditions for a
line to do this is greater than for either (1) or (2) alone, and the

aggregate of lines of this kind is of less freedom than in either of

these cases; such lines will not enter therefore in the solution for

the general figure, wherein all the alternative conditions, in terms

of which the composite condition is to be expressed, are to have the

same j^ozver as this. The conclusion is illustrated by the example
discussed, of the lines of a congruence in [3] which meet two lines.

We have thus justified the equation put down when a<r—l,
b<r—l, a + b'^r—1. The equation evidently remains true when
one, or both, of a, b is as great as r—1, provided the second term
on the right be omitted, that is if we put (r—1, r—l) = 0, and re-

place the unrestrictive factor (r— 1, r) by 1. But, retaining the

conditions a<r—l, b<r—l, we can repeat the argument, and
obtain

{a,r-l){b,r-l) = {a + b-r + 2,r-l) + {a,r-2){b,r-2),

and the process can be continued, provided a and b are not too

large. If, with a+ b^r—1, we have a<b+l<r, we can proceed as

far as the equation

{a, b+ 2){b, b + 2) = {a-l, b + 2) + {a, b+l){b, b+1),

where (6, 6+ 1) = 1. By addition of the equations we thus have

{a,r){b,r}^{a+ b-r+l, r) + {a + b-r + 2, r-l)+ ...

+ {a-l,b+ 2) + {a,b+l),
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with rt+ i^;— 1, a<h-\-\<r\ and this is conventionally true also

if a<h-\-\^r. Under these limitations this solves the problem of

expressing the composite condition (a, r){h, r) as a sum of alter-

native conditions.

If, however, a+ b^r—l, the spaces [a], [b], which do not inter-

sect, lie both in the same space [s], where s= a+ b+l. In this case,

a line which meets both [a] and [b] will lie in this space [s], so that

we have {a, 7-){b, r) = {a, s){b, s). As we have a+ b^s—1 (in fact

a-\-b — s—l) and b+l^s, it follows from the preceding case, pro-

vided a<b+l, that {a, s){b, s)^{0, s) + {l, s-l)+ ... + {a, b+1).
Reversing the order of the terms on the right, both results are in-

A

eluded in the formula {a, r){b, r)= H {a — t,b+l + t), where a^b,

and A is the less of the two numbers r — b — 1, a.

Now consider {a,p){b, q), with aKp, b<q, the space [a] lying in

the space [/>], and \b\ in [(/|. A line which satisfies this condition

must lie in both the spaces {p] and [q~\, and this cannot be unless

these intersect in a line at least, orp-f-5'— r^ 1. When this is not so,

the symbol has the value zero. When it is so, a line satisfying the

condition, as lying in the space {_])-{- q— r] common to [_p] and [5-]

and meeting the space [«], must meet the common space of the

[p + q— r] and the [a\; as both these two spaces lie in the space [^j],

this common space is a space \a-\-q — r]. In the same way, for the

line to meet the common space of the [p-\-q — 'r\, and to meet \b\,

both these lying in the space [g], the line must meet a certain space

[6+p — ;•]. Whence the condition {a,p){b,q) may be modified,

writing (a, p) {b, q) = {a+q — /', k) {b+j^ — r, k), where k=j} + q— r.

Thus the previously obtained equation, replacing a, b, r respectively

by a + q—7; b+p — r, k, leads to

A

{a,p){b,q)= S {a+ q-r-t, b+p-r+1 + t),

i =

where, now, A is the less of the two numbers q—b—1, a + q~r, and
it is supposed, beside p + q'^r+1, that a+ q^b+p.

This result may be written in a form which is perhaps easier to

grasp. Put r—l — a = a, r—p = ^, r—l — b = ^,r— q=^iq, and use the

condition sj'mbols; then we have

{a, i3}{^,7,}= i:{a + 7, + ^, ^ + ^-0,

where the distinction between the two symbols on the left is by the
inequality a— ^^ $— rj (this being the relation previously written

as a+ q^b + p); and the series on the right continues imtil the first

index has reached the value a-|-^, and the second index has fallen

to jS+ 77, unless the first index reaches r— 1 before this (this being
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the fact that A is the less of the two numbers ^— y], r— 1 — (a + ij)),

in which case the series stops at this term. The second index in this

term would be a+ ^— [r— 1 — tj — ^]. The value of {a, /3} {^, iq) is zero

unless r— 1^^+ 17 (this being the condition p + q^r+l); this is

involved, however, in the condition r— 1 ^ a + 77, which is obviously

necessary in order that the term, for /=:0, on the right, may have
a meaning. Thus, beside a. — ^^ ^—t], which we may look upon as

indicating the order in which to write the factors on the left of the

equation, the only condition in the application of the formula is

that involved in the rule for the last term on the right.

One of the simplest examples of the formula is that considered

above for the number of lines of a congruence in ordinary space

which meet two given lines; for this we obtained a result which
may be written {1, 0}{1, 0} = {2, 0} + {l, 1}. We may give other

simple examples, also for ordinary space: (a). It is clear that a
line through an arbitrary point cannot lie in an arbitrary plane.

Thus the product (0, 3) (1, 2) should have the value zero. In fact

this is {2, 0}{1, 1}, which is zero because 2 + 1 >2 (a + 7j>r — 1);

(b), Again, the condition for a line to lie in two given planes is (1, 2)^,

which is {1, 1}2; by the formula this is {2, 2} or (0, 1); namely, the

line must coincide with a given line (the intersection of the planes);

(c). Lastly, the condition for a line to meet four given lines is

(1, 3)^=[(1, 3)2]2=[{1, 0P]2=[{2, 0} + {l, 1}]2

= {2,0}2 + 2{2,0}{l, 1} + (1, IP;

of the terms on the right, (2, 0}2= {2, 2} = (0, 1), while

{1,1P= {2,2} = (0,1);

and {2, 0} {1 , 1}, or say {a, j8} (^, 17}, is zero because a + 77 > r — 1 . Thus,

as (0, 1) = 1, we have 2 as the number of lines meeting four given

lines in ordinary space.

We also give some examples for lines in space of four dimensions (r = 4)

:

(a) It is known that there is one line meeting three given lines; this

follows from

(1, 4)3 = {2, 0P = {2, 0}[{2, 2} + {3, 1}1 = {2, 0}{3, 1} = {3, 3} = (0, 1) = 1,

the term {2, 0}{2, 2}, or, say, {a, p}{i, rj], being zero because a + ij>r— 1.

(6) There is one line through a given point to meet a given hne and
a given plane. And

(0, 4)(1, 4) (2, 4) = {3, 0}{2, 0}{1, 0} = {3, 0}[{2, l} + {3, 0}]

= {3,0F = {3,3} = (0, 1) = 1,

the term {3, 0}{2, 1} being zero because 3 4- 1 > 3, as in the last example.
(c) There are five lines meeting six given planes. For, lust for four

planes,

(2,4)*=:{1,0}* = [{2,0} + {1,1}12 = {2,0P + 2{2,0}{1,1} + {1,1}2

= [{2, 2} + {3, l}] + 2{3, l} + {2, 2} = 3{3, l} + 2{2, 2},
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and hence for six planes,

(2,4)«=[{2,0} + {l,l}][3{3,l} + 2{2,2}]

= 3{2, 0}{3, l} + 2{2, 0}{2, 2} + 3{3, 1}{1, l} + 2{2, 2}{1, 1}

= 3{3,3} + 2[0] + 3[0] + 2{3, 3} = 5{3, 3} = 5(0, 1) = 5.

Another example of the formula is to prove, for any space [r],

the following formula, which we require below (though a direct

proof is possible), namely (^, 5-) (r— 2, r) = (p, q—l)-\-{p—\, q). This
supposes p<q—\; but, ior p = q—\, we have, to express that a line

lying in a [g], and meeting a [r— 2], meets their [9 — 2] intersection,

the particular case {q—l,q){r— 2,r) = {q— 2,q). Suppose, then,

'p^q— 2; the formula required is

{;--l-p, r-q){\, 0]^{r-\-p, r-q+l)-\-{r~p, r-q),

and this is obtained from the formula by putting

a = r-l-^, ^=r-q, ^=1, 7^ = 0,

for which a - ^ ^ ^— tj.

More generally, in space [r], we can use the formula, above, for

the product of two line symbols, to obtain a formula for the

number of lines which meet s given spaces of dimension r— 2; that
is, to find (r— 2, r)*, or {1, 0}*. The result is

{1, Op= {*, 0} + Ci{5-l, l} + C2{s-2, 2}+... + Cp{5-p,p},

Avhere j) is the greatest integer in \s, and the coefficient c^ is, with
s \

for the binomial coefficient,

fs\ s-2i+l
C;=r

yi/ *— *+l

This can be proved by induction; for the initial values, 5 = 1, 2, ...,

the formula can be proved directly ; it is sufficient then to shew that,

if the right side be multiplied by {1, 0}, the result can be arranged
so as to give the same formula for {1, 0}*+^. For this, denote the line

symbol {m, s+ 1 — m) by A^ , and notice that

{s-k, k){\, Q))= {s-k, k+\}+ {s-k+l, k}^X,_j, + X,_j,^^',

thus, on multiplication by {1, 0}, the right side becomes

Xs+ K+\+ Ci {K-x+ K) + C2 (As_2+ K-i) + . .
. + Cj, (As_j, + As_p+i),

or As+i+ (1 + Ci) A3+ (ci+ C2) As_i+ ... + (Cp_i+ Cj,) A,_p+i + Cj,A^_j,

,

while, we see at once, C;i+ C;j_^.i=C^+i, where C, is the value of c^

when s is changed to 5+ 1. The new right side is thus

As+i+ ^i'^s+ ^2As-i+ ••• + ^j)As_p+i+ Cj,Aj_p,

and the required result is obtained if we shew that the last effective

term of this is (s+l\s-2q^-2

6-2
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where q is the greatest integer in \ (5+ 1). When s is even, we have

5=1?, and the last term Cj,\_^ which is written, is zero, since, in

As_p= {s— j9, p+1}, we have s— 'p = \s, which is <^ + l. When s is

odd, say 2^+1, we have q=p-\-\, =^+1, and it is to be verified

that Cp=Cj,^_i; this is immediate. The formula for {1, 0}^ is thus

proved.

In particular, when 5 = 2r— 2, all the early terms {a, jS}, of the

series, vanish because a > r— 1 ; the only surviving term is the last,

for p = r— 1. Thus, replacing {/ — 1, r — 1} by 1, the number of lines

in space [r] which meet 2r — 2 given spaces of dimension r— 2, is

(2r— 2)!/r! (r— 1)!, as we have seen above for r= 3 and r=4.
Many other formulae have been found, for the solution of the

general problem of expressing the product of a number of simul-

taneous conditions as a sum of alternative conditions. We can only

give space for a few.

(1) For a line in space [r], which depends on 2r — 2 parameters,

to meet a space [r— 3], is two elementary conditions; there is thus

a finite number of lines meeting r— 1 given spaces [/" — 3]. This

number is given by

where each term involves the product of two binomial coefficients.

(2) The number of spaces [A;], in space [>], which satisfy two
general conditions (oq, a^, ... , a^.) and (6q, 6^, ..., 6^.), and also

satisfy the further e conditions of meeting e given spaces [r— A;— 1],

where e is such that the total number of elementary conditions im-

posed is equal to the number (^' +!)(»*— A:), of parameters on which
a \k\ depends, is given by the formula

(«o,ai, ...,afc)(6o,6i, ... ,h^{i--k-\Y =- e\\c.;j\,

where e! = 1.2.3...e and the determinant is of A + 1 rows and
columns {i,j = 0, 1, ..., A;), and the element c^j is ll{a^ + bj.-j — r)\,

to be replaced by zero for every element in which «^ + &j,_j < r.

As an example, for the lines in [4] which pass through a given

point, meet a given line, and meet a given plane, we have

(0,4)(1,4)(2) = = 1;
[0!]-i, [(-3)!]-i

[4!]-i, [l!]-i

and for the lines in [4] which meet, in all, six planes, we have

(2, 4)(2,4)(2)^=4! = 5.[2!]-S[0!]-i

[4!]-i, [2!]-i

(3) A particular case of the formula in (2) is when

(60, ^1, ..., bj,) = {r-k,r-k+l, ...,r) = l.
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Then, with the appropriate value of e,

K,«i,...,«.)(r-A-ir = ^!|[(«,-i)!]-i|.

In the determinant, the elements in the (i+l)-th row are

[a,!]-i, [(fl,-l)!]-\...,[(a,-A-)!]-S

and these, all multiplied by a^ !, are

1, tti, aiitti-l), ..., a,(a,-l) ... (rt^-Zo+l).

Thus the determinant, multiplied by aQla^l ... %!, if the columns
be suitably combined, becomes the determinant ofwhich the general
row consists of the elements 1, a^, «j^, ..., a/^. Wherefore

0.../.-

(cfo, «i, ...,ak){r-k-lY= e\ 11 {a,-a,)/aolai\ ... %!
r, s

(4) As a particular case of this last formula, we may take

{oq, ..., a,c) = {r— k, r— k+l, ..., r) — l, with e equal to {k+l){r— k).

Then we have the result that the number of spaces [k] which meet
{k+ l){r— k) given spaces of dimension r— k—1 is

. m){{r-k-l))
iir))

or, say e\{{k)){{k'))l{{r)), where k' = r — k—1 and {{m)) denotes

1! 2! ... m\, and e={r-k){k+l), ={k+l){k' + 1). This is also the

number of spaces [r— A;— 1] which meet {k+l)ir— k) given spaces [k].

This is a fundamental number. Writing the coordinates of k+1
points, of the original space [r], which suffice to determine a space

[k], as the k+1 rows of a matrix of r+ 1 columns, the (/•+ 1, k+1)
determinants of order /«;+ 1, which can be formed from this matrix,

are the homogeneous coordinates of the [A;] ; these can be used to

represent the [A-] by a point of space [R], where R= {r+1, A;+l) — 1.

The aggregate of all spaces [A;], in [r], is then represented, in this

space [K], by a manifold M^ , of dimension e. The order of this mani-
fold is the number we have found. For, by definition, the order of

a manifold, of dimension e, is the number of its points which satisfy

e equations linear in the coordinates of the space in which it lies;

namely, the number of its points which lie on e primes of the space

[R]. The condition for a space [A'], in the original space [r], to meet
a given [^•— A;— IJ is, however, a linear condition for the coordinates

of the [A]; the coefficients in this linear equation, which are the

coordinates of the [r— A; — 1], are not general; but the relations

which connect them are quadratic, not linear. Wherefore, the order

of the manifold in [R] which represents the [A;] of [r] is given by the

number of spaces [A;] which meet e given spaces [r — A;— 1]. All this

is an easy generalisation of the familiar fact that the quadric, in

space [5], which represents the lines of ordinary space, has the
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order 2, this being the number of Hnes in ordinary space [3] which
meet four given lines. More generally, the lines of space [4], as also

the dually corresponding planes, are representable, in a space of

9 dimensions, by a manifold of dimension 6, whose order is 5, say

il/g^; and, for example, the planes of space [5], are representable,

in a space of 19 dimensions, by a manifold of dimension 9, whose
order is 42.

(5) Another noticeable formula, with the same notation, is

(ao,fli, ...,afc)(r-A:-l) = (ao-l,ai, ...,%)

which, in condition symbols, is

k

{iXq, ai, ..., a;t}{l, 0'^}= S {ao, ..., a^-.i, a, + l, a,+i, ..., aj.
i=o

From this formula we can build up, by steps, the formula for

(flos .••> «fc)(^— ^— 1)"*; it is necessary at each stage to omit the

symbols on the right which are unmeaning because the indices are

not in ascending order.

A generalisation in another direction is the formula

(«o, ..., afc)(r-A;-?w) =S {a^-JQ, a-^-Ji, '•,ak-jk),
j

where, for brevity, (r— k — m) means the condition that a [k] meets
a[r— k— 7n], which is equivalent to m elementary conditions. Here
the summation extends to all positive, or zero, integers Jq, .,jjc
whose sum is m, subject to ji<ai— ai-i,JQ<aQ+l.
Part II. The problem of multiple tang-ents of a manifold.

Consider a primal, of order n, in space [r], which we may denote by
iH\_j, defined by a single perfectly general polynomial equation

connecting the coordinates. In order that a line should touch the

primal at one of its intersections with it, a single condition must be
imposed upon the line; in order that, at this intersection, there

should be i coincident points of the primal upon the line, i — 1

conditions must be imposed. Lines with such a multiple inter-

section are thus 00'*^ in aggregate, where

k= 2r-2-{i-l), =2r-l-i;

and this is also the freedom of the points where such lines tovich the

manifold. If we impose, upon these multiple tangents, a further

condition equal to 2r— 2 — * elementary conditions, or say of power
2r— 2 — i, the lines satisfying all the conditions will be 00^, and will

form a ruled surface; the locus of the points of multiple contact

with the manifold will then be a curve. For a moment, let the
order of this ruled surface be denoted by g, and the order of the

curve of contact by b; each generator will have {n — i) further inter-
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sections with the primal, and the curve which is the locus of these

further points will have an order /given byf=ng— ib.

Now take a pencil of primes, that is, a series of primes all passing

through a definite space [r— 2]. Consider the correspondence be-

tween a prime, (a), of this pencil which contains a point of multijile

contact, with the primal, of a generator of the ruled surface, and a
prime, (/S), of this pencil, which contains one of the simple inter-

sections of the same generator. On each prime (j8) there are/of the

simple intersections spoken of, each associated with the multiple

contact on the same generator; on each prime (a) there are b of the

multiple contacts, each associated with the n — i simple intersections

on the same generator. Thus the correspondence between the primes

(a), (/3) is of indices /and {n — i) b. There are, therefore, /+(n — z') b

primes of the pencil which are coincidences of a pair of correspond-

ing primes. Such coincidences of primes arise, (1), for lines of the

ruled surface which have (i+l) coincident intersections with the

primal; denote the number of these by e; they arise also, (2), for

generators of the ruled surface which meet the base space [r— 2] of

the pencil of primes ; there are g such generators, and each of these

gives n — i coincidences of pairs of corresponding primes, the

multiple intersection of the generator being taken with all the n — i

simple intersections in turn. On the whole, then, we have the

equation €+{n — i)g—f+{n— i) b; and, in virtue off=ng— ib, this

leads to € — { n — 2i) b + ig.

We modify this equation, in two stages, so that it may be a state-

ment, not in regard to a point only, or a line only, but in regard both
to a line and a point lying thereon ; that the point lies in a space [A;]

will be denoted by a symbol {k), that the line meets a space \]i\ will

be denoted by a symbol {h, r) ; further, that the point is to be thought
of as the coincidence of j points on the line will be denoted by the

symbol €j . Thus, as b is the number of z-pointic intersections of a
line (the generator of the ruled surface) with the primal, which lie

in a prime [r— 1], we replace & by e^ (r— 1); and as g is the number
of the lines considered which meet a space [r— 2], we replace g by
e^ (r — 2, r). The equation can then, first, be replaced by

€,+i= (n-2/) e, (,— l) + ^•e, (r-2, r),

tliis being an abbreviation of the complete statement, for the com-
posite entity consisting of a line and a point thereon, in which there

would be supplied, in the three terms respectively, the factors

(r)(r— 1, r), (r— 1, r), (?•). This is an equation connecting numbers,
obtained on the hypothesis that 2r— 2 — i elementary conditions

ha^'e been imposed on tlic line, in addition to the condition of

multiple intersection with the primal; without these additional

conditions the line would not describe a ruled surface. We now
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suppose that these 2r— 2 — z elementary conditions for the hne may
be built up of a certain number s, of conditions for the line, with a

number, t, of conditions for the multiple intersection with the

primal (where s-\-t=2r— 2 — i); therein making the assumption that

t elementary conditions, of the kind to be imposed, for this dis-

tinguishable point of the line, are equivalent to t conditions for the

line. The s conditions for the line are that it lie in a space {q\ and
meet a {p\ contained therein, or {p, q); this is equivalent, we have
seen, to {r— 1 — p) + {r— q), ov to 2r— 1 —p — q elementary conditions

;

the t conditions for the multiple intersection are that it lie in a

space [r—p — q+ i + 1], that is, in p + q— i — 1 primes, which is

equivalent to p + q — i — 1 elementary conditions. We have

s+ t— 2r—l—p — q+p + q — i — l = 2r— 2 — i.

It is supposed that p+ q^i+1. Denoting the condition for the

point by (r—jJ — q+ i+l), we can now write the equation above in

the form

^m{P, q){r-p-q+ i+l) = {n-2i) e,(r--l)(j9, q){r-p-q+ i+ l)

+ iei{r-2, r){p, q){r-p-q+ i+ l),

of which each term, counting e^- as of power j — \, is of the power
2r — 2, equal to the number of parameters on which a line depends.

This equation, however, may be simplified: First, a point which lies

both on a [/"—!] and on a \r—p — q-\-i-\-\\, lies on the \i'—p — q-[-i\

in which they meet, so that, in the equation, {r —\){r—p — q+ i + 1)

may be replaced by {r—p — q+ i). Second, we may use the formula,

remarked above (p. 83), always true (for p < q) if impossible terms

on the right are omitted, {p, q){r— 2,r)=^{p, q—\)-\-{2J — \, q), to

modify the last term on the right, so obtaining

^i+iiP, q){r-p-q+ i+l) = {n-2i) e,- {p, q) (r-p-q+ i)

+ iei{2y, q-l){r-p-q+ i+l) + iei{p-l, q){r-p-q+i+l).

If then we put

Hiip, q) = ^i{p, q) (r-p-q+i), p+ q^i+1,
we have

Hi+Al^, q) = {n-2i) H,{p, q) + iH,{p, q-\) + iH,{p-l, q).

The finite number of lines, Hi{p, q), satisfying the condition Hi{p, q),

which is of power 2r— 2, can be obtained by induction from this

equation if we obtain H^{j), q). This, being ^i{p, q){;r—p> — q-'rl),

is tlie number of lines, lying in a [5-], which meet a [^9] lying therein,

whose intersection with the primal M\_ilies on a space \r—j) — q+l\.
This last space meets M\_i in a manifold of dimension r—p — q, say

M"^_p_3 ; unless p= this manifold will not in general intersect the

space [g], and there will be no lines in [g] whose intersections with
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M"r_i He on the iV",._j,_g; but, when p = 0, the space [q] will meet
the M'^r_j,_g in n points, each of which can be joined to tiie point [p],

which lies in the [q]. Thus H^ {p, q) is or n, according as ;;>0 or

^ = 0.

Now let Pj denote the polynomial in t, of order ?' — 1, given by

P,: = «[«-l + ^][w-2 + 2f] ... [n-{i-l){\-t)],

and let c,(p, q) denote the coefficient of i-^ in the ascending ex-

pansion of Pj(/-^-i — /-^~^); in particular c-^^ip, q), the coefficient of

t~^ in the ascending expansion oin{t^^~'^ — t~''~'^), is or n, according

as Q<2J<q or 0=p<q. Thus H^{p, q) = Ci{p, q). While

{n - 2i) c, {p, q) + k^ {p.q-l)+ ic, {p-l,q),

being the coefficient of t~^ in the ascending expansion of the product
of Pi with

{n- 2i) (/-^-i - r «-i) + i (r^^-i - /-«) + i {t-P - i-"-'^),

or [w-?(l-/)][r^-i-i-«-i],

is equal to c^^iljj, q). Thus in general we have H^{2J, q) = Ci{p, q),ov

€i{p, q){r—p — q+ i) is equal to

[nnin2...n,_i(r^-i-/-«-i)]< 1,

Avhere n^ means

n — s{l — t), and p + q'^i>0, 0^p<q;

this gives the number of lines, in space [r], subject to the condition

{p, q), which have i-pointic intersection with a primal M\_i, with

the point of contact in a space \r—p — q-\-i^. This number is ex-

pressible only by ?", p, q, without r ; as P^ is of order i — 1 in t, the

number is zero if t — 1 <^; or, we must suppose i>p>- Fvu-ther, we
consider only those lines which lie in a [q]; thus, effectively, we
consider only the M"^_i which is the section, by the [q], of the

original M^j._i^. Thus, changing the notation by supposing q= r, the

formula is, effectively,

^ilP, r){i-iy)= [nn^n., ... n,_i(rP-i-/-'-i)],-i

with the obvious conditions ^ jj < r, ^ i—]^ ^ ^'*

Some examples may be given:

(1) li p = 0, r= 2, and i — 1 or 2, the formula gives, respectively, the
order n, and the class ?<(/< — !), of a plane curve whose point equation is

quite general. If j» = l, r= 2, i = S, the formula for 6,(1, 2)(2) gives

3n{n — 2) for the nvmiber of inflexional tangents of the curve.

(2) If p = 0, r — '.i, i = 3, the number, e3((), 3) (3), of inflexional tangents
of a surface, of order n, in ordinary space, which pass through a given
point, is found as «(n — 1)(« — 2). The jwints of the surface at which the
inflexional tangents meet an arbitrary line, lie on a curve of order

63(1, 3)(2), which is n(3«--i).
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(3) If 2? = 2, r = 3, i — A-, the order of the curve locus of 4-pointic
tangents of a surface in ordinary space, is

e4(2,3)(2), ={n(n-l + 0(w-2 + 2<)(n-3 + 30(r3-r4)}^-i,
= ??[6(n-l) + 3(w-2) + 2(n-3)-6],

or «(lln — 24). In particular, for n = 3, this gives the number, 27, of
lines on a general cubic surface.

The fact that the points of 4-pointic contact, of tangents of a surface
of order n in ordinary space, lie on another surface of order lln — 24,
was obtained by Salmon in 1849 {Camb. and Dub. Math. J. iv, 1849,
p. 260). See also Quart. J. ofMath, i, 1857, p. 336 ; Phil. Trans. A, cl, 1861,
p. 229; and Clebsch, Crelle, lviii, 1861, pp. 93, 106. Salmon, Solid Geom.
1882, p. 559, quotes from Cayley the remark that this surface is obtainable
by eliminating m from the two equations

Sii + 2mzi2 + m^Z22 = 0, Sm + Smznz + 3^22^22 + "^32:222= 0,

{Zii= d'^Z/dx'^, Zi2 = d''^z/dxdy, etc.); and proves (loc. cit. p. 567) that the
surface touches the Hessian of the original surface. Salmon also gives
(ibid.) the order, 2n(w — 3)(3/i — 2), of the ruled surface generated by the
4-pointic tangents, which is obtainable as 64(1, 3) (3).

(4) The number of 5-pointic tangents of a general surface of order n
in ordinary space is e^{2, 3)(3), =5n(n — 4)(7?i— 12), for 11^4.

(5) The simple case €^{i — l, r){l) = n{i — l)l is in agreement with the

fact that the ?'-pointic tangents, at a point of the primal M" j, form a

cone of dimension r — i + 1, and of order {i — l)l. For instance, the
2-pointic tangents lie in a prime. The 3-pointic tangents form a cone of
dimension r — 2 and order 2 (for r = 3 they are 2 in mmiber ; for r = 4, they
form a conical sheet of order 2; for r=:5 a quadric solid cone). The
4-pointic tangents form a cone of dimension r — 3 and order 6 (for ?• = 4
they are 6 in number).

(6) For a general value of r, e^(0, r)(r), —n{n — l)...{n — r+l) is the
number of r-pointic tangents which can be drawn through an arbitrary
point.

(7) The number of tangents of the primal with (2r— l)-pointic contact
is €2j._i{r—l,r)(r). For example, in space [4], the number of tangents
with 7-pointic contact is 35»(n — 6)(7n — 12)(3n — 10).

(8) The order of the ruled surface generated by 5-pointic tangents of
a primal in [4] is €5(3, 4) (2), which is 10n.(5n— 12).

(9) The order of the curve of contact of 6-pointic tangents of a primal
in [4] is £6(3, 4) (3), which is 5w(45n2 — 274n + 360). In particular, a primal
of order 5 in space [4], contains 5^.23 or 2875 lines (cf. Schubert,

Math. Ann. xii, 1877, p. 192). In general a M^'"^ in [r] contains

e2r-2(^-l'^)('"-l) lines..

A more general problem than the one solved in the preceding

investigation, is that of a line meeting a given primal with several

points of coincident intersection, of assigned multiplicities, satisfy-

ing possibly other conditions also, for the line itself or the points of

contact. This is an interesting problem, generalising the investiga-

tion of de Jonquieres explained above (p. 39), of the variable

curves in a plane, having coincidences of assigned multiplicities in

their intersections with a given curve. There is here no space for a

detailed account of Schubert's remarkable solution of this problem

;
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the reader who finds the introductory account of Schubert's

notation which is given below (p}:). 96 ff.) to be interesting, is referred

to Schubert's chapter (A7//A'/</ d. abzdhl. Geom. 1879, pp. 228-44);

and also to Zeuthen's Lehrbuch d. ahzlihl. Methoden d. Geom. 1914,

pp. 372-76. Some particular examples, mostly given by Salmon,

Solid Geometry. 1882 (or Ed. of 1915, pp. 277 ff.) may be quoted.

See also Roth, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. xxvi, 1930, p. 43.

(1) If for a general surface of order n, in ordinary space, a line be

inflexional at one point and ordinarily tangent at another point of the

surface (thus satisfying 2 + 1 elementary conditions in all), the locus of

the points of inflexion is a curve of order n(?i — 4)(3n- + 5n — 24), while

the locus of the points of ordinary contact is a curve of order

n{n — 2){n — 4){n'^ + 2n + 12), and the lines generate a ruled surface of

order n (n — 3) (« — 4) («^ + 6n — 4). From these it is easily found that the

simple intersections generate a curve of order

n {n - 4){n-5){n^ + 6n- -n- 24).

For these results, see Salmon, loc. cit. pp. 558, 568, 570.

(2) In the same case, a line with three ordinary contacts generates

a ruled surface of order ln{n-3){n-4-){n — 5){n- + Sn-2), the contacts

generating a curve of order ^n{n — 2){n — 4) {n — 5){n'^ + 5ti + 12), and the
simple intersections a curve of order

ln{n - 4) {n - 5) {n - 6){n^ + 3/1^ - 2« - 12).

(Salmon, loc. cit. p. 569.)

(3) The lines having four ordinary contacts are in number
Jgn (n - 4) (n - 5) {n - 6) (/t - 7) (/r= + 6n^ + 7n - 30).

(Salmon, loc. cit. p. 575, with reference to Schubert.)

(4) The number of lines with 4-pointic contact at one place, and an
ordinary contact elsewhere, is 2w(n — 4)(w — 5)(3n — 5)(w + 6). (Salmon,
ibid.)

(5) The number of lines which are inflexional at two places, is

^n(M-4)(»-5)(n3 + 3/i2 + 29«-60). (Salmon, ibid.)

(6) The lines inflexional at one place and ordinarily tangent at two
others are in number |/? (n — 4) (n — 5) (n — 6) (n^ + 9??- + 20n — 60). (Salmon,
ibid.)

(7) The number of points of the surface where both inflexional

tangents have four coincident intersections is 5n(7rt'- — 28/< +30).
(Salmon, p. 572; Schubert, Kalkiil, p. 246.) The surface has oo- points,

and the condition for each inflexional tangent is onefold. For a cubic
surface the number is three times the number (45) of tritangent planes.

(8) The points where the two inflexional tangents of the surface
coincide in a line having 4-pointie intersection are in number
2/i(/i-2)(ll«-24). (Salmon, p. 573.)

(9) The inflexional tangents at the parabolic points of the surface,

where the inflexional tangents coincide, generate a rvded surface of order
2n(n — 2)(3« — 4). (Schubert, p. 244.) The parabolic curve is the inter-

section of the surface with its Hessian, and the tangent planes of the
surface at two coinciding points of the parabolic curve intersect in the
inflexional line. Thus the number in question is the order of the develop-
able surface enveloped by the tangent planes of the surface at the points
of the parabolic curve; as such, it is given by Salmon (p. 546). Salmon
also gives (p. 547) the order of the developable surface formed by the
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tangent planes of the given surface, of order n, at the points of the curve
of intersection of this surface with another surface of order A", namely
«/i'(3» + A — 6). When A' = 4(/? — 2), the second surface being the Hessian,
this number is 4«(n — 2)(7rt — 14); and this exceeds the number
2«(« — 2)(3n — 4) here given, by the number, 2«(n — 2)(11« — 24), given
in Ex. 8 preceding. In general, the number of tangents of the curve
(/?, A) which are inflexional lines of the surface (?i) is »A'(3h + 2A: — 8); and
the inflexional lines of the surface (n), at the points of the curve (/t, A'),

form a ruled surface of order ?iA(3n — 4). (Salmon, p. 546.)

Part III. Correspondence of points of two manifolds. We
consider now the generalisation of the principle of correspondence,

as originally developed above for oo^ pairs of corresponding points,

to cases of multiple correspondence. The results in the simpler cases

were first enunciated by Salmon and Zeuthen (Salmon, Solid Geom.

1882, pp. 550, 598; Zeuthen, Compt. rend, lxxviii, 1874, p. 1553).

We may, for instance, in a plane, have oo^ pairs of points (P, P'),

such that, to any position of P corresponds only a finite number
of positions of P' ; and similarly, to any position of P', a finite number
of positions of P. This does not involve, however, necessarily, that

points P, or P', occur everywhere in the plane. We may denote the

number of positions of P' which correspond to an assigned position

of P by (0) (2)', the first symbol referring to the assigned point P,

and the second symbol to the corresponding positions of P', any-

where in those parts of the plane where points P' occur; similarly,

the number of positions of P when P' is assigned may be denoted

by (2) (0)'. As P takes positions upon an arbitrary line, P' will take

positions upon a certain curve, and there will be a certain number
of points of this curve lying upon a second arbitrary line. We thus

consider a number, (1) (1)', of pairs of corresponding points, in

which P and P' lie, respectively, on given arbitrary lines. The
formula we arrive at expresses the sum (0) (2)' + (l) (l)' + (2) (0)'

in terms of the number of coincidences of P and P'. But such coin-

cidences are of two kinds : It may happen that, as the pair of corre-

sponding points, P, P', approaches a point C at which they coin-

cide, the line PP' likewise approaches a definite line through C,

which is independent of the manner in which P approaches to C;

or, it may happen that the line PP', by suitable approach of these

points to C, can be made to approach to any assigned line through

C For the number of points of coincidence of the second kind we
may use the symbol e (0, 2) (2), where the e, after Schubert's use,

indicates that we are considering a coincidence; the (0, 2) refers to

the line which is the ultimate position of PP' as these points ap-

proach C, and indicates that this line may be supposed to pass

through an arbitrary point of the plane; and the (2) refers to the

point of coincidence C, and indicates that we are considering all

such coincidences as occur anywhere in the plane. Points of coin-
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cidence of the first kind, for whicli PP' ultimately takes up a

definite position as P, P' a])])roa('h C, are generally of infinite

number, as we shall see immediately, and lie upon a curve, so that

there is a definite number of such points lying upon an arbitrary

line. The whole number of these points is therefore denoted by
e (1, 2)(1), where the symbol (1, 2) has only a formal significance,

as indicating that the ultimate line PP' caimot be supposed to pass

through an arbitrary point of the plane, tliough it meets an arbi-

trary line, and the symbol (1) indicates that we consider all points

of coincidence, C, of the kind in question, which lie upon an arbi-

trary line. Under the hypothesis that all the symbols have definite

finite values, the equation we are to prove is

(0)(2)' + (l)(l)' + (2)(0)' = €(0, 2)(2) + e(l, 2)(1).

It must be understood that, when the contrary is not stated, the

corresponding points P, P' are supposed to be so defined as to be

distinguishable from one another. For instance, the theory applies

when the P, P' are in a (1, 1) correspondence defined by general

linear equations. But, if this linear correspondence be involutory,

two points, A, B, which are a pair of the involution, give two pairs

of the correspondence; for P' is at B when P is at A, and also P' is

at A when P is at B. The steps where the proofs of the fundamental

formulae need such modification are briefly noticed below (p. 101).

Before proceeding to the proof of this equation, we consider the

statements we have made as to the possible modes of coincidence.

Denote the equations which express the correspondence, between

the point {x, y) and the point {x' , y'), for a limited region of the

plane containing both these points, by

x'-f{x,y) = ^, y'-<f>{x,y)=0;

the functions / and </>, in the applications made, are genei-ally

algebraic; but we suppose them at least analytic and holomorphic

(and single valued) in the regions in which they are used. The coin-

cidences of the correspondences are then the points {x, y) which are

the solutions of the equations x—f{x,y) = 0,y—<f>{x,y) = 0. If

(a, b) be such a coincidence, and {x, y), {x', y') be both in the neigh-

bourhood of this, the equations of the correspondence lead, in

virtue of a—/(a, 6) = 0, h — <j>{a, b) = 0, to

x'-x= {x-a)[f^{a,b)-l] + {y-b)Ma,b)+U2,
y'-y={x-a) cf^,{a, b) +{y-b)[cf>^{a, b)-l]+V^,

where L' g , V2 are series in x — a, y — b, involving squares and higher

powers, and/i(ir, y) = df/dx, etc. If then (a, b) do not lie on the curve

,
AMcre ^^ Mx,y)-l, f2{x, y)
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the equations, by an appropriate limiting value of the ratio

{y— h)l{x — a), lead to any assigned limiting value of {y' — y)l{x' — x)
;

that is, the joining line of the coinciding points may be regarded as

capable of an arbitrary ultimate direction. Then we have a point
included in the formula e(0, 2) (2). But if (a, h) lie on the curve
A = 0, the limiting value of {y' — y)/{x' — x) is definite, expressible

as ^i(fl, 6)/[/i(«, 6) — 1], or [(f)2{a, b) — l]/f2{a, b); we have then a
point of coincidence included in the formula e(l, 2)(1). We omit
the consideration of the cases in which neither of the alternative

forms for {y' — y)/{x' — x) is definite in value.

Similarly, we may have a correspondence in which there are oo^

pairs of corresponding points P, P', which then we suppose to lie

in a space of three dimensions. Then we have the formula

(0)(3)' + (l)(2)' + (2)(l)' + (3)(0)' = 6(0,3)(3) + 6(l,3)(2) + e(2,3)(l);

here, on the left, the symbol (i) {j)' means the number of pairs of

corresponding points P, P', in which P lies in an arbitrary space [i],

while P' lies in another arbitrary space [j] ; while, on the right, three

possible kinds of coincidence are contemplated ; these are classified

by the freedom of the ultimate position of the joining line PP' as

P and P' approach to a point of coincidence C, and it is assumed
that this is correlated with the freedom of position of the associated

points C. In particular e(0, 3) (3) is the number of coincidences of

P and P', of such character that the limiting position of the line

PP' may be taken arbitrarily through the point of coincidence;

e(l, 3)(2) is the number of coincidences lying in an arbitrary plane,

for which the ultimate PP' meets an arbitrary line, while, e(2, 3)(1)

is the number of coincidences lying on an arbitrary line, for which
the ultimate PP' satisfies only the (nugatory) condition of meeting
an arbitrary plane.

The general case is that of 00*" pairs of corresponding points, in

a space [r]. The appropriate equation, to be obtained, is immedi-
ately written down from the two preceding cases. On the right of

this equation the general term, one of r terms, has the form
e(i, r){r — i), fori — O, ..., (r— 1); this denotes the number of points

of coincidence, lying in an arbitrary space [?'— i], of which the

ultimate line PP' meets an arbitrary space [i]. For a point to lie

in a [? — i] requires i conditions, and for a line to meet an [i] re-

quires r—l — i conditions. We must then explain the justification

for the evident assumption, in the formula, that the conjoint figure,

of a point of coincidence with the ultimate line PP' through this

point, can satisfy, in all, r— 1 conditions; the simple remark that

there are oo'" pairs of corresponding points, and the coincidence of

a pair, upon the line which joins them, requires one condition, may
not seem enough. On the left of the equation to be obtained, the
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general term, (/)(?• — i')', one of r+1 terms, requires r— i+ i, that is

r elementary conditions.

As in the case r= 2, using non-homogeneous coordinates x^, ...,x^,

we may represent the correspondence, when both P and F' arc in a
suitably limited space, by the r, regular analytic, equations

fi{xi, ..., Xr) — x/ = 0, a coincidence (a^, ...,ar) being a point for

which the r equations /^(aj, ..., a^) — 0^ = hold. If then the corre-

sponding points (x) and {x') arc in the neighbourhood (a), we have,

to the first approximation, r equations such as

x/ -Xi= (a^i - %)fa+... + {Xi- tti) {fa - 1 )+... + (a^,- a,) j\, , (I),

where /j^. is the value at (a) of dfjdx'k. If then

(1 ), the determinant. A, of the coefficients of Xj^— a^, ..., x^— a,, on
the right, be not zero, then the r equations /^ (.^i , ..., x^) — Xi = are

independent in the neighbourhood of (a); in this case, by suitable

limiting values of the ratios of a^^ — a^, ... , aj^— a^, that is, by a suit-

able direction of approach of (x) to (a), we can secure that the
ultimate direction of PP', determined by the limits of the ratios of

Xi —Xi, ..., Xjf — x^, is arbitrary. This corresponds to the hypothesis
of discrete points of coincidence, and the term e(0, r){r). While

(2), if this determinant A be zero, but not every minor of (r— 1)

rows and columns therein, then the equations f^ {xi, ..., x^) — Xi=
determine a curve of points of coincidence lying in the neighbour-
hood of (a). In this case, the equations (I), by elimination of

Xi — a^, ..., x^— a^, imply a linear relation connecting x-^ — x-^^, ...,

Xj.' — Xj.; thus the ultimate line PP' may be, by suitable approach
of (x) to (a), any line through (a) lying in a certain prime, and there

is, in general, one such ultimate PP' meeting an arbitrary line of

the space [;•]. The equations (I) are only a first approximation; the
more accurate statement is that the ultimate lines PP' lie on a cone,

with vertex at (a), of dimension r— 1, having a definite number of

intersections with an arbitrary line of the space [r]. The symbol
€(1, r)(r — 1) thus represents a definite number when the complete
equations representing the correspondence are algebraic. Next

(3), if every first minor of the determinant A be zero, then the
equations fi{x^, ..., Xj.) — Xi= determine an oo^ of points of coin-

cidence in the neighbourhood of (a), say a surface; and the equations
(I) imply two necessary linear relations connecting x^' — x^, ...,

Xj.' — Xj.; in this case, the ultimate lines PP' are any lines through
(a) in a space [r — 2]. Or, more generally, considering the complete
equations to which the equations (I) are an approximation, these
lines PP' are the generators of a conical locus, of dimension r— 2,

having a finite number of intersections with an arbitrary plane of

the space [r]; and the symbol e(2, r)(r— 2) has a definite value,

when the correspondence is algebraic.
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And so in general, the term e(?', r){r— i) arises from points of co-

incidence lying on one or more manifolds, 3/,, of dimension i,

through any point of which the ultimate lines PP' are the generators

of a cone of dimension r— i. For instance, when r= 3, we have the

cases, (1), of discrete coincidences, the lines PP' being all the lines

through the point of coincidence; (2), of curves of points of coin-

cidence, the ultimate lines PP' being the generators of a conical

sheet, with vertex at the point of coincidence; and (3), of surfaces

of points of coincidence, there being a finite number of ultimate

positions PP' through a point of coincidence.

The reasonableness of the formula being thus made clear, we
pass to a detailed proof. For the cases r= 2 and r= 3 this can be

given without much difficulty so as to explain also Schubert's

symbolism, as we first shew (Schubert, Kalkid, 1879, p. 45; see also

Math. Ann. x, 1876, p. 54). But some readers may prefer to pass at

once to the less symbolical general proof given later (pp. 99 ff.),

which includes the cases r— 2, 3.

Supposing the corresponding points P, P' to lie in a space [3],

associate these points, respectively, with the letters jp and q; the

primary meaning of these letters is in equations of condition, in

which they signify the condition of lying in an arbitrary plane, im-

posed on P or P' respectively; but here p denotes the number of

corresponding pairs, P, P' whereof P lies in an arbitrary plane,

with a corresponding meaning for q. Similarly let g denote the

condition that a specified line, g, should meet an arbitrary line ; in

our case the specified line is the join, PP', of the corresponding

points P and P' . Further let e denote a coincidence, in our case of

the corresponding points P, P' . We then postulate the symbolic

equation e=p+ q — g.

This is justified by first supposing that limitations equivalent to

00^ elementary conditions are imposed, so as to reduce the aggregate

of pairs of points P, P' to oo^ ; and then considering the correspond-

ence of a pair of planes, of a pencil of planes, with a line g as axis,

of which one plane contains P and the other P'. In each plane of

the pencil, in accordance with the definition of P, lie p points P,

each of w^hich gives a point P', and hence a corresponding plane;

while, reversely, in such a plane, lie q points P', each of which gives

a point P, and hence a corresponding plane. There is thus a corre-

spondence, in the planes of the pencil, of indices {q, p), and there

are q+p coincidences of pairs of corresponding planes. These arise,

however, from e coincidences of the points P, P' ; and from the g
cases in which the line PP' intersects the axis of the pencil. Thus

e+g= q+p, which is the symbolic equation put down. It will be

seen that this equation, modified by such multiplications, indicating

further conditions, as render the terms capable of concrete inter-
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pretation, is the basis of Schubert's method. We also employ the

symbolic equations of condition ^^= gp-\-ge, pg — p'~ + ge> which in-

troduce two fresh symbols, gj,, the condition that a line g should

contain an arbitrary point, and gg , the condition that a line g should

lie in an arbitrary plane. The former of these equations is one we
have remarked upon above (p. 78), expressing that the condition,

for a line g, of meeting two arbitrary lines, is compounded of the

alternative conditions, of passing through an arbitrary point and
lying in an arbitrary plane; it may be looked upon as a particular

case of a relation (p. 83) for lines in space [r\ expressible by

(r-2, r){p, q) = {p-l, q) + {p, q-l).

The second of these equations is an equation of condition for the

composite entity consisting of a line (g) with a distinguishable point

(p) thereon. The left side is the condition that the point lies on a
given arbitrary plane, while the line meets a given arbitrary line;

in a notation already employed (p. 93) it may be denoted by
(2)(1, 3). On the right side, the term p'^ is the condition for the

point to lie in two arbitrary planes, that is, to lie on an arbitrary

line; supplying a unitary factor (2, 3) as condition for the line g, the

condition may bedenoted also by (1)(2, 3). The term gg is the con-

dition for the line g to lie in a given plane, and may be denoted by
(1, 2), to which, if desired, may be supplied the unitary factor (3)

for the point p. The whole equation may thus be denoted by
(2)(1, 3) = (1)(2, 3)-i-(l, 2). As the equation is to be applied to cases

in which, by imposing complementary conditions, it becomes an
equation in the numbers of the composite entity {g, p) which satisfy

the conditions, it may be justified, as explained before (p. 78), by
taking the ease when the arbitrary plane, in which p is to lie, con-

tains the arbitrary line which g is to meet. The composite condition

can then obviously be satisfied in two ways; either, by the point p,
of the line g, lying on the arbitrary line (g not necessarily being in

the plane); this corresponds to the term p^ on the right: or, by the

line^ lyii^g in the arbitrary plane, in which case the point jl> lies in this

plane; this corresponds to the term gg on the right. It may be

similarly proved that, for a line in space [r], associated with a

distinguishable point thereon, there is an equation

{a,r){b) = {b,r){a) + {a,b),

where a<b; which may be proved by considering the particular

case when the space [a] lies in the space [b]. Assuming then

^=P + q-S^ g^^gp+ ge, Pg=P" + ge, and hence qg^q^+ge,

the first gives, using the others,

^g=Pg+qg-g^={P^+ ge)+{q^+ ge)-{gp + ge)=P^+q^+ ge-g^,

BGVI 7
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and also gives

hence

€g^ €20 = 2J'^+ l^q^- q^- gj,, or p"^ +M+ g2 = (gj,+ e^) + e;?.

This equation leads to the equation for the coincidences of a

correspondence of oo^ pairs of points P, P' in a plane m, enunciated

above. For first, p^, the condition that P lies in two arbitrary planes,

and therefore in their line of intersection, is the condition for P to

be at the point where this line meets the plane zo ; thus p'^ is what
was before denoted by (0)(2)', And similar remarks hold for the

other two terms, pq which is (1)(1)', and q^ which is (2)(0)'. Again,

gj, , expressing that the line PP', in the plane w, passes through an
arbitrary point, not necessarily in the plane w, is zero; while eg,

expressing a coincidence in which (the limiting position of) the line

PP' meets an arbitrary line, that is, passes through the point in

which this line meets the plane w, will be the condition we have
denoted by e(0, 2)(2); and similarly ep will be €(1, 2)(1),

But we can proceed further in the same way, and obtain the

equation for the coincidences of a correspondence of oo^ pairs of

points P, P' in space. It is convenient to introduce another symbol,

gg , the condition for a line g both to pass through a given point and
to lie in a given plane (to be a line of a given flat pencil); evidently

we have gg^ =gg^ ggj, . Then, from pg=p'^+ge, g'^=ge+gv^ ^^ have

p'^g=p^JrPge, Pg^=P^g+ geg>=P^g+ gs, Pg'^=Pge+ Pgp,

and, hence, p^+ pg,+ gg= jy^g+gs=pg^=pgp+ Pge

,

so that pgp= p^-\-gsi and qgp= q^ + gsl but, we found above

€p=pq—gg, and we have e=p + q—g; thus

^gp=pgp+qgv-gg2>={p^+gs)+{q^+gs)-gs=p^+q^+gs>

as also

ege = pge+ qge" gge , ^P^= iPq -ge)P=PS" Pge » ^^^ = jJq" - qge ',

so that

^gp+ ^ge+ eijH eg2 ^ (p3 _j. ^3 + ^J 4. (^^^ _^ qg^_ g^^

+ {p'^q -pge)+ {pq^ -qge),
and hence

p^+p^q+lJq^+ q^=egp+€p^+ €{q^+g,) = €gj,+ €qg+€p\

if we recall that qg=q^-\-ge- Here eg^ is e(0, 3)(3), while eqg is

c(l, 3)(2), and e/?^ is e(2, 3)(1), the factor (2, 3) being supplied pro

forma. The equation is tlierefore exactly that enunciated,

3 2

E(i) (3 -«)'= 2e(i, 3) (3-*).
i=0 i=0



''±\i){r-iy-{0,r){r
i=0
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a multiple point of order (/)(0)' at this arbitrary point. The order

of the curve is equal to this multiplicity together with the number
of intersections of the curve with an arbitrary prime through this

point, which is (0, r— 1). Thus we have

(0,r)(r-l)' = (r)(0)' + (0,r-l);

which is the equation {e). From this and (rf), since

(0, r-l) = (r-2, r)(0, r),

equation (6) follows.

Assuming this, we can prove that the equation (a), as written,

follows from the hypothesis that this equation holds when r— 1 is

put for r. Take a fixed point 0, and a fixed prime Q. (not containing

O); and, from the oo*" original pairs of corresponding points P, P',

consider the oo''~^ pairs in which P lies in Q.; projecting each of the

points P', which correspond to such points P, from O, into points

P" which lie in Q, we hav^e a correspondence of oo'""^ pairs P, P"
in Q.. For this correspondence, from the hypothesis made for the

equation (a), we have

s\j)(r-l-j)"=''s"V(j,r-l)(r-l-j),

where (r— 1 —j)" refers to a position of P" in a space [r — 1 —j] lying

in Q., and e' refers to a coincidence of P and P", which lies in a

[r—l—j] of Q., the ultimate line PP" meeting a [j] of Q.. But, the

point P" will lie in a [r — 1 —j] of Q, if and only if P' lie in the [/*—_;']

which joins the [r—l—j] to 0. The left side of this equation is

r-l
therefore the same as the terms S {i){r— iy occurring on the left

1=0

side of the equation (a). The right side of this equation has, for first

term, e'(0, r — l)(r— 1), referring to coincidences of P and P" in

which the ultimate PP" has an arbitrary direction in Q. Such a

coincidence arises when the point P', corresponding to P, is itself

in Q. and coincides with P, in such a way that the ultimate line PP'
can be regarded as meeting an arbitrary line (through 0); such a

coincidence also arises when P and P', not coinciding, are in a line

through O. We may thus replace the term e'(0, r— l)(r— 1) by
e(l, r)(r— 1) + (0, r)(r— 1), referring to the original 00*" corresjDond-

ence. For jf > 0, however, the term €'{j, r— l)(r— 1 —j) of the right

side, or say the term e' {i — 1, r—l){r— i), where i=j+l, so that

i>l, is the same as the term e(t, r){r — i) applied to the original

correspondence in [r]. The right side of this equation is thus
r-l

(0, r)(r— 1)+ S e{i, r){r— i), applied to the original correspondence.
i=l

Thus the equation (a) is established.

Thus, finally, the desired formula (c) is obtained.
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Ex. 1. For the composite entity consisting of a line with two dis-
tinguishable points thereon, we have used the unsymmetric equation (/>).

Prove also the symmetric equation

(0)(r)' + (r)(0)' + (0,r-l) = e(0,r)(r),

and the unsjTnmetric generalisation of (6)

(r- i) {iy + {i, r) (r- i - 1 ) - (i - 1 , r) (r - i) = e {i, r)(r- i).

Ex. 2. For a correspondence of oo^ pairs of corresponding points in a
plane, prove that (1)(1)' is equal to the number of pairs of corresponding,
but not coinciding, points upon an arbitrary line, together with the
number, e(l, 2)(1), of pairs of coinciding corresponding points upon the
Une.

Ex. 3. We have remarked that, in the preceding theory, it is supposed
that the corresponding points P, P' are distinguishable from one another,
by their geometrical construction or otherwise. Consider now a corre-
spondence of points P, P', in a plane, which are harmonic conjugates of
one another, in regard to a fixed point O, and a fixed line I, to examine
the application of the formulae given, to this involutory case. The points
P, P' are in line with O, and Z is a range of self-corresponding points at
each of which the ultimate line PP' has a definite direction, passing
through O. In this case, in the formula eg — p^ + q^ + g^ — g^^ , of p. 97, we
have 2y- — q'- — l, ge=Sp = ^^ and hence eg, which we denote by e(0, 2) (2),
becomes equal to 2. Similarly, the formula (rf), of p. 99, for r= 2, namely
(0, 2)(l)-|-(0, 2)(l)'-(0, l) = e(0, 2)(2), putting (0, 1) = 0, gives again
c(0, 2) (2) = 2. The general formula of coincidence

(0)(2)' + (l)(l)' + (2)(0)' = e(0,2)(2) + e(0, 1)(1)

is then valid, in the form 1 + 1 + 1 = 2 + 1. For a general homographic
transformation in a plane, it is valid, because e(0, 2)(2) = 3 and
.(0, 1)(1) = 0.

Ex. 4. Another involutory correspondence in a plane is that of the
pairs of points in which the plane is met by the two inflexional tangents
at a point of a surface, say of order n. For the indices of the corre-
spondence we have (0)(2)' = (2)(0)' = «(» — l)(n — 2), a point P of the
plane, not on the surface, being on an inflexional tangent at a point X,
of the surface, if X lie on the first and second polars of P. It has been
remarked (p. 91) that the ruled surface formed by the inflexional
tangents at the parabolic points ofthe surface is of order 2/t (n — 2) (3n — 4).

Hence, taking account of the involutory character of the correspondence,
we infer e(l, 2)(l) = 2/i(n — 2)(3n — 4) + 2n; also, the number of pairs of
inflexional tangents which meet a line is /i(« — 1)'^, and each gives two
pairs of corresponding points on this line. Hence, by Ex. 2 above, we
have, for the correspondence in the plane,

(1) (1)' = 2n (n - 1)2 + 2n (n - 2) (3n - 4) + 2n, = 4n{2n^- -6n + 5).

Ex. 5. As an application of Ex. 4, the number of points of the surface,
for which the inflexional tangents meet two given arbitrary lines in a
plane—either by one inflexional tangent of the pair meeting each of the
two lines, or by both meeting the same—is

4n(2n2_6n + 5) + w(n-l)2 + n(n-l)2, =2n(5rt2_i4n + ll).

Again, the number of points of the surface for which the inflexional

tangents both meet the same repeated line of the plane, is

2n (n - 2) (3n - 4) + 2n + 4n (n - 1 )2, = 2n (Sn'^ — 14« + 11).
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If we regard the pair of lines in the plane, or the repeated line, as alter-

native degenerations of the absolute conic of the plane, either of these
formulae gives the number of umbilici of the general surface of order n.

Cf. Schubert, Kolkiil, p. 244; and Voss, Math. Ann. ix, 1876, p. 241.
Ex. 6. As an example of Schubert's symbolism, the following deter-

mination of the number of torsal lines of a ruled surface may be given
(Schubert, Kolkiil, p. 60, No. 22; see also p. 196, F. 1. And Chap, i

above, p. 26). Of the oo^ generators consider a correspondence between
two generators g and h ; let g also denote the number of corresponding
pairs in which g meets an arbitrary line, with a similar meaning for h

;

p denote the condition that g and h meet an arbitrary plane in points of
a ray of an arbitrary flat pencil of rays in that plane, and e the condition
thatg and h coincide, being "consecutive". Then, by considering a pencil
of rays in a plane, we have the equation of condition g + h — €+ p. If also

a be the condition that two generators g, h intersect without coinciding,
we again have, considering an arbitrary plane, a+ e = p. Thus a = 2^ — g — h.

We have however eg, = e/j, = order of the ruled surface; also e^ is the
class of a plane section of the surface. Thus ea, which is the number
of torsal generators, being ^e^— eg— eh, or 2ep — 2eg, is equal to
2{2n + 2p — 2 — n), if n be the order of the surface, and p the genus of
a plane section.

Ex. 7. The following example of the general formula gives what we
may describe as the point-equivalence of an unusual intersection of two
manifolds in space [r], whose usual intersection consists of points. Let
Mg"^ and N/^ denote two algebraic manifolds in space [r], of orders w and
n, whose dimensions s and t are complementary, namely s + t = r; suppose
that these have, as part intersection, a manifold jP;^., of dimension k,

{k>0), at every point of which Mg"^ and A^^" have definite distinct

tangent spaces, [s] and [t] ; but otherwise meet only in points. We prove
that the number, |, of these points is

k k-

^ =mn— S €{i, k + 1, k + 2, ..., r){r — i), or tnn— 2 e{k — i, 0'^~'^}{r— i),
1=0 i=0

where €{k— i, 0^~^}(r— i) denotes the number of points of the section of
Fj. by a space [r — i], at which the space [r — k], or [s + f — A], containing
the tangent spaces of M and N (which both pass through the tangent
space [k] of F), meets an arbitrary space [i]. In space [r], this is equiva-
lent to r — {r — k) — i, or k — i, elementary conditions, while the condition
for the point to lie in a space [r — i] is equivalent to i elementary con-
ditions; there will then presumably be a finite number of such points
existing on the F;^. The symbol e{k — i, 0^~''}{r— i), relating to the join,

[r — k], of the tangent spaces [r], [s], is different from the grade
co^._i = e{k — i, 0^'}(r — i), defined above (p. 73), relating to the meet [k],

tangent to Fj., of these tangent spaces [r], [s].

The formula is a direct application of the equation

2(?')(r— ^)' = I;e(l, r){r—i),

applied to the correspondence of points P, P', in which P is any point
of Mg"', and P' is any point of Ay* ; as, to any point P, of M, there corre-

sponds any one of the co* points P' of N, and to any point P' of N corre-

spond 00*" positions of P, anywhere on M, there are in all oo^+' or oo'' couples
of corresponding points. By the same condition, however, as there is no
position of P at an arbitrary point of the space [r], the term (0)(r)' is

zero; and so, likewise, for the same reason, are all the terms (l)(r— 1)',

(2)(r— 2)', ... which precede the term {r— s){r— ty on the left side of the
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equation; this term is however equal to mn, there being m points P of
the manifold M/" lying on an arbitrary space [r — s], and, corresponding
to each, n points P' of the A'^" lying on an arbitrary space [r— /]; as
spaces [r — ?], Avith i>t, do not intersect Ays the succeeding terms, of
the series on the left of the equation, all vanish. Now consider the right
side of the equation. Let ^ be the ninnber of points common toM and N
which do not lie on F; such a point is a coincidence of the correspondence;
and, we assume, the points P, P', ofM and A^ can be made to approach
this intersection so that the ultimate line PP' is any line through this

;

there is thus such a line through an arbitrary point of the space [r].

Wherefore, these intersections furnish a contribution ^ to the first term,
e(0, r)(r), on the right of the equation. The other coincidences of the
correspondence are the common points of M and A^ which lie on jP ; at
such a point, we assume, the ultimate line PP' is any line, through the
point, which lies in the space [r — A'] which is the join of the tangent spaces
ofM and A", at this point. Just as, for example, if P, P' be points of two
curves which intersect at O, the line PP', when P and P' approach to O,
is any line in the plane containing the tangent lines of the curves at O.
The number of such ultimate lines PP' which intersect an arbitrary
space [/] is therefore the number of such joining spaces [r — k\ which
intersect this space [/]. When i>k, the space [i] being arbitrary, this

number is zero; but for less values of i, the terms Se(i, r){r — i), of the
correspondence equation, for coincidences lying on F, furnish the terms
k
S e{A; — ijO*""^'} (r — /). Theseterms together then give the point-equivalence

t=
of the intersection F, ofM and A'^, whose remaining intersections have
the number ^ given by the formula.
Ex.8. As an illustration of the formula {a,r){b) — {b,r){a) = {a,b),

for a Une on which is a distinguishable point, which has been quoted
(p. 97), the following may be taken. Suppose that we have an algebraic
system of manifolds Mj., of dimension k, in space [r], the system being
of aggregate oop. Further let a, b be such that 0^a<b^r, and
a + b = 2{r — k) — p. Consider the aggregate of all possible tangent lines

of all these manifolds; on each Mj. are oo*^ points, at each of which (we
assume) are oc''~^ tangent lines; the aggregate of all these tangent lines

is thus 00-*^"^+'*. The condition (a, b), or {r—\ — a, r— b}, for a line is of
power 2r — 1 — rt — 6, and this, by the assumed relation, is 2A;— 1 + p. Of
all the tangent lines, of the system of manifolds, there is thus a finite

number, which satisfy the condition {a, b), of lying in an arbitrary [b]

and meeting an arbitrary [o] therein. The number (a, r) (b) is that of points,
on the manifold M,., where these are intersected by a space [ft], at which
the tangent lines meet a space [a]; with a similar meaning for (ft, r){a).

For instance, for r=:3, A' = 1, a = l, 6 = 2, taking an algebraic system of
GO^ curves in ordinary space, the number {a, ft) is that of these curves
which touch an arbitrary plane; the number (1, 3) (2) is the order of the
ruled surface generated by the tangents of these curves at points where
the curves meet an arbitrary plane; and the number (2, 3)(1), in which
the symbol (2, 3) is unitary, is the number of curves of the system which
meet an arbitrary line.

This particular case, for ordinary space, is remarked by Schubert
(Kdlkul, p. 27). The general ibrnudation was made by Fieri.

Ex. 9. A simple application of the principles here developed is to the
normals of a surface in ordinary space. Suppose this is of order n, of
rank r, and of class n'. Let cj denote the plane of the Absolute conic;

let P' be the pole, in regard to the Absolute conic, of the line in which the
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plane w is met by the tangent plane at a point P of the surface. We define
the normal at P as the line PP'. It may easily be seen that, as P describes
a plane section of the surface, P' describes a curve in w of order r ; and
that the points P, P' are then in (1, 1) correspondence. Thus the normals
of the surface at the points of a plane section generate a ruled surface of
order r + n\ and there are r normals of the surface in a general plane. But,
in particular, there are oo normals in the plane gj, enveloping a curve of
class r + n. To find how many normals of the surface pass through an
arbitrary point, O, of the space, join O to any point P of the surface, and
let the joining line meet the plane nr in Q; as before let P' be the point
of the plane tu determined from P. Consider the correspondence of oo^

pairs Q, P' in the plane w ; the normals to the surface from O correspond
to the coincidences of this correspondence. In the general case, these
are finite in number, and given by the formula (0)(2)' + (l)(l)' + (2)(0)',

where (0), (1), (2) refer to Q and (2)', (1)', (0)' refer to P'. The terms herein
are easily seen to be n, r and n', respectively; so that the number of
normals of the surface from O is n + r + n'.

We may also find the number of lines normal to two given general sur-
faces. For the order and class of the congruences of normals of these two
surfaces, respectivelj', are given by {n^^ + r^^ + n^' ,r-^) and (n2 + ^2 + ''2'» ^2);

while there is a curve of class Wi + Tj in the plane zzj, whose tangents
satisfy the definition of a normal of the first surface, and a similar curve
of class n^ + r^ for the second surface. The number of normals common
to the two surfaces is, therefore,

(«i + ri + n/) (ng + rj + n^') + r^r^- (w^ + r^) (n^ + r^),

or (Wi+ ri) Wg'+ (Wg+ ^•2) *^/ + '''1^2+ n{n^.

Schubert obtains the number, r, of normals of a surface which lie in

an arbitrary plane, by supposing the Absolute conic, defined tangentially,
to degenerate into two pencils of lines, with centres /, J, together with
the joining line IJ , say g, counted doubly. Then the normals of the surface,
lying in an arbitrary plane, are assumed to be the same in number as
those in a plane which passes through the point /; and these consist of
the tangent lines of the surface, in this plane, which pass through /,

which are r in number. Again, the normals of the surface from an
arbitrary point are assumed to be the same in number as those passing-

through the point 1; and these consist, first, of n lines, all coinciding
with g, one at each intersection of the surface with this line g\ then,
second, of r tangents to the surface from /, in an arbitrary plane through
1 ; and, then, lastly, of n' , arising from points of contact of tangent planes
of the surface drawn through the line g. See Kalkiil, p. 16, where the
reference for the results is to Sturm, Math. Ann. vii, 1873, p. 567.
Schubert also considers the Absolute conic, defined punctually, as
degenerating into two lines [loc. cit. p. 244).
Ex. 10. For two general primals, of orders n, n', in Euclidean space

of r dimensions, the number of common normals (defined, as above, by
an Absolute quadric in a particular prime space [r— 1]) is given by Fieri

{Rend. Palermo, v, 1891, p. 323), with reference to Fouret (Bull. d. I. Soc.
Math. d. France, vi, 1878, p. 43) in the form

r r—k

k=\ j=0

where p^ is the rank, defined on p. 73 above, given by

e{l% 0'*-*}(i+l), =W(W- 1)^-1
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in general, for i — \, ... ,r. For instance, when r = 4, the number is

(PlPi + P2P3 + P2P2 + PiPl) + iPlPi + PzPi + P4P2') + {p3Pi + P4P3') + P4P4'-

Putting p/ = P2' = • • • = p'r-i = 0' Pr' = 1 ' t'^^ number of normals of a single

primal which pass through an arbitrary point, is p-^^ + p^+ ... + p^.

Part IV. Pairs of corresponding spaces [A], in space [r]. If,

in space [/•], we have oo'' pairs of corresponding spaces \k\, where

e. =(r— A-)(A'+1), is tlie freedom of such spaces, then, in case the

coincidences of two corresponding spaces are only finite in number,

this number is S(ao, ..., afc)(r— %.,..., r— flo)', where the two
Schubert symbols refer to the two spaces of a pair, respectively,

and the svmimation extends over all sets of integers a^, ..,,%.,

subject to 0^a^^<ay <...<aj.^r.

This summation-, as we have remarked (p. 72), contains, therefore,

in general (r+ 1, A;+ 1) terms. For A; = 0, the sum is that, 2(i)(r— i),

obtained for oo'" pairs of points. For oo^ pairs of lines in a plane, the

number of coincidences, when finite, is

(0, 1)(1, 2)' + (0, 2)(0, 2)' + (l, 2)(0, 1)', or l+ cc' + V,

where I is the number of the first elements (lines) of a pair, which

coincide with an arbitrary line, c is the number which pass through

an arbitrary point, and /', c' have the same meanings for the second

elements of a pair; a simple application is to the case when the oo^

lines are the tangents of two curves in the plane, and any tangent

of one curve corresponds to every tangent of the other. For an oo*

of pairs of lines in ordinary space [3], the number of coincidences is

(0, 1)(2. 3)' + (0, 2)(1, 3)' + (0, 3)(0, 3)' + (l, 2)(1, 2)' + (l, 3)(0, 2)'

+ (2, 3)(0, 1)';

for instance, if we consider two congruences of lines, and any line

of one of these congruences is regarded as corresponding to every

line of the other, the formula reduces to Halphen's well-known

result (0, 3)(0, 3)' + (l, 2)(1, 2)', for the number of lines common to

the congruences; or, as another instance, for the number of lines

common to a ruled surface and a complex of lines, we have

(1, 3)(0, 2)', the product of the orders of the ruled surface and the

complex. For an oo^ of pairs of corresponding planes in ordinary

space, the formula gives

(0, 1, 2)(1, 2, 3)' + (0, 1, 3)(0, 2, 3)' + (0, 2, 3)(0, 1, 3)'

+ (1,2,3)(0, 1,2)';

for instance, there are oo^ planes tangent to a cone, and oo- planes

passing through the tangent lines of a curve; the formula then gives

the number of tangent lines of the curve which touch the cone ; and,

it reduces to (0, 2, 3)(0, 1, 3)', the product of the class of the cone

and the rank of the curve.

The general formula above was enunciated and proved by Severi,
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Rend. Lincei, ix, 1900, p. 321. In what follows we shall illustrate

this proof by carrying it out when r= 3, for the case k^l. For the

case of lines see also Fieri, Atti... Torino, xxv, 1890, p. 365. For the

cases when the pairs of corresponding elements are those of a mani-
fold 00% each taken with those of a manifold oo*, with s-\-t = r (as

in all the examples given above), see Schubert, Mittheil. d. math.

Ges. Hamburg, i, 1886, p. 134.

In general the proof of the formula is by induction; being sup-

posed to be proved for space [r— 1], it is deduced for space [?•]. As
we have proved it to hold for points in space [2], and can hence
deduce it, by duality, for lines in space [2], this is sufficient. And
in proceeding now to prove the theorem for lines in space [3], we
can assume it true in space [2].

Consider, in ordinary space [3], an aggregate, V, of oo* pairs of

corresponding lines. From this aggregate we select an aggregate,

y, of 00^ pairs of corresponding lines, so chosen that all the coin-

ciding pairs of the aggregate T are equally coincidences in y ; to find

the number of coincidences in V, it is thus sufficient to find tlie co-

incidences in y. The deduction of y from F is as follows : Take an
arbitrary point P, and an arbitrary plane w; for a pair of lines of

F to intersect is a one-fold condition ; for the point of intersection

to lie on the plane c? is a one-fold condition; for the plane of the

lines to pass through P is a further one-fold condition. The aggre-

gate y consists of the oo^ pairs from F which satisfy these three

conditions. Evidently any pair of coinciding lines of F is a pair of

coinciding lines of y. In the aggregate y, the point of intersection

of a pair of the lines describes a curve in the plane w, whose order

we denote by m ; and the common plane of a pair envelops a cone,

of vertex P, whose class we denote by ix. The two lines of a pair, in

the aggregate y, are (as in all the cases discussed in this chapter)

supposed to be distinguishable; we denote them, respectively, by
I and V . Now we take a general plane a, and therein a point A, and
determine a correspondence of the rays of the flat pencil (a. A);
namely, by the condition that two such rays correspond when the

first ray meets a line I of the aggregate y, and the second ray meets
a corresponding line V . As it is a one-fold condition for a line to

meet a given line, there will, of the aggregate y, be a finite number
of pairs for which the line I meets a given ray of the pencil (a, A),

say y pairs; and as it is a two-fold condition for a line to lie in a
given plane, the lines V of these y pairs will meet the plane a in

points, and so determine y rays of the pencil (a, A) corresponding

to the first given ray. Similarly, a second given ray of the pencil is

met by a definite number, say y', of lines /' of the aggregate y, and
the corresponding lines I determine y' rays of the pencil, of the first

kind. There is thus a (?/', y) correspondence of rays of the pencil;
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and therefore there are y-\-y' rays of coineidence in the pencil, eacli

met by both the corresponding lines /, V of a pair of the aggre-

gate y. These y^-y' coincidences in the pencil (a,A ) may arise in three

ways: (1), through a coincidence of the lines /, V of y; (2), because

the point of intersection of I and V is on the plane a—that is, at one

of the m points where the plane a meets the curve, of the plane w,

which is the locus of such intersections; (3), because the pair /, V

meet the plane a in points lying in line with A, that is, because the

plane containing / and V passes through A—namely, when this

plane is one of the /x tangent planes from A to the cone of vertex P
enveloped by the planes (Z, V). The number of coincidences of lines

of a pair I, l', of the aggregate y, is thus y+ y' —m— ^.

Now the number y was that of the lines I, of a pair {I, I') of y,

which meet an arbitrary line. By considering the case when this

line lies in the plane za, whereby in general y is unaltered, we can

fmd an expression for y— m. First, consider the original aggregate

r of 00* pairs of lines /, V ; and then, of these, the oo^ pairs which

satisfy the two-fold condition that the line I lies in the plane m\

project the lines V, of these oo'^ pairs, from P, obtaining thence lines

I" in the plane w. We thus have oo^ pairs of corresponding lines

(/, I"), in the plane tu, of which every /" arises fi'om a line V, of the

aggregate V, of which the corresponding line I lies in the plane w.

If, in the plane w, the line /" satisfy the Schubert condition repre-

sented by (6o, fej), the line V , from which it arises, satisfies, in the

space [3], a condition {h^-^l, h^-\-\), wherein, however, 0^6o<&i^2.
Assuming the formula under discussion to be proved for a plane,

the number of coincidences of lines /, /" in the plane w, is given by
S (tto , %) (2 — Oj , 2 — tto)', with ^ ttfl < «! ^ 2. Wherefore, the number
of pairs of lines I, V, of the aggregate F, which satisfy the conditions

that I lies in the plane ta and its corresponding line V lies with I

in a plane through P, is given by S(ao9 «i)(3 — «i, 3 — ao)', with

0^ao<ai<2. All these pairs {I, V) evidently belong to the aggre-

gate y, and are all the pairs of the aggregate y of which I lies in td.

This being so, consider, as suggested, the number y, of lines /, of a

pair {I, V) of the aggregate y, which meet an arbitrary line, p, of the

plane m. These consist of, (1), those lying in the plane w, their

number has just been expressed; (2), those, not in this plane, whose
intersection with the corresponding line V is at one of the m points

in which the line p meets the curve in the plane w, which is the locus

of intersections of lines /, V of the aggregate y. Thus we have

y= m-\-Yi{aQ, a^{^ — ai,Z — aQ)'. A like argument applied to the

lines I' of the aggregate y leads to the equation

i/' = m-fS(a.o, ai)'(3-ai, 3-flo),

with the same limitations for the values of «„ and a^

.
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We can now prove further that the order m of the curve in the

plane w, and tlie class /x of the cone with vertex at P, which arise

from the definition of the aggregate y, are such that

m-/x= (0, 3)(0, 3)'-(l,2)(l,2)',

where the line symbols refer to the lines I, V of the aggregate F. For
first, w, by definition, is the number of points of intersection, of

two corresponding lines I, V of F lying in a plane through P, which
lie in the line y of the plane m. Consider now how this number is

made up when P lies on this linep: the point, H, where I, V meet,

may lie on j9 at a point which does not coincide with P; then the

plane of Z and /', which contains P, will contain the line y. Let u be
the number of such cases. But, the intersection H may fall at P;
then the plane of /, V need not contain the line 'p. AsP is, essentially,

an arbitrary point, the number of such cases is that denoted, for the

lines I, V of the aggregate F, by the symbol (0, 3)(0, 3)', the notation

denoting that the same arbitrary point is used in both symbols.

Thus we have m = w+(0, 3)(0, 3)'.

By a dual argument, in which the use of the plane w and the

point P is interchanged, we may similarly prove jLt=M+ (1, 2)(1, 2)'.

The cases for which, in considering m, we obtained the number w,

are evidently self-dual in the sense indicated ; and the dual of the

possibility of both / and V passing through P is that in which they

both lie in w.

Finally, then, the number y+ y' —m— fi, of coincidences of a

corresponding pair {I, l') in the aggregate F, is expressed by

S (flfl , %) (3 - «i , 3 - «o)' + 2 (3 - ai , 3 - Oo) (ao_, Qi)'

+ (0, 3)(0, 3)'-(l,2)(l, 2)',

subject to 0^ao<ai^2. If we suppose that when the line I, of a

corresponding pair (/, /'), passes through an arbitrary point, the

condition for /' to pass through the same point, remains two-fold,

as for an arbitrary point, we may replace (0, 3)(0, 3)' by (0, 3)(0, 3)'.

With a similar hypothesis we may replace (1, 2)(1, 2)'by(l, 2) (1,2)'.

It is then easy to see that the whole formula reduces to

which we desired to obtain.

For the proof of the general case, for the oo* aggregate F of corre-

sponding spaces (/,/'), of dimension k, where e= {k+l){r— k), in

space [r], we can similarly select, from F, an aggregate oo^, y, con-

stituted by the pairs (/, I') which meet in a space [/i;— 1], lying in a

given prime m, whose containing space [k+ 1] passes through a given

point P. And then the proof proceeds as here.

Appendix. Some enumerative formulae. Consider a matrix

of ip+l) rows and {q+l) columns (p^q), of which the element
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in the (?', j)th place is homogeneous in the (r+1) coordinates of a

space [r], of order r^ + C;. We consider the manifold given by the

simultaneous vanishing of all determinants of the matrix which

have (c+1) rows and columns. For suitable c such a manifold

exists, and is of dimension r-{p-c-\-\){q-c^\).'To express the

order of this manifold, let

(1 + Ci/) ... (l + c,+iO= 'S YiV, {l-i\t) ... (1-/Wi0= S Pit',

SO that pi,P2' ••• ^^^ alternately negative and positive; form the

determinant oip+ q — 2c-\-2 rows and columns

1,

0,

Pi

1

P2

Pi

Pp+a-2c+l

Pv+a-ic

0,
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with p — c-\-\ rows and columns. If, still more particularly, we have
also Cj= C2= . . . = Cg+i= /x, so that every element of the original matrix

is of order jx, then y^= /i*(g'+ 1, i), where (g'+ 1, i) is a binomial co-

efficient. In this case, putting m for q-\-\, and transposing rows

and columns, the determinant which gives the order may be written

,(p-C+l)(3-C+l) (m, c)

{m, c — 1

)

(m, c + 1)

{m, c)

{m, p)

{m,p-l)

{m, c){'m,2c—p), {7n,2c—p + l),

where each element is a binomial coefficient, to be replaced by zero

M^hen its second index is negative. It can however be proved that

{m,c) ,{m,c+l)

(w,c— 1), {m,c)

...,{m,c + d)

, .., {m,c+ d-
= {m, c)

{m +d, d}

{c + d,d}{m— c+ d, d}'

{ni,c — d), {m,c — d-\-\), ..., {m,c)

in, which, if {{k)) mean l\2\...k\, the notation {n, d] stands for

{{n))/{{d)) {{n — d)); it is understood that d^O and c+ dKm. For
the case under consideration we have d=p — c; thus the required

order of the manifold, given by the vanishing of all determinants

of order c+ 1, in a matrix of type p+1, q+l, wherein each element

is of order /x in the coordinates, is

^(.-c.x)(«-c.x)(^+
1, ,)

{q+P+l-cp-c}
^^

^ ^^ ' {p,p-c}{q+p+l-2c,p-c}

This agrees with a result found by Segre, Rend. Lincei, ix, 1900,

p. 253.

The preceding results assume the original matrix to be of general

form. If this be square {p = q), and be either symmetrical, or skew
symmetrical, general formulae can also be given. In the sym-
metrical case, if the order of the {i,j)th element of the matrix,

supposed to be oi p+l rows and columns, be r^+ r, , wherein
either r^, ..., r^j+i are all integers, or else r^ — h, ..., rj,+i— ^ are

all integers, the dimension of the manifold upon which all deter-

minants, in the matrix, of c+1 rows and columns, vanish, is

r—^{p — c+l){p — c+ 2); and if we define h^, h^, ... by

{l-r^t)...{l-r^^^t)=i:hiP,

then the order of this manifold is

2P-C+1 h.
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where the determinant has p — c+l rows and columns. In par-

ticular, if every element of the original matrix be of order /u,, and
rj = 7-2= ... = !/>(., we have hg= 2-'fji^{p + s,p), where {p + s,}}) is the

binomial coefficient. In this case the order of the manifold is

fi^\ {2p-c+l, 2i + 1 )/{2p -c+l,i),

with e= {p — c+ 2, 2). When the original matrix is skew symmetric,

but p is odd and c is odd, precisely the same formulae hold with the

one change, that the two given values for the order of the manifold

must be divided by 2^-''+^.

These results are due to Giambelli (Segre, Enzyk. Math. Wiss.

Ill, C 7, pp. 828, 856, 930). The following references may be given:

Salmon, Higher Algebra, 1866, Lesson xviii, p. 212; S. Roberts,

Crelle, lxvii, 1867 (with reference to de Jonquieres, Crelle, lxvi);

Schubert, Jahresber. Deut. math. Ver. iv, 1894-5; Vahlen, Crelle,

cxiii, 1894; Fieri, Rend. Palermo, xi, 1896; Segre, Rend. Lincei,

IX, 1900; Palatini, Rend. Lincei, xi, 1902; Nanson, Mess. Math.

XXXIII, 1903; Kohn, Archiv d. Math. u. Phys. iv, 1903; Giambelli,

Rend. Lincei, xii, 1903; ibid. Atti...Torino, xxxviii, 1903; ihid.

Mem. 1st. Lombardo, x, 1903 and xi, 1904; ibid. Atti...Torino, xli,

1905.



CHAPTER III

TRANSFORMATIONS AND INVOLUTIONS FOR
THE MOST PART IN A PLANE

The present chapter is designed to indicate some preliminary

theorems, for the most part dealing with plane geometry, which it

is desirable for the reader to have in mind in dealing with the sub-

sequent theory of surfaces. The treatment is only introductory, but
can be supplemented by the wdde literature, extending over a long
time, which treats of the questions referred to.

Cremona transformations in a plane. Take a set of distinct

points in a plane; and consider the plane curves, of given order, say
n, which have multiple points of assigned order at these; suppose
that the assigned orders are such that the general curve satisfying

the conditions has an equation of the form Xu+ ij.v+vw= 0, wherein
w= 0, v = 0, w = are particular curves of the system, and A, fi, v

are arbitrary parameters; suppose further that any two curves of

the system have only one intersection, outside the assigned points

common to all. Then the equations x'lu= y'/v = z'lw, corresponding

to any point, {x, y, z), whose coordinates enter in u, v, w, define

another point, {x' ,
y', z'), of the plane. Conversely, if («', y', z') be

any given point of general position, these equations define a point

{x, y, z), which is the common point, outside the given base points,

of the two curves x'v — y'u— 0, x'w — z'u= 0. Thus the equations are

capable of solution in the form x/u' — yjv' = z/w', where u', v', w' are

homogeneous polynomials of the same order in x', y', z' . There is

thus established a (1, 1) birational correspondence of points

{x, y, z), (x'j y', z') of the plane.

We may denote the prescribed multiple points by a scheme
(/i^i, ig^a, ...), meaning that the curves are to have -p^ distinct i^-ple

points (with tangents all unassigned), p^ H'V^^ points (with unas-

signed tangents), and so on. Suppose that these numbers are such

which w^e may denote by 2i = 3n— 3, Et^= w^— 1. The second

equation secures that two curves of the system which are such as

have a finite total number (n^) of common points, have one inter-

section not at the base points; and, if the prescribed conditions at

the base points lead to linearly independent conditions for the co-

efficients in the general curve which is subject thereto, the number
of such curves which are linearly independent will be

i(n-l-l)(n + 2)-iSi(i-M), =i(n2+3n-f2)-i(n2-l-t-3n-3), =3,
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as we have supposed above. But the numerical conditions, even
when independent, do not ensure that the resulting curves are

without a common part, which is a necessary condition for the.

proof that any two curves of the system have only one free inter-

section. For instance, quintic curves with the prescribed base

system (3^, 1^) break up into the line joining the two triple points,

and quart ie curves with the base (2-, 1^), of which any two have 2
intersections outside this base.

Suppose now that the conditions at the base are independent,
and that the resulting curves have no common part, so that, con-
versely, the numerical conditions are satisfied; and the reverse
expressions for x, y, z in terms of x', y', z' follow as above. Then the
curve Xu+ IXV+ vw = has a genus given by

i(n-l)(n-2)-iZ/(/-l),

that is l{n^— Sn+ 2) — ^{n^— 1 — on+ 3), or zero, the same as that
of the line A^' + ixy' + vz' = 0, to which it corresponds. The curves
of the plane {x', y', z') which correspond to the lines Xx+ ixy+ vz— 0,

given by Xu' + fiv' + vw' = 0, will have an order equal to the number
of common solutions, for general values of A, /x, v and p, q, r, of

Xu' + fiv' +vw' = and px' + qy' + rz' = 0; this is the same as for

Xx + fiy+vz= and pu+ qv+ rw = 0; thus the curves

Xu' + fjLv' + vxv' =
have also the order n. From the (1, 1) correspondence between the
two planes, they will then be of genus zero, and their base system
will satisfy equations which we can represent by

Sj= 3n-3, Sj2= n2_l,

provided their base points be distinct. We consider only cases when
this is so.

To any point, {x, y, z), in the neighbourhood of one of the base
points, O, of the curves u— 0, v = 0, w = 0, will correspond a point

{x', y', z') which, in general, will assume a definite position as

{x, y, z) approaches along a definite line. The points {x\ y', z')

so obtained, which we may speak of as corresponding to the neigh-

bourhood of O, will describe a curve, of which the points correspond
severally to the rays of the pencil of lines through O. This curve will

then be rational. We can obtain the equation of this curve by sup-

posing u, V, w expressed in non-homogeneous coordinates ^, rj, botJi

vanishing at O; and, then, in x'ju= y' lv = z'jw, retaining only terms
of the lowest order in |, rj, we have the ratios of x', tj' , z' expressed
by polynomials, in ^/tj, whose order, i, is the common multiplicity

oi u= 0,v — 0,w — at the point 0. In general terms, it appears
that the base points in the plane [x, y, z) correspond severally to

curves in the plane {x', y', z'), which we may call exceptional (or

BGVI 8
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fundamental) curves. Similarly, there are exceptional curves in the
plane {x, y, z), which correspond to the base points in the plane
{x' ,

y', z'). Such a curve has the property that the substitution, in

u, V, w, of the coordinates of a point of this curve, gives, ultimately,

for {x', y', z'), the same values whatever be the point, namely the
coordinates of the corresponding base point in the plane {x'

,
y' , z').

Using Uy for dujcx, etc., it follows that, if {x, y, z) be a point of an
exceptional cur\-e of the plane {x, y, z), there are ratios of dx, dy, dz

for which the three equations

u^dx+ u^dy+ u^dz= 0, i\dx+ v^dy+ v^dz— 0,

w^dx+ w^dy+ w^dz = 0,

are all satisfied. The exceptional curves are thus part of the curve

expressed by the vanishing of the Jacobian of u, v, w, or, say,

d{u, V, xv)ld {x, y, z). The order of this Jacobian is 3w — 3; we have
seen that, in general, an exceptional curve, in the plane {x, y, z),

has the order, j, of the base point, in the plane {x\ y\ z'), to which it

corresponds, and that Sj = 3w — 3. Thus we infer that the Jacobian

curve referred to is made up of the exceptional curves; and like-

wise, in the general case vmder consideration, the Jacobian curve

d{u', v', w')/d{x', y', z') — is made up of the exceptional curves in

the plane {x', y', z').

After the case of linear transformations, the simplest applica-

tion of the preceding theory is for n = 2. The curves Xu + ij.v+vw =
are then conies, with three distinct simple base points. We may
thus take x'= yz, y' = zx, z' = xy, with the reverse formulae

x= y'z', y— z'x', z= x'y'. The exceptional curves, in either plane,

are now the joining lines of the base points; and in fact the Jaco-

bian of yz, zx, xy is 2xyz. In this simple case, however, we can see

directly that the restriction we have imposed, of distinctness in the

base points of the curves u = 0, v = 0, xv = 0, is not necessary for

obtaining a (1, 1) relation of the two planes. We can use a system

of conies subject to the three conditions of passing through two
points but with a given tangent at one of these ; that is, with three

base points of which the third is "infinitely close" to the second.

In fact the equations x' — x'^, y' = xy, z' = yz have the unique reverse

x= x'y', y= y'^, z= x'z', and the base points in the plane {x', y', z')

are of similar character to those in the plane {x, y, z). The excep-

tional curves, in either plane, consist then of the line joining the

two distinct base points, taken twice over, together with the line

joining the coincident base points. As the reader is aware, the

quadratic transformations have been used to establish an analysis

of multiple points of a plane curve, when these consist of limits

of simple distinct multiplicities lying infinitely close. With this

analysis it is possible to attach a definite meaning to a prescription
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for a curve, that it should have multiple points with other multi-
plicities infinitely close thereto, all of assigned orders. The results

obtained are simple; but the justification, to be complete, is long,

and we do not give space to it here. The reader may consult the

references given below.

A very general (1,1) transformation of the plane, which includes

the quadratic transformation just referred to, is that which is

effected by curves, of order n, having one general (n— l)-fold

multiple point, and (2/i — 2) simple base points, supposed distinct

from one another, and from the (/? — l)-fold point. The numbers of

the appropriate specification, [{n — lY, l^^-^], evidently satisfy the

equations 2i = 3/i — 3, St"=n'-— 1, namely (w— l) + (2/i — 2) = 3^i — 3,

and (n — 1)2+ 2^— 2 = n2— 1, If the coordinates {x, y, z) be taken
with the (n — l)-fold point at x = — y, the equations for the trans-

formation are of the forms

a;' = 2;W„_i+U„, ij'^ZVn-.i + Vn, z'=ZWn_j_+ Wn,

where, for i=n — l, i = n, the symbols u^ , t\ , w^ denote homogeneous
polynomials in x, y, of order i. But we can conveniently modify the
coordinates x', y', z' . For there exists, in general, a definite curve
of order (w — 1 ), wdth a (n— 2)-fold point aXx= — y, passing through
the (2n — 2) assigned base points, these conditions being equivalent
to i(n-2)(n-l) + 2w-2, or |(w-l)(/i + 2) conditions. If this

particular curve have the equation 2a„_2+ cin-i— 0? where a„_2 , a„_i
arc definite homogeneous polynomials in x, y, then we can take the

coordinates x', y', z', so that

x' = x{zan_2+ an-i), y' = y{zan-2+an-i), z' = zbn_i+bn,

where again 6„_i and fe„ are homogeneous in x and y. Writing,
momentarily, Y= yjz, Z= z/x, the eqviations of transformation are

then F'=y, Z' = (Za;&„_i+ 6„)/(Za:2a„-2+ «««-i); if then a/,b/ be
the same polynomials as a^, b^, with x', y' put for x, y, these equa-
tions lead to Z = {

— Z'x'a'n_-^+ bn')j{Z'x'^a'„_2 — x'b'n_^). Thus the
reverse transformations are

x= x'{z'a\_^-b\_^), y= y'{z'a'„_2-b'n_j), 2= (-2'a'„_i + 6'„);

these are obtained from the direct transformations by replacing

('n-i^ bfi-i respectively by — 6'„_i, — a'„_i, and a„_2, &„ respectively

by a'„_2' b'n- This reverse transformation is effected by certain

curves of order n in {x', y', z'), likewise with an (w— l)-fold point at

x' = = y', and (2h — 2) other simple base points.

Consider now the exceptional curves in the plane {x, y, z). The
rational curve 2a„_2+ a„_i= is the exceptional curve which corre-

sponds to the neighbourhood of the multiple base point at x' = = y'

in the second plane. For, in the equations which express x, y, z in

terms of x', y', z', if we retain only the lowest powers of x', y', we
8-2
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find that x, y, z are in the ratios of x'a'n_<^, y'o! n-i-, — a'n-n" so that

we have 2;o„_2+«„_i= 0. Similarly, a line joining the multiple base

point (0, 0, 1), in the plane {x, ij, z). to one of the 2n — 2 points, other

than (0, 0, 1), which are common to the two curves

is an exceptional curve corresponding to one of the 2n — 2 simple

intersections of the two curves z'a'n_2 — b\_y — 0, 2'a'„_i — 6'„ = 0.

The aggregate of these lines is given by fin-ibn-i~^n-2^n = ^l ^^^^

if the transformation be denoted by x'Ju = y'jv = z'Jtv, the Jacobian
of w, V, w is n{zan-2+ an-i){'^n-ibn-i~ <^n-2^n)- The exceptional curves

of the plane {x', y', z') are similar.

It is clear that the quadratic transformation considered above is

a particular case of the present transformation {n = 2). More gener-

ally, the present transformation may be regarded as the result of

a succession of a finite number of quadratic and linear transforma-

tions. For if, momentarily, we put ^ — xjy, r] = z/y, with ^' = x'ly',

7j' = z'ly', the transformation is $' — ^, rj' = {r]0!.+ ^)l{r]y+ 8), where
a, j8, y, 8 are polynomials in ^, of respective orders n—l,n,n — 2,

n—1, for which it is supposed that aS — ^y is not identically zero.

Proxdded neither a, nor y, nor 8, is identically zero, this trans-

formation is made up by the succession of the following four, in

which ^ remains unaltered, but rj is changed by

to prove the statement made, in the general case contemplated, it

is thus sufficient to shew that each of the three transformations

following, in which m denotes a rational function of ^, namely

is obtainable by a finite number of linear and quadratic transforma-

tions. Of these three, however, the first is the linear transformation

x' = x, y' = y, z' = z+ y; and the second is the quadratic transforma-

tion x' = xz,y' — yz,z' = y^; the third, considering in detail the

possible forms for the rational function m, is obtainable by com-
bining a transformation of one of the two forms

f = l,V = K+^)^> or f = ^,v = K+&)-i^,

in which a, b are constants, with a transformation of the form
|' = |, Tj' = [xr], in which fi is rational in ^, but with either its de-

nominator or its numerator of one less order than those of ?n. The
two particular transformations are the quadratic transformations

in which x', y', z' are respectively proportional to xy, y'^, z{ax+ by)

and x{ax+ by), y{ax+by), yz. By continued reduction of the

rational functions m, ix, ... thus arising, the general theorem is there-
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fore proved by induction. If one of a, y, 8 be zero the corresponding
theorem is similarly obtained. With aS — /3y 4= 0, the theorem is

therefore true.

We have supposed the (n — l)-foId point, and the (2n — 2) points,

of the transforming curves, to be distinct. This is not essential. An
extreme case is the transformation x' = xy^^~^, y' = y^^ z' = zy^~'^ + bn,

for which a„_2= and a„_i= 6„_i := ?/""^. In this case the exceptional

curves consist of ^"-^= (replacing 2a„_2+ o„_i= 0), and ?/2«-2= o

{replacing the 2w — 2 exceptional lines). The composition of this

transformation, by linear and quadratic transformations, is easily

obtained.

In such a case, when the transforming curves (of order n) have
coincident base points, the necessary conditions for a (1, 1) trans-

formation are that the base points imposed are equivalent to

^{n + l){n + 2) — 3 linear conditions, that they absorb w'-— 1 inter-

sections of any two of the curves, and are such that the curves are

irreducible ; though, when the analysis of complex multiple points

into a succession of ordinary multiple points following one another
in infinitely near neighbourhood, has been carried out, the con-

ditions can be stated as in the case of distinct base points. Utilising

the description of the multiple points obtained by such an analysis,

it can be shewn that any (1, 1) birational transformation of the

plane can be obtained by compounding transformations of the

character just considered (with base points (n — 1)^, l'^"-^). This was
proved by Castelnuovo, Atti.. .Torino, xxxvi, 1900-1, p. 861 (cf.

Alexander, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. xvii, 1916, p. 295). As we have
shewn that such a transformation is compounded of quadratic

transformations, it follows that the general (1, 1) transforma-

tion may be compounded of quadratic transformations (for a recent

direct proof of this see Enriques-Chisini, Teoria Geom. iii, 1924,

p. 170).

The theory of the resolution of a complex singularity by a succession
of quadratic transformations was enunciated by Noether (Math. Ann.
IX. 1875; Math. Ann. xxiii, 1883). The theorem of the decomposition
of a (1,1) transformation into quadratic transformations was o•i^'en,

almost at the same time, by Noether, Math. Ann. iii, 1870, p. 167; by
Rosanes, Crelle, lxxiii, 1870; and by Clifford (see Cayley, Papers, vii,

p. 223, and Clifford, Papers, p. 542) ; but the completion of the proof
(for cases of complex base points) is due to a remark made by Seore
(Atti. . .Tor1710, xxxvi, 1900-1901, p. 645). A recent exposition of
Noether's analysis of a singular point, is given in Enriques-Chisini,
Teoria Geom. u, pp. 327-535. A detailed account of (1, 1) birational
transformations, in the plane, and in ordinary space, M^ith an exhaustive
Joibliography, is found in Hudson, Cremona Transformations (Cambridge,
1927). See also Clebsch-Lindemann-Benoist, Legons sur la Geometric, ii,

1880, pp. 188-219; Brill-Xoether, Die Entivicklung dcr Theorie der
algehraischen Functionen, 1894, vi. Abschnitt; and Coble, Bidletin of Nat.
Research Council, Washington, D.C., No. 63, 1928, Chaps, iv and viii.
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The transformation of specification (n — 2)^, l^""^^ which we have
discussed, is called after its discoverer, de Jonquieres {Battaglini''

s

Gior. XXIII, Naples, 1885, dating from 1859). If in the formulae

the polynomial &„_i is the negative of the polynomial «„_i, then the

reverse formulae are of precisely the same form. In this case, if we
suppose the planes, and coordinates, {x, y, z) and {x', y', z'), to be

identified, the formulae determine, in the plane {x, y, z), an in-

volution of pairs of points, in which any point of the plane belongs

to one such pair. This de Jonquieres involution may be simply

defined as consisting of pairs of points, of which the points of a pair

have coordinates {x, y, z) and {x, y, z') and lie upon a line through

the point (0, 0, 1), the values of z, z' being connected by the relation

2s'«„_2+ (3 + 2')a„_i— &„ = 0; the points of a pair are thus harmonic
conjugates of one another in regard to the two points (other than

(0, 0, 1) in which their joining line meets the curve whose equation

is 2^a„_2+2za„_i — &„= 0. In general terms, the curve is any curve

of order n with a (?i — 2)-ple point ; it is of genus n — 2, and of hyper-

elliptic character; and, it can in fact be conversely shewn that

any hyperelliptic plane curve can be birationally reduced to this

equation. The curve in this case is the locus of self-corresponding

points of the involution, there being two such points upon any line

through (0, 0, 1). For this involution, the exceptional curve, corre-

sponding to the multiple point, given as in the general case by the

equation 2a„_2 -f cf„_i= 0, is the first polar of (0, 0, 1) in regard to

the curve locus, Q, of self-corresponding points; the curves

{Xx+ fjiy){zan-2+ cin-i)+ v{zbn-i + b„)=^0, which determine the in-

volution (6„_i= — «„_i), have in common the points of contact of

the 2n — 2 tangents from (0, 0, 1) to this curve Q, and these tangents,

given by o„_2^n+ «\-i= 0, are the exceptional curves correspond-

ing thereto.

It is a general problem, to represent the oo^ pairs of a plane in-

volution, each by a point, say (^, rj, ^), of a plane, so that conversely

to every point (^, r], ^) corresponds one such pair; it is a theorem
of importance that this can always be done, as we shall see. In the

case of the de Jonquieres involution, a simple solution of this

problem is to take, corresponding to the pair {x, y, z), (x, y, z') of

the involution, the point ^ : r] : ^= x : y : h{z+ z'); then, when
(^, 7), {) is given, the pair are determined by taking x : y— i : rj, the

values of zjx and z'/x being given by the equation

{z^$- 2zx0 ^an-2- ^' (2^a„_i- i3„)
= 0,

where a„_2, ««_!, ^n ^^^ the same polynomials in ^, r] as are

fl„_2, ttn-t, bn in X, y. This is easy to verify. In a less simple, but

more representative manner, following Bertini {Rend. 1st. Lombardo,
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XXII, 1889, p. 773), we may solve this problem as follows: It can be
shewn, as below, that a system of curves exists in the plane with
tlie property that all curves of the system, which pass through an
arbitrary point, pass also through the point corresponding thereto

in the involution (having in general no other common points, out-

side the base points of the system). Let such a system of curves
have the equation Ao^o+ ••. + A,.0,.= O, with r^2; then consider the
point do, ... , I,.), in a space [r], for which ^q, .... |,. are in the ratios

of ^0 ' • • • ' ^r • As the point with coordinates x, y, z, which occur in

(/>(,, ...,
(f)^,

varies in the plane, the point {$q, ...,f,.) describes a
surface; conversely, to any point (^) of this surface, correspond the
pair of points in the plane common to all the curves ^j^^ — ^,^^ = 0;

and these, by hypothesis, are a pair of the involution. Thus, if the

surface obtained be rational, its points being in (1, 1) birational

correspondence with the points of a plane, then, it is clear, the

points of this plane form a representation of the couples of the in-

volution. To find, for the de Jonquieres involution, a system of

curves, of freedom at least 2, with the property that all curves of

the system described through an arbitrary point of the plane pass

also through the point which corresponds thereto in the involution,

denote the curve, Q, considered above, which is the locus of coin-

cident pairs of the involution, by the equation z^u+ 2zv + w = 0,

where u, v, w are homogeneous polynomials in x and y, respectively

of orders n — 2,n — l and n. On any line through the point (0, 0, 1),

a pair of points which are harmonic in regard to the points in which
this line meets the curve Q, are a pair of the involution; these lines

form a system of curves of freedom 1; but a system of greater

freedom is obtainable by curves D,', given by an equation of the

form z^u' + 2zv' + iv' = 0, in which u', v', zv' are homogeneous poly-

nomials in X, y of respective orders n' — 2, n' — 1, n'; we require only

that the curve D.' should meet any line through (0, 0, 1) in points

liarmonic in regard to the intersections of this line with the curve Q,.

The condition for this relation is u'w — 2v'v+ w'u= 0, which leads

to n + n' — 1 homogeneous conditions for the 3n' unspecified homo-
geneous coefficients in the polynomials u', v', w'; thus the curves

il' are of freedom at least 2n' — n. At a point of intersection of a

curve Q' with the curve Q, other than the (n— 2)(n' — 2) inter-

sections which fall at (0, 0, 1), the tangent line of one of the two
curves passes through (0, 0, 1); this is in accordance with

nn' = {n-2){n'-2) + 2{n-l) + 2{n'-l).

If the general curve Q.' have an equation Xo<f)o+ • • • + ^2n'-n^2n'~-n= ^^

the equations ^o/'^o= ••• = ^2n'-n/^2n'-re determine, in space [2;/ — u],

a surface whose points represent the pairs of the plane involution

;

and, as two curves Q', beside the fixed intersections at (0, 0, 1) and
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at the points of contact of tangents drawn from this point to Q,
have n'^— (n' — 2)2— 2(n — 1), or 2(2n' — n — 1) intersections—which
will consist of pairs of points corresponding in the involution—the

surface will be of order In' — n — \. Here n' is arbitrary (subject to

2n' — 71^2); when n is odd, we may take n' = |(w + 3), and obtain

a quadric surface in ordinary space. It may be shewn that the

points of the generators of one system, of this surface, represent the

pairs of the plane involution lying on lines through the point

(0, 0, 1); while the generators of the other system correspond to the
00^ curA'cs H' for which w' = |(n+l). When n is even, if we take
n' = \n-\-1, we obtain a cubic surface in space of four dimensions.

This is known to be rational, the coordinates of a point being ex-

pressible, in terms of two parameters Q, cf>, by ^'^, 6, 1, (1)9,
<f);

such
a surface is obtainable, if we take a rational quartic curve in the

space [4], and, thereon, any involution of pairs of points, as the

locus of the chords of the curve which join the pairs of this involu-

tion. In general, however, it is known that (irreducible) surfaces of

order r— 1 in space [r], as in this case, with r=2n' — w, are always
rational, being, unless r=5, ruled surfaces, normal in this space [r],

that is, unobtainable as projections of surfaces of the same order
lying in higher space (Del Pezzo, Rend....Napoli, 1885, 1886;
Bertini, Geom. d. ijjerspazi, 1907, p. 319). That, in our case, the
representative surfaces are rational, follows also, because, as the
curves Q.' are hyperelliptic, the prime sections are hyperelliptic

curves (Castelnuovo, Bend..,.Palermo, iv, 1890, p. 73).

Ex. 1. A particular property of the related curves Q., O.' considered
here, suggested by a note of Bertini's {Atti. . .Lincci, Transunti (3"), i,

1877, p. 92; cf. Caporali, Rend Napoli, xxi, 1882, p. 227, or Mem. d.

Geom. 1888, p. 164), may be noted. Let the curves tl, D.' be given, as
above, by equations zHi + 2zv + iv — Q and z-ii' + 2:^1'' + iv' = 0, the relation
n'vc — 2.v'v + w'u — being assumed. Denote the point (0, 0, 1) by O; the
2(/j — 1) points of contact of tangents from O to Q., that is, the points,
other than O, common to O and the curve zu + r = 0, be denoted by A ;

and the (n — 2) points of intersection, other than O, of the tangent lines

at O, -with the curve (one on each of the tangents), be denoted by T.
Use a similar notation for the curve Q.'. Then, neglecting intersections
at O, it may be proved:

(1), That the intersections of £1, H' are A + A', as has been remarked
above; (2), that the first polar of O, with respect to Q, meets O.', partly
in the set A, and partly in the set T', the " tangentials " of O on D'; or,

say, (fi'j zu + v) = A + T'. This is in accordance with

n'{n - 1) - (w - 2) {n' - 2) = (2n - 2) -(- (»' - 2).

Similarly we have {Q.,zii' + v') = A'+T. For the relation connecting D
and €1' involves, we easily see, the two identities

kOJ + vc'D. = 2 {vz + w) {v'z + w'), {zu' + v') {zu + 2r) - u'Q. - u {zv' + iv'),

from which the results can be read off.

For instance, let f^ be a quintic curve, with triple point at O. Let the
tangents at O meet the curve again in P, Q, R; let any conic through
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O, P, Q, R meet the quintic curve again in the four points A, B, C, D.
There are eight points of contact of tangents drawn from O to tlie quintic
curve; these He, with the live points O, A, B. C. D, upon a cubic curve,
touching OA, OB, OC, OD at A, B, C, D. The conic OABCD is the first

polar ofO in regard to this cubic curve. Moreover, the tangential point of O,
upon this cubic curve, lies on the first polar of () with respect to the quintic

curve, being the other intersection of this first polar with the cul)ic.

EcV. 2. Suppose that the tliree polynomials, uv' — u'v, mv' — n'zv,

I'lv' — v'iv, arising for the curves O, Cl' have no common factor; denote
them, respectively, by u", 2v", iv", so that, beside the harmonic re-

lation uiv' — 2vv' + icit' = 0, for ti, v, w and u', v', w', we have also

tlie corresponding relations for both the couples (ii, i\iv; u",v",w"),
{u\v',iv'; u",v",w"). Consider a curve z~u" -{-'Izv" + iv" = 0, or, say, Q".

By any one of the three curves Cl, Cl', Q." a plane de Jonquiercs involution
may be determined. Shew that any two of these involutions carried out
in succession, in either order, leads to the third.

Ex. 3. Shew that the plane quadratic transformation expressed by
x' = y{z — x), y' = z{z — x — if), z' = z{z — x), or, in non-homogeneous varia-

bles, by x' = y, y' = {l—x — y)l{l—x), or, say, {x',y') = T{x, y), is such
that T^ — 1. This gives rise therefore to sets of five points in the plane,

of which any set is determined indifferently by any one of its points, say
to an involution of sets of five points. Consider also the quadratic
involution, U, expressed by x' = —x/{l—x), y' = y/{l—x), which is a
harmonic inversion, with (2, 0) as centre, and x = as axis. It can be
shewn that the products of U with the powers of T, in all possible ways,
give rise to a finite group of plane transformations having precisely the
structure of the symmetric group of permutations of five symbols
(Burnside, Groups, 1911, p. 469; Moore and Slaught, Amer. J. Math, xxii,
XXIII, 1900 and 1901). This example is indicative of a wide range of
possible investigations. (Cf. Wiman, Math. Ann. xlviii, 1897, p. 195;
also p. 278, and p. 299 below.)

Bertini's four types of involution in a plane. If a transforma-

tion in a plane expressed by the rational eqviations x'=(f){x,y),

y' — ifj{x, y), where {x, y), {x', y') are the non-homogeneous co-

ordinates of two points, be such that (f){x', y') = x and ijj{x', y') = y,

then the two points are the pairs of an invokition, of sets of two
points. By any (1, 1) Cremona transformation of the plane, where-

by {x, y) is placed in (1, 1) relation Mdth a point (^, iq) and {x'
,
y') is

placed in the same relation with a point (^', tj'), we can hence deduce
an involution of pairs of points (^, t]) and (^', -q'). The question then
arises whether there is a finite number of involutions, sets of two
points, from which all others are so derivable, by application of

Cremona transformations. This question was answered, in the

affirmative, by Bertini {Ann. d. Mat. viii, 1877; sec the further

references below); and his results ha^'e been confirmed from other

points of view. By Cremona transformation, all plane in\'olutions,

of sets of two points, can be obtained from four types : namely
(i), the familiar harmonic inversion, expressible by the linear

equations x' = x, y' = —y, z' = z; (ii), the de Jonquiercs involution,

considered above, expressible by equations x' = x, y' = y witli
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zz'u -{•{%-{-%') t; + w = 0, where u, v, w are homogeneous polynomials

m X, y, of respective orders n — 2,n—l and n; (iii), the so-called

Geiser involution, of which the pair of a set is formed by the re-

sidual intersections of two cubic curves described through seven

given points; and (iv), the appropriately called Bertini involution.

This may be defined by sextic curves prescribed to have eight given

double points; two such curves have four further intersections; but,

all sextic curves with the eight given double points which pass

through another arbitrary point P, have a single further point P' in

common; and the pair (P, P') are a pair of the involution in question.

We do not prove this theorem of the reduction to four types of

involution ; but it is desirable to have a familiarity with these four

involutions. Of the de Jonquieres involution we have already

treated, explaining a method by which the pairs can each be repre-

sented by a single point of a plane. We can pass over the case of the

harmonic inversion with only the notice of such representations.

An obvious one is to represent the pair {x, y, z), {x, —y,z), of

the involution, by the point {$,r],Q, where i= x^, 7j = y^, t,= xz.

A second more geometrical representation may be given by a con-

struction in space; the points P, P' , of a pair of the involution, may
be regarded as arising by projection from two points Q, Q' of a
quadric surface, whose joining line passes through a fixed point O
(the centre of the harmonic inversion in the plane); the involution

is represented by the points of intersection of the lines QQ' with the

plane which is the polar plane of in regard to the quadric surface.

The point from which P, P' are projected to Q, Q' lies on the section

of the quadric surface by this polar plane.

Pass now to the Geiser involution (Geiser, Crelle, lxvii, 1867,

p. 78; Milinowsky, Crelle, lxxvii, 1874, p. 263). We have defined it

as consisting of the pairs of variable intersections of two plane cubic

curves of a system having seven given fixed common points. We
obtain an interesting representation of the involution in space ; we
shew that the points of the plane, at which a pair of the involution

are coincident points, describe a sextic curve with double points at

the seven base points ; we shew that the order of the functions by
which a point P', of a pair, is expressed in terms of P, is eight, or,

more precisely, that, as P describes an arbitrary line, P' describes

an octavic curve with triple points at the seven base points, deter-

mining the exceptional curves of the transformation from P to P'

;

and we shew how to represent the pairs of the involution by the

points of a plane. From the seven base points, choose out six; and
consider the cubic surface, which, as is well known, is obtained, as

a representation of the plane, from the cubic curves which pass

through these six points. These curves are then represented by the

plane sections of the surface. And the lines of the plane are repre-
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sented by rational cubic curves on the surface, which have no inter-

sections with the six hues of the surface which represent the base
points in the plane. The cubic curves of the plane, through the
original seven base points, are thus represented by plane sections

of the cubic surface which all have a single common fixed point on
the surface, say O. Hence the pairs of the involution in the plane
are represented by points Q, Q' of the cubic surface, whose joining

line passes through the fixed point 0. Incidentally, the paii's of the

involution arc represented by the points in which lines through O
meet an arbitrary fixed plane. The coincidence points, of pairs on
the cubic surface, are then the points of contact of tangent lines to

the surface drawn from ; the locus of these points is known to be
a sextic curve, of genus 3, having a double point at 0. This curve,

meeting an arbitrary plane section in six points, and meeting, as

we know, every line on the cubic surface in two points, represents

a curve in the plane with a double point at each of the seven base
points; as such a curve has twelve fixed intersections, with each of

the fundamental cubic curves of the plane, at the base points of

these, it is of order six, having six other intersections with each of

the plane cubic curves. The order of the functions which express

the plane involution is the number of pairs P, P' in which each of

P and P' lies on an arbitrarj' line in the plane. This is then the
number of pairs Q, Q', on the cubic surface, collinear with 0, in

which each of Q and Q' lies on an arbitrary rational cubic curve of

the surface, both belonging to the system of cubic curves which do
not intersect the lines of the surface representing the six base points

in the plane. Two such cubic curves have a single intersection,

corresponding to the intersection of the lines in the plane which tlie

curves represent; the line from to this intersection is one of the

nine common generators of the cones, with vertex at O, which stand
on these curves. The other eight common generators meet the curves
in such pairs Q, Q' as we seek. Thus 8 is the order of the functions

representing the plane involution. Consider one of the six lines of

the cubic surface representing the six base points of the cubic curves
in the plane; the plane joining O to this line is met by a rational

cubic curve of the surface which does not meet this line, in three

points; and the line joining O to one of these intersects the line;

there are therefore three pairs Q, Q', of the involution, in which Q
lies on the cubic curve and Q' lies on the line. Thus the octavic curve
in the plane which is the locus of P' when the other point P, of a

pair of the involution, moves on an arbitrary line, has a triple point

O at each of the six base points of the system of plane cubic curves.

The curve has also a triple point at the seventh point of the plane,

represented by the point of the surface; for, the tangent plane of

the surface at meets a cubic curve on the surface in tiiree points,
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and as a point Q describes this curve, the corresponding point Q'

will pass three times through 0. A plane octavic curve with 7 triple

points has genus |^ 7.6 — 21, or zero; this is the genus of the curve
described by P' when P describes a line. The exceptional curves,

in the plane transformation by which we pass from a point P to the

other point P' of the involutory pair, are the curves described by
P' when P is in the neighbourhood of one of the seven triple base

points of the octavic curves. It may be proved that these curves

are cubics, passing through these seven points, each with a double
point at one of them; in fact, on the cubic surface, the tangent plane
at O meets the surface in a curve with a double point at 0, and a

plane drawn through a line of the surface meets the surface other-

wise in a conic having two intersections with the line. Recurring
to the introductory remarks in regard to Cremona transformations
made above, we notice that the equations D« = 3« — 3, Zli'^= /i^—

1

are satisfied here, with n = 8 and i— ^ (seven cases); the Jacobian
of the three octavic curves which can be constructed with seven
triple points is the product of the seven exceptional curves, the

multiplicity of the Jacobian, at each of the seven 5-ple points of

the octavics {s — Z), being 35 — 1.

Ex. There is similarly an involution in ordinary space of three
dimensions, determined by quadric surfaces having six given fixed
points, of which the pairs are the residual intersections of three quadrics
through the base points. It is well known (e.g. Principles of Geometry,
IV, p. 156) that the three-fold space can be represented on a rational
three-fold locus, of order 3, say M^[^, in space of four dimensions, by
means of quadric surfaces ha%ing five base points in the original space.
The involution is then represented by pairs of points Q, Q' on this mani-
fold, whose joining line passes through a fixed point O thereof. The locus
of coincident points Q, Q' in this involution is then a surface which
projects from O (on to space of three dimensions) into a quartic surface
with sixteen nodes (the Kummer surface). Tlie reader may determine the
surface in the original space which is the locus of coincident points ; and
also the order of the functions representing the involution. As the prime
section of the M^ [4] is a cubic surface, the present involution leads to
the Geiser involution. The present involution is considered in Hudson's
Cremona Transformations, 1927, p. 823.

We now consider the Bertini involution. Defining the character-

istic series, for a linear system of curves with assigned points, as the
series determined on any curve of the system, outside the base
points, b)^ the other curves of the system, we may assume the
theorem that the redundancy of the assigned conditions at the base
points, is equal to the index of specialness of the characteristic

series on any of the curves—and, in particular, is zero when the
number of points in a set of the characteristic series exceeds the
number of points in a canonical set on any curve of the system.
Consider now sextic curves in the plane with 8 assigned double
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points (0). Such curves are hyperelliptic, of genus 2, and have a

characteristic series of sets of 4 points; thus the base points are

independent, and the curves, hnearly independent of one another,

are 4 in number. Let P be an arbitrary point of the plane, and let

<^ = be the cubic curve through the eight points (0), and through

P, while i/(=0 is a particular independent curve through the points

(O) only. The curves
<f>
= 0,tp= will have common a further point,

say K, which is common to all cubic curves through the base points

(0), and independent of 7^. The general sextic curve, with double

points at (O), which passes through P, is thus given by an equation

^(A(/> + /xi/()+/=0, wherein A, ju, are arbitrary parameters, and^^O
is a particular sextic curve of this character. The curve </>= is met

by/=0 in another point P', beside P; and all the sextic curves

(f{X:f)+ fMifj)+f=0, having the points (0) as double points, which

pass through P, pass through P' also. Conversely, when P' is as-

signed, an unique position for P is determined by the same con-

struction. Thus the involution (P, P') is defined. It will appear that

the curves which enter into the expression of P' in terms of P, are

of order 17, with each of the points (O) as six-fold points (so that

the involution may be said to be of order 17); and also that the

curve of united points, where P and P' coincide, is of order 9, with

the points (O) as triple points. Further, as also follows from this,

the transformation from P to P' has, as exceptional curves, sextic

curves, each with a double point at seven of the points (0), and a

triple point at the remaining point.

We consider three representations of the involution. For the

first, let = 0, i/>= be any two independent cubic curves through

the base points (0). The general sextic curve with these as double

points is representable linearly by means of the four curves

(f)-
= 0, <f)ijj

= 0, iff'^= 0,/= 0, where /= is a particular sextic curve

having the points (0) for double points. Now take a point (|, rj, ^,t) in

three-fold space, such that $, r], ^, r have the ratios of 0^, </>!/',
0'^ and/.

The points of the original plane are then represented by the points of

a quadrie cone, with equation U= r}-, whose vertex arises from the

point, K, common to all cubic curves through the eight points (0) ; any

generator of this cone represents a particular cubic curve (ji+viff— O.

If a point, P, of the plane, determine the point {$, t], ^, t) of the cone,

then, as all the sextic curves of the plane, with the base (0), which pass

through P, also pass through another point, P', it follows that the

ratios of 0-, </>!/», i/»'-,/at P' are the same as at P; and thus the point

ii, 7J, ^, t) represents the two points P, P', forming a pair of the plane

involution. The four intersections of two sextic curves with base {()),

outside this base, are then represented by the two points in which

the cone is met by a line. We have seen that a pair P, P' of the

involution lie on a cubic curve with simple points at (0); let this be
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<f>
= 0; then the united points of the involution, which He on

(f>
= 0,

are the double points of the oo^ series of sets of two points, deter-

mined on = by the sextics with double points at (0), that is, by
the curves with equation of the form Cijj^+ Df^O, where C, D are

parameters. Such double points are 4 in number, but one of these

is the point K, where = 0, = intersect; and there are three

others. As we may take, in place of = 0, any cubic curve + A0 = 0,

Ave see that tlie curve of united points in the plane is represented,

on the cone, by a curve meeting each generator in three points,

other than the vertex. This curve is then the sextic intersection of

the cone with a cubic surface not passing through the vertex; for

clearness denote this sextic curve on the cone by y. As in general,

the neighbourhood of any one of the double Isase points (0), is

represented on the cone by a curve of order 2, a conic; the plane

of this, determined by the form of the general sextic curve,

A(f)'^+ B(f)ip+ Cifj^+ Df=0, near this base point, has six intersections

with the sextic curve y. Thus the curve of united points in the plane

has a triple point at each of the points (0); and the order, say v, of

this curve, is such that 6v — 8.3.2 is the order, 6, of the curve y, or

1'= 9. This curve of united points is then of genus 4, and the original

sextic curves, with base (0), are the adjoint curves of order 6 of this

nonic curve. To determine the order of the curves expressing the

plane involution, mc are to find the number of pairs of which one
point lies on one arbitrary line, while its corresponding point lies

on another such line. Either line is represented on the quadric cone

by a sextic curve, given, we suppose, by the intersection of the cone

with a cubic surface. The number of pairs required is then only the

number of intersections of two such sextic curves, since each point

of such a curve represents a pair of corresponding points in the

plane. The number of intersections of two such sextics is 18 (being

the number of common points of the cone and two cubic surfaces);

but from these must be omitted the point arising from the inter-

section of the two lines in the plane. There remain then 17 pairs; so

that the curves representing the involution in the plane are of order

17. If these curves pass x times through each of the points (0),

there will remain 17.6 — 8. 2. a? intersections, of any one of these

curves, with the general sextic curve of base (0), in the plane;

as the curve on the cone which represents a line of the plane meets
an arbitrary plane section of the cone in 6 points, we must thus

have 17.6 — 16a = 6, or a;= 6. This deduction is confirmed by the

equations lli = 3/i — 3, 21i^= n^— 1, with n=V7,i=Q. The excep-

tional curves, corresponding to the sextuple points of these repre-

sentative curves of order 17, can be similarly found; as above
stated, they are rational sextic curves, each with 7 double points

and one triple point, at points of the set (O).
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The Bertini involution may be obtained also by considering a
certain involution in space of three dimensions. In this space con-

sider seven arbitrary fixed points, which we denote by (//); all

quadric surfaces througli (//) liave another common point, which
we denote by K. An elliptic (piartic curve, of the kind which is

determined by the intersection of two quadric surfaces, can be put
through 8 independent points. There passes then such a curve

through the points (//) and any arbitrary point, P, of the space,

other than K. Upon this curve, another point, P', may be deter-

mined, by describing a quart ic surface, say F = 0, to have a double

point at each of the seven points (//), and to pass through P; the

seven double points with P constitute 15 of the 16 intersections of

the surface with the quartic curve. This point P' is, in fact, the

same, whatever be the quartic surface subject to the conditions.

For, let
</>i
= 0, <j>2=0, ^3= be three independent quadric surfaces

passing simply through the points (H), of which 0i= O and 02=
are two which also contain the point P; thus 0i = O,

(f)2
= ^ contain

the quartic cui've on which P was taken; then, if a, b, c, d, e be
arbitrary parameters, a quartic surface having double points at the

points {H), and passing through P, is given by the equation

a(l)j^+ b(f)2^+ C(f)i(f)2+ cf)^{dcl)j^+ e(l>2) +F= 0; this is then the general

quartic surface of the description, because the equation of a quartic

surface contains 35 terms, and to have a double point at a given
point involves 4 conditions, and 35 — 7 . 4 — 1 = 6. All these surfaces

meet the quartic curve
(f>i
= 0, (j)^— ^ in the same point P' . Thus we

reach the conclusion that all quartic surfaces described to have
double points at the seven points {H), which pass through an
arbitrary general point P, pass through another point P' ; and this

point P' similarly determines P. The pairs P, P' form the involution

in question. From this involution, we may determine the Bertini

involution in a plane, by first deducing an involution of pairs of

points on a quadric surface, and then projecting this on to a plane.

For consider, of the space involution just described, those pairs,

(P, P'), of which P lies on a definite quadric surface, say 1^1= 0, put
through the seven points (//); by what we have seen, the corre-

sponding point P' equally lies on this quadric surface; it is given in

fact as the point common to the octavic curves on 0i= O, having
double points at the points {H), and passing through P, which are

defined by quartic surfaces of the form h^^+ ^^2^3+ -f= 0. Each of

these quartic surfaces meets the two generators, of the quadric
surface ^j^ = 0, which pass through any particular point H^ , of the

set {H), in two points not at H^; the octavic curves thus also meet
these two generators each in two points not at H^ . If we now pro-

ject the quadric surface
(f>i
= 0, from the point 7/^, on to a plane, the

octavic curves project into sextic curves, with double points at the
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two points of the plane lying on the generators at H^, and with six

other double points, projections of the points {H) other than H^.
The sextic curves of this system through an arbitrary point Q of
the plane (the projection of P) all pass through another point Q'

(the projection of P')—which is Bertini's result. The involution in

space is dealt with, in this way, by Hudson, Cremona Transforma-
tions, Cambridge, 1927, pp. 97, 326, 127.

Ex. The pairs of points of the involution in three dimensions, which
we have considered, can be represented by the points of a three-fold locus,
in a manner analogous to that followed for the pairs of points of the
Bertini involution in the plane. For, if ^^ = 0, <f>2

— Q, 4>z
= be three

independent quadric surfaces passing through the seven fixed points (H),
tlie general quartic surface having these points as double points has an
equation with seven parameters entering linearly, containing the six
terms ^/-, ^^^^ and another term F, where F = is a particular quartic
surface of the kind in question. By taking homogeneous coordinates

io, •••» le* of ^ space [6], respectively in the ratios of
<f>j^, ^2^, ^3^, ^a'/'s'

^3^^, (^i(/>2,
F, the three-fold space is represented upon a point cone in this

space [6], with vertex at (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), of which a generator,
characterised by definite ratios of ^^ , ^2 > ^3 > represents an elliptic quartic
curve in the space [3], passing through the points (H). The cone meets
the prime ajg^O in the so-called Veronese surface, of order 4, upon which
^0, ••• , ^5 have the ratios of </>/-, <Aj0_, ; and consists of the lines joining its

vertex to the points of this surface. Any point of this cone represents
a pair of points in the involution in space [3]. Like the Veronese surface,
the cone is rational; but—it may be remarked—it is not to be assumed,
in general, that the three-fold locus which represents the pairs of an
involution in three-fold space, is necessarily rational (see below, in this

chapter). The characteristics of the involution may be determined in

connexion with the cone. In particular, it may be shewn that the united
points are represented by a surface of order 12 lying thereon, the inter-

section of the cone with a cubic primal of the space [6].

A third way of considering the Bertini involution is by repre-

senting the plane upon a cubic surface so that six of the eight double
points of the defining sextic curves become lines of the surface. The
sextic curves have then six intersections, not at the base points,

with the cubic curves, through the base points, which are repre-

sented by the plane sections of the surface. Thus the sextic curves

are represented by sextic curves on the cubic surface, having two
intersections with each of the lines of the surface which represent

the six base points in the plane; the curves on the surface have,

moreover, two double points, at the points, say A and B, which
represent the remaining two of the original eight double points of

the defining sextic curves in the plane. The sextic curves on the

cubic surface, by which the corresponding involution thereon is to

be determined, are thus given by quadric surfaces subject only to

the condition of touching the surface at the points A, B. Let C be

the third fixed point in which the line AB meets the cubic surface.

If P be an arbitrary point of the surface, let T be the tangential
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point of C on the cubic curve in which the plane PAB meets the

surface ; thus 2' is on the section of the surface by the tangent plane

at the fixed point C. The plane, TAB, say y, meets a quadric surface

drawn to touch the cubic surface at A and B, in a conic touching

the section of the surface, by the plane y, in A and B; and this conic

contains P if the quadric surface contains P; the conic has then

another intersection with the section y. By the ordinary theory of

residuation on the cubic curve y, this remaining intersection is the

third point, say P, in which the line TP meets the surface. Thus P'

is luiiqucly determined when P is given, and the relation of these

points is mutual. Moreover P' is common to all the sextic curves

on the cubic surface representing the original defining sextic curves

in the plane, which pass through P. This constitutes then another

proof of the existence of the Bertini involution in the plane. De-
noting the point where the line PP' meets the fixed line AB by U,

a pair of the involution is given by taking any point T on the section

of the cubic surface by the tangent plane at C, and joining this to

any point U of the line AB; then P, P' are the two points, other

than T, in which this line meets the surface. As every plane through

the line AB meets the section of the surface by the tangent plane

at C, in only one point T beside C, there is one line such as TU
through an arbitrary point of space; thus an incidental consequence

is that the pairs of the involution may be represented by the points

in which an arbitrary fixed plane is met by the lines TU. That, as

we have othefwise seen, the order of the curves representing the

plane involution is 17, follows if we shew that there are 17 lines

which meet the four curves: (1), the line AB; (2) and (3), two cubic

curves on the cubic surface representing lines in tlie plane; (4) the

section by the tangent plane at C. This is the number given by the

formula of Ex. 10 d, p. 30, of Chapter i, namely

if we put n^=l, n^— 3, n^= 3,n^ = 3, with {^2— 0, i^^ = 0, i^^ = 2, i^^ = 1

,

*24= ^' hi — ^' To fiiid the curve of united points of the involution

on the cubic surface, we are to consider the lines TU which touch
the surface. These it is easy to see form a ruled surface having the

line AB as six-fold line, and the rational tangent section, by the

tangent plane at C, as a triple line; this ruled surface is then of

order 9. The curve of united points is then represented on any plane

by the curve in which this plane meets the ruled surface. This is a
curve of order 9, with one six-fold point, on the line AB, and three

triple points, these being on the line in which the tangent plane at

C is met by the plane of the nonic curve. A curve of this character,

we can easily see, has an equation which is capable of the form
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where Ui is homogeneous in x and z, of order i. By putting

x~'^, y~'^, z"'^ for X, y, z; then z-^-mx— z^; and then 2i=l, this equa-
tion reduces to y^-^yh'2+ yv^+ VQ = 0, where v^ is a polynomial in x,

of order i. This is a sextic curve having the singularity which is

described, in Noether's phraseology, as two consecutive triple

points. That the curve of united points is equivalent to such a curve,

follows from the preceding representation of the pairs of a Bertini

involution by the points of a quadric cone ; we saw that the curve
of united points is representable by the intersection of this cone
with a cubic surface. The projection of this intersection on to a
plane, from an arbitrary point of the cone, gives such a sextic curve.

We see also, from this point of view, that the curve is equivalent to

a quintic curve having one point of self-contact. (For this curve, the

reader may compare Noether, Math. Ann. xxxiii, 1889, p. 543; and
also Brill u. Noether, Deut. math. Ver. iii, p. 512; Schottky, Crelle,

cm, 1888, p. 185.) But we may consider the curve of united points

on the cubic surface on which the Bertini involution is represented

;

it is the locus of points of contact of quadric surfaces having beside

two given contacts with the cubic surface, at A and B. This curve
has triple points at A and B, and can be shewn (as was remarked
by Cremona, Atin. d. Mat. viii, 1877, p. 273 f.n.) to be the inter-

section of the given cubic surface U with another cubic surface V.

The surface V touches U at A and B ; the tangent planes of U at

these points each meet V in three lines, one of which is the inter-

section of these planes ; and the two lines, lying on V, which inter-

sect in A, are the inflexional tangents oi U at A (with a similar

relation at B) (Hilton, Journ. Lond. Math. Soc. i, 1926, p. 2; and
W. L. Edge).

The four involutions and rational double planes . The fact, due
to Bertini, that all involutions of pairs of points, in a plane, are

reducible by Cremona transformations of the plane, to one of the

four types we have considered: (i), Harmonic inversion; (ii), a de
Jonquieres involution; (iii), a Geiser involution; (iv), a Bertini in-

volution, is intimately related with a theorem due to Noether
{Sitzungsher. Phys.-med. Soc. Erlangen, x, 1878, p. 81); this

theorem states that, of the so-called double planes, namely the

surfaces with an equation of the form t'^z'^= <j){x, y, z), where cf) is

a homogeneous polynomial in x, y, z, those which are rational are

reducible, by a Cremona transformation of the plane {x, y, z), to one

of the three in which the curve <j){x,y,z) — is (i), an ordinary

quartic curve; (ii), a sextic curve with tAvo consecutive triple points,

considered above
;
(iii), a curve of order 2n with a (2n — 2)-fold point.

That the surfaces should be rational means that there exist two
functions, ^ and tj, both rational, and homogeneously of zero order,

in the four coordinates x, y, z, t, which are such that, in virtue of the
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equation of the surface, the ratios of x, y, z, t are expressible ration-

ally in ^ and rj. For a summary proof that the surfaces are rational

in the three cases named, the reader may consult Proc. Lond. Math.
Soc. XII, 1913, p. 35. It is clear that the surface t^z^=<f>{x, y, z),

contains the pairs {x, y, z, t), {x, y, z, —t), of an involution existing

thereon; the curve of united points ^ = 0, in the three cases named,
is such as arises, respectively, for a Geiser involution, a Bertini

involution, and a de Jonquieres involution. In this connexion, the

reader may consult Bertini, Ann. d. Mat. viii, 1877; Bertini, Rend.

1st. Lombardo, xiii, 1880; Bertini, ibid, xxii, 1889; also Liiroth,

Rationale Fldchen und involutorische Transformationen, Freiburg,

1889; beside the fundamental paper of Noether (Erlangen, 1878),

referred to above. Also Vol. v, p. 110, Ex. 3.

Involutions of sets of more than t-wo points. The involutions

of sets of two points which we have considered may be defined by
rational transformations of the coordinates which have the property

that, on repetition, they lead to the identical transformation. We
may similarly consider transformations which lead to the identical

transformation after A*( > 2) repetitions. Such is the transformation

{x', y') = T{x, y), remarked above (Ex.3, p. 121), given, in non-

homogeneous coordinates, by x' = y, y' = {l — x— y)l{l—x), for

which r^= 1. In this case there are sets of 5 points in the plane, of

which any set is determined, by the repetition of the same rational

formula, from any point of the set. More generally we may con-

sider the possibility of sets of points, in any space, of which a set,

and only one set, is determinable algebraically to contain an
arbitrary point of the space; thus the set is equally determinable

from every point of the set. Such a system of sets is called an in-

volution; and is of index 1. We may in fact have involutions with

the property that there are i sets containing an arbitrary point of

the space; such an involution is said to be of index i. Involutions

arising by repetitions of a single transformation were considered by
Kantor, Compt. rend. fev. 1885; see Atti...Napoli, iv, 1892.

An interesting question in regard to an involution is whether its

sets can be represented by the points of a (linear) space, so that

every set of the involution gives one point of this space (whose

coordinates will then be rational symmetric functions of the co-

ordinates of the points of a set of the involution), and conversely

any point of this space gives one set of the involution (the rational

symmetric functions of the coordinates of the points forming a set

of the involution being expressible rationally by the coordinates of

the representative point). When this is so, the involution is said to

be rational. We have illustrated the question, by shewing that the

involutions of sets of two points in a plane are rational ; it is true

that all involutions in a plane are rational, however many be the

9-2
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points in a set; we give some account of the proof of this, due to

Castehiuovo, in what follows. It is believed, however, that in higher

space there exist involutions which are not rational.

The question of the rationality of an involution arises naturally

in connexion with the theory of rational curves, or surfaces, or
manifolds of higher dimension. Consider, first, a curve. Suppose
that it is found that the coordinates of a point of the curve are ex-

pressible rationally in terms of a parameter, the equations which
determine the curve being satisfied identically when the appro-
priate expressions are substituted for the coordinates. If we inter-

pret this parameter as a coordinate on a line, to any point, P, of

the line, corresponds, by rational equations, a single point, Q, of

the curve. But it may happen that the same point Q of the curve
arises, by the same formula, from several different points, P, of the

line; this will be so if the parameter is not expressible as a single-

valued (rational) function of the coordinates of the point of the
curve. Then, to any point P, of the line, will correspond, first, a
single point, Q, of the curve, and then, the set P, P', ... , of all the
points of the line from which this point Q may equally be deter-

mined. The sets (P, P', ...) evidently form an involution on the line.

In this case it was proved by Liiroth {Math. Ann. ix, 1876, p. 163;

see Principles of Geometry, ii, p. 136) that a new parameter can be
chosen, a rational function of the original one, of which the co-

ordinates of the point of the curve are rational functions, which is

itself conversely expressible as a rational function of the coordinates

of the point of the curve. This new parameter represents then the

sets of the involution on the line, which is therefore said to be
rational. Similarly, in the case of a surface, it may be that the co-

ordinates of a point, Q, of the surface are known to be rational

functions of two parameters, which we may interpret as the co-

ordinates of a point, P, of a plane; and the functions may be such

that to the point Q correspond reversely, not only P, but also other

points, P', ..., of the plane; the sets (P, P', ...) then constitute an
involution in the plane. In this case also, as has been stated, the

sets of the involution can be represented uniquely, both directly

and reversely, by the points R of another plane; thus the points Q
of the surface are in unique correspondence with the points B of this

other plane; and the surface is rational in this sense. But, contrary

to what may seem natural, the same procedure is not possible for

manifolds of more than two dimensions. For instance, consider, in

space of four dimensions, the general cubic primal, that is the locus,

of three dimensions, which is characterised by a single homogeneous
equation of order 3 in the coordinates ; it is easy, as we shall see, to

express the coordinates of a point of the primal by rational func-

tions of three parameters. But, interpreting these as coordinates
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of a point in space of three dimensions, two points of this space, at

least, give rise to the same point of the primal.

The process which has been followed, in order to shew that any
involution in a plane is rational, consists of two steps, which take

the ideas we have explained in reverse order: (1), It can be shewn
that any involution in a ]:)lanc can be represented by an algebraic

surface. This means (under the hypothesis, adopted throughout,

that the points (P, P', ...) of a set of the involution, are determined

uniquely from any one of these, P, by algebraic equations), that

we can find a surface, of points Q, of which the coordinates are

rationally determinable from those of the points P, P' , ..., of any
set of the involution; and are, therefore, rational in the coordinates

of any one point, P, of the set; while, conversely, any rational sym-
metric function of the coordinates of P, P', ... is expressible ration-

ally by the coordinates of Q. This theorem, which holds equally,

with obvious changes, for an involution in space of any number of

dimensions, is often assumed as obvious. But we shall formulate a

proof. ^Ve may speak of a surface of this character as representing

the involution ; it will have properties, as regards the curves which
lie upon it, Avhich arise from the existence of the involution. The
next step, (2), consists in deducing from these properties, with the

help of general properties of surfaces, that this representative

surface is rational. Here we must be content merely to indicate

what is necessary for the step (2) to be made.
By what has been said, an involution in a plane consists of

sets of, say n, points, with, say, non-homogeneous coordinates

{x, y), {xi, yi), ..., {Xn-i, yn-i), such that any rational algebraic

symmetrical function, of the coordinates of these n points, is ex-

pressible rationally in terms of the coordinates of any one of them,
say of {x, y). We consider then, first, the whole aggregate of the

functions which are rational algebraic symmetric functions of

{x, y), {x^, iji), ... , (a;„_i, «/„_i); every function of this aggregate is a

rational algebraic function of {x, y); and any rational function of

two, or more, of the functions of this aggregate, is itself a function

of the aggregate. Denote the aggregate of such functions by K. It

may happen that there are two functions, belonging to the aggre-

gate, in terms of which all other functions of the aggregate are ex-

pressible uniquely, and therefore rationally; this is the case when
the involution is rational. In detail, however, let u{x, y), v{x, y) be
two functions of the aggregate K ; and consider, for general assigned

values of | and r], the solutions, for x and y, of the two equations

u{x, y) = ^, v{x, y) = rj, excluding: (1), the solutions which do not
vary with ^, tj; (2), the solutions which give indeterminate values

for u{x, y) or v{x, y). By the nature of the aggregate K, if {x, y) be
a solution of these two equations, so also are the other pairs
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(a?!, «/i), ..., (rr„_i, ?/„_i) defining, with {x, y), a set of the involution;

and if these are all, for a given pair ^, rj, then the variable point

(1, 17) represents a set of the involution, which is therefore rational.

But, generally, the sohitions of these two equations may be taken
to consist of the points of several sets of the involution. Now, let

w{x, y) be any other function of the aggregate K; thus w{x, y) has

the same value at all the points of any single set of the involution.

If these values of w{x, y) are different for all the different sets

of the involution which are given by the equations u{x, y) = ^t

v{x, y) — r), then the assignment of the value of the function

w{x, y), say I,, together with the values ^, 17 of u{x, y) and v{x, y),

will suffice to identify just one set of the involution. Suppose the

equations u{x, y)= ^, v{x, y) = r] are satisfied by ju, sets of the in-

volution, and consider the
fj,

values t, of w{x, y) which correspond

thereto; any rational symmetric function, of these values of ^, will

be uniquely determinate when ^, -q are given, and will therefore be
expressible rationally in terms of | and 77. Thus there exists an
equation F{^, ^, 17)= 0, rational in all of ^, ^, -q, which becomes an
identity when ^, 77, t, are replaced by u{x, y), v{x, y), w{x, y); and
the order of this equation, in ^, is /x when the /x sets in question lead

to different values of ^ ; but may be less than jxif w {x, y) takes the

same value for at least two of the sets of the involution which satisfy

u{x,y) = ^, v{x, y) = rj. For simplicity, we prove that there cer-

tainly exist functions w{x, y), in the aggregate K, for which the

/x values in question are different. Let p{x, y) be any rational

function of {x, y); denote the fi sets (a;, y) which satisfy the equa-

tions u{x, y) = $, v{x, y) — r], for a definite pair of values of ^ and 77,

by («,?/), ...,K_i,t/„_i) and {x('\ y'% ..., {^lU^Vn-i)^ with

i = l, 2, ..., (/LA— 1). The function w{x, y) which is the product of

p{x, y), p{xj^, t/i), ..., p{Xn-i, yn-i) is a function of the aggregate A'.

Consider the p, sets, of each n equations,

p{x,tj) = k,...,p{Xn_^, ?/n-i) = ^n-i

;

for t = 1, ... ,
(/x— 1); we assume that the arbitrary rational function

p{x, y) can be chosen so that these np, equations are all satisfied for

such values of the numbers k on the right that the p, products

kk^ ... ^'„_l, /c'^'/ci*^' ... fc^'^j are all different. The function w{x, y)y

defined in terms of p{x, y) as we have stated, *has then different

values for the chosen values of | and 77 ; its values will therefore not

be repeated for general values of | and -q. We may thus assume that

the equation F{1, ^, 77) = 0, is of order /x in t,. Hence we can deduce

that any function, say t{x, y), of the aggregate K, is rationally

expressible by u{x, y), v{x, y) and w{x, y), when w{x, y) is chosen
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as we have proved to be possible. The function t{x, y) is in fact

determinate when a set of the invohition is given, and such a set

is identified, we have remarked, when the vahies oiu{x, y), v{x, y),

w{x, y) are given; the necessarily algebraical expression of t{x, y),

in terms of these three functions, is therefore rational. But we
can give a rule for the computation of ^(a;, y), as a rational function.

Denote by i!>i , ..., b the values of w {x, y) for the fx sets of the in-

volution which satisfy u{x, y) = i, v{x, y) = 'q; the values of t{x, y)
for these sets are not necessarily all different ; denote by c^ , C2 , ... the

various different values oit{x, y). Let ^ be a numberwhich is different

from every one of the finite number of fractions {bi — bj)l{Cp— Cg).

Then the values of zv{x, y) — dt{x, y) cannot be the same for any
two of the jLt sets in question, since bi—6Cp= bj— dCq is impossible

(even when Cp= Cg). It follows then, by the argument above, that
the function w{x,y) — dt{x,y), or say t,— 6r, satisfies an equation

F-i^{^— dT, $, 7), 6) = 0, rational in ^, 7], 9 and t^— dr, and of order jlc in

the last. We can then suppose that /^(^, ^, 7j) = i*'i(^, ^, 77, 0). As
the equation F^ = Q is unaffected when 6 varies, it can be differ-

entiated with regard to 6; this gives —TdFJd^+dF-i^ldd= 0, which,
putting ^= 0, gives the rational expression of r in terms of ^, ^, -q.

In its application to the involution we may sum up this result by
saying: It is possible to find a surface of which the coordinates of any
point are rational symmetricfunctions ofthe coordinates ofthe n points

of a set of the plane involution; and any such function is expressible

rationally by the coordinates of the representative point of this surface.

The surface is thus an adequate reversible representation of the sets of
the involution.

The functions of the aggregate K, defined as rational symmetric
functions of the coordinates of the n points of a set {x, y), ...,

(a?„_i, yn-i) of the involution, are all rational functions of x and y
only, with the property of having the same value at all the points

of such a set. Conversely, any rational function of x, y, say u{x, y),

which has this property, can be explicitly expressed as symmetric
in the n points, in the form {u{x, y)-\- ... + w(a;„_i, 2/„_i)]/n. We may
thus speak of the aggregate K as consisting of the (rational) in-

variants of the involution. As the aggregate consists of an infinite

number of functions, it may be of interest to exhibit a practical

method of computing a finite number of such invariants, from
which the functions u{x, y), v{x, y), w{x, y) of the preceding theory

may be selected. Let 6 be an undetermined number; consider the

product of the n functions t — {x+dy), ..., ^ — (a;„_i+ %„_i). This is

of the form n
i.t^[p+p,d+...+p,_,e-'^],

fc=0

wherein, by the definition of the involution, p, Pi, -••,Pn-k are
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expressible as rational functions of x and y; the product contains

2 + 3+ ... + (?2 + l), or ^m(71 + 3), of these rational functions of x, y,

of which, however, some may identically be constants. By the theory
of symmetric functions, every rational symmetric function of

{x, y), '.', {x„_i, y^-i) is expressible rationally by these hi{n + 3)

functions (cf. Netto, Algebra, ii, 1900, who refers to Poisson, J. d.

Vecole jiolyt. xi. Cah. (An x), p. 199). Thus every invariant of the

involution is expressible rationally by these hi{n + 3) functions.

The functions u{x, y), v{x, y), of our theory, were any two invari-

ants of the involution; for these then we may take any two of

the ln{n+ 3) functions p^ which are not constants; the function

w{x, y) was an invariant, of sufficient generality, and is a rational

function of the ^n{n+ 3) functions. All invariants of the involution

are thus expressible rationally by any two, not constant, functions

chosen from the |n (n + 3) functions jj, , and a further function, itself

rationally expressible by these In {71 + 3) functions. The three

chosen functions are connected by a rational equation. The necessary

and sufficient condition for the involution to be rational is that all

the invariants of the involution should be rationally expressible

in terms of two properly chosen invariants; or, that all rational

functions of the functions pi should be rationally expressible in

terms of two properly chosen rational functions of these; or, the

condition is that the surface expressed by F{^, ^, ^) = should be
rational. The condition is satisfied when all the functions p^ are

rational functions of two of these functions.

Ex. 1. Consider the simple involution of which the pairs of points, in

non-homogeneous coordinates, are (x, y) and (.t~^, y~^). In this case,
two invariants of the involution are u{x, y), v{x, y) given by

u{x,tj) = {x-\f{x + l)-", and v{x,y) = {y-\f{y+\)-^.
But the equations u{x, y) — $, v(x, y) — rj are satisfied by the two pairs of
the involution [{x, y), {x~^, y~^)], [{x~^, y), {x, y~'^)'\, or the number ^, of
the theory above, is 2. If we take, however,

w{x,ij) = {x-\){y-\){x + \)-^y+\)-\

this is an invariant with different values for the two sets. Calling this
last i, we have ^^=^7;, and every invariant is a rational function of
^,17, t,; in fact, therefore, is a rational function of ^ and t„ the involution
being rational. In this case, the product of t — x—By and t — x~'^ — dy-^
is t' — 2tP + Q, where P, Q, expressed in terms of ^, ij, I, are given,
respectively, by

P = (l + 1)(1 - 0-1 + ^(1 + ^)(1 - ^)-i,

Q = l + 02 + 20[(l + |)(l + ^)-4^](l- 0-1(1-^)-!,

so that an inspection of P and Q might suggest the choice of ^, -q and t,.

Another set of three characteristic functions, for the involution, is given
by li, T?!, li, where ^i = i(a? + a;-i),

rji = iiy + y~^)' k = l{xy~^ + yx~^),

which are connected by ^^ + 7)^+1^ — 2,^^71^1^—1, likewise representing
a rational surface.
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Ex. 2. Consider the involution, in space of three dimensions, with
non-homogeneovis coordinates x, y, z, of which a pair is (x, y, z),

{y, X, niz~^), in which m is a given rational and symmetric function of
X, y, only. Foiu* invariants of this inAolution arc ^, 17, t„ t, given by

^ = iimz-^ + z), 7? = 1 imz-' - z) {x - y) {x + y)-\

^ = - (.T + y)- {x - y)--, T = x + y,

and these are a characteristic set, only one pair of the involution arising

when the values of these four are given. For we have xy = \r'-{\ + tr^),

and m is thus a given rational function of t, and t. Whence, when ^ and t

are given, the couple (x, y) is given, save for ambiguity between this and
(y, x) ; and m is given. Thus if $ and 7; be also given, mz~^ +2 is given, anfl

7)iz~^ — z is given save for sign, the signs being interchanged by inter-

change of X and y; whence, the only set satisfying the equations when
$, T], C' T are given, beside {x, y, z), is (;//, x, mz~^j. Thus, by what we have
proved, all invariants of the involution are rationally expressible by
^, -q, C, T, which are connected by the equation $-+ i^T]^ = m, where m is

a given rational function of ^ and t. For the involution to be rational,

all invariants nuist be rationally expressible in terms of three properly
chosen invariants; thus, in particular, ^, 17, ^, r must be rationally
expressible in terms of three properly chosen rational functions of these

;

in other words, the manifold expressed, in the four-dimensional space in

which $, rj, ^, T are coordinates, by the equation f-+^rj- = w, must be
rational. Conversely, if this manifold be rational, three rational functions
of ^, rj, C, T exist—^which therefore are three invariants of the involution

—

in terms of which ^, rj, I,, t, and therefore all other invariants, are ra-

tionally expressible, and the involution is rational. In this case, with
p, q, r undetermined, the product of f +px + qy + rz and t + py + qx + rmz~^
is P' + tP+ Q, where P =

(p + g) t + 2r^, and

Q = i(p' + 9')^'(l + ^"') + 2P9T2(l-^-i) + r2m+pr(^ + i7)T + </r(^-7?)T.

There are many cases for which the manifold ^'^+ lri^ = R{^, t), where
72 is a given rational function of the arguments ^, t, is rational. For
instance, if Z? = t- + l,Z, where Z is a given rational function of C only, the
equation is ^'- — t'— t,{Z — r)'^), and if we take ^ + t = 5^, f

— t= (?-i(Z — •»?'-),

then I and t are rational in 7;, ^ and 6. But it seems impossible that the
manifold should be rational for all forms of the rational function R.
There is thus an a priori presumption that not all involutions, except on
a line or in a plane, are rational.

The consideration of the preceding involution is suggested by the case
of the cubic primal, represented by the vanishing of a single polynomial
of the third order in the coordinates, in space of four dimensions. This
primal contains lines (in fact 00-) ; take one of these, and take two points
on this line. The tangent primes of the primal at these two points inter-

sect in a plane; this plane contains the line, and meets the primal, beside,
in a conic. Conversely, an arbitrary point of the primal may be joined
to the line by a plane. The coordinates of a point of the primal are thus
expressible rationally by three parameters : one to determine a point of the
conic, the other two to determine the points of intersection of the conic with
the line. But these parameters are not rational functions of the coordinates
of the point of the primal, there being no rational discrimination between
the parameters of the two points of the line (cf. Richmond, Proc. Camb.
Phil. Soc. XV, 1910, p. 116; Enriques, Rend Lined, xxi, 1912, p. 81,
who ascribes the preceding remark to Noether, and quotes, as another
example, the three-fold intersection of a quadric and a cubic primal, in
space of five dimensions, with reference to Fano, Atd. . .Torino, 1908).
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The surface representing a plane involution cannot contain
an irrational pencil of curves. Having thus dealt in detail with
the representation of a plane involution by a surface (or, indeed,

of any involution, existing in a linear space, by an appropriate

manifold) we now approach the question whether such a surface

is necessarily rational. We can prove without difficulty that the

surface cannot be an irrational ruled surface, or indeed any surface

upon which there exists an irrational pencil of curves. By a pencil

of curves on a surface is meant a system of which there is just one
curve of the system passing through an arbitrary point of the

surface, so that the aggregate of the curves of the system is oo^.

Such a system may be linear, being given by the intersection of the

surface with a, singly infinite, linear family of surfaces, with equa-
tion of the form

(f)
+ Xijj= 0; when the surface under consideration

is in higher space, the linear pencil is given by a family of 'prlmals,

of equation ^ + Ai/i = 0. But the pencil may not be linear: it may be
that there exist two definite rational functions of the coordinates,

<j) and )/», not necessarily polynomials, whose values on the surface

are connected by a definite irreducible rational equation F{^, 0) = 0,

satisfied identically in virtue of the equations which determine the

surface; then, if ^, t] be numbers connected by the equation

F{^, 17) = 0, part (at least) of the intersection of the given surface

with the primal whose equation is ^= ^, is a curve lying also on the

primal = 17. In other words, \iF{^, 77) = be regarded as the equa-

tion of a plane curve, to every point (|, tj), of this curve, corre-

sponds a curve on the surface, upon which both <j>= ^ and ijj = 'r}',

conversely, in x-irtue of the identity i^(</>, ^) = on the surface, the

values which |= <^ and tj = */» take, at an arbitrary point of the

surface, correspond to a point of the curve F{^, 17) = 0, and lead to

a curve of the system passing through this point. The system of

curves is thus oo\ and one curve of the system, lying on the surface,

passes through every point of the surface. When the curve F{^,7]) =
is rational, there is a rational function of ^,17, say d= r{^,rj), in

terms of which ^, 77 have such rational expressions that the con-

dition F{^, r)) = is identical, irrespective of the equations which
determine the surface; in this case, to any point of the curve

F{^,rj) = 0, characterised by the value of d, there is a curve on the

surface upon which d= r{<f), ip); and the equations <^=^, «A
= '>7 are

a consequence of this. The system of curves then becomes the linear

00^ system given, for variable d, by 6= r{4>, i/*); this is the first case

considered. If, however, F{^,ri) — be not a rational curve, we
have an irrational jJencil of curves on the surface. The most familiar

example of the theory is the case of a ruled surface in ordinary space,

for which F{^, v) — ^ determines the plane section, and ^= ^, tp^V
determine a generator. Conversely it will subsequently (see Note,
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at the end of the Chapter) be noticed that a surface upon which
there exists a pencil of curves of which every one is rational, is

birationally redviciblc to a ruled surface (or is a rational surface,

when the pencil of curves is rational, or linear).

After this explanation of an irrational pencil of curves on a sur-

face, we prove now that a surface on which such a pencil exists

cannot be the representative surface for a plane involution. For
clearness, let the coordinates in the plane be X, Y . The coordinates

of a point of the surface will be rational in X, Y, and unaltered

when {X, Y ) is replaced by any other point of the set of the involu-

tion determined by {X, Y). A curve of an irrational pencil, supposed
to exist on the surface, given by |= ^, -ry = (/(, will thus give rise, on
the plane, to a curve which satisfies equations of the forms

^=0(Z, F), 7,=T(X, Y),

wherein ^, W are rational in their arguments ; and there will exist

an identical equation F[(^{X, Y), T(Z, F)] = 0, in which X, Y are

arbitrary. This is impossible unless the curve F{^, 77) = is a rational

curve; it can conceivably hold for a rational curve for a particular

numerical value of one of X, Y . The representative surface of the
involution cannot, therefore, contain an irrational pencil of curves.

The rationality of the representative surface of a plane in-
volution. The original very remarkable proofgiven by Castelnuovo in

1893 {Math. Ann. xliv, pp. 145-55) that the representative surface

of a plane involution is rational, has in effect been modified by sub-

sequent work of the same writer, and of Enriques ; first, by an in-

vestigation, given by Castelnuovo, of the conditions in general for

a surface to be rational {Mem. d. Soc. Ital. d. Scienze, x, 1896,

pp. 103-23); and then, by the results given in a paper by Castel-

nuovo and Enriques {Ann. d. Mat. vi, 1901). For any linear system
of curves in a plane, without common base points, the number of

points in a canonical set on any one of the curves is less than the

number of intersections of this curve with any other curve of the
system; and, for a linear system with assigned base points a
"completed" canonical set likewise contains less points than the
"completed" number of intersections of the curve with another
curve of the system; here the completed canonical set consists of

the whole number of intersections of the curve with the adjoint

curve defining the set, including those at the base points, and the
completed number of intersections of two curves includes their

intersections at the base points. In the last paper referred to it is

proved, on the basis of several particular theorems already known,
that, if a surface, which has no multiple points, contain a linear

system of curves for which the completed canonical sets contain

a number of points less than the completed number of intersections
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of two curves of the system, then such a surface either contains an
irrational pencil of curves, or is a rational surface. It had been
proved in Castelnuovo's original paper of 1893, that the representa-

tive surface of a plane involution necessarily contains a linear

system of curves for which the inequality above explained is

fvilfilled. We have proved that the surface does not contain an
irrational pencil of curves. We assume that a representative surface

can be found which has no multiple points. The conclusion, then,

is that the surface is rational; and, therefore, as explained above,
the plane involution is also rational. The general condition given
above may be enunciated also thus : consider a surface, in space of

any dimensions, not having multiple points; let the surface contain

a linear system of curves with assigned base points, of typical

multiplicity t ; let these curves be of genus p, and n be the grade of

the system, or the number of intersections of two curves of the

system outside the base points; define the completed genus, tt,

of a curve, and the completed grade, v, by 77=_p + ^S^(<— 1),

v=« + S^2, and call 27r— 2— v the canonical number of a curve of

the system (see p. 222, below). We find 27r-2- i/^2;9-2-n. Then,

if there be such a linear system for which the canonical 7iumber is

negative, the surface may be birationally transformed to a ruled surface.

The theorem is true when the linear system is of zero freedom ; that

is, consists of a single isolated curve, provided 77 > 0. The less detailed

form of the result, which we have stated above, namely that a
surface with the specified linear system of curves must contain an
irrational pencil of curves, or be rational, is sufficient for our present

purpose. We cannot here give the ]:)roof of this theorem. But we
may give, in barest outline, the proof that the representative surface

of a plane involution contains a linear system of curves of negative

canonical number. For brevity, let two points of the plane which
belong to the same set of the involution be called conjugate. To any
curve on the representative surface will correspond a curve of the

plane, with the property that all the conjugate points, of any point

of the curve, equally lie on this curve; conversely any curve of the

plane with this property corresponds to a curve of the surface ; we
may describe such a curve of the plane as "belonging to" the in-

volution. A particular curve of this character is obtainable by
taking an arbitrary line u, and then the curve cf) which is the locus

of the sets of points conjugate to all the points of the line; and then
considering the composite curve u + <j). Let A; be the order of the

curve of united points of the involution in the plane, the locus of

points of which each coincides with one of its conjugate points; let

j be the number of pairs of conjugate points which lie on an arbitrary

line of the plane (called by Caporali the class of the involution;

Rend....Napoli, xviii, 1879, p. 212). The curve
(f>
meets the line u in
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its k intersections with the locus of united points, and also in the j
pairs of conjugate points lying on u. Thus ^ is of order k-\-2j and
w+ ^ is of order k-\-2j+\. The irreducible curve u-\-<f) defines a
linear system of curves in the plane, all belonging to the involution

(having base points at the exceptional points of the plane of which
the conjugate points are not a finite set but all the points of an
exceptional curve). From this system there arises a linear system
of curves on the representative surface. This is the system of which
we can prove the canonical number to he negative. The number of

intersections of two curves of this system, on the surface, is equal

to the number of sets of tlie involution, in the plane, which are

common to the degenerate curve w + ^, and to a general curve, of

order ^'^-2;'+l, of the linear system defined thereby; from the

nature of u +
<f),

any set lying thereon has one point on u ; the

number of sets required is thus the number of intersections, with u,

of a curve whose order is /c+ 2j + 1. The genus of the curves on the

surface which correspond to the plane curves defined by w+ ^ is

more difficult to find ; it is in fact equal to j. As 2; — 2 — ( A; + 2j + 1 ),

equal to —(A;+ 3), is negative, it follows that the canonical number
in question is certainly negative.

Ex. 1. A very simple example is the involution before taken (p. 136)
of wliich, in homogeneous coordinates, the sets are the pairs {x, y, z),

{x~^, y~^, z~^). The points conjugate to the points of a line u, of equation
Ix + my + nz = 0, then describe the conic

(f>
given by Ix'^ + my~^ + nz~^ = 0.

The system defined by the curve u + <j> then consists of the cubic curves
given hy A{xz~^ + x~^z) + B{yz~^ + y~^z) + C{xy~^ + x~^y) + D = 0; these
have 3 base points, and any two of them meet beside in three pairs of
the involution. With the invariants before used, ^=:{x — z)'-{x + z)~'~,

V = iy-^)-{y + z)--, C^{x-z){y-z)/{x + z){y + z), we have

xy-^ + x-^y = 2[{l + 0{l + v)--iQ{l-^)-Hl-r,)-\

and the system of cubic curves corresponds to the intersection of the
cone Itj— ^- = with the quadric surfaces

that is to a system of elliptic quartic curves. These curves contain the
point (1, 1, 1) and have, beside, two fixed points of contact on the cone.
For this involution k — 0, the united points being the four points

( + 1, ±1,1); further, on an arbitrary line there lies one pair of conjugate
points, orj = l. Thus J is the genus of the curves in which the cone is met
by the system of quadric surfaces, and 2j+ 1 is the number of variable
intersections of two of these curves.

Ex. 2. For the involution of sets of five points obtainable from one
point (x, y) of the set by repetitions of the transformation

x' = y, y' = {l-x-y)/{l-x),

(Ex. 3, p. 121 ), obtain a representative surface, shewing that this is rational

,

and contains a linear system of curves of negative canonical number.
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Numberof cyclical sets in a correspondence. We have noticed
that particular involutions are obtainable by repetitions of a (single

valued, algebraic) transformation which is periodic (as in Ex. 3,

p. 121). More generally, now, consider a correspondence between
pairs of points, of such character that the number of coincidences
is finite; we can find a formula for the number of cyclical sets, to
be defined, contained therein.

In the first place, for definiteness, consider such a correspondence
as we have already considered (Chap, ii, p. 92), of oo'" pairs of
points in space [r], in which, to any point P, corresponds a finite

number of points Q, and, reversely, to Q, corresponds a finite

number of points P. Denote the correspondence by T; assume the
correspondence to be such that P can be at any point of the space

;

then, when P takes the position of any one of the points Q which
correspond to the original P, there will correspond points R, which
we may denote by T{Q); as already explained (p. 6), the aggre-
gate of all such points R, for all the points Q, or T{P), may be de-

noted by T'^{P), and regarded as arising from P by the forward
correspondence T^. Assume then, further, that the correspondence
is such that the numbers of coincidences in all the successive corre-

spondences T, T^, T^, ... are finite. We have proved, then (p. 99),

that the number of coincidences for the correspondence T is g{T),
where ^(r) = (0)(r)' + (l)(r-l)'+ ...-f(r-l)(l)' + (r)(0)', in which
(0)(r)' denotes the number of points Q which correspond to an
arbitrary point P, similarly (r)(0)' denotes the number of points P
which correspond to an arbitrary point Q, in the reverse corre-

spondence; and, more generally, (i)(i)' means the number of pairs

of corresponding points P, Q, of which P lies in an arbitrary space
of i dimensions, [i], while Q lies in an independent arbitrary space

[j], with i+j = r. The correspondence being supposed to be ex-

pressed by algebraic equations, the number {i){jy is the order of the
algebraic manifold described by all the points Q when P describes

the linear space [i]. As a simple example, consider the corre-

spondence in a plane, between points {x, y) and (|, r)), which is

determined by equations x^ = ^'^, y''= r]% wherein p,q,r,s are

positive integers; then, as {x, y), or P, describes an arbitrary line

lx-\-my-\-n— 0, the rs points (|, 77), or Q, which correspond thereto,

describe a curve whose equation is obtained by rationalising the

equation l^f+ nir]^ -{-n — Q, where/= rp~^ and g— sq~^. Suppose now,
with a slight change of notation, that the points Q arising from P,
are denoted by Q'^*; we may write (Q'i*) = T(P); next that all the

points T(Q<^'), arising from the aggregate of points Q^^\ are denoted
by Q<2), so that we write (Q<2)) = T2(P), and so on. Finally, that
among the points (Q'"*) given by T^{P), there is one particular

point Q**'' which coincides with P; this is then a coincidence of the
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correspondence T*', and there is a succession of v+1 particular

points P, Q(i', ...,Q<>'> such that Q<^> = T{P), Q<-^> = T(^>(i>), ...,

Q(i')z=r(Q<»'-i)); moreover, the v first points of this set will be such

that, starting from any one of them, we can come back to it ))y v

successive applications of the correspondence T. In saying this, it

is supposed that no one of the points Q'^', Q^^\ ...,
Q'^-i' coincides

with P. Such a set as P, Q^^\ ... ,

Q'^-i' is then called here a cyclical

set. The result to which we proceed gives the number of cyclical

sets which exist for a given value of v, supposing the numbers of co-

incidences ^(T), g(T-), ... , for the various powers of T, to be known.

For example, if T be a Cremona transformation in a plane, of order

11, that is, a (1, 1) correspondence in which the point Q describes a

curve of order n when P describes a line, then, in the most general

case, the correspondence T- is of order n^; and, by the formula

(0)(2)' + (l)(l)' + (2)(0)', the number of coincidences for this corre-

spondence T'^ is l + n'-+l. This, however, includes the l + n4-l co-

incidences for T itself. Therefore the number of coincidences proper

to T^, is w^— w; and hence the number of cyclical sets of 2 points

belonging to T is \{n'^—n).

In general, among the ^(T") coincidences of T" will be found, not

only the coincidences of T itself, but also the points of any existing

cyclical set of d points, of which d is a divisor of v; in particular the

points of a cyclical set of v points. Let y^ denote the number of

cyclical sets of i points; any such set gives i coincidences. Hence,

if we put p{T') for iy^, we have the equation

g{T-)=p{T)^i:p{T^)+p{T%

wherein d denotes in turn every divisor of v other than unity and

V itself.

The equations of this form, for successive values of v, enable us

to express p{T^) in terms of functions g{T^). We have in fact the

theorem {Proc. Land. Math. Soc. xxi, 1891, p. 30): If/(ai, ..., a^,)

be any number uniquely determinate from the numbers a^, ..., a^,

and symmetrically dependent thereon, and we put

F(%, ...,aj=f{a^, ..., a,„) + i:S/(a,-, a,-, ...,%) + !:/(«,) +/(0),

where a^, aj, ..., % are in turn every m— ju. of %, ..., a,„, and/(0)

is arbitrary, then, conversely,

F{a^, ...,a,) = F{a^, ...,a^) + i:Y.{-\rF{a^,a„ ...,ar)

+ (-l)"-iSF(flJ + (-irF(0),

where F{Q)=f{0), and p, q, ...,r are in turn every selection of

w— /Li of Oi, ..., a„. As a consequence of this: let f{n), F{n) be two
determinate functions of the positive integer n, such that

F{n)=f{l) + i:f{d)+f{n),
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where d denotes in turn all the divisors of n, other than unity and
n itself; also, let the expression of a positive integer v( > 1), in terms
of its prime factors (> 1), be v— ]j^°^ijp^°^2. ... jp^'^s-, then we have

f{v)^F{v)- iF{v/p,)+ !> F{vlp,p,)+ ... + {-iyF{vlp, ... p,);

cf. Dedekind, Crelle, liv, 1857, p. 25; Moebius, Werke, iv, 1887,

p. 591. Hence, we have the result

p{T-)=g{T-)-I.g{T-i) + i:g{T\j)-... + {-iyg{T-i,2,...,s),

where v^ has all the values vlp^, v^^ has all the values v/piPj, ...,

^1,2,...,s has all the values vjp^ •' Ps-
We make application of this to the case of the correspondence of

GO'" pairs of points in space [r], referred to, under the hypotheses
we have stated. On the assumption, already made, that the
number of coincidences in the correspondence T" is finite, this

number, g{T^) is, in fact, given by

g{Tn=m{ryY+[{i){r-iyY+... + [{r-i){iyy+[{r){oyy.

For, if the locus of points Q, corresponding to P in the correspond-

ence T, when P describes a linear space [i], be of order A;, namely
{i){r—iy, then, when P describes a manifold, M/'\ also of dimen-
sion i, but of order m, the points Q will describe a locus of order 7nk.

Whence, considering the sequence of corresponding points, P,
Qd)^ Q(2)^ ^ before described, when P describes a space [i], the

point Q'-^^ will describe a locus of order k, thence Q^^^ will describe

a locus of order k'^, and so on, and finally Q'-^^ will describe a locus

of order A;". W^e can then use this form for ^(T*') in the formula for

piT^.
A particular case is that of a general Cremona transformation in

a plane, for which (0)(2)' = (2)(0)' = 1, and (1)(1)' is the order of the

transformation, say n. Then g{T^) = ny + 2. But, when v>l, the

addition to g{T^) of a number independent of v does not affect the

value of ^:>(2'''), since, for s> 0, the sum, for i = 0, ... , s, of the terms

(
— 1)^(5, i), in which {s, i) is the binomial coefficient, is equal only

to (1 — 1)* or zero. Hence, in general, for v> 1,

where Vj^—vjpi, Vij=vl2JiPj, ..., i'i,...,s= WPi-'-Ps- And the number
of cyclical sets is ]){T^)lv. Thus the number of cyclical sets of

two points is \{ii^—n); and, for example, is 1 for a quadratic

Cremona transformation. If this be expressed by ux' = vy' — wz',

where u, v, w are linear in x, y, z, such a cyclical pair must also

satisfy u'x= v'y— w'z; the elimination of x', y', z', from these, leads

to two cubic curves having in common the three exceptional points

t' = = a', w = = u, u — = v, and the four coincidences of the
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original transformation giv^en by ux= vy= wz; the two remaining
intersections constitute the cychcal pair. For cyclical sets of three
points the number is \{n^— n), which is 2 for a general quadratic
transformation. More generally, in space [r], with coordinates

(a?o, ..., a^r), let yQ,...,y^ denote general (homogeneous) linear

functions of x^, ..., x^, and y^' , ..., y^' the same linear functions of

Xq, ... , x^' ; we may consider the correspondence between {Xq, ... , x^)

and [xq, ..., x/) given by the equations

Vo — '^oT > ifl = '^l" > •••) Vr — '^r~ •

When {xq', ... , x^'), and therefore also a point {y^', ... , y^'), describes

a linear space of dimension r— s, the point {Xf,, ... , x,.) will describe

a manifold of r— 5 dimensions given as the intersection of s primals
each given by an equation of the form

«io^o~^ + «a^i"^ + . .
. + a,Y^r~^ = 0, {i=l, ...,s).

It can be shewn that this manifold is of order (r, s), that is

rl/sl{r— s)l, having the vertices of the fundamental simplex as

multiple points of order (r— 1,5), the edges of this simplex as

multiple lines of order (r — 2, s), and so on, in general the bounding
spaces [A'] of the simplex multiple of order (r—l — k, s), the bound-
ing spaces [r— 5 — 1] being simple thereon. Thus, in this case we have
g{T'') = l + {r, iy + {r,2Y+... + {r,lY+l. In particular, in ordin-

ary space, we have ^(7'") = 2 + 2.3*', and the number of cyclic sets,

of 1/ points, is 2i/-i[3''-i:.3''i + 2.3*'t,i- ... + (-l)«3''i,...,^]. This re-

sult was given by S. Kantor, Compt. rend, xc, 1880, pp. 1156-8,

with proof. The result he states without proof for r>3 is, however,
not obtained by the formula given above.

Another application of the ideas developed here is to a general

correspondence of two points on a curve of genus p, for which the
indices are a. ^ and the valency is y. In this case

g{Tn = a^+P^-2p{-yy
(Severi, Mem.... Torino, li, 1902, p. 88), under the same hypothesis

as before, that the number of coincidences of T" is finite; an ex-

ception arises, for example, if, among the points corresponding to

Q, where Q=T{P), the point P occurs for every P, in which case

the number of cyclical sets of two })oints is infinite.

Note in regard to surfaces containing a pencil of rational
curves. In coiuiexion v.itli the ])roof that the surface representing

a plane involution is rational, it is interesting to bear in mind the

theorem that a surface having a pencil of rational curves is either

rational, when the pencil is rational, or is birationally equivalent to

a ruled surface whose genus is the same as that of the pencil of

curves. Wc remark upon the proof of this theorem.

Lemma. Upon a rational curve, in space [r], of order n, there
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exists a linear series of sets of n— 2 points, of freedom n— 2, a

^71-2' simple and without fixed point, which is determinate without

any irrationality, when the curve is given. For a rational plane

curve of order n, with multiple points, typically i-fold, supposed
resolved in Noether's manner, we may assume, (a), that

S^(^-l) = (w-l)(n-2);

{b), that the number of independent conditions to be satisfied at

the multiple points by an adjoint curve is not greater than
^Si(i— 1); (c), that an adjoint cvu've, as involving symmetrically

the whole set of multiple points, is determinable rationally. Thence,

considering adjoint curves of order n — 2, these determine a series of

sets of each w (n— 2) — Si (i — 1 ) orw — 2 points, with freedom at least

I {n — 2) (/i+ 1 ) — \[n— 1 )
(n — 2), orn — 2 ; and, therefore, with exactly

this freedom (so that the multiple points furnish independent con-

ditions for the adjoint curve). This is the series g^Z\ ^^ question.

For a rational curve of order n, in space [r], we may assign ration-

ally a space [r— 3]; there are then the equivalent of |(w— l)(n— 2)

chords of the curve which meet this space, because the curve can
be projected from this space [r— 3] into a plane curve of order n
with the equivalent of |(/i — l)(n — 2) double points. We may then

consider the most general cone of order (n — 2), having this space

[r— 3] as vertex, described to pass through these \[n—\){n— 2)

chords. Thereby we obtain a g^Zl upon the curve. This series is

evidently simple and without fixed points, because its freedom is

equal to its grade.

Application of the lemma. Provided n — 2^2, the series can

be used (as in Vol. v. Chap, i, p. 7) to make a (1, 1) birational

transformation of the curve to one of order n — 2 ; and this process

can be continued until the given curve is transformed either into

a rational cubic curve, or into a conic. Thus we have the inference

:

The expression of a rational curve in terms of a variable parameter
involves no irrationality in the coefficients of the equations which
determine the curve if we assume the coordinates of a single point

upon the curve to be given, when necessary (as in the case of a conic).

Surfaces with a rational pencil of rational curves. That such

surfaces are rational was proved by Noether {Math. Ann. iii, 1870,

p. 161; wherein the preceding lemma for plane curves is given). His

proof consists in establishing that there is upon the surface a

rational curve, determinable rationally, whicli does not belong to

the pencil of curves, but meets every curve of the pencil in one

point. The points of the surface can then be expressed rationally

(and reversibly) by two parameters, one determining the position

of the point upon a curve of the pencil, the other determining the
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position of the intersection of this curve with the rational director

curve, upon this director curve.

To ilhistratc the argument consider the case of a surface of order

n, in ordinary space, which has an (n — 2)-fold hue; tliis surface

contains the Unear pencil of conies obtained by planes through the

axis. Its equation may be supposed of the form

wherein a, h, b. A, B, C arc homogeneous polynomials in x, y, the

first three of order n — 2, while A, B are of order n — 1, and C is of

order n. A provisional proof of the existence of a suitable rational

director curve upon this surface, which can be confirmed by more
detailed examination, is easily given. Let u, v be homogeneous
polynomials in x, y of order n — 2, and w a similar polynomial of

order w— 3. The equations z^u/w, t= v/w then represent a rational

curve of order n — 2, having the axis x= — y as an (w — 3)-fold

chord. That this curve lies on the surface requires the identical

vanishing of a homogeneous polynomial, in x, y, of order 3n— 6

;

and there are in u, v, w just 3w— 5 (non-homogeneous) disposable

coefficients with which to effect this, by the solution of linear

equations. With u, v, zv so determined, put y=l for simplicity of

statement, denote u/w by ^ and z;/ro by t; and substitute, in the

equation of the surface, t — T + 9{z—Q. Then, by use of

C=-[ai:^+ 2Hr+bT^+ At+ BT],

after removing the factor 2 — C, it is possible to express 2 as a ra-

tional function of x and 6; hence t is also such a function, and the

surface is proved to be rational.

Surfaces vrith an irrational pencil of rational curves. In ac-

cordance with a paper of Enriques {Math. Ann. lii, 1899) there

exists also a rational director curve, cutting each curve of the pencil

in one point, when this pencil of curves is not rational. The point

of the surface is then expressible once more in terms of two para-

meters, one expressing the position upon a rational curve of the

pencil, the other expressing (irrationally) the curve of the pencil on
which the point is taken. This is the general character of a ruled

surface. Reference may be made (as Enriques remarks) to Pain-

leve's Stockholm lectures on Differential Equations (1895, litho-

graphed, Paris, 1897, pp. 255-341), where a surface is under con-

sideration which is capable of birational transformation into itself

by a finite continuous group of transformations. Upon this surface

there are rational curves, tlie locus of a point under a one-parameter

subgroup; and upon each such curve are two united points. The
locus of one of these gives the unisecant curve required for Enriques'

demonstration, whose existence then, in Painleve's case, does not

require the proof which is necessary in general.



CHAPTER IV

PRELIMINARY PROPERTIES OF SURFACES
IN THREE AND FOUR DIMENSIONS

We consider an algebraic surface of order n, in ordinary space, in

which the coordinates are x, y, z,t; and certain properties of the

tangent cone drawn to this surface from an arbitrary point. We
suppose, unless the contrary be stated, that the multiple points of

the surface consist at most of the points of a double curve, whereon

are triple points of the surface, through which pass three sheets of

the surface ; so that such points ai'e also triple points of the double

curve, with tangents not generally lying in a plane. Reasons will

be given later for the conclusion that any surface can be birationally

transformed to a surface of this character, so that the supposition

involves no essential limitation of generality in the surfaces dealt

with. At the same time, it is often convenient to suppose that,

beside the double curve, the surface considered has isolated multiple

points ; and this possibility will also be taken into account in some
of the results given.

Some familiar facts may be recalled first, particularly for the case

when there is no such double curve, the surface being expressed by
a polynomial equation of complete generality in the coordinates.

At a general point of the surface there is a plane, called the tangent

plane, which is the locus of lines through the point which have two
intersections with the surface coinciding at this point; such a line

has then n — 2 further intersections with the surface. Thus the

tangent plane meets the surface in a curve having a double point

at the point of contact, whereof the tangents, each meeting the

surface in three points coinciding at the point, are in general dis-

tinct. These two lines are the generating lines, at this point, of the

quadric surface—called the polar quadric of the point of contact

{xq, ?/o, Zo» ^o)—whose equation is {xd/dxQYf{xQ, y^, Zq, /o)
= 0, where

f{x, y, z, t) = is the equation of the surface, and xdjdx^ stands for

xdldxQ+ ydldyQ+ zd[dzQ+ tdldt(j; this quadric surface touches the

tangent plane of the given surface at the point {Xq, ^/o, ^c ^o)- The
two particular lines are called the asymptotic or the inflexional lines

of the surface at this point. The statement is easily proved by con-

sidering the equation in X,f{XxQ+ x, ... , XtQ+ t) = 0, which defines

the intersections of the surface with the line joining the points

{Xq, yo, Zq, to), {x, y, z, t). Further, if {x', y', z', t') be another point

of the surface, the line in which the tangent plane at {x^, y^, Zq, t^)

is met by the tangent plane at {x', y' , z' , t'), has for limit, as the
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latter point approaches (.Pq, ?/(,, z^, <o), a line through this, whose
direction is the harmonic conjugate, in regard to the inflexional

lines thereat, of the direction in which {x' ,
y' , z', t') approaches

{Xq, iJq, Zq, t^). Two such lines, in the tangent plane at {x^, ;</„, Zf^, t^),

whicli are harmonic conjugates in regard to the inflexional lines,

are often called simply conjugate lines at the point. At a less

general point of the surface it may happen that the inflexional lines

coincide, the section by the tangent plane, at this point, having here
a cusp; then the polar quadric of this point, having two intersecting

generators coincident, must be a cone (and conversely). If the polar

quadric be written a^^ X"+ ... + ^a^^xy+ . . . = 0, the condition for this

is the vanishing of the determinant
|
a^j

\

, of which each element is

a partial differential coefficient, of the second order, such as

d^fjdxQ^ or 9y/9a;o9^o' ^^ ^^^^ point in question be {xq, yo, z^, to).

Thus this point lies on a surface of order 4(w — 2); this surface is

called the Hessian of the original; its intersection with the original

surface is called the parabolic curve on the surface ; at a point of this

curve the tangent plane is said to have stationary contact with the
surface. We may speak of the line, in which the two inflexional

lines at a parabolic point coincide, as the parabolic line, to be dis-

tinguished from the tangent line of the parabolic curve at this point.

At a parabolic point one of two conjugate directions, defined as

above by a harmonic pencil, must be along the parabolic line; so

that the tangent planes, at all points {x', y', z', t') of the surface,

ultimately pass through this parabolic line as (a?', y', z', f') approaches
the parabolic point.

Ex. Of the inflexional lines of the general surface /=0, at points of
the curve in which this surface is met by another surface of order n',

there are nn'{3n — 4) which meet an arbitrary line, and nn' {Sn + 2n' — 8)
which touch the common curve, in general.

We enquire now: (i), what is the number of the inflexional lines

of the surface which pass through an arbitrary point of space, re-

marking that, as there are oo^ inflexional lines and two conditions

are required for a line to contain a given point, we may expect a
definite number of such lines; and (ii), what is the number of tan-

gent planes of the surface, having stationary contact with this,

which pass through an arbitrary point of space, remarking that
there are oo^ such tangent planes and one condition is required for

a plane to contain a given point?

As to the enquiry (i), in order that an inflexional line, at a point

{x, y, z, t) of the surface, may pass through a point (^, rj, ^, r), this

last must lie both on the tangent plane and on the polar quadric of

{x, y, z, t). This point must then satisfy the two equations denoted
by {^d/dx)f=0 and {^djdxYf=0; these equations, when {x, y, z, t)

are regarded as current coordinates, which represent what are called
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respectively the first and second polars of (^, tj, ^, t) in regard to the

surface, are of orders n — 1 and n — 2 ; the common curve of these

polars thus meets /=0 in w(n — l)(n — 2) points. Conversely, when
the surface has no multiple points, the conditions ensure that an

inflexional line, at the point {x) of the surface, passes through the

point (I), and the number of such lines is ?i(n— l)(n — 2). But, if

the surface has a double curve, there is a difference; in this case,

the equation {^dldx)f=0 is satisfied, wherever (^) may be, for all

points (x) of the double curve ; and the enveloping cone, of tangent

planes of the surface which pass through (|), breaks up into the

cone joining (^) to the double curve, and another proper enveloping

cone; the first polar of {$) contains the double curve, and its re-

maining intersection with the surface constitutes the proper curve

of contact of the enveloping cone from (|); thus if the order of this

proper curve of contact be denoted by /^t^, and the order of the

double curve by €„, we have w(n — l) = /u.i+ 2eo. There is likewise

change as to the intersection of the surface with the second polar

of (^) : Evidently, if the second polar of (|) pass through a point {x),

then the polar quadric of {x) passes through {$). Now, at any point

of the double curve, the polar quadric of this point breaks up into

the two tangent planes of the surface at this point, as may be seen

by taking particular coordinates with origin at this point, it being

known that the polar surfaces are unaffected by linear transforma-

tion of the coordinates; and, of the oo^ tangent planes of the surface

at points of the double curve, there will be a number passing

through an arbitrary point (^). Thus, the second polar of {$) passes

through as many points of the double curve. If the number of such

points be denoted by p, it appears on examination that the number
of intersections of the second polar of (|), with the proper curve of

contact, at ordinary points of this, is lessened precisely by p; and
hence that the number of points of the surface at which an in-

flexional tangent passes through (|) is iJ,^{n — 2) — p. In general we
denote the number of points of the surface at which an inflexional

tangent line passes through an arbitrary point, (|), by k. Thus,

when there is a double curve, we have k= ^^{n — 2) — p. This will be

proved below. For the case when there is no such curve we have

shewn that K= n(w— l)(w— 2).

Now, (ii), consider the points of the surface at which the tangent

plane, from the arbitrary point (^), has stationary contact with the

surface. At such a point consider the two lines, both in the tangent

plane, one joining the point to (^), the other the tangent line of the

curve of contact of tangent planes from (^) to the surface. By the

harmonic property spoken of, one of these must coincide with the

parabolic line at the point. It can be shewn (see the analysis below)

that, in general, it is the tangent of the curve of contact which co-
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incides with the paraboHc lino, the other possibihty involving that

the curve of contact has a multiple point at the point considered.

We shall denote by i the nvnuber of tangent planes of the surface,

drawn from an arbitrary ])oint (^), which have stationary contact

with the surface.

The two kinds of points of the surface we have considered, of

numbers respectively k and i, correspond to characters of the en-

veloping cone drawn from the point (|). Take an arbitrary plane

section of this cone; we desire to make it clear that, in general, on
a generator of this enveloping cone which is an inflexional line of

the surface, there is a cusp of this plane section; and, on a gener-

ator containing a point of stationary contact, there is an inflexion

of this plane section; which thus has k cusps and i points of in-

flexion. In fact, at a point (x) of the surface for which the joining

line {x, I) is an inflexional line, the curve of contact of the en-

veloping cone with the surface touches the line {x, |) at (x), and we
have the same generating line of the cone for two coinciding tangent

planes; while, at a point (a?) of stationary contact, we have the

same tangent plane for two coinciding points of the curve of

contact.

Consider the two possibilities analytically. For the case where
an inflexional line passes through the point (^), take non-homo-
geneous coordinates x, y, z, with origin at the point of the surface,

and 2= for the tangent plane. The equation of the surface may be

represented by

z+ xy+ {xz, yz, z^) + {x^, x^y, ..., z^)+ ... = 0,

the axes x, y being along the inflexional lines. The first polar of a

point x= a, y=^0, z= 0, on the inflexional line z= 0, y= 0, has an
equation of the form

a{y+{z, 0,0) + {x\xy, ...)+ ...} + {n-l) z+{n-2) xy+ ...^0;

this meets the tangent plane 2= in a curve given by

a{y+{x^, xy, ...)+ ...} + (w-2) xy+... = 0,

of which the first approximation (a=j=0) is of the form y— kx'^= 0.

This verifies what was said above, that, when an inflexional line,

at a point (x) of the surface, passes through an external point (|),

the curve of contact, of the tangent planes from (^) to the surface,

touches the line (x, |) at the point (x). Next, for the other ease,

when a tangent plane to the surface from (^) has stationary contact

with the surface at a point (x), the equation of the surface, expressed

by non-homogeneous coordinates, with origin at the point of

contact, is of the form

z+ly^+{xz, ijz, z^) + {x^, xhj, ...)+ ... =0;
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thus the first polar of a point x= a, y= b, s = is given by an equation

«{... {z, 0, 0) + {x^ xy, ...)+...} + 6{,/ + (o, z, 0) + {x\ ...)+•.•}

+ (^i-l)2+i(n-2)i/2+... = 0,

and the intersection of this with z = is given by

a{...{x-',xy, ...)+...} + 6{?/+ (a;2, ...)+...}+i(w-2) t/+ ... = 0;

provided 6=^0, that is, in the original description, provided the

point (^) is not on the parabolic line at the point {x), this is also, to

the first approximation, of the form y — kx^— 0; so that the curve
of contact has the parabolic line for tangent. When 6= 0, the curve
of contact has a double (or higher) point, at the point of stationary

contact.

We may consider the matter from another point of view. The
sections of the surface by all possible planes through the external

point (^), form a linear system of curves on the surface. This system
is such that one curve goes through any two arbitrary points of the

surface ; it is given by the intersection of the surface with another
system of surfaces, whose equation is of the form A":^ + iLt^+ vi/(= 0,

in which ^ = 0, ^ = 0, ifj
— represent definite surfaces (in our case

planes through {$)), and A, /x, v are variable parameters. We may
consider the more general case when ^ = 0, ^ — 0, </r= are any
surfaces of the same order; a system of curves on the surface so

determined is called a net of curves. Of such a net of curves we may
consider the Jacobian curve; this is defined as the locus of points of

the surface at which a curve of the net has a double point. For an
ordinary point of the surface /= 0, the condition for this is that

the surface should have the same tangent plane as the surface

Xb + fi(f>+vip= 0; the Jacobian is then part (or the whole) of the in-

tersection of/=0 with the surface expressed by the vanishing of

the four-rowed determinant d{^,
<f>, ifj,f)ld{x, y, z, t). The curves of

the net which pass through a point of the Jacobian curve, this being
supposed to be an ordinary point of/=0, form a pencil of curves,

obtainable by the intersection of/= with surfaces whose equation
is of the form pXJ -{qV=0, in which p, q are variable, but U and V
are definite ; we may suppose that U—0 gives the curve of the net

which has a double point at the point considered. Thus the point

is such that all curves of the net which pass through it have the

same tangent line thereat, that of the curve given by V= 0. For
the sake of comparison with the simple case considered above, we
may describe this common tangent, at the point [x) of the Jacobian
curve, as the {x, |) line; in that particular case, the locus of double
points of plane sections of/= made by planes through the external

point (^), is the curve of contact of tangent planes of the surface

drawn from (^). As in that case, we may prove in general that the
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{x, I) line is the harmonic conjugate of the tangent line of the Jaco-

bian curve, Cj, with respect to the tangent lines of the curve, Cq,

of the net which has a double point at (x). We return to this general

point of view later.

Consider now in further detail the case when the net of curves is

formed by the plane sections of the surface whose planes contain

an external point {^); and suppose the surface has no double curve,

or other multiple points. The enveloping cone has then an order,

A^, equal to 7i{n — 1), the saiue as the order of the curve of contact;

this curve is now the complete intersection of the surface with the

first polar of (^), which is a surface of order n — 1. The class of the

enveloping cone, defined by the number of its tangent planes which
contain an arbitrary line through its vertex, and thus equal to the

number of tangent planes of the surface through this line, is also

equal to the number of intersections, on the surface, of the two
curves of contact of tangent planes to the surface drawn from any
two points of this line. It is thus given by N' — n{n — l)^. These
numbers A'^, N' are respectively the order and class of any plane

section of the enveloping cone. This plane section has also, we have
proved, a mmiber K of cusps given by K = 7i{n — l){n — 2). Thus we
have N' —N= K, a relation not generally true for a plane curve.

If, further, this plane section have D double points, T double

tangents, and / inflexions, and no other singularities, we can employ
the formulae of Pliicker

N'^N^-N-2D-3K, I-K = 3{N'-N),
2{T-D) = {N'-N){N' + N-9),

and thence deduce

I= ^K= ^n{n-l){n-2), D=hn{n-l){7i-2){n -S),

together with
T=in(n-l)(/t-2)(n3-«Hn-12).

Of these, the number /, by what we have said, will be the number
of tangent planes with stationary contact which pass through an
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arbitrary external point (|); but an independent proof of this

arises from the form of / itself, which is the nmnber of intersections

of three surfaces, namely the given surface, of order n; the Hessian

of this, of order 4(n — 2); and the first polar of (|), of order n — \.

The number D will be the number of tangent lines from (^) which

touch the surface in two distinct points. The number T will be the

number of tangent planes from {I) which have two distinct points

of contact with the surface; for instance, in the case of a cubic

surface, T = 27, a plane from (^) to any one of the 27 lines of the

surface having, we know, two distinct points of contact with the

surface, lying on this line. The numbers D, K are such that

D + K=hi{n-l)^{n-2);

we also obtain this equation directly, in an independent way, thus

:

If we denote {xdldiYf{^)/r ! by/^ , this being of order r in (x, y, z, t),

the result of the substitution of {^+Xx, rj + Xy, .,.) for [x, y, ...), in

f{x,y,z,t) = 0, is fo+ Xfi+ X%+... + X'% = 0; this determines the

intersections with/=0 of the line joining the points (|), {x). In

order that this line may touch the surface, the two first derivatives

of this equation in A must have a common root ; for the line to have

two distinct contacts with the surface these derivatives must have

two different common roots, and for the line to have three coin-

cident intersections with the surface, these derivatives must have

two coincident common roots. To express this, we form (as in

Vol. V, Chap, viii) a determinant of 2(n— 1) rows and columns, of

which the elements of the first n — 1 rows are, beside zeros, the

coefficients, nf^ ,
(n — 1 )/i ,

(w — 2)/2 , . .
. , /„_i , of one derivative of the

A equation, beginning respectively in the first, second, ..., (n— l)th

place ; and the elements of the last n— 1 rows are, beside zeros, the

coefficients, /i, 2/2, S/g, ..,, «/„, of the other derivative, beginning

likewise in the first, second, ..., (w — l)th place of these rows, re-

spectively. The vanishing of this determinant expresses that the

A equation has a repeated root ; the terms in the expansion of this

determinant are however isobaric in the suffixes, and thus of equal

order in {x, y, z, t) ; this order is then equal to that of the single

term {nf(, . nf^)'^-'^ in this expansion, and so is n{n — l). This gives

the equation of the enveloping cone to the surface drawn from {$).

To form the condition that the first derivatives should have two
common roots, we form from this determinant another, of 2(w— 2)

rows and columns, which can be obtained from this one by leaving

out the (w— 1 )th and the (2n — 2)th rows of it, as well as the last two
columns. The new determinant has, in its expansion, the term

(7?/o.(n-l)/„_i)"-2, and is of order (n-l)(n-2) in x,y,z,t. The
vanishing of this gives the cone containing both the double and the

cuspidal edges of the previous enveloping cone drawn from {$).
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Hence we have 2{D-{-K) = n{n — \).{n — \){n — 2),SiS was deduced.

We may likewise obtain a direct proof of the value of D, by sup-

posing (I) to be on the siu-faee, and considering the lines drawn
tangent to the surface at this jioint. Then wc consider the A equa-

tion, obtained from the former by replacing f^ and /^ by zero,

/g-l-A/g-f ... 4- A"-y„= 0. For the tangent line {x, |) to have further

contact with the surface, the two first derivatives of this must have

a common root; the determinant whose vanishing expresses this

fact contains the term (/2./„)'*~^ and is of order (« + 2)(w — 3) in

(«), and of order (?j — 2)(n — 3) in (^). By this latter fact, the point

of contact (^), when {x) is a given point on the double tangent of

the surface, lies on a surface of order (n — 2)(n — 3), beside lying on

^Q= 0,/i= 0, which are of respective orders n,n—l in (|); as the

double tangent contains two such points, the number of such

tangents is hi\n—l){n — 1){n — '8); this proves independently the

value of D deduced above. That the determinant is of order

(n+ 2)(n — 3) in {x) expresses that this is the number of tangents

which can be drawn to a general plane curve of order n from a

double point of the curve.

We may also consider the genus, tt, of the plane section of the

enveloping cone. By the Pliicker formulae this is given by
27r— 2 = n(n— l)(2/i — 5); and, by the correspondence between the

generators of the cone, and the points of the curve of contact, tt is

also the genus of this curve. We may find this genus, also, from the

general formula (Vol. v. Chap, viii) for the genus of the complete

curve of intersection of two surfaces, namely, here, the original

surface and the first polar of the external point (^). Incidentally,

we thus have an independent determination of D + K, and thence

of D when K is found. By the same theory, any canonical set of

points on the curve of contact lies on a surface of order 2w — 5 ; and
a canonical set of points is obtained by taking a canonical set of

generators of the enveloping cone, which can be found by the inter-

section of this cone with a cone of order w(n — 1) — 3 drawn through

its double and cuspidal generators.

Ex. 1. A very simple example is the case of an ordinary cubic surface,

to which no double tangent lines can be drawn from an arbitrary external
point (i). The curve of contact is of order G and genus 4, and has 6 tangent
lines which pass through the vertex (^) of the enveloping cone, these being
cuspidal generators of the cone. The points of contact of these tangents
lie on a plane, the second polar of the \ertex (^), and on a conic. A cubic
cone, put through these 6 tangents, meets the curve of contact in 6 other
points, and these lie in a plane ; in particular there is a cubic cone meeting
the enveloping cone only along its 6 cuspidal generators.

Ex. 2. liy the formulae given above (Vol. v. Chap, viii), for the curve
which is the complete intersection of a general surface of order n, and
the first polar of an arbitrary external point, of order ti — 1, the rank, r

;

the number, h, of chords of the curve from an arbitrary point; the class,
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n'

',
and the number, v', of planes containing two tangent lines of the

curve which pass through an arbitrary point, are given, respectively, by

r= n{n-l){2n- 3), h = \n{n - \f{n - 2), n' = 6h (/? - 1) (n - 2),

v' = in(«-l)(2w-3){n(«-l)(2«-3)-10} + 4n(n-l).

If a curve in space be projected from a point at which x tangents of the
curve intersect, this curve having no double points, or cusps, or inflexions,

or double tangents, prove that, for the resulting plane curve,

N' = r-x, D = h-x, K = x, T=v'-{r-4)x + ix{x-i), I = n'-2x.

Shew that, when x = w(w — l)(w — 2), the values for N', D, K, T, I which
are found in the text for the curve of contact, result from these two sets

of formulae.
Ex. 3. For a cubic surface, /2,^ = 0, with the notation u^^f^, u^=f^^fx>

^k=fifx^' ^h=fx^' prove that the enveloping cone from the point (f) has
the equation (Uo^Wg — 3WoMi?/2 + 2Mi3)- + 4(?/oW2 — %")^ = 0.

Ex. 4. If Uj. be a homogeneous polynomial in x, y, z, of order r, the
discriminant in regard to d of the form UQd^ + Uid^~^ + ...+u^ = 0, repre-
sents, when equated to zero, with x, y, z as coordinates, a plane curve
of order n{n — l), with ^n{n — l){n — 2)(n — 3) double points, and
n{n — l){n — 2) cusps lying on a curve of order (n — !)(/? — 2).

Ex. 5. If a plane sextic curve have 6 nodes which lie on a conic, then
the sextic is touched by another conic in 6 points which lie on a cubic
curve through the nodes (Rohn, Math. Ann. xxv, 1885, p. 598). Any
plane sextic curve with 6 nodes can be birationally transformed to a
sextic curve with 6 nodes which lie on a conic.

Ex. 6. In general, the Hessian of a surface contains the points of the
surface for which the polar quadric is a cone, and the points at which the
inflexional lines coincide. A ruled surface (see below, Ex. 7, p. 165) has
generators, called tarsal generators, each with the property that the
tangent plane of the surface is the same at every point of the generator

;

and the ruled surface has a double curve. Salmon has proved that the
Hessian of a ruled surface meets the surface only in its torsal generators
and its double curve, having the former as double lines, and the latter

as a four-fold curve. For example, the Hessian of the ruled cubic surface
x^z + yH = is x^y- = 0.

Ex. 7. A related theorem, for a surface of order n, containing a line,

is that all the intersections of the Hessian with this line are contacts, so
that their number is 2(n — 2). If the equation of the surface be x<f> + yil/ = 0,

the tangent plane of the surface at any point (0, 0, Zj , t^) of the line is

given by xtii + yi\ — 0, where u^, t\ are the polynomials, homogeneous of
order n — 1 inz^, t^, obtained by substituting (0, 0, z^ , t^) in

(f>,
ip; thus any

plane containing the line x = = y touches the surface in n— 1 points,

where the section of the surface by this plane meets the line. And the
points of the line whereat the second inflexional line of the surface
coincides with this (inflexional) line, are the points where this plane
section, for a suitably chosen plane, touches the line. These points arise

for values of zjl^ satisfying the two equations xdujdzi + ydvi/dzi = 0,

xdiii/dtj^ + ydVi/dti — 0, and are 2(n — 2) in number. Only in these points
can the Hessian meet the line; so that all its intersections are contacts.

The argument assumes that the tangent plane of the surface is not the
same at all points of the line. When this is so, the equation of the surface
may be taken to be X(j) + y'^3 = ; and it can be verified that the line lies

wholly on the Hessian, which has, further, the tangent plane of the surface
for its tangent plane at every point of the line (Salmon),
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The surface with a double curve. In what now follows we
deal in some detail with surfaces having a double curve, but with
no other multiple points beside triple points, which are triple points

for this double curve, at which three sheets of the surface meet. This
apparent limitation is suggested by the following considerations:

It has been proved (Vol. v, Chap, ii) that any curve may be changed,
by birational correspondence, to one with no singular points, lying

possibly in space of higher dimension than that of the original curve.

It is believed, similarly (see the references given below) that any
surface may be obtained, by birational transformation, from one
without multiple points; and that such a representative non-
singular surface may be supposed to be in space of five (or less)

dimensions. If such a surface, in space [5], be projected into space

[4], the resulting surface will also have no multiple points (for

general projection) other than double points of a particular kind,

at which two sheets of the surface cross with only point-intersection,

like the intersection of two planes in this space. There are in fact

CO'* chords of a surface, and, for a line in space [5] to pass through
a given point, 4 conditions must be satisfied. Thus, in the general
projection of a non-singular surface in [5], there will be a finite

number of chords of the surface passing through the centre of

projection, and these will give rise to the double points spoken of,

on the surface in [4]. Such double points, of a surface in [4], with,

in general, only point-intersection, at which there are two distinct

tangent planes of the surface, will be spoken of as accidental double
points. They have also been called improper double points*, for a
reason which will appear. If, now, a surface in [4], with no other
singularity than such accidental double points, be projected, from
a general point of its space, into space [3], we shall obtain therein

a surface with a double curve. For, now, though the surface still

has 00* chords, only 3 conditions are necessary for a line to pass
through a given point. Thus, through an arbitrary point of the
space [4], there pass oo^ chords of the surface, forming a conical

sheet, whose intersection with the space [3] will give the double
curve of the projected surface in that space. As two conditions are

necessary for a plane, in space [4], to pass through a given point,

a certain number of the oo^ tangent planes, of the surface in [4],

will pass through an arbitrary point; the line from this point to the
point of contact of such a plane is the limit of chords of the surface

;

* Severi, "Intorno ai piinti doppi impropri di una superficie gcncrale dello

spazio a quattro dinicnsioni. . .", Reud. Palermo, xv, 1901. When the surface
in space [5] is the \'croncse surface, of order 4 (whose general point has co-

ordinates ^-, -q^, ^-, -ql, l,^, ^7], where $, -q, t, are parameters), no cliord of the
surface can be drawn from an urbitrary point, and tlie projected surface in [4]

has no double point. Hut this surface, and cones, are the only surfaces in

space [5] for which this exception arises.
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thus, on the double curve on the surface in [3], there will be a certain

number of points at which the two tangent planes of the surface

are not different; these are called (after Cayley) the pinch points

of the double curve (Cayley, Papers, vi, p. 123, of date 1868).

There will also in general be a finite number of triple chords of the

surface in [4], passing through an arbitrary point; these give rise

to triple points of the surface in [3], triple both for the surface and
the double curve. The accidental double points, of the surface in

[4], will project into points of the double curve, of the surface in

[3], which will be ordinary points of this curve. Thus plane sections

of the surface in [3] will all have the same genus ; and prime sections

of the surface in [4], made by linear spaces of dimension 3 (primes),

will be curves of the same genus ; in particular the genus of a prime

section through an accidental double point is the same as of a general

prime section. This was the reason for the name improper, applied

to these double points*.

The formulae which we proceed to give for surfaces in ordinary

space [3], with only a double curve and triple points thereon, were

originally given by Salmon (cf. Cayley, Papers, vi, p. 329), in con-

nexion with investigations in regard to reciprocal surfaces, and on

the hypothesis of the existence of a cuspidal curve as well as a

double curve. The proof given by Salmon, in part tentative, will

be found in his Solid Geometry (1882, p. 581), and is indicated below.

The formulae were revised, and extended in great detail, by
Zeuthen, Math. Ann. x, 1876, pp. 446-546. The order of the surface

we denote most often by ju-q (instead of n). The enveloping cone to

the surface from an arbitrary point will break up into the cone

standing on the double curve, and a proper cone of contact, as has

already been said ; the order of the proper cone of contact, which is

also the order of the proper curve of contact, and the class of a

general plane section of the surface, we denote by /Xj. The class of

the proper cone of contact, which is also the class of an arbitrary

plane section of this cone, and is also the number of tangent planes

of the surface passing through an arbitrary line (the class of the

surface), we denote by ix^ . As in tlie earlier part of this chapter, we
denote by k the number of inflexional lines of the surface which

pass through an arbitrary point, this being in general the number
of cusps of an arbitrary plane section of the proper enveloping cone.

And we denote by i the number of tangent planes of the surface

* For the reduction of a surface to one without multiple points, the following

references may be of use: (1), Segre, Ann. d. Mai. xxv, 1897; also, Rend.

Palermo, xxx,'l910, and Atti. . .Torino, xxxvi, 1901, p. 635; (2), Beppo Levi,

Atli. . .Torino, xxxni, 1897, p. 66; also, Ann. d. Mat. xxvi, 1897, and Torino

Mem. XLvni, 1898, and Rend. Lincei, vn, 1898; (3), O. Chisini, Bologna Mem.
VIII, 1921 ; (4), Albanese, Rend. Palermo, xlviii, 1924 ; also Rend. Lincei, xxxiii,

1924, p. 13, and Severi, Atti. . .Veneto, lxxix, 1920, p. 929.
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liaving stationary contact, wliich pass tlvrough an arbitrary point;

this is in general, as we have seen, the nvnnbcr of inflexions of an
arbitrary plane section of the proper enveloping cone. The genus of

a general plane section of the surface will often be denoted by jj,

and the genus of the proper curve of contact of the enveloping cone,

from an arbitrary point, by tt. The order of the double curve we
denote by e„, the rank of this curve by e^, the number of its triple

points by t, and the number of its pinch points by v^ . As an auxili-

ary number, we use p for the class of the developable surface formed
by the tangent planes of the surface at the points of the double

curve, namely the number of such tangent planes passing through

an arbitrary point. The surface is supposed to be irreducible; but

evidently the corresponding characters can be formed for a com-
posite surface by addition of the characters for the component
surfaces, if a proper correction be introduced for the intersections

of the components.
With these notations we have the following five equations

:

(I). Mo(^o-l) = /^i + 2eo; (II)' /*i(/^-2)=K + p;

(III), ,,{fMo-2) = p + St; (IV), 2p-2e,= v,;

of which we proceed to give proofs. The equation (I) is obvious by
considering the curve of intersection of the surface with the first

polar of an arbitrary point; this is of order /u.q — 1, and contains the

double curve. It is obtainable also by the formula for the class of

a plane section of the surface, namely iij^= 2iiQ+2p — 2, compared
with the definition of p, given by 2^ — 2 = )Lto(/io— 3) — 2eo. The
equation (II) expresses that the number of intersections of the

proper curve of contact, of tangent planes of the surface from an
arbitrary point 0, with the second polar of this point O, which is

of order /xq— 2, is equal to the sum of: (a), the number, k, of points

of the surface at which an inflexional tangent line passes through O
—and this is justified just as in the case discussed earlier when the

surface has no double curve—and, {b), the number of points of the

double curve for which one of the two tangent planes of the surface

passes through O. In regard to this, the point in question is a point

of contact of a tangent plane from O and thus lies on the proper

curve of contact ; but it is also on the second polar of 0, because

is on the polar quadric of the point, which breaks up into the two
tangent planes of the surface at this point. The matter is made
clearer by considering the surface as arising by projection from a

surface in space [4]. Suppose that this surface is projected from a

point L, and that / is a line through L meeting the space [3], on to

which the projection is made, in a point 0: of the oo- tangent planes

of the surface in [4], there will be oo"^ which meet the line /, and their
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points of contact will describe a curve, say ct, on this surface. The
projection of the curve a is the proper curve of contact, of tangent
planes of the projected surface in [3], which pass through O. If a
point P, of the curve a, be one of the two intersections, with the
surface in [4], of a chord of this surface from L, and the tangent
plane of this surface at P meet the line / in a point other than L, we
obtain, on projection, a point of the double curve of the surface

in [3], at which one of the two tangent planes passes through O, this

point being on the proper curve of contact of tangent planes from
O; but, if the tangent plane of the surface in [4], at the point P,
passes through L, then P projects into a pinch point of the double
curve in space [3], and the tangent plane of the surface in [3] does
not, as a rule, pass through 0. Thus the pinch points of the surface

in [3] lie on the proper curve of contact of tangent planes from
every point O (a fact we shall need below), but are in general differ-

ent from the points of the double curve contributing to p. The
formula (II) states that the only ordinary points of the surface in

[3], for which the tangent plane and the polar quadric both pass
through 0, are the (k) points; and the only multiple points are the

(p) points; we assume that this is so. More detailed consideration

of the behaviour of a first polar at a pinch point is found in Note I,

at the end of this chapter. Coming now to equation (III), this ex-

presses that the intersections of the second polar, of the point O,

with the double curve, consist of the (p) points just considered, and
the triple points, each counted triply. That these latter points are

on the second polar follows because the polar quadric, of a triple

point of the surface, vanishes identically. It appears clear that in

general there are no other than these two kinds of intersection.

Further justification of the equation arises below. Chap, vi, p. 254.

The equation (IV) is in fact only the dual of a theorem which
has been obtained previously (Chap, i, p. 25), that an algebraic

curve of order v, lying on a ruled surface of order n (in the present

application a developable surface), which meets every generator in

2 points, touches 2v— 2n generators. The dual statement is that, for

a developable surface of class v (i.e. having v tangent planes through
an arbitrary point), which is such that two of its tangent planes pass

through every tangent line of a certain curve of rank n, it arises

2v— 2n times that the two tangent planes of the developable surface,

through a tangent line of the curve, coincide with one another. In

the application to be made, the developable surface is that formed
by the tangent planes of the given surface at the points of its double

curve (so that v is to be replaced by p), and the curve is the double

curve (so that n is to be replaced by e^). Thus 2p — 2€-^ is the number,
Vgj of the pinch points of the given surface. Equation (V) may be
obtained by an easy generalisation of a result previously found
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(V^ol. V, p. 218); this result was that, if two surfaces of orders

m, m' , both passing through a curve C, of genus u, have for their

remaining intersection two curves Q, Cg, simple on both surfaces,

then a surface of order m^m' — 4 drawn through Q and Cg, and the

double points of C, if such exist, cuts on C, other than at the inter-

sections of C with Ci and Cg and the double points of C, a canonical

set of 27r— 2 points. The generalisation we require is that this re-

mains true when the curves Q and Cg coincide in a double curve of
the surface of order ?», the surface of order m+ m' — 4 having then
tiiis curve as a double curve. This is in fact a particular case of
a theorem, due to Noether, given below. In the application we
make, the curve C is the proper curve of contact of the tangent
planes to the fundamental surface under consideration, drawn
from a point 0; the two surfaces passing through this are the funda-
mental surface of order (m= ))u,(,, and the first polar of 0, of order

(wi'= )/iq— 1 ; and the curves C^, C^ coincide in the double curve of

the fundamental surface. The proper cvu-ve of contact is of order
/xj and of genus tt; we have seen that this curve passes through the
pinch points of the double curve, and also through the (/j) points of
this, for which one tangent plane of the surface passes through 0.

These points together will then absorb 2v2+ 2p of the intersections

of the surface of order m + m' — 4! (here equal to 2/liq— 5) with the
proper curve of contact ; hence we have

/Xi(2/Xo-5) = 2v2+ 2/3 + 277-2.

The genus it of the proper curve of contact is obtainable by re-

marking that the rank of this curve, the number of its tangents
which meet an arbitrary line, which we may take to pass through
O, is K+ ij,2; for, an inflexional line of the surface which passes

through is a tangent line of the curve of contact ; and a tangent
line of the curve of contact which meets a line through lies in a
tangent plane of the surface passing through this line; therefore,

by the ordinary formula for the rank of a curve, we have

K+ jU.2= 2/i.j^+277— 2.

Using this, and the equation (II), namely jlci(/lio
— 2)=/<:+ p, Avhich

enables us to eliminate p, we find the result stated, or

This is a remarkable result, expressing the number of pinch points

of the double curve in terms of the order, the class and the number
of cuspidal edges of the proper enveloping cone. Other investi-

gations of equations (I)-(V) arise below.

The general theorem of Noether ("Theorie des eindeutigen Ent-
sprechens, u.s.w.," Math. Ann. viii, 1875, § 7), of which we have used
a particular case in proving equation (V), has already been referred to
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(Vol. V, p. 218); it is as follows: If through a curve C there pass two
surfaces F-^, F^, of respective orders n^, n^, whose further intersection

consists of curves, such that a j\-fold curve of F^ is a j^-ioXd curve of F^,
while a A^-fold node of F^ is a Ao-fold node of F^, then the complete
canonical series on C is obtained by surfaces of order n^ + n^ — ^, which
have every such common (j-^,]^) curve as a (j\+j2 — l)-fold curve, and
every such common {k^ , A'g) node as a node of such character that the
surfaces are there met in {h\ + k^ — 2) points by every branch of C passing
through such node; which moreover pass through every point of contact
of F-^ and F2 occurring at simple points of these. Beside the simple
application just made, for equation (V), an application is made in the
next chapter (p. 227) to the case when the curve C is defined, on a surface

F of order n, as the residual intersection of this surface with a surface, <f>,

of order /? — -!, which passes (j — 1) times through every J-fold curve of F,
and {k — 2) times through every /c-fold node of F. The canonical series

on C is then determined by surfaces of order u + n — 4- — 4, or 2/1 — 8,

passing 7+ J — 1 — 1, or 2{j — l) times, through every J-fold curve of F,
and A + A' — 2 — 2, or 2 (k — 2) times, through every isolated />-fold node of F.

A particular surface of this description is then given by the aggregate of

two of the surfaces ^, of order n — 4, which we have described. Wherefore,
if 77 be the genus of the curve C, or {F, ^), and v be the number of inter-

sections of two such curves, {F,
<f))

and (F, <f)'), we have 27r — 2 = 2j'. This
Mill be found to be an important result. (Cf. p. 223.)

The equations (I)-(V) contain nine characters, /Hg
,
/x^

,
jUg , 1^2 ' ^0 ' ^1

»

t, K, p, any five of which can be expressed thereby in terms of the

other four. For instance, in terms of the properties of the double

curve, and the order of the surface, that is, in terms of cq, e^, t, /mq,

we have ij.j^= ijL(){ixq—1) — 2€q, and

/>^2=;^o(/^-l)'-(Vo-12)€o+ 4€i+15^.

And we may add the expression for the number of inflexions of

an arbitrary plane section of the proper enveloping cone, in

terms of the double curve. For, by Pliicker's formula, we have

t — K= 3()Lt2— )"i)j
which is equivalent here to either of * = 4/c — Gvg,

? = 4()Lt2— /i'i) + 2v2; thus we obtain

i= 4/io(/^o-l)(i^o-2)-24(;uo-2)eo+12ei + 48<;

this is the number of tangent planes of the surface from an arbitrary

point with stationary contact. We also have

V2= 2(^o-2)€o-2ei-6/, k= /xo(/^o- l)(/^o-2)-3(/Xo-2)€o+ 3f.

The equation (V) will be modified if the surface have isolated

multiple points. Thus, if there be 8 isolated ordinary double points,

though the formulae for tt and p are as before, the equation we have

employed is changed to

/Xi(2|ao- 5)- 28 = 2v2+ 2/3 + 277-2,

and equation (V) becomes /x2+2v2=/xi+'<:-28. As the Pliicker

formula t — k= 3(/x2— /^) remains true, we hence deduce

i = 4(/X2-/Xi) + 2v2+ 2S.
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More generally, if there be isolated ordinary multiple points, of

which the typical order is denoted by A:, we have

K+/X2= 2|tXi + 27r-2, /^l(/Llo-2) = K+ /^ + 2^•(^'-l)(A;-2),

of which the latter is a modilied form of equation (II); and we also

have /xi(2/Ao-5) = 2v2+ 2p + 27r-2 + 2A-(A^-l)(2A;-3), so that equa-

tion (V) becomes /Lt2+2v2=/xi+/< — SA;(A;— 1). Hence, again with
? — K= 3(/Li2— i"i), we obtain i = ^{\i^— [i^-\-'-lv<^-\-YAk{k — \). From
this, taking, for a plane section of the proper enveloping cone, the

dual of a Avcll-known result, namely i + /Ai= 2/x2+27T— 2, we deduce
27r - 2 = 2;Lt.,+ 2 V2- 3|Ui + YJi{]i - 1 )/

For completeness and comparison it seems desirable to quote here still

more general formulae given by Noether ("SiiUe curve multiple di super-
ficie algebriche," Ann. d. Mat. v, 1871-8; quoted in his paper in Math.
Ann. VIII, 1875, alreadj^ referred to). For a surface with multiple curves
which have no mutual intersections and no multiple points—typically

of multiplicity j on the surface, of order e^ and rank e^—the surface
having also isolated general multiple points (typically of multiplicity k),

the formulae of Noether lead, as a particular case, to

/^l = /^o(f^o-l)-Si(i-l)^()' »'2 = S(i-l){2(;xo-j)eo-jei},

;x, = ^o(/^o-l)'-2A;(fc-l)-^-S(i-l){(3j+l)^o-2i(i+l)}eo

i = 4Mo(^o-l)(/'o-2)-4SJ(i-l)(3^o-2i-2)co + 2Si(i-l)(2i-l)ei.

For the general formulae see the Note (II, p. 180) at the end of this chapter.

For the case when the surface has no multiple points beside a

double curve with triple points, if we use Pliicker's formula for the

double points of a plane section of the proper enveloping cone,

namely 2Z)=/x^'^— /x^ — /X2— 3/c, we find that the number of tangent

lines to the surface, from an arbitrary point, which have two points

of contact, is given by

^=*/^o(i^o-l)(/^o-2)(/^„-3) + 2eo2-(^o--5/Xo + 7)eo-2ei-12/;

and we can compute the number, T, of twice touching tangent

planes, from an arbitrary point, from the well-known formvda

2 {T— D) = {fi2—IH){H'2+H'i~^)- Again, the genus, 77, of the proper

curve of contact, whose rank is ju^+w-, as we have remarked, com-
puted with help of 273- — 2 = /x2— 2ju^+k', =2/^2+2^2— S/aj, is given,

for this case of a surface with a double curve, by

277-2 = /Xo(/^o-l)(2/^o-5)-2(5/Xo- 11)60+ 461+18/.

Reversely, in terms of jj-q, /x^, /xg, v^, the characters of the double

curve are given by

2eo=/^(/^o-l)-/^i' 2ei= 2/Xo/ii-2/Xi- 2/^2-5^2,

6<= Mo(/^ - 1 ) (^0 - 2) - 3^0 /^i + 4/Xi + 2^2+ 4'i'2

,
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and therefore, the genus, P, of the double curve, computed from

ej = 2eo+ 2P— 2, is given by

2(2P-2) = 2/Xoiai-2iUo(/Xo-l)-2/^2-5v2.

Ex. 1. For the surface Avith only a double curve, and triple points

thereon, triple for the surface, the formulae shew that the numbers

Hi, vo, e^, M2 + i*'2 ^re all even; that the two numbers k, /^g — /^i— »'2 divide

by 3": and the number i di\ddes by 24 (cf. Roth, Camb. Phil. Soc. Proc.

XXV, 1929, p. 395).

Ex. 2. It has been shewn (p. 155) that, if a line from an arbitrary

point meet the surface in fiQ — ^ simple points, and also in two points each
a coincidence of two intersections, then these two points he on a certain

surface of order (fig — 2) (/mq — 3). Let then D, E denote, respectively for

the proper cur\'e of contact of tangent planes from an arbitrary point,

and for the double curve of the surface, the number of chords of these

curves passing through this point; so that

;M2 = Mi^-/Xi-2D-3k, ei = eo--€o-2E-()t;

also, let [/x^fo] denote the nmnber of common generators of the two cones
Avith vertex at this arbitrarj^ point, (1), the proper cone of contact, (2), the

cone through the double curve, excluding common generators through
actual intersections of the proper curve of contact and the double curve

;

then prove that

[Miffl] - Mi^o - 2p - vg , Ml (Mo - -) (Po -S) = 2D + 2 [/xjeo],

€o(Mo-2)(Mo-3) = 4£+[/xifo];

subtracting juij(Xo(mo
— 1) ^^^ eoMo(/^o-l)' respectively, from the last two

equations, using the equation Hf,{fiQ — l) — iJ.-i + 2eQ, and the values above
given for D, E, and also the two equations

fii(i"o-2)='c+P, eQ{fio-2)-p + 3t,

infer the results /xj + 2 vg = mi + *<, 2p - 2^1 = v^ . This, essentially, is Salmon's
deduction of equations (IV), (V) from (I), (II) and (III).

Ex. 3. For a ruled cubic surface with a double line, whose equation

may be supposed to be x-z — y'H — 0, prove that hq = 3, /zj = 4, h^ = 3, V2 = 2,

6^ = 1, ej^ = 0, K — 3, p — l,i=zO, obtaining the positions of the pinch points,

and of the (k) and (p) points in this case, for a given external point.

Shew that the proper curve of contact of tangent planes, from a point

(a, b, c, d), is the rational quartic curve given, in terms of a parameter d,

by x = d{ad-b), y = d^ae-b), z=i9Hd9-^-c), < = |(rf0^-c), and find the

intersections of this curve with the double line x — = y. Prove that the

(k) points he on the quadric surface expressed by

adyz — Sbdxz + Sacyt — bcxt — 0,

which meets the curve also on x — Q — y and on z — Q = t; and that these

( k) points lie also on the plane given by 2acx — 2bdy + d-z — b-t = 0, which
also contains the (p) point.

Ex. 4. For a quartic surface with a double line, so that ti.Q = 4!, eo = 1

,

e^= 0, < = 0, prove that /xi=10, /X2 = 20, ^2 = 4, /c=18, p = 2, i = 48.

Ex. 5. For a quartic surface with a double conic (a cyclide), from

/^Q = 4, eo = 2, ci = 2, < = 0, deduce /xi = 8, /i2=12, V2 = 4, k-\2, p = 4, i = 24.

Ex. 6. For the Steiner quartic surface, with three concurrent double

lines, from /xo = 4, e^^S, e^^O, t = l, deduce
ij.j^
— 6, ij-z

— ^, ^^ = 6, k = 9,

p = S,i — 0. These can be verified by considering the dual surface, a four-
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nodal cubic surface. The intersections of the proper curve of contact with
the double curve may be computed directly, taking for the equation of
the surface y'^Z' + z^x^ + x^y^ — '-Ixyzt.

Ex. 7. For a general ruled surface, the characters can be expressed in
terms of the order of the surface, ^o> ^nd the genus of the general plane
section, p. A fundamental fact is that fi2 = Mo: for, every tangent plane
is a plane through a generator, and every plane through a generator is

a tangent plane; so that tangent planes through an arbitrary line, each
containing a generator, must be those containing the generators whicli
meet the line, and, converselj', all the planes through the arbitrary line
and generators which meet it, are tangent planes. From this we have n^,
the class of a plane section of the surface, equal to 2ixQ + 2p — 2, or to
2/xo + 2p — 2. The order, e^, of the double curve is given by

fo = iMo(Mo-l)-2Mi, or i(/^o-l)(Mo-2)-p.
^^e consider now the direct deduction of the number of pinch points of
the double curve, vg . On any generator, there is associated with any point
a certain plane, the tangent plane of the surface at this point, which is

the ultimate position of the plane joining this point to a consecutive
generator; and there is associated with every plane through the given
generator a certain point, the point of contact of this plane, which is the
ultimate position of the intersection of this plane with a consecutive
generator. But there are generators for which the associated plane is the
same for every point of the generator, and the associated point is the
same for every plane through the generator. Such may be described as
torsal generators, or, more particularly, if not very clearly, as generators
each of which intersects its consecutive. In general, the points of inter-
section of generators describe a curve on the surface, the double curve,
but the pair of generators intersecting at any point of this are not
consecutive ; the two tangent planes of the surface at such a point of the
double curve are the planes joining the tangent line of the curve to the
two generators which intersect at this point. If the two tangent planes
coincide (and the point is a pinch point of the double curve), it must be
because the two generators are consecutive and ultimately coincident;
and, conversely, a torsal generator meets the double curve in a pinch
point. The number v^ is thus the number of torsal generators. Of the
value of vj, which is 2/xo + 4/? — 4, various proofs may be given; the
simplest is, perhaps, as follows: Take an arbitrary line, and, through this,

two arbitrary planes; establish a correspondence between points P, P'
of the line, by drawing a tangent line PT to the section of the surface
by the first plane, touching this in T; let the generator of the surface
which contains T meet the section of the surface by the second plane
in T' ; and let the tangent line of the second section at T' meet the given
line in P' . The correspondence on the line so established is evidently
symmetrical, and the indices of this correspondence are both equal to
the number, 2)Uo + 2/> — 2, of tangents PT which can be drawn from P to
the first section. There are, therefore, 2(2/io + 27J — 2) cases of coincidence
of P and P'. Among these are the coincidences which arise at the points
where the given line meets the surface ; through each of these ^q points
both the first and second sections of the surface pass ; we count each of
these as two coincidences, so obtaining 2/lio in all. The other coincidences
of P and P' arise when the tangent plane of the surface at T, defined by
PT and the generator at T, coincides with the tangent plane of the surface
at T', which is on the generator through T; in other words, TT' must
be a torsal generator. Thus, if the number of such be v^, we have
^2 + 2/Lt2= 2 {2yLQ -\-2p — 2); which proves the formula cited. Another proof
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is obtained by representing the generators of the surface by the points
of a curve lying on a quadrie Q. in space of five dimensions (cf. Vol. iv,

pp. 40 ff.). Then two non-consecutive intersecting generators determine a
flat pencil of lines : this is represented in the space [5] by a line, lying on
the quadrie Q, which is a chord of the curve thereon representing the
generators of the ruled surface. Thus two consecutive intersecting

generators give rise to a tangent line of this curve, itself lying wholly
on Q. To find the number of torsal generators of the ruled surface is thus
to find the number of tangent lines of this curve on Q which lie wholly
thereon. The order of this curve, it is easily seen, is the number of
generators of the ruled surface which meet an arbitrary line, namely
is ^0- Now, let P be any point of the representative curve on Q; the
lines through P which lie on Q, lie, we know, on the tangent prime of
Q at P, which meets the curve in two coincident points at P, and hence
in fio — 2 other points. There are thus

ij-o
— '2 chords of the curve, say PP',

lying on Q, through any point P of the curve. The ends P, P', of such a
chord, are then in correspondence on the curve; and this correspondence,
e\'idently symmetrical with both indices equal to /^q

— 2, has a valency 2,

because the points P' which correspond to P are on a prime, with double
intersection atP (see Chap, i, p. 3, preceding). The number of coincidences
of P and P', namely the number of tangents of the curve which lie wholly
on Q, is thus 2(fj.Q

— 2) + 2p.2; for the genus of the curve on Q, whose
points are in (1, 1) correspondence with the generators of the ruled
surface, and hence with the points of a plane section of this, is p. Thus
V2 = 2/^0 + 4^ — 4, as before. Two other proofs of this result, also by the
theory of correspondence, are given by Schubert; one of these will be
found in Chap, ii preceding (p. 102).
Having found v^, we deduce, for the rank of the double curve of the

ruled surface,

«i = Mo Ml - Ml - M2 - {' ^2' = 2 (mo - 2) (mo - 3) + 2 (fiy - 6)p.

The genus P, of this curve, is thence given by

2P-2, =,.o^i-^o(^o-l)-/x2-^r2, ^{^lo-5){^Io + 2p-2), =i(Mo-5)>'2,

and the number of triple points, given by

t - ^MoCmo - 1)(mo - 2) - 2M0M1 + fMl + iM2 + f "2

»

is f=(Mo-4){l(Mo-2)(Mo-3)-/>}.

These values lead to

i, =4(m2-Mi) + 2v2, =0; K, =/x2 + 2v2-Mi, =3{f^o + 2p-2), =§^2,

p, =ei + lv2, =(^o-2)(2/xo-5) + 2p(^o-5),

while the genus of the proper curve of contact of tangent planes from
an arbitrary point, being given by 2TT — 2 = fi2+ f( — 2fij, =2p — 2, is that
of the plane sections of the surface, as should evidently be the case. If

we assume that for a ruled surface there are no tangent planes through
an arbitrary point which have stationary contact, or i = (cf. Salmon's
result above, p. 156, Ex. 6), we have, from V2 = 2(fi^ — fi^)^ a further deter-

mination of vj • These general formulae are under the hypothesis that the
double curve is irreducible ; for cases of reducible double curve the reader
should consult Edge, Ruled Surfaces (Cambridge, 1931).

Ex. 8. A torsal generator of a ruled surface is such that the tangent
plane, at any point P of this generator, is the same ; and the point of

contact of any plane tu, through this generator, is the same. If the
generator be given by the equations x — t^ + Iz, y = ir)-\- mz, where x, y, z, t
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are the homogeneous coordinates, i, t] are connected by a certain
algebraic equation, and /, ni are algebraic functions of ^ and t;, prove
that the differential condition for the generator to be torsal is

(!-r].dl— (i^.(ini = 0; further, that the unique tangent plane is then given
by {x — t^ — lz)drj — {!f

— tij — niz)(!^ = 0; and the unicjue point of contact
has the homogeneous coordinates $dl + ld^, -qdl + md^, d$, dl.

Ex. 0. It will be of im])ortance later to consider the intersection of
a general surface with surfaces passing through the double curve. We
may consider here the case of a ruled surface, though this is, in some
respects, exceptional. Denote the order of the surface temporarily by n
(instead of ju^), and recall that the order, genus, and number of triple points
of the double curve, resi)ectively, are given by e^ = \{n — \){n — 2)—p,
P - 1 = |(n - 5) (n + 2p

-

2) and t:=:{n- 2, 3) - (/< - 4)p, where (« - 2, 8) is

the binomial coefficient. Then, first, as an arbitrary plane through a
generator meets the surface further in a curve of order » — 1, of wliich
one intersection with the generator is the point where the plane touches
the surface, we infer that a generator of the surface meets the double
curve in n — 2 points. Hence there can be no surface of order n — 'i

passing through the double curve, since such a surface would contain
every generator. But, second, we can prove that there are surfaces of
order n — 2 passing through the double curve, n +p — \ of which are
linearly independent; and that the remaining intersection of one of these
^vlth the rided surface consists of ;/ + 2p — 2 generators ; the aggregate of
these surfaces meets an arbitrary plane in the complete system of curves
of order n — 2 adjoint to the section of the surface by this plane. For
surfaces of order n — 2 through the triple points of the double curve have
eo(n — 2) — 3f remaining intersections wth the double curve; and this

number, being 2P — 2 + n{n — 2), is greater than 2P — 2; such surfaces

therefore cut on the double curve a series of freedom eg (" — 2) — 3< — P — |,

where ^ is zero if this series is complete. Surfaces of order n — 2 through
the double curve thus have a freedom

i(«-l)H(n + l)-l-<-{eo(«-2)-3f-P-| + l},

which is n+p — 2 + ^. Such surfaces, however, determine, on an arbitrary
plane, adjoint curves of order n — 2, of this plane section; and there can
be no surfaces of this kind containing the plane, since the residual surfaces
would be surfaces of order n — 3 passing through the double curve. The
surfaces of order n — 2 thus determine on the plane a system of curves
of freedom n+p — 2 + ^, which cannot, however, be greater than the
freedom n + 2p — 2—p, of the adjoint system of this order. Thus ^ = 0,

the surfaces of order n — 2 determine the complete adjoint sj^stem of
cui-\^es of order n — 2, and the system of surfaces is of freedom n+p — 2.

Moreover, a surface of order n — 2, through the double cur\^e, will meet
the generator passing through any general point, of a plane section, which
lies on this surface of order n — 2, in w — 1 points in all; and will thus
contain this generator. Such a surface thus contains the n + 2p — 2
generators passing through the points in which this surface meets a plane
section of the ruled surface; and, since «(« — 2) — 2eo = n + 2/) — 2, these
generators together form the complete residual intersection with the
ruled surface beyond the double curve. If we now consider a surface of
order n — \ passing through the double curve, this will meet the surface
in a residual curve of order 2n + 2p — 2, having one intersection with
every generator, other than on the double curve. This residual curve can
then be expressed, in the symbolical way previously explained (Vol. v,

p. 216), in the form -u; + {n + 2p — 2)g, where -u: denotes a plane section
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and g denotes a generator; two such residual curves then meet in

(oj, u7) + 2 (« + 2p-2){-m,g) points, that is n + 2 (n + 2p - 2) points. In the
notation we have used above, this is /lij + vg . A particular surface of order
71 — 1 through the double curve is the first polar of an arbitrary external
point, in regard to the ruled surface; the residual intersection of this is

the proper curve of contact for this point; this agrees then with the
number ^2 + »'2 ' since the proper curve of contact contains the pinch
points. We may compute the freedom of surfaces of order n — 3 + k
passing through the double curve (k'^l), as in the case above when fc = 1

;

and find J»A- ( A- + l) + k{p~l) + lk{k-l){k-2)-l. This number reduces
to —1 for A' = 0; and to —p — 1 for A = — 1, of which an interpretation
will occur in the next chapter. It can be shewn that these surfaces of
order n — S + k intersect a curve on the ruled surface which is given by
the intersection of this with a general surface of order k + 1, in the
canonical series of this curve (Enriques, Mem. Soc. Ital. d. Scienze, x,
1896, p. 56). The pinch points are further considered in Note I, at the end
of this chapter (p. 176).
Ex. 10. The following three results (quoted from Severi, '"Inter-

sezioni. . .", Mem. Torino, lii, 1903, No. 19) are of importance in the
sequel. A surface, of order [ig, has a double curve of order eg and rank e^,

with vj pinch points, and certain triple points triple for the surface.

A surface of order ^q' is drawn through the double curve, having as
residual intersection with the given surface, a curve, of order e^' and
rank e^', meeting the double curve in i points. Then

fo' - /^oVo - 2^0 » * = 2 (/io' - Mo + 1 ) ^0 + «i + i "2

'

^1 = A^oVo (mo' + Mo - 2) - 2 (.3^0' - /io) fo - 2^1- 3 fg

.

For example, for a quartic surface with a double line, a cubic surface
through the line has, as residual intersection, a curve of order 10 and
genus 10, meeting the line in 6 points.

Shew, in particular, that with [Iq' = ix — 4, r2 = 2(/XQ — 2)eo — 2ei — 6i

(cf. p. 162, above) we obtain i — 3{fiQ — 4)eQ — 2€j^ — 9t, and

e/ = 2^o(Mo-3){Mo-4)-2(5Mo-18)eo + 4ei + 18<.

Further, let two surfaces of orders m and n be drawn through the double
curve; let their residual curves of intersection with the given surface,

supposed irreducible, have j:*/^*, />2*^* ^^^ genera, respectively; let the
residual curve of intersection of the two surfaces of orders m, n, with one
another, assumed to have in all 2eo(m + n — 2) — 2ei — 9t intersections with
the double curve, have Pi^'^^ further intersections with the given surface.

Then prove that

7?i'i) - 1 +i?2<^'
- 1 -

2/)i2<2)
^ 1^^ („j _ ^)2 + (2^^ _ 8 -m _ n) {J^o (m + n) - ,^}.

Thus,whenm — n,p^^^ — 1 —p^'^'> = (/xq — 4 — m) {^i^m — 2eo), which is a formula
of subsequent interest (cf. p. 223).
Ex. 11. By means of the formulae given earlier in this chapter for a

general surface with a double curve, and triple points thereon, we can
prove that eo(Mo~4) — 3i = 2P — 2 + |v2. When V2>(i, this shews that
surfaces of order ijlq — 4-, or of higher order, passing through the triple

points of the double curve, cut thereon a series which is not special. If,

now, M'c define a number j>„ by means of 12/?„ = 2^2 ~ S/x^ + 12/^1^ — 12 + rg

»

it can be proved, as in Ex. 9, that, if surfaces of order n^ — Z + k, through
the triple points of the double curve, cut thereon, for A;= — 1,0, 1,...,
a non-special series, of incompleteness ^^ , then the tale ( = freedom + 1

)

of such surfaces through the double curve is

lfj^k{k + l) + k(p-l) + \k{k-l){k-2)+p+p^ + ^^.
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Of such surfaces, a certain number will wholly contain an arbitrary plane,
the number, namely, of surfaces of order ?? — 8 + A" — 1 which exist passing
through the double curve. Let this number be denoted by ^fc_i; then
the tale of the system of curves, of order » — 3 + A;, adjoint to the plane
section of the surface, determined on this plane by surfaces of order
w — 3 + /r passing through the double curve, is obtained by subtracting

G7;^_l from the number just set down. In particular, for /i; = 0, if the
number, tr_j , of surfaces of order n — 4 which exist passing through the
double curve, be denoted by p,j , then the surfaces of order n — 3, through
the double curve, determine, on an arbitrary plane, a system of curves
adjoint to the section of the surface by this plane, of order ;i — 3, with free-

dom ]) — l — {pg —Pn) + fo • Picard (Picard-Simart, Fonctions algebriques,
II, 1906, p. 438) has proved, by transcendental methods, using a formula
of Castelnuovo, a theorem which is equivalent to saying that ^o==^^-
Picard's theorem is thus cfjuivalent to the result that the non-special
series, on the double curve of the surface, ivhich is determined by surfaces

of order n — 3 put through the triple jmints of the curve, is complete. It would
be of great importance for the general theory of surfaces to have an
elementary direct proof of this. For a ruled surface there are no surfaces
of order « — 4, or n — S, through the double curve, as we have shewn;
but the results found for ruled surfaces, as to the completeness of series

for surfaces of order n — 2, or more, hold for surfaces in general, as
Picard's theory shews. (Cf, Ex. 8, p. 269, below.)

Surfaces in space of four dimensions. We now consider a
surface in space [4] which is the projection of a non-singular surface

in space [5], as has been explained. As there are oo^ chords of a
surface, and for a line to pass through a given point in space [5]

requires 4 conditions, we expect that a finite number of chords of

a surface in [5] will pass through a general point of this space.

Further enquiry shews in fact that this is so save in two cases only,

which are, ^vhen the surface is a cone, and when it is the surface,

called the Veronese surface; this last is the surface of which the
coordinates {xq, ..., x-) of a general point may be taken, in terms of

three arbitrary parameters, as Xq= $'^, Xi = r]^, x^— yf, x^=t^, ^4= ^^>

x-^= ^-q; the surface lies on the six quadrics whose equations are

given by the vanishing of the quadratic minors in the symmetrical
determinant whose row^s consist in turn of the elements Xq, x^, x^

;

x^, x^, x^; x^, x-^^, x^; the surface itself, and all its chords, lie on the
cubic primal expressed by the vanishing of this determinant. Thus
no chords of the surface can be drawn from any point of the space

[5] which does not lie on this primal; the surface contains (oo^)

conies, whose planes lie on this primal, and a chord of the surface

is a chord of such a conic. We consider then a surface in [5] of which
a finite number of chords passes through an arbitrary point of this

space. If this surface be projected, from such an arbitrary external

point, into space [4], the surface obtained, -wliicli we shall denote
by j/r, will have a finite number of isolated double points, each lying

on one of the chords from the point of projection; at such a point
of the surface </» there w ill be two tangent planes, the projections of
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the tangent planes of the surface in [5] at the points where this is

met by the chord. These two tangent planes will in general meet
only at this point, and every line through the point may be regarded

as a limit of a chord of the surface. Such double points we shall call

accidental. In particular it may happen that the two tangent
planes at the double point meet in a line, if the point in [5], from
which the projection is made, be suitably taken. Again, the chords
of the surface if/, in [4], are oo^ in aggregate; thus, there pass oo^

such chords through an arbitrary point L of this space ; these chords
form a conical sheet, a surface, with vertex at L. For the moment,
let the order of this surface, the number of points in which it meets
a general plane, be called S. Every generator of the conical sheet

meets the surface ip in two points, forming a curve on this surface

;

denote this curve by y, and, for a moment, denote the order of this

curve, the number of its intersections with a general prime space

[3], by A^. The accidental double points of the surface ip, where two
sheets of the surface have point intersection, are double points of

the curve y, where it crosses itself. The surface ip is met by a prime
in a curve ; let h be the number of chords of this curve which can
be drawn through an arbitrary point of this prime. In particular,

when this prime is taken through L, these chords are generators of

the conical sheet, of chords of ip from L, and each meets the curve

y in two points ; thus 2h is the number of intersections of the curve

y with the prime through L, this prime meeting the conical sheet

only in chords of ip. Wherefore, N = 2h. Again, S, the order of this

conical sheet, being the number of its intersections with a plane, is

the number of chords of the surface ip which lie in the prime joining

L to this plane; and, conversely, in a prime through L, a plane

meets every chord of ip which lies in this prime. Wherefore, S— h,

and N= 2S. Now take an arbitrary general plane w, and a pencil

of primes through this plane. Any one such prime meets the curve

y in iV points; and each of these points, say P, by projection from
L, gives another point, P', of the curve y; while this point P'
determines another prime of the pencil through w. We may thus
regard any prime of this pencil as corresponding to N other primes

of this pencil, namely there is a, clearly symmetrical, correspond-

ence, of indices N, N, between the primes passing through the

plane w. There are then 2N cases of coincidence of corresponding

primes. Such coincidences, we assume, are of only two kinds:

namely, such a coincidence arises when the points P, P', on a pair

of corresponding primes, and on a chord of the surface ip passing

through L, coincide with one another; and, a coincidence arises

when the chord PP' meets the base plane w. A coincidence of P
with P' arises for every tangent line of the siu'face ip which passes

through L; let v^ denote the number of such tangent lines, which is
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the same as the number of tangent planes of ifj which pass through
L; a coincidence of P with P' also arises at a double point of the

surface ifj; let d denote the number of such double points. At a
coincidence of P and P' where the tangent line of passes through
L, the chord from L touches the curve y; at a coincidence at a
double point, the curve y crosses itself, and not only does P coin-

cide with P', but also P' coincides with P. Thus we say that the

number of coincidences of corresponding primes which arise by
coincidence of P with P' is vg+ 2d. Coincidences of corresponding

primes which arise because the chord PP' meets the plane m, occur

for each of the S points in which the plane m meets the conical

sheet of chords from L to the surface 0; these, however, likewise in-

volve, not only that P' coincides with P, but also that P coincides

with P', and count for 2^'. Thus we have v2+2d+ 2S= 2N, or as

N=2S, we have v2+ 2d= N. In what follows we constantly denote
the order of the curve y by Iq , so that N = ^g ; and we denote the

order of the double curve, on the surface in [3], into which ifj projects

from L, by Cf,; so that €q= »S'— ^^p. Hence, the number of the acci-

dental double points of the surface ip is ci!=|(^o~" ^2)* Further, as

the condition for a plane, in space [4], to meet a line, is one-fold,

there will be a curve of points on ifj, at each of which the tangent
plane of the surface meets a given arbitrary line ; the order of such
curve we denote by fx^ . Thus, fi^ is also the number of tangent lines,

of the curve section of by a prime drawn througli a given arbi-

trary line, which meet this line, namely the rank of such prime
section. Hence, if the prime section have no cusps, by the pro-

perties of a curve in space [3], we have 1x1=1x^(^1^— l) — 2h, where h,

as above, is the number of so-called apparent double points of such
prime section, and we have seen that h = S = €Q. Thus we have

/^o(/^o~"l) = /^i+-^o- l'^ fact, if a line I, from L, meet the space [3]

on which we project, in the point O, and /x^ be defined by the tan-

gent planes of the surface </» which meet the line Z, it is clear that /x^

is the order of the proper enveloping cone from to the surface in

[3] into which ifj projects; thus the equation just obtained is the
equation (I), which was proved above in space [3] by use of the first

polar of the point 0. With this equation the nvunber of accidental

double points of the surface ip, which was found as d=€Q—^v2, can
be expressed also by (^=^/xo()u.o~l)~ii^— i»'2' The proof of the
value of d we have given is due to Severi ("Intorno ai punti
doppi...," already referred to. Rend. Palermo, xv, 1901). Another
proof arises below (Chap, vi, p. 259, footnote), in connexion with the

formulae for the intersection of manifolds in space [4].

We have now defined the characters /liq, /li^, jUg foi' ^ surface in

space [4]; and these give rise, by projection to a surface in space

[3], to the characters already denoted by the same symbols. We
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may also define /iig, for the surface ip in [4], so that, on projection,
it gives the class of the surface in space [3] : That a plane, of the oo^

tangent planes of the surface ip, should meet a given arbitrary plane
in the space [4], not in a point, but in a line, requires two conditions;
there is thus a finite number of the tangent planes of ifj which satisfy

this condition. This number we denote by [x^. When we take the
arbitrary plane through the point L, from which we project to [3],

the tangent planes in question become the tangent planes, of the
resulting surface in [3], w^hich pass through a line, namely the line

in which the arbitrary plane meets the space [3] ; or n^ is the class

of the projected surface. Consider now in more detail the origin of
the triple points on the double curve of the surface in [3], obtained
by projection. Among the oo^ chords of the surface ifi which pass
through the point L, there will be a finite number satisfying the
one-fold condition of meeting in a further point; thus, there is a
finite number, say t, of trisecant chords of ip through L. On pro-
jection from L to space [3], these give rise to triple points of the
double curve of the surface obtained, which are evidently also

triple points of this surface. Denote now hy A, B, C the points of
the surface ijj lying on a trisecant line from L; for the moment,
denote the surface obtained fi'om ip, by projection from L, by

(f>.

We may regard the single point of cj) which arises by projection of
both B and C as a point of the double curve of </>, the point, namely,
where this curve is met by the sheet of cf) which arises by projection
of the neighbourhood of the point A ontp; and a similar remark may
be made in regard to each of the other two pairs C, A and A, B. The
tangents at the triple point of the double curve on thus arise as

the intersections of the three pairs of tangent planes of the sheets of

(f)
which meet at this point. The conical surface formed by the chords

of i/» from L will, correspondingly, have
three sheets meeting in the trisecant

line LABC; the chord LBC will be one
of a continuum of chords, lying in one
sheet of the cone, meeting ijj in two
curves, respectively through JB and C;
sayB2 and C3 ; likewise the chord LCA
will be one of a continuum of chords
lying in another sheet of the cone,

meeting ifj in two curves, respectively

through C and A; say CS' and Al';
and the chord LAB will be one of a
continuum of chords, meeting ip in two curves; say Al" and B2".
The conical sheet of chords to ijj from L thus meets i/j in a curve
having a double point at each of A, B, C, the two branches of the
curve which cross at A being Al', Al"; those which cross at B
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being B2", B2; and those which cross at C being C3, C3'. The two
sheets LAV, LAl" have curve intersections with ifj at A, but the
sheet LBC23 has only point intersection with i(j at A. And similarly

at B and C.

As a concrete example of these relations which can be examined in

detail, we may take the surface which is the locus of intersection of pairs

of osculating planes of a rational quartic curve in [4]; this is in fact the
same as the projection from space [5J of the Veronese surface referred to
above. In terms of three independent parameters ^, -q, ^, the coordinates
of a point of this surtace may be represented by ^-, ^17, ^{2r]'" + ^Q, rjC,, ^''.

It can be shewn without dilliculty that a single trisecant of this surface
passes through an arbitrary general point, that through this trisecant

there pass three planes each meeting the surface in a conic, and that each
conic contains two of the thiee points of the surface which lie on the
trisecant.

Without much difficulty we can state five equations, for the sur-

face ifj in space [4], which contain the equations (I)-(V) which were
found for the surface in [3] into which this projects from the point

L. The order of the curve y, in which the surface i/» is met by the

conical sheet of chords from L, we denote by ^q; it is given by

^o
= 2eQ, where Cq is the order of the double curve on the surface <^.

By the I'ank of a curve, in space [4], we mean the number of its

tangent lines which meet an arbitrary plane; for the curve y we
denote the rank by ^^ . Taking a plane, which we denote by A for the

moment, which passes through L, a tangent line of the curve y,

which meets the plane A, will project from L, into a tangent line,

of the double curve of the surface ^, which meets the line of inter-

section of A with the space [3] in which ^ exists—unless the tangent

line in question passes through L. The tangent lines of the surface

which pass through L, we have remarked, are tangent lines of the

curve y, and we have used Vg for their number. Using e^^ , as before,

for the number of tangent lines of the double curve of the surface

(/> which meet an arbitrary line of its space, we thus have the re-

lation ^1= 2ei+ V2 , every pertinent tangent line of the double curve

arising from two tangent lines of the curve y. Next, from the tan-

gent planes of the surface ip at points of the curve y, which are 00^

in aggregate, denote the nvmiber which meet an arbitrary general

line of the space [4], by R. In particular, take this line, say I, to

pass through L, and let it meet the space [3], on which we project,

in the point 0. There will be vg such tangent planes of i/» meeting I

in L; any other will project into a tangent plane of the surface
(f),

at

a point of the double curve of this, which has the property of passing

through the point 0. We have denoted the number of such tangent

planes of cf) by p. Thus we have the equation R = p+V2- Evidently
this equation is in accord with the fact we have previously re-

marked that, for the surface </), in space [3], the proper curve of
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contact of tangent planes, from an arbitrary point, passes through
the (p) points, and through the pinch points, of the double curve of

<f).
We may also define, for the svu'face ifj. the number called k for

the surface cf), wliich was the number of stationary generators of tlie

proper enveloping cone, or the number of inflexional lines of ^
passing through an arbitrary point of the space [3]. In the space

[4], the prime joining L to the tangent plane at a point P of ip,

meets ip in a curve having a double point at P; the number k is the

number of points P for which one of the tangent lines of this curve,

at P, meets an arbitrary line / drawn through L. With the slight

changes thus described, the equations found (p. 159) for a surface

in [3] lead to the following equations for the surface ifj

:

(III), e,{fio-2) = R-v.,+ 3t; (IV), 2p=^i, oy2R^Ci+2v,,;

We can also obtain an interesting result in regard to the genus of

the curve y; this genus we denote by Q. As in the case of curves in

space [3], we have, of course, ^i
= 2^o+ 2Q — 2, which is obtained by

considering the coincidences of pairs of points of the sets of Co points,

obtained on y by primes through an arbitrary plane. Another form
of this equation is 2Q — 2 — 2e^+v2,— ieQ, and hence

2Q-2 = 2;l.„(^i-/Xo+1)-2;U2-4v2.

This result is obtainable also by considering the (2, 1) correspond-

ence between the curve y, and the double curve of the surface </>;

Zeuthen's formula (p. 19 above) then gives 2Q-2- v2= 2(2P-2),
which, with the value of P given above (p. 164) leads to the same
form for Q. Another formula for Q, in terms of k, is

Q_l + K = (^i-^o)(/^o-l)-

The genus Q satisfies the equation 2Q — 2 + 6^= ^o(/xo— 4), as the

formulae shew. Geometrically, this expresses that a primal of order

[Xq— 4, drawn through the double points of the curve y, which lie on
the trisecants of ip drawn from L, meets y, beside, in a set of

2Q — 2 points. It will appear (see p. 243, below) that such a set is a

canonical set on y. This is an interesting result.

Ex. 1. For the surface in [4], referred to above (p. 173), which is the
projection of a Veronese surface in [5], obtain the values /io = 4, /ii = 6,

li^-S, V2 = 6, Iq-Q, li-Q, t = l, d= 0, Q = -2, K = 9, p-3, and obtain
these geometrically. This surface projects from a point into the Steiner

quartic surface in space [3].

Ex. 2. For a ruled surface in [4], the number of accidental double points,

in general iUo-^'2)' is i(/xo-2)(mo-3)-3/?. Also 2Q-2 = (/xo-4) vg, and
3t = (/xo - 4) d, while ^^ , or 2ei + vj , is 2 (/xq - 2) {2fiQ - 5) + 4 (/xq - 5)i). Segre
{Enzyk. d. Moth. Wiss. iii, C 7, p. 913) states that the lines having
3 coincident intersections with the ruled surface form a ruled surface of
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order N, and their points of contact form a curve of order E, for which
A''= 6 {^0 + ',i{p — l)}, and K = S^iq + ^ip — ^)' Formulae giving these
numbers for any surface in [4] are found by Roth, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc.

XXV, p. 395, with references to Severi.

Ex. 3. We may compute directly the characters of a surface in [4]

which is the complete intersection of two general primals of orders m, m'.

For this surface, hq = Dim' ; and ju^ , which is the rank of the curve in which
the surface is met by an arbitrary prime, is the rank of the complete
curve of intersection of two surfaces of orders })i, m' in space [3] ; so that

lj.i
= mm'{tii + 7n' — 2). It is convenient to use symbols for /« — l.andm'— 1,

say k and A'; thus fij^ — mm'{k + k'). To find the number, /xj, of tangent
planes of the surface which meet a given arbitrary plane in a line, let

/=0, /' = be the equations of the primals which define the surface, and
(Iq.Vq + . . . + a^x^ = 0, fto.i'o + . . . + b^Xi = 0, be two primes containing the given
plane; then, if the tangent plane of the surface, at the point {x), meet the
plane in a line of which (^) is any point, the four equations

U df/dxo + . . . + ^4 df/dx^ = 0, ^„ df/Bx, + . . . = 0, i^a^+.-.^O, fo^o + • • • = <>.

are satisfied, and, as equations for the determination of (^), are equivalent
only to three equations. Thus, in the matrix of four rows and five

columns formed with the eoelficients of ^q, ... , ^4 in these equations, all

the determinants of four I'ows and columns must vanish. Conversely,
this is a sufficient condition for the geometrical relation. Thus (x) lies on
a locus, a surface, whose order can be found by a rule, previously ex-

plained (Chap. II, pp. 75, 109), which we have associated with a symbol
[(c)/( — r)]f'i+^-''. In this case, the orders of the elements in any row of the
matrix are the same, these orders being respectively A:, k', 0, 0; thus the
order of the surface is equal to the coefficient of i- in the ascending
expansion of {l—kt)~^{l — k'ty^, namely is k^ + kk' + k''-. This surface
intersects the given surface in mm' {k'^ + kk' + k'-) points, and this is the
value of /xj . Similarly, to find v^ , the tangent plane at any point of the
surface is the intersection of the tangent primes of f=0, f = 0, and the
points of /=0 whereat the tangent prime passes through an arbitrary
point are on the first polar of this point in regard to /=0. Thus, the
number vg, of tangent planes of the surface (/,/') which pass through an
arbitrary point is vj, =mm'kk'. This result also furnishes an example of
the rule quoted ; for, if the arbitrary point be given as the intersection of the
four primes [cIq, ... , a^), ..., {dg, ... , d^), the matrix, of five rows and six

columns, of which the general row consists of the elements dfjdXi, df'/dXj,

fij, bj, Ci, di, for i = 0, ... , 4, has its columns respectively of orders k, k',

0, 0, 0; and the coefficient of t^ in the expansion of {l+kt){\+k't) is

kk'. From the values of jxq, yi.^, fi^, v^, by the preceding formulae, we find

t,Q — mm'kk', d, =\{Iq— v^), —0, l,^ = '2,mm'kk'{k + k' — 1),

2Q - 2 = 2mm'kk'{k + k'-2), < = ].mm'kk'{k - \){k' - 1),

as also K— v2 — mm'{k + k'){k + k' — \), p+ v^ = mm'kk'{k + k'),

i + 2 V2 = 4-mm' {k + k') {k + k' — 1).

Of these, for instance, t is also easily obtained directly by the known
determinantal method (Vol. v. Chap, viii) of finding the condition that the
two equations in A, /q + A/^ + A-/2 + . . . + A"'/,„ = 0, /„' + A/^' + . . . = 0, should
have three common roots

—

where fi = {xd/d$yf{i}/i I, etc.

It may also be remarked (see p. 244 below) that the number of chords,
from an arbitrary point lying on the surface if,f'), which have three
other intersections with the surface, is (ilm^^m./ — ^m.^mo' + Im^ni^' — 1],

where ?«, = m !//

!

{m — i) !.
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Note I; in regard to pinch points. It has appeared in this

chapter (p. 162) that the presence, on a surface of order n, in space
of three dimensions, of a double curve of order Cq, and class e^, with
t triple points, involves a diminution of the class n(n— 1)^ of the
surface of amount (7n — 12) e,,— 4€i— 15/. We now remark a relation

of this formula with that for the pinch points of the double curve,

whose number is v^, =:2(w — 2) ^^ — l^^ — Qt, by means of which, in

terms of the double curve, either /Xg or v^ can be found when tlie

other is known. Take an arbitrary general line, m, and consider the
curve of intersection of the first polars, in regard to the surface, of
two points of the line. For both polars the double curve of the
surface is a simple curve; the curve, d, which we study, is the re-

maining curve of intersection, of order (/i— 1)^— e^,. We assume, the
proof being considered below, that this curve Q passes, (i), simply
tJirough each point of the double curve at which the tangent line

of this cvirve meets the given line m; (ii), simply through each triple

point of the double curve; (iii), through each pinch point in such
a way as to have three coincident intersections with the surface at

this point. At the points under (i) and (ii), the curve Q will haA'e,

respectively, 2, and 3, intersections with the surface. The number of
intersections of Q with the surface, at points not on the double curve,

is thus w((w— 1)2 — eo}—2ei— 3^— 3^2 . Each of such intersections is,

however, a point of contact with the surface of one of the ^u^

tangent planes which can be drawn through the line m. Thus we
have /i.2+ 3v2= n((n— 1)2— eg}— 2ei— 3i; this is the relation be-

tween ju.2 and 1^2 which we had in view. The present direct proof of

this may replace the proof of one of the equations (I)-(V) previously

considered (p. 159). With the double curve itself, the curve d has a
number of intersections given by ei+ 3i+ ^2, which, by the value of

1^2 found above, is the same as 2(n— 2) €(,- e^- 3<. Consider now the

assumptions we have made. It can be shewn that the first polar of

a point (^, 7], ^, t) has, for tangent plane, at a point (.r, y, z, t) of

the double curve, the plane, through the tangent line of the double

curve at this point, which is the harmonic conjugate of the point

(^) in regard to the tangent planes of the surface at {x); this is then

the same for any two points (^) which lie on a plane through the

tangent line of the double curve ; wherefore, the first polars of two
points (I), (^j), whose join meets this tangent line, meet in a curve

having a double point at (x); one branch of this curve is the double

curve; thus, the residual curve of intersection, 9, of the two polars

passes through {x). This proves the assumption (i). The assumption

(ii) is also very easy to justify. For, both first polars have a conical

double point at the triple point of the double curve ; and, of the four

common generators of the asymptotic cones of these surfaces at

this point, three are the tangent lines of the double curve. The
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residual intersection, 6, of the two polars, thus passes simply
through the triple point. Assumption (iii) is less obvious: at a
pincli point, the common tangent plane of the two sheets of the
surface, which we may call here the pinch plane, meets the surface

in a curve having a triple point ; of the three tangent lines of this

curve, at this point, two coincide, namely along the tangent line

of the double curve ; to the third tangent we apply the name used
by Cayley {Papers, vi, p. 335), and call it the cotangent. Every
general line, in the pinch plane, through the pinch point, has three

coincident intersections with the surface at this point; but the
tangent line of the double curve, and the cotangent, liave each four

intersections. The proper curve of contact, of tangent planes to the
surface from an arbitrary point, O, passes through the pinch point,

and touches the cotangent; the first polar of has the pinch plane for

tangent plane (as follows from the harmonic relation remarked
above for an ordinary point of the double curve). One of the in-

flexional lines of the first polar surface, at the pinch point, is the
tangent line of the double curve; in general the cotangent is not the
other inflexional line. The curve d, the residual curve of intersection

of two first polars, may have, in general, any direction in the pinch
plane, and has then just three coincident intersections with the
surface at the pinch point. We first prove these statements directly

in space of three dimensions, and then consider the proof which
arises from regarding the surface as obtained by projection from
[4]. For the first, we assume that it is sufficient to regard the double
curve as a line. Let this line be taken for x— 0,y= 0, the pinch
plane being x= Q. In non-homogeneous coordinates the equation
of the surface, /= 0, can then be supposed
to be of the form (f)

x^(\-'tax+ cz+ u)-{- 2xy {Ax+Cz + v)

+ y^{Px+ Rz+Qij+ w) = 0,

where u, v, zu are of the second and higher

orders in x, y, z. The pinch plane x= then
meets the surface doubly in »/ = 0, and also

in the line a:= 0, iiz + Q?/ = ; by modifying
the coordinate z we can suppose the second line to be a; = 0, z= 0,

so that Q = 0; this line is then the cotangent. The point {x), or

y= z= t=0, of the coordinate tetrahedron, may be supposed to be
an arbitrary point of space; it will then be general to consider the
first polar of this point, (1, 0, 0, 0). This is given by/i= where,
with u^ for dujdx, etc.,

f^ = 2x{l + ax+ cz + u) + 2y{Ax+Cz+ v) + x^{a+ Uj)

+ 2xy {A + Vj)+ y^{P+ w^)

;
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this surface has an ordinary point at the origin (<), the tangent plane
being the pinch plane x= 0. Remarking the identity

2/- xf^= - aa:2+ xy{2Cz+ Py) + 2Rifz

+ terms of fourth order at least,

we see that the proper curve of contact, of tangent planes of the
surface drawn from the point {x), touches the cotangent a; = 0, s = 0.

Further, not only is the point {x) arbitrary, but the points {z), (y)
are also arbitrary upon the tangent line of the double curve, and
upon the cotangent, respectively. We can therefore suppose a
second arbitrary point of space to be (1, r], ^, 0). To terms of the
second order in x, y, z, the first polar of this point is given by

fj^+ 'q{2x{Ax+ Cz) + 2y{Px+ Bz)}+ C{cx'-+ 2Cxy + Ry^}=0,

and has also x= for tangent plane at the origin. But the curve of

intersection of this with/i= has tangent lines, lying in a:;= 0, given

by Ry{27)Z+^y) = 0, so that the curve 6, the residual of the double
line in the intersection of the two first polars we have considered,

has the line x—0, 2r]Z+Cy= for tangent at the origin, and has
three coincident intersections with the surface at the pinch point.

Only when the line, which joins the two points of which the first

polars have been taken, meets the cotangent (or ^=0), does the

curve ^= touch the cotangent. With this analysis the reader

should also consult Zeuthen, Math. Ann. x, 1876, where close points

are considered as well as pinch points. It is instructive further, to

consider the pinch point of the surface
(f),

in [3], as arising when we
project a surface ip, in space [4], from a point L, as above (p. 170).

Any chord LPP', of the surface ip, through L, gives rise to a single

point on the double curv^e of 0, at which, for a general position of

P, the tangent planes are the projections of the tangent planes of

the surface ijj at P and P' ; the tangent line of the double curve of cp,

at the corresponding point, is the intersection of the space [3] with

the plane through L which contains the tangent lines, at P and P',

of the curve y which projects into the double curve. If T be a point

of the curve y at which P and P' coincide, the tangent line of y at

T passing through L, then, as P and P' approach to T, the tangent

planes of ifj at P and P' tend to coincidence with the tangent plane

of if) at T; this plane, however, passes through L, and does not pro-

ject into the pinch plane, at the point S, of the double curve of
(f),

into which T projects. This pinch plane is the limit of the inter-

section, with the space [3], of the prime which may be defined as

containing the tangent plane of at T and a chord LPP' which is

approaching the line LT ; the tangent line, of the double curve of ^
at S, is the limit of the intersection of the space [3] with the plane

containing LT and LPP' ; the cotangent at the pinch point S is the
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intersection of this space [3] with the tangent plane of ifj at T. If

I be an arbitrary line through L, meeting the space [3] in O, and a
be the curve on ip, defined by the property that the tangent plane

of at a point of this curve meets the line /, then a projects into the

proper curve of contact, of tangent planes to ^ from 0. The curve

<T passes through T, because the tangent planes of ifj, at points near

to T, ultimately meet the line / in L ; moreover, the curve a touches

the tangent plane of </» at T, so that, on
<f),

the proper curve of contact

touches the cotangent. It does not follow, however, that two curves,

a and a', on tfi, arising from two lines, / and /', through L, touch one
another at T. For, consider a (1, 1) correspondence, between the

points of ip in the neighbourhood of T, and points of the plane (/, l')

in the neighbourhood of L, determined by the point intersection of

the plane (/, I') with a tangent plane of at a point near T; then,

to two lines /, l' through L, in the plane {I, Z'), will correspond

different directions from T on ifj, in general. This remark will be of

importance below.

Ex. 1. We have already considered (Ex. 3, p. 164) the cubic ruled
surface x^z — yH — 0,of which the points are expressible by two parameters
hy x=z(j),y= d(j>, z=d'^,t = l. For this surface the point (t) is a pinch point,

with y = as pinch plane, and the hne (te) as cotangent. Similarly (z) is

a pinch point, with x = as pinch plane and the line (zy) as cotangent.
The proper curve of contact, of tangent planes from the point (a, b, c, d),

whose points are there expressed in terms of 6, meets the line {xy) in two
points, touches the line {tx) at (f), touches the line {zy) at (s), and meets
the double line {tz) in a further point. This surface is the projection,

from the point {u), in the four-fold space in which the coordinates are
.T, y, z, t, u, of the surface whose points are given, in terms of two para-
meters, by a' = ^, y=dcj), z=d'-, t — \, u=9. The tangent plane of this sur-

face in [4], at the point (6, (f>),
is given by 29{dx — y) + (f>{z—eH) — 0,

z — 2u9 + t6'^ = 0; in particular, at the point (t), for which 9 — ^ = 0, the
tangent plane is the plane {tux). The various statements made above can
be easily tested in this ease.

Ex. 2. Shew that if X, Y, Z respectively denote yt — z^, yz — xt,zx — y'^,

the elimination of 9 from the two equations

X+ hY+9Z^{), aX+ hY + {9'^ + c)Z^{),

leads to the equation of a rational ruled quartic surface; and, if these
equations lead to X/X= Y/im — Z/v, so that A, n, v are definite polynomials
in 9, shew that the generator {9) of the quartic surface is the intersection

of the planes Xx + ny+ vz = 0, Ay + iJ.z+ vt = 0. Shew further that, on the
double curve of this surface, which is given hy X=Y = Z = 0, the point

(0, 0, 0, 1) is a pinch point, at which the (torsal) generator is y — hx — 0,

z — hy = 0. x\lso, that the proper curve of contact, for tangent planes to
this surface from the point (|, -q, ^, t), is the (sextic) locus of the point
where the generator {9) is met by the plane

{29-a)A + {2h9-b)B + {9~-c)C^0,

wherein, for brevity, A, B, C denote, respectively yT — 2z^ + ti],

— XT + yC + z-q — t^, xC — 2yri + z^; and shew that this curve touches the
generator at (0, 0, 0, 1), and that this generator is the cotangent at this

pinch point (ef. Cayley, Papers, vi, p. 127).
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Ex. 3. And so in general, on a ruled surface, to use a crude description,

let O be a pinch point on the double curve, and Q, Q' be the points, on
the proper curve of contact, which lie on two generators PQ, PQ' through
a point P of the double curve; then, as P approaches O, the generators
PQ, PQ' "open out" until, when P is at O, they are in the same line—the
(torsal) generator at O, and the points Q, Q' both approach to P, and
coincide, at O, in the point of contact of the proper curve of contact with
the torsal generator.

Ex. 4. Verify the results, for the neighbourhood of a pinch point,
given above in this Note, by forming the equation of the enveloping cone
drawn from (1, 0, 0, 0), namely, by forming the discriminant, in regard
to 6, of the equation. It is useful to notice that the ^-discriminant of an
equation of the form a + bd + cd'^-\- ... = has a form aV + hW, where
U, V are polynomials in a, b, c, — This is easily seen from the Sylvester
determinantal form of this discriminant.

Note II, to p. 163 preceding. Noether's formulae, quoted by
himself ("Zur Theorie des eindeutigen Entsprechens algebraiseher

Gebilde, Zw. Auf.," Math. Ann. viii, 1875), from his own paper,
"Sulle curve multiple di superficie algebriche," Ann. d. Mat. v,

1871-3, are as follows:

The surface, of order n, has j'-fold curves C,, of order rn,, and
rank r,; a curve Cj has Sjj actual double points, and meets a curve
Cj> in Sjjr further points {j^j'). The surface also has A;-fold nodal
points, P,., through which a curve Cj passes with hj^. branches, at
which the osculating cone (with no further multiple generators)

has class v^. Then the class of the surface, say [ju^, and the class

of the envelope of its stationary tangent planes, say i, are

given by

/X2= n(n- 1)2-2 (j-l){(3j+l)w-2j(j+l)}m,+ 2i2(j_i)r.
3 }

-2(/c-l)v,+ 2(i-l){(3j+l)j'-j(j+l)}v
k jj'

+ S(i-l)(2j+l)(A:-j)/.,„

i= ^n{n-l){n-2)-2Xj{j-l){2{3n-2j-2)mj-{2j-l)r,]
3

-2(4A;-5)v,+ 4Sj(i-l)(3j'-j-l)v
k jj'

+ 82j(j-l)(A:-j)^,„
jk

where the S extend to all the branches of the curves C, which
jk

pass through P^, and the S extend to all the intersections of two
jj'

curves Cj outside the P;, , and to all the actual double points of a
curve Cj.

For convenience of reference, w^e add here, also from Noether's
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paper, the following formulae, of which the meaning appears in the

following chapter:

Vn= \{n-\){n-1){n-Z-)

-lI>j{j-l){{Sn-2j-5)vij-h{2j-l)r,}-li:{k-2)v^
i k

+ iEiO•-l)(3j'-j-l)5,,, + l2i(i-l)(A;-i)/^,„
ji' jk

p(«=n(n-4)2+l-S(i-l){(3j-l)n-2j(i+ 3)}m,+ 2i(i-l)2r,
i J

-S{fc+(fc-3)v,}+S(i-l){(3i-l)j'-i(i+l)}5,,,

+ S(i-l)(2j-l)(^'-j)/^,,.
jk

The reader may also consult Zeuthen, Lehrbuch der abzdhlenden

Methoden der Geometrie, Leipzig, 1914, pp. 160-70.



CHAPTER V

INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY OF THE IN-

VARIANTS OF BIRATIONAL TRANSFORMATION
OF A SURFACE, PARTICULARLY IN SPACE OF

THREE DIMENSIONS

Preliminary; a general survey. The genus of a plane curve,

it is well known, may be defined by drawing lines, in the plane of

the curve, through an arbitrary fixed point, 0, to meet the curve,

say, in m variable points, and considering the coincidences of two
(consecutive) points, belonging to the intersections of one of these

lines, with the curve, which may arise as the line varies. If w be
the whole number of such coincidences, for all the lines through O
for which such coincidences occur, with suitable allowance for

multiple coincidences, the genus of the curve is Iw — m+l. In

regard to this, it is proved, (i), that this number is the same for all

positions of in the plane, whether be on the curve or not, and
however intricate may be the multiplicities existing on the curve,

if w be properly defined in each case; and, (ii), that this number is

the same for any other plane curve which is in (1, 1) birational

correspondence with the original curve. This definition of the genus

can, it is known, be generalised, by considering, instead of the point

series obtained on the curve by variable lines through a fixed point,

any linear series of freedom 1 on the curve. The aggregate of the

points of coincidence of two (consecutive) points of a set of the

series, for all the sets in which coincidences occur, forms a set of

points which is often called the Jacobian set of the series ; if m be
the number of points in any set of the series, and w the number of

points in the Jacobian set, with suitable allowance for points at

which more than two points of a set of the original series coincide,

the genus of the curve is still lw — m+1. And more generally still,

if g/^ denote any linear series of sets of 7n points on the curve, with

freedom r, we may choose from this a linear series of freedom 1, say

g^^, and consider the Jacobian set of this series ; all the Jacobian

sets so obtainable, for all possible series gj^ contained in the series

gj.'^, arc then known to belong to the same linear series ; this Ave may
speak of as the Jacobian series oi g/^. If w be the number of points

in any set of the Jacobian series, |w —m+ 1 is the genus of the curve.

When we seek to generalise these ideas to the case of surfaces,

the primary definition of the genus of a curve, as here considered,

which is effectively by the number of tangent lines which can be
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drawn to the curve from an arbitrary point, suggests the study of

the enveloping cone to the surface, drawn from an arbitrary point,

with a view to finding, if possible, numbers defined by the cone, or

by the curve sections of the surface lying on planes through its

vertex, which, (i), shall be independent of the position of the vertex

of the cone, and, (ii), shall be equal to the numbers similarly defined

for enveloping cones to another surface wliich is in (1, 1) birational

correspondence with the original surface. This procedure, with the

enveloping cone, was followed by Zeuthen, Math, Ann. iv, 1871,

p. 21; and, with acknowledgments to Zeuthen and Clebsch, by
Nocther, Math. Ann. viii, 1875, p. iOo. A carefully revised intro-

ductory account is given by Zeuthen, Lehrbiich der abzdhlenden

Methoden der Geometrie, 1914, pp. 160-7. But the sections of a

surface, by planes through a fixed point, are a particular linear oo^

system, say a net, of curves on the surface; and it may be hoped to

obtain invariants of the surface by consideration of any linear co^

system, or net, of curves on the surface. For one invariant, /, it

appears indeed that it is sufficient to consider a linear oo-*^ system,

or pencil, of curves on the surface; this was shewn by Segre, Atti...

Torino, xxxi, 1895-6, p. 485. For another invariant, oj, a definition

was obtained with a net of curves by Severi, with special acknow-
ledgments to Segre, in the Atti. ..Torino, xxxvii, 1901-2, p. 625. In

many respects, the arguments followed by Segre and Severi are a

direct generalisation of those of Zeuthen and Noether, and the

results are the same. But they have a more geometrical form, and
an elementary introduction will be given here from this point of

^dew. The analytical work of Noether, however, provides a proof

that the only possible invariants are those which are obtained here

;

and provides material for the consideration of intricate possi-

bilities in the singularities of the surface considered ; the account in

Zeuthen's Lehrbuch, referred to above, provides the geometrical

aspect of Noether's formulae, for the simpler cases. For greater

complexity, Zeuthen's paper. Math. Ann. x, 1876, p. 446, and
Noether's paper, Ann. d. Mat. v, 1871-3, p. 162, should be con-

sulted. For the treatment of the canonical curves of a surface con-

tained in this chapter, special acknowledgment is due to Enriques'

paper, "Intorno ai fondamenti della Geometria sopra le superficie

algebriche," Atti... Torino, xxxvii, 1901-2; as Enriques points out,

the use of the Jacobian determinant is essentially involved in the

detailed formulae of transformation of Clebsch's everywhere finite

double integral, as developed by Noether. For the treatment of the

invariant at similar acknowledgment is due to Severi's paper, in the

same volume of the Atti... Torino, referred to above, "II genere

aritmetico ed il genere lineare in relazione alle rcti di curv^e tracciate

sopra una superficie algebrica." The approach we make to the
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theory here is designedly of a tentative character, by a method of

successive approximation, beginning with the simplest cases. Since

this account was prepared (and given in lectures, substantially as

here), there has appeared the volume of Enriques-Campedelli,

Lezioni sulla teoria delle superficie algebriche. Parte prima, 1932,

which contains a brilliant summary of the results obtained by
Enriques, since his first " Ricerche" in the Mem.... Torino of 1893,

as well as by Castelnuovo and Severi; but, in the writer's view, an
elementary introduction still remains desirable.

It may seem that it should be possible to evade the consideration

of complex singularities on a surface, in a manner analogous to that

followed for a plane curve, by the consideration of algebraic in-

tegrals associated with the surface. It was in fact the suggestion,

by Clebsch {Compt. rend, lxvii, Dec. 1868, p. 1238), that we may
consider everywhere finite double integrals for a surface, which gave
the first assured hope of invariants of the birational transformation

of surfaces. But more detailed consideration has shewn that the

invariant so suggested (the number, pg, of everywhere finite

double integrals) does not always coincide with, and cannot be
used to replace, another invariant p^, which arises by such con-

siderations as we have sketched; cvu'iously enough, it is the differ-

ence of these two invariants, Pg—Pn> which finally emerges as the

most important invariant of birational transformation. The exist-

ence of two invariantive genera, pg and ^j„ , for a surface is one im-

portant difference of the theory from that of a curve. Another vital

difference arises from the fact that, when one surface is trans-

formed into another, a point of the original surface may fail to give

a definite corresponding point of the other; the various methods of

approach to the point on the first surface may all give rise separ-

ately to different points on the new surface, whereon there thus

arises a curve to correspond to the point of the original. This possi-

bility is familiar in the transformation of one plane into another

plane. Let e' be the number of curves of the new surface which thus

arise from points of the original surface ; and e the number of curves

of the original surface which similarly transform into points of the

new surface. Curves thus arising by transformation from points

are called exceptional curves; the name is often applied only to the

case when the points in question are simple points of the surface on
which they lie. We shall define invariants /, co for the original sur-

face, and, correspondingly, invariants /', co' for the new surface,

such that, subject to appropriate modification when either surface

possesses multiple points, we have I — e= I' — e' and a)+ e= a}' + e'.

Because of the corrective terms e, e' here, which depend on the

particular transformation, / and w are spoken of as relative in-

variants; from these an absolute invariant j9„ can be defined by
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means of the equation /4-co = 12^„+ 9. A form of this equation

which is geometrically significant is (/ + 4) + (<^ — 1 ) = 12 (j)„+ 1 ). In

regard to / and co, we consider, apart, the two questions : first, of

shewing that either can be defined in terms of systems of curves on
a particular surface, and is the same whatever system be used, so

that it is an invariantive property of this surface; and second, of

finding the modification which arises by a birational transformation

to another svn-face. The surfaces considered first of all are supposed

to lie in ordinary space of three dimensions, and to have no multiple

points other than a double curve with triple points, as explained in

the preceding chapter; but the aim is to present the theory so that

the definitions may be capable of generalisation to any surfaces

whatever.

Definition and illustration of the invariant /. Consider, upon
the svu'face considered, any linear oo^ system, or pencil, of curves;

denote by p the genus of the general curve of the system, which is

supposed to be irreducible; such a pencil of curves is given by the

intersection of the surface with a system of surfaces having an
equation of the form U+ XV=0, where A is variable, but U, Fare
definite (of the same order). The curves of the system may have
assigned base points, common to all; these are supposed, unless the

contrary is said, to be at simple points of the surface, and the base

point has an assigned multiplicity for the curves of the pencil, all

the tangents of the curve thereat being free. The number of points

of the surface at which such base points occur is denoted by a.

Among the curves of the pencil there will generally be a finite

number possessing a double point, other than at the base points of

the pencil, and other than on multiple curves of the surface ; in such

case let the whole number of double points so arising be denoted by
8. There is difficulty in case there are curves in the pencil which are

multiple, or contain a multiple part; and the question arises whether

in such case a consistent rule can be given for estimating the corre-

sponding contribution to 8. In the simplest eases, however, it can

be proved that the number 8 — cr— 4p is the same for any two linear

pencils of curves on the surface; it is this number which is the in-

variant / spoken of. According to the plan we adopt, we consider

various simple cases before passing to the proof of the invariance

of / in general. The most elementary example is that of a pencil of

plane sections of the surface, made by planes through a fixed line

of general position. In this case, as the base points of the curves

of the system are the intersections of the line with the surface, a is

the order {p^) of the surface; likewise 8 is the number of planes

through the line which touch the surface, the class (/Lig) of the sur-

face ; if J) is the genus of a general plane section of the surface, the

rank (/aj) of the surface, equal to the class of an arbitrary plane
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section of the surface, is such that /Xi=:2/xo+ 2jj — 2, there being no
cusps on an arbitrary plane section when the surface has no cuspidal

curve. Hence we have /, = jx^— ixQ—4^p, = jUg— 2/xi+ 3jLto— 4. In

particular, for a general surface of order n, with no multiple curve
(and no multiple points), so that /aj= n (n— 1 y, andp = |(n — 1 )( n — 2),

this gives / = (?i — 2)(w^— 2w+2). Thus, for a general cubic surface

1 = 5; for a quadric surface 2 = 0, and, for a plane /= — 1.

It will be interesting to verify at once, as an example of the

general theorem of the invariance of / for a given surface, that the

value 7= —1, just obtained, essentially by a pencil of lines in the

plane, is obtained also, from the original definition of /, by con-

sidering a general pencil of curves in the plane; we take the case in

which the assigned base points are the intersections of any two
curves of the pencil, supposed, first, all to be simple intersections.

The curves being then given by an equation + A;/*= 0, where and

tfj are of order n, the double points arise for values of the parameter
A for which the three curves

(f>j^
+ Xifji= 0, ^2+ '^'A2='^» ^3+ ^^3= ^

meet in a point, where (f)i=d(f)/dx, etc. The order in A, of the elimin-

ant* of these three equations, is 3{n — l)^, so that there are 3(w — 1)^

curves of the pencil which have double points; taking then G= n^,

p— 1(^)1— I) {n— 2), we obtain

7= 3(w-l)2-n2-2(n2-3n+ 2),

which is — 1 whatever n may be. If, however, second, we suppose
that all the curves of the pencil have a base point which is multiple,

of order s, the remaining base points being simple, then a= n^— s^+l
and p=l{n—l){n— 2) — ls{s—l); the value /=— 1 is then only
obtained if we take 8 = 3(n — l)^— (5 — 1)(35+1). Thus, when we
have proved that the value of / is independent of the pencil of

curves with which it is defined, it will follow that the number of

curves having double points, in a pencil which has a single s-fold

common point, is less than the general number 3(n— 1)^ by
(5 — 1) (3s + 1) ; or, as we easily see, in the more general case of several

multiple points, by the sum of the separate terms (s— l)(3s + l)

arising for these singly. For example, in the simple case of a pencil

* This is obtainable as an example of a rule which is often useful in general
cases: Let/j(a,', a) be a rational polynomial homogeneously of order n^ in the
coordinates Xf,, . .

. , .r, , and homogeneously of degree e^ in the parameters
Oq, ... , flj. Then the eliminant, in regard to Xg, ... , Xj., of the r + 1 equations

fi{x, a)=0, for J = 0, ...,r, is homogeneously of degree n^n-^^.-.n^Tieilni in the
parameters a^,, ... , 0^. The eliminant may in fact be formed, for example, by
taking the product of the n^...nj. factors

/,, (aj*>, a), in which (a;*^) denotes one of
the n^. . Mf points common to the r loci /i (a;, a) = = . . . =/^ {x, a) ; this procedure
shews the degree in which the parameters Qj, ..., a, enter from Jq{x, a); the
other similar methods of forming the eliminant shew the influence of the other
functions /i (a;, a), ... ,fr{x, a), in the aggregate entry of the parameters in this

eliminant.
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of plane cubic curves with one given double point, and five simple

points common, a cubic with a double point is obtained, as a com-
posite curve, by the conic through the double point and four of the

simple points, taken with the line joining the simple point to the

double point; and all the 12 — 7, or 5, cubies of the pencil which have
double points, not at the base points, are accounted for in this way.

Ex. If u = 0, i! = 0, iy = be three general quadrie surfaces, a linear

pencil of elliptic curves, with 8 simple base points, is determined on the
quadrie surface vo — ^, by means of the system of quadrie surfaces

u-^\v — 0. Find the number of curves of this pencil which have double
points.

As another illustration, consider the case of a surface, of order n,

which has a j-fold line, but is in other respects general. We can find

directly the number of tangent planes to the surface through a
general line, or the number through the j -fold line, and compute the

value of / in both ways. But the assumption of the identity in the

values of / in the two cases would enable us to infer the number of

tangent planes to the surface from either line from the number
from the other line. We shall see that the value of / is less than the

value found above, in the general case, namely (n— 2)(n2— 2w+ 2),

by (J— l){(3j+l) n — 2j(j + 2)}. Take first the case of the tangent
planes which can be drawn to the surface from the j'-fold line. This

line being taken to be x= = y, the equation of the surface is /=
where /is of the form x^u+ x^~^yv+ ... + y^w, where u, v, ...,w are

of order n—j in the coordinates x, y, z, t. The tangent plane at a
point {x) of the surface, having an equation of the form(a;'9/8a;)/=0,

in which {x', y', z', t') are current coordinates, will contain the

multiple line when the point of contact (x) is such that df/dz= and
dfjdt= 0. The points of contact of tangent planes, from the multiple

line, thus lie on two surfaces of order w~l, with equations of the

forms a;%2 + x'~'^yVz+ . . . = 0, x^Uf+ x'~^yvt + . . . = 0, where m, = cu/dz,

etc., these representing the first polars of the two points (0, 0, 1, 0),

(0, 0, 0, 1) of the multiple line. These surfaces meet, outside the

multiple line, in a curve of order (n— l^—j^. At a point where this

curve of intersection meets the multiple line, one of the j tangent
planes of the former of the two polars coincides with one of the j
tangent planes of the latter. The values of z/t at these points of

meeting are therefore obtainable by putting x= and y= in the

coelFicients Ug, . . . , w< , . .
. , and then forming the eliminant, in regard

to x/y, of the reduced equations. As u^, ...,Ut, ... are of order

n—j — 1, we thus see that the curve of intersection of the polars

meets the j'-fold line in 2j{n—j—l) points. But, further, at such an
intersection, these two polars have a common tangent plane with

/= ; for, when x= 0, y= 0, we have identities such as

zu2+ tUf = {n—j)u, zv2+ tVf = {n—j)v, etc.;
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the common curve of the two polars thus touches one of the j sheets
of/=0 at the intersection, and meets the other j'—l sheets, thus
havingj + 1 intersections with/=0. The number of intersections of
this curve with/= 0, other than on the multiple line, is thus A — B,
where A = n[{n-lY—j^] and B^2{j+l)j{n—j-l); it is easy to

see that A —B is the same as {n—j — l)^{n+ 2j), or as C— D, where
C=??(w— 1)2 and D^j[{3j+ 2)?i — 2{j+l)^]; this gives the number
of tangent planes to the surface /= from the multiple line. As-
suming now that the general plane section of /=0, through the
multiple line, has no fixed intersections therewith, putting therefore

a= in the defining formula for /, we obtain

I= {n-j-l)^n+ 2j)-2{n-j-l){n-j-2);
this is the same as that stated above. For instance, for a quartic
surface with a double line, 1 = 8. The number of tangent planes to

the surface from an arbitrary line may be found in a similar way
(given below) and is C— E, where C= n(w — 1)^ and

E=U-l){{Sj+l)n-2j{j+l)}.
Calculating then / from this as the value of 8, with ct= w, and
2p= {n—l){n— 2)—j{j —I), we easily find the same value of / as

before.

The proof of this value of 8 may be given : The first polars of two points
of an arbitrary line have the multiple line of the surface as (_/— l)-fold
line, and meet, beside, in a curve of order (w — 1)^ — (j — 1)^ ; an arbitrary
plane section of these polars, by a plane through the multiple line, gives
curves of order n —j, with (» —j)^ intersections ; thus the curve of inter-

section of the two polars meets the multiple line in a number of points
given by (n — 1)'^ — (j — 1 )^ — (« —j)', which is 2 (n —j) (j — 1). There will be
no loss of generality in assuming the two first polars to be those of
(1, 0, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0, 0) ; they will then have equations of which one is

V+U^ = 0, in which U denotes jx^~^u + (j—l) x^~'^yv + ...—0, and U^
denotes x^u^ + x^~hjVg,+ ... = 0; thus their curve of intersection meets the
multiple line ultimately on planes, through this line, satisfying both the
equations (t7) = 0, (F) = 0, where {U)=jx^~^{u) + {j -l)x^-^y{v) + ...

,

(F) = aj^'-i(D) + ...+jy-i(z£j), where (u), (y), ..., (w) are u, v, ..., zv, with
X, y both replaced by zero; namely, this curve meets the multiple line

at points where two of the j tangent planes off=0 coincide; the number
of such points is 2{j — l){n—j). And, as before, the two polars have a
common tangent plane at this point, which coincides with the pair of
coincident tangent planes of/= 0; so that the curve of intersection of the
two polars meets /=0 in 3 coincident points on this plane, and in j— 2
other points, or, in all, in {j + 1) points. The total number of intersections,
of the common curve of the two polars, with/=0, on the multiple line,

is thus 2{j + l)(ji'— l)(n—^); whence, the number of remaining inter-

sections of this curve with/= 0, each corresponding to a tangent plane to
the surface from the arbitrary line, is n{{n —l)^ — {j— 1)-} — 2{p — 1) (w —j) ;

this is the same as the number C— E stated above. For the ninnber of
tangent planes to the surface through the multiple line, Berzolari (in

Pascal, Repertorium, ii, 2, 1922, p. 665) refers to Fouret, Rend. Palermo,
VIII, 1894, p. 202, and to Godeaux, Nouv. Ann. ix, 1909, p. 162.
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We may illusti'atc the definition of /, also, by considering a pencil

of curves on a perfectly general svirface, given by an equation

^-t-Ai/r= 0, where A is variable, in which the surfaces ^ = 0, =
have no common base curve or conmion point on/=0. The double

points of the curves of the pencil, being such that

where 0i=80/?.r, etc., are the intersections of/=0 with the curve

common to the surfaces each represented by the vanishing of a

determinant, of three rows and columns, in the matrix of thi'ee

rows and four columns of which the general column consists of the

elements
<f>i , ifj^ , /j . If m be the order of the surfaces <^= 0, = 0,

this cvirve, in accordance with a known rule (p. 109), which we
associate with a formula [(c)/( — r)J(7 i-/-, has an order equal to the

coefficient of t^ in the ascending expansion of (1 — /x^)~"^(l — v/)~^,

where ix=)n—l and v=n—l; this order is thus 3 jjl" + 2 ixv + v^ ; the

number, 8, of double points of curves of the pencil is n times this.

The value of / is given by 8 — m^n — 4>p, where

p=l + ^mn (m+ w — 4)

;

this is easily verified to be independent of m, and the same as the

value first given, {n — 2){n^ — 2n-\-2). It would be proper to verify

the value of / in this way when the surfaces = 0, = have a

common base curve on /= ; or conversely, the assumption of the

invariance of / would enable us to compute the number of double

points of curves of such a pencil. For instance, if a pencil of surfaces

of order m be drawn through a fixed base curve, of order N and
genus P, on a cubic surface, the resulting pencil of curves on the

cubic surface has a number of double points given by

fm(5?n-3)-iV(5m-4) + 5P+3,

when 111 is large enough in regard to A'^.

Note. Definition of / in terms of an irrational pencil of

curves. In order to obtain a formula which it is interesting to

compare with the results of this chapter, we anticipate here ideas

which are more fully explained later. The fundamental surface,

which we suppose to be without multiple points, and possibly lying

in space of higher than three dimensions, may be such that there

exists upon it a system of curves which, though not given by the

intersection of it with a linear pencil of primals + A0= 0, still has

the property that a single curve of the system passes through an
arbitrary point of the surface. The generators of a ruled surface,

when this is not a rational surface, form an obvious example of this

possibility. More generally, if ^, t] be variables connected by a

definite irreducible polynomial equation x(^, r]) = 0, which may then

be regarded as representing a plane curve, there may be rational
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functions of the coordinates, say u and v, such that the primals
given by u— ^, v= t], have a common curve of intersection with the
fundamental surface when |, rj are connected by ;i^(^, 77) = 0; this

requires that the equation x{u, r) = should be identically satisfied

in virtue of the equations of the fundamental surface. When this is

so, an arbitrary point of the surface, by determining the values of

^ and 7), determines a definite curve of the system passing through
this point. Such a system of curves is called an irrational pencil of
curves, imder the hypothesis that the curve x{^,7]) = is not a
rational curve ; and the genus of x(^, r)) = is called the genus of the

pencil of curves. It can be shewn that when x(^, 7j) = is a rational

curve, the curves of the pencil are curves of a linear pencil as de-

fined before. We may suppose that there is a definite (1, 1) corre-

spondence between the curves of the irrational pencil, and the
points of the representative curve x(^» v) — ^- Denote the genus of

this curve by p', and the genus of each curve of the pencil by p.

Under the hypothesis p' > 0, we can suppose that the curves of the

irrational pencil have no common base point, since they would else

be in ( 1 , 1 ) correspondence with the rational pencil of lines formed
by the tangents of the fundamental surface at this (necessarily

simple) point. We prove that the invariant / of the surface can be
defined by I= 8 + {2p — 2){2p' — 2) — 4<, where 8 is the number of

double points of curves of the irrational pencil. If p' were zero, this

would be 8 — 4/3, but would then be replaced by 8 — ct— 4p, where a
is the number of base points of curves of the pencil. This general

formula is to be deduced from the case when / is defined by a linear

pencil of curves, by remarking that a linear series g^^, of sets of m
points, on the representative curve ;i^(^, 7j) = 0, of freedom 1, corre-

sponds to a series of sets ofm curves of the irrational pencil on the

fundamental surface; and the composite curve, formed of these m
curves of the pencil, is one of a linear system of freedom 1, that is

of a linear pencil of composite curves, on the surface. From the

known result, for a linear series g^^ on xi^^ v) — ^' it follows that,

among the sets of m curves of the pencil, there are 2m+2p' — 2 cases

in which the two components of a set coincide (or, more than two
curves may coincide, a possibility here disregarded). In the de-

finition of / by a linear pencil of curves, we have supposed the

curves of the pencil to be irreducible, and have definitely excluded

the case in which particular curves of the pencil contain multiple

parts; for our present purpose, we must assume a value for the

number of double points to which the occurrence of a repeated part,

in a curve of the linear system, is to be counted equivalent. Suppose
that the preceding definition of / by a linear system of curves re-

mains valid when, as here, the curves of the system are formed by
sets of m curves of an irrational pencil, each of genus p; suppose
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further that when two curves of the set coincide, this is counted as
equivalent to the occurrence of h double points in the curve of the
linear system. Then, as there are 2m + 2p' — 2 such coincidences, we
have thus a contribution of h{2m+ 2p' — 2) to the number of double
points; if 8 be the number of actual double points of curves of the
irrational pencil, the total number of double points in the linear

system of reducible curves is therefore h + h {2m + 2p' — 2). The genus
of the composite cur\'e of the linear pencil is found from a principle,

arising below (p. 223), that the genus of a curve which degenerates
into two curves of genera Jh^ Pz^ intersecting in i points, is

Pi+P2+ i—l;as two curves of the irrational pencil do not intersect,

the composite curve, formed ofm of these, has a genus mp — {m — 1).

The value of/ is therefore given by S + h{2m+ 2p' — 2) — 4>m{p—l) — 4,

or 8 + h{2p' — 2) — 4! + 2m{h — 2p + 2). In this argument, m is arbi-

trarily great (>/>'); and it is natural to suppose that the number,
h, of double points, to which two coincident curves of the irrational

pencil are to be counted equivalent, is independent of m; if, there-

fore, / have a definite value, from whatever linear series it be com-
puted, it must be independent of m, and thus the value to be taken
for h is 2/3 — 2. This gives the value of / stated above. The direct

justification of this value of h belongs below, where we consider the
proof that / is an invariant. We compare here a result previously

found (Chap, i, p. 19), that if, on a curve of genus p, there be
an irrational series, of genus it, of sets of k points, of freedom 1, the
number of coincidences, of pairs of points of a set of this series, is

2k+ 2p — 2 — 2kiT. Two curves of the irrational pencil here considered
have no intersection; but, if two curves had k intersections, then,

upon any one curve of the pencil, the other curves would determine
an irrational series, of sets of k points, of freedom 1 and genus p',

equal to the genus of the irrational pencil; there would then be
2k+ 2p — 2 — 2kp' points, on this one curve, at which two of the in-

tersections of another curve of the pencil coincided ; this number is

2/3 — 2 when, as is the case, k= 0. The extension of the definition of

I to the case here considered is given by Castelnuovo and Enriques,

Ann. d. Mat. vi, 1901, pp. 21-6 (see below, p. 209). If we apply it

to the case of a ruled surface of genus p, the irrational pencil con-

sisting of its generators, taking 8= 0, p= 0; p'=p, we thus find

/= —4^. This is true also forp = 0, and can be obtained independ-
ently, by considering a linear pencil of plane sections through an
arbitrary line, from 8- ct

— 4j9; since then h = a, the class of the

surface being equal to its order.

Introductory definition of the invariant w. Consider, on the

fundamental surface, /" — 0, a net of curves, that is, a linear system
of curves of freedom 2. Such a net will be determined by the inter-

section of F = with a linear system of surfaces having an equation
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of the form Xf+ fi(f>+vifj=0, in which A, [x, v are variable, and

f= 0, ^= 0, !/(= are definite surfaces, of the same order, which
may have common points and common curves, onF= 0. Then con-

sider the locus of the double points of curves of the net, other than
at the base points common to all of/= 0, ^ = 0, ^— Q, and other than
those which may arise on multiple curves, or at multiple points, of

F= 0, if such exist. We have already, in the preceding chapter, been
concerned with such a net of curves. As has been said, through such

a double point of a curve of the net, there will pass a pencil of

curves of the net, of which one curve may be taken to be the curve

which has a double point thereat ; all curves of the net through this

point will thus have the same tangent line at this point (the particu-

larity that all curves of the net have a double point thereat being

excluded). Conversely, if, at a simple point of F— d, all curves, of

the pencil of curves of the net which pass through this point, have
the same tangent line, there is a curve of the net which has a double

point at this point. The locus of such double points is a curve which
we call the Jacobian of the net. More generally, if we have any
linear system of curves on F — 0, given by a system of surfaces of

the same order expressed by an equation Ao';:io+ '^i'^i+ ... -fA^';i^= 0,

of freedom r(^3), common points or curves of the surfaces

^0=0, ..., ^^= lying on 1^=0 not being considered, then we may
form a net of curves A/+ ju.0+ vi/»= from this system, in which

f=0, <f)
= 0, = determine particular curves of the system, given

say by such equations as

/=ia,^„ cf>=ib,^„ ilj=ic,^i,
1=0 1=0 1=0

in which a^ , 6^ , Cj are definite constants ; and may then consider the

Jacobian of this net. It can be proved, as below, that all Jacobian

curves so obtainable, by taking different systems of values of

tti, hi, Cj, belong to one linear system of curves on F= 0; this we
call the Jacobian system of the original linear system of curves.

We can form an equation satisfied by the Jacobian curve of a
net of curves on i*'^ 0, given by A/+ )""/>+ vifj= 0, by expressing that

the latter surface touches F— 0, and eliminating A, /x, v. The result

is the vanishing of a determinant, say A, which we call the Jacobian
determinant, of four rows and columns, whose rows consist re-

spectively of the elements /^ , /g , /g , /4 ; 01, 02' 03 » 04? 01' 'A2' 'As* 'A4;

Fi, F2, F^, JP4, where fj^=dfI dx, etc.; but from the complete inter-

section of F= 0, A = 0, must be omitted points expressly excepted

in the definition of the Jacobian curve. And it is easy to see that if,

in A, we suppose /to mean Sa^'^j, with similar values for and 0,

as explained above, then A is a sum of Jacobian determinants,

formed with triads from ^n, ...,'^r5 with determinant coefficients
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depending on the constant coefficients a,, 6,, c^; this shews that

the Jacobian curves of all nets from a general linear system of

curves belong to a linear Jacobian system. It can be shewn directly

that, at a simple point of F = 0, where the curves '^j = have a
common base point of multiplicity s, the Jacobian curves have a
base point of multiplicity 35—1. By the complete Jacobian system,

of a given linear system of curves on F = 0, is to be understood the

most general linear system of curves which includes the Jacobian
curves formed from all nets of the given linear system, and has a

(35 — l)-ple point at every 5-fold point, simple on F= 0, of this

given system*. This complete system may well include curves not
expressed by the vanishing of the determinant we have used. For
example, when the given linear system consists of all plane sections

of the surface, the equation A= is that of the first polar of a point

in regard to the surface 1^= 0; if the surface have a double curv^e,

this first polar passes through the double curve, and a Jacobian
curve, according to the definition, consists of the residual inter-

section; that is, of the curve which, in the last chapter, we have
called a proper curve of contact. We have seen, however, that all

proper curves of contact pass through the pinch points of the double

curve ; these, not being base points of the general plane section of

the surface i^= 0, are not to be regarded as conditions for the com-
plete Jacobian system of the system of plane sections, unless this

be explicitly stated. The system of all first polars is of freedom 3;

the freedom of the complete Jacobian system may well be greater

than this. Another fact, in regard to which clearness is desirable,

presents itself when we consider the Jacobian curve of a net of

curves given by an equation of the form u{Xfj^+ [x(f)j)+vip= 0; for

such a net there exists a curve, given by u = 0, which meets the

curves of the net only at base points, common to all the curves of

the net; and the curves of the net which pass through an arbitrary

point which lies on w= are those for which the coefficient v is zero

;

all these curves are composite, consisting of the curve given by
M= 0, together with those of the pencil given by Xf^+ /lk^^= ; of this

pencil, one curve passes through the point in question, so that the

point is a double point of a curve of the net. Correspondingly, it may
be seen directly (see below, p. 218) that w is a factor of the Jacobian
determinant of the net. More generally, for a system of curves given

by an equation of the form m(Ao'^o+ ••• + '^r-i-^r-i) + '^r'^r=0, the

* It is understood that the tangents at a base point of the net are all variable,

and no two base points are consecutive, in Noether's sense. For example, if two
base points of the hrst order be consecutive, tliat is, if all tiic curves of the net
have a given tangent line, the .Jacobian curve has in fact a trijjle jjoint, of which
one tangent coincides with that of the curves of the net. We may agree, in this

case, that, for the complete .Jacobian system, only this tangent line is prescribed.

B G VI 1

3
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complete Jacobian system, as defined above, is the linear system
defined by particular Jacobian curves which have w as a part. Such
a curve, given by w = 0, which meets the curves of the given linear

system only at base points of the system, may be called a funda-
mental curve of the system. We postpone the general discussion of

the matter; for the present, we make the assumption that the
original linear system of curves is such that the general curve of its

complete Jacobian system is irreducible.

We may give, however, some introductory consideration to the case
of systems of plane curv^es for which a fundamental curve exists ; in the
Jacobian determinant above, F is then to be replaced by t, and the deter-
minant reduces to one of three rows and columns, in the plane coordinates
X, y, z. (i). For a system of conies in a plane which have two points in
common, and are expressible by an equation z{2gx + 2fi/ + cz) + x'^ + y- — 0,
the line 2 = 0, joining the base points, is evidently fundamental. Now,
for a system of plane curves of order n, with s-fold base points, the
Jacobian determinant would give rise to curves of order 3(n — 1), with
(3s — l)-fold base point at an s-fold base point of the system ; when n = 2,

and there are two simple base points, this leads to cubic curves with two
double points; such a system consists of the line 2 = joining the base
points, together with all eonics through the base points (if we consider
the complete Jacobian system), (ii), Consider, next, the system of quartic
curves in a plane which have two given double points. The general curve
of this system is expressed by an equation z(Ao.yQ+ ... + A757) + Ag-yg^O,
where Sq — O, ...,3^ = are cubic curves through the two base points,
which are supposed to lie on z = 0, and -yg = is a particular quartic curve
with the two given double points. The Jacobian system will then consist
of curves of order 9, with a 5-ple point at each base point. Such curves
necessarily have the fundamental line 2 = as part ; and the system of all

curves of order 9 with two 5-ple points consists of this line together with
all the curves of order 8 having these two as 4-ple points, (iii), Consider
now the system of oo^ cubic curves which have 6 common base points
so situate as to lie on a conic; the conic is then a fundamental curve, the
cubic curves being given by an equation u{ax + by + cz) + dU = 0, where
M = represents the conic, and [7 = is a particular cubic curve of the
system. The Jacobian system then consists of sextic curves with the 6 base
points as double points, and the conic m= is fiuidamental also for the
system of these sextic curves ; for sextic curves with 6 double base points are
of tale ^7.8 — 18, or 10, while quartic curves with 6 simple points are of
tale ^ 5 . 6 — 6, or 9 ; the complete Jacobian sj'stem is thus expressed by an
equation M(Aoi/(o-t- ... + Agi/fg) + Ag 1/19 = 0, where i/'o = 0, ...,tp^ — are quartic
curves, and i/fg = is a particular sextic. Evidently, in this ease, the six base
points, though lying on the conic, are not independent conditions for the
conic ; and this is the reason why the fundamental curve of the original

system is a fundamental curve of the Jacobian system, instead of being part
of every Jacobian curve, as in the two former examples. Of this statement
it is easy to give a preliminary enumerative justiheation. For this, con-
sider a system of plane curves of order n, with base points typically of
multiplicity s. Let m = be a curve, of order k (k^n), having a base
point of the original system multiple of order s^ (Sj^^s), but having no
intersection with the curves of the original system other than at these
base points, so that Uss^ — nk. Let A be the redundance of the base points
for the curves of the original system, so that the tale of this system is
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i(« + l)(« + 2)- |S.s(.s + l) + A, say L. Similarly, let /x be the redundance
of the base points, supposed now of typical multiplicity s — s^, for curves
of order n — k;so that the tale of such curves, with these multiple points, is

K«-/^-+l)(«-/f + 2)-^S(s-,9,)(s-Si+l) + M,

say M. It is then easy to compute that if the genus of the curve m = 0,
defined by l{k-l){k-'l) — l^Si{s^ — \), be equal to A — /u,, then L = M+1.
In this case, the system of curves of order n has an equation of the form
»0 + Ap5p = O, where is of the form \3o+ ... + X(>_x^p_i, and =
represents the complete system of curves of order n — k having the base
points with multiplicity s — s-^. Thus ?/ = () is a fundamental curve for the
former system. The Jacobian system of this system consists of curves of
order 3(« — 1), with (3s — l)-ple base points; let N be the tale of the
complete system of such curves. Similarly, let A'^^ be the tale of the
complete system of curves of order 3(n — 1) — k, with base points, typically
of multiphcity 3s— 1 —s^ at the original base points. Then, when N^N^,
the Jacobian system of the former system breaks up into u = taken with
all curves of the latter system. But, if A'^ = iV^ + ^, with ^ > 0, this will not
be so ; the complete Jacobian system will be more ample than the system
directly defined as the locus of double points, or by the Jacobian deter-
minants. We have, in fact,

iV= J(3«-3 + l)(3«-3 + 2)-iS3s(3s-l) + A',

iVi = J(3n-3-A; + l)(3n-3-A; + 2)-JE(3s-Si)(3s-Si-l) + /,

where A', fi' are the redundancies of the base points for the curves of order
3(n — 1) and 3{7i — k), respectively. Wherefore i, or N — Nj_, is equal to

^Ssi(Si + l) + A' — ^' — |/i(A; + 3); thus, if both A' and jn' be zero, ^ will be
greater than zero when the conditions to be satisfied by the fundamental
curve, u — 0, at the base points, are not independent conditions for this

curve, but exceed the number H'(A' + 3) of conditions which a curve of
order k can satisfy. The case of a conic through 6 points, cited above, is

an example. For the theory of fundamental curves, here indicated, the
readershould consult Castelnuovo's paper,M€mone Torino, xlii, 1892, p. 3.

We pass now to the definition of the invariant <x». We consider,

on the fundamental surface F= 0, a linear system of curves, of

freedom at least 2, with base points only at simple points of the

surface; and then the complete Jacobian system of this. We suppose
this Jacobian system to consist of generally irreducible curves (in

particular excluding the consideration of the case where the Jaco-

bian curves have a common part arising from a fundamental curve

of the original system). At an s-ple base point of the original system,

the Jacobian curves are prescribed to have a (3s — l)-ple point. We
denote by j8 the number of (simple) points of the surface at which
base points of the original system of curves are found. We denote

also by p the effective genus of a general curve of the original

system, and by tt the effective genus of a curve of the Jacobian
system. Then we define co in the first instance by

aj-l = rr-l-9{p-l) + p;

it can be shewn that this gives a value independent of the system
of curves used for its computation.

13-2
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As a simple illustration, suppose F— ^ to be without multiple

points, of order n, and the original system of curves to be given by
A/+ /M0 + vi/(= 0, the surfaces/= 0, ^ = 0, ;/(= being of order m, and
the curves to have multiple points typically s-fold. The Jacobian
determinant is of order 3m + n — 4, and thus (recalling the formula
for the genus of the complete intersection of two surfaces)

jj — l = |nm(w+/n — 4) — |Ss(5— 1),

and 7r-l = in(3m+ w-4)(3m+ 2n-8)-|S(35-l)(35-2);

hence we find cu — l = w(n — 4)^, which is thus independent of the

system of curves employed. It is in fact equal to the grade of the

system of curves in which /*'= is met by the general system of

surfaces of order n — 4, namely the number of intersections of any
two such curves. And we notice that if, with the value of / found
above for a non-singular surface, / = (n — 2)(n2 — 2n + 2), we define

a number />„ by the equation / + to — 1 = 12^,^+ 8, then

2^„ = l(«-l)(n-2)(n-3),

which is the tale of all surfaces of order n — \. In particular the

values of / and to— 1, respectively for a plane (n=l), a quadric
surface, and a general cubic surface, are (

— 1, 9), (0, 8) and (5, 3),

the value of j9„ being zero in all these cases. It may indeed be proved
directly, for a net of plane curves of genus |?, without fundamental
curves, having base points at ^ points of the plane, that the genus
of the Jacobian curve of the net is 9j9 — j8+ 1.

More generally, when the surface 1^= has a double curve, with
triple points triple for the surface, but no other multiple points, con-

sider the system of plane sections of the surface. The Jacobian
curves are then, as we have seen, the proper curves of contact of

tangent planes to the surface drawn from points. With the notation
employed in the last chapter we then have (p. 161), for jJ — 1 and
TT— 1 respectively, the values \ii-^— [t-^ and /X2+ Vg— fjHi. Thus <x>—\

has the value /xg-f ^2— 6/^^+9 /liq. In this chapter, also, we have
found for /-f4 the value /Mg-^/ii-fS/xo. Thus, for the number j9„

defined by a>- l-t-/+4= 12(;^+ 1), we have r2(j9„-M) equal to

2/^2+ ''2— 8/^ +12^10 • If P denote the genvis of an arbitrary plane
section of the surface, and i denote the number of stationary tangent
planes of the surface which pass through an arbitrary point, that is

the number of cusps in the net of curves formed by plane sections of

the surface which pass through the point, this (see p. 162) is the
same as t = 24(^„+j9). As a particular verification of this result it

may be proved directly that among the curves of a net of plane
curves (without fundamental curve), of genus p, there are 24p
curves which have a cusp. (More general results are quoted below,

p. 241; references in Pascal, Repertoriuvi, ii, 1, 1910, p. 340.)
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Tlie formula to — 1 = /LI2+ ''2~^/^i+ -Vo' .U'^^ obtained, has an
interpretation which suggests a more general definition of to — 1 than
that we have given. We explain this, first, when, as in the derivation

of the formula, the net of curves used for the definition of a» consists

of the sections of the surface by planes through an arbitrary point.

Use the notation (P, Q) for the number of intersections oftwo curves

P, Q on the surface, other than at the base points prescribed for

these curves; in particular use (P, P) for the number of intersections

of two curves of a linear system, other than at the prescribed base

points, this being the grade of the linear system. Then, if C, C de-

note plane sections of the surface, this being of order fXf, , the term

9jUo in the expression for a» — 1 is the number (3C, 3C'); if J, J'

denote the proper curves of contact of tangent planes to the surface

from two different points, each of order fx^, the term 6^^ is

(J, SC') + {J', 3C). Further, /Xg, the number of tangent planes to

the surface from an arbitrary line, is the number of intersections of

two curves J, J' at ordinary points of the surface ; we have seen,

however, that all curves J, J' pass through the pinch points on.the

double curve of the surface, and touch the cotangent at this point

(Chap. IV, p. 178) ; but we have also seen {ibid. p. 179) that of the two
intersections of the curves J, J' thus arising, only one arises on the

surface in space [4] by whose projection the double curve is gener-

ated. For this reason we may regard the complete value of {J, J')

as being fjt^+v^. The formula for oj — 1 thus has the interpretation

(J, J')- {J, 3C')-(J', 3C) + (3C, 3C'). This we may agree to write

in the form (J-3C, J'-3C'), or the form {SC-J, SC'-J'). As in

the theory of linear series of sets of points on a curve, if
]
^ |, \B\

denote two linear systems of curves on a surface, we denote by

|.4-l-B| the complete linear system which contains all the com-

posite curves, of which each is the aggregate of a curve of the

system
|
A

\
with a curve of the system \B\, the base points pre-

scribed for
I

^ + J5
I

being the aggregate of those prescribed for
|
^

|

and 1^1 singly. Similarly, if there exist a linear system \C\, such

that \C + B\ = \A\, then \C\ may be denoted by \A-B\. Now,
let

I

Cj
I

denote the complete linear system of curves containing the

proper curves of contact J of tangent planes to the surface from all

arbitrary points; the system
|
Cj

\
will, if we maintain our definition,

not have the pinch points of the double curve as base points, but the

grade {Cj, Cj), of this system, will be the same as the number

(J, J'), in which we have counted these points as simple intersections

of curves J and J'; the number {Cj, C) will also be fx^. Thus it

appears that, if one of the two complete systems
|
Cj — 3C

|
, |
SC— Cj

\

exist, then cu— 1 is the grade of this system. This important result

is proved when
|
C

|
is the system of plane sections of the surface

;

we shall see below that it can be extended to the case when
|
C

|
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is any linear system of curves, of which \Cj\ is the Jacobian

system.

In terms of the characters of the doiible curve of the surface (see

p. 162 of the preceding chapter) the vakie of ;u.2+ vg— 6ju.i+ 9/xo can

be expressed in the form

co-l = )Uo(/Xo-4)2-5(/Xo--t)eo+ 2ei+9/;

similarly the value of /xg— 2jLti+3/xo can be expressed by

/ + 4 = ;xo(/Xo'-4/Xo+6)-(7/Xo-16)eo+ 4ei+15L

From these the value of j3„, given by co — l + /+4 = 12(p„+l), is

such that ^„+l = (ju,o— 1, 3) — (jHo— 4)eo+2^+ P, where {(Xq—I, 3) is

the binomial coefficient, and P is the genus of the double curve.

Thus p„ is the theoretical tale of surfaces of order /Uo— 4 which pass

through the double curve, valid when juq is sufficiently great in

respect to Cq (Vol. v, p. 236). We have remarked (p. 168, Ex. 11) that

surfaces of order />io~4, put through the triple points of this curve,

cut thereon a non-special series ; when this series is incomplete, the

number, jpg , of actual surfaces of order /^o
— ^ through the double

curve, is greater than p^. A surface of order /xq— 4, through the

double curve, has, as residual intersection with the given surface,

a curve of order )lio(^o— 4) — 2eo, which is jUj — 3/xo- This is the order

of a curve of the system
|
Cj— 3C\, when this system exists.

Effect of isolated nodal points of the fundamental surface
upon the definition of / and io. The values of the invariants / and
a> have been given under the hypothesis that the only multiple points

of the surface are a double curve with triple points. The singularities

of a surface may be of great complexity, and, in general, as has

been suggested, it must be supposed that the surface has been trans-

formed into the form adopted above, before the theory can be

applied. But, when the only singularities beside a double curve

consist of isolated nodes of general kind, a modified definition of /

and CO can be applied directly, which is interesting because of the

frequent occurrence of such surfaces. We limit ourselves to suppos-

ing / defined by a pencil of sections by planes through an arbitrary

line and cu defined by a net of sections by planes through an arbi-

trary point. The modified definitions must be such that they include

the case when no such nodes occur; they must be invariant for

birational transformation into other surfaces with isolated nodes, save

for corrections indicative of these nodes ; and we choose them such

that the value ^J^, arising by the equation I+ 4> + w—l = 12{p^+ 1),

is the theoretical tale of surfaces of order /xq— 4, passing through the

double curve, which have a (A; — 2)-ple node at each isolated A;-ple

node of the given surface. It has in fact been shewn by Noether
and Zeuthen that the number j9„ so defined is an absolute invariant
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for birational transformation of the svu'face; but wc do not give the

algebraical proof of this fact, since a more general proof emerges at

a later stage of the theory of surfaces. As in what has been said,

our present aim is introductory and provisional.

Consider first the invariant /. It may be shewn (for the literature,

cf. Pascal, Repertorium, ii, 2, 1922, pp. 663, 690; also Segre, Annul,

d. Mat. XXV, 1897, p. 26) that, for a surface with isolated A;-fold

nodes, at which the osculating cone is of class k', the number of

actual tangent planes which can be drawn from an arbitrary general

line is less than /X(,(/lio— 1)" by the sum of the values of [k— \)k' at

these nodes ; we consider only the general case, in which k' = k{k—\).

Then the class of the surface is given by )Lt2= i^o(i^o~" l)^"^^!^"" !)"•

We define then a number /(,, to be subsequently modified to /, by
the eqviation /o= S — ct— 4jj + S(A:— 1), where, as before, p is the

genus of a general plane section of the surface, a is the number of

base points of a section of the surface by planes through an arbi-

trary line, 8 is tlie number of double points, that is of actual contacts

with the surface, on such plane sections, and the summation

2 (A:— 1) extends to all the isolated nodes of the surface not lying on

the arbitrary line. If this line be quite general we thus have

^o=Mo(/^o-2)'^-SA-(A'-iy^-;t^o-42?+ S(A;-l),

= ^o"^(/xo-2)-4p-S(A-l)(A;2-A;-l).

And we can prove that the same value is obtained if we take a line

which contains a single A-Q-fold node, say Pq. For the line joining

Pq to an arbitrary point, A, is A;(j(A;o— l)-fold on the enveloping cone

drawn from A to the surface, so that there are 2A'o(A;o — 1) tangent

planes of the osculating cone at Pq which pass through the line APq .

The number of proper tangent planes to the surface from this line

is therefore /io(/^o- 1)^-^^'(^'-1)^-2A'o(A-o- 1); this is the value to

be taken for 8 when Iq is computed by planes through the line APq',

the values for a and the genus are respectively /x^ — Ar^+ 1 and

p — \kQ{kQ—\). Thus we have

/o=8-(^o-A^o+l)-4b-po(^'o-l)] + {S(^'-l)-(^-o-l)},

where the 2 (A: — 1) extends to all the isolated nodes; with the value

of 8 put down, this is the same as was obtained by sections through

a general line. A similar argument shews that the same result is

obtained if we take sections by planes through a line which contains

two of the isolated nodes. In particular for a surface with isolated

nodes but without a double curve,

/o+ 4 = ^o(/^o'-4/xo+6)-2(A:-l)(A;2-A;-l).

In general, the value given by the definition is

/o+4 = /x2-2/xi + 3/xo+ S(A--l),

where jUg is the actual class of the surface, as estimated above.
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Consider next the invariant lo. For a surface with a double curve

(and triple points thereon), and A'-ple isolated quite general nodes,

we define a number coq—I given by

0^0-1 = 77- l-9(;j-l) + ^+ S{A--l)(2A--l)-iSA^(/c-l),

where p is the genus of the curves of the net used for the definition

(which we take to be given by planes through an arbitrary point),

^ is the number of (simple) points of the surface where curves of this

net have prescribed base points of any orders (in the case taken,

^= 0), and 77 is the genus of the Jacobian cvn-ve of this net (in this

case the proper curve of contact of tangent planes from the arbitrary

point). From the formulae given in the last chapter (p. 163), we
have 2j!?-2 = /L4-2/xo. and 277-2 = 2(/Lt2+ V2)-3|lii + I;A-(A;- 1); thus

we deduce for a»o— 1 the value ^2+ ^2"~6/x^ + 9ju,q+ S(A-— 1)(2A:— 1).

The correction for the isolated nodes is introduced so that the value

of p„ deduced from /(,+ 4+ w,,— 1 = 12(p„+ 1), taking account of

IJ.2 = fioil^-o— ^)^ — ^k{k — l)'^, should be

(/Xo-l,3)-(/.o-4)eo+ 2f+ P-l-i:(A-,3),

where (/Xq— 1, 3) and {k, 3) denote binomial coefficients. This is the

theoretic tale of surfaces of order /io"~4» when /Mq is large enough,

which pass through the double curve, and have a (A' — 2)-ple point

at every isolated A'-ple point of the surface; we have in fact

A;(A;-1)2-A;(A'-1) = 6(A:, 3). The value of ;p„ is such that

12(p„+l) = 2/x2+i'2-8/Lii+12/xo+ 2i:A-(A--l).

Another point of view is to define oj by its value on another surface,

in birational correspondence with the given one, in which the A'-ple

point of the original is replaced by a curve of order k. See below,

p. 234.

Ex. 1. Prove directly, in accordance with Noether's formula quoted
in Note II to the preceding chapter, that, for a general surface of order n,

the presence of a j-ple line involves a diminution in the value of p„ given
by ^jij — 1) (3/? — 2j — 5). Cf. also Cayley, Papers, viii, p. 395, for a direct
calculation of p^ which includes the case of a cone.

Ex. 2. For sufficiently large ^q , that a surface of order /xq should have
a given curve of order ti, and genus p, with 8 double points, as a ^-ple

line, involves a number of conditions given by

[hJU+i)t^o-iJ(f-'^)]n-hJU+i){2j+l){p + B-l).

Cf. Noether, Ann. d. Mat. v, 1871-3, § 7.

Ex. 3. For sufficiently large /xq , that a surface of order /xq should touch
a given surface of order m, along a given curve of order n and genus p,
lying thereon, involves a number of conditions given by

(2^o + m-4)rj-4(7>-l).

Cf. Hudson, Cremona Transformations (Cambridge, 1927), p. 253.
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We now illustrate the definitions of /q, cuq which we have given,

by applying them to several simple examples. These definitions are

/(, + 4=/x2— 2/i,i + 3/xo+ Il(A;— 1), and

a>o-l-2(A'-l)(2A;-l) = 77-l-9(p-l)-m-(A;-l)

{a) For a general cubic siu-face we have seen that 1^=5, cuq— 1 = 3

(p. 196). Consider a cubic surface with a single double point; then
k= 2, ixq— S, fi^ = 6,v2=0,iJ.2— B.4! — 2, =10, and J9= 1, the value of

the class, /Ltg, being found from the general formula

n{n-iy^-'Lk{k-l)K

The value of 77, the genus of an enveloping cone having one double
generator, is 3. Thus we find Io=4', ojq— 1 = 4, and p„ = as for a

general cubic surface. Consider the correspondence of this nodal
cubic surface with a plane: In general, a cubic surface has its plane

sections representable by plane cubic curves passing through 6

points of the plane; but, if these 6 points lie on a conic, given, say

by w' = 0, such cubic curves are given by an equation

u' [ax+ by+ cz) + [/' = 0,

where a, b, c are arbitrary constants, and t/' = is a particular cubic

curve through the 6 base points. The cubic surface, with x, y, z, t

as coordinates, is then obtained by the transformation

x/x'u' = yjy'u' = zjz'u' = tjU',

and the conic m' = corresponds to the neighbourhood of the double
point on the cubic surface; the transformation is obtainable by
projection from the double point. There is thus a curve on the plane

corresponding to a j^oint on the cubic surface, namely the conic

u' = 0; this we may call an exceptional curve, and, if e' denote the

nuinber of exceptional curves in the plane, we have e' = l. As in

the case of the general cubic surface, there are 6 lines on the cubic

surface corresponding each to one of the 6 base points in the plane

;

in this case they lie on the osculating quadric cone at the double
point of the cubic surface; if e denote the number of exceptional

curves on the cubic surface, we thus have e= 6. The values of

Iq, coq— 1 for the plane are, we have seen, given by /'= —1, and
10' — 1 = 9. Thus we have the equations lQ— e = I' — e', ojq+ e= co' + e',

for which /q+ coq= /' + cu'.

More generally, for any surface of order n, with a single node of

multiplicity w— 1, given by an equation of the form

we have ^ (^' ^' ~)"-i+ ^^' ?/' ^)« = ^'

fiQ= n, /Lti= n(w-1), ^2= 0,

/x2=n(n-l)2-(n-l)(n-2)2= (n-l)(3n-4), k=n-l.
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and hence Iq= w^— n — 2, and ojq— 1 = —n (n — 1 ) + 10 ; while, for the

transformation of this surface to a plane, which is obtainable by
projection from the node, we have e= 7i{n—l) and e'=l, as the

respective numbers of exceptional curves on the surface and on the

plane. Thus, in tliis case also, lQ— e= I' — e' and (ji}q-\- e = w' -\-
e'

. In

view of a subsequent theorem, we may remark further that if two
surfaces of order w — 4 be taken, each having a node of multiplicity

n— 3 at the node of the given surface, then their curve of inter-

section meets the surface, other than at the node, in

w(w-4)2-(w-l)(w-3)2

points, which is wq— 2. This is then the number of free intersections

of any two curves of the system determined, on the surface, by all

surfaces of order n — 4 having a (n— 3)-fold node at the given node.

{h) Next consider the cubic surface with four nodes (of multi-

plicity 2). For this surface we have /xo= 3, y^x
— Q, i^2~^^ ^2— ^'

p=l, 77= (the enveloping cone from an arbitrary point being the

dual of a plane quartic curve with three nodes, since the dual of the

surface is the Steiner quartic surface, considered in the following

example); also 2(A;-1) = 4, i:(A;-l)(2A;-l)=12, 12A:(A;-1) = 4.

Hence we have Io=l, ojq— 1 = 7, p„ = 0. The plane representation

of this surface is by cubic curves through the six intersections of

four lines; if such lines be ^•' = 0, y' = 0, z' = 0, u' = 0, such a cubic

curve has an equation of the form

u' {ay'z' + hz'x' + cx'y')-\- x'y'z' = 0,

where a, b, c are parameters, and the formulae of transformation

are xju'y'z' = yfu'z'x' ^zju'x'y' = tlx'y'z' . There are e, =6, excep-

tional lines on the surface, joining the nodes in pairs, and e' , =4,
exceptional lines in the plane, corresponding to the nodes of the

surface. Thus, with /'=— 1, oj' — 1 = 9 for the plane, we have

/q— e= /' — e'; oiQ-\-e= (ii' -]-e'

.

(c) For the Steiner quartic surface, with three double lines meet-

ing in a triple point of the surface, we have

/^o=4, /Xi=^o(A^o-l)-2eo=<5, V2= 6,

there being two pinch points on each double line; further fi2= 3,

this being the order of the dually corresponding surface considered

in the preceding example. There are no isolated nodes, and the

formulae give /q= — 1, coq— 1 = 9, as for a plane. The formulae of

transformation to a plane {x', y', z') may be taken to be

x'/yz= y'/zx= z'/xy

with xly'z' = y/z'x' = z/x'y' = tl{x'^+ ij'^+ z'^),

there being no exceptional lines on the surface, or on the plane.
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{d) The Kummer quartic surface, with 16 nodes and 16 tropes

(tangent planes each having contact along a conic), has |Lto=4,

/ii=12, 1^2= 0, /tx2=4, p= 3, 7r= 3, the values of [i^ and -n being the

same as the order and genus of the plane section of the dually

corresponding surface, which is also a Kummer siu'face. Thus we
find /o=J', cuo-l = 16, ;>„=1.

{e) For the Weddle surface, a quartic surface with six nodes, the

locus of the vertices of quadric cones passing through six points,

we have \Iq=^, jlii=12, ^2= 0, ;u.2= 24, p= S, 7t=13; and hence

/o=14, 0^0—1 = 6, p„=l. It can in fact be shewn (see Note III at

the end of this chapter) that the Kummer surface can be birationally

transformed to the Weddle surface so that ten of the sixteen nodes
of the Kummer surface correspond to ten lines lying on the Weddle
surface (which has also fifteen other lines, the joins of the nodes in

pairs); the other six nodes of the Kummer surface correspond to

the six nodes of the Weddle surface. Thus, in this transformation,

the Kummer surface has no exceptional curves, or say e = 0; but
the Weddle surface has 10 exceptional curves, say e'=10. From
/q= 4, a»Q— 1 = 16 for the Kummer surface, and/Q' = 14, ojq' — 1 = 6

for the Weddle surface, we thus have 1^ — 6 = 1^' — e', ojq+ e= ojq +e'.

(/) Next consider the general surface, ifj^'^, of order 2k, which has
a A;-ple node at each of the 8 intersections of three general quadric
surfaces w= 0, u = 0, w = 0. If /^ be a general homogeneous poly-

nomial of order k in the three quantities u, v, w, the equation

f]c{u, V, w) = represents such a surface; we prove conversely that

every surface ifj-'^ is expressible by an equation of this form. Such a

surface was considered for A;= 2 by Cayley {Papers, vii, p. 147); and
the general case by Castelnuovo {Rend. 1st. Lomhardo, 1891, Notal).
Let C7 = be a general quadric surface containing the 8 nodes; con-

sider the curve determined thereon by the general surface i/r"^^'; by
definition this surface has a /c-ple node at each of the 8 points, and
it meets the quadric C/ = in a curve of order 4A'. Take k arbitrary

points, Pj, on the quadric [7 = 0, and let c^ denote the elliptic

quartic curve on C/= through the 8 given base points and through
Fj; this curve c^ is the intersection of [7 = with another quadric
surface through the 8 base points and P^ . Tliis curve c^ meets any
surface i/f^*^ in 8/c points at the base points, and is thus contained in

any surface 0-'^" which meets it in a point other than the base points.

The general surfaces i/«^^ have at least the tale of the particular

suYiaiCes fk{u,v,w) — (), namely |(A;+l)(A;-f2), which is certainly

> k ; such a surface can therefore be put through the k points P^

,

and will then, by what we have said, contain the k curves c^-, whose
aggregate order, 4/c, is equal to that of the curve in which a ifr^

meets [7 = 0. The complete curve of intersection of a surface ^^fc

with U = is thus determined by k points of [/ = 0. Among surfaces
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ip'^, however, will be {k^2) surfaces consisting of surfaces ^2^-2

taken with the quadric surface U = 0; and the freedom of the curves

cut by surfaces ip-^ on U = will be less than that of all surfaces i/f^^"

only in consequence of this possibility. Tlius, if Tg;, denote the tale

of all surfaces ip-'^ we have Tgfc— 1 — T2fc_2= A% As T2— S, we thus have

Tgfc equal to {k+l) + k+ ... + S + 3, or l{k+l){k+ 2), which is the

tale of surfaces/;, (w, v, w) = 0. This last equation thus represents the

general surface ip^^. From this also it follows that the redundance
of the 8 A:-ple nodes, for surfaces of order 2k, is lk{k+l); for, if

we subtract, from the general tale of surfaces of order 2k, eight

times the conditions necessary for a A;-ple node, whose number is

lk{k+l){k + 2), we find k+l, which is then the virtual or theoretical

number of surfaces ip'^^. If the actual number of surfaces ip'^'^-^,

having then a (A;— 2) point at each of the k nodes, namely ^k{k — l),

be denoted by pg, and the virtual number, A;— 1, of these surfaces,

be denoted hy p^ (cf. p. 198 above), we have pg —p^^ h{k — l){k — 2).

This is equal to the genus of the plane curve /';j i^^V' 1) = 0. The surface

ip^^ possesses an irrational pencil, of this genus h{k — l){k — 2), of

elliptic curves, the quartic curves through the 8 base points, given

by the equations u— ^w = 0, v — 7]W = (cf. p. 190, preceding). For
this surface we have fXQ= 2k, ll-^^

= 2k{2k—\),

/X2= 2A: (2A^- 1 )2- 8A: (A- - 1 )2= 2A- (4A; - 3)

;

thus the numbers Iq, cdq—I, defined as above, are /o=12(A*— 1),

ojq— 1 = 8, leading to p„ = A; — 1, as we have found. It can be com-
puted that the genus, tt, of the proper curve of contact for ip'^^, is

(A:-1)(6A;-1).

We may remark at once that this result for Iq is in accord with the de-
finition of / given above (p. 190) for the case of a surface, with an irrational

pencil of curves, which was supposed to be without multiple points. For
we shall see (p. 235), that, for a surface with k isolated general nodal points,
the value of / is, under certain conditions, to be taken to be 7 = /o+ k.

This would give in this case, (k = S), 7 + 4 = 12(A"-l) + 8 + 4 = 12A'; and
this is the value of 8 + (2p — 2)(2/d' — 2), where p, =1, is the genus of each
curve of the irrational pencil, and p', —\{k — \){k — 2), is the genus of
the pencil, provided h — \2k. Now a curve on i/i-'^, given by u— ^w — 0,

V — rjw = 0, has a double point if the quadric surfaces u — iw = 0,v — r]xv =
have contact. The condition of contact of two quadric surfaces is however
of degree 12 in the coefficients of either. Thus the curves of the pencil
which have a double point correspond to the intersections offi^.{^, tj, 1) =
with a curve of order 12 in (^, yj, 1) and are 12A: in number. This result is

also clear because the locus of vertices of quadric cones contained in the
net of quadric surfaces lu + nw + nw = is a curve of order 6; this will

have 12/c intersections with tp^''. It is convenient also to make another
remark at this place. The general surface i/i^'^-*, with a (A* — 2)-ple node at
each of the 8 base points, meets i/i''^^ in a curve of order 2A;(2A; — 4) or
4A'(A— 2); this is evidently the aggregate of the k{k — 2) quartic curves
u — ^jZV = 0, v — r)fW = 0, where (^,, t?, , 1) are the points common to the
curve fi^{$, 7], 1) = 0, which determines i/r'^*^, whose equation is/^.(?*, v, iv) = 0,
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and to the curve /fc_,(^, tj, 1) = which deterniincs (//-'»-'. Thus two sur-
faces i/r-^-* meet i/i-'"' in curses wliich have no eonnnon intersection save
at the 8 nodes. And (reeaUing j). 197 above), this is in accord with
o)— l = cuo— 1 — ^ = 0; we shall in fact be led, correspondingly to / = /„ + /c,

to CO = ojq — /c. The case when, on a surface of order /(, the surfaces of order
w — 4, passing (J— 1) times through every y'-ple curve of the given surface,

and (A — 2) times through every A-ple isolated node, have as intersection

with the given sin-face an aggregate of elliptic curves, is considered by
Noether, Math. Aututl. viii, 1875, § 11. Further information in regard
to such surfaces is found in Knriques, Rend. Lined, Dec. IDOfi, Jan. 1912,
Feb. 1914 ; also Rend. Bologna,Ucc. 190(5. The result />;, -p„ = |(A- - 1) (/t - 2)

is also an illustration of a general theorem; cf. Castelnuovo, "Alcuni
risultati. . .," Mem. Soc. lUd. d. Sci. 1890, p. 102.

{g) Consider a septimic surface 0', with a single triple point, and
a triple conic. By the formulae given (on p. 163), in the preceding

chapter, putting 1x^= 7, j = S, €q= 2, €^= 2, k^'S, we find jlii= 30,

/i2=92, V2=20; and hence 1^= 51, ojq— 1 = 5, ^„= 4. The equation

of the surface can be supposed of the form

t^{x, y, z\-irt^{x, y, z)^^-t'^[x, y, z\^u+ t{x, y, z^^ii^

\-{lx-\- my+ nz) u^=0,

where the triple conic, in t= 0, is given by w= 0; we can suppose

u = yz-\-zx + xy. If we now put x' jxt = y'/yt = z'/zt = t'/u, which, with

u' — y'z' + z'x' + x'y', lead to xfx't' = yly't' = zjz't' = tju' , the given

surface is transformed to the quintic surface expressed by

t"^{lx'-\-my' + nz')^-t"^{x\ y', z')o+t"-[x', y', z'l^ + t'ix', y', z')^

+ {x', y',z')^u' = 0,

having neither multiple point nor multiple curve. For this surface,

[jlq' = 5, /ii' = 20, 1x2' = ^^' ^2=0 and therefoi'e /o' = 51, ojq' — 1 = 5.

There is, however, an exceptional line on the septimic surface, given

by ^= 0, lx+my+ nz= 0, which transforms to the simple point

x' — y' = z' = 0, t' = l on the quintic surface; and there is an excep-

tional curve on the quintic svirface, namely the conic u' = 0, f = 0,

which arises from the cubic node of the septimic surface. Thus
e= e' — l, and /q= /q', 6tjQ=a)o'. The septimic surface is considered

by Noether (see below, p. 231).

{h) For a sextic surface 1// with a double elliptic quartit; curve

and a double line not meeting this, by the same formulae (p. 163 of

preceding chapter), we find 1^-0=6, fj.i
= 20, /X2= 32, ^3=^4, and hence

/o=6, and a>o— 1= —10, p„= —1. The surface can in fact be bi-

rationally transformed into an elliptic ruled surface (cone). Cf.

Noether, "Uebcr cine Flache 6-ter Ordnung," Math. Ann. xxi, 1883.

{i) For a quintic surface ifj^ with a double conic, and two triple

nodes (Cayley, Papers, viii, p. 397), we find by the same formulae

(p. 163 of preceding chapter) /i.o=5, 1x^=16, /X2=18, ^2= 8, and
hence I(,= l, and coq—1= — 5, j9„= — 1. This surface can in fact also

be birationally transformed to an elliptic cone.
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(j) We may add the values of /(, and cuq— 1 for (i), a ruled surface

whose plane section is of genus p; (ii), a quartic surface with a

double line; (iii), a quartic svn-face with a double conic. These are,

respectively, for (i), — 4jl> and — 8(^j — 1); for (ii), 8 and 0; for (iii),

4 and 4.

Sketch of the proof of the invariance of /. The preceding

examples may suffice to render the invariants / and a; familiar.

We now sketch the proof of the invariance of / in the geometrical

form given by Segre. The surface considered is supposed to have no
multiple points beyond a double curve with triple points, which are

triple for the surface, and, possibly, isolated nodal points of general

character. On this surface we consider a linear pencil of curves, of

which the general curve is supposed irreducible unless the contrary

be stated, the curves of the pencil having base points only at simple

points of the surface. These base points may be multiple, say 5-fold,

for curves of the pencil, but it is supposed in general that at such
a point, the s tangents are variable from curve to curve of the

pencil; we denote by a the number of such base points, without
regard to their multiplicity. The condition for a curve of the pencil

to have a double point is a single condition; we suppose then that

there is a finite number of curves of the pencil which have a double

point. We expect to find a proper correction for the cases when a
curve of the pencil has several double points, or a multiple point of

higher order, or when a curve of the pencil becomes reducible. The
whole number of double points arising, at simple points of the surface

which are not base points of the pencil, we denote by 8. Denoting by

p the effective genus of a general curve of the pencil, we seek to

establish the invariance of the number h — a—^p, subject to a

correction for the isolated nodes of the surface, when such exist,

whatever be the pencil of curves by which this number is found;

and the invariance of this number in the passage to another surface,

in birational correspondence with the original, subject then to a

correction for curves of the surface which are thereby transformed

to single points.

On the original surface, consider two such linear pencils of curves

as we have described, say y and yj , which are independent of one
another; and denote by m the number of intersections of a general

curve of the pencil y with a general curve of the pencil y^ . That a

curve of one pencil should, at an intersection with a curve of the

other pencil, have three coincident intersections, requires two con-

ditions; and there are two disposable parameters, one for each

pencil. We assume therefore that there exists a finite number of

such three-pointic intersections. This number we denote by r; it is

reckoned with the exclusion of possible intersections at the base

points of the pencils y or y^ , and of points which are multiple points
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for curves of either pencil, or are multiple points of the surface.

Now, on each curve of the pencil y, there is a finite number of points

at which there is coincidence of two points of a set, of tlie linear

series ^j™ determined by all tlie curves of y^ upon this curve y, these

points constituting the Jacobian set of tliis series g^"\ There is

therefore a curve C which is the locus of points at wliicli two of the

m intersections, of a curve of y with a curve of y^ , coincide with one
another. This curve C contains every ordinary contact of a curve
of y with a curve of y^ , not generally touching cither of these curves

at this point. The curve C also passes through every base point of

the pencil y^ (supposed not also a base point of the pencil y); for

there is a definite curve of y passing (simply) through this point,

and a definite curve of y^ touching this curve of y at this point. It

can in fact be shewn that, if the point is ^^-fold for the curves of y^

,

then C has there a (25^ — l)-ple point, its tangents consisting of the

tangent of the curve of y which passes through this point, together

with the (25i
— 2) double rays of the pencil of sets of 5^ tangent lines

of curves y^ at this point; similarly for base points of the pencil y.

Apart from the base points, the curve C is met by any curve of the

pencil y in 2w+ 2j9 — 2 points, where p is the genus of a curve of y;
these 2m + 2p — 2 points are in fact, on this curve y, the Jacobian
set of the linear series of sets of m points cut thereon by all curves

y^. Thus, if N= 2m-\-2p— 2, we have, on C, a linear series g-^^' cut

by all curves y. The curves y^ likewise cut on C a linear series g-^^^,

where A\= 2m + 2^^ — 2, iipi be the genus of a curve of y^ . Consider
now the Jacobian set, on C, of the series g^^ ; this consists of

2A'^+ 27r— 2 points, if tt be the genus of C A point of this set arises

at an ordinary contact of a curve y with the curve C, and thus at a

contact of a curve y with a curve yj if at this point the tangent of C
coincides with the common tangent of the curves of y and y^ . Con-
sider first a simple base point, O^, of the pencil y^; there is one curve
of y through this point, and, of the m intersections of every curve
of yi with this curve y, one falls at O^; there are therefore only
2(/n — l) + 2^ — 2, or iV — 2, other points of coincidence of pairs of

intersections of curves y^ with this particular y; thus, of the series

g]^ upon C, by curves of y, the set by this particular y has two
points at 0^ ; the Jacobian set of g^^ has thus one point at 0^ ; there

is a definite curve y^ through O^ which touches this particular y at

O^ , and the curve C touches both these at 0^ . If, next, we consider

a point Oi, which is an s^-ple base point for curves y^, there will still

be a particular curve y through O^, and a definite curve y^ of which
one tangent coincides with that of this particular y; hence also a

single point of the Jacobian set of gf^ on C will fall at O^. But,
further, among the pencils, each of s^ lines, formed by the tangents
at Oi of a curve y^, there are 2{s^—l) pencils for each of which two
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of the 5^ tangents coincide ; these give 2 (^^ — 1 ) tangents of C, as we
have already indicated. And, reasoning as in the case when O^ is

a simple base point of curves y^, we can prove that there are no
other than the 1 + 2(5i— 1), or 2s^—l, tangents of C at 0^ thus ob-
tained ; for, the particular curve y through O^ has 2 (m — 5^) + 2p — 2,

or iV— 2s, , contacts with curves y^ , other than at O^ ; and this is the
number of points of the set of the series g^^' on C determined by this

particular curve y ; thus C meets this y in 25^ points at 0^ ; these are

those accounted for by the 2^1 — 1 tangents of C we have spoken of.

Thus whatever be the multiplicity of 0^ for curves y^, there is just

one point of the Jacobian set of the series g^^' on C which falls at 0^

.

Take as illustration the case when 8^ = 2, the curves y^ having double
points at Oj . There will then be two curves y^ which have a cusp at O^ ;

on the particular curve y which passes through this point, the curve C has
four points at Oj , two of them arising by the contact, with this particular
curve y, of a certain y^ through O^ ; each cusp gives another, and hence
a tangent for C at O^ ; but there is no coincidence of pairs of otherwise
distinct intersections of a curve y with C arising therewith, and no point
of the Jacobian set of g^^ on C arising corresponding to the cusp.

If then CTj^ be the number of points at which the pencil y^ has base
points, there are on C just o^ points of the Jacobian set of the gj^'

on C which fall at these base points. We prove further that, beside

these, there are 8 + t points in this Jacobian set, where, as stated,

8 is the number of double points of curves y, and r is the number of

points where a curve y has three coincident intersections with a curve

Yi . Consider a curve y with a double point (not at base points of the
pencil, or at double points of the surface); this curve will then be
of genus p — 1. Curves yj^ thus cut, on this y, a series of sets of m
points, among which there are 2m + 2{p — l) — 2 coincidences of

pairs of a set, other than at the double point, which number is

N — 2. The curve C contains the double point, since, on the curve

y^ which passes through this point, there is here a coincidence of

two points of a set of the series cut on this y^ by all curves y. Thus,
in the series g^^\ cut on C by curves y, the set cut by the curve y
with the double point has two intersections coinciding at this

double point. This double point is thus a point of the Jacobian set,

upon C, of the series g^^-, and thus the Jacobian set contains the 8

double points of the pencil y. That the Jacobian set also contains

the T points of osculation of a curvx y witJi a curve y^ may be re-

garded as obvious. We assume now that all the points of this

Jacobian set on C have been enumerated. Thus we obtain the

equation 2A'^+ 27t— 2 = ct^ -|- 8 -I- t. By a similar argument for the

linear series ^^^i cut on C by curves y^ , we obtain

2iVi-|-277-2 = CT+Si+T.

By subtracting these equations, replacing A'^, A^ respectively by
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2/n + 2/> — 2 and 2m + 2^i— 2, we arrive at the equation we desired,

namely 8 — ct— 4p= Sj^ — ctj — 4pi

.

It may be worth while to ilhistrate the preceding proof of the number
(Ti + 8 + T, for the Jacobian points of the series g-^^ on C, by taking the
ease when both the peneils y, y^ are formed by sections of the surface

made by planes through fixed lines. Let the former pencil be by planes
through the axis a, and the latter be by planes through the axis a^, this

not meeting a. A contact, or two-pointic intersection of a curve y with
a curve yi > will then arise at a point of the surface where there is a tangent
line which meets both a and r/j^; the curve C is the locus of such points.

The number A% of intersections of a curve y with the curve C, will be the
order of C diminished by the number of base points of the pencil y, which
are the intersections of the line a with the surface (here supposed all

simple). The number 'IN + '2,tt — '1 will be the munber of contacts, or two-
pointic intersections, of plane sections y with the curve C. Such a point
evidently arises at a point of contact, with the surface, of a tangent plane
through the axis a, at which point the curve y has a double point. This
corresponds to the term 8 in the number of Jacobian points. The term (7^

arises from the fact that a Jacobian point arises at a point where the
axis a^ meets the surface. There is clearly a curve y through such a point,
and also a curve y^ which touches this curve at this point ; it is necessary
to see that the curve C, which evidently passes through this point,
touches both the curves y and y^; of this an algebraic verification may
be given : Let the axis a be z = 0, t — 0, and the axis a^ he x — 0,y — 0, the
surface being /=0; the curve C is then the locus of a point {x, y, z, t) of
/= 0, at which the tangent plane passes through the line of intersection of
the planes x'y — y'x = 0, z't — t'z = (x', y', z', t' being current coordinates)

;

the curve C is thus the intersection of /=0 with either of the surfaces

xf^ + 77/2 = 0, 2/3 + tf^ = 0, where now x, y, z, t are current coordinates, and
f-y
— df/dx, etc. Now, if (0, 0, 0, 1) be a base point for the pencil y^, the

equation /=0 is of the form (ax + by + cz)t"'~^ + ... =0, and the tangent
line of the curve C at this point is the intersection of cux + by + cz = with
the tangent plane of 2/3 + ^/4 = at this point, that is, with

zc + {n — l) (ax + by + cz) = 0;

or, the tangent line of the curve C at this point is 2 = 0, ax + by = 0. The
curve y through this point is on 2 = 0, and thus touches the curve C; as
was to be shewn.

As has been said, the preceding investigation of the invariance

of S — CT— 4^ assumes, not only that the multiple points of the curves

y are only double points, and that the tangents at a base point are

all variable, but also that the curves y are irreducible. Suppose, to

indicate the necessary modifications when the last condition is not
satisfied, that there is a curve y which breaks up into a curve x of

genus p occurring doubly, and a curve i/r. Then the curve C, the

locus of contacts of curves of the pencil y with curves of the pencil

yi, which we have supposed in general to be irreducible, contains

the curve x as part; let t be its other part, which we suppose irre-

ducible. We consider the series g^^' cut upon the curve t, by the
curves y, and the series g-i^'i cut upon t by the curves y^ . If /u be the

number of intersections of the curve x with any curve of tiic pencil

BGVI 14
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yi, it can then be proved that A^=2m+ 2;j> — 2, as before; but
Nj_ = 2m + 2p^ — 2 — IX. Consider the Jacobian sets of these series on
the curve t; we have as before

2iV+ 27r-2 = 8' + T+ o-, 2iVi + 27r-2 = 8i + T+a,

where, however, 8' consists of two parts A + ^, in which A is the
number of double points of the curves of the pencil y other than
on the particular degenerate curve, and |= 2/u,+ 2p — 2 + 2i, where
2/x+2p— 2 is the number of contacts with x of curves of the pencil

71 , and 2i is twice the number of intersections of the parts x? ^ of the

particular curve y which degenerates. Thus the same formula holds

as in the general case if for 8 we put A + 2i + 2/D — 2 (cf. above
p. 189, the calculation of / from an irrational pencil).

To illustrate the wide application of the formula for /, we may consider
in a plane the pencil of curves of order kn, given by an equation
11^ + Xv^ — 0, where u — 0, v = are two general curves of order n. Each
curve of the pencil is then an aggregate of k curves of the pencil u + txv = 0,

among which there are 3(w— 1)- curves having a double point. The
genus p of the curve u^ + Xv^ = 0, which may be computed from
\{kn — l){kn — 2) — \n'^k{k — \), is given by />=:|A;n(?i — 3) + l. Counting
each of the curves u^ — Q, v^ = as furnishing (A- — l)(2/>o — 2) double
points, where p^ is ^(n — l)(n — 2), we find for / the value

3(w-l)2 + 2(/c-l)w(n-3)-n2-2A;n(n-3)-4,

which is — 1 , the proper value for a plane.

Having thus obtained a number /, =8 — a— 4^?, for the given

surface, which is independent of the pencil of curves by which it is

defined, we consider the modification of this number in passing to

another surface which is in (1, 1) birational correspondence with

the original surface. If the transformation be such that no point

of either surface is changed into a curve of the other surface, and
no simple point of either into a multiple point of the other, the value

of I is the same for both surfaces; for, any pencil of curves of either

surface, with base points only at simple points of the surface, is

transformed into a pencil of like kind, with an equal number of base

points, and the same genus; and there will be the same number of

curves in both pencils having double points at simple points of the

surfaces respectively. But, taking first the commonest and simplest

case of exception to this, suppose that the transformation is such

that there is one point, 0, which we suppose to be a simple point,

of the original surface, which is represented by a curve on the de-

rived surface. Consider in turn the two possibilities: (a), that the

value of / on the original surface is computed by a pencil of curves

of which is not a base point; {h), that this pencil has for a base

point. Call the curve, on the derived surface, which arises from O,

the exceptional curve; denote the pencil of curves of the original

surface by (<^), and the corresponding pencil on the derived surface
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by {ff>'). In case (a), as the curves (^) do not pass through 0, the
curv^es (</>') will not be met by the exceptional curve, except,

possibly, at the base points of
{<f>');

the exceptional curve will be
what, for this reason, is called a fundamental curve of the pencil

(^'). There is, however, one curve, say ^q, of the pencil (^), which
passes through 0, with a definite tangent at 0; while, the various

directions of approach to O, on the surface, correspond to the

various points of the exceptional curve on the derived surface.

Thus, the curve on the latter surface which corresponds to ^q will

break up into the exceptional curve, and another curve intersecting

the exceptional curve in a definite point. This result will be con-

sidered, in a more detailed algebraic manner, below (pp. 212, 218).

The pencil
{<f>')

will thus contain a curve which nmst be considered

to have a double point, on the curve corresponding to (ji^; and this is

in addition to those derived by transformation of the double points

arising on curves (^). Thus, if 8' denote the number of double points

of curves of the pencil ((/>'), and 8 of curves of
( 0), we have 8' = 8 + 1

.

Next, consider the ease {h), when O is a base point of the pencil (</>).

Then all the curves {4>'), instead of having as a base point a point

arising from 0, will have the exceptional curve as component, buthave
as base points the transformations of the other ct— 1 base points of

the pencil (^). Thus, if a' be the number of base points of the pencil

{<j>'), we have G' = a—\. In both cases, therefore, if /, /' be the

invariants of the original and derived surfaces, computed from the

pencils (0) and (^'), we have F — 1 = 1. This argument, though only

for the simplest case, suggests the conclusion which we have verified

in many examples, that if there be e curves of the first surface which,

by the transformation, become simple points of the derived surface,

and e' curves of the latter arising from simple points of the original,

then I' — e' = I — e. In both cases (a), {b), a similar argument may
be employed when the exceptional curve arises by transformation

of an isolated multijyle point of the original surface.

The algebraic formulation of the matter is on lines which we now
indicate. Let {x, y, z, t) be coordinates for the original surface

jP= 0, and {x', y', z', t') for the derived surface F' = 0; and let the

formulae of transformation be x'jf= y' l<j) = z'jifj = t'jx, where/, (f>,
ip, x

are polynomials of the same order in x, y, z, t. Suppose that these

polynomials all vanish at the same point O of the original surface,

which we take to be (0, 0, 0, 1). Consider the effect of this trans-

formation upon any point of the surface i<'= lying in the neighbour-

hood of 0, say the point (^, 17, ^, 1), where ^, -q, t, are small. Retaining,

in /, 0, 0, X, only terms of the lowest order in |, t], ^, these will be

replaced by polynomials, of the same order, say s, in ^, rj, t,. To the

first approximation, F is likewise a polynomial in ^,rj,t„ say of order A;.

In particular, when is a simple point of the surface, /c = 1 ; and,

14-2
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iff, <j>, ifj, X vanish only to the first order at this point, also s=l.
Thus, for variation of (^, t], ^, 1) on the surface, in the neighbourhood
of 0, the point (x', y', z', t') describes a curve, of which the co-

ordinates of a point are rational functions, of order s, of the

coordinates of a point, (^, -q, t), which varies upon a plane curve of

order k. In particular when (/(;= 1) O is a simple point oi F= 0, the

point («', y', z', t') varies on a rational curve, of order s, whose
points correspond to the directions on F= issuing from ; this

is the case we have described above. The reverse transformation

which by hypothesis exists and is expressible in a form

xlf' = yl<l>'
= zl^' = tlx',

where/', cf>', ifj', x are homogeneous polynomials of the same order

in x', y', z' , t' , must be such as to lead to the point (0, 0, 0, 1) when
{x', y', z', i') is any point of the exceptional curve on the derived

surface F' = 0; thus the surfaces/' = 0, ^' = 0, ip' = all pass through
the exceptional curve. We shall suppose that the geometrical relations

are sufficiently represented by the hypothesis that, by means of 2^' = 0,

the equations are capable of the forms xlu'f = y/u'^^' = z/u'ifti = t/x\

where m' = is a surface passing through the exceptional curve on
F' = (cf., for further detail, Noether's fundamental paper, Math.
Ann. VIII, § 9). Now consider a linear system of curves, of freedom
r, on the surface F= 0, given by surfaces of order m, whose equation,

with X, y, z, 1 as current coordinates, is of the form

X{A + Bx+Cy+ Dz + Ex^+. ..)+...

+ X,{A,+ B^x+Cry+ D^z+ E^x^+...) = 0;

and denote the constant A^+ ... + Xj.Af by A. The linear system of

curves on F' = 0, derived by direct transformation with the equa-

tions we consider, is then given by an equation

+ U'\ef^''+...)X"" "+... + u""{ ) = 0,

where ^= XB+ ... + A^B^, etc.; and this equation is of the form

w'(AF+... + A,F,) + Ax"" = 0,

where V, ..., V^ are certain polynomials in the coordinates x',

y',z',t', independent of A, ...jA^. Thus, curves of the original

linear system which do not pass through the point 0, or (0, 0, 0, 1),

for which therefore A, . .
.

, A^ are such that A is not zero, become
curves on the derived surface for which the curve given by u' = is

fundamental; namely, this exceptional curve does not meet the

curves on the derived surface, except at points for which x' — ^'

these are then base points common to all these curves. These points

are also base points of all the transforming curves of the reverse
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transformation, namely u'/^' = 0, u'(j)i' = 0, u'ipi=0, x' = ^; thus, as

we see next, they correspond to exceptional curves on the original

surface. For, to curves of the linear system on F= which are sucli

that A = 0, that is, which pass through O, correspond on the derived

surface, by the direct transformation, the curves given by
u'{XV+ ... + XfV^) = 0; these break up into the curve given by
w' = 0, witli a linear system of freedom r— 1,

Ex. 1. The circumstances we have dwelt on are familiar for the trans-

formation from a plane, with coordinates x, y, z, to a cubic surface, with
coordinates x', y', z', t'. Let </' = 0, </( = be two conies in the plane, con-

taining respectively the points (1, 0, 0) and (0, 1, 0); for definiteness let

^-hy- + cz-+fyz + gzx + hxy and 4)-=^(i^x'^ + c^z^-\-f-iyz + g^zx-\-h-^xy. Take
the transformation expressed by x'jx^ = y'/z(f> = z'/ytp = t'/zip, wherein the

four cubic curves, X(f> = 0,Z(f> — 0, yip = 0,ztp = 0, have six points in common,
namely the four intersections of ^ = 0, lA^O, and the two jjoints (1, 0, 0),

(0,1,0); the reverse transformation is given by x/x't' = y/y'z' = z/y't'.

By this transformation the points of the plane correspond to the cubic

surface whose equation is

x'{z'{ht'-h^ij') + t'{gt'-Oix'-giy')}

+ y'{z' {bz' +ft' -f^ij') + t'{ct'-c, y')} = 0.

It is easy to see that the point (1, 0, 0) of the plane changes into the line

of the cubic surface given by y' = 0, gt' + hz' -a^^x' = 0; and that this is

fundamental for the curve of the surface corresponding to any curve of

the plane which does not contain the point (1, 0, 0). So, the line t' = 0,

fiy' + h^x' — bz' = of the surface corresponds to the point (0, 1, 0) of the

plane.
Ex. 2. Prove that a quartic surface having t-0,yz + zx + xy = as double

conic, and also containing the line y = 0,z = 0, has an equation of the form

P{my + nz) + 1^ {hif + cz^ + 2fyz + 2gzx + 2hxy) + {yz + zx + xyy- = 0.

^Ve may then obtain a transformation between this surface and the plane

x = 0, by drawing the line through the point (0, t?~S ^~^, t-^) to meet the

line y — z — 0, and also the double conic, and considering the fourth inter-

section of this line with the surface. If this be {x, y, z, t), prove that

x/D = - y/lN= - z/r)N = t/K, where

D = T^ + T(bl^'' + cr,'- + 2fr,0 + vUniC + nr,),

N = r{2gr, + 2H) + {v+C){mC + n7,),

and K^ir^ + bi:^ + c-q' + 2fy!^)i7^ + i) -i2gr, + 2H)vt^

so that rK-{r] + i,)D + r]!,N = 0. The reverse transformation is then
r)/zt=C/yt = r/{yz + zx + xy). The curves D = 0, iV = 0, in the plane (tj, C, r),

have 5 common points, beside the point t = 0, 'mC + nrj = 0, whicli does

not lie on K; = 0; the four cubic curves D-0, ^N-0, r]N= 0, K=:0 have
5 points in common. These transform into lines of the quartic surface,

and are the only exceptional curves arising in the transformation.

Since for a plane /= — 1, this gives for the quartic surface /o = 4. We
can verify indeed that /mq = 4, /:ii = 8, ^2 = 12, vj = 4, and so obtain, from the

early formulae of this chapter, both /o = 4, and ajo-l = 4. The quartic

surface is obtainable by projecting the intersection of two quadrics in

space [4] from a point;" and this surface in [4] can be projected on to a

plane from a line lying thereon. The quartic surface considered in this

example is obtained by projecting from the point (0, 0, 0, 0, 1) in space
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[4], where the coordinates are x, y, z, t, u, the surface which is the inter-

section of the quadric yz + zx + xy + ut — \nth the quadric

t (my + 7iz) + by- + cz^ + 2fyz + 2^20; + 2hxy + u^ — 0.

Remark. Before passing from the consideration of the in-

variant /, it should be said that the equation /= S — a— 4^9 is re-

garded by Segre {Atti... Torino, xxxi, 1896) as the first of a series

of equations connecting the values of invariants / belonging to

manifolds of successive dimensions, of the form /„= S — 7„_2— 2/„_j

,

forw= 2,3, ..., with/g^/. If we put J2= /-l-4, J„= (-l)'»/„+ 2w,

this general equation becomes J„— 2J„_i+ J„_2=( — 1)"S. In a
remarkable paper, which the reader should consult, J. W. Alex-
ander {Rend. Lincei, xxiii, 1914) has identified J„ with Poincare's

topological invariant of a manifold (J. d. VEc. polyt. 1895) which
n

is expressed by J„= S ( — l)'a, (see the chapter on Riemann
i=0

Surfaces, Vol, v, preceding, p. 135).

The invariance of co in a birational transformation. Consider

first the case when the surface for which w is defined has no multiple

points other than a double curve, with triple points. We have given
a general definition of a;, and reached (p. 197) the equation
oj — l = {Cj — SC, Cj — 3C), w^here the system of curves \C\ consists

of the plane sections of the surface, and
|
Cj

|
is the complete system

defined by the proper curves of contact of tangent planes drawn
to the surface from an arbitrary point, or, is the complete Jacobian
system of \C\. We consider this result now in more detail, with the

object of shewing, first, that oj can be defined by this equation also

when
I

C
|
denotes any linear system of curves on the surface for

which the general curve of the Jacobian system is irreducible, and,
second, to find (p. 226) the modification in oj arising in any birational

transformation of the surface. For the first purpose we need a
result which, for clearness, we state without proof and apply to the
consideration of oj. The proof of this result, given below, p. 222,

requires discussions not immediately concerned with the invariant

tu, which have application hoAvever to the consideration of the
modification of to in a birational transformation. The result referred

to, when, as on p. 197, (P, Q) denotes the number of intersections

of two curves P, Q of the surface, other than at base points pre-

scribed for these curves, is, that if \C\ be any linear system of

curves without prescribed base points, whose complete Jacobian
system

|
Cj

\
consists of generally irreducible curves, the number

{Cj, A) — S{C, A), when A is any curve of the surface, is inde-

pendent of the system \C\, and is thus a number characteristic of
the curve A. Without any assumption as to the existence of the
system \Cj— 3C\, we may denote this number by {Cj — 3C, A);
and, more generally, a symbol {P— Q, R— S) may be used to denote
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the number (P, R)-{Q, R)-{P, S) + {Q, S). With the assumption

of this result, if
|
C |, \C'\, \B\, \D\ be any systems of curves with-

out prescribed base points, whose Jacobian systems \Cj\,
\
Cj'

\

,

\Bj\, \Dj\ are irreducible, we have

{Bj-SB, Dj-SD) = {Cj-SC, Dj-3D) = {Dj-3D, Cj-SC)
= (C/-3C',C,-3C);

if we suppose that both
|
C

\
and

|

C
|
denote the system of plane

sections of the surface, this shews that co — 1 can be computed from

tlie first form. It is thus independent of the linear system, and in

particular is independent of the net of curves, from which it is

computed. We pass then to the discussion of the result assumed.

The canonical system of curves of a surface, and the de-

finition of CO. Still supposing the surface to have no singularities

except a double curve, with triple points, let \A\, \B\ denote any

two linear systems of curves, whose base points, supposed to be

independently assigned, are at simple points of the surface. Follow-

ing a phraseology used by Enriques {Memorie...Societa Italiana d.

Scienze, x, 1896, pp. 1-81), we look upon an s-fold multiple point

of a curve A, lying on the surface, as a break, or gap, in the curve;

and regard a curve which has the same point as multiple point of

multiplicity 5 — 1, as derivable from A by the addition of this point

of the surface counted once. Then, if this point be P, we may denote

by
I

^ +P 1 the complete system of curves which differs only from

the complete system \A\ in the fact that the point P is prescribed

to be multiple of one less multiplicity for
|
^ + P | than for \A\.

With this notation, denote by a the aggregate of the prescribed base

points of the system \A\, which are not prescribed base points of

the system
|
J5 1, each to be taken simply; likewise, denote by j8 the

base points of | B | which are not base points prescribed for \A\,

each taken simply ; and denote by /n the aggregate of points, each

taken simply, which are prescribed as base points, generally of

different orders, for both
|
A

\
and \B\. Now consider the two com-

plete systems of curves \{A + B)j\, \Aj+ 3B+^\, of which the

former is the Jacobian system of the system \A + B\, while \Aj\

is the complete Jacobian system of |^ |. As already said, the only

prescribed base points for
|
Aj

\
are at the base points prescribed

for \A\, and the prescription is that \Aj\ have a (35— l)-ple point

at an s-ple point of
j
^ |. The two systems named will have the same

base points. For a point, simple on the surface itself, which is an

s-fold base point for \A\, and a ^fold base point for \B\, will be

{s + t)-Md for
I

^ + B
1
, and therefore [3 {s+ t)- l]-fold for \{A + B)j\.

On the other hand, a point which is 5-fold for \A\, and not a base

point for \B\, will be a base point of multiplicity 35—1 for

\Aj + 3B+ ^\; a point which is not a base point for \A\, but is
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t-iold for \B\, will be (3<-l)-fold for \Aj+ SB+^\, being 3^fold

for
1

3B
I

; and a point which is 5-fold for \A\, and ^fold for \B\,

with s>0,t^O, will be (3s- 1 + 3f)-fold for \Aj+ 3B + ^\. And we
may notice that a point which is accidentally a base point of the

same order for all Jacobian curves of a linear system, though not

a base point of this system (and, therefore, we have agreed, is not

a prescribed base point of the complete Jacobian system), enters

equally in curves defining the two complete systems which we
are comparing. To complete the proof that these two systems

are the same it is only necessary to prove now that they consist

of curves of the same order. But it may be more convincing to

develop the algebraic basis of the theorem. For this, we enunciate

an algebraic identity, which has other applications: let the given

surface be F= 0; let the Jacobian determinant, for a net of curves

given by the variable part of the intersection of i^ = with surfaces

A/-I- ix<f)+vils= 0,in which A, /x, v are variable parameters, namely the

determinant d{f, cf), ifj, F)ld{x, y, z, t), be denoted by J(/,
<f),

ijj, F),

or simply by J. Also let /, cf), ip be of order m ; and let u, U be any
two homogeneous polynomials of respective orders k and k+ m;
and let j), q, f be constants. The identity in question expresses the

Jacobian determinant of the three forms uf+pU, U(f) + qU, uifj+ rU,

which are all of order k + m, in a certain way; namely

J{uf+2JU, U(f> + qU, uifj+rU,F) = {l + km-^){u^J-uK),

where J denotes J{f, (f>,
ijj, F), and Kisa determinant of 5 rows and

columns formed by suitably "bordering" J; the five rows of K
consist respectively of the elements /i, /a, /3,/4, p; (f>i, (f)^, ^3, ^4, q;

^^, 02' 03* 04' '; ^1' ^2' -f's' -^4' 0; and w-^^, w^, Wg, w^, 0, in which

fi—df/dx, etc., and Wi= uUi— Uu^, for i= 1, 2, 3, 4. Assuming this,

let the net of curves on F=0, given by A/+ /"•0+ vi/(=0, define the

system \A\. The Jacobian curve of this net satisfies the equation

J= 0, which is satisfied, however, also at all the multiple points and
curves of the surface F= 0, as well as at base curves, and base points

thereon, of the surfaces /=0, ^= 0, !/(= 0. Also let a definite single

curve of another system
|
B

|

be given by the equation b — 0, parts

of the intersection of this with F = which belong to the prescribed

base system of
|
B

|
being disregarded. We may then form the

Jacobian determinant of the net foi'med from the three composite

curves which are given hy fb= 0, (f)b= 0, ifjb — 0. Referring to the

algebraic identity we have remarked, taking therein p — q= r = 0,

and hence K= 0, we see that the Jacobian curve of this composite

net (A/+ fi0+ vifj)b = 0, defined in this way, consists of the Jacobian

curve of the net (/, </•, ip) compounded with the relevant part of the

curve 6= taken three times over. And it is proper, and easy, to

consider the geometrical meaning of this when the Jacobian curve

is defined, as was originally done, by a locus of double points. This
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Jacobian curve evidently belongs to the Jacobian system|(yi + B)j|,

and also, by the identity employed, also to the system \Aj-\-ZB\\

but, it is special, as having, at any f-plc base point of the system

]

B
I

which is not a base point of \A\, a 3^ple base point. As the

system
|

(^4 + B),,
\
has 3^ — 1 for its prescribed multiplicity at such

a point, and a complete system, of prescribed base, is determined by
one of its curves, we infer that the systems

|

{A + B)j
| ,

\Aj-\- 3B+ jS
|

are the same; /3 here denoting the aggregate of all the base points

of \B\, which are not base points of \A\, each taken once.

From this result, with a like definition for a, we infer that the

systems \Aj+ 3B+ P\, \Bj+ SA + a\ are the same. From this, the

systems \Aj-2A + B + ^\,\Bj-2B+A + (x.\, both supposed to exist,

are also the same, both being identical with \{A + B)j— 2A — '2B\.

But, further, if /x be the aggregate of the common base points of

I

A
I

and \B\, each taken once, so that a+ /u. denotes all the base
points of

I

^
I

, each simply, and ^+ /j- those of
|
B

|

, we can infer that

the three complete systems

\{A + B)j-3A-3B-a- ^- fx\, \Aj-SA-o^- fx],

\Bj-3B-^-f.\,

are the same, if they exist. Conventionally, we say that two linear

systems of curves, \P — Q\, \R — S\ are the same, even when the

subtractions are impossible, provided there exists a system
|
U

\
for

which \P— Q+U\ and \R —S+U\ exist and are the same. It can
be shewai that this definition is independent of the system employed
(cf. Severi, Rend. 1st. Lomhardo, xxxviii, 1903). Hence finally we
have the conclusion ; let

|
C

|
be any complete linear system, with

base points only at simple points of the surface,
|
Cj

\
the complete

Jacobian system of this, and y the aggregate of the base points pre-

scribed for
I

C|, each taken simply; then the system
|
C'j — 3C— y |

is independent of the system \C\, and has no base points at base

points of
I
C I . It is this system, supposed existing, which is called

the canonical system of the surface.

The modification of the canonical system of curves in a
birational transformation. If a birational transformation of the

gi\'en surface be made to another surface, also having no multiple

points other than a double curve, with triple points, and, in this

transformation, no exceptional curves of either surface arise from
points of the other surface, it is clear, from the geometrical meaning
of the Jacobian system of a given linear system, that the canonical

system of curves of one surface changes into the canonical system
of the other. But suppose, to take the simplest hypothesis, that a

simple point, O, of the original surface, F= Q, is replaced, on the

derived surface, F' = 0, by an exceptional curve, given thereon by
a surface u' = 0. The point may, (a), 7iot be a base point of the

system \C\ used to define the canonical system onF= 0; or (b), it
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may be. In the first case (a), the system \C'\, of curves on F' = 0,

arising by direct transformation of the system \C\, will, by what
was seen earlier (p. 212), be given bv surfaces having an equation
of the form \,{u'f' + pU') + K{u'cf>' + qU') + X2{u'ifj' + rU')+... = 0,

in which U' denotes what was before written as x'"\ and p, q, r are

constants. Thus, by the algebraic identity given alcove, the Jacobian
system of the transformed system

|
C

|
will be defined by curves all

containing, as part, the curve given by u' = 0; this is fundamental
for the system \C' \, intersecting the curves of this system only at

its base points, if at all. These conclusions are sufficiently obvious
without appeal to the algebraic formulation; for, since the curves

I
C I do not have as a base point, the condition for such a curve to

contain is one-fold ; thus the condition for a curve of the corre-

sponding system \C'\ to contain the curve u' = is likewise one-
fold, which shews that this curve is fundamental for this system.
The curves of any net contained in \C'\ which pass through a point

of u' — O consist therefore of this curve together with a pencil of

curves, of which one can be supposed to pass through this point;

this shews that the curve w' = is part of the Jacobian curve of this

net. The Jacobian system of
|
C

|
is thus defined by curves contain-

ing u' = as part. The canonical curves of the derived surface are

thus defined by curves
|
Cj' — SC — y \

containing w' = as part (cf.

however the discussion, p. 194, above). Consider next the case, (6),

when the point is a base point of the system
|
C

|
by which the

canonical system for the surface /^=0 is defined. Then, if, on the
derived surface, we consider the system

|
C

|
which is obtained by

direct algebraical transformation from \C\, every such curve will

contain u' = as part; thus, by the algebraic lemma, the Jacobian
system of \C'\ will be defined by curves which contain the curve
u' = three times over, the Jacobian determinant containing the
factor u'^ (the constants p, q, r in this lemma are zero, and K
vanishes). In this case the factor u'^ enters both in Cf and in 3C',

and the canonical curves defined by
| Cf — SC — y'

\
are not proved

in this way to contain the curve w' = 0. But we have seen that the

canonical curves may be determined from any system of curves,

and, therefore, from a system \D'\, on the new surface, of which
u'= is not a part. Thus the conclusion must be: The canonical

system of the derived surface, formed from curves
\
C

\
which are the

direct tra7isformation ofa system
\
C\ of the original surface, is defined

by curves having as part all the exceptional curves of the nerv surface

arisingfrom (simple) points of the original surface. This is proved as

here when these points are not base points of the system
|
C

\
con-

sidered. When, however, they are such base points, the curves

I

C
I

obtained by direct transformation are, as we have seen, com-

posite; they consist of the curve u' = 0, and another system, say

\D'\, which, in the simplest case, will not contain w' = 0. Thus we
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infer from the former case that, if we compute the canonical system
from the system \D'\, as |Z)j' — 3D' — 8|, the resulting curves will

contain u' = Q. But this result is also indicated geometrically; for

a curve Z)', and hence also a curve D/, will be in (1, 1) correspond-

ence respectively with a curve C and a curve Cj; if C have an .?-ple

point at 0, Cj will have a (3.s — l)-ple point, and thus D' and D,/

will meet u' = in respectively s and 35 — 1 points; thus the curves

I

Dj' — 3D' — S I
, if existing and meeting w' = in points, would meet

this curve in — 1 points, which is impossible. The conclusion must
therefore be that the curves, if existing, break up into the curve

w' = together with a part not intersecting u' = (cf. Enriques-

Campedelli, p. 83). We may compare a familiar result on a cubic

surface : If \C\ denote the linear system of curves of order 3m
thereon, obtained by its intersection with surfaces of order m, and
\D\ the system of curves of order 3m — 1 obtained by its residual

intersection with surfaces of order m which pass through a definite

line lying on the cubic surface, the curves
|
C

\
have 7n intersections

with this line, and the curves
|
D

\
have w+ 1 intersections with this

line; the curves
|
C— Z)

|

consist of the line only. Later (p. 222) we
shall have occasion to consider the system |Cj— 2C|, and the

corresponding system \C/ — 2C'\ on the derived surface. When
the point O is not a base point of \C\, the preceding argument
shews that the curve u' = is part of the curve defining the

system [C/ — 2C'\, as arising in the Jacobian curve of any net

of curves contained in \C'\. When O is a base point of \C\, if

I
C I

, containing m' = as part, be the direct transformation of

I C I
, the preceding argument would lead to m' = as part of

\Cj' — 2C'\, because u'^ enters into C,/; in this case, however, the

curve D', which is the variable part of C, meets u' = in s points

(with the notation above), while D/ meets u' — O in 35—1 points;

thus a curve of
|

D/ — 2D'
\
meets u' = in 5 — 1 points, and does

not usually contain ii' = 0,

In the preceding sketch, the separation of the curves which we
have called exceptional, from the canonical system of curves, has

been reached in connexion with the theory of the transformation

of the surface. But consider a surface, say of order n, possessing

also, in order to make a general statement, multiple curves, say,

typically, j'-fold curves, and isolated nodal points, say, typically,

^•-fold points. Let
|
C\ denote the system of plane sections of this

surface; the Jacobian curve of a net of such sections is formed by
the first polar of a point in regard to the surface. Such a first polar

will have a j-ple curve of the surface as a (j — l)-ple curve, and a

A'-ple node of the surface as a (A; — l)-ple node. The system of curves

|Cj— 3C| will then lie on surfaces of order n — 4, passing {j — l)

times through each j-ple curve of the surface. W^e have, so far, not

dealt with the question of defining the canonical system in the case
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of a surface with isolated nodes ; we consider the surfaces of order
n — 4, passing^ — 1 times through every j-ple curve, and k — 2 times,

(not k—1 times), through each /c-ple node of the surface (the reason
for this will be made clearer later; historically the behaviour first

presented itself in the transformation of a double integral associated

Avith the surface) ; the intersections of these surfaces with the original

surface are the canonical curves of the surface as defined by
Noether in his fundamental paper, "Zur Theorie des eindeutigen

Entsprechens, u.s.w.," Math. Ann. viii, 1875. Such curves may
be composite, consisting of a variable, and a fixed part, common to

all. It is this fixed part which constitutes, in Noether's definition,

the aggregate of the exceptional curves of the surface. These curves
are then determined, for any given surface, by the surface itself,

without reference to any transformation of the surface into another.

Noether states, however, and indicates a proof of the conclusion,

that a transformation of the surface is possible, whereby these ex-

ceptional curves are changed to points {loc. cit. § 10). Without
considering this question*, we shall distinguish the exceptional

curves so arising by indicating their origin, and denote the number
of such curves on a given surface by gy. Two examples may be
given. (1), Consider a sextic surface having a double conic 9, and
a double line I, which does not meet 9. If

|
C

|
denote the system of

plane sections, the proper Jacobian system
|
Cj

\
will be given by

quintic surfaces containing both 9 and /. Thus the system
|
Cj — 2C|

will be given by cubic surfaces, also containing 9 and I. The system

I

Cj— 3C
I

will be given by quadric surfaces, also through these; and
these surfaces, as meeting the plane of 9 outside this conic, namely
on /, will contain this plane as part, and will thus consist, beside this

plane, of planes through the line I. The plane of 9, meeting the quintic

surface also in a conic with a double point on I, will contain two
lines of the surface intersecting on I. These two lines, being a fixed

component (beside the multiple curves) of the intersection of the
surface with all the Noether canonical surfaces, are the exceptional
curves of the surface in Noether's sense; the variable parts of the
canonical curves are oo^ plane quartic curves, in planes through /,

each having two double points, where its plane meets the conic 9.

The quintic surfaces by which the curves
|
Cj

\

are determined have
here two intersections with each exceptional line, other than on the

* Enriques (Mem. Soc. Hal. d. Scienze, x, 1896, p. 72) states that it is

not always possible to make a transformation whereby a Noether exceptional
curve is changed to a simple point of the derived surface, quoting as an
example, suggested by Castelnuovo, the case of a quintic surface having
3 tacnodes, whose plane meets the surface in a cubic curve and a conic
touching this in three points. The case of a tacnode is examined in Picard-
Simart, Fond, algeb. i, 1897, pp. 70, 185, with reference to Noether, Gott.

Nadir. 1871. Cf. Ex. 6, p. 241, below.
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multiple curves of the surface; but the cubic surfaces determining

the curves |3C| have three such intersections; accordingly the

curves |Cj— SC] contain the line. As a second example, (2), con-

sider a quintic surface with two triple nodes, of which the joining

line, therefore, lies on the surface. For the system
|
C |, obtained by

arbitrary plane sections, the Jacobian system
|
Cj

\
is obtained by

quartic surfaces having each of the triple points as a quadratic

node; whence the system
|
Cj — C

|
is obtained by cubic surfaces like-

wise having these quadratic nodes, and therefore containing their

joining line. Thus the system |Cj — 3C| is obtained by planes

through these nodes. These planes then contain the join of the

nodes, which is an exceptional line in Noether's sense, and the re-

duced canonical system consists of quartic curves, in planes through

the exceptional line, each having a node at both triple points of the

surface. In both these examples, the exceptional curve may be said

to arise from the presence of the term 3C in
|
Cj— 3C |, and not from

the term Cj, as in the preceding discussion. In the former example,

the exceptional lines are not a necessary part of the curves

I

Cj — lC\, which are given by cubic surfaces containing the double

line and double conic. These two examples are among those dis-

cussed in the note at the end of this chapter (p. 226).

Return to the definition of a>. From this necessary discussion

of the canonical curves of a surface, we return now to the question

of the invariance of co, limiting ourselves in the first place, as before,

to the case when the surface has no multiple points other than a

double curve with triple points thereon. From the theorem obtained,

that the linear system expressed by
|
Cj— 3C— y |

is the same what-

ever the system
|
C

|
may be, it follows, as was stated above for the

case when
|
C

|
has no prescribed base points, that the number of in-

tersections of a curve C7, of the surface, with a curve of
|
Cj— 3C— y |

,

depends on IJ only. We proceed to express this number in terms of

the characters of V . Suppose, first, that t/ is not an isolated curve,

but, with prescribed base points, at simple points of the surface,

determines a linear system
|
C/ 1, of freedom at least 2. Let n be the

effective grade of this linear system, namely the number of inter-

sections of two curves of the system other than at the base points,

and V the completed grade (cf. p. 139), the number of intersections in-

cluding those at the base points, so that if t be the effective multi-

plicity of all curves of the system at one such base point v—n-\r 2^'

;

similarly let y be the effective genus of the curves
|
L^

|

, in Iliemann's

sense (which depends on the multiple base points of the curves),

and call 'p-\-^t{t—\) the completed genus, momentarily, de-

noting this by 7T. Then we prove that the number of intersections

of a curve of the canonical system with the curve (7 is 27t— 2 — v

;

by prescription the canonical system has no base points, and
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we can suppose that none of the intersections in question fall at

base points of the system \U\. We call this number the canonical

number* of the curve U, or of the system \U\; and we remark that,

by the definition, the canonical number of a linear system
|
C7+ V\,

formed by the sum of two systems
|
U

\

and
|
V\, is the sum of the

canonical numbers of these. To obtain the result stated, we suppose

the canonical system to be computed from the system \U\; if

au+bv + cw=
determine a net of cvirves of this system, this net determines on the

particular curve u = 0, outside the base points of the system, a

linear series of freedom 1, given by the pencil bv+ cw = 0; and it is

well known that the Jacobian set of this series, where two points of

a set coincide, is equivalent, on the curve u— 0, to two sets of the

linear series, taken with a set of the canonical series on this curve;

the linear system
|
Uj — 2U\, where

|
Uj

\
denotes theJacobian system

of \U\, thus determines on u= 0, outside the base points of the

system
1 1/|, a set of 2p — 2 points, this being an immediate con-

sequence of the definition of the Jacobian curve of the net

au+ bv + cw=^0.

If then, for two curves P, Q, the symbol (P, Q) denote the number
of intersections other than at base points prescribed for either of

these curves, and tu denote the aggregate of the base points of the

system |C71, each taken simply, we havef {Uj— 2U, U) = 2p — 2;

and the number of intersections of U with the canonical system,

not at the base points of
|
C7|, or the number (Uj — SU — w, U), is

2p — 2 — {U+aj, U). Here {U+ co, U) will be the number of inter-

sections, other than at the base points of
1 1/ 1

, of the curve U, with

a curve of the same order having, at a ^-ple base point of U, only a

(^— l)-ple point, and will therefore be w + 2/2 — 11^(^—1 ), orn+ S^
the summation being extended to all the base points of \U\.

Putting however v= n + llt^, 77=^3-1- |Sf(f—l), we find at once that

2p— 2 — n— Tit is the same as 27t— 2 — v.

The system \Uj — 2U\is called the adjoint system of
|
C/

1

(cf. Vol. v,

p. 213).

* Cf. Severi, "II genere aritmetico ed il genere lineare", Atti. . .Torino,

XXXVII, 1902, No. 1; also "Su alcune questioni", Rend. Palermo, xvii, 1903,

No. 4; and "Sulle intersezioni " , Mem. Torino, lii, 1903, No. 8. We define a
" class of immersion" below (p. 225, Ex. 5, and Chap, vi, p. 251), and connect it

with the canonical number.

t This remains true when the curves
|
U |

have variable double points on the

double curve, p being the effective genus taking account of such. By a theorem,

due to Bertini, a linear system of curves can have variable multiple points onlyon

the multiple curves of the surface. But such points arise for instance when the

system
|
U

|
consists of plane sections of the surface, the system

|
Uj

\
being

then composed of proper curves of contact of enveloping cones to the surface.
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Some particular remarks should be made in connexion with this

result: (1), for the case when It/] is the canonical system itself,

supposed now to be of freedom 2 at least, if A^ denote the grade and
n denote the genus for this system, which has no base points, we
hifer 211 — 2 — iV= iV, or A'^= n — 1 (cf. the result for the canonical
system, as defined by Noether, given in the preceding chapter,

pp. 162, 168); (2), If v-^, tti be respectively the completed grade and
genus of one linear system of curves

|
A^\, and v^, 773 the correspond-

ing numbers for a system
| ^2 1' while v^.,, 77^2 similarly belong to the

sum system
|
A^+ A.2

\
, and i is the complete number of intersections

of a curve of
] ^^ |

with a curve of
| ^2 1

» since the complete number
of intersections of two curves of

| ^^ + ^2 1
' say [Aj^ + A^ , A^ + ^g]? is

clearly equal to [A-^, Aj] + 2 [A^, A^l + IA^, A^], we have

1^12 =1^1 +1^2+2*;

(3), We also have 277i2-2 = 27ri-2 + 27r2-2 + 2i. For if, from an
arbitrary point, a curve of each of |^i|, |^2l» I

^1 + ^2 1 be pro-
jected, onto a plane, into curves of respective orders mi,m2,TOi+ w«2'

and we denote by /i^ , h.^ and k the numbers of lines from this arbi-

trary point which respectively meet Ai in two points, A^ in two
points and meet A^^ and A2 each once, we have the three equations

27ri-2 + 2Si= 7ni(mi-3)-2/ii, 2772-2-h2S2 = m2(m2-3)-2/i2
and 27712- 2 + 28i -f 28,= (m^ + mo) {m^ -f- m2- 3) - 2/^^ - 2^3- 2/b,

where S^ , 82 represent the number of double points of
| ^^ | , {A^l on

the double line of the surface (and no correction of 77^2 is necessary in

the last equation owing to the double points of a degenerate plane
curve A-^ + A^ which arise from an intersection of A^ and A^^ on the
surface ; for the sum system

|
^^ -t- ^2 1

on the surface has no variable
double points not included in 81-f 82). Taking account then of
mj^m^^k + i, where i is the completed number of intersections of
\Aj_\ and l^gl' we obtain the result in question. This proof, sug-
gested in Picard-Simart, Fond, algeh. (cf. Vol. v, p. 209), is valid
when either

| ^^ |
or

| ^2 1 consists of an isolated curve, supposed
irreducible. When both \A-^_\ and 1^2! have freedom 2 at least,

another proof arises from an equation found above (p. 217),
expressing that the system

1 (^i+ ^2)./- 2^i- 2^2 1 is equivalent
either to |^ij-2^i-f^2+ a2|, or to {A^-lA^+ A^ + oL^y, this
shews, putting down the number of intersections of a curve of the
first system with a curve of \Ai-^Ao\, other than at base points, as
equivalent to the sum of

{A^j -2A1 + A2+ CC2, Ai) and {A^j - "lA^ + A^ + ol^ , A^),

that 27712-2 — i;(.Si-i- 52) («i+ *2—l) is equal to the sum of

277i-2-i:si(5i-l) + i-25i52 and 27T2-2-Y.s.^{s2-l) + i-T.Sj_S2;

and this gives the formula in question. See also Noether, Acta
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Math. VIII, 1886, p. 182; (4.), The formula in (2) enables us to give

a meaning to vg when the system
|
A2

\
consists of an isolated curve;

for, if this be given, and
|
A^

\
be a system of freedom at least 2, it

is easy to see that the system
j ^^+ ^2 1 ^^ then of freedom at least

as great as that of \Ay\; and then, further, that the value of v^

thence defined is independent of the system
|
A^

\
adopted. Further

the formulae (2), (3) enable us to define vg and 773 when
|
A2

\
consists

of reducible curves, and it can be shewn that the definition leads

to definite values. It is then to be remarked that these formulae

lead to 2-7712~ 2 — v^a= 27ri— 2 — v^+ 2tt2—^ — v^', this is an immediate
consequence of the result (Cj— 3C— y, U) = ^it—2 — v, proved above
for the case when

|
C7

|
is a system of freedom at least 2, But, by

what is now said, this result is now proved even when U is an iso-

lated curve; (5), The formulae in (2) and (3), but not the formula

{Cj— SC— y, U) = 2Tr — 2—v, continue to hold when the completed

grade, genus, and number of intersections, v, tt, i are respectively

replaced by their effective values v — Ht^, tt— |Sf(<— 1), i — S^^a*
where t is an actual multiplicity ; and also when these are replaced

by their prescribed, or virtual, values v — Hs^, 7T—^lls{s — l),i — Ss^^g

,

where 5 is a prescribed multiplicity, at a prescribed base point. (The

actual multiplicity may exceed the prescribed multiplicity.) This

is obvious because both the functions x'^, x{x—l) satisfy the equa-

tion (f>{Xi+ X2)=cf){x-i)+ (l>{X2) + 2Xj^X2.

After this long discussion it is clear that we may define the number
oj— 1 as the grade of the canonical system of the surface, itself defined

from any linear system
|
C

|
as the system \Cj — SC— y\. And as we

have considered the modification of the canonical system in the case

of a birational transforination when a simple point of the original

surface is replaced by a curve on the derived surface, we are in a

position to find the modification of oj — 1 due to the transformation.

Ex. 1 . The equation for the canonical number

{Cj-SC-y, U) = 2n-2-v,

if modified to the form {3C+y-Cj, U) = v

-

{27t - 2), will be found to

hold in cases when the canonical system consists of ideal curves, as for

instance in the case when the surface is a plane or a rational surface.

For example, if we consider a system of curves of order k in a plane

with prescribed s-ple points, the system \Cj\ is that of curves of order

3A; — 3 with prescribed (3s— l)-ple points, and the system \3C+y—Cj\
is that of the cubic curves of a plane. These meet the curves of order n
in the plane in n- — n{n — S), or 3« points.

Ex. 2. As stated above (p. 222), the equation {Uj-2U, U)^2p-2is
unaffected by the presence of a double curve on the surface. For example,
if \U\ be the system of plane sections of a Steiner quartic surface (j) = 0),

the system \Uj\ consists of curves of order 6, and \2U—U,/\ of conies,

meeting a plane in 2-2p points. Or, if |t7| be the system of plane

sections of a quartic surface which has a double line, the system
|
Uj

\

consists of curves of order 10, and the system \Uj—2U\ consists of
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conies, which meet a plane in 2p — 2 or 2 points. Or again the example
(p. 229) of a sextic surface with a double conic and a double line may be
quoted.

Ex. 3. If the canonical system
|
C./— 3C— y| break up into a system

of irreducible curves \K\, together with other isolated curves e^, e^, ...

,

of grade v^, i,, ... and genei-a tt^, TTg, ... , the equation iV=n — 1 for the
unreduced canonical system leads to the corresponding equation

A'o = ITo — 1 for the system \K\, if, and only if,

S(7r,-l-K,) = 2(X,e,) + S(e,,.,.)-

This equation is true if every ttj be zero and every v^ be — 1, and if the
isolated curves do not intersect the curve K, nor one another (intersections

on the double curve of the surface being neglected).

Ex. 4. If N, n be the complete grade and genus of the system

I

Cj—3C—y\, and v, n of the sjstcm \C\, while v', n' are the complete
grade and genus of

|
Cj — '2C

\

, we have from C,j— 2C= Cj— 8C— y + C + y,

the results v' =N + v + 2{2tt — 2 — v), and tt' = IT + tt + 27t — 2 — v — 1 ; hence
as A" = n — 1 , we have v' — n' — tt — 2. And since

{t-iy-i(t-l){t-2) = m-l),
this remains true when the grades and genera involved are the actual, or
are the prescribed (or virtual) values.

EcV. 5. We have considered, in the last chapter, the curve, of order /x^,

on a surface in space [4], which is the locus of points whereat the tangent
plane of the surface meets an arbitrary general line, /. This is the Jacobian
Cj, of the net of curves \C\, on the surface, determined by primes
through the line /, all such prime sections through a point of this curve
having a common tangent line which meets the line I. We shall have
occasion, in the next chapter, to consider the number of points of a given
curve U of the surface whereat the tangent plane of the surface meets an
arbitrary line I; it will be called the class of immersion of the curve U on
the surface, and usually denoted by z. From what we have said, z is equal
to the number of points of intersection of U with the curve Cj arising

from the line /. The canonical number of the curve U has, however, been
defined as the number of its intersections with a curve of the canonical
system of the surface, when this exists; which is given by \Cj — 3C\.
Thus if eg be the order of U, its canonical number is equal to z — Se^. This
then is equal to 27r — 2 — v, where tt, v are the completed genus and grade
of U. As a simple example, consider a line on the Segre quartic surface
of intersection of two quadrics in [4]. Here z is at once seen to be 2 ; thus
V = — 1 . More generally, for an isolated curve, of order s, on the surface,

for which 7r = 0, i;= — 1, we infer z = 3s — 1. This is in agreement with the
fact that for a linear system of curves on a surface, with a common s-fold

base point at a simple point of the surface, the Jacobian system has a
(3s — l)-fold point at this point (cf. p. 254, Ex. 2).

The computed characters of an exceptional curve. Suppose
that in the birational transt'ormation of a surface a sim])le point of

the original surface becomes an exceptional curve on the derived

surface. Let the point be O, and the curve into which it is transformed

be e'. Take two curves A, B on the original surface, without pre-

scribed base points, intersecting at and in n other points. On the

derived surface these become, by direct transformation, as we have
seen (p. 218, above), two composite curves A' + e', B' + e', whose

BGVI 15
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total number of intersections is the same as of A and B on the
original surface. Thus we have

n + l = {A,B) = {A' + e',B' + e') = {A',B') + {A',e') + {B',e') + {€',€');

here {A' ,B') is equal to the number of intersections of A and B
which are not at O, namely n, and {A', e'), {B', e') are both equal to

1 because A and B pass simply through 0. Thus we deduce
(e'j e')= —1. The canonical number of the curve e' is also —1; for

let K denote a canonical curve of the original surface, which we
suppose to be irreducible, and not to pass through O; we have
proved above (p. 218) that the direct transformation of this, on the
derived surface, is a curve K' + €', whereof K' will be in (1, 1) corre-

spondence with K, so that {K', e') = 0, as K does not contain O; thus
{K'+ e, e')— —1. Thus if tt' be the complete genus of e', we have
27t' — 2 — v'= —1, wherein v' has been shewn equal to —1. Whence
also tt' = 0. As e' is the representative of a simple point ofthe original

surface, its effective genus is 0; thus it has no multiple points. A
particular consequence (see Ex. 3 preceding) is that, if N\ 11' denote
the grade and genus of the curves of the reduced canonical system
K', on the derived surface, we have A^' = H' — 1. More generally this

is true for the reduced canonical system on any surface if this is

formed from the system \Cj — SC— y\ by the omission of curves

which can all be regarded as arising by transformation from simple
points of another surface (see Ex. 3, preceding).

The modification of co in a birational transformation. In the

simplest case, just considered, where one simple point of the

original surface becomes an exceptional curve e' of the derived

surface, we have, with the same notation,

a;'-l = (ii:' + e', K' + e') = {K', K') + 2{K', e') + (e', e'),

wherein {K', e') = 0, (e', e')= — 1, and {K', K'), the number of inter-

sections of two curves which are in (1, 1) correspondence with the

canonical curves of the original surface, is equal to w — 1. Thus we
have oj = oj' -f 1. Thus, if, on the first surface, there be e curves which
change into simple points of the second surface, and, on this surface,

there be e' curves arising by the transformation from simple points

of the original surface, we may infer that aj + e= co' + e'.

Note I. Examination of examples cited by Noether. It will

be interesting, before pursuing the general theory in more detail

(see Note II, p. 232, below), to examine the application of what has

been said to a set of examples quoted by Noether {Math. Ann. viii,

1875, § 11), andfrom his point of view. Of his sixteen examples one

involves intersecting multiple curves on the surface (a septimic

surface with a triple line, and two double conies in planes through

this line); we consider the other fifteen, numbering these as in his
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paper. He computes in each case two numbers: (i), The number p^
of actually existing surfaces of order /Xq — 4, where /xq is the order of
the given surface 0/^0, which pass (j — 1) times through every j-ple

cvu've of the surface, and have a (/c — 2)-ple node at every k-\Ac node
(supposed general) of the surface. Such so-called adjoint surfaces

meet i/r/^o In the curves called by Noether the canonical curves; it

may happen however that all these adjoint surfaces have common
an undesigned curve, or curves, lying on i/^^o; such curves we shall

call Noether's exceptional curves, and the number of irreducible

curves of this character will be denoted by e^. The variable parts

of the canonical curves constitute a linear system which we call the
reduced canonical system. Noether also computes (ii), the effective

grade of this reduced system, namely the number of variable inter-

sections of two curves of the system other than at the multiple points

of the surface, denoting this by j?'^'; and he computes the effective

genus of a curve of this system (which takes account of multiple

points of curves of this system, if any, which lie at the multiple

points of i/»/^o). It appears in all cases that ^<2'=p'i* — 1; this is a
consequence of what has been given above (see p. 223) when there

are no exceptional curves, and the surface has no isolated nodes,

and is inferred to hold in general from an indicated proof that the

exceptional curves can be transformed to simple points of another
surface. Beside pg and |>'^* we shall, in the following examples,
compute pn and /, oj, or, in case the surface have isolated nodes, the

numbers I^, oj^ which we have used above (p. 199) to mark the

presence of such nodes. That surfaces exist for which Pg>Pn is a
discovery, not taken account of in Noether's paper, dating from
Cayley's remark (1871, Papers, viii, p. 394) that, for a non-rational

ruled surface, p^ is negative, while pg — O (see preceding chapter,

Ex. 9, p. 167). One of the earliest examples of a surface with pg >Pn
which is not ruled and not transformable to a ruled surface, ap-

pears to be the surface of order 2k with /c-ple nodes at 8 associated

points, considered by Castelnuovo (1891; see p. 203, above). But
other cases are the hyperelliptic surfaces, representing the pairs of

points of a curve of genus 2, for which pg = l, p„= — 1 (Picard,

LiouvilWs Jour, i, 1885 and v, 1889; Humbert, ibid, ix, 1893);

and, more generally, the surfaces (considered in some detail below,

in Chap, vii) which represent the pairs of points of two curves,

which may coincide (De Fi*anchis, Rend. Palermo, xvii, 1903;
Severi, Atti... Torino, xxxviii, 1902-3). In all Noether's cases the

so-called irregularity Pg—Pn is zero. It is apposite to quote here the

theorem (of Castelnuovo-Enriques, p. 140, above), that a surface

on which there is a linear scries of curves (of freedom r^O), with
complete genus tt > 0, having a negative canonical number, 27r— 2 — v,

can be birationally transformed to a ruled surface.

15-2
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In the first seven of the following examples (3), (6), (9), (10), (11),

(13), (15), there is an ordinary double curve, and no isolated node, or

exceptional curve; in the next four cases (1), (5), (7), (14) there is

no isolated node, but exceptional curves arise ; in the last four cases

(2), (4), (8), (12) there are nodes, and, except in (8), also exceptional

curves. When there are e^ exceptional curves, and k nodes (of any
orders), it will be verified in every case that ojq— K + ej^^—p^^^ (see

Note II, p. 232, below. Above, pp. 215-24, nodes were excluded).

(3) For a sextic surface, tp^, with a double elliptic quartic curve,

using the formulae which have been previously given

/^i=/^o(/^o-l)-2i;eo, V2= 2[(2^o-4)eo-2ei-6^],

/x2=;^o(Mo-1)'-2:[(7)Uo-12)co-4€i-15/],

/+ 4 = /X2— 2/Xi+3/Xo, oj — 1 = /X2+ Vg— 6/Xi+9/Xo,

12(p„+l) = / + 4 + a>-l,

we find

^^=6, fti= 22, ^^2=62, V2=16, 7 + 4 = 36, co-l^O, p„+l = 3.

There are two quadric surfaces through the double curve, or

Pg= 2, =Pn', two such quadric surfaces have no further intersection,

so that p^'^^= 0; and p^^^= 1, = oj.

(6) A ip^ with a double rational cubic curve. There are three

quadric surfaces through the double curve, or pg — 3; any two of

these quadric surfaces meet in a chord of the cubic curve, which

has two further intersections with the surface, so that p'^'^^= 2. A
quadric surface through the cubic curve meets 0^ further in a sextic

curve, for which (Ex. 10, p. 168, Chap, iv) the genus is ^9(1)= 3, so

thatp^2^=jD^^^— 1. Moreover, the formulae quoted give /lio= 6, )u^= 24,

^= 76, 1^2=16, 1+ 4 = 46, oi — 1 = 2, j9„+l = 4, so that u)=p^^\ and

Pg=Pn-
(9) A (/(^ with two skew double lines. There are four quadric

surfaces through these lines, or Pg = 4 ; moreover, two such quadric

surfaces meet further in two skew lines, each meeting both the given

lines and hence meeting 0^ residually in two points; thusp^^^=4. A
quadric surface through the double lines meets the surface further

in an octavic curve for which (Ex. 10, p. 168, Chap, iv) the genus

_p(^)= 5, so that j?(2)=p(^^— 1. The formulae give /ao= 6, ^14 = 26, /X2= 90,

^2=16, /+ 4 = 56, oj — 1 = 4, 2^+1 = 5, so that aj=2j(^^ Pg = Pn-

(10) A 0' with a double elliptic quartic curve, and a double line

not meeting this. Cubic surfaces through the quartic curve and the

line are, in tale, 20 — 12 — 4, or 4, so that Pg = 4i; two such cubic

surfaces meet, beside, in a curve of order 4, which meets the quartic

curve in 8 points, and the line in 4 points (as we may see, for ex-

ample, by taking for such a cubic surface the aggregate of a quadric
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surface througli the qviartic curve and a plane through the hne);
such cubic surfaces have therefore 28 — 24, or 4, further intersections

with the 0'; thus/)<2' = 4. The formulae give ij-o=7, fj^
= S2, 1x^= 99,

Vo = 34, 7+ 4 = 56, a>-l = 4,^„+l = 5. Thus p„= _p3 and aj-l=p<2).

(11) A general 0^. The tale of all planes is 4; and two planes meet
in a line having 5 intersections with the surface; thus Pg = 4i,

p(2) = 5=^(i)_l. The formulae give ft,,
= 5, /xi = 20, /li2= 80, 1^2= 0,

7= 51, w-l = 5, j9„ = 4. Whence p„=2'3 and aj=_p<i'. Cf. No. (12)

below.

(13) A ip'' with a double sextic curve of genus 3. The tale of

cubic surfaces through the sextic curve is 20 — (18 — 3 + 1), =4; so

that pg = 4. Two such cubic surfaces meet further in a rational cubic

curve having 8 intersections with the sextic curve, and hence
21 — 16, or 5, other intersections with the surface. Thus p*^) = g The
formulae give /xo= 7, fii = 30, fi2=Q4!, 1/3= 28, 7= 51, to- 1 = 5,

jp„= 4; so that Pn=Pg and cj — l=p^^K Evidently, if C7= 0, F=0,
W=0, K= be independent cubic surfaces through the sextic

curve, the equations x'/U= y'/V=z'/W=t'/K transform the surface

(/(' into a i/j^; which explains the equality of the values of 7 and co in

this case with those in the preceding No. (11).

(15) A ifj^ with a plane cubic double curve. The quadric surfaces

through this curve break up into the plane of the curve and a further

arbitrary plane. Thus ^^ = 4 and j9'^' = 6=2:><^' — 1. The formulae
give ^0=^' ^4=24, ju.2= 84, 1^2= 12, 7=50, o)- 1 = 6, p„= 4, so that

Pn=Pg and w-l=p<2)_
(1) A i/(^ with a double conic, and a double line not meeting this.

The plane of the conic meets the surface again in a curve of order 2

with a double point on the double line, that is, in a pair of lines.

These are exceptional lines according to Noether's definition, since

a quadric surface through the double conic and the double line must
break up into the plane of the conic and a plane through the line.

The reduced canonical curves of the surface are then quartic curves

in planes through the double line, each with two double points on
the double conic. Thus pg = 2,

p<i> = l. The formulae give /io= 6,

/Lti= 24, /X2=68, V2= 20, 7 = 34, w-l= -2, Pn= 2. Thus Pn=Pg and
oj+ e^=p^'^\ where e^^, =2, is the number of exceptional lines. As
was remarked earlier (p. 225), the exceptional lines do not lie on the

adjoint cubic surfaces, \Cj — 2C\, drawn through the double conic

and the double line, which meet the surface residually in curves of

order 12. Of such cubic surfaces the tale is 9, and they may be used

to transform the given surface (as in No. (13) above) into a surface

lying in space [8] ; of these 9 surfaces there are 8 which contain a

particular one of the two exceptional lines, so that this line becomes
a point of the transformed surface—as, similarly, does the other

exceptional line.
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(5) A ifj'' with a dovible sextic curve of genus 1. Such a curve has

3 quadrisecant chords; these chords therefore lie entirely on the

surface 0', and also on any cubic surface drawn through the curve.

Thus, two cubic surfaces through the dovible curve have no further

intersection with the surface than these three lines, and p<"^^=0.

Through the double curve there are 20 — 18, or 2, cubic surfaces,

and pg = 2. The formulae give jLto=7, jLti= 30, /i2= 78, V2= 36,

7= 35, oj— 1= —3, j'>„ = 2. Thus 2}n=Pg and oj + e;^^=p^^^ + 1, where

€^, =3, is the number of exceptional lines. As in the preceding

case, No. (1), the adjoint quartic surfaces \Cj— 2C\ through the

sextic curve are such that each of the quadrisecants imposes a

single condition for such a quartic surface to contain this line, which
can then be transformed to a point.

(7) A 0' with a double sextic curve of genus 2. In this case the

curve has one quadrisecant which lies on the surface and on all

cubic surfaces through the double curve. There are 3 such cubic

surfaces, or Pg = S. Further, two such cubic surfaces meet again in

a conic, beside the quadrisecant, and this conic meets the double

curve in 6 points; whence p^^^ = 14i — 12, =2. The formulae give

fjLQ=7, fjLi
= 30, ju,2=86, ^2= 32, 7= 43, co— 1 = 1,^„= 3, so that p^^Pg

and co—l + ex=p^^\ where e^-, = l, is the number of exceptional

lines. And, as in the last example, the quadrisecant lies on all but one
of the independent quartic surfaces containing the sextic curve.

(14) A ip"^ with a rational quintic double curve. This curve has

one quadrisecant line, which lies on the surface, and on all cubic

surfaces through the quintic curve. Such surfaces are, in tale,

20 — (15 + 1) = 4, so that ^^^ = 4. Two such cubic surfaces meet
further in the quadrisecant line and in a cubic curve having 8 in-

tersections with the double curve; this cubic curve thus meets the

surface, not on the double curve, in 21 — 16 points, or p^^^ = 5. The
formulae give

ij-o
= 7, /ii= 32, /i,2= 99, ^2= 34, 7= 52, to — 1 = 4,

j9„= 4. Whence Pn=Pg and io — l + e^r = p^'^\ where 6^=1-
(2) A ifj^ with two triple points. The join of these points lies on

the surface; it also lies on any surface of order ixq— 4! (or plane)

passing k— 2 times (or once) through the triple points, and is an
exceptional line. The canonical curves are the plane quartic curves

with a double point at each triple point, so that

Pg = 2, p(2)=^<i)_i = 0.

Assuming, as in the earlier part of this chapter, that an isolated

fc-ple point diminishes the class of the surface by k{k—l)^, we have
here, for A;= 3 twice over, /ii2= 5.42— 2.3.22= 56; while fj^

= 20.

Whence, from the definitions (p. 200, preceding),

7o+ 4 = /ig- 2/L11+ 3/Xo+ S(/c- 1),

ojo- 1 = /X2+ i'2""^/^+ 9/^o+ 21(^^- 1)(2A;- 1),
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with Vo = 0, using k, =2, for the number of isolated nodes, we have

/()+ /<:= 33, a;o-K-l= — 1, i?n = 2- Whence |?„=j9(, and

where ey is the number of exceptional lines.

(4) A i/r® with a rational non-singular cubic as double curve, and

also a cubic node. Quadric surfaces through the cubic curve and

the node are two in all, and these surfaces contain the chord of the

cubic curve which can be drawn from the node, which lies on the

surface and is thus an exceptional line. Thus Pg = 2, p^^^ = 0. With
the formulae of p. 162 of the preceding chapter, and those in the

preceding example, Ave find fJ.Q=Q, ^^= 24, /u,2=64, 1^2= 16» -'^0= ^'^'

ojo-l = 0, Pn= '2- Thus iyn=Pg^ ^nd ajo-l-K+ e^=p<2), where

K=\, ej^=\. In this case also, the exceptional line is one condition

for cubic surfaces containing the cubic curve and the node.

(8) A ip^ with a double plane cubic curve, and a cubic node. Here,

quadric surfaces through the plane cubic curve contain the plane,

and the canonical curves are given by arbitrary planes through the

node. Whence pg = 3, p*^) =2j(i> — 1 = 3. Here there is no exceptional

line. The formulae referred to in the preceding example lead to

y^=6, ^= 24, 11^= 12, 1^2=12, 4=40, a>o-l = 4, ^„ = 3. Whence

Pn= Pg and a>o— k:=p'^>, where k, =1, is the number of nodes.

(12) A 0' with a triple conic, and one cubic node. In this case,

cubic surfaces having the conic as a double curve must contain the

plane of the conic ; thus the reduced canonical curves are given by

quadric surfaces containing the conic and the node, and Pg = ^.

Two such quadric surfaces meet further in a conic, through the

node, having two intersections with the given conic; this conic then

has 14 — 9, or 5, intersections with the surface, other than at mul-

tiple points of the surface, so that ^<-' = 5. By the formulae referred

to in the last example we find /iXo= 7, /ai= 30, /Lt2=92, 1^2=20, /q=31,

coq— 1 = 5, 2?n= 4. The plane of the conic meets the surface further

in an exceptional line. Thus, with k= \, e^'=l, we have

ojQ-\-K-\-ey!=p^'^\

In this case also, the exceptional line is one condition for the ad-

joint quartic surfaces \Cj— 2C\ which pass through the trip]p point

and have the conic as double curve. But the ijP can be transformed

to a quintic surface by considering the 00^ quadrics through the

triple point and the double conic, these becoming planes in the new
space ; a particular plane section of the quintic surface breaks up

into a conic, and a cubic curve, which is the transformation of the

triple point of the )/(', but is not an exceptional curve of the quintic

surface in Noether's sense. The values of the invariants for the

quintic surface are found in No. (11) above, say /' = 51, cu' — 1 = 5.

Thus, in particular, /(,-f- /<—% = /', which can also be considered in
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the form /„— ex — I' — k, where k would then refer to the cubic curve
on the quintic surface, as on pp. 201 ff. See Note II following.

This completes the set of examples we quote from Noether. For
these, see also D. W. Babbage, Proc. Camb. Phi!. Soc. xxix, 1933,

p. 319. The following case by E. A. Maxwell may also be adduced : A
surface 0^, of order 9, having an isolated 4-ple node and a rational

quartic curve as triple curve. This quartic curve lies on only one
quadric surface, and the residual intersection of this with the ifj^ con-

sists of six lines ; the three chords of the quartic curve which can be
drawn from the 4-ple node also lie on the ip^. The adjoint surfaces of

order 5, passing doubly through the quartic curve, which have the
node as a quadratic node, break up into the vmique quadric surface

through the quartic curve, together with cubic surfaces, passing
through the quartic curve, which have a quadratic node at the
4-ple node of ip^. Thus we can prove that Pg = 3 and p^^^ = 2. The
formulae give, in this case, fiQ=9, /xi= 48, /X2=120, i'2=60, 7^=50,
a>Q—l= —6, p^ = S. Thus again we have Pn= Pg and

since there is one node (k-I), and 9 exceptional lines (6^ = 9).

Note II. The adjoint surfaces of a given surface; the
exceptional curves. In the present state of the theory of the
resolution of the multiple elements of a surface (cf. for example,
Enriques-Chisini, Teoriageometrica, ii, pp. 649-58 ; and the references

there given) it seems desirable to approach the theory of the in-

variants of a surface from the historical side, following Noether,
as we have done. The conclusion that the adjoint surfaces of the
given surface should be taken to have a (A; — 2)-ple point at an
isolated A;-ple point, and not a (A;— l)-ple point as have the first

polars, was first suggested, for the case of the canonical surfaces,

by the conditions of finiteness of Clebsch's double integral, by which
the invariant iJg was defined. But a geometrical aspect can be given
to this conclusion, at least in simple cases, in two ways, which we
now consider in turn (cf. Enriques-Campedelli, Superficie algebriche,

1932, p. 129). Consider a general isolated A;-ple node of the surface,

O; derjpte by D any section of the surface by a plane through 0.

The first polar of the point 0, in regard to the surface, is a surface

with a A;-ple node at 0, whose asymptotic cone coincides with that of

the given surface ; the intersection of this first polar with the given

surface is therefore effectively that of a surface with a {k+l)-p\e

node at 0. Hence, if
|
Dj

|
denote the Jacobian curve of the net

of curves \D\, the system
|

Dj — 3D \ on the given surface will be
given by surfaces having at O a multiple point of multiplicity

[k{k+l) — 3k]lk, or k — 2. This is for the case when the fc-ple point

is quite general, but the same suggestion avails in other cases.
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Consider, for example, first, tlie case of a uniplanar double point;

for this, the equation of the given sm-facc, in non-homogeneous co-

ordinates, for the neighbourhood of 0, is of the form

where ^ is homogeneously of order 3 in x, y, z. The first polar of the

point intersects the surface, near 0, as does a surface of equation

<j>{x, y, z)+ ... = 0; the behaviour of Dj — 3D near the origin is then

that of a fraction (f>{x, y, z)jif}{x, y, z), where is also homogeneously

of order 3 in x, y, z, and hence, that of a fraction u{x, y)jv{x, y),

wliere w, v are homogeneously of order 3 in x and y only. Thus the

uniplanar point imposes no condition for the adjoint surface. If,

however, we consider a tacnode, for which the equation of the sur-

face is z'^+ z^{x, y, 2)+ ... = 0, in which is homogeneously quadra-

tic in X, y, z, we shall be similarly led to consider the fraction

z<f){x, y, z)lifj{x, y, z), where ijj is of order 3, and hence a fraction

zujv, where u, v are homogeneously of orders 2 and 3, respectively,

in X and y only ; in this case, however, z is of an order of smallness

comparable with that of a quadratic polynomial in x and y, and the

fraction therefore vanishes to the first order. Thus the canonical

curves of the surface are given by adjoint surfaces subject to the

condition of passing through the tacnode. That the adjoint surfaces

should be given near O by considering the system
|
Dj— SD

\
is of

course suggested by the general theory given above for the case

when the surface has no isolated multiple point. In Noether's

theory ("Theorie des eindeutigen Entsprechens, u.s.w." § 3, Math.

Ann. II, 1870) the adjoint surfaces determining the canonical

curves, for the surface, of order n, expressed hy f{x, y, z, t) = 0, are

those surfaces, (/> = 0, of order n— 4, for which the double integral

JI(f>Adudv remains finite, where u, v are two parameters in terms of

which the coordinates {x, y, z, t), of a point of the surface, are sup-

posed to be expressible in the neighbourhood of a point considered,

and A is given by («, y, Zj, t^l{adfldx), wherein {a, y, %, t^) means
the determinant of four rows, namely a, b, c, d; x, y,z,t;Xi,yi,Zi,ti;

X2,y2,Z2,t2, with Xj^=dxldu, X2=dx/dv, etc., and (adf/dx) means

adfldx+ bdf/dy+ cdfldz+ ddfldt; and it is shewn that A is in-

dependent of a, b, c, d. In particular, if a= b = c = 0, A reduces to

{x, yi, z^jdfjdt, and, speaking in general terms, the determinant

{x, z/i, 22) here plays the part denoted by the term 3Z> in
|

Dj— 3D\.

A similar formulation is possible for a (r — l)-ple multiple integral

attached to a primal /(a;, y, ...) = 0, of order n, in space of r dimen-

sions, the (j) then being a polynomial of order n — r—\; and the

condition of finiteness of the integral, when there is on /= a

A:-fold multiple locus of dimension s, in the most general case, is that

^ = should have this locus to multiplicity k — {r — s—\); for ex-
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ample, for a multiple /c-fold point (s = 0), to multiplicity A;— r+1;
for a multiple fc-fold curve (s= 1) to multiplicity k— r+ 2. When the
multiple locus is of special character, these numbers may be altered

;

but it is possible to find them by considering the behaviour of A

;

for instance, for a uniplanar or tacnodal point of a surface in three

dimensions, see Picard-Simart, Fonctions algehriques, i, 1897,

pp. 77, 185. Another way of reaching the necessary behaviour of

an adjoint surface at a multiple point (Enriques, Soc. Ital. d. Sc. x,

1896, p. 10; Enriques-Campedelli, Superficie algebriche, 1932, pp. 17,

66, 129) is based on the fact that it is possible to transform the

surface birationally so that the neighbourhood of the multiple point

of the surface is changed into a curve, e, on the new surface; the

sections
|
C

|

of the surface by arbitrary planes are thereby changed
into a system

|
C

\
on the new surface, for which the curve e is

fundamental, not intersecting the curves
|
C

|

, except at base points

of these. Such a curve e will then be a fixed part of the Jacobian
curve of any net of curves contained in the system \C' \, as ex-

plained above (p. 216). We may therefore regard the Jacobian
system \Cj\, of the system \C\, as being of the form | F + SO

|

,

where, under the hypothesis that the surface is transformed to one
upon which all the isolated multiple points, O, of the original

surface, are represented by curves, e, the curve T is the curve of the

original surface which transforms into the part of the Jacobian
system

|
Cj'

\
other than these curves e. If D denote the inter-

section of the original surface with a plane through a general A;-ple

point O, it is natural to write the number of intersections {D, 0)
as A;; and, therefore, as a general plane section, equivalent to D + 0,

does not pass through 0, to write (D-l-O, O) = zero, and hence

(0, 0)= —k. We also suppose two curves €, e', arising by trans-

formation from two multiple points O, O' , not to intersect. Further,

as the first polar of a point, in regard to the original surface, has a

(A;— l)-ple point at O, there are A;(A;— 1) points of its intersection

which are in the immediate neighbourhood of 0; thus we write

{V, 0) — k{k—\). Hence we have

{Cj, o)=(r-f-2:o, o)=(r+o, o)=k{k-\)-k',

or {Cj, 0) = k{k— 2). Thus, identifying F with the proper curve of

contact of tangent planes to the surface from an external point,

with a recognised (or prescribed) A:(A;— l)-ple point at the A;-ple

point of the surface, and identifying
|
Cj — SC\ with the canonical

system of the surface, we reach the conclusion that the adjoint

surfaces determining these canonical curves have only a (^• — 2)-ple

point at the multiple point. In this point of view we assign a grade
— Ac to the isolated multiple point 0; if further, since this point

transforms in general to a curve of order A", we assign to this point
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a genus h{k—\){k — 2), we can reach the corrected vahie of the

invariant a>— 1 which we have adopted above (p. 200) when the

surface has isolated multiple points*. For let 77 be the prescribed

genus of the proper curve of contact F; then, by the formula

Pi+Pi+ i—^ developed in the text (p, 223), the prescribed (or

virtual) genus of Cj, that is of F + SO, is

7r+ i:[|(fc-l)(/c-2) + A;(/i;-l)-l],

which is the same as 77+ S[(A;— 1)(2A;— 1)— |A;(A; — 1) — 1]. Whence,
with (C, C) = ix^, {Cj, C) = (F, C)=iJi^, (F, F) = ^2+»'2, we have

(C^,O) = (F + E0,F + S0) = ;U2+v2+S[2A:(^'-l)-A']

= /..,+ v2+2[(2^'-l)(A•-l)-l],
and, therefore,

(C^-3C, C^-3C)=|Li2+'^2-6iUi + 9/Xo+ S[(2A;-l)(A--l)-l].

While, if w be the prescribed genus oi Cj,

nj-l-9(p-l) = 7r-l-9(p-l) + S[(2A;-l)(A;-l)-iA:(A:-l)-l].

These are the values found (p. 200) for Wq—I — k, if k denote the

number of isolated multiple points. The use of w, =(jJq— k, in place

of ojq j would involve the use of /, =Iq+ k, in place of I^ . It is this

value of /, in the case of a surface with isolated quadratic nodes,

which is used by Severi, Ann. Sc. d. VEcole norm. sup. xxv, 1908,

No. 8, and Acta Math, xxxii, 1907, p. 351 (cf. Zeuthen, Lehrbuch
d. abz. Meth. 1914, p. 167). This / would, for instance, be 5, not
only for a general cubic surface, but also for cubic surfaces with
nodes. There seems convenience in making the distinction, but the

essential facts are not modified whichever convention be employed.
In regard to the exceptional curves of a surface, which arise from

or can be transformed solely to simple points of another surface, we
may accept it as proved that these are part of the system \Cj— SC\,

since such a curve would otherwise have 35—1 intersections with
Cj and 3* intersections with SC (see above, pp. 219, 226). But,

pending a more complete examination of Noether's suggested proof

that all curves breaking off as fixed parts from the system
|
Cj — 3C

|

are such as can arise by transformation from simple points of

another surface, and of other connected questions, we have preferred

to indicate, by the notation [e^), the definition of Noether's curves.

Cf. p. 220, above, footnote; p. 241, below, Ex. 6; and Ann. d. Mat.
VI, 1901, p. 28.

* Althougli the fundatnental ideas were subsequently found in the Enriques-
CampedelH voUune, referred to above, it should be stated that this was pointed
out independently by D. W. Babbage ; to him, and to E. A. Maxwell, the author
is much indebted for criticism of the theory as first given, for the ease of only

double or triple points. The term (A: — 1)('2A- — 1) was obtained, and the c(juation

Wo— /<: + ev=/J'" was verified in many jjarticular cases, by Mr Maxwell. See

also Mr Babbage's paper, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. xxix, 19;5:J, p. 212.
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Ex. 1 . We may formulate in general terms the proper genus and grade

to be assigned to an isolated multiple point, which we have exemphfled
above for the case when this is of quite general character (cf. Enriques-
Campedelli, as above, p. 65). Let w, tt be the prescribed (or virtual) grade
and genus of an arbitrary plane section C of the surface {n being the order
of the surface). Denote the multiple point to be considered by O, and a
section through this point by Cy , writing C=C^ + 0. Let the grade and
genus to be assigned to O be «o and ttq , the grade and genus of Q being
n^ and tt^. Let d be the loss of genus of C by passing through O, or
77^ = TT — rf: let the corresponding loss of n be k, so that k is the number of
intersections of the surface with an arbitrary line through O which are
absorbed at O, or A; is the multiplicity of O, and n^ — n — k. Let it be
assumed that we can assign a definite meaning to the number, ?', of inter-

sections of the section of the surface by an arbitrary plane through O,
with O itself regarded as a curve, that is, of the number of points of the
surface in the neighbourhood of O, which lie on the arbitrary plane
section. Then, from C=C-^^-\- O, we have n — n^ + n^ + 2i, =n — k + Wq + 2i,

and 77 = 77^ + 770 + i — 1, =77 — rf+ 77o + i — 1. Thus nQ = k — 2i, TTf, = d— i + l.

Particular cases are: (1), A general A>ple point, for which we may assume
i = k, d=lk{k — l). Thence n^^ — k, TTQ = ^{k — l){k — 2), as above, in the
text; (2), A double point for which the asymptotic cone breaks up into

two planes. For this, similarly, »(, = — 2, 77^ = 0; (3), A uniplanar double
point, whereat the asymptotic cone consists of a repeated plane. Here
d=l, k = 2 and hence «o = 2(l— ?), 77o

= 2 — /. In this case, the terms of
lowest order in the equation of the surface may be supposed to be of the
form 2- + + . . . = 0, where

<f>
is of order 3 in a;, ^, s ; of a surface passing

through the point, which is one of a system which may be used to trans-

form the uniplanar point to a curve, the lowest terms, though linear in

X, y, z, are effectively linear in x and y only ; thus the uniplanar point is

transformed to a line, meeting the transformation of the plane section

through the point in one point. Thus we see that ?' = 1, and hence Wo = 0,

77o
= 1 ; (4), For a tacnodal double point, with k = 2, d=2, the tacnode is

likewise transformable to a line, which, however, is double on the new
surface. Thus i = 2, and n^ = -2,7Tq = 1 (cf. p. 270, Ex. 11) ; (5), For a triple

point on a double curve of the surface, triple for the curve and the surface,

we have A^ = 3, d=2, i = S, and «o= — 3, 770 = 0.

Ex. 2. In this connexion reference may be made to the relation of an
exceptional curve on the surface to the adjoint system (p. 222) of a given
linear system of curves thereon. If, in the birational transformation from
one surface to another, a system

|
C

|

be changed to a system
|
C

|

, and
a point O, which is not a base point for

\
C \, become a curve e on the new

surface, the curve e is fundamental for
|
C

|

; hence, taking a net of curves
from

I

C |, given, suppose, by an equation m'(A(;6 + Ai<^i) + AaiA^O, where
ti' — on the curve e, there is a curve of A.;4 + A^

</)i
= passing through an

arbitrary point of the curve e; this point is then a double point of a
(degenerate) curve of the net ; hence e forms part of the Jacobian of any
net contained in

\
C \; thus, if the complete Jacobian system

|
C/

|
, of

I

C"
I

, contain only curves of which e forms a part, or even, this not being
so, if the complete adjoint system

| C,f' — 2C'
|
contains only curves of

which e forms a part, we can infer that the exceptional curve e, arising

by transformation from a simple point which is not a base point of the
original system

|
C I , is a fixed part of the adjoint system of the trans-

formed system
|
C

|

(cf. Enriques, "Intorno ai fondamenti. . .", Atti. .

.

Torino, xxxvii, 1901-2, No. 21; Severi, in Pascal's Repertorium, n, 2,

p. 749).
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Ex. 3. A sextic surface having a double line, and a double conic which
does not meet this, contains two exceptional lines, in the plane of the

conic, meetino- on the double line. These arise from simple points of a

surface obtainable by transformation of the sextic surface by cubic

surfaces containing the double conic and the double line; as a general

plane section, C, of the sextic surface meets either of these lines, the

simple point from which this line arises is a base point of the system
|
C

|

which transforms into the plane sections
|
C

\

of the sextic surface; and
the adjoint system, |C,/'-2C|, given by cubic surfaces through the

double conic and the double line, does not contain the exceptional lines.

These lines form part, however, of the system of adjoint curves defined

by the plane of the conic and a variable quadric surface through the

double line.

Ex. 4. For the surface /=0, given by z-t"'^---{x,y,t\^ = Q, with

a particular singularity at « = t/ = i = 0, prove that for the integral

JJ(^ cterfi//3//92 to be finite, itis necessary and sullicientthat ^ = {x,y,t)^^_^l^~'^ ;

so that the adjoint surfaces of order 2« — 4 contain the plane, 1 = 0,

(/< — 1 ) times, and are otherwise cones with vertex at x = y = t = 0. Hence
also ])g = ^{7i — l){n — 2). It is assumed that the curve {x,y, 1)2,^ = is

without singular points. See Hodge, Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. xxx, 1930,

pp. 133—10. A geometrical theory is given in the recent volume, Enriques-
Campedelli, Superficie olgebriche, 1932, p. 370.

Note III. Details of the algebra of a particular Cremona
transformation of the Weddle surface and the Kummer
surface. That there is a (1, 1) birational transformation between a

Kummer surface and a Weddle sm-face is very well known (Cayley,

Papers, vii, p. 133, Feb. 1870; Darboux, Bull. Math. Astr. i, 1870,

p. 348; and other papers by Reye, R. de Paolis, Schottky); and this

is immediately clear from Segre's generation of a Kummer surface

(cf. Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. i, 1904, p. 249). Detailed algebra in

close connexion wdth the fundamental binary sextic is given in the

WTiter's Mult. -periodic functions (Cambridge, 1907), p. 39; an

account is also given in Hudson's Kummer's quartic surface (Cam-

bridge, 1905), pp. 160-8. The following is a self-contained simple

account of a Cremona transformation between the surfaces.

Before proceeding to the formulae, it may be well to describe in

general terms what the transformation is. In general, cubic surfaces

through a sextic curve of genus 3 are oo^ in aggregate; and, as the

residual cvirve intersection of two of these meets the sextic curve

in 8 points, three of these cubic surfaces have a single free inter-

section; thus these cubic surfaces form a so-called homaloidal

system, which, being taken to correspond to the planes of another

space, determine a birational transformation; and it is easy to see

that the reverse transformation is of the same character, deter-

mined by cubic surfaces through a sextic curve of genus 3. If we
form a matrix, of three rows and four columns, of which each ele-

ment is linear in the coordinates, the determinants of three rows

and columns, in this matrix, determine four cubic surfaces having

common such a cubic curve; and new coordinates, taken propor-
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tional to these four determinants, give such a transformation,

expressible by three bilinear relations connecting the coordinates

of the two spaces.

Thus, if a sextic of genus 3 can be taken on the Kummer surface,

containing ten nodes of the surface, cubic surfaces through this

sextic determine a transformation of the Kummer surface into

another surface whose order is the number (12) of intersections of

the Kummer surface with the variable cubic cvu've intersection of

two of these cubic surfaces, less the number (8) of intersections of

this cubic curve with the sextic curve; namely the new surface is

of order 4. By considering the equations of the cubic surfaces for

the neighbourhood of one of the ten nodes, supposed to be a simple

point on these surfaces, we see that the node transforms into a line

of the new surface ; this new surface therefore has only six nodes.

In the actual transformation taken here, the base sextic cvu-ve on
the Kummer surface consists of three conies, with one point (D) in

common, a node of the surface, any two of these having a further

common point, also a node of the surface (at A, or B, or C). The ten

nodes of the surface which are transformed to lines of the Weddle
surface are the nodes on these three conies other than A, B, C. The
behaviour at A, B, C is exceptional, in that the cubic surfaces have
a common tangent plane at each; and the behaviour at D is ex-

ceptional, in that the cubic surfaces have a quadric node, whose
cones have three common generators. On the Weddle surface, the

base sextic curve degenerates into a rational cubic curve and three

coplanar lines, each meeting this curve once. That, in both cases,

the composite sextic curve has genus 3, follows by applying the

formula p^+ p^+ i—l for the genus of a curve which consists of

two curves of genera p^ and p2 with i common points.

In the space (^, r], ^, r), with PQRO as tetrahedron of reference,

O being (0, 0, 0, 1), we consider the base-cubic-curve which is

given by taking |, r], I,, r respectively proportional to p'^{qc — rb),

q^{ra—pc), r'^{pb — qa), pqr, wherein a, b, c are constants but p, q, r

are any parameters subject to ^ + g'+ ^= 0. This curve contains the

points (0, 1, 1, 0), (1, 0, 1, 0), (1, 1, 0, 0), lying respectively on the

edges QR, RP, PQ. Through this curve, and these three edges,

forming a composite sextic curve, pass oo^ cubic surfaces, whose
system may be taken to have the equation

XUT-\-fjiVr-\-vWr-\-pW=0,

where A, /a, v, p are variable parameters, f7= is the quadric surface,

through the cubic curve, given by

C7 = a(a+ 6 + c)T2+[a(7,-^) + (?>-c)^]T+^(-^+>?+a

V, W being formed from this by cyclical changes, and ^= is the
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cubic surface given hy ^={bc^-\- cat] + abl,)T'^-\-^'f]i. This composite
sextic base lies tlien also on the quartic surface Q = 0, where

n = (tjc - C6 + Qhcr) t/r+ ( ^a- ^c+ Qcar) Vt

+ i^b - r^a+ Cmbr) Wr+ [ier - 2 (^+ 7j + 0] "F,

in which <' is a further constant. The surface Q = () is in fact a

Weddle surface, being the locus of the vertices of the quadric cones

containing the three points P, Q, R and three other points which
we now define. Consider the node-cubic-curve, given by taking

^,7],l,T respectively proportional to aq'r' {q' — r'), br'p'{r' —p'),

cp'q'{p' — q'), p'q'r', in which p'
,
q' , r' are any parameters subject to

p' -\-q' -\-r' = Q. This curve contains P, Q, R, and can be shewn to

meet the base cubic curve above in 4 points. Beside P, Q, R we
consider the three points in which this node cubic curve is met by
the plane eT=|+ 7j+^. It can be shewn that the equation of the
general quadric surface through these six points is given by

xfi-hyf2+ ~fi-'rtj\= 0, where x, y, z, t are variable parameters,

f^ = 2r{eT-i-ri-p andfi= 3bcT'-\-{r]C-Cb)r-\-r]!^, while f2, f^ are

obtained from this by cyclical changes. The conditions for this

quadric surface to be a cone are four in number, and are linear both
in ^, 7], I, T and x, y, z, t. The equation ^ = may easily be shewn
to be the result of eliminating x, y, z, t from these four equations.

Solving the first three of the four bilinear equations for x, y, z, t,

however, we find a;/ C7t= ?// Ft= z/ VFr= f/T" ; and these equations
are those of a Cremona transformation, leading, without reference

to the equation Q = 0, to ijxL = rj/yM = IjzN= rjxyz, where
L=cu2— a»3+ a;<, etc., cji= {y— z)t-\-ayz, etc. Thus, if x,y,z,t be
coordinates in another space, with A, B, C, D as points of reference,

D being (0, 0, 0, 1), the Weddle surface is transformed by this

Cremona transformation into another surface, whose equation is

obtainable by eliminating ^, -q, ^, r from the four bilinear equations.

The result is the symmetrical determinant whose rows consist of

0, z, y, u; z, 0, x, v; y, x,0,w; u, v, w, w, in which u = bz — cy — 2t,

v = cx— az — 2t, w = ay— bx—2t,u}=Q {bcx+ cay+ abz) + ^et. When ex-

panded this is the same as t^X -{- 2tY+ Z^= 0, in which

X = x^ -\-
y'^

-\- z^— 2yz — 2zx— 2xy,

Y= ayz{y— z)-\-bzx{z— x)-\-cxy{x— y)-\-exyz,

Z = ayz+ bzx+ cxy.

The order, 4, of this surface corresponds to the fact that the variable

residual cubic intersection of two cubic surfaces of the family
At/T+ /mFt+ AVt+ pW= meets the Weddle surface in 4 points not
on the composite sextic base of the family. This surface is the
Kummer surface, having 16 trope conies, of which 4 consist of

t = 0, ayz+ bzx -^ cxy = together with 3 such as x= 0, 0^1 = 0.
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Through the composite sextic base formed by the last 3 of these

conies, there pass 4 cubic surfaces, belonging to the family given
by lxL+)nyM + nzN + kxyz^O, where /, m, w, k are variable, and
L = o)^—(x)^+ xt, as above, etc. In the transformation, the three

nodes of the Kummer surface sX A, B, C, correspond to the nodes
P, Q, R of the Weddle surface; the three other nodes of the Kummer
surface which lie on the trope conic t= 0, ayz+ hzx+ cxy= 0, corre-

spond to the nodes of the Weddle surface which are the intersections

of the plane eT=^+7) + ^ with the node cubic curve. The cubic
surfaces IxL+ . . . + kxyz= have a node at the point D, whose
asymptotic cone contains the lines DA, DB, DC, and the residual

variable sextic intersections of these surfaces with the Kummer
surface all pass once through the 10 nodes of the Kummer surface

other than those on ^= 0. Each of these 10 nodes corresponds to a
line on the Weddle surface (the intersection of a plane through 3
nodes of this surface with the plane through the other three nodes).

The Weddle surface contains 15 other lines, each a join of two of its

nodes; these correspond to the 15 trope conies of the Kummer
surface other than that in ^=0; in particular, the lines QR, RP, PQ
correspond to the trope conies in x— 0, y = 0, z = 0.

Ex. Verify that the 27 lines of the cubic surface •4' = are made up of
three, say I, m, n, such as | = = t, each counting four times ; of three, say
Oi , bi, q , such as -rj/b = — ^/c = t, each counting twice ; of three, say
ttg , 62 » ^2 » such as -q/b = — ^/c = — r, each counting twice ; and of three, say
u, V, w, such as ^ = 0, r]/b — — ^/c, each counting once. And specify the
complete intersection of t7 = 0, 'l' = 0; and of V= 0, W = 0, *- = 0.

Note IV. Miscellaneous Examples.
1. For the incidental consequence of the theory of the invariant /,

that, in a pencil of curves in a plane, of genus p, with base points at
a points of the plane, the number of curves of the pencil which have
double points is a + 4p — l, compare Cremona, Ann. d. Mat. vi, 1864;
Caporali, "Sopra i sistemi lineari triplamente inflniti di curve algebriche
piane", Collect, math, in mem. Chelini, 1881, or Mem. di Geom., 1888 ; also
Guccia, Rend. Palermo, ix, 1895 (Mem. II).

2. For two pencils of plane curves, of orders n, n', the curve which is

the locus of points of contact of a curve of one pencil with a curve of the
other is of order 2n + 2n' — 3, has a (2s — l)-ple point at an s-ple base
point of either pencil, and is of genus 4nn' + 6(/> +p') — a — ct' — 2, where
a, a' are the numbers of points of the plane at which the pencils have
base points. The number of 3-pointic contacts of curves of the two pencils
is \2{nn'+p+p')-Z{a+a')-Q. See Steiner (for cr=c7' = 0), Werke, 11,

p. 500 (1848); Berzolari, Atti. . .Torino, xxxi, 1895-6. The number of
double contacts of curves of the two pencils is 4A^, where

A"= n^ n'2 + {nn' - 6) ip+p') +pp' — Inn' +a+o' + 5.

3. For illustrations of the equation / — e= 7' — e' in the transformation
of one plane into another, compare Cremona, Mem. Accad. Bologna, v,

1865, 2a, §5; Jung, Ann. d. Mat. xv, xvi, 1888, 1889 and Rend. 1st.

Lombardo, xxi, 1888.
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4. On an algebraic manifold of 3 dimensions, consider a linear pencil
of surfaces, with base curves (simple or multiple) of genus p. Let 8 be
the number of these surfaces which have double points, and / the in-
variant for any one of these svu'faces. Then the number 8 — 2/? — 2/ is in-

dependent of the linear pencil (p. 211, above). For the case when the 3-fold
manifold is ordinary space, this number is 2. Thus, in ordinary space,
a pencil of surfaces of invariant /, with a base curve of genus p, has, in

general, 2(/-f/j-f-l) surfaces with a double point outside the base curve.
In particular, for general surfaces of order n, whose base is the complete
intersection of two such surfaces, we have / = (« — 2)(n"^ — 2/i-|-2),

P = «2(h_2)-|- 1, and hence S = 4.(n — 1)^. For such a pencil of surfaces,
Avith a single isolated A;-ple point, Cremona gives {Grundziige einer allgem.
Theoric der Oberfldchen, No. 119) 8 = 4{n-lf-2{k-l)'{2k + l). Cf.

Guccia, Compt. rend, cxx, 1895, p. 896; Pannelli, Gior. d. Mat. xli, 1903,
p. 97; XLii, 1904, p. 197; Fieri, Gior. d. Mat. xxiv, 1882.

5. For a net of irreducible curves, whose Jacobian curve is irreducible,
on a surface of invariants /, />„ , the following are given by Severi, Attl . .

.

Torino, xxxvii, 1901-2. Let p be the genus of a curve of the net, n the
grade, ^ the number of points of the surface at which the curves have
base points. Then {a), in the net there are 24(/>-|-p„) curv^es which have
cusps; (6), the number of curves of the net which have two double points
is hM, where

M= ( ?j 4- 18 -h 4^9 + 7 ) ^ - 3n - i3
- 78^? - /- 72/)„ -t- 2

.

For example, for the number of planes from an arbitrary point which
cut a general cubic surface in sections with 2 double points, we find 27
(/3 = —Pf^ , « = 3, p = 1, 7 = 5) ; (c), the number of pencils of curves of the
net having two curves with 3-pointic contact is 3P, where

P = n + %p-^-\ + %p^-1;

((/), the number of pencils having two curves with double contact is 2D,
where ^ ^ {n +pf - I7p - 5n + 2p + 2I- ISp^ + 6.

Cf. Zeuthen, Cotnpt. rend, lxxxix, 1879 (2'ne sem.), pp. 899-901.
6. The canonical system of a surface has been taken here to have no

prescribed simple base points. But, for example (Castelnuovo-Enriques,
Math. Ann. xlviii, 1897, p. 279; see also p. 281), on a quintic surface
with two tacnodes, the canonical curves (by planes through the tacnodes)
all have common the simple point of the surface on the join of the
tacnodes; to preserve the equation p'--^ = p^^^ — 1 , this point must be
counted in p(-). If the surface be transformed so that this point becomes
a curve, the reduced canonical system of the new surface will have this
as common part. Another case of this behaviour is a double plane of
which the branch curve has the singularity described as two consecutive
triple points (three ordinary branches with a common tangent); see
Enriques-Campedelli, Superf. alg. pp. 389, 399. (Cf. also p. 220, above,
footnote.)

z6



CHAPTER VI

SURFACES AND PRIMALS IN FOUR DIMENSIONS.
FORMULAE FOR INTERSECTIONS

The chord curve and trisecant curve for a surface in four
dimensions. Rational surfaces. For surfaces ifj, in space of four

dimensions, with no multiple points other than accidental double

points, we have, in Chap, iv, found formulae in terms of four

characteristics /Xq, /ai, fi^, v^, and, in Chap, v, we have added the

formulae /+ 4=/tx2— 2jLti+ 3/LiQ, 12(p„+l)= 2jLt2— 8//,^ + 12^o+ Vg.

Conversely we can express the various numbers in terms of the four

^,p, I, p„ , where p is the genus of the prime section. Then we have

/ii= 2/Xo+2p-2, /X2=yLio+4l? + ^' V2= 2;Lio+ 8p-4-2/+ 12p„,

«^=i(Co-»^2) = *(/^o-2)(/^o-3)-5iJ + /-6^„,

^o=(^o-l)(/^o-2)-2i),

2Q-2 = 2(/Xo-2)(/.o-4) + 4(^o-10)p+ 6/-48p„,

2P-2 = (/Xo-2)()Uo-5) + 2(/Xo-12)^j + 4/-302J„;

here d is the number of double points, ^q is the order of the curve in

which the surface is met by the chords from an arbitrary point {the

chord curve), t is the number of trisecant chords of the surface from

an arbitrary point, Q is the genus of the chord curve, and P is the

genus of the double curve, with t triple points, on the surface in

space [3J into which the surface ip projects. We have also denoted

the order of this double curve by €„ , and its rank by e^ , using ^^ for

the rank of the chord curve on the surface ip, and have remarked
that ^o= 2eo, ^i= 2ei+r2' 2Q-2 = 2(2P-2) + V2. For the projected

surface in [3] we also used three nvuiibers, i, k, p. Of these, i was
the class of the developable formed by the stationary tangent

planes of the surface, in general the same as the number of in-

flexional generators of the proper enveloping cone of the surface

from an arbitrary point; it was given by ?' = 4(/Lt2— ju.i) + 2i/2. The
number k was the number of inflexional tangents of the surface

passing through an arbitrary point, in general the same as the

number of cuspidal generators of the proper enveloping cone. The
number p was the class of the developable formed by the tangent

planes of the surface at points of the double curve. Expressed as

above these are respectively

i = 24>{p^+p), ^K^fx^+6p-2-I + 82)n,

p = (/Xo-2)(2/Xo-5) + 2(/Xo-ll)i^ + 3/-2429„.
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For a ruled surface the formulae can be simplified by \')n= —Pt
I=-ip {p. 206).

One incidental consequence of the equations, following from the
facts that neither d nor t can be negative, is that

as we see by adding the forms for d and t. For a ruled surface this

leads to_p^l()Uo-2)(^o-3).
Another consequence of greater interest is that

2Q_2 + 6i=Co(Mo-4).

This result we can now obtain in another way, by proving that
canonical sets on the chord cui've are obtained by primals of order

fj-Q
— ^ passing through the St double points which this curve possesses

(see Chap, iv, p. 172). We have in fact, in the preceding chapter

(pp. 217, 222), by reasoning founded on the consideration of the

Jacobian curve of a net of curves, which is equally applicable to a
surface in space [4], defined the canonical system of curves, |-fi^|,

on a surface; and shewn that, with a linear system of curves
|
C\

without base, it gives a system
|
^+ C

|
defining canonical sets on any

curve of \C\; the system
|
J^+ C"! is that called the adjoint system

of
I
C I . Now, in the case in hand, if the surface ip have a canonical

system of curves, these will be of order 2^? — 2 — /aq; for, when added
to the system of prime sections of the surface, they give canonical

sets on a prime section. The adjoint system, of the system of curves

on ifj defined by the chord curve, is obtained by adding the canonical

system of the surface to curves of the system defined by the chord
curve, and thus consists of curves of order 2j9 — 2 — /Xq+^o- ^Y the

formula for ^q this is the same as /XQ(/LtQ— 4). Thus, sets of the canoni-

cal series on the chord curve are obtainable by its intersections with
primals of order /Mq— 4, account being taken of the multiple points

of the chord curve. This cui've has 3t double points, intersections

of branches of the curve which lie in the same sheet of the surface.

It has also d double points, at the accidental double points of the

surface, where branches of the curve, which lie in different sheets of

the surface, cross one another; these latter points, on projection

into space of three dimensions, give ordinary points of the double

curve, not affecting the genus P of this, nor, therefore, the genus Q
of the chord curve on 0. Hence we have 2Q — 2 = (/i^— 4) ^o

— 6^ The
reader may compare the somewhat different interpretation of what
is essentially the same relation, for the case of the dovible curve of

the surface in [3], given in Chapter iv, p. 168, Ex. 11. The argument
does not apply to surfaces without a canonical system of ciu'vcs, in

particular not to rational surfaces. But, with suitable modifications,

numerical results such as this remain valid in many cases, with use

l6-2
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of a fictitious (virtual) canonical system; and we have in fact ob-

tained the present formula independently, from the preceding

numerical results only.

We may also consider the trisecants of the surface which pass

through a point P of the surface, each meeting the surface in two
points beside P ; the locus of these points is a curve on the surface

which we may here call the trisecant curve. Denote the order of this

curve by ^q, its genus by Q', and the number of quadrisecants of

the surface which pass through P by t', these giving rise, as for the

chord curve, to 3t' double points on the trisecant curve; also, let

V2' be the number of lines from P which touch the surface elsewhere.

By projecting from P, on to a space [3], Ave obtain from i/j a surface

of order [x^ = [Xq—1, with a double curve, the projection of the tri-

secant curve, of order e^', equal to the order of the conical sheet

formed by the trisecants, and of genus P', with Vg' pinch points. The
trisecant curve has a multiple point at the point of ijj from which
the trisecants are drawn, say of order k. To state the values of these

numbers it is convenient to treat the case when the surface ifj is

ruled apart from the general case. In the general case A;= /^— 4 and

2Q'_24-6r = 2(/^o-5)eo', 2(2P'- 2)+ v2' = 2Q'-2;

but when </» is a ruled surface, A;= /xq— 3, and, using p for the genus

of a prime section,

?o'=^o-/^o+l' V = ^o-(/^o-2), t' = t-{€Q -k), i;2' = v2-2,

2Q'-2 = 2(^o-5)(;Uo-3 + 2j^), 2P'-2 = (|Uo-6)(/^o-3 + 2p).

It seems unnecessary to gi^e proofs of these formulae (a detailed

consideration will be found in the Proc. Camb. Phil. Sac. xxviii,

1932, p. 62); but some remarks may be made. In the case when i/(

is not ruled, for Cq', /', P', v^ we may consider the surface in space

[3], obtained by projection from the point P, and apply thereto the

Salmon formulae, with J9„'=j9„ and I' — l — I, because the point P
becomes a line on the projected surface. The same is true when j/r

is a ruled surface, except that /' — 1 = / — 1, because the generator

through P is an exceptional line of the surface ip. Then Q' may be

found by the Zeuthen correspondence formula. In the general case,

sets of the canonical series on the trisecant curve are given by
primals of order /xq— 5, cutting the surface so as to have a (^o~ 5)-ple

point at the point P from which the trisecants are drawn, and also

passing through the 3t' double points of the trisecant curve. The
same is true for the case when ^ is a ruled surface, only then the

generator through P is a fixed component of the complete adjoint

system of the trisecant curve. In both cases, the proper adjoint

system is given by primals of order /xq— 5, but there are absorbed
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at P k{k—l) or A(A- — 1 — 1) intersections, with k respectively

/io— 4 or jLiQ— 3. The vahie of Q' for the case when ijjisa ruled surface
forms an interesting application of a formula for a curve on a ruled
surface which was given by Segrc : For a curve of order v and genus
77, which is a simple curve on a ruled surface of order n whose prime
section is of genus p, this curve meeting every generator in k points

(^•>1) and having the equivalent of d double points (neglecting
those which may exist at accidental double points of tlie surface,

arising from the nature of these points), we have

k{2p-2) = 2TT-2-{{k-l){2v-nk)-2d}.

Now, it can be shewn that the trisecant curve of 0, when this is a
ruled surface, meets every generator in [x^— S points; and, as has
been said, it has a point of multiplicity (Xq— S at the point from
which the triseeants are drawn. We can then put, in Segre's formula,

n=^io, /c=/Zo-3, 7T=Q', d=l{fXQ-S){ixQ-4>) + 3t', v=Co-^o+l;
the result will be 2Q'-2 + 6r = (/Zo-5)(^o-2/xo+4), which leads to

the value independently obtained for Q'.

Ex. 1. When the surface ip is rational, its prime sections being repre-
sented on a plane by curves of given order with given multiple points,
the formulae put down enable us to find the characters of the surface.
For the value o{p„ , equal to that of the plane, will be zero, and the value
of / will be — 1 + CT — e, in which a is the number of points of the plane
which are base points of the plane system of curves, and e is the number
of points of tlie surface (supposed simple) arising from exceptional curves
of the plane. The formulae also enable us to obtain the curve in the plane
Avhich represents the chord curve of the surface, or that representing the
trisecant curve. To obtain, for instance, the representation of the chord
curve, when ip is not ruled, supposing, for simplicity, that the system of
representing plane curves has no fundamental curve, we may argue
thus : Let the plane curves representing the prime sections be of order m,
and their base points be of multiplicities denoted by /Cj , so that the system
of curv es may be denoted by c'" (/.-,). Let the plane curve representing the
chord curve be of order M, and have multiplicity K, at the (kj) base point
of the system c*" (/*-,). An accidental double point of the surface ip, which
is a point intersection of two sheets, will correspond to two generally
distinct points of the plane; these will lie on the curve representing the
chord curve, and be such that every curve of the system c"*(/t,) which
passes through one of them also passes through the other. The three
double points of the chord curve which lie on a trisecant of the surface
through the vertex of the chord cone, will be represented by three double
points of the plane curve which represents the chord curve, and will be
such that every curve of c'"(A,) which passes through two of them will

also contain the third. We may suppose that tlie plane curve representing
the chord curve has no multiple points other than the 3t double points
.spoken of, and the multiple points (K^) at tlie base points of the system
c"^{ki). Canonical sets on the plane curve representing the chord curve
correspond to canonical sets on the chord curve ; and these, we have seen,
are determined by prinials of order ixo — -i passing through the St double
points of the cliord curve. But, canonical sets on the plane curve repre-
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senting the chord curve are obtained by curves of order M— 3 passing
Kj — 1 times through a base point (A',), and once through each of the 3t

double points ; a base point (Aj) corresponds, generally, to a curve of order
ki on the surface. Thus we infer, for each point (A,), that X, — 1 = (/xq — 4) k^

.

Further, as the curves of the surface which correspond to the lines of the
plane are of order ni, we also infer that M — 3 — {fiQ — -i)m. The curve in
the plane which represents the chord curve of the surface i/i is thus one
of a system which may be represented by c^+^%~'^^"'[l + (hq — 4)kj , (2^)^],

where the entry (2^)^ is to recall the three double points which correspond
to each of the t trisecants of the chord curve. This result, for the repre-
sentation of the double curve of a rational surface in ordinary space [3],
was obtained by Clebsch, Math. Ann. i, 1869, p. 258. See also Zeuthen,
ibid. IV, 1871, p. 26.

The representation of the trisecant curve in the plane is similarly given
by a curve belonging to the system which may be denoted by

the trisecant curve having a multiple point of order n^ — 4,

These results assume that, for the plane curves representing the prime
sections of the surface, the adjoint system of curves, which determine
the canonical series on a curve of this representative system c™ (A,), are not
reducible. But, if this system c™(A-,) have a fundamental curve, with base
points furnishing independent conditions for the fundamental curve,
then the adjoint system of c"*(A',) contains this fundamental curve as
fixed part, and the canonical series on a curve of the system c^"iki) is

determined by the variable residual curves of this adjoint system. We
have already illustrated this fact (Chap, v, p. 194), referring for the general
proof to Castelnuovo, Mem. . . . Torino, xlii, 1892. If the fundamental
curve be of character C* (/<:,), and its base points, supposed to be only at
the points (k^), be so independent, the preceding equations for the chord
curve must evidently be modified to

M-8-/i = (/xo-4)m, Ki-l-Ki = {fXo-4)ki.

In particular this is true when tj/isa ruled surface. For the representation
of the trisecant curve of the ruled surface, another correction arises : in
this case, the generator of the ruled surface lA, through the point from
which the trisecants are drawn, is represented in the plane by a funda-
mental line of the curve representing the trisecant curve ; this is additional
to the fundamental lines of the representative system c"*(A\). For details
we refer to the Note, Camb. Phil. Soc. Proc. xxviii, 1932, p. 62. The
result given in the following Ex. 2, is also proved in this Note.

EcX. 2. If the system of plane curves, representing the prime sections
of a rational surface in space [r], have an equation of the form

<f>{KQo+ + K-zQr-2) + \-^u+ \V = 0,

and the curve ^ = be of genus q, then the siuface contains a line corre-
sponding to this curve, and this line is (</ + 1 )-fold on the surface. A simple
example is the quartic surface with a double line in ordinary space, whose
prime sections are represented by plane quartic curves having one double
base point and 8 simple base points. Another example is the quartic
intersection of two quadrics in space of four dimensions, whose prime
sections are represented by the conies in a plane which are outpolar to
two flat pencils of lines. Examples of octavic surfaces with a double line,,

in space [5], are considered by D. W. Babbage, Camb. Phil. Soc. Proc.
XXIX, 1933, pp. 95, 405 ; cf. Roth, ibid. p. 186. The five surfaces considered
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are those represented by the respective systems of plane curves c^(22, l^),

c«(4, 112), ^6(26, 14)^ c^(3^ 28), c»(38, 1), all the base points being taken on
a plane cubic curve.

Ex. 3. We have found, in Chap, iv, p. 175, the values of na, ni, ^2^ "2

for the surface which is the complete intersection of two primals of orders

p, p', in space of four dimensions, namely HQ = pp', fx^ — 1^.^(1: + k'),

IJL2 = iJ^oib- + kk' + k"-), v^ — nokk', where k = p — 1, k' = p' — l. We have given
the values of / and /^„ in terms of these characters at the beginning of
this chapter, and we have I + 4 + co - 1 - 12{p^ + 1). Hence prove that,
for this complete intersection,

/ + 4 = Mo [A- + h'k' + k'-^ - 2k - 2k' + 3]

,

12 (;j„ + 1 ) = Mo C^/"-' + 3/t-/i-' + 2k'-^ -8k- 8k' + 12),

and oj — 1=^0 (A- 4- A-' — 3)-. This last is in accord with the fact that w —

1

is the grade of the canonical system, of which the curves are (as remarked
above) of order 2p — 2 — m,, , where p is the genus of the prime section,
that is, of order pp'{p + />' - 4) - ^q , or ^o (A; 4- A;' — 3). They are in fact given
by primals of order k + k' — 3.

Intersections of loci in space of four dimensions. We now
pass to some formulae* for the intersections of surfaces and primals,

mainly, but not exclusively, in space [4]. These results may be
provisionally classified as relating either to usual or to exceptional

intersections. Thus, in space [r], two algebraic manifolds of dimen-
sions k and r— k+ s usually meet in a manifold of dimension s ; and
we may be required, given a manifold of dimension s, through which
two manifolds of dimensions k and r— k+ s both pass, to find the
characters of the remaining intersection of these, supposed to be
of dimension s, and to find, when 2s > r, the points of this lying on
their given partial intersection. This is a problem of usual inter-

section. A simple case, already considered (Vol. v, Chap, viii), is that

of two surfaces in space [3] passing through a curve, when we are

required to characterise the remaining curve common to these sur-

faces, and the points of tliis v/hich lie on the former curve. But it

may happen that two manifolds of dimensions A; and r— k+ s have
common a manifold of dimension greater than s, and we may be
required to find the character of their remaining intersection, sup-

posed to be of dimension s, and the points of this, if any, which lie

on their given partial intersection. For instance, two surfaces in

space [4] may have a common curve, and we may be required to

find the number of common points of the surfaces which do not lie

on this curve. Or, it may happen that several manifolds, in space

[r], of dimensions A^^, Arg, ..., have common a manifold of dimension
greater than ki+ k2+ ... — r, and we may be required to find their

* For the more diflicult of the results special acknowledgment is due to

Severi's paper, "Sulle intersezioni delle varieta alfjcbriclic c sopra loro caratteri

e singolarita projcttivc", Mem.. ..Torino, lii, 1003—who refers to Caporali's

previous results for space [4J, Mem. di Geom., Napoli (Pcllerano), 1888.
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remaining intersection of this dimension. We may provisionally

classify such cases as relating to exceptional intersections.

In the first place, we deal with the cases which arise in space [4],

though not entirely in logical order. In two respects the problems
are more difficult than for higher space; first because the surfaces

arising may have (accidental) double points, which we do not regard

as usual in higher space; second because a primal, a manifold of

dimension 3, passing through a surface, has generally isolated

multiple points at ordinary points of the surface. This latter may
be illustrated by the case when the given surface lies on two primals

U= 0, V=0, and the primal, through the surface, which is con-

sidered, has an equation of the form uU+ vV—0; the first polars

of this primal vanish, on the surface, where the four equations

uUi+ v Vj = are satisfied ( C/^ = 8 Ujdxi etc.) ; and the four equations

[7= 0, V= 0, w= 0, v = have common solutions. We may also refer

at once to a character of a curve which lies on a surface in space [4],

of which generalisation is possible to higher cases, namely the class

of immersion of the curve on the surface ; this is the number of

points of the curve at which the tangent plane of the surface meets
an arbitrary line; it is also the order of the manifold, of three dimen-
sions, described by the tangent planes of the surface at the points

of the curve. By use of this character we may distinguish between
curves of the same order lying on the surface. (Cf. p. 225, Ex. 5.)

Ex. On the ruled cubic surface of space [4], prove that a generator is

of class of immersion 1, but the common transversal of the generators
is of class of immersion 2.

I. Residual intersection of three primals -with a common
curve. Let three primals, of orders p, p', p", have in common a
curve of order Cq and class e^ . Let their remaining intersection be
a curve of order €„' and class e^' ; it will be proved that this meets the

former curve, say in i points, and that

where ct= p+ p' + p" — 3. From these e^', e^' and i can be found when,
beside p, p, p", we are given €„ and e^. The first of these equations

is obvious. For the other two, consider the Jacobian primal of the

three given primals and two arbitrary primes. This is expressed by
the vanishing of a determinant of five rows and columns, of which
the elements of any one of the three first rows are the derivatives,

in regard to the coordinates, formed from the equation of one of the

three primals, and the last two rows are similarly formed from the

equations of the two arbitrary primes; these primes meet in a plane,

say w. This Jacobian is of order a; evidently it vanishes at a point,

common to the three given primals, at which the tangent line of

their curve of intersection is such as to meet the plane w, also.
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evidently, this Jacobian vanishes at a point which is common to the

two curves into Avhich the intersection of the three primals breaks

up—for, at such a point, the tangent primes of tlie three primals,

having common the plane of the tangent lines of the two curves,

belong to a pencil of primes, and the minor determinants formed
from tlie first three rows of the Jacobian all vanish. We assume that

the intersections of the two curves are of general character, and that

the Jacobian does not vanish on either at other points than those

described. By considering the intersections of the Jacobian primal
with each of the two curves in turn, we then obtain the second and
third of the equations put down.

Cor. It follows that if, exceptionally, four primals, of orders

p, p', p", p'", have common a curve {cq, e^), then they intersect

further, in general, in a number of points given by e^'p'" — i, that

is, in pp'p"p"'-€f^{p + p' + p" + p"'-3) + €j^ points.

More generally, if three primals (p), (/>'), {p'") have common an
aggregate of m curves (€„<''>, ej*'''), of which the two curves (eo*'"\ ^i^*^')'

(€()*'', ei<*') have ij.^g intersections, then the three primals have
further common a curve (^q, Ci), having ^^ intersections with the

m m
curve (cq''"',

€i*'"*),
where, writing Cq for S €(,<''' and e^ for S e-^^'^\ with

1 1

c7= p + p' + p"-3, Co+^o= PP'p"> ^i=f^(pp'p"-2eo) + ei+ 2i;i,,s,

s

And,if four primals, (p), (p'), (p"), (p'") have in common an aggregate

of m curves (eo*'"', e^*''*), they meet further, in general, in a number
of points specified by saying that the point-equivalence of their

common curve is (p+ p'4-p" + p"' — 3)eQ— e^— 2 2 1^.^.

r,s

Ex. 1. Three quadrics drawn through a rational quartic curv'^e in

space [4] meet further in a rational quartic curve, ha^^no• 6 intersections
with the former curve. Fovu* quadrics through the original curve have
two further common points. Conversely, through two rational quartic
cur\es which have 6 common points, there can be drawn three linearly
independent quadrics.

Through a rational quartic curve, in space [4], there can be drawn in

all six linearly independent quadrics; if the quadratic functions giving
the equations ofthese quadrics be supposed proportional to the coordinates
in a space of five dimensions, the original space [4] is thereby represented
by a primal, which, since two quadrics through the quartic curve have
two further intersections, is a quadric, Q, in this space [5] ; a plane conic
section of this quadric D, given by three primes of the space [5], repre-
sents then a quartic cur\e in the original space [4], ha\ing 6 points
common with the fundamental quartic curve therein. It can be shewn
that, in this representation, the neighbourhood of any point of this

quartic curve, consisting of points lying in the oo^ planes through the
tangent line of the curve at this point, is represented, in the space [5],
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by a plane, which then will lie on the quadric Q, ; the aggregate of such
planes, corresponding to all the points of the quartic curve, defines a
manifold on D, of dimension 3, whose order, equal to the number of the
component planes which meet three arbitrary primes of the space [5], is

equal to the number of intersections of the fundamental quartic of the

original space with the residual curve of intersection of three arbitrary

quadrics through this fundamental curve; namely this order is 6. But
this manifold T'3*^, of order 6 and dimension 3, on Q, is in fact the inter-

section of Q with a primal M/, in the space [5], of order 3 and dimension 4.

To see this we consider the representation in the space [5] of the chords

of the quartic curve in [4] ; any one of these chords lies on five of the

quadrics containing the curve, and is represented by a single point of Q.;

the surface formed by the oc- points so arising is of order 4 because, as

we may prove, two quadrics containing the quartic curve in [4] contain

four chords of this curve ; the cc^ chords of this curve which pass through
one of its points are represented in the space [5] by a conic, there being

two chords of the quartic curve through any one of its points which lie

on a particular quadric containing the curve. The surface of order 4
representing the chords of the quartic curve is in fact a Veronese surface

lying on D ; and the M^^ spoken of contains the planes of conies thereon

(of which we have spoken onlj^ of 00^). In the reverse transformation,

any prime of the original space [4] is represented by an 00^ locus lying

on Q, whose order, equal to the number of points of this prime which lie

on the residual curve of intersection of three quadrics through the original

quartic curve in [4], is four. This locus is again the intersection of Q. with
a primal, a quadric. And as the prime contains a point of any chord of

the original quartic curve, we see that the primes of the original space [4]

are represented by the intersections of Q with the five quadrics, inde-

pendent of Q, which contain the Veronese surface. It should be added,
however, that the transformation we have referred to, is derivable from
the symmetric transformation between two spaces [5], in which the primes
of either space represent the quadrics of the other space which contain

a Veronese surface lying therein. It can be shewn that three quadrics

through a Veronese surface meet in another Veronese surface, having an
elliptic sextic curve common Avith the former Veronese surface. The
neighbourhood of a point of the fundamental Veronese surface of one of

the two spaces, in this transformation, corresponds to a plane of the

other space ; and this is the plane of a conic lying on the fundamental
Veronese surface of this other space; etc. Cf. Severi, "Intersezioni...",

Mem. Torino, lii, 1903, No. 24 ; also Semple, Trans. Roy. Soc. A, ccxxviii,

1929, p. 351.*

* The theorem here twice exemplified, that on a quadric in space [r], an

algebraic manifold of r — 2 dimensions is the complete intersection with a single

primal, was recognised and proved by Klein (1872), Ges. Abh. i, 153, with

reference to Cayley, Papers, iv, 1860, p. 455; see also Noether, Bcrl. Abh. 1882,

§§ 11, 12, for the curves on a general surface, of ordinary space, of order >3.
In Klein's theorem it is necessary that r > 3, and the quadric, if a cone, must be

general enough to require at least 5 homogeneous coordinates to express its

equation. For more general cases of primals in space [r] whereon any manifold

of dimension r — 2 is a complete intersection, see III, p. 295, below. For a

surface on a general quadric of space [4], Klein's argument may be summarised

as follows: The surface must meet the tangent prime T at any point O of the

quadric Q in a curve; and every point of this curve, lying on O. and on T, is on

the quadric conical sheet S in which T meets Q. Let m be the number of points
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Ex. 2. If three quadrics be drawn through three skew Unes in space [4]

—and therefore also through the common transversal line of these—they
will meet further in a rational quartic curve, having 6 intersections in all

with the four lines common to the quadrics. If four quadrics be drawn
through the 3 skew lines (and their common transversal) they have
2 intersections common, not on any of the 4 given lines. In accordance
with the formulae Pi + ;^ + i — 1 for the genus of a composite curve, the

3 skew lines and their common transversal make a degenerate quartic

curve of genus zero, and the results may be regarded as cases of Ex. 1.

Ex. 3. Four quadrics through a conic in space [4], and through four

lines each meeting the conic once, the lines consisting of two pairs each
of intersecting Hues, meet further in 16-5.6 + 2.6 + 2 points, that is,

not at all.

Ex. 4. Consider 10 lines in [4], of which each meets 3 others, there

being 15 intersections in all. Then 4 cubic primals through the 10 lines

have 81 — 9.10 + 30, or 21 external intersections. Cf. Salmon, Higher
Algebra, 1885, p. 298. Find the number of quadric surfaces in ordinary

space which can be drawn through 5 given points to touch 4 given planes.

Cf. Schubert, Abzahl. Geom. 1879, p. 105; and Ursell, Proc. Lond. Math.
Soc. XXX, 1930, p. 322.

Ex. 5. In space [r], if r— 1 primals, (pj), meet in two curves (cq, e^)

and (eo', €i')» we have, as for the case r=:4, for the number i of the common
points of these two curves e-^^ + i — e^a, e-^' -^i^eQC, where a — 'L(pi—l).

Cf. Veronese, "Behandlung, u.s.w.", Math. Ann. xix, 1882, No. 37.

II. Residual intersection of two surfaces with a common
curve. To find the point equivalence of the curve in which two
surfaces in space [4] exceptionally intersect, namely the number of

external points common to these surfaces.

Let the surfaces be of respective orders /Xq
,

jUq' ; and the curve in

which they intersect be of order €„ and class e^ . Suppose that the

tangent plane of either surface at a point of their common curve

does not touch this surface at any other point of this curve; and

that the tangent planes of the two surfaces at a point of this curve

define a definite prime. Let the order of the three-fold constituted by
the tangent planes of one surface at the points of the common curve

be z, the corresponding number for the other surface being z' ; also

denote by X the number of the primes, each defined by the tangent

planes of the two surfaces at a point of the common curve, which

pass through an arbitrary point ; we may call this the class of the

manifold constituted by these primes. We suppose z, z' to be given,

as well as /Xq, (Xq, €q, e^; and prove that the point equivalence of the

in which this curve meets any generator of S. The order of the surface, equal to

the number of its intersections with a plane of the space [4], is equal to the

number of its intersections witli a |)lane through O lying in T; and such plane

contains two generating lines ofS ; thus the order of the surface is 2m. Projected

from O we thus obtain, in an arljitrary three-fold space IT, a surface of order 2m
having the conic oj, in whicli S meets II, as an /M-fold curve; such a surface is

entirely defined by a single equation. Expressing that this surface has tu as an
rn-fold curve, this equation is at once seen to be that of the intersection of Q,

with a primal.
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common curve is X+ e^, and that X= z+ z' — e-^^. Thus the number
N, of external points common to the two surfaces, is given by
fXQlMQ' =N+ X+€o.
We first prove, in two ways not essentially independent, that

X+€j^= z+ z'. For the former proof, consider the dual figure in

M'hich the tangent planes of the first surface, 0, at the points of the

common curve, c, are replaced by the generating lines of a ruled

surface, p; and, likewise, the tangent planes of the second surface,

ifi', at the points of this common curve, c, are replaced by the

generating lines of a second ruled surface, p'
; then any generating

line of p will have a point of intersection with a proper correspond-

ing line of p'. Of the first surface p, there will be z generating lines

meeting an arbitrary plane, namely p is of order z; and, similarly,

p' is of order z'. Of the curve locus of the intersection of a generator

of p wdth the corresponding generator of p', there will be X points

in an arbitrary prime, namely this curve is of order X. Further, as

there are e^ tangent lines of the curve c, or (i/r, ifj'), which meet an
arbitrary plane, there will be e^ of the planes, each defined as con-

taining a generator of p and the corresponding intersecting generator

of p', which meet an arbitrary line in the dual figure; namely, the

planes of these pairs of intersecting generators, of p and p', consti-

tute a three-fold of order e^ . Now take a section of this dual figure

by an arbitrary prime; in this space we shall then have two curves,

of orders z and z', the sections of p and p', these curves being in

(1,1) correspondence, with X coincidences of corresponding points;

and the joins of corresponding points of these curves will give a

ruled surface of order e^. Whence, by a well-known theorem of

space [3], we have €i
= z+ z' — X, as was stated. For the alternative

proof spoken of, effectively the dual of the former, take an arbitrary

plane, w, and therein an arbitrary point, O; any line through 0, in

the plane w, is met by z tangent planes of the surface ifj, whose
points of contact are on the curve c; and the tangent planes of ifj'

at these points meet the plane w in z points, which can be joined to

; in this way to every line through in the plane w correspond z

other lines ; reversely, any one of these lines is met by z' tangent

planes of i/»' whose points of contact are on c, and the tangent planes

of ifj at these points give z' points of w which can be joined to 0.

Thereby we define a {z', z) correspondence between rays of the

pencil of lines through in the plane zn, in which therefore there are

z+ z' coincidences of corresponding rays. Such a coincidence can

arise in two ways; either because the tangent planes of 0, ijj' at a

point of the curve c meet w in the same point, namely for the e^

cases in which the tangent line of the curve c meets the plane w ; or

because the prime determined by the tangent planes of ip and i/j' at

a point of the curve c contains tlie point 0, in which case the line
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in which tliis prime meets w intersects two corresponding tangent
planes of and i/r'; and tliis occurs in X cases. Thus as before we
have the result z-\-z' = e^-\- X. We next prove the formula

/^o^o' = -^+ ^' + ^o-

For this we recur to the consideration, given in a preceding chapter
(ii, p. 92), of the correspondence between two surfaces, in which
to any point of one surface, say i/r, of order jUq, corresponds every
point of another surface, say i/f', of order /t^', and conversely. For
this we have proved the formula /xo/xo' = e(0, 4)(4) + e(l, -i)(3),

where, it will be recalled, the symbol e denotes a coincidence of

corresponding points, namely, here, refers to a common point of

the surfaces 0, </»'; and, in €(0, 4) (4), the (4) indicates that we con-

sider such a common point lying anywhere in the space [4], while

the (0, 4) indicates that the ultimate join of two corresponding
points, which are to coincide at the common point of the two
surfaces, passes through an arbitrary point of the space [4]. Such
a coincidence of corresponding points arises at an isolated common
point of the two surfaces, any line through this point being a possible

position for the ultimate join of the two points which coincide there;

it also arises at a point of the common curve c of the two surfaces,

if the prime, determined by their tangent planes at this point, passes

through the arbitrary point of the space [4]. Thus the term e (0, 4) (4)

has the value N -\-X. In e(l, 4) (3), the (3) indicates coincidences

lying on an arbitrary prime of the space [4], and the (1,4) indicates

that the ultimate join of the two coinciding points meets an arbi-

trary line of the space [4] ; now an arbitrary prime will contain a
common point of ^ and 0' only at the €q intersections of this prime
with the curve c; ultimate joins of coinciding points, for such a
point, are all the lines through this point which lie in the prime
determined by the tangent planes of ijj and i/(' at this point; and
there is one such line passing to the point in which this prime is met
by the arbitrary line of the space [4], and no other such meets this

last line. Thus e(l, 4)(3) is e^. On the whole then we have, as stated,

/x«/Xo' = Ar+ X-feo(cf. p. 102, Ex. 7).

Ex. 1 . As a simple example, suppose i/r is the surface of order 4 obtained
by projecting the Veronese surface into space [4], and i/(' is a plane meeting
this surface in a conic. Here z', the number of tangent planes of ijj' which
meet an arbitrary line, is zero ; to obtain z, we may assume that the tangent
planes of the projected Veronese surface are duals of the chords of a
rational quartie curve in [4] ; then, the tangent planes of this surface xfi

at points, of a conic section, are duals of chords of the quartie curve
which meet a (properly taken) line ; such chords are known to determine
an inv'olution on the curve, and to generate a ruled surface of order 3.

Whence 2 = 3. These are in accord with the remark made in Ex. 5 (p. 225)
of Chap, v, the grade of the conic being respectively 4 and 1 on the
plane and on the surface. Tliis leads to X = 3 + — 2 or A'=:l. This is
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eqmvalent to saying that the primes, through the plane of the conic
section i/r, each containing the tangent plane of the surface at one point
of the conic, consist of all the primes through this plane. From X= l,

we have iV = /hq juq' — A' — cq = 4 — 1 — 2 = 1 . Thus the plane of a conic section

of the projected Veronese surface meets the surface in one point not on
the conic. This follows also from the fact that a solid, or space [3], drawn
through the plane of a conic section of the Veronese surface in space [5],

has one further intersection with the surface; by such solids the surface

is projected on to a plane.

Ex. 2. Another simple example is given by taking tfi to be the Segre
quartic surface wliich is the intersection of two quadrics in [4], and i/i' to
be a plane containing a line of the surface </<. Here, as before, z' = ; but z,

the number of tangent planes of ^, at points of the line, which meet an
arbitrary line, is 2; for the tangent primes, of the two quadrics which
meet in ip, at points of the line on i/r, meet an arbitrary line in related

ranges. In fact the line is of grade 1 on the plane, but of grade — 1 on
the surface. Wherefore X, —z + z' — e^ — 'i, and N=^iiq fi^' —A — cq = 1 . Thus
the plane meets the surface in one point not on the line. By such planes

the surface is projected on to a plane.

Ex, 3. A plane through a generator of a ruled surface in [4], of order

/ifl , meets the surface again in mq — 2 points.

Ex. 4. The formula figfiQ' —N +X+ e^ may be employed to obtain the
formula (III), p. 159, of Chap. iv. For this, we take the surface ip' to be the
cone of chords, drawn from an arbitrary point O, to the surface tp, of

order n^, so that /x^' is what is called e^ in Chap, iv, and the e^ of the
formula here is what is called ^q in Chap, iv, the order of the chord curve.

Thus the formula is /xq e,, = A'^ +A + ^^ in the notation of Chap. iv. There
is an isolated intersection of the surface i/r with the cone of chords at each
of the intersections Avith ip of the trisecants from O, as we have seen,

Chap. IV, p. 172; or N — St. To find X, the number, through an arbitrary

point, P, of primes which are each defined by the tangent plane of tp at

a point of the chord curve, and the tangent plane of the chord cone at

this point, we notice that, as O, on all the tangent planes of the chord
cone, lies in all such primes, when P is in such a prime, the line OP will

meet the tangent plane of i/r by which the prime is defined ; and conversely.

Thus, on projection from O into space [3], X is the number of tangent
planes, of the surface obtained by projection, at a point of the double
curve of this, which pass through an arbitrary point of the space [3],

namely the point where OP meets this space. Thus A is the number
denoted in Chap, iv by p. Thus we have hq eQ = St + p + ^q, or, as ^o = 2fo

»

we have HQ{eQ — 2) = p + St,which is the formula (III) in question. We may
note, however, that, when we consider the two surfaces consisting of the

surface ip and the chord cone, the formula A + e^ = z + z' is to be replaced

hy X+ ti = z + 2z', since a tangent plane of the chord cone has two contacts

with the chord curve. Recurring to the argument given above, the
correspondence in the pencil of rays in the plane uu is of indices z and 22'.

Here z = p+ ^2, and z' is 2eo + 2P-2, or e^, where e^, e^, P refer to the

double curve of the projected surface. Thus we have X+ Ci = p+ vz+ ^e^,

in agreement with A=p, ^1 — "^^^+ v^ (IV, p. 174).

Ex. 5. If a curve [e^) lie on a surface (/xq) in space [4] which has

d accidental double points, at each of which the curve has a four-fold

point, then the conical sheet of lines, through an arbitrary point O of the

space, to points of the curve, has a number, A', of isolated intersections

with the surface, other than on the curve, given by A= e^ (/x,, — 1 ) — 2 — 4rf,

where z is the class of immersion of the curve on the surface, namely the
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number of tangent planes of the surface, at points of the curve, which
meet an arbitrary Une. This follows as in the last example, from
A' = /^o^o' — fQ — -Y, replacing ^q' by e^ (the order of the cone) and X by z.

Or, if we project from O on to a space [3], we are required to find the
number of intersections, N, of the double curve of the surface in [;ij with
the curve, thereon, obtained by projection of the given curve {e^). This
latter curve is such that z of the tangent planes of the projected surface
at points of this curve, pass througii an arbitrary point, say P', of the
space [3] ; namely, s is the number of intersections of this curve with the
first polar of P', of order /xq— Ij other than those (iV) on the double curve,
and those (4rf) on the double curve, where the projected curve has a
four-fold point.

III. Residual intersection of a primal and surface having
a common curve. Now consider the residual curve intersection

of a surface tfj and a primal 11, which intersect in a given curve, sup'

posing that this curve has no multiple point. For ifj the usual

characters are /Xq, yi^; for 11 we have the characters Pq, Pi, of which

Pq is the order, and p^ is the order of the surface formed by points of

contact of tangent primes of 11 which pass through an arbitrary

point, so that pi= po(po— 1). The given curve of intersection, c, of </»

and n, is of order e^, and rank e^, and has a class of immersion z

in tjj, and a class of immersion Z in 11, the latter being the number
of tangent primes of 11 at points of c which pass through an arbi-

trary point. Thus, when the surface ip, and the curve therein, are

given, €q, e^ and z are definite; and Z is the number of intersections

of the curve with the first polar of an arbitrary point taken in

regard to 11. For the residual curve of intersection c', of tp and 11,

we denote the characters by e,,', e^', z', Z' ; and the number of its

intersections with c by i. These unknown characters are to be found
from the formulae

^o+ ^o' = f^oPo> ei+ i^z+ Z, ei+i= z' + Z',

z+ z' = [j^Pq, Z+ Z' = fx.Qpj^,

of which one can be replaced, if desired, by

^1+ f
i' + 2i= /^o^i + /^iPo •

The formula ^o'^^o — H-oPo i^ obvious. The formula z+ z' = p,iPQ

follows because the locus of points of contact of tangent planes of
ijj which meet an arbitrary line is, by definition, a curve on ip of order
/Ltj; and this meets 11 in [x^Pq points; while all points of the complete
intersection (0, 11), at which the tangent plane of meets the arbi-

trary line, are so obtainable. Similarly for Z+ Z' — fif^p^, the points
of n, whereat the tangent prime passes through an arbitrary point
form a surface of order p^, meeting ip in [x^p^ points. To obtain the
formula €j^ + i = z+ Z, we use formulae of correspondence developed
in an earlier chapter (Chap. i). Let w be an arbitrary plane. This
is met, by a tangent plane of ip at a point of the curve c, in a point,
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say F, and, by the tangent prime of O at the same point of c, in a

Hne, say /; let L denote any point of /. We consider, in w, the oo^

pairs of corresponding points in which to a point F corresponds any
point L of the line /; every point F lies on a definite curve, y, of the

plane w, that in which this plane w is met by the tangent planes of

ip at the points of the curve c on i/j; and we assume, w being an
arbitrary plane, that, to every point of y corresponds just one point

of c, and hence a definite line I of points L ; conversely, every point

L in w lies on the tangent prime at one of Z points of c, and each

of these gives a definite point F. Coincidences in this correspondence

arise when F lies on the associated line I. This may happen in two
ways: Either, because the tangent line of the curve c, which is

generally the intersection of the tangent plane of ifj with the tangent

prime of 11 at a point of c, meets the plane w ; and the number of

such cases is e^ ; or, because the tangent prime of 11 , at a point of c,

contains the tangent prime of ifj at this point; this happens at one

of the i intersections of the curves c, c', and does not happen other-

wise if c have no double point. Thus the total number of coincidences

in the correspondence is, in general, e^^+i. On the other hand, it

was shewn, in the chapter referred to, that the number of coin-

cidences is (0)(2)' + (l)(l)' + (2)(0)', where (m)(/?)' means the

number of existing pairs of corresponding points in which F lies in

an arbitrary space [w], of the plane w, and L lies at the same time

in another arbitrary space [n]. Thus, here, the term (0)(2)' vanishes,

there being positions of F only on the curve y of the plane w. The

term (1)(1)' has a contribution when F is on an arbitrary line, and

thus at one of the z intersections of y with this line, while L lies on

an arbitrary line ; this latter will meet the line /, associated with F,

in one point; whence (1)(1)' is z. The term (2)(0)' has a contribution

when L is at an arbitrary point, the corresponding point F
being anywhere in the plane w; wherefore (2)(0)' = Z. Hence we
have the result €j^+i = z+ Z; and the proof of €j' + i= z' + Z' is

similar.

Ex. 1. For a curve which is the complete intersection of a surface

(^o,iLii) and a primal {po, Pi), the characters are given by eo=:^oPo>

fi^MiPo + MoPi' * = MiPo' ^ = MoPi' where pi = /3o(po-l)-
, .

Ex. 2. If a primal, of order p + 1, be put through the curve which is

a prime section of a surface </-, or (fXQ, /u^), we may find the characters of

the residual curve of intersection of the primal with the surface. The
order and rank of the prime section, and the class of its immersion in i/r

are given by 60 = ^0' ^i = l^i' z-p.^; the class of immersion, of the prime

section of ip, in the primal of order p + 1, is the number of intersections

of this curve A\ith the first polar of a point in regard to this primal.

Hence, from sq + eo = p-oip + l), z + z' = pi{p + l), Z + Z' = Poip + l) p, we
have e^'-pi^p, z' = /xi/3, Z' = /hoP^; while, from e^ + i-z + Z, e/ + i = 2;' + Z',

we have i = fioP> ei' = /^P + MoP(p- !)• Thus, as was to be anticipated,

eo', e/, z' are the same as for a complete intersection of the surface with
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a primal of order p. Test the formulae similarly, for the residual inter-

section with i/(, of a primal of order p + p', put through the complete
intersection of i/r with a primal of order p.

Ex. 3. Consider the modifications arising in the formulae when the
given curve conunon to i/r and 11 has multiple points.

IV. Residual intersection of two primals having a surface
common. We consider now the residual intersection of two primals

passing through tlie same surface. This is a more laborious task

than the preceding, and the results obtained will be stated at the

conclusion, when the notation has become familiar.

We consider a general surface 0, in space [4], with characters

jliq, /xj, yio, Vo and d accidental double points. Througli this surface

we put two primals 11, IT, of orders p, p', Avhich intersect further

in a surface ifi'. We shew that ifj' has double points, in general, only

at the d double points of ifj, these being equally accidental for ip'
;

also that the surfaces ip, ip' have no isolated intersections, their

common points lying on a curve, c; of this curve the characters are

denoted by €„, e^. We find these, as also the characters /liq', /li^',

fi2 , v^ of i/f'; and the numbers 8, S' of double points of 11 and II'

which occur at simple points of ^ (and therefore of double points

of n, n' at simple points of 0').

That an accidental double point of (/< is an accidental double
point of i/(' is clear enough when the tangent planes of the sheets of

\\i at this point have only a point intersection and do not meet in a
line. A general line through this point meets \\5 in two points co-

incident thereat (is the limit of a chord of the surface), and so meets
n in two coincident points; or 11 has a double point at this point;

but a line through the point in one of the two tangent planes of i^

has a higher intersection wdth II, and so lies on the osculating cone
of n at this point. Thus the tangent planes of i/r are planes, of the
same system, of this osculating cone of 11 ; and the same may be
said for 11 '. The two osculating cones have therefore in common the
two tangent planes of </f at the double point; thus, being quadric
cones, as is supposed, they also have common two other planes,

both of the opposite system, likewise meeting only in this double
point. These are then tangent planes of the residual intersection,

0', of n and n', which therefore has also a double point, of acci-

dental character. But, to meet the possibility of the tangent planes
of xp at the double point having a line in common, we may also

proceed differently, and shew that the rank of the curve section of
«/(', by a prime through the double point of 0, is equal to the rank
of the section of i/*' by any other general prime. From this, as, by
the preceding argument, i/r' certainly has a double point at the
point, it will follow that this is an accidental double point for \\>'

.

Denote the double point of i/r by 1> ; denote by A; the curve in which

BGVI 17
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ip is met by a general prime through D; let the surfaces in which
this prime meets the primals 11, 11' be called ^ and </>'. Form the
Jacobian, in this prime, of these two surfaces

<f), (f)',
and of two

arbitrary planes lying in this prime. The curve k has D for a double
point, and (because ip lies on both 11 and 11') lies on both </> and 0';

we can shew that the Jacobian, say J, has D for a double point.

Thus J has four intersections with k at D. Its other intersections

with A" are at the points of this where the tangent line meets the line

of intersection of the two arbitrary planes taken in the prime, and
at the points of this where the surfaces cf), (j)' touch one another.

The number of intersections of the former kind, by the property of

an accidental double point, is the same as would be the case for an
arbitrary prime section of i/j, and is /x^ . As the Jacobian is of order

p+ p' — 2, we infer that the surfaces cf), (j)', and hence also the
primals 11, 11', touch, in this prime, other than at D, in

Mo(p+ p'-2)-Aii-4
points. Now, when two surfaces of orders m, m', in space [3], inter-

sect in two curves of orders w^, n^, and ranks r^, rgj with i common
points, we have

Wi+ Wg= 7nm', i + ri= Hj (??i + m' — 2), 7\r2= (^x ~ ^2) (^^+ m' — 2);

hence, considering the curves in which ifj and 0' are met by a quite

general prime, we have ju^' — /ix= (ju,Q' — /liq)(p+ p' — 2), and these

curves meet in jx^lp+ p' — 2)— p^ points. This number, say e^, is the

order of a curve, say c, of intersection of the surfaces ifj, ifj'; at

points of this curve the primals 11, 11' have a common tangent

prime, determined by the tangent planes of ifj, ip'. Thus, the result

obtained above may be expressed by saying that, in any prime
through D, the primals 11,11' touch, outside D, in e^— 4 points.

Such points are the intersections, not at D, of the curve c, common
to ifj, )/(', with this prime. Thus, this curve, of order €q, passes through

D, and has thereat a four-fold point. Now consider, in the same
prime through D, the curve k' in which this prime meets the surface

ifj', and the intersections of k' with the same Jacobian of (/>, <f)'
and

two planes. We have seen that the common curve of ip and ip' is met
in four points, coinciding at D, by any prime though this point;

thence, as k has there a double point, it follows that k' has also a

double point at D ; thus the Jacobian, which has a double point at

D, meets k' in four points at D. It follows, then, as before, that the

primals 11, 11' have contacts, not at D, in this prime, whose number
is )u.o'(/)-f

/)' — 2) — (/xj') — 4, where (/Xj') denotes the rank of the curve

in which this prime meets ip'. This number is then equal to

the former, /uq (p+ p' — 2) — /Lti— 4, Whence, from the equation

/i^' — p^= (/Mo' — /Mo)(p + p' — 2), we infer that the rank (/Aj'), of the

section of tp' by a prime through D, is the same as the rank p^ of
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a section by an arbitrary prime. Hence D is an accidental double

point of i/»'. A similar argument to the foregoing shews that the

surfaces ^, 0' have no point in common which is not on the curve

c. For, if D be a point common to ip and </»', which is an ordinary

point of both, and is either simple for both and 11', or simple for

one of these and double for the other, we prove in the same way
that an arbitrary prime through this point D contains €q—\ other

points where 11 and IT touch; thus the curve c, common to i/r and
«/»', passes once through this point.

As the surfaces 0, 0' are thus proved to have the same acci-

dental double points, it follows, from the formulae for the number
of these, such as v^-\-2d= yiQ{ixQ—\) — p^, and the formula for

fJi^' — fii given above, that v^' — v2={hq' — iJ'o){p—l){p' — i)- Thus
/xq', /Lij', vg' are found. Next, if z, z' be the classes of immersion of

the curve c, common to 0, 0', in these, respectively, and X the class

of immersion of c in 11 and 11', which have the same tangent prime

at a point of c, determined by the tangent planes of and 0' at this

point, it follows, as in a preceding case (pp. 252, 253, above) that*

^Ijlq' = X-\-eQ, z-\-z' =X+ €-^. Further, we have

/X2+V2+Z=/Xi(p + p'-2).

For consider, on the surfaced, the curve of order jLti, say 6, which

is the locus of the points of contact of tangent planes of which

meet an arbitrary line, say I. This defines two series of primes, each
00^ in aggregate, in (1, 1) correspondence, namely the tangent

primes of 11 and 11' at points of this curve d. Of these series of

primes, respectively /^.^(p— 1) and ix^{p' — \) pass through an arbi-

trary point, as we see by taking the first polars of this point in

regard to 11 and 11'. Also, there are /X2+ vg tangent planes of </», at

points of the curve 6, which meet a further arbitrary line, say m ;

this we may see by taking the line m so as to intersect / ; then there

are fx^ tangent planes of which meet the plane (Z, m) in a line, and
so meet Z, so that their points of contact are on ; and there are V2

* The former of these gives an independent proof of Severi's formula for the

number d of double points of the surface i/(. For, consider a surface which is the

intersection of the first polars of an arbitrary point O in regard to the primals

n and n'. This surface, of order (p — \){p' — \), meets i/r in fXa(p — \){p' — \)

points, consisting of (i), the X points of the curve c whereat the common tangent

prime of EL and 11' is such as to pass through O; (ii), the v.^. points of </r whereat
the tangent plane of <p, common to the tangent primes of II and EL', passes

through O; (iii), the accidental double points of ipi which, we have seen, are

double points for EL and II', and lie in the first polars. Thus we have

x+v2+2d=^o(p-i)(p'-i);

this gives v2 + 2rf = /io(p — 1 )(/>' — l) — /io Mo' + ^o! but we have Hq =pp' — p.^, and,
by an arbitrary prime section, we have e^ = /i„ (p + p' — 2) — /Xi . Whence

»'2 + 2rf = )Uo(/io-l)-Mi-

17-2
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tangent planes of ijt -svliich pass through the point (/, m) ; thus there

are /x2+^2 tangent planes of i/» which meet two arbitrary lines.

Further, among the pairs of tangent primes of 11 and 11 ' at points

of the curve 6, there are z coincidences; for, we assume, coincidences

of tangent primes of 11 and 11' arise only at points of the curve c, or

(0, (/('); and the number of points of this curve at which the tangent
plane of i/i meets the line Z is 2; these points are then on the curve 6.

Now consider the dual figure ; dual to the two series of primes, we
shall have two curves, in (1, 1) correspondence, of respective orders

/X]^(p— 1) and p^{p' — \), with z common corresponding points; and
the ruled surface formed by joins of corresponding points is of order

jLig+Vg. Hence the formula ^2+ ^2+ "— /^i(p + p'~-) follows, as an
application of a well-known result. From this z can be found. The
corresponding formula for ^' is /xg'-f v2' + z' = )u^'(p + p' — 2), from
which fx^ could be found if z' were known ; we have as yet, how-
ever, only obtained 2+ 2' =X+ e^ , = ixqiXq —€q+€^. We proceed then
further, and first prove that X+-id+ S = e(,(p— 1), where 8 is the

number of double points of the primal 11 which arise at simple

points of xjj. Such a point, as lying on ip, lies on 11', and counts

doubly among the points common to 11 and 11', which are the

points of and xjj' ; such a point, simple on 0, must then be also

on ill', or it would count only singly among the intersections of

n and n'; being on tjj and ^', which have no isolated common
point, it is thus on the curve c. Thus 8 is also the number of

double points of 11 which occur at a common simple point of ^
and ijj' lying on the curve c. We can then prove the result

jL + 4d+8= eQ(/3— 1) by considering the intersections of c with
the first polar of 11 in regard to an arbitrary point; these

intersections consist of the X points of c for which the common
tangent prime of 11 and 11' passes through the arbitrary point,

then of the double points of ^ and ijj', each a four-fold point

for c, but simple on the first polar, and lastly of the 8 double points

of n spoken of, each likewise simple on the first polar. Lastly we
prove the simj^le resvilt,

ei-i-4d=eo(p + p'-3);

but the proof is rather intricate. Consider the cone V, with vertex

at an arbitrary point 0, which passes through the curve c ; let N, N'
be the numbers of isolated intersections of this cone respectively

with ifj and ifj' ; also let y be the curve, of order e^p — CQ, which is

the remaining intersection of this cone with the primal 11. We first

prove that N + N' + 2X+ Hd+h = eQ{p—l)p'. For this we consider

the intersections of the curve y with the primal IT. The N+ N' iso-

lated intersections of the cone F with and ifj' are on 11 , and hence
on the curve y, and on 11'; at one of the X points of c where the
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common tangent prime of 11 and 11' passes through 0, the curve

7 touches n'; at a common double point of ijj and 0', where, by
what has preceded, both c and y have a four-fold point and 11' has
a double point, there are 8 intersections of y with 11'; lastly, at a
simple common point of ^ and i/r' wliere 11 has a double and 11'

has a simple point, both c and y ha\'e simple points, and there is

one intersection of y with 11'; there are 8 such points. By consider-

ing all these intersections of y with 11', the formula is proved. From
this then, by the result last proved, namely X+ 4d-fS = eo(p— 1),

we have A^+ iV' +X+ 4d= eo(p— l)(p' — 1). We have, however (see

Ex. 5, p. 254, above), iV-l-z+ 4c?= eo(/xo' — 1); and

and, as (1^+ fif^' = pp' , these give N+ N'= —z— z' — Sd+ e^ipp' — 2).

Thus, eliminating N+ N' by means of

N+ N' +X+M= eo{p-l){p'-l),

we obtain z+ z' + 4^d=e(^{p + p' — 3) + X. It was seen above that
z+ z' =X+ €j^. Thus finally we reach the simple result

ei+ 4d= €o(p + /3'-3).

The equations we have found are just sufficient to give the cha-

racters of the residual surface )/»', and of the curve c in which this

meets ip. Beside p.Q-\- p.^' = pp' , they give

/^i'-^i=(/^o'-^o)(/' + p'-2), V2'-V2=(^o'-/^o)(p-l)(p'-l)»

of which a particular consequence is that

/io(p-l)2-^^(p-l)-f V2=/Xo'(p-l)2-^l'(p-l)+K3'.

The two equations such as pL2-\- v2^-z= p^{p + p —2), using

3+ 2' =X+ €i, /Xo/io' =Z+ eo, 2d= 2d' = p,Q{p.Q-\) — p^—v^

and ei-H4(i= eo(p-i-p' — 3), lead to

p.^ -^ p^= ix^' PL^+ Sd+ pp' {k^^-kk' + k'^)-3€^{k+ k'),

where k= p — l,k' = p'—\. Herein d, or d' , is given by the formula
just quoted, and €q= p.Q{p+ p —2) — p.^; also, we may notice, the

equation X+€q= p-^p.^ may be replaced by the formula

X^-v^+2d=p.,{p-\){p'-\),

which is proved in the footnote to p. 259, above. If we denote
by p the genus of the prime section of the surface ifi, so that

p,^ = 2p.Q-\-2p — 2, the equation €q= piQ{p-\- p —2) — p,^ is the same as

€o+2p — 2 = /xo(p-f p' — 4); this expresses that a primal of order

p-t-p' — 4, passing through the curve c, would meet a prime section

of ifj in a number of points equal to that of a canonical set on this
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prime section. Put into the form 2p — 2 — /xo=/xo(p+ p' — 5)
—

€q it

expresses that a canonical curve on ^, including exceptional curves,

and also including the curve c, has the order of the intersection of i/r

with a primal of order p+ p' — 5 containing the surface ip' (cf. p. 269

below; Severi, Bend....Palermo, xvii, 1903, No. 18). The equation

e-^-\-^d= €f^{p-\-p' — Q), which we have found more difficult to es-

tablish, being equivalent, in terms of the genus, q, of the curve c, to

2q— 2 + ^d= €Q{p-\-p' — o), expresses that a primal of order p + p' — 5,

put through the common accidental double points of ip and ip\

meets the curve c in a residual set of points whose number is that

of a canonical set* of c. Lastly, from the equations ix^fx^ =X+Cq,
X+ 4d+8 = eo(p— 1), we see that the number of double points, 8,

of n, at simple points of 0, on c, and the corresponding number
8' for 11', are given by /Lio'jUo+4d=eop — 8 = eop' — 8' or by
S-|-2(i=/X(,(p — 1)2— /xi(p — 1)+ vg; and we have had the auxiliary

formulae X= p.^ plq—€q=z-\-z' — e-^, and pL^-\-v<^-\-z= p^{p-\-p' — 2),

and also A^+ z+ 4d= €o(/xo— 1). We notice that, from the formulae

for the number of douljle points of a primal of order p passing

through a surface [p^, p^, v^, with d double points, and through

a second surface (/X(,', jUi', v^), with d' double points, namely

8=|Lto(p-l)'— /^(p-l) + v2-2dand

h' = p.,'{p~\f-p.^{p-\) + v^-2d',

we have

S + S'-2i = (iUo+/Xo')(p-l)'^-(/Xi+/Xi')(p-l)+V2+V2'-2(d+d' + i),

where i is the number of intersections of the two surfaces, assuming

that the common points are not among the double points of either

component surface. This gives the number of double points for a

primal containing a composite surface.

Ex. 1. Denoting p-1, p'-l by A; and k', and denoting by /?„, w the

invariants of </< and by p^', w', those of ^i', prove from the formulae found
that (cf. Ex. 3, p. 247, preceding)

2>„ + l+7?„' + l + ieo(/c + /c'-3)-d
= J.

(/^o + Mo') (2fe' + 2A;'2 + ^kk'- 8A; - S/c' + 12),

and w-l + w'-l + 2eo(A; + A;'-3)+2; + 2:'-6co = (Mo + i^o')(^ + ^"'-3)S

and in fact that aj-l + z-SeQ = {k + k'

-

3) (2/? - 2

-

ixq).

Ex. 2. If it be possible to put a primal of order k + k'-Z through the

surface i/«' which does not contain </r, its curve of intersection with «/< will

meet the curve c in z-Scq points. For (by p. 255 preceding, under III),

this number of intersections is given by z + Z — e^ , where Z is the number
of variable intersections of the first polar of this primal with the curve c

;

* If € be the deficiency of the series, and rf- r? be the number of independent

conditions which the d accidental double points imjjose for a primal of order

p + / — 5 put through them, it is proved by Severi {loc. cit.) that c + tj is equal

to the sum of the irregularities (p. 227) of the surfaces i/r and i/<'.
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this first polar, of a primal passing through the surface i/r' with d accidental
double points, passes simply through each of these, which are four-fold

points for the curve c. Thus Z = {k + k' — i)eQ — 4d; we have, however,
€1= eo(A; + A;' — 1) — 4f/. It has already been seen (Chap, v, p. 225) that
s — 3eo is the number of intersections of the curve c with the canonical
curves of the surface i/r, when these exist.

Ex. 3. If we now further assume that the primals IT of order k + k' — 3
through ip' cut canonical curves on i/r, and that two such canonical curves
Kq, K cut in CO— 1 points (see Chap, v, p. 197), and also that canonical
curves are of order 2p — 2 — fiQ (since such a curve, added to a jjrime section,

gives a curve belonging to the adjoint system of the prime sections);

then, taking intersections on ifi, we have (11, K) = (Kg + c, K) = a} — l+i;
which is therefore equal to {k + k' — S){2p — 2 — hq). We thus have an
alternative proof of the last formula of Ex. 1.

Several applications of the formulae for intersections here given will

be found in the following chapter.

The postulation of a surface for primals containing it. It

is convenient to add here a proof, of summary and preliminary

character, of the formula expressing the number of conditions which
a surface, without multiple points, imposes upon a primal that is

to contain the surface, when the order, p, of the primal is sufficiently

high. Let the surface be of order /Lt^, of numerical genus p^, and
its prime sections be of genus p. Then the number of conditions is

^IXop{p+l)-p{p-l)+Pn+l-k,

where k is some number ^0. It appears that the formula is exact

when the surface has accidental double points, the number of these

being k. In general k is zero if the primals of order p determine

a complete system of curves on the surface, supposed without
multiple points, and, when this is not so, is the deficiency of this

system. In terms of the characters of the surface this postulation

is ^iXf,{p+l){p+ 2) — ^p^{3p+ 4<) + ^H2+ j\v2— k. To prove this, we
assume a result due to Castelnuovo, Ann. d. Mat. xxv, 1897,

p. 83: The characteristic series (p. 124). /or the complete system of
curves determined on a surface zcithout singular points, lying in space

of any dimensions, by the primals of any order sufficiently high, is

not complete, but of deficiency Pg—Pn, "where Pg—1 is the freedom of
the canonical system of curves on the surface. We also assume that

the canonical series, on a curve of a linear system of curves on the

surface, which has no base points, is the sum of the characteristic

series on this curve, and the series cut on this curve by the canonical

system of curves of the surface (above, p. 222). From this it

follows that any set of the characteristic series on the curve is con-

tained in a number equal to pg of canonical sets on the curve,

diminished by the number of canonical curves of the surface con-

taining the curve in question. Thus, when this curve is of sufficiently

high order, the index of specialness of its characteristic series is pg.
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(Cf. Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. xii, 1913, p. 19.) Now consider a linear
system of curves on a surface, cut by all the primals of sufficiently

high order; let n be the grade of this system, and r the freedom of
the complete system to which this system belongs; thence the
characteristic series is of sets of n points, and is of freedom r— 1.

This series belongs then, by the Castelnuovo result above quoted,
to a complete series on the curve of freedom r— 1 +Pg—Pn' Whence,
by the Riemann-Roch theorem on the curve, we have

where tt is the genus of the curve. Wherefore r= ti — 7T+l+pn. Now
let the primals be of order p, so that n= fx^p^, if jxq be the order of
the surface. We can obtain the genus tt by a theorem for a com-
posite curve, 771+772 + * — 1, previously obtained (Chap, v, p. 223);
for let the genus of a prime section of the surface be p; then the
section by a primal of order p is equivalent to the section by a
primal of order p— 1, together with the section by a prime; thus, if

TTp, 77p_i be the genera of these sections, we have

77p= 77p_i+_p+^0(p-l),

leading to 77, or 77^ , =\p.Qp{p-\) + p{p-\) + l. Applying then the
preceding result, for the freedom of the complete system of curves
on the surface determined by its sections with primals of order p,

wehaver=:/XoP'--^p+l+P«, or r=i/xop(p + l)-p(2?-l)+p„. The
freedom of the system of curves, possibly not complete, cut by the
primals, is this number less a correction, say k. In order that such
a primal should contain the surface it is necessary and sufficient

that the primal should contain one more point of the surface than
is necessary to determine a curve of the system. Thus the postula-

tion of the surface, for primals of order p, sufficiently great, is

The formula \pQp{p-\-\) — p{p — \)-\-pn, for the freedom of the
complete system of curves on the surface determined by primals of

order p, is the same as that for the freedom of the system deter-

mined by primals of order p+ 1 put through a prime section of the
surface, if we assume the usual value, />io(/)+l) — (/>— 1), of the
postulation of a curve of order p.Q and genus p for jDrimals of order

p+ 1, sufficiently great; such primals of order p+ 1 give a system of

variable curves of the same characters as do the unrestricted primals
of order p (cf. Ex. 2, p. 256). But suppose the surface has a single

accidental double point; then the postulation, for primals of order

/3+1, of a prime section of the surface through the double point,

which has a double point thereat, is one less than before, two inter-

sections with the prime section at the double point being obtained
by one condition for the primal. Hence we infer that, for a surface

with such a double point, the system of sections by unrestricted
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primals of order p, lias a freedom less by one than the system of

seetions by prhnals of order />+ 1, put through a fixed prime section

containing the double point. This suggests that the formula above
obtained for the postulation of a surface, when p is sufficiently great,

which is obtained under the hypothesis that the surface has no
double points, may be exact for a surface with d improper double

points, if k be replaced by d; that is, that the only correction on
account of the possible incompleteness of the system cut by primals

of order p arises in virtue of the double points, when p is sufficiently

great, and the surface has no other singularities. Examples in

verification of this result arise below; for a complete result see

Severi, Reyid....Palermo, xvii, 1903, No. 32. We may remark that,

for a composite surface, consisting of two surfaces with respectively

d and d' double points, having i intersections, we have, denoting

|p(p+ 3)/Zo-|p/xi+;9„ + l-d
by F{fjiQ, fjL^, p^, d), the equation

^(^0' f^i^ Pn, d) + F'{fio', f^i, Pn'> d' + i)

= F(/zo+ ^o'. i^i + ^i'. Pn, d+ d' + i),

where P„+l=i3„+l+Pn'+l- Cf. Severi, Rend....Palermo, xxviii,

1909, No. 5.

Ex. 1. If two primals (p), (p') have a plane in common, their remaining
surface of intersection has the characters

/xo = pp'-l, ,xi = (pp'-2)(p + p'-2), V2 = (p/-2)(p-l)(/-l),

while, with k = p-l, k' = p' — \, ^i^ = pp'{k^ + kk' + k'^ + \) — ^{k + k'Y-\.
This surface meets the plane in a curve, c, for which eo = /) + p' — 2,

€i = (p + p' — 2)(p + p' — 3), that is, in a curve of order p + p' — 2 without
double points, upon which the primals have double points of respective
numbers S = (p-1)-, 8' = (p'-l)2.

Ex. 2. If two primals (p), (p') have two planes in common (together
forming a composite surface of characters /xo = 2, /xi = 0, /X2 = 0, ^2 = 0,

d=\), they meet further in a surface of characters

/^o
= /'p'-2,

//i
= (pp'-4)(p + p'-2), V2 = (pp'-4)(p-l)(p'-l),

for which also, with A; = p — 1 , A;' = p' — 1

,

/i2 = PP'(A;2 + A;A;' + A;'2 + 2) - 6(A; + A;')- + 4;

this surface meets the planes in a composite curve, c, for which
eQ = 2(p + p' — 2), ei = 2(p + p' — 2)(p + p' — 3) — 4, that is, it meets each
plane in a curve of order p + p' — 2, with a single double point at the point
of intersection of the two planes, upon which the primals have double
points, other than at the intersection of the planes, of respective numbers
8 = 2p(p — 2), S' = 2p'(p' — 2); or, with the double point at the intersection

of the planes, they have, respectively, (p — 1)- and (p'— 1)- double points
on each plane.

Ex. 3. If, in space [r], with r>4, there be put r — k primals through a
manifold of dimension k, M^, where k<^r, these primals meeting again
in a M,/, which has with M^. a manifold common of dimension (/.: — 1),

say Wfc_i, then the tangent [Z^ — 1] of this mj^_^ at anj'^ point of this lies

in the two tangent spaces [fc] of M^ and M^.' at this point, and these two
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tangent spaces define a space [fc + l]. Denote by X the number of such
spaces [A; + 1] which meet an arbitrary space [r — 2k] ; hkewise denote by
z the number of tangent [k], of M^, at points of nif._^, which meet an
arbitrary space [r — 2k + l]. In particular, Avhen A; = 2, and there is a
surface M^, through which there pass r— 2 primals of orders p^, ... , p^_2,
let Sj denote 2(p, — 1), and s^ denote S(p^ — l)(p^ — 1), for t+j; then for

general r^4, we also have

Mo + Mo'=Pi-"Pr-2' Mi'-Mi = (Mo'-Mo)*i» V- ''2 = (Mo'-/^o)«2»

M2+ ''2 + 2; = Mi«i5 A'2' + ^2' + 2' = JLti'^l , X — Z + z'—ei = iJ.QS2—V2— 2d,

fo = Aio«i-Mi' fi=eoK-l)-4rf,
where for r>4, we have d—0, and the primals are not supposed to have
double points on the surface through which they are drawn.

Ex. 4. As an example of the formulae just given, prove that if, in [5],

three quadrics be drawn through the Del Pezzo surface—that namely
whose prime sections are represented by plane cubic curves with four
common base points—for which

fj.o
= 5, jtxi = 10, 1x^=12, ^2 = 8, then these

quadrics meet again in a rational ruled cubic surface (lying actually in

a space [4]) for which /Lio' = 3, /ii' = 4, H2' = ^^ v^ — 2, ha\ang common with
the Del Pezzo surface an elliptic quartic curve, a prime section of this.

Ex. 5. In fact an irreducible algebraic manifold M^", of order n and
dimension k, is necessarily contained in a space [r] for which r<n-\-k.
Or, if the manifold be contained in a space [r], and not in a space of less

dimension, its order 11 is necessarily greater than the dimension (r— /c)

complementary to that of the manifold. This fact was suggested in

Clifford, "Classification of Loci", Papers, 1882, p. 307; a complete proof
is given in Bertini, Geom. d. Iperspazi (Pisa, 1907), p. 193. But, sum-
marily, we may assume that there is at least one space of complementary
dimension, r — k, whose intersections with the manifold, which are n in

number, do not lie in a space of less than r — k dimensions, while the
dimension of the linear space of least dimension which contains n points

is certainly less than n ; thus r — k< n.

V. Residual intersection of three primals having a surface

in common. By a combination of III and IV above, we can now
prove that if, in space [4], three primals IT, 11

',
11 ", of respective

orders p, p', p", have a surface, i/r, in common, of characters

jXq, p^, p^, but without double points, and these primals meet
further in a curve of order Cq' and rank e^', having i intersections

with i/», then

where s-i^, s^ are respectively the sum, and the sum of the three

products of pairs, of the three numbers p—\,p' — \, p" — l, which

we may denote by k, k', k".

The first formula is obvious by taking an arbitrary prime section,

whereby we obtain three surfaces of orders p, p ,
p", in space [3],

having in common a curve of order p.^ and rank p^; these curves

intersect further in e,,' points (Vol. v. Chap. viii). For the second

formula, we may consider the Jacobian of the three primals and

of two arbitrary primes, meeting in a plane w. This Jacobian is of

order s^, and meets the curve {e^', e/) in the points whereat the
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tangent line meets the plane xd. It may also be proved to have two
intersections with the common curve of the three primals at each

of the points where this curve meets the surface ijj common to the

primals. This second formula may also be found by the method we
now employ to obtain the third formula: let the primals 11, IT' meet,

beside in 0, in the surface <//, of characters jUq',/xi', ..., and let 0'

meet in the curve c, of characters €q, e^, with a class of immersion

in ifj' which we denote by z'. The primal 11" passes through c, and
meets )/(' also in another curve, say y, which is the residual curve of

intersection of IT, IT', R". As c has a class of immersion in the

primal 11" which is equal to the number of intersections of the first

polar of this, taken in regard to an arbitrary point, with this curve,

namely e^k", we have, by the formulae of III above, i = z' — €i+ ^o^".

By the formulae in IV, however, we have

Thus
i= e^k" + [Xq /Xo' - eQ+ fi2+ V2— fii {k+ k')

= ^2-^-0"+ 1^0+ IH+ /^2+ H-oS2- ^1*1'

which has the value given above, since the number

of double points of the surface ifj is, by hypothesis, zero. The value

of e/ is given by the formula of III above

e,' + €^+ 2i=fXo'k''{k" + l) + lJii{k" + l),

and will be found to lead to the value stated above in terms of Cq.

Corollary. Four primals (p), (/>'), {p"), [p") passing through a

given surface (/x^, ju^, /Xg) have further in common a number of

points given by /3pV"p"'-[i"oO'2+(i"o-A4)(^i+l) + i^2]'
where

<Ti, 02, are the sum, and the sum of the six products of pairs, of

k, k' , k" , k'", where k= p — \, etc.

More generally if, in space [r], there be r— 1 primals through a

surface, meeting further in a curve (cq', e^'), having i intersections

with this surface, we have

€o' = Pi ...Pr-i-/^o(*l+l)+A4' ei' = 5ie(,'-2z, i= fx^Sc,- p^S-^+ fx^,

where s^ , ^2 are formed as before from the numbers Pi— 1 , • • •

,

p^_j— 1. And the point equivalence of the surface is

where o-i , o^ are formed from r primals. The result is given by Severi,

Intersezioni

.

. ., No. 29 ; it is assumed that the surface has no multiple
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points or multiple curves. Of the other results given here, I-V,
wide generalisations will be found in this paper.

Ex. 1. More Generally, in space [r], the point equivalence of a manifold
^ki^<h^)^ without multiple points, for primals of orders fc^ + l, ...,

kj. + l, is the coefficient of t'^ in the ascending expansion of the function
(l+h\t)...{l + k^t)/{l-t){l+fit), if it be understood that (1 + mO~^ means
the series hq — |x-^^t + f^^t-

—

Ex. 2. F'ind the point equivalence of a surface with d accidental
double points in space [4], for primals.

Ex. 3. If a manifold of order pi...pf^, and dimension r — h, in space [r],

without multiple parts of dimension r — h, but possibly with multiple
parts (or points) of less dimension, be the complete intersection of h
primals of orders pj , . .

. , p^ , the postulation of this manifold for a primal
of any order R is the coefficient of x~'^ in the ascending expansion of
il-xPi){l-xP-:)...(l-xP',)/x"+^l-xY+^. The proof of tliis has already
been indicated (Vol. v, p. 222); it will be found at length in Bertini,
Iperspazi, 1907, p. 263. Applying to this rational function of x the
theorem already referred to (Vol. v, p. 47), written for abbreviation
as [R{x)dx/dt]f-i — 0, the values of x beside x = 0, to be considered are
03 = 1 and tr = GO. Thus the postulation in question, say x(^)) is found to
be equal to the sum

/ _ .y-H
|
[(l + ^)Pi-l]...[(l + ^)P/,-l]

l

of these the latter gives no contribution when R'^Hp—r, but gives

( — 1 y-'^-ft when R = 'Lp — r—l; putting A;^ = p^ — 1 , the former is equal to

(-l)'-Vo{(l + ^)-"''+^'n[l + JA;,| + iA;,(A;,-l)|2 + ...]}^r-/.,

where /xq = Pi . . . P;^ .We consider the cases h = r—l, h = r — 2.

For h = r-l, we obtain x(2A"-2) = ;ao(i2/t-l) + l, in fact equal to the
genus, p, of the curve which is the complete intersection in question;
for i?>S/i' — 2, however, x(R) = l^o^ —P + ^- If the curve break up into
two curves of orders m and m', with i intersections, of genera p and p',

and we take account of the equations

2m + 2p-2 + i- viZk, 2m' + 2p'-2 + i~ m'lLk,

the postulation ^(SA; — 2), which is (m + m')(J2A; — 1) + 1, is equal to
p+p' + i-\. For 72>SA; -2, we have

x{R)^{m + m')R-{p+p' + i-\) + \,

which is {mR — i—p + \) + {m'R — i — p'-\-l) + i.

For h = r-2, we obtain (cf. p. 247, Ex. 3, and p. 262, Ex. 1)

X(SA; - 3) = J,Mo [2SA;,2 + 3SA- A:, - SSA- + 12] -

1

and, denoting this by j5„, we have, for R>llk — 3,

x(i2) = Mo[i(«+l)(« + 2)-*(R + l)2Av + i2fc,(A',-l) + iSA;,fc,.].

which is the same as ^fioR(R — l) — R(p — l)+p^ + l, where/? is the genus
of a prime section of the surface, equal to no{^'Lk—l) + l. When the
surface breaks up into surfaces 0, ip' of orders p.Q and p.^, this last formula
remains true if we replace p^q, p, Pn respectively by po + po', p+p' + SQ — l
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and x(S^ — 3), where e^ is the order of the curve of intersection of the
two surfaces.

When the surface 4> possesses a canonical system of curves, of at least

one curve (7>y>0), these (together with the exceptional ein-ves if there
are such) are all given by the primals of order SA; — 3 through the surface i/('.

Ex. 4. Assuming Severi's theorem quoted in the footnote, p. 2G2,
above, prove in space [4] that if two cubic primals can be put through
a regular surface of order jx^, which has no double point, the irregularity

of the residual surface of intersection is /^q
— p — 8 if this is not negative,

p being the genus of the prime section of the original surface. One example
is when the surface is that obtained by projection of the Veronese surface,

in which the residual intersection is a ruled elliptic quintic surface.

Ex. 5. The following results may also be proved (Severi, Rend.
Palermo, xvii, 1903; also Rend. Pcdermo, xxviii, 1909, p. 5): («), An
irreducible curve, without multiple points, which is the complete inter-

section of r — 1 primals in space [r], is normal
; (6), A manifold M^^ , which

is irreducible, and without multiple M}^_j^, and is a complete intersection

oir — h primals, is normal; (c), A surface, without multiple points, which
is the complete intersection of r — 2 primals, is regular {Pg=Pn)> and
without exceptional curves (except when r — 4, p^ — p2 — 2). On this

surface the canonical system of curves is given by the primals of order
SA; — 3, while primals of order R>'Zk — S determine thereon a linear

system of curves which is regular and complete.
Ex. 6. The following theorems, proved by Severi, Atti... Torino, xli,

1906, have connexion with the results of Ex. 3: (a), The general one of

a linear system of manifolds iV/j._i , of dimension k—1, existing on a given
manifold M^,, has no inultiple points other than at the base points
common to all the Mfc_i or at multiple points of the M;^ ; (6), If -Fq , . . . , F^
be r + 1 homogeneous polynomials in the r + 1 variables Xq , ... , x,., of
orders p,,, ... , p^, any other such form, of order > Il(/3j — 1), is expressible
in the form ^q-Fq + . . . + Aj.Fj. , where A^, ... , A^ are suitably chosen forms

;

(c). If, for h<r+l, the h + \ forms <J>, F^,...,Fj^ have only oo'"~''~^

common zeros, and there holds an equation <i'F — A^F-^^ + ...+Aj^Ffi^,
where F, A^, ..., Aj^ are suitable forms, then F is likewise expressible as

BiFj^+ ...+JBf^F}^, for suitable forms Bj^, ...,Bf^. Cf. also Lasker, "Zur
Theorie der Moduln und Ideale", Math. Ann. lx, 1905.

Ex. 7. Recalling that to a linear system of curves \C\, without
base points, of grade n and genus 77, there exists an adjoint system
\C'\, defined by

|
Cj — 2C\, whose curves cut canonical sets on curves

of
I

C
I

, and further that the system
|
C — C

|
is independent of

|
C

|

(see

Chap. V, pp. 217, 222), it follows, if
|
C"

\
be the adjoint system of

|
C" I,

that
I

C" -C
I

=
I

C - C
I

, and hence
|
C" + C

|

=
|
2C"

|
. Wherefore, if

n', it' be the grade and genus for
|
C

|
, we have

2n' = (2C', C') = {C" + C, C') = (C'", €') + {€', C), ^'In' -2 + 27T-2;

so that n' = 77' - 1 + 7T - 1 (p. 225, Ex. 4),

Ex. 8. We have assumed above, in obtaining the equation

r= n-77+l+p„,

for a linear system
|

C
|

, of curves of sulliciently high order, that, for this

system the characteristic series is of deficiency Pg — p„ . It is convenient to
enunciate also a theorem stated by Picard {Crelle, cxxix, 1905; Picard-
Simart, Fonctions algeb. 11, 1906, p. 438. Cf. Severi, Rend. Lincei, xvii,

1908, p. 465), that for any general linear system \C\, the series of
canonical sets cut on a curve of this system, by the curves

|
C I of the
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adjoint system, is of deficiency Pg—Pn' Hence, if r' be the freedom of
the system

|
C

|

, since Pg curves of this system contain any curve of
|
C\,

we have r' —pg = tt — 1 — (p^ — J5„), or r' = tt — 1 +p„ . Hence, by the result
of the preceding example, we have r' = n' — tt' + 1 +Pn (cf. p. 169)

.

Ex. 9. If, in space [4], two primals F, F', of orders p, p', which have
in common no surface which is multiple, have as their intersection two
surfaces 0, iji', and if ip be regular {pg=Pn)i then the formula

l^^'R{R + \)-R{p' -l)+Pr: + l-d'
is valid to compute the postulation of the surface i/f' for primals of order
R — P + p' — o put through it ; and such primals, itpg > 0, after subtraction
of primals of this order containing both ip and ip' (which are given by
an equation UF + U'F' = 0) give the complete canonical system on ijj

(Severi, Rend. Palermo, xvii, 1903). Shew that this interprets the first

identity of Ex. 1, p. 262.

Ex. 10. For a quintic surface with two tacnodes (cf. p. 241, Ex. 6)
the adjoint system \C'\, of the plane sections \C\, is given by quadric
surfaces through the tacnodes (verifying the relation r' = 77— l+/?„ of
Ex. 8 with TT — Q,p^ = pg = 2); and the adjoint system of the canonical
system is given by quadric surfaces touching the given surface at the
tacnodes (verifying r" = tt' — 1 +/>„, with n' = 2).

Ex. 11. It is easily seen that the acquisition of a tacnode lessens the
class of a surface by 12 (as does an ordinary triple point). Hence, ac-
cepting the result of Ex. 1, p. 236, (4), the tacnode lessens the invariant
I by 10, and the invariant oj by 2. Thus, for the quintic surface of the
previous example we find / = 31 , to = 2. More simply, for a quartic surface
with one tacnode, we have 7 = 1 0, a)= — 1; this last can be tested in the
manner of pp. 201-6 above (which are for ordinary multiple points
only) ; for the quartic surface can be transformed to a cubic surface
(Vol. V, p. 110); thus we arrive at Iq = ^, wq^O.
Ex. 12, By applying Clifford's theorem (Vol. v, p. 80) to the character-

istic series on a canonical curve of a surface, prove that j^^^^ > 2 (p^ — 2).

Noether's proof of this {Math. Ann. viii, 1875, §11) is effectively a
deduction of Clifford's theorem (1877) from the theory of special series.



CHAPTER VII

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES AND
PARTICULAR THEOREMS

The present chapter contains various examples and results which
may serve to illustrate foregoing theories, the earlier cases being

very simple applications of the account given in the preceding

chapter of the residual intersection of two primals, in space [4],

passed through a given surface. In general a surface, in space [r],

of order n, with prime sections of genus p, will be denoted by
^'^"[r], or, when r= 4, by ^ift'^.

I. Particular examples of intersections.

1. The formulae for the characters of a surface *i/»^ which is the

complete intersection of two primals in space [4], Chap, vi, p. 247,

when applied to the intersection of a quadric and a cubic primal,

in general positions, lead to

/Xo=6, fj^=18, /X2= 42, V2=12, ^j„=l, 1= 20, a;=l, t= 0, d= 0.

The adjoint system of the prime sections is given by the prime
sections themselves (in accordance with the formulae r' = tt— 1 + j:>„ ,

n' = 7T' — l + 7T—l of Ex. 8, p. 269, Chap, vi), so that the canonical

system of the surface is a single curve of zero order, or pg = l. The
postulation of the surface for primals of order p (Chap, vi, p. 263)

is 3p^+ 2; thus for p = 2 it is 14 and there are 15 — 14, or only one
quadric containing the surface, as is obvious, since the surface is

of order 6; and, for p = 3 it is 29, so that there are 35 — 29, or 0, cubic

primals containing the surface, evidently given by an equation

{aQXQ+ ... + a^x^)Q+U = 0, where Q = is the unique quadric and
C7= a cubic primal.

2. If we consider the surface ^0^ which is the residual intersection

of a cubic primal with a quadric primal when these have a plane in

common, so that the quadric is a cone, the formulae (Chap, vi,

p. 265) give

Ijlq=5, /ii=12, /A2= 20, ^2=8, Pn= 0, 1= 7,

co = 2, d= 0, eo= 3, €i
= 6, 8 = 1, 8' = 4,

and the canonical series on any prime section is given by primes
through the fixed plane, and hence by planes through the trisecant

chord of this section which lies in this plane. Thus Pg = 0. The
surface is in fact rational, its prime sections being representable in

a plane by a system of quartic curves with one double and seven
simple base points, say by a system c*(2, 1'), the equations
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/ — 8=— 1, aj + 8 = 10 being in accordance with the equations

Iq— c^Iq— e', etc. of Chap, v (p. 198). Starting from such a system
of plane curves we may verify the definition of the surface as the

partial intersection of a quadric and cubic. More generally, it has
been proved by Castelnuovo {Rend. Palermo, iv, 1890, pp. 73-88,

No. 5; cf. Enriques, Math. Ann. xlvi, 1895, p. 179; Scorza, for

manifolds of 3 dimensions, Ann. d. Mat. xv, 1908, p. 217; Castel-

nuovo-Enriques, Ann. d. Mat. vi, 1901, p. 38), that any surface

of which the prime sections are hyperelliptic curves is necessarily

rational. In this case, if the quadric and cubic primals have equa-

tions xt— yz= 0, xU+ yV=0, where U, Fare quadric polynomials

in the coordinates x, y, z, t, u, their common plane being x= 0,y= 0,

the cubic curve in which the surface meets this plane is given by
zUQ+ tVQ= 0, where Uq is U with x= 0, y= 0, etc. The cubic primal

has double points (as we may verify by forming the partial deriva-

tives) at the four points of the cubic given by Uq= 0, Vq=0. The
adjoint system of the prime sections of the surface are the conies

given by such equations as y= mx, t— mz, U-j^+ niVi = 0, where L\
is U for y — mx, t= mz, etc.; each of these meets the cubic curve in

the plane x= 0,y= in two points collinear with the vertex of the

quadric primal. These conies of the surface correspond to the lines

of the plane passing through the common double point of the plane

quartic curves, each of these lines being a rational curve having

two variable intersections with the quartic curves of the system.

The surface also contains seven families of rational cubic curves;

each corresponding to the pencil of lines through one of the seven

simple base points of the quartic curves. But the curves of the

surface seem best studied by regarding the surface as the projection

from a space [6] of a rational surface of order 12 in space [11], whose
prime sections are represented by plane quartic curves with one

double base point. For this study we refer to Castelnuovo's paper.

The number of primals of order p containing the surface is (Chap, vi,

p. 263) at least (p+ 4, 4)-fp(p+l) + /3-l. Thus, for p = 2, the

surface lies on the one quadric cone; and, for p = 3, the surface lies

on 7 cubic primals, of which 5 will be given by the aggregate of the

quadric cone and an arbitrary prime. It will be found (cf. Chap, vi,

p. 242) that the chords drawn to the surface ^0^, from an arbitrary

point, meet the surface in an octavic curve of genus 5, forming a

quartic conical sheet of genus 1. Thus the ^ifj^ projects, on to space

[3], into a quintic surface with an elliptic quartic curve as double

curve. It will appear below, under (4), that if two cubic primals be

put through the surface their residual intersection is the Segre

quartic surface which is the intersection of two quadric primals.

3. A simple and familiar surface is the cubic ruled surface,

^tp^ (4), representable by equations XqIx-^= x^jx^= x^Ix^. The general
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formulae for a ruled surface (Chap, iv, p. 165) lead in this case to

/Mo= 3, )Ui= 4., /i2= 3, V2= 0, _p= 0, d= 0, /= 0, ^„= 0, aj= 9, in ac-

cordance with the plane representation of the prime sections of the

surface, which is by conies having a common simple base point.

The postulation of the surface for quadrics containing it is 12, so

that the surface lies on oo"^ quadrics; it is in fact projected by a

quadric cone from any point of itself. The postulation of the surface

for cubic primals containing it is 22, so that there are 13 such

cubics. And in fact, with the coordinates indicated abo\'c, three

quadrics containing the surface are given by

and, denoting these by i<-= 0, t' = 0, rt; = 0, thirteen cubics containing

the surface are in fact given by the equation uL-\-vM-\-w'N= Q,

where L = 0, 3/= (), iV = represent arbitrary primes, of which the

last may be taken through the line x.^,— ^, ^3 = 0» x^ = Q. It will be
found on examination that this equation contains 13 independent

primals. Thus two cubic primals through the ^i^i^ intersect further

in the sextic surface given by the vanishing of the determinants of

the third order in a matrix of three rows and four columns,

I
iTo, «!, iV, iV'

I

tCj , Xs^, jM , Al

\
Xg, X^, Li, h

wherein L, M, N, L', M', N' are linear in the coordinates. Thus this

residual surface is the locus of intersection of four corresponding

primes vXq+ fix^ + Xx^= 0, vx^+ fxx^,+ )^i= 0, AL + /nM + vN = 0,

AL' + /LiM'+ vA^' = 0, in four projective systems of primes, of which
each system consists of the primes through a line. This surface is

evidently rational, any point having its coordinates rational in

X, II, v; and it is easy to see that its prime sections are represented

in a plane by quartic curves c*(l^°) with 10 simple base points. The
characters of this surface ^0® can then be found at once (Chap, vi,

p. 242); or they can be found from the formulae for the residual

intersection of two primals through a given surface (Chap, vi,

p. 252). They are in fact /io' = 6, /xi' = 16, \x<l = 11, v.l = \^, I' = 9,

pj = 0, and the ^ijj^ meets the °(/(^ in a curve of order 8 and genus 5,

say ^c^; upon this curve the primes of the space [4] cut the complete
canonical series (Chap, vi, p. 262, footnote). This curve, it may be

seen, meets each generator of the "(/(^ in three points, and thus

contains a linear series g^^; it is not the most general curve of genus

5, of which a plane representative is a sextic curve with 5 double

points; but is that which can be represented by a plane quintic

curve with only one double point. It can be determined on the
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^ifi^ by a cubic primal, not containing this surface but containing

one generator of it. The surface ^tfj^ was considered by Bordiga,

Mem....Lincei, iv, 1887, p. 182 (see also Veronese, Math. Ann. xix,

1882; White, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. xxi, 1923, p. 221; Room,
Proc. Roy. Soc. A, cxi, 1926, p. 386). The sextic curve in [3]

which is obtained by a prime section has been considered by
Schur, Math. Ann. xviii, 1881. By the plane representation of the

surface ^0^ we infer that the surface contains 10 lines, corresponding

to the base points of the quartic curves; also 10 elliptic plane

cubics, corresponding to the plane cubics through 9 of the base

points, each of these curves meeting 9 of the lines; also 10 pencils

of rational cubic curves, etc.

4. For the Segre quartic surface ^*/'^[4], the complete inter-

section of two quadrics, we have

/xo= 4, ;ui=8, iLi2=12, V2=4, d= 0, p=\, 7 = 4, co = 5, 7)„= 0,

in accordance with the fact that the surface is rational, being re-

presented by plane cubic curves having 5 simple base points, say

by a system c^(l^). The characters for a general Del Pezzo surface

will be given below. The postulation of the surface for primals of

order p (Chap, vi, p. 263) becomes here p- + (/) + l)^; there are

therefore at least 2 quadrics and 10 cubic primals containing the

surface. Thus if f7= 0, F=0 be the defining quadrics, ten cubics

are given by uU -\-vV=0, where u= 0, v = are arbitrary primes.

The formula (Chap, vi, p. 262) S + 2d= |ao(/o-l)2- /lii(/3- 1)+ Vg

shews that a primal of order p through the Y* has 4(/) — 2)^ double

points at ordinary points of the surface ; such a primal is given by
an equation uU + vV=0, where u, v are of order p— 2, and the

double points in question are the intersections of Z7= 0, V=0,
tt= 0, u = 0. Two cubic primals through the ^0* meet again in a

quintic surface; if we use the formulae of Chap, vi, p. 261, we find

for the characters of this residual surface p.^ =5, p.^ =\2, p.^ =2Q,
1^2'= 8, which are the same as for the ^i/r"^ considered under (2),

the residual intersection of a cubic primal and a quadric cone

having common a plane. In fact two cubic primals uJJ ->rvV=Q,

u'lJ-\-v'V=Q, meet, beside where C/= 0,F= 0, also where uv'— u'v = 0;

this represents a quadric cone having the plane u= 0, v — which

lies on uU -\-vV=0. Further (Chap, vi, p. 261), the ^^s nieets the

^0^ in a curve ^c^, of order 8 and genus 5, which is thus the inter-

section of the three quadrics U — 0, F=0, uv' — u'v= 0, and is a

general curve of genus 5.

4 a. There is a particular Segre quartic surface which has a

double line, obtainable as the intersection of two quadric line

cones, say x^i^= x^, x-^X/^= x^, the double line being x^= x^= x^= ^.

This surface is representable, in terms of |, 17, I,, in the form
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Xo/i'~= ^i/v^= ^2/^C= xJr]l, = xJi,^, and its prime sections project
from the double line into conies meeting a given line in pairs of an
involution. By equating these five ratios to a ratio xj^-q we obtain
the parametric representation of a Veronese surface in space [5],

and the particular Segre surface is obtainable by projecting this

Veronese surface from the point common to the chords joining any
two points {$, 7], 0), {$, —7], 0) of the Veronese surface.

46. We have already defined the characters /xq, [Xj^, /Xg, Vg for a
surface in space [3] so as to correspond to characters denoted by
these symbols for a surface in space [4]; we may similarly adopt
definitions for higher space which, on projection into space [4], may
give the characters as there defined. Thus, for space [5], ju^ will be
the order of a surface

;
/Ltj will be the order of the curve on the surface

at which the tangent plane meets an arbitrary gi\'en plane (in a
point), which is in fact the Jacobian curve of the net of curves on
the surface determined by primes through the given plane

; fj^ will

be the number of tangent planes of the surface which meet a given
arbitrary solid, or space [3], in a line; vg will be the number of

tangent planes which meet an arbitrary line ; d will be the number of

chords of the surface which pass through an arbitrary point ; t will

be the number of trisecant chords of the surface which meet an
arbitrary line, and so on. And similarly for space of higher dimen-
sion.

The general Del Pezzo surface in space [fi^] may be understood
to mean that surface of order /xq whose prime sections are repre-

sented by the cubic curves in a plane which pass throvigh 9 — /lxq

simple base points. For such a surface we then have jJ„= 0, p = l,

1=^8 — [Xq, and hence, by the formulae of Chap, vi, p. 242, we have

f4=2^o, /X2=12, v2=4(;io-3), d=l{fiQ-S){^f^- i),

^ = H/^o-2)(/xo-3)(^o-4).

Thus, for the V^["^]» obtained by projecting the Del Pezzo surface

in space [5], we have /i,i=10, ;u,2=12, V2 = 8, d=l, t=l; and, by the

formula (Chap, vi, p. 263) |/i.op(p+ 1) — p(iJ— l)+p„+l — (^, this

surface lies on no quadrics, but on 5 cubics. The surface is thus
obtainable as the partial intersection of two cubic primals. The
remaining intersection of these will then be a quartic surface °i/r*,

for which (by Chap, vi, p. 257) we have

f^o'^-i, [x^'^G, ^12' = 4. V2' = 4>, j/ = 0, €0=10, 61 = 26, d' = l,

while, by S = jLto (/D — 1 )^— yu^ (p— 1 ) + V2 — 2dl, we have 6 forthenumber of

double points, at ordinary points of ^0^, which a cubic primal through
this must possess. Comparing these formulae for /xq', /x^', . . . with the

results ij^
— 2^Q+2p — 2, /xg= /Xq , vg= 2/Xo+ ijj — 4 holding for a ruled
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surface (Chap, iv, p. 165) we infer that two cubic primals through

the projected Veronese surface meet again in a ruled "0^ (projection

of the normal rational nded quartic surface in [5]), which meets the

projected Del Pezzo surface in a curve of order 10 and genus 4. In

accordance with the footnote, Chap, vi, p. 262, the complete

canonical series on this curve is determined by prunes through its

four-fold point. We shall see below (under (6)), that this "0* is also

the residual intersection of a quadric cone with a cubic primal

containing two planes of the cone of the same system.

For the Del Pezzo surfaces in general, reference may be made to

G. Timms, Proc. Roy. Soc. A, cxix, 1928, p. 213. Those of these

surfaces which are not representable on a plane by non-singular

cubic curves are there referred to on p. 218 and in the diagram

on p. 238.

5. For the quartic surface in [4] which is the projection of the

Veronese surface in [5], we easily find

^0=4, /xi= 6, /X2= 3, ^2=6, d=0, t=l, Pn = 0,

and the postulation, I iJLQp{p+l) — p{p—l) + j}n+l, for primals of

order p is {p+l){2p+l); in accordance with this, the surface lies

on no quadrics, and on 7 cubic primals. It can in fact be shewn that

the surface can be represented on a plane (^, -q, t,) by taking the

coordinates Xq, ..., x^ respectively equal to ^'^, ^rj, |(^^ + 27j'^), rj^, ^^;

and that the coefficients in the sextic covariant of the quartic form

XQt'^+4<Xit^+6x2t^+4<x^t+ x^, separately equated to zero, give 7

cubic primals containing the surface. Any two of these cubic

primals meet further in a surface ^ift^, for which p.q' = 5, h^ =\0,

p.^ = 5, v^ — \Q, €(,= 10, ei = 30, that is in a ruled quintic surface of

genus 1, which meets the projected Veronese surface in a curve

V", of order 10 and genus 6. And in fact, the definite trisecant

chord which can be drawn to the Veronese surface from any point,

outside this surface, which lies on a cubic primal containing the

surface, will meet this primal in 4 points, and will therefore be

entirely upon it; thus the residual surface of intersection of two
cubic primals through the Veronese surface is composed of lines

(cf. Bertini, Iperspazi, 1907, p. 232 ff.). In accordance with this (see

Chap. VI, p. 266), it can be shewn that 3 of the cubic primals have

as residual common intersection a set of five lines, and that 4 of

them have no residual intersection; and further (as will be remarked

below in more detail) the equation of the oo*^ system of cubic

primals is expressible in terms of four polynomial functions of the

five coordinates. The surface ii/(5[4] is obtainable, as is known
(Segre, Rend. Palermo, u, 1888, No. 7), as the locus of lines meeting 5

arbitrary planes in the space [4] (cf. Vol. iv, p. 143); it is normal in

the space [4], in accordance with the rule (Segre, Rend. Palermo,
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II, 1888, p. to) tliat an elliptic ruled surface of order n is normal in

space [n— 1]. We have already (under (4)fo) referred to a rational

10^ obtainable by projection of a Del Pezzo ^i/»^[5]; in general, the

normal space of a rational surface ^0" is [n—p+1], as we see by
considering the comj)lete characteristic series of the repiTsenting

plane curves. The cubic primals through the projected Veronese
surface have a number of double points given by

8 + 2d=/Xo(/5-l)2-^l(p-l)+V2,

namely, for p= 3, we have 8=10. These primals are then Segre

rational cubic primals with 10 nodes (cf. Semple, Trans. Eoy. Soc.

A, ccxxviii, 1929, p. 253), and the trisecants of the Veronese surface

involved are one of the 6 systems of lines on such a primal. The oo^

system of primals meets an arbitrary prime space [3] in cubic sur-

faces of this space containing the rational quartic curve in which
the prime cuts the Veronese surface, and hence in the complete

system of such cubic surfaces through this curve, which is also oo^;

and hence, as a unique trisecant of the Veronese surface passes

through an external point, the primals are in (1, 1) correspondence

with these cubic surfaces (or with the cubic cones which project

these, and the quartic curve, from an arbitrary point).

Ex. 1. If we use a, b, c, d, e for the coordinates in the space [4], the
sj^stem of cubic primals through the Veronese surface may be represented

bv̂
\{a~d-Sabc + 2b^) + X^{aH + 2abd-9ac^- + 6b^c)

+ oX^iabe - 3acd+ 2b^d) + lOXi{b-e - d'^a)

- X. {e-b - 3cde + 2d^) - Ag {ae^- + 2bde- 9ec^ + Gd'^c)

- oX^iade - 3bce + 2bd-) = 0,

where the cubic expressions are those of the sextic covariant of the binary
form at^ + 46/^ + . . . + e ; if /« be the Hessian of this form /, and we recall

that the sextic covariant J,,)^ of the quartic form «r/-|- Xh is a multiple of
the covariant of/ (in fact, with proper multiples of/ and h, if /, J be the
invariants of/, we have J^^jJ^^^^ k^ — \IkX- — \JX^ (Clebsch-Lindemann-
lienoist, Geometrie, i, 1879, p. 302)), it follows that, save for a common
factor, the seven cubic forms above are unaffected by writing for a, b,

c, d, e respectively KU + ac — b'-, Kb + ^{ad— bc), KC + ^{ae + 2bd— 3c-),

xd+^{be — cd), Ke + ce — d^ (cf. for instance, Salmon, Higher Algebra,

1885, p. 192), where k is arbitrary. We may in particular take k so that
the middle term of these vanishes ; the cubic forms are then in the ratios

of the forms obtained by writing A, B, 0, D, E respectively for a, b, c, d, e,

where A = a{ae + 2bd—'iic^) — (ic{ac — b-), etc.; namely

A = a'^e + 2abd- 9ac^ + db^c, B = abe - Sued + 2b-d,

E = ae^ + 2bde - 9ec^ + 6frf- , D = ade - 3bce + 2bd-.

Thereby the oo* cubic primals are represented by

\{A-D + 2B^) + lOXi(B-E - D-A) - X^{EW + 2D'')

+ {AE + 2BD){X2A + 5X^B-5X-^D-X^E) = 0.
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In the space [4], the coordinates A,B,D,E are in fact those of the inter-

section of the trisecant hne of the Veronese surface from the point
{a, b, c, d, e) Mith the prime .T2 = 0; and the last equation may then be
regarded as that of the cubic surfaces in this prime which pass through
the quartic curve given by a'o/4A* = a;i/2A^ = — x^jX = x^ (which has two
points of inflexion). In order that a binary sextic form ^^t^ + G^it^ + . . . + ^e

should be of the form of the sextic covariant of a binary quartic, that is,

should have for roots three pairs each harmonic in regard to both the
other pairs, the point {^q, ..., fg), of a space [6], must lie on 5 quadrics
(expressing the identical vanishing of the covariant {ab)*aj^by.^ of a
binary sextic o/)

^0^4-4^1^3 + 3^2^ = 0, ^2 ^6 -4^5 ^3 + 3^4- = 0, ^o ^5 " 3^1 ^4 + 2^2 ^3 = 0»

^1^6-3^2^5 + 2^3 14 = 0. lo ^6 -9^2 14+8^3^ =
(Clebsch, Bindre Formen, pp. 440, 447), and the point {^q, ..., fg) then
lies on a certain manifold of order 5 and dimension 3, M^^ , in the space [6].

By what we have seen, the prime sections of this manifold are represented
by the cubic surfaces through a rational quartic curve in space [3].

Precisely, with Q =AE + 2BD, the coordinates (^o'-'-'^e) ^^ l^] ^^^
respectively

i, =AW + 2B\ i3 = iiB^E-D^A), i, = -{Em +2D% ^^ = \aA,

^2 = 1^5, ^^ = -\nD, $, = -lQE;
and the cubic surfaces in the space [3] are obtained by projection of the
prime sections of the Mg^ from the plane ^j = ^2 = ^4 = ?5 = 0. As the so-

called octahedral relation of the six roots of the binary sextic form is

unaffected by a linear transformation t' = (mt + n)/{2Jt + q) of the variable

t of the form, it follows that the M^^, and the original space [3], are capable
of a continuous group of birational transformations involving 3 arbitrary

parameters, which is linear in ^q,...,^q, and interchanges the cubic

surfaces of the space [3] passing through a rational quartic curve among
themselves. See Enriques-Fano ("Sui gruppi continui di transformazioni
cremoniane dello spazio"), Atm. d. Med. xxvi, 1897, p. 92, and Scorza,

Ann. d. Math, xv, 1908, where Mg^ is studied as a manifold M^P whose
curve sections are elliptic. If we represent the lines of space [4] by points

in a space where the 10 coordinates are the line coordinates, we obtain
a M6^[9]. The M^^ is the section of this by a general space [6].

Ex. 2. Fano has proved (Atti... Torino, xxxix, 1904; see below,
III, p. 295) that on a general cubic primal in space [4] there exists no
surface (meeting all the lines of the primal in the same number of points)

which is not the complete intersection of the cubic primal with another
primal. The projected Veronese surface considered here (of order 4) is

not a complete intersection of the 10-nodal Segre cubic primal on which
it lies. It is, however, when taken with a degenerate quintic surface, the
complete intersection of the cubic primal with a cubic primal (a cone).

It can be shewn that through a node of the Segre primal there pass
six planes lying thereon, consisting of three planes, say ^, 17, ^, which meet
only at the node, and three planes, say a, /3, y, also meeting only at the
node, but all meeting each of i, 17, ^ in lines through the node (these being
the lines joining the node to the other 9 nodes of the primal). Further
that 00^ cubic cones, each a primal, can be described with vertex at the
given node, to have the plane ^ as a double plane and to contain the
planes a, jS, y. The residual intersection of such a cubic cone with
the Segre primal is a projected Veronese surface. We may consider, for

the Veronese surface, the plane | traced by the trisecants of the surface
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drawn from the point of it which is the node of the Segre primal. Through
any one of these trisecants pass two planes meeting the Veronese surface

in conies. The locus of these pairs of planes constitutes the cubic primal
cone spoken of. The result may be verified in detail by considering the
Segre primal as represented by the quadric surfaces in [3] which have
5 common points; the Veronese surface is represented in this space by
a plane.

Ex. 3. We have seen that two cubic primals through the Veronese
surface in space [4] intersect further in a V^ meeting the Veronese surface

in a curve ^c^°. Prove that the cubic primals through this curve meet the
Veronese surface again in the oo^ conies lying thereon.

Ex. 4. Through any point of V^ pass two planes each meeting ^i/i^ in

a cubic curve. The oo^ planes so obtainable generate a M^ which is the
construct dual to the ^i^^ (cf. Segre, Rend. Palermo, ii, 1888, p. 45).

Ex. 5. Through the V^ there pass 5 cubic primals, all Segre cubics

with 10 nodes, as the formulae shew. And four of these primals (by
Chap. VI, p. 267) meet otherwise in 81 — [24/Lio' + 9(/zo' — Mi') + M2']' t'^^*- i^

in 1 point. By such a homaloidal system of primals, therefore, we can
define a (1, 1) transformation to another space [4]. It can be shewn that
the primals of the reverse system are quadrics through an elliptic quintic

curve (cf. Semple, loc. cit. p. 333).

6, We have, under 46, obtained a ruled surface "0*, the pro-

jection of the normal ruled quartic surface in [5], as the residual

intersection of two cubic primals passing through a projected Del

Pezzo ^i/»^[4]. Now consider the residual intersection of a quadric

cone with a cubic primal which contains two planes of the cone, of

the same system. Regarding this pair of planes as a degenerate

quadric for which /Xo= 2, /xi= 0, /X2= 0? J^2 = 0, <Z= 1, the cone and the

cubic meet further in a quartic surface for which (Chap, vi, p. 265)

/Mo= 4, /xi= 6, fj^=4!, 1^2=4; this is the projection of the ruled

^ijj*[5], whose double point in this case is at the intersection of

the two planes; it meets each of the planes in a cubic curve,

having a double point at the intersection of the two planes.

The cubic primal has 3 nodes on each of these cubic curves, beside

a node at the common point of tlie two planes. The "i/i^ may be re-

presented, in terms of 6, <j), by

xld^=tj/dci>=zjd{d-<f>-i)=tj{e-<f>-i)=uli,

lying on the quadric xt— yz= and the cubic

uz{x-y)-ijt{tj+ z) = 0,

the two common planes being x= = y, z= = t. The postulation of

the °j/»* for primals of order p, given by

ifjif,p{p+l)-p{p-l)+p^+l-d,

is 14 for quadrics and 27 for cubics. The surface thus lies on one

quadric, say Q= 0, and on 8 cubic primals given by an equation

{ax+by+ cz+ dt+ eii)Q + XU+ixV+vW=0; among these will be

the 00^ cubic cones obtained by projecting the surface fi'om a

general point of itself.
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7. Consider a surface T„j for which

IXQ=^m{m+l), />4= |??i(m2-l), /A2= |m(m2— l)(5m-6),

V2= j\m (m2- 1 )
(3m - 2).

For this surface it can tlien be deduced that the number of acci-

dental double points, the genus of a prime section, p, and the in-

variants /, j9„ , are given by

d= 0, ^ = i{m-l)(m-2)(2m + 3),

/ + 4=2Vw(m+l)(15m2-65m+86),
12(p„-M) = im(m+l)(3m2-17w+ 26),

an alternative form for p„ being ^^(m — l)(m — 2)(m — 3)(3m-i-4),

and further that there are 4m+ 5 primals jP"»+i of order m+

1

passing through this surface, each having jVw(m+ l)^(m+ 2) nodes
at ordinary points of the surface.

Shew that two such i^"»+i through W^ intersect further in a

^»«+i? which meets T,„ in a curve of order Cq given by

^0= Jwi(m4-l)(m+ 2).

Shew thatT,„ is the surface represented by the vanishing of all

minors of order m in a matrix ofm rows and m+ 1 columns in which
each element is linear in the coordinates.

The surface Tj is a plane, the surface ^2 is the ruled cubic, the
surface^3 is the Bordiga surface ^ijj^, and so on. The quartic primals
through^4 are 00^ and give a Cremona transformation of the space

[4], expressible by four lineo-linear relations connecting the co-

ordinates of the corresponding points. In fact these quartic primals
determine, on the Bordiga sui'face which is the residual intersection

of two of them, the net of rational quartic curves corresponding to

the lines of the plane on which the Bordiga surface may be repre-

sented. In general 4 primals of order m through^^ meet further in

^jm{m — l){m— 2){>n — 3) points.

8. The surface which is the residual intersection of two cubic
primals having a plane in common, has, by the results of Chapter
VI, p. 265, for characters

yLto= 8, ^=28, /X2=68, j^2=28, co-1 = 0, 7 + 4 = 36, ;:'„+ 1 = 3, d= 0;

it is a surface 'j/(®, meeting the plane in a general quartic curve, on
which curves of the canonical system are given by primes through
the plane.

9. If, in space [4], two cubic primals be taken through a quadric
surface (in ordinary space, lying in the [4]), for which

/^= 2, /ii= 2, fj^
= 2, 1^2= 0,

the formulae of the last chapter give, for the residual ^^',

/Xo' = 7, ^i' = 22, ^2' = 48, V= 20, iV = l, ^' = 0, /' = 21,
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and this meets the quadric surface in a curve V. Each of tlie two
cubic primals contains, in the space of the quadric surface, also a

plane; the line of intersection of these planes lies on the ^i/»'. Canon-

ical curves of this surface are given by the solid, or space [3], con-

taining the quadric surface, which meets the ^i/r' (beside in the V)
only on the line of intersection of these two planes. If the equations

of the two cubic primals be written u^-^u^P-i^-\-uF^-^(i^ = ^ and

w3+ w2Pj' + wP2' + Qi'^ = ^' t'^*^ surface is the projection of the

surface ^^ in space [5], which is the intersection of the three

quadrics w^+ uP^+ Pg+ Qi^ = 0, m^ _^ uF^ + Pg' + Qi'u = 0, 1^ - wu=
(the coordinates in the [5] being x, y, z, t, u, v). For this surface

Pg=p^ = l^ co = l, 1 = 20; the exceptional line of ^i/r^ lies in the tan-

gent plane of the new surface at the point of projection (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 ),

and is the transformation of this point.

10. The surface which is the residual intersection of two cubic

primals which have two planes in common is, by the formulae of

Chap. VI, p. 265, of characters

/Xo= 7, /ii = 20, /X2= 34, ^2=20, d=l, p^= 0, co=-2, 7=11,

so that the surface is a ^ifP ; it meets each plane in a quartic curve

with a double point (at the intersection of the two planes); each

of the cubic primals has also 3 double points at ordinary points of

each plane quartic curve. The characters are those of the rational

surface whose prime sections are represented by plane quintic

curves with 2 double and 10 simple base points, c^{2^, 1^"). The
formula for the postulation gives two cubic primals passing through

the V'-
The ^</''[4] is evidently the projection of a rational ^if^[5] re-

presented by quintic curves c^(2'^, l**). When the 11 base points of

this system of plane curves lie on a cubic curve, the surface

*i/f^[5] has a double line (Babbage, referred to, p. 246, Ex. 2, above).

The reader may prove that the surface represented by the system

of plane septimics c'(3, 2^, 1), with one triple point, eight double

points, and one simple base point, is a ^</''[4] which has a double

line (cf. Ex. 2, p. 246).

11. Consider the residual intersection of two cubic primals

passing through the aggregate of a quadric surface (in space [3])

and a plane not lying in the space of the quadric surface. For the

plane we have /^to= 1 , /Ai = 0, /Xo= 0, 1^2= ^' ^^^ ^^r the quadric surface

we have m=2, /^i
= 2, /X2 = 2, v,= ; thus as neither of these surfaces

has a double point (though they intersect in two points, each

therefore an accidental double point of the composite surface)

we may take for the composite surface (cf. Ex. 1, p. 262), ^Iq= 3,

/xi= 2, />t2= 2, ^2= and />„= 1. Whence we compute for the residual

intersection of two cubic primals through the composite surface
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/Xo' = 6, /xi' = 14, ix^'^20, V2'=12, €0-10, €1 = 22, d' = 2, p' = 2,

Pn =0, 1' = 6, oj' — 3, which are the characters of the rational surface

^ijj^ whose prime sections are represented by the system of plane

quartic curves c^(2, 1^), with one double point and six simple base
points. Using the formula h + 2d= ij.q{p

— 1)^— ^{p — l)+v2, we
find that a cubic primal through the composite surface has 4 double
points not at the intersections of the quadric surface with the plane

;

and detailed algebra shews that two of these are on the quadric

surface and two on the plane. Similarly the formula

applied to the composite surface leads to 11 as the number of cubic

primals containing this composite surface, which likewise may be
directly verified. (Cf. Segre, Mem. Torino, xxxix, 1888.)

Many of the simple cases considered here for intersections of

cubic primals occur in the papers of J. G. Semple, Trans. Roy. Soc.

A, ccxxviii, 1929, p. 331 ; Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. xxv, 1929, p. 145;

Proc.Lond.Math. Soc. xxxii, 1931, p. 369. For the characters of com-
posite surfaces, a paper by L. Roth, P^-oc. Camb. Phil. Soc. xxix,

1933, p. 88, and a paper by J. G. Semple, Proc. Royal Irish Academy,
1933, may be consulted. (Also, Segre, Atti Torino, xxii, 1887.)

II. The surface representing pairs of points of one or
two curves. As an example of an irregular surface, for which the

geometric genus pg exceeds the arithmetic genus ^„ , we have already

considered (Chap, v, p. 203), after Castelnuovo, the surface of

order 2n having a n-ple node at each of the 8 associated intersections

of three quadric surfaces. We consider now another wide class of

irregular surfaces, those namely of which the general point repre-

sents a pair of points one on each of two given curves. A particular

case is that in which the curves coincide in one curve, and we con-

sider the ordered pairs of points thereon. But we may also consider

the surface representing the pairs of points of a single curve, without

regard to the order of the points of a pair ; each point of this surface

corresponds then to two points of the surface representing the

ordered pairs of points. We give an account first of a method fol-

lowed by De Franchis {Rend. Palermo, xvii, 1903; see also Maroni,

Atti...Torino, xxxviii, 1903); and then, for the surface representing

the pairs of points of a single curve without regard to order, of a

descriptive method followed by Severi {Atti...Torino, xxxviii,

1903).

Consider two curves /, (j), of respective genera p, -n. We suppose

that, to every pair of points, one on each curve, corresponds a

definite point of a surface (with coordinates rational in the co-

ordinates of the two points of the curves), and, conversely, to any
point of this surface corresponds a unique point of each curve (with
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coordinates rational in the coordinates of the point of the surface).

Such a surface is obtainable by supposing the ciu-ves /, </>, to be in

perfectly general positions, in space of sufficiently high order; then

that every point of either curve is joined by a line to every point

of the other curve; and then, that a section is taken by a prime of

the space, which will meet every joining line in one point. The locus

of these points is the surface in question. More analytically, if we
suppose tlie two curves to be plane curves, in general positions in

different planes of a space of 4 dimensions, with equations respec-

tively /( a?, ?/)= and (f>{$,7])
= 0, the surface in question may be

that of which a point has (non-homogeneous) coordinates x,y,^,r].

If A be any definite point of the curve/, and Q a point of the curve

(f>,
the point {A, Q) of the surface considered, as Q describes the

curve
(f),

will describe a curve on the surface, of genus tt; and, for

different positions of A on the curve /, we thus obtain a system of

curves on the surface, with the property that one such curve passes

through an arbitrary point {A, B) of the surface. These form then

what has been previously defined as an irrational pencil of curves

on the surface (Chap, v, p. 190), the genus of this pencil being that

of the curve /, of which every point A determines one such curve

;

namely p. In particular when p = 0, the pencil is rational. In the

same way we have another irrational pencil, of curves each of genus

p, the genus of this pencil being tt, of which every curve is the locus

of points (P, B) of the surface, wherein 5 is a definite point of the

curve <j), as P describes the curve/. Through any point {A, B) of the

surface there passes one curve of each pencil, and conversely any

curve of either pencil has just one intersection with any curve of

the other pencil. If we consider any (algebraical) cvirve on the

surface, the curve of the first pencil spoken of which passes through

an arbitrary point U of this curve, will cut thereon a set of points

determined by U, or equally by any other point of the same set,

that is an involution ; and the genus of this involution will be that

of the first pencil, namely p. On the same curve there will likewise

be another involution of genus -n, determined by curves of the

second pencil. Unless both p and it be zero, one of these involutions

is irrational ; and no irrational involution exists on a rational curve

(Vol. II, p. 136). Thus, unless both;:> and -n be zero, the surface under

consideration contains no rational curves. In particular, therefore,

the surface contains no exceptional curves of the kind which can

arise by transformation of simple points of another surface. In

what follows we do not consider cases in which either p or tt is zero,

for a surface which contains a pencil of rational curves is either

rational (j> = 7r= 0), or reducible to a ruled surface of genus equal to

that of the pencil, as we have remarked (Chap, iii, p. 147).

We can at once make statements, based on the representation of
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the surface as the locus of points {x, y, ^, t]) in space of four dimen-
sions, where /(a;, y) = and (j){^, 7j) = 0, in regard to the everywhere
finite simple integrals belonging to the surface (Picard et Simart,

Fonctions algebriques, i, p. 130), and in regard to the everywhere
finite double integrals {loc. cit. p. 197). The number of the simple
integrals is in fact p+ tt, and the number of the double integrals is

piT. In regard to the former, if J/j(a;, y) dxlf'{y) and JA;(|, rj)d$l(f>'{r))

be finite integrals for the curves /, <^ respectively (i=l, ..., p;
J=l, ..., 77), it is clear that the sum of these is a finite simple in-

tegral for the surface. Conversely, every such integral is necessarily

of the form jP{x, y, ^, 'q)dx+ Il{x, y, ^, rj)d^, where P and 11 are

rational functions; for this to be everywhere finite, the integral

^P{x, y, $, T])dx, for every definite (^, -q) satisfying the equation

(f){^, r]) = 0, must be everywhere finite on f{x, y) = 0; this integral

must then be expressible as a sum of the integrals J/j(a;, y)dx/f'{y),

each multiplied by a number independent of {x, y), and hence, here,

depending on (^, rj), namely by a rational function of (^, r]). Any
infinity of such a multiplier, regarded as a function of (^, 7/), cannot
be compensated by infinities arising in the part ^Il{x,y,^,7))d^,

since this must be finite everywhere in regard to (^, 17). All the

multipliers in question must then be absolute constants. In the

same way the part ^11 {x, y, ^, r))d^ must be a sum of constant

multipliers of the everywhere finite integrals for the curve <^(^, tj).

We thus obtain p + tt everywhere finite simple integrals for the

surface, and no more. A very similar argument shews that the

general everywhere finite double integral for the surface is a sum
of constant multipliers of the pir integrals

iSl,{x,y)Xj{^,-n)dxdi/f'{y)f{-n).

From this it follows, defining the geometric genus j^g of the sur-

face, in the manner originally proposed by Clebsch, as the number
of linearly independent everywhere finite double integrals, that we
have Pg^p-rr; and, defining the canonical curves of the surface as

those for which the integrand of the double integral vanishes (that

is, by the number of adjoint surfaces of appropriate order), we see

that such a canonical curve is here equivalent on the surface to

the composite curve consisting of 2p — 2 curves of the irrational

pencil of which each curve arises from a particular point of the

curve /, taken with 277 — 2 curves of the irrational pencil of which
each curve arises from a particular point of the curve (j). From this

last fact we can obtain the grade of the canonical system, and the

genus of a canonical curve. For, if C, F denote respectively two
such aggregates of respectively 2p — 2 and 277 — 2 curves from these

two pencils, and C, f" two other such aggregates, since no two
curves of the same pencil have an intersection, and any curve of
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either pencil has one intersection with any curve of the other pencil,

this grade j9<^' of the canonical system, (C+F, C' + F'), is equal to

(C, F') + (C, F), namely to 2 {2p - 2) (277 - 2). P w- the genus, jJ^^K of

a curve of the canonical system, if we use the formula Pi+^2+ *~ 1

for the genus of a curve consisting of two curves of genera p^ and p^
with i intersections, we have, first, for a composite curve consisting

of 2p — 2 curves of the first pencil, the genus {2p — 2)7T — {2p — 3),

and, similarly, for the aggregate of 277- — 2 curves of tlie second

pencil, the genus (27t— 2)p — (27t — 3); also, the total number of

intersections of the former composite curve with the latter is

(2p — 2)(2Tr— 2). Whence, the genus of a canonical curve is given by
p^'^^ = {2p-2)7T-{2p-3) + {27T-2)p-{2Tr-S) + {2p-2){2iT-2)-l,
which is 2(2^9 — 2)(27r — 2)+ 1. This verifies the relation previously

(Chap. V, p. 223) remarked, j9''^'=j9'^' — 1. From the same point

of view we can obtain the invariant / of the surface, if we
recall the formula previously obtained (Chap, v, p. 190),

I+ 4! = A.+ {2p — 2){2p' — 2), for a surface on which there exists an
irrational pencil, of genus p', of curves of genus p, among which
there are A curves with actual double points. Applying this to

either of the pencils on the surface under consideration, with the

assvnnption that any point of this surface corresponds to only one
point of both curves, so that A= 0, we have / + 4 = {2p — 2) (277-— 2).

The invariant co of the surface, as there are no exceptional curves

obtainable by transformation from simple points of another surface,

is (see Chap, v, pp. 184, 228) given by co=p^^K Whence, Noether's

relation / + 4 + a» — 1 = 12(|?„+1) (ibid. p. 185), gives here

i>„ + i = b-i)(^-i),
for the arithmetic genus.

And we thus prove that the number of everywhere finite simple

integrals belonging to the surface is equal to Pg—Pn- This is a very
noticeable result, the proof that this is always the case, for any
surface, having been completed only in 1905, and with the help of

results not employed in this earlier theory. Summarising the results

obtained we may say that

i(a.-l) = l(/ + 4) = i?,+ l-(^-l)(77-l),
yi> = a;, Pg=p7T.

It has been assumed, as stated, that ^ > and 77 > ; if either p or tt

be 1, the results remain, as may be proved directly.

We pass now to consider tlie surface of which any point repre-

sents a pair of points of a given curve, without regard to the order

of these points. We study this surface, 0, in association with the

surface, i/»o, which represents the pairs of points of the same curve
when the order of the points of a pair is regarded. Thus j/tq is the

surface which we have just discussed in the case when the two curves

/, <j> are replicas of one another (or identical). Any general point of
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the surface i/r thus corresponds to two points of the surface ifj^ , or

these surfaces {ijj, ifj^) are in (1, 2) birational correspondence. But
there is a curve c on the surface ijj which represents the pairs of

coincident points of the fundamental curve, /, and there is a curve

Cq on the surface iJjq hkewise representing the pairs of coincident

points of the curve/; and the curves c, Cq are birationally equivalent

with one another, and with the curve /. Upon the surface </» there

will be a curve representing the couples of / which consist of a

general point of/taken with all other points of/; this curve, y, is

birationally equivalent with/; and such curves y will constitute a

system, of which two pass through any general point of j/r (or a

system of index 2), while any two of the curves have one point of

intersection. In another point of view, thinking of / as a curve

which does not lie in a plane, any curve y, of this system on ip,

corresponds to the cone of chords projecting/ from any point of

itself; any chord of this cone belongs to two such cones, and any

two such cones have one generator in common. The common
generator of two such cones, with vertices at and 0', becomes the

tangent line of the curve/at when O' moves to coincidence with

0. Thus two consecutive curves of the system (y) intersect on the

coincidence curve c. In other words all the curves y touch c. To
every curve y on corresponds two curves on the surface i/(q , inter-

secting one another on the curve Cq , at the point which corresponds

to the point of contact of y with c.

To any linear system
|
C

|
on the surface ip, whereon the co-

ordinates of a point are rational functions of the coordinates of

either of the two corresponding points of the surface ipQ, there

corresponds a hnear system \Cq\ on the surfaceTo, there being two

points of a curve Co arising from a single point of C. And, if 77, ttq

be the genera respectively of C and Co, and so the number of coin-

cidences on Co of a pair of points arising from the same point of C,

it follows, from the Zeuthen correspondence formula (Chap, i,

p. 19) that 2(27r-2) = 27ro-2-So; the number ^o is the number of

intersections of the curve Cq with the coincidence curve Cq on iJjq,

and therefore also the number of intersections of C, on ifj, with the

coincidence curve c on ip; thus we write s for ^o- If v, Vq be the

respective grades of the systems \C\,
| Co|, we have Vo=2v; and if

d, rfo be the respective numbers of double points of linear pencils of

curves contained in
]
C

|
and

| Co |

, the invariants /, Iq of ip and ipQ

are such that I^d-v-^rr, l^^df^-VQ-^iTf^. To a double point of

a curve of
|
C

|
which does not lie on the coincidence curve c, corre-

spond two double points of the corresponding curve of |Co|, not

lying on c^; but to a double point of a curve Co which lies on c^,

corresponds a contact of the corresponding curve C with the curve

c\ and conversely. Thus we can express d^ in terms of <i; for a linear
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pencil of curves in the system
|

C
\
determines, on the coincidence

curve c of i/», a linear series ^j^' , of sets of s points, of freedom 1 ; and
there are 2(5+p— 1) coincidences on c of pairs of a set of this hnear

series, where p is the genus of c, and therefore of the fundamental

curve/; each of these coincidences determines, in the simplest case,

a double point of a curve of the corresponding linear pencil of

curves contained in |Co|. Wherefore we have dQ= 'i{d-{-s +p — \).

From this then we deduce

2(/ + 4)-(/o+4)-2d-rfo-2.+ Vo-2[2(2vr-2)-(2Tro-2)l

= -2[s +p-l) + 2s= -2{p-\);

we have proved, however, above, that /q+ 4 = 4(^j — 1)'^. Wherefore,

2(/+ 4) = 4(2?-l)--2(^-l), or 1^4> = {p-l){2p-^).

We consider now the adjoint systems of curves, on and (/r^, of the

systems \C\ and |Cq|, denoting these adjoint systems respectively

by
I

C
I

and \Cq\. We have seen previously, in connexion with the

proof of the Zeuthen correspondence formula quoted above, that

a canonical set on any curve Cq contains, beside the set directly

corresponding to a canonical set on C, also the set of coincidences on
Cq, where two points of Cq corresponding to a point of C coincide

with one another. Whence, if f
|
C

|
denote the linear series on i/r,,

arising by direct transformation of the system \C'\ on \p, we have

I

Cq'
I

=<| C
I
+Co, it being assumed, to save explanations, that

there are no exceptional curves on ip or i/fQ. W^hence, the canonical

systems on ^, and i/'o , which we may define by K=\C' — C\ and
Kq=\Cq —Cq\, are also such that

|

A'q| =<|^| +Co, where t\K\
denotes the direct transformation of \K\. From this equation we
can infer an equivalence for the curves of

|
jfiT

|
which gives us much

information in regard thereto. For, first, there are curves y on tfj,

each representing couples of/of which one point is fixed, each of

which corresponds to two of the curves of iJiq which have a similar

definition ; and we have seen that a degenerate curve of Kq consists

of 2(2p — 2) curves of this latter kind; this is then the direct trans-

formation of 2j9 — 2 curves y on i/(. And second, the direct trans-

formation of the curve c on ijj \s twice the curve c^ on ^q- ^^ may
then regard a curve of

|
iiLp

|

— Cq as equivalent to the direct trans-

formation of {2p — 2) curves y on less half the curve c on ^. Hence
we may regard any curve of \K\ as equivalent to {2p — 2) curves

y, less half the curve c, and write K= (2p— 2)y—\c.
Hence, if ^ denote the virtual grade of the curve c, and s' the

number of intersections of c with a curve of the adjoint system

I

C
I

, recalling that the curves y all touch c, we infer that

s'-s = 2,{2p-2)-lJ.
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This, however, being the number of intersections of c with a curve

of the canonical system of i/j, is equal to 2p — 2 — ^ (Chap, v,

p. 222), provided it be assumed that the curve c has no multiple

points, so that its complete genus is the same as its actual genus.

Whence we infer that |= -2{22}-2), and s' -s= 3{2p-2).
In passing we remark that the virtual grade |q, of Cq, on ijj^, is

given by the fact that the virtual grade of t{c) = 2^, that is the

virtual grade of 2Co=2^, so that 4^o=2^, leading to ^q= —{2p — 2).

We can also find this directly on ifj^, since 2(22?— 2) = number ^^

intersections of a canonical curve on ifj^ with Cq, =2p — 2 — ^Q.

From the equivalence for the canonical curve on ijj, we can find

the invariant w for the surface, assuming that co — 1 is the grade of

the canonical curves. For such curve being ={2p — 2)y—\c, and
because (y, 7) = !, (y, c) = 2, (c, c) = ^, we have

oj-\ = {2p-2f-2(2p-2)-l^={p-\){^p-Q).
We have found however that / + 4 =

(jj
— 1 ) (2^ — 3). Hence

p^-|-l = J_[/+ 4 + a; — 1] = |(^— l)(p — 2). A somewhat different

method of obtaining oj — 1 is to remark that this is the difference,

i'
— t„ of the canonical numbers, t,' and ^, of the adjoint system

I

C
I

and the system
]
C

|

, as is clear because the canonical number
of a curve is the number of its intersections with a canonical curve.

If, as before, Cq be the curve on iji^ obtained by direct transforma-

tion of the curve C on i/r, and v, v^ be the grades of
|
C [ and \Cq\,

and t„ t,Q their canonical numbers, we have

^= 27r-2-v, Co=27ro-2-Vo, 2(277-2) = 277o-2-5, v^= 2v,

these lead to 2t,= l,Q— s. If this result be applied to the adjoint

system \C'\, we have 2^' = ^j— 5', where ^^ is the canonical number
of the curve obtained by direct transformation of C; this direct

transformation, we have remarked, is Cq' — Cq, and we have found

that the canonical number of Cq is {2p — 2 — |q or) 2 {2p — 2). Whence
21' = 1^ —s' — 2{2p — 2). But also l,^—^^, or (joq—\, was proved to

be 8(_p-l)2, and also 5'-*= 3(2^-2). Wherefore

2{o^-\)=^2{i' -Q = i^ -U-{s' -s)-2{2p-2)

= 8(p-l)2-5(2p-2),

giving the equation oj — 1==(2?— l)(4_p — 9) found above.

This argument may be regarded as an introduction to the general

investigation of the relation between the invariants of two surfaces

in multiple correspondence (see Note, p. 294, below).

To obtain the invariant pg of the surface i/r, we investigate the

everywhere finite double integrals belonging to the surface. If the

fundamental curve be regarded as a plane curve, given by/(a', y) = 0,

of which the general everywhere finite integral is w/, of the form
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i(f>i{x)dx/f'{y), the general everywhere finite double integral of the

surface, as in the case of the surface i/^o, is jfYiA^jdufdu/, for

ij=l, ...,p, namely is I.AijSiFijdxdijf'{ij)f'{rj), where, subject

to/(6 7]) = 0, we have i*\, = </., (x) <^,- (0 - (f>i (^) ^, i^). But as, in this

case, the points {x, y), (^, rj) may be taken in either order, we must
have Aji= —A^j, and in particular ^jj = 0. Hence Pg = hp{P~^)-
And, with the value found above for _p„ , this leads to

which is p. This again is the same as the number of everywhere

finite simple integrals belonging to the surface, for it may be proved

as before that these integrals are

!M^)dx/f'{y)+!Mmm'iv)-
We may interpret the function F^j as follows : In every set of the

pencil of canonical sets given by the equation (f)i{x) + X(f)j{x) = 0,

there are {p—l){2p — 3) couples. The locus of the points of the

surface tjj representing these couples is a canonical curve on «/», For
from ^,(ir) + A0j(a;)= O and 0j(^) + A03(|) = O, we have

<f>,{x)MO-4>MMO=o.
For instance, if the curve/be the intersection of a quadric and a cubic

surface, a pencil of canonical sets is given on the curve by planes

through an arbitrary line; and the points of the surface i/r representing

the 15 couples of such a set describe such a curve. Thus, more generally,

the canonical system of curves on ip, in this case, represents the

chords of the sextic curve which belong to a linear complex.

The values found above for a general value of p become, for p — 1,

respectively J——4,co = l,p„ — — l,pg = 0, which (since, for a ruled surface
of genus p, we have I = — 4p, ca — l — — 8(p — 1)) are the values appropriate
to an elliptic ruled surface. For p = 1 the surface ip must contain an
elliptic pencil of rational curves (there is an involution on a plane cubic
curve determined by lines through an arbitrary point of the curve), and
is hence (ef. Chap, in, p. 147) reducible to an elliptic ruled surface. The
general formulae have been ioimd on the assumption p>0; but, in fact,

for p = they lead to the values / = — 1 , cu = 10, p„ = 0, pg — 0, appropriate
to a rational surface, in accordance with the fact that a rational symmetric
function of the parameters 6, d' of any two points of a rational curve, is

a rational function of the sum and product, 6 +6' and dd', of these. In
general, however, the preceding theory requires further examination
when the fundamental curve is hyperelhptic with /> > 1, since there exists,

then, a rational series g-^- of pairs of points on the curve, giving a rational
curve on the surface ip; while we have assumed that the surface has no
(rational) exceptional curves.

Ex. Examine the canonical curves for the surface, in space (a;, y, z),

expressed by x — t-^^ + t^, y = t^t2, z = Si + S2> where Si^ = F{ti), S2^ = F{t2), in

which F is a polynomial of order G. Shew that for this surface Pg — 1,

p„ = — l. Also shew that for the surface expressed hy x = 1^ + 12, y — tit^,

2 = SiS2, we have Pg = l, p„= 1.

We pass now to a more geometrical investigation (due to Sevcri,

BGVI 19
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as has been said). Consider the canonical curve 'Pc'^^~"{p — \\, of
order 2jp — 2 and genus p, in space [p — 1]. The oo^ chords of this

curve are representable by a surface, lying in a space of dimension
\jp{'p—\)— l, wherein any point has for coordinates the line co-

ordinates of a line of the space [p — 1]. The general problem is to

find the order of this surface, which we denote by j9^^> (with a
subsequent justification of the notation), and the genus of its prime
section, which we denote by ^'^'.

The character of the work will be sufiiciently represented by
taking the case when p= 4, the canonical curve being the complete
sextic intersection of a quadric and a cubic surface in ordinary space.

The lines of this space are then represented by the points of a
quadric Q. in space [5]; the surface to be examined is the surface

lying on O which represents the chords of this sextic curve. The
order of this surface is the number of its points lying on two primes
of [5] ; hence it is the number of chords of the curve *c^ [3] which
belong to two arbitrary linear complexes; hence also it is the

number of these chords which meet two arbitrary lines ; and thus

finally is the sum of the number of chords of the sextic curve which
lie in an arbitrary plane and the number of chords which pass

through an arbitrary point. For a curve of order n and genus p this

would give \n{n—l)-\-\{n—\){n— 2) — 'p, or {n—lY—p; for

n= 2p— 2 this is (j9— 1)(4^ — 9), which for p = ^ is 21. A prime
section of the surface consists of points representing the chords of

the sextic curve which belong to a linear complex; in particular

chords meeting an arbitrary line; these form a ruled surface. These
chords can be arranged as sets of a "linear series", g^^, of which
one set consists of the chords in a plane through the arbitrary line.

For a curve of order n and genus p one of these sets would consist

of \n{n—\) chords; a coincidence of two chords of such a set can

arise only in a plane through the given line which contains a tangent

line of the curve, and then there are n — 2 such coincidences, the

lines which join the point of contact, of the plane with the curve, to

its remaining w — 2 intersections. The total number of coincidences

of pairs of lines in the same set of the linear series ^j^i"(»»-i) is thus

(n— 2)(2n+ 2^ — 2). Thus, if q be the genus of the ruled surface

formed by the chords of the curve which meet the given line,

we have 2 [i«(n-l)] + 2gr-2 = (w-2)(2w+ 2j3-2), leading to

gr= 1 (n— 2) (n — 1 + 2jj — 2), which is {p — "2) {^p— 5) when w= 2j) — 2

;

this exceeds by 1 the number (2?— l)(4p — 9) found for the order of

the surface; and for p = 4 it is equal to 22.

Ex. The chords of the sextic curve that meet a fine may also be
arranged as sets of 6, all passing through a point of the line, forming thus

a linear series g^. Determine the number of coincidences of lines of the

same set, and hence find the genus q.
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Let the curve under consideration, of which we have taken the

sextic intersection of a quadric and a cubic surface as typical, be
denoted by ct; and the ruled surface formed by the chords of the

curve a which meet a given arbitrary line, I, be denoted by p. The
lines of p may be represented, as we have said, by points, in another
space, forming a curve on the surface which represents all the chords

of the given curve a. It is therefore clear what is meant if we speak
of a canonical set, K, of lines of the ruled surface p. We may now
consider a multiple correspondence (2, h— 1) between the points

of the curve a, and the lines of the ruled surface p, that namely in

which, to each point P of a correspond the n—\ (or 5) lines of p
which pass through P (that is, join P to the n—\ other points in

which the plane PI meets cj), and to each generator, G, of p, corre-

spond the two points in which G meets a. There is, on a, a linear

series ^^^ (or g-^), of sets of n points all lying in a plane through I;

of this series the Jacobian set is formed by the points of a whereat
the tangent line meets /. This Jacobian set is then equivalent, on
a, to two sets of g-^ together with a canonical set of a, or, as cr is a
canonical curve, to three times a canonical set of a. Let a set of

generators of p which lie in a plane (through /) be denoted by ^ ; to

a canonical set on a, namely a set of coplanar points, corresponds
in virtue of the correspondence spoken of, a set of n{n—l) lines,

forming a set lA on the ruled surface p. Thus the points of a whereat
the tangent lines meet / give rise, by this correspondence, to a set

on p equivalent to QA. The lines on p to which they give rise consist

however of the {2n+ 2p — 2, or 18) tangents (say B) of ct which meet
/, together with the 18 (n — 2) chords of a through a point of contact
of such a tangent which lie in a plane through / ; these latter chords,

however, are the double elements of the various sets A, and are
thus equivalent, on p, to a set 2A + K. Thus we infer that on p we
have the equivalence QA =B+ 2A-\-K, or K=4-A — B, where B
denotes the lines of p which touch a.

If, however, C denote a set of (6) chords of a through any point
of I, we can shew that, on p, B= 2A — 2C. For the lines of p which
meet an arbitrary line form a set equivalent to the aggregate
A + C (of a set A lying in a plane through /, and a set C passing
through a point of I); thus the lines of p which touch the quadric
surface containing the curve a (all such tangents forming a quad-
ratic complex), being equivalent on p to twice a set belonging to a
linear complex, are equivalent to a set 2A -{ 2C. On the other hand,
the lines of p which touch this quadric surface consist of the set B
touching the curve a, and the generators of this quadric surface
through the two points where it is met by I; the two generators
through one of these points constitute the whole of a set C of chords
of o through this point; but, beyond touching the quadric surface,

19-2
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they lie upon it, and are, therefore, we assume, equivalent to a set

2C. On the whole, therefore, we reach the conclusion

as was stated.

Hence a canonical set of lines on p satisfies the equivalence

K = 2A + 2C. Thus, on the surface in space [5] which represents the

chords of the curve a, whereof a prime section represents the

generators of a ruled surface such as p (or more generally the chords

of CT which belong to a linear complex), the canonical series on a
prime section consists of sets, 2A + 2C, each the double of a set,

A + C, of the characteristic series of the prime section. The canonical

system of curves of the surface thus cuts a prime section in sets

equivalent with a characteristic set. Wherefore the canonical

system of the surface contains the prime sections, there being no
exceptional curves on the surface.

That the canonical system is not more ample than, and is there-

fore equivalent with, the system of prime sections, follows from the

analytical theory given above ; for it was shewn, from consideration

of the everywhere finite double integrals of the surface, that the

canonical system of the surface is linearly dependent on curves of

which one is the locus of points representing the pairs of points, on
the original curve, which can be chosen from a set of a series

^^2j>-2 of freedom 1, chosen from the canonical series (in the notation

employed, curves formed from functions ^i(a;)(/>j(|)— 0j(^)^j(«)).

In our case, such curve of the canonical system represents the pairs

of points of the curve a whose joining line meets an arbitrary

general line; thus the canonical system consists of curves repre-

senting pairs of points, on chords of a, which belong to a general

linear complex (whose equation is linearly dependent from that

of six special linear complexes); and such linear complex gives a

prime section of the representative surface.

The geometric proof is however instructive. Denote by y a curve

on the surface which represents the generators of a cone projecting

the curve a from a point of itself, and by c the curve which, simi-

larly, represents the tangents of a. This curve is touched by all the

curves y, in accordance with the fact that the osculating plane at

any point of the curve a is tangent to the cone projecting o from

this point. It can be shewn that the curves y are plane quintic

curves, of genus 4, each with two double points, the joining line of

which contains the point where the curve y touches c; and further

that the surface ip contains two conies (corresponding to the tri-

secants of the curve a), while through any point of either conic pass

three curves y, each having a double point thereat. Two curves y
have a point in common, and thus lie in a prime. We have seen that

any prime section of the surface i/j is a canonical curve; we can
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estimate the freedom of canonical curves which contain two of the
curves y, by their intersections with a third curve y, and hence infer

that the only such canonical curve is the prime section through the
two curves y. From this it can be proved that the canonical curves
are all prime sections.

We can also prove that a canonical curve on the surface (/» is

equivalent to (2j> — 2 or) 6 curves y, less a curve equivalent to half

the curve c (with resulting order 6.5 — 8 or 22). For consider a set

of 6 cones projecting the curve a from the 6 points of a special

coplanar set of points thereon. The vertices of these cones project

from any other point of a into a canonical set of generators of the

cone whose vertex is this other point. Hence, on the surface i/r, 6

curves y which form a special set cut, on an arbitrary curve y, a
set of 6 points equivalent with (the 6 intersections of this y with a
conic in its plane through its two double points, and hence with)
the set constituted by 5 collinear points of this y, taken with the
point where this y touches the curve c; that is equivalent to the
intersection of this y with the aggregate of a prime section and a
curve equivalent to half the curve c. We may assume however that
two curves (of the same order), which cut equivalent sets on every
curve of an algebraic system of curves, are equivalent, or are

equivalent save for curves which are fundamental for the algebraic

system, that is have no variable intersections with these*.

Particular consequences are, (a), for the virtual grade of the
curve c, we have 27r— 2 — | equal to the number of its intersections

with a prime, equal to the rank of the curve a, which is 3(2j9 — 2),

so that ^= — 2(2p — 2), as was previously found; and (6), the order
of the surface ifj is j?'^) = (2;? - 2)^- 2 (2;^ - 2) -p - \ox{p- \){^p - 9),

equally found before on the supposition that has no exceptional

curves. For p= 4 this gives p^^^ =p^^^ — 1 = 21.

For the invariant I we may proceed directly on the surface ip,

considering a pencil of curves obtained by primes through a fixed

solid, or space [3], which meets the quadric Q. in two planes. It can
be shewn that there are 96 prime sections with a double point,

beside 6 prime sections which degenerate into a curve y and a
residual curve which meets this in 4 points, so leading to 24 further

double points. Hence we infer

/ = 96 + 24-_p<2)_4^(i) = 120-21-88, =11;
and, from Noether's equation, /+j9'^' = 12p„+9, we can infer

Pn = ^- For, the prime sections, of the surface 0, spoken of, are those

* Severi, '"Alcune relazioni di cquivalenza", Atti...Vene(n,i,-siK, 1911, p. 380,
enunciates the general result: If on a manifold of k dimensions, M^, two
manifolds M^_i , of A; — 1 dimensions, cut equivalent manifolds on the M^ of an
algebraic system 'L, which is x '^~^, where /; ^ A — 1, and is of index v^ 1, then
they are equivalent or differ l)y manifolds fundamental for 2.
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representing the ruled surfaces p formed by choi'ds of the curve a
which meet a variable line of a flat pencil of lines, say (O, w), formed
of lines in the plane w which pass through a point of this plane.

Now, through O there pass 96 bitangent planes of the curve a (the

number of bitangents of the projection of ct on to a plane, which is

d+l{n' -n){n' -\-n-Q), where (Z= 6, n=6, n' = 30-2d=18, Vol. v.

Chap, viii), each giving a double generator in the particular ruled

surface p associated with the line, of the pencil, in which the bi-

tangent plane meets w. Again, the ruled surface associated with
one of the six lines OP, where P is a point of the curve a lying on w,

breaks up into the cone y projecting ct from P, and other chords of

CT meeting OP, of which 4 belonging to this cone y are obtained by
the plane joining to the tangent line of a at P.

The results obtained by the geometrical reasoning thus agree

with those which were found more analytically above.

Remark. Another irregular surface extremely worth study, is

the surface ^^i/(^^[9], of order 45, with prime sections of genus 46, in

space [9], whose points are those representing the lines lying on a

general cubic primal in space [4]. On this also, the canonical curves

are those given by the primes of its space. For it ^^ = 10, j9„ = 5>

/ = 23, a> = 46. Of these numbers, pg and jp^ ^^ the same as for the

surface representing the chords of a curve of genus 5, for which,

however, 1 = 24, a; = 45. For the system of lines of a cubic primal

in space [4] which has 5—p independent nodes, with 0^^<5, all

the numbers Vg = \p{v-^)^ Pn=hp{p-^)> ^= (p-l)(2;?-3)-4,
a} = {p—l){^p — 9)+l, are the same as for the system of chords of

a curve of genus p. See Fano, Atti... Torino, xxxix, 1904, p. 778;

Ann.d.Mat.y., 1904, p. 251; Rend....Lomhardo, xxxvii,1904,p.554-

Note on the multiple correspondence of two surfaces. We
have had occasion to consider the (1, 2) correspondence between

the surfaces i/f, iJjq, in the preceding. We quote now the general

results, first for an (1, a') correspondence between two surfaces

j/(, 0', and then for an (a, a') correspondence (Severi, "SuUe re-

lazioni,..di due superficie in corrispondenza algebrica". Rend—
Lombardo, xxxvi, 1903). In the case of an (a, a') correspondence,

we denote the branch curve on ifs, locus of points for which two of the

a' corresponding points of </»' coincide with one another, by b; and
the coincidence curve on ifj', which corresponds to this, by c', with

a similar notation, b' for the branch curve on ip', c for the corre-

sponding curve of coincidence on ip. Unless the contrary is stated

we suppose that there is no point of either surface transforming,

by the relations which express the correspondence, into a curve of

the other surface, which is stated by saying that, unless remarked,

there is nofmidamental point of the correspondence on either surface.

We denote the unreduced canonical system on by iiC; this is of the
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form Kq-\-€, if e denote the exceptional curves on i/r and Kq the

reduced canonical system; the n-canonical system will then be

Kn + ^^? where K„(^ denotes the reduced n-canonical system; this

we denote by KJ^. Similarly for canonical systems on 0'.

We recall the theorems previously (Chap, i, p. 19) considered

for two curves C, C in (1, a') correspondence: {a), on C, a canonical

set is equivalent with the set obtained by direct transformation of

a canonical set on C, augmented by the set of coincidence points on
C; (6), on C, the aggregate of a' canonical sets, augmented by the

set of branch points on C, corresponds to a canonical set on C We
have similar results in the (1, a') correspondence of the surfaces

j/r, </»', for the canonical systems of curves ; namely, using tlie symbol
/ for transformation, {a), on t/»', K' = t (K) + c' ;

(b), on ifj, K^. + h = t{K');

hence in case of an (a, a') correspondence, we have, on ijj',

K^ + b' = t (K) + c'. This latter is true if there be, on 0', fundamental
curves of the correspondence, say ^', when we put c' +

<f)'
in place

of c'. Neglect this possibility, as before, and denote by m, 6, k re-

spectively the genus, canonical number, and number of cusps of

the branch curve b, putting m — 1, 9 and k zero when there is no
branch curve, with similar notation for the branch curve b' on ijj'.

Then we have, for the invariants w, I and the arithmetic genus ^„,

oi{oj'-l) + w'-l + ^d' = <x'{co-l) + w-l + ^9,

a(/'-f4) + 2(ra'-l)-/c' = a'(7+4) + 2(t!7-l)-/c,

12a(p„' + l) + 3(TO'-l) + f^'-'c' = 12a'(^„+l) + 3(tu-l) + p-K,
and, in particular, for a (1, a') correspondence, putting ra' — 1,

6'

and k' zero, we have

aj'-l = a'(co-l)-f-03-l + f^, /' + 4 = a'(/+ 4) + 2(ra-l)-K,

which can be modified, by addition of terms, to include the case

when there are fundamental points for the correspondence.

III. On complete sections of a non-singular primal. It was
suggested as probable by Cayley in 1859 {Papers, iv, p. 455) that

on a surface in space of three dimensions, represented by the vanish-

ing of a perfectly general polynomial in the coordinates, of order

> 3, there exist no algebraical curves other than complete inter-

sections of this surface each with one other surface. For considera-

tion of this result, see Noether, '' Zur Grundlegung, u.s.w. ", Berlin.

Abh. 1882, §§ 11, 12). It was then proved by Klein, in 1872 {Ges.

Abh. I, p. 153) that upon a quadric primal of sufficient generality,

in space [r], (r>3), any algebraic manifold of one less dimension,

that is, of dimension r— 2, is the complete intersection of the quadric

with another primal; the necessary generality of the quadric, which
may be a cone, may be briefiy stated by saying that its equation

must involve 5 (homogeneous) coordinates at least. It was next
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proved by Fano, in 1904 {Atti...Torino, xxxix, 1904, p. 613), that
a general cubic primal in space [4] contains only surfaces each a
complete intersection with another primal, the surfaces considered
in the first instance being supposed to cut every one of the oo^ lines

lying on the cubic primal in the same number of points. (The
theorem proved however is more general than here stated; for

instance, the ruled surface of order 15, formed by the lines of the
primal which meet any one of the lines, is a complete intersection.

And the primal mayhave nodes. Cf. Ex. 2, p. 278, above.) It was then
proved by Severi, in 1906 (Rend. Lincei, xv, p. 691), that on any
primal, which is without multiple points, in space [r], ifr'^4<, every

algebraic locus of dimension r— 2 is a complete intersection of the

primal with one other primal. This was extended in 1909 by Fano
{Atti... Torino, xliv, p. 633) to apply, in general, to a (non-singular)

manifold Mj^., of k dimensions, which is the complete intersection of

r— k primals in space [r], with /c^2 (excluding rational surfaces if

k= 2), any Mj^_^ thereon being the complete intersection with one
further primal. And, in 1915, it was proved by Severi {Ann. d.

Mat. xxiv) that on a Grassmannian (the locus of points, in space

of appropriate dimension, each representing a linear space [k] of

space [r]), of dimension t, where t={k+l){r— k), any algebraic

locus of dimension f— 1 is the complete intersection with one primal.

In particular, when r= 3, A;= 1, this last gives Klein's theorem for a

general quadric in [5].

In the present place we limit ourselves to giving a summary
account of Severi's proof of the theorem for surfaces, without
double points, which can exist upon a non-singular primal in space

[4] ; it is to be shewTi that such a surface is the complete intersection

of the primal with another primal.

Denote the primal by F, and the surface in which this is met by
a prime ta by (ro, V). On V there is a surface, denoted by ip. We
limit ourselves to the case when ifj has no double points. We shew,

first, as a consequence of the fact that V is without double points,

that the curve {w, ifj), in which ijj is met by a prime w, is the com-
plete intersection of the surface {m, V), on which it necessarily lies,

with a surface, lying in the prime w. The proof depends on two
results due to Noether {Berlin. Abh. 1882; see Vol. v, Chap, viii):

(a), that the genus, p, of a curve, lying on a surface of order p, in

ordinary space [3], when the order of the curve is pm— v with v<p,
is such that p^ |(i/— l)(i'— 2)-i-^(pm— 2v)(p-}-m— 4) {loc. cit.

p. 25); {b), that if the order and genus of the curve are respectively

pm and l + lpm{p+m— 4), then the curve is the complete inter-

section of the surface on which it lies with a surface of order m
{loc. cit. p. 42). Let the surface ip, given on V, have the characters

fiQ, /xj ; it can have no accidental double points, since these would be
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nodes of V, and V cannot have nodes at ordinary points of i/».

Whence, by the formula 8 + 4d= /3 (p— 2)^o+/io2— p/xj, of the pre-

ceding chapter, where p is the order of V, we have

From jLiQ and p we can obtain uniquely two integers m, v by putting

p^= mp — V, with 0^v<p and m ^ 1 ; whence, considering the curve

{w, ip) as lying on the surface {m, V), which is of order p, we have,

for its genus p, the inequality above. As the curve is {w, iJj) we also

have pi^= 2ixQ+2p-2, which is fj^
= 2{mp-v) + 2p-2. Utilising

fiQ= 'mp—v, ij^= ijLQ[fXQ+ p{p— 2)]/p, and the inequality for p, we find

on reduction the simple result v{p — l){p—v)^0. But p—v>0, and,

if v>0, this gives also p— 1>0. Thus we infer v= 0, and piQ=mp;

thence 2p — 2, equal to /xj — 2p,o, is found equal to wp(?n + p — 4).

Wherefore, by (6) above, the curve (ta, 0) is the complete inter-

section of the surface {w, V) with another surface, in the prime w,

of order m.
Now, the surface ifj, regarded as having no prescribed base loci,

determines on F a complete system of surfaces, which we denote

by
I 1 ;

just as a curve on a surface determines a complete series of

curves thereon, or a set of points on a curve determines a complete

series. This we assume; we also assume that primals of order m
determine on F a complete system of surfaces (each the complete

intersection with such a surface); this latter is in consequence of

the fact that F is a primal and without multiple points ; the same
is true of a manifold of dimension k, in space [r], which is the com-
plete intersection of r — k primals and without multiple points

(Severi, Rend. Palermo, xvii, 1903, and xxviii, 1909, already re-

ferred to in the last chapter). This assumption is equivalent to the

statement that if, through the intersection of V with a primal of

order m, there be drawn a primal of order m' , > m, having a residual

intersection, of order {m' — m)p, with V, then any other primal of

order m', through this residual intersection, meets V again in a

surface which is the complete intersection of V with a primal of

order m. From these two assumptions it follows that, to prove ifi

to be the complete intersection of V with a primal of order m, it is

sufficient to shew that the linear system
|

i/f
|
is identical on V with

that determined by primals of order m. This last system we denote

by |7nt!j|. The identity of these linear systems of surfaces on V
follows then if we prove the identity of two systems \H+^\,
\n-\-'mw\, where |//1 is any other system of surfaces on V. In

virtue of another theorem (p. 293, above; Severi, Atti...Veneto,

Lxv, 1906, Lxx, 1911) these systems of surfaces will be identical if

they cut equivalent (not necessarily complete) systems of curves on
any prime section, w, of V; this assumes, what is evidently true, that
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there is no surface on V, common to all its prime sections, which is

part of all the surfaces of either of the two systems. For the system

I

H
I

we employ the system of surfaces cut on V by primals of order

p — 5 (thus assuming p^ 5); thus we are to prove that the systems
of surfaces on V expressed by

|
(p — 5) to + ;/( | and

|
(p +m — 5) ro

]
cut

equivalent systems of curves on the surface of intersection of V
with an arbitrary prime. We shall not consider the removal of the
imitation p ^ 5 which is convenient for the statement of the prpof.

We have shewn that the curve (to, i/r) is the complete intersection

»i the surface {w, V), of order p, with a surface of order m, in the

prime w. Thus (Vol. v, Chap, viii), the canonical series on this curve
is determined by its intersections with surfaces of order p +m — 4

lying in the prime w. From this we see, recalling the definition of

the canonical system of curves on a surface (pp.217, 222, above), that

primals of order p +w — 5 cut canonical curves on the surface ijj,

though not necessarily, in default of proof, the complete canonical

system of curves. On the other hand, the complete system of

canonical surfaces, on the primal V, is known (after Noether, Math.
Annal. ii, 1870, § 3, reasoning with a multiple integral) to be cut

thereon by primals of order p — 5 ; and we assume from this (arguing

in a manner analogous to that employed for surfaces) that canonical

curves, on the surface 0, though not necessarily the complete system,

are cut thereon by curves on i/r, given by |j/r+(p — 5)ta|. Whence,
on the surface ip, which is without multiple points, the two complete
systems of curves expressed by the last, and by \{p +m — 5)m\, are

the saine. Hence the two series, of sets of points, on the curve

(cj'j i/j), section of ip by any prime m', cut by the surfaces

|i/(+(p-5)ta|, \{p + m-5)rn\

are equivalent. This curve {w', ijj) however, we have seen, is the

complete intersection of the surface (ra', V) with a surface of order

m of the prime m', and is thus, regarded as belonging to the surface

(cj', V), one of the complete system cut thereon by surfaces of order

m. The fact that the surfaces
|

i/(+ (p— 5)c7|, \{p + m, — 5)w\ cut

equivalent series on this curve, whatever w' may be, suffices (by the

theorem of equivalence to which reference has been made) to shew
that these surfaces cut equivalent systems of curves on the surface

(to', V). And, by what has been said, this is sufficient for our

purpose.

IV. Miscellaneous theorems and examples.

Ejc. 1. (Chap. I, pp. 13, 14.) In regard to the double tangents of a plane

curve, it was remarked by Dersch, Math. Ann. vii, 1873, p. 497, that if

the tangent at a point (x) of a plane curve a/^ — meet the curve again in

(n — 2) points (y), then there exists the relation

(abcV S iayb^cj^ibyc^a^ricya^bj" =0;
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this generalises Salmon's theorem for a plane cubic curve, Vol. v, p. 22.

The equation is of order » — 2 in (.(/), and of order 2/j — 4 in {x). Thus {x)

will be one of the points of contact of a bitangent if this curve, in (y/), be
touched by the tangent line (tJ^~'^ay = Q.

The condition that a curve of order m be touched by a line Uy = is of
degree 2 (m — 1) in the coenieients of the curve, and of order m (m — 1) in

the line coefficients (») (Vol. v, p. Sfi). Hence, in the case in question, the
condition resulting is, in {x), of order

2(/?-3).2(«-2) + ("-2)(«-3)(H-l), or {n - 2) (n- - ^)

;

the curve has therefore in (» — 2) («- — 9) bitangents, whose points of
contact {x) lie on the curve resulting from the condition of contact. Cf.

Cayley, Papers, iv, pp. 186, 347; Salmon, Higher Plane Curves, 1879,

pp. 342-57. Klein, Math. Ann. xxxvi, 1889, p. 20, remarks that the left

side of Dersch's relation is, in virtue of aj^ — 0, the same as

6a^»-^ay.N.ihxy)-^
Avhere

N= S {ayb^)<-'{byaj»-<a,b,- S a/--^ af—^ a.^by^-^b/,
K=l «=!

and that A^ is characterised by being covariant, of degree 2 in the co-

efficients of a_j.", and of order n — 1 in both x and y, and such thatN . (h xy)~'^

is independent of {h). See Pick, Math. Ann. xxix, 1887, p. 261.

Ex. 2. (See p. 85, above.) The Grassmann manifold whose points have
for coordinates the coordinates of a general linear space [A] containing
A' + l points of a rational normal curve of order n, in space [/*], may be
regarded as representing the primals of order n — k of space [A; + l]

(Brown, Journ. Lond. Math. Soc. v, 1930, p. 168). On a curve of genus p,
of general moduli, the number of special series ^^", whenp = (r+ 1) (r'+ 1),

in which r = n—p + r' + l, is finite (Vol. v, p. 91); this number is equal to
the order of the Grassmann manifold which represents all the linear spaces
[r] existing in [r + r' + l], namely, equal to the number of spaces [r], in

[r + r' + l], which meet (r+l)(r' + l) spaces [r'] (Castelnuovo, Rend.
Lincei, v, 1889, p. 130). See p. 85 above.

Ex. 3. (See p. 121, above.) According to Wiman {Math. Ann. xlviii,

1897, p. 195) every finite group of birational transformations of a plane is

one of nine types: (1), a group of coUineations
; (2), groups with one, or

two, flat pencils invariant
; (3), a group in which a system of cubic curves

with 3, ...,7 fixed points, is invariant; (4), a group in which a sextie

curve with 8 fixed double points, and the adjoint pencil of cubic curves,
is invariant.
The collineation groups contain: (a), groups which have three points,

or a point and a line invariant; {b), the Hessian group of order 216, in

which the nine inflexions of a plane cubic curve are invariant; (c), the
group of order 168, changing the curve y^z + z^x + x'^y — Q into itself;

(rf), the Valentiner group of order 360 leaving the sextie curve

1 0a;3 ?/3 + 9 (a^ + «/5 ) 2 - 45ir 2 j/2 22 _ 1 35a;j/24 + 272« =

invariant. This last is of the same structure as the even permutation
group of six elements.

Ex. 4. (See p. 272, above.) In connexion with Castelnuovo's paper,

prove, if u^ denote a homogeneous polynomial of order i, in x and y, with
variable coefficients, and oi^. be such a polynomial of order />• with fixed

coefficients, that the equation
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represents, for any k, a system of hyperelliptic curves of genus p, of
grade 4p + 4, and freedom 3p + 5. The multiplicity at x = 0,y= is

described in Noether's phraseology^ as a (p + A-)-ple point, with A; double
points infinitely near, in its first neighbourhood, in the directions given
by cu)^. = 0. A simplifying birational transformation is given by

Also, another system of hyperelliptic curves, of the same genus, grade
and freedom, is given by

Up+iZ^ + Vp+iZy + Wj,^^y^= 0,

where Vp_^_i , ^^+1 are homogeneous in x, y, of order p + 1, with variable
coefficients. (See also Castelnuovo, Atti... Torino, xxv, 1890, and Ann. d.

Mat. XVIII, 1890, p. 119; Seorza, Ann. d. Mat. xvi, 1909; and dal Re,
Rend. Napoli, xxx, 1924, p. 80.)

Ex. 5. (See pp. 140, 222.) Prove the following theorems:
(a), A surface containing a pencil of irreducible rational curves can

be transformed to a ruled surface (Noether, Math. Ann. iii, 1870;
Enriques, Math. Ann. lii, 1899. Cf. Picard-Simart, Fond, algeb. i, p. 194).

(6), A surface containing a linear pencil of irreducible elliptic curves,
with a simple or double base point, is rational, or transformable to an
elliptic ruled surface. A surface containing a linear pencil of irreducible
curves of genus 2, with one or more base points of multiplicities s^ , Sj , . .

.

,

where Ss>2, is rational, or transformable to a ruled surface, of genus 1

or 2 (Castelnuovo-Enriques, Rend. Palermo, xiv, 1900; Castelnuovo,
Atti... Torino, 1901).

(c), A surface containing a linear pencil of irreducible curves of
genus p, >2, of freedom r^3p — 5, is rational, or reducible to a ruled
surface (Castelnuovo-Enriques, Ann. d. Mat. vi, 1901, p. 38).

Ex. 6. (See p. 282.) Elaborate the theory of the surface representing
the pairs of points on a curve of genus 3. (Cf. Severi's paper, referred to,

No. 7; Humbert, Conipt. rend. 1895, pp. 365, 425.)
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Deficiency, of the characteristic series

on a surface, 263; of series on a
curve by curve of adjoint system
(Picard's theorem), 269

Dersch, on bitangent curve, 13,

298
Double, curve of a surface, general

property for, 169; points of a
surface, in four-fold space, acci-
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dental, 171, 259; double plane,

canonical system of general, 237

Edge, on a certain curve on a cubic
surface, 180; treatise on ruled

surfaces, 100
Eliminant, rule for degree of, in para-

meters wbich enter, 180
Enriques, and Chisini, Teoria geo-

metrica delle eqiiazioiii, referred to,

34, 117, 232; on cubic primal in

four dimensions, 137; on rationality

of surface representing an involu-

tion, 139; on surface with an irra-

tional pencil of rational curves, 147;
on ruled surfaces, 168; use of

Jacobian of net of curves to obtain

canonical system of surface, 183;
and Campedelli, Superficie alge-

bricfie, 1932, referred to, 184, 232,

234, 230, 237, 241; researches on
theory of surfaces of 1893, referred

to, 184; exceptional curves in a
plane, 113; exceptional curves on a
surface, 184, 195, 240; and Castcl-

nuovo, the Zeuthen-Segre invariant

from an irrational pencil, 191

;

surface whose canonical system
consists of elliptic curves, 205;
phraseology for multiple base points

of a linear system of curves, 215;
on transformation of exceptional

curve to simple point, 220; relation

of exceptional curve to transformed
adjoint system, 236; on surfaces

whose prime sections are hyper-
elliptic, 272 ; and Fano, groups of

Cremona transformations in three-

fold space, 278; and Castelnuovo,

section conditions for a surface to

be rational or ruled, 300
Enumerative formulae for manifolds

defined by matrices, 109
Equivalence oftwo manifolds, Seven's

theorem for, 293, 297
Exceptional curves, in plane trans-

formations, 113; on a surface, 184,

195, 240; arising in birational trans-

formation, 201, 202, 203, 210; as

considered by Nocther, 220, 227

Fano, on the rationality of a three-fold

manifold, 137 ; and Enriques, groups
of Cremona transformations in

ordinary space, 278; theorem for

surfaces lying on a cubic i)rimal in

four-fold space, a particular case,

278; lines lying on cubic |)rinial in

four-fold space, 294; manifold wliicli

is complete intersection contains
only complete intersections, 296

Fouret, common normals of two
primals, 104; tangent planes to a
surface from a multiple line, 188

Franchis, Dc, on surface representing
points of two curves, 227, 282

Fundamental curve of a linear system
of curves, 194, 210, 240

Geiser involution in a plane, 122
Genus of a curve, completed, 139, 221
Giambelli, number of spaces meeting

a curve in higher space, 44; mani-
folds defined by matrices. 111

Godeaux, tangent planes to a surface
from a multiple line, 188

Grade of a curve of a linear system,
completed, 139, 221

Grassmannian, of linear spaces, order
of, 85; giving number of special

series on a curve, 299
Groups of Cremona transformations

in a plane, 299 ; in space, 278
Guccia, number of double points of

plane pencil, 240; Zeuthen-Segre
invariant for pencil of surfaces, 241

Halphen, common lines of two con-
gruences, 28; results anticipatory
of Schubert's ideas, 09

Hessian of a ruled surface, Salmon
on, 27

Hilton, on a certain curve on a cubic
surface, 130

Hodge, canonical system of a double
plane, 237

Hudson, H. P., treatise on Cremona
transformations, referred to, 117,
124, 128, 200

Hudson, R. VV. H. T., treatise on
Kummer's surface, referred to, 237

Humbert, on a particular curve, 24;
on hypcrclliptic surfaces, 227

Hurwit/,, transcendental methods for

theory of correspondence, 40, 54, 56
Hypcrclliptic curves representing sec-

tions of a rational surface, 299

Immersion, class of, and canonical
number, 222, 225 (and 251)
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Improper double points of a surface

in four-fold space, 157, 170
Inflexional lines of a surface, 148
Intersections, residual, of three pri-

mals through a curve, 248; of two
surfaces, 251 ; of a primal and a
surface, 255 ; of two primals, 257; of

three primals through a surface, 266
Invariants, the Zeuthen-Segre, 185,

186, 189; the Segre-Severi, 191,

214, 221 ; modified for isolated

nodes, 199, 200; proof of invariance,

206, 210, 221 ; of a surface which is

determined by a matrix, 280; of

two surfaces in multiple corre-

spondence, relations of, 294 ; of an
involution, 135

Involution, not rational, on a curve,

17; number of sets belonging to a
linear series, 35; in space of three

dimensions, leading to the Geiser

involution, 124; rationality of, 132;
surface representing, 133; in or-

dinary space, presumably not
rational, 137

Irrational pencil of curves, not ex-

isting on a surface representing an
involution, 138; used for defining

Zeuthen-Segre invariant, 190; ex-

istence involves irregularity of sur-

face, 205
Irregularity of surface, 227; of sur-

face with nodes at eight associated

points, 204; of surface representing

points of two curves, 285

Jacobian, of a net of curves on a
surface, 152, 192

Join of two spaces, 70
Jonquieres, de, on multiple contacts

of curves, 39, 42; manifolds defined

by matrices. 111; transformation,

115; involution, 118

Jung, the Zeuthen-Segre invariant in

plane transformations, 240

Kantor, on periodic Cremona trans-

formations, 131, 145
Klein, manifold on quadric in higher

space, 250, 295; on double tangents

of a plane curve, 299
Kohn, manifolds defined by matrices,

111
Kummer surface, transformation to

a Weddle surface, 237

Lasker, on the theory of Moduls and
Ideals, 269

Lateral, direct, correspondence, 11

Lefschetz, on correspondence between
two curves, 59

Levi, Beppo, resolution of multiple

points of a surface, 158
Lindemann, see Clebsch

Line, formula for product of two line

conditions, 81

Liiroth, rationality of involutions and
surfaces, 131, 132

Maroni, surface representing points of

two curves, 282
Matrices, manifolds defined by, enu-

merative formulae for, 109; in-

variants of, 280
Maxwell, surface with nine exceptional

lines, 232; a general formula for

invariants, 235
Meet of two spaces, 70
Milinowsky, on the Geiser involution,

122
Moebius, an algebraic reversion for-

mula, 144
Moore, and Slaught, a particular

group of Cremona transformations,

121

Nanson, manifolds defined by ma-
trices, 111

Net of curves on a surface, 152
Netto, on a theorem for symmetrical

functions, 136
Noether, reduction of Cremona trans-

formations to quadratic transfor-

mations, 117; on a certain curve

of genus three, 130; on the double
planes which are rational, 130; on
cubic primal in four-fold space, 137

;

on surfaces with a rational pencil of

rational curves, 146; determination

of canonical series on a curve in

space, 161 ; on multiple curves of a
surface, 163; formulae for the class,

stationary points, genus and curve-

genus of a surface, 180; procedure
by enveloping cone for invariants

of a surface, 183; number of con-

ditions for a surface imposed by a

given multiple line, 200; surface

whose canonical curves are aggre-

gates of elliptic curves, 205; on a

particular sextic surface, 205; on
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conditions for an adjoint surface at

a tacnode, 220; fifteen examples of

tlie invariants of surfaces, 220; on
condition of adjointness at an
isolated niultij>le point, 233; in-

cidental proof of Clifford's theorem
for special series on a curve, 270;
curves on a general surface are

complete intersections, 295; par-

ticular theorems for a curve in

space, 296; canonical surfaces on a
primal in four-fold space, 298

Painleve, surface with a finite group
of birational transformations, 147

Palatini, manifolds determined by
matrices. 111

Pannelli, Zeuthen-Segre invariant for

pencil of surfaces, 241

Pascal, Repertorium of higher mathe-

matics, geometry, 1922, referred to,

199, etc.

Pencil, irrational, of curves on a

surface, 138, 189
Pezzo, Del, surfaces whose order is

one less than the dimension of the

space to which they belong, 120;

Del Pezzo surfaces, characters, 275
Picard, on deficiency of series by

adjoint system, 169, 269; influence

of tacnode on adjunction, 220, 234;

on hyperelliptic surfaces, 227
Pick, on a covariant arising for bi-

tangents of a plane curve, 299

Pieri, formula for multiple corre-

spondence, 99; applications, 102,

104; coincidences of corresponding

lines, 106; manifolds defined by
matrices. 111; Zeuthen-Segre in-

variant for pencils of surfaces, 241

Pinch points of a double curve of a
surface, 158, 176

Poincare, theorem of complementary
systems of degenerate integrals, 68

;

topological invariant generalising

Euler's, 214
Poisson, on a theorem for symmetrical

functions, 136
Postulation, of a surface for primals,

263; of a manifold which is com-
plete intersection, 268

Primals, intersection of three, with a
common curve, 248; point equi-

valence of common curve of four,

249; and surface, residual inter-

section of, 255 ; intersection of two
with a common curve, 257; inter-

section of three with a common
surface, 266

Product, and sum, of two corre-

spondences, 6; product of two
curves, 57

Quadratic transformation, reduction

of Cremona transformations to, 117
Quadrisecants of a curve, number of,

33

Rank and grade for a complete inter-

section, 75
Rationality, of an involution, 132,

137; of surface representing a plane
involution, 139; rational surfaces,

their plane representation, 245
Re, dal, theorem for surfaces, 300
Reduced canonical system on a sur-

face, 227
Richmond, on cubic primal in four-

fold space, 137
Roberts, manifolds defined by ma-

trices, 111

Rolm, on a plane sextic curve with
six nodes, 156

Room, on generalisation of the

Bordiga figure, 274
Rosanes, on reduction of Cremona

transformations to quadratic trans-

formations, 117
Rosati, correspondence and degene-

rate integrals, 68
Roth, multiple tangents, 91 ; a nume-

rical property of the characters of

a surface, 164; inflexional lines

for a surface in four-fold space, 175;
a surface with a double line, in

five-fold space, 246; on composite
surfaces, 282

Ruled surface, by joins of corre-

sponding points of two curves, 17;
genus of a curve thereon, 25;
number of torsal generators, 26;
condition for a surface to be trans-

formable to, 140; characters of 164,
167

Salmon, bitangent curve, 13, 299;
Hessian of a ruled surface, 27, 156;
quadrisecants of a curve, 34;
multiple tangents of a surface, 90,

91; multiple correspondence, 92;
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manifolds defined by matrices, 111

;

general formulae for a surface, 159,

169; generalisation to four-fold

space, 174; use of four-fold space to

solve a problem of ordinary space,

251 ; treatise on Higher Algebra,

277
Schottky, on a certain curve, 130
Schubert, torsal generators of a ruled

surface, 26, 102, 166; refers to

Halphen as precursor, 28 ; enumera-
tive formulae for contacts of spaces

with curves, 46; reference to his

treatise, 28, 69, 96, 102, 103, 104;
composite condition for a linear

space, 71 ; on multiple tangents of

a primal, 90, 91 ; notation for

calculus of conditions, 98; on
umbilici, 102; coincidences of corre-

sponding spaces, 106; manifolds

defined by matrices. 111; on
quadric surfaces satisfying nine

conditions, 251

Schur, on sextic curve, 274
Scorza, correspondence and degene-

rate integrals, 68; on three-folds

with curve sections of given genus,

272; on a manifold of order five

and dimension three in six-fold

space, 278
Segre, genus of a curve on a ruled

surface, 25; sets common to an
involution and a linear series, 37;

Report on higher space in Ency-
klopadie der Mathematischen Wiss-

enschaften, iii, C 7, 1912, referred

to (under Enzyk. Math. Wiss.), 44,

110, 111, 174; enumerative for-

mulae for manifolds defined by
matrices, 110, 111; reduction of

Cremona transformations to quad-
ratic transformations, 117; on
resolution of multiple points of a
surface, 158; inflexional lines of a
ruled surface in four dimensions,

174; use of pencil of curves on a

surface to obtain invariant, 183;

the Zeuthen-Segre invariant, 185;

from irrational pencil, 189; Segre-

Severi invariant, 191 ; as grade of

canonical system, 197; class of a
surface with isolated nodes, 199;

influence of nodes on invariants,

199, 200; proof of the invari-

ance, 206, 210; generalisation of

the Zeuthen-Segre invariant, 214;
Segre-Severi invariant defined by
grade of canonical system, 224;
modification in birational trans-

formation, 226; Segre quartic sur-

face with double line by projection

of Veronese surface, 274; surface

formed by lines meeting five planes

in four-fold space, 276 ; elliptic ruled

surface normal in space of dimen-
sion one less than its order, 277;
duality of an elliptic ruled surface

and a manifold of order five, 279
Semple, on a birational transforma-

tion in four and five dimensions,

250; cubic primals through a pro-

jected Veronese surface are rational

cubic primals, 277; on a birational

transformation in four-fold space,

279; papers on transformation,

and composite surfaces, 282
Series, characteristic for a linear

system of curves, 124, 263; on
double curve of a surface by sur-

faces through the triple points, 169
Severi, Trattato di geometria algebrica,

1926, referred to, 37; enumerative
formulae for contacts of spaces with
curves, 45; correspondence between
two curves, by considering their

product, 59; formula for coinci-

dences of corresponding spaces,

105; number of cyclical sets in a
correspondence, 145; on improper
double points of a surface in four-

fold space, 157, 171 ; elimination of

multiple points of a surface, 158;

on residual intersection of a surface

with a surface through its double

curve, 168; use of net of curves on
a surface to obtain invariant, 183;

on virtual curves, 217; class of

immersion and canonical number,
222; on surface representing pairs

of points of a curve, 227, 282;

modification of Zeuthen-Segre in-

variant in case of isolated nodes,

235 ; relation of exceptional curves

to transformed canonical system,

236 ; enumerative formulae for a net

of curves on a surface, 241 ; memoir
on intersection of manifolds, 247;

application of theory of intersec-

tions, 250; canonical curves on part

intersection of two primals, 262;
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postulation of surface residual in-

tersection of two primals, 205;

])ostulation of coinjjosite surface,

265; point equivalence of a surface,

267; tlieorems for a complete intei-

section, 209, 270; extension of a

theorem of Bertini, 269 ; on Picard"s

theorem for deficiency of series cut

by adjoint system, 269; on modular
expression of a manifold, 269; fun-

damental theorem of e(]uivalence

of two manifolds, 29.'5, 297; rela-

tions of invariants of two surfaces

in multiple correspondence, 294;
theorem that non-singular primal

contains only complete intersections

of appropriate dimension, 296; for

Grassmannian, 296; theorem of

completeness of system of surfaces

on a primal, 297
Siniart, see Pieard

Slaught, see Moore and Slaught

Spaces, linear, numbers satisfying

given conditions, fundamental the-

orems, 70
Stationary contact, of a tangent plane

with a surface, 149
Stciner, locus of points of contact of

cur%'es of two plane pencils, 240
Sturm, normals of a surface, 104
Sum, and product, of two corre-

spondences, 6; sum, and difference,

of linear systems of curves, 197
Surface, representing the sets of an

involution, 133; containing a pencil

of rational curves, 145; in ordinary

sjjace, preliminary properties of,

148; Salmon's formulae for, 159,

164; with only double curve and
triple points, 157; in space of four

dimensions, 169; in four dimensions
which is comj)lete intersection,

characters of, 175, 247; residual

intersection of two with a common
curve, 251 ; a characteristic equa-
tion proved from theory of inter-

sections, 254; and primal, residual

intersection of, 255; in four- fold

space, number of accidental double
points, 259; two, forming complete
intersection of two primals, sum of

invariants, 262; whose prime sec-

tions are liy|)erelliptic is rational

272; representing points of two
curves, 282; representing pairs of

points of one curve, 285, 289; re-

presenting pairs of points of a curve
of genus two, 289; representing

lines of a cubic primal in four-fold

space, 294

Tacnode, effect on invariants of

surface, 220, 234, 270
Tangent, multiple, of a manifold, 86;

tangent planes to a surface from a
multiple line, 187

Timms, on the general Del Pezzo
surface, 276

Torelli, on de Jonquieres formula for

multiple contacts of curves, 42
Torsal chords of a curve, 17; torsal

generators of a ruled surface, 26
Transformations, Cremona, in a plane,

112; groups of, 278, 299
Triseeants, ruled surface by, 32; to a

surface in four-fold space, 172; tri-

secant curve of a surface in four-fold

space, 242

Ursell, on quadric surfaces satisfying

nine conditions, 251

Vahlen, manifolds defined by matrices,

111
Val, Du, on bitangent curve for a

plane quartic curve, 14
Valency, of a correspondence, 3, 54
Veronese, relations of two curves

forming a complete intersection,

251 ; on a rational surface, 274
Voss, umbilici of a general surface, 102

Weddle surface, transformation to a
Kummer surface, 237

Welchman, on contact primes of the
canonical curve, 43

Wliite, example of a (2, 1) corre-

spondence between two curves, 24;
on the Bordiga surface, 274

Wiman, groups of Cremona transfor-

mations in a plane, 121, 299

Zeuthen, formula for correspondence
between two curves, 19; on torsal

generators of a ruled surface, 27;
on ruled surface bj' triseeants of a
curve, 32; on quadrisecants, 34;
Leiirbuch der abzdhleudcn Meilioden

der Geometric, 1914, referred to, 19,

27, 34, 42, 69, 91, 181, 183, 235;
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number of triple points of the nodal memoir, 178; procedure by en-

curve of a given curve, 38; on de veloping cone for invariants of a

Jonquieres' formula for multiple surface, 183; Zeuthen-Segre in-

contacts of curves, 42; on multiple variant, 185, 189, 199, 206, 210,

tangents, 91; on multiple corre- 233, 247; for pencil of surfaces, 214,

spondence, fundamental results, 92; 241; enumerative formulae for a
on pinch points and close points, net of curves on a surface, 241
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